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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA

INVESTIGATION

Testimony of Richard V Secord

TUESDAY MAY 5 1987

SENATESELECTCOMMITTEEON SECRETMILITARY
ASSISTANCETOIRAN ANDTHENICARAGUANOPPOSITION

AND
HOUSESELECTCOMMITTEETo INVESTIGATE

COVERTARMSTRANSACTIONSWITH IRAN
Washington DC

The select committees met pursuant to call at 10 a.m. in room
325 Russell Senate Office Building Hon Daniel K Inouye (chair
man of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon Lee H Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding

STATEMENT OF HON DANIEL K INOUYE A UNITED STATES SEN
ATOR FROM THE STATE OF HAWAII AND CHAIRMAN SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO
IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION

Chairman INOUYE The joint hearings of the House Select Com
mittee to Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran and the
Senate Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and
the Nicaraguan Opposition will come to order

Ladies and gentlemen 200 years ago the framers of our Consti
tution provided for more perfect union by establishing a strong na
tional government built on a system of checks and balances

The Founding Fathers did not believe that effective government
and checks and balances were inconsistent On the contrary it was
their premise that no branch had such a monopoly on truth that it
should be free to act with total independence

The unique genius of the American system was that by dividing
power it promoted sound policy based on reasoned and open dis
course and mutual trust between the branches These hearings this
morning and for the days to follow will examine what happens
when the trust which is the lubricant of our system is breached by
high officials of our government

The story is not a pretty one As it unfolds in these proceedings
the American people will have every right to ask how could this
have happened here And as we answer that question the Ameri
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can people will have every right to demand that it will never
happen again

Indeed it should never have happened at all
The constitutionally mandated relationship between the Execu

tive and Legislative Branches of this Nation has stood the test of
time It has survived the shock of civil war outlasted the mightiest
monarchies and dictatorships and seen us successfully through the
turbulence of world wars

There is no reason this same carefully calibrated system could
not have guided us through the difficult choices we faced in Cen
tral America and Iran

The formulation of American foreign policy has always been a
matter of discourse between the President and Congress Without
detracting from their own primary responsibility Presidents have
understood that Congress has an indispensable role in foreign
policy

We must ratify the treaties confirm the major foreign policy offi
cials authorize and appropriate the funds and exercise the over
sight Bipartisanship in the execution of foreign policy requires
prior consultation in the development of foreign policy

In short it is a working relationship The President may be the
senior partner in foreign policy but he is not the sole proprietor

Indeed this fact was seemingly recognized by this Administra
tion In 1984 the Administration pledged its complete cooperation
with Congress It entered into an unambiguous agreement with the
Senate Intelligence Committee promising advance notification of
anticipated covert activities

As recently as the summer of 1986 the Director of Central Intel
ligence reaffirmed this agreement and lauded the successful part
nership that had developed between the Executive and the Intelli
gence Committee

But at the very moment these promises of cooperation notifica
tion and partnership were being made and reaffirmed the secret
chain of events which would explode in the Iran/Contra affair was
well in motion

The story is one not of covert activity alone but of covert foreign
policy Not secret diplomacy which Congress has always accepted
but secret policy making which the Constitution has always reject
ed

It is a tale of working outside the system and of utilizing irregu
lar channels and private parties accountable to no one on matters
of national security while ignoring the Congress and even the tra
ditional agencies of executive foreign policymaking

The story is both sad and sordid it is filled with inconsistencies
and often unexplainable conduct None of the participants emerges
unblemished People of great character and ability holding posi
tions of trust and authority in our government were drawn into a
web of deception and despair

Congress too is not immune from scrutiny in these hearings We
cannot avoid asking whether appropriations bills which changed
from year to year and sometimes within the same year were an ef
fective way of controlling foreign policy

Nor can we avoid asking whether we were vigilant enough in
carrying out our oversight functions
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Let it be clear however that our concern in this inquiry is not
with the merits of any particular policy but with flawed policy
making processes

Our hearings are neither pro-Contra nor anti-Contra neither
pro-Administration nor anti-Administration We are not prosecu
tors and this is not an adversarial proceeding We meet here as
American citizens united in a common effort to find the facts lest
we repeat the mistakes

Our purpose is self-examination not recrimination To this end
we will deal with questions of the greatest sensitivity to our nation
al security questions we address precisely because we in Congress
do recognize that the paramount importance of foreign policy And
so we will consider in these hearings the following questions

First were the statutory restrictions on the United States aid to
the Contras violated

Second was Congress misled
Third were the executive branch's own internal checks and bal

ances bypassed in policy decisions in Nicaragua and Iran
Fourth was there a public foreign policy and simultaneously was

there a very different covert foreign policy
Fifth was American foreign policy privatized
And finally were decisions on the most significant matters of

national security driven or influenced by private profit motives
We do not deal here with civil disagreements over the direction

of U.S foreign policy or with the creative tensions between the
branches of government

Those are normal and healthy and they do not end in shredding
of documents Only a contempt for law leads to altered documents
and perjured statements

By eliciting and examining the entire story we believe our
Nation will emerge stronger We also believe that sunlight is the
best disinfectant Our country is not divided or disspirited These
hearings do not represent our democracy's weakness but its
strength

This strength and unity of purpose are reflected in the decision
of our two committees to conduct these hearings jointly This was
an historic decision insuring that the public interest would prevail
over any parochial interest and that the full story would be pre
sented to the public expeditiously and fairly This outcome would
not have been possible without the cooperation and statesmanship
of my colleagues on the House Committee and their distinguished
leaders Congressman Lee Hamilton and Congressman Richard
Cheney

Another historic feature of this inquiry is the bipartisan spirit
that has guided our efforts Our Senate Committee has a unified
staff whose members report to the committee as a whole not to
Democrats or Republicans The Senate Select Committee has been
pleased with a staff of extraordinary talent and dedication to
match

When the history of this period is written I am certain this foot
note will amply recognize the indispensable contribution of the
staff which was ably guided by the chief counsel Arthur Liman

This usual superlatives cannot describe this man's contribution
to this committee My senior Republican colleague on this panel
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the very Honorable Warren Rudman is this committee's vice
chairman and my equal partner in this inquiry

He and I have worked closely together consulting on every issue
reaching joint decisions on every question striving always towards
the same objective I applaud his leadership I value his wisdom I
value his counsel

So too do I recognize the great contributions of every member of
our committee Each Senator has spent many hours preparing for
these hearings reviewing mountains of evidence pouring over the
transcripts and documents on busy days week nights and week
ends

No one has raised a political issue in private or in public Not
one has sought to turn this matter into partisan or personal advan
tage

All our committee votes on even the most sensitive and poten
tially divisive questions have been unanimous This bipartisan
spirit has been matched on the other side of Pennsylvania Avenue

The White House has been cooperative Executive privilege has
not been asserted And even the President's personal diaries have
been shared with us The Executive Department has likewise re
sponded to our requests

None of this is to say that we and the executive agencies have
agreed on every matter We have had our disagreement But there
they have been minor and also in good faith and most importantly
it has worked

It is truly sad that such interbranch cooperation and trust could
not have been the rule before because if it had we would not be
here today Indeed we must ask why the bipartisanship which has
marked this examination of our foreign policy making process
could not be extended to the making of our foreign policy in the
future Some of us believe it can All of us hope it will

But first we must clear the air and let the facts of this unfortu
nate and sad affair emerge So to this end I call these hearings to
order

Now ladies and gentlemen it is my privilege to call upon my col
league from the House of Representatives the Chairman of the
Select Committee the Honorable Lee Hamilton

[The prepared statement of Mr Inouye appears at p 369]

STATEMENT OF HON LEE H HAMILTON A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA

Chairman HAMILTON Thank you very much Mr Chairman We
all thank you for a most eloquent and perceptive statement

A Hoosier constituent of mine recently asked why the Congress
is spending so much time on the Iran-Contra Affair when there are
so many other important things to do That question is appropri
ately addressed as we begin

The short answer is that we hold these hearings because in the
course of the conduct of the Nation's business something went

wrong seriously wrong If something goes wrong in our system we
want to bring it out into the open examine it learn from it and if

possible correct it
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Congressional oversight is an integral part of this constitutional
process in our democracy and that is why we are here At the
heart of what we do in these hearings is the proper working of our
system of government Let me address several questions

First what went wrong Our answer to that question today must
be tentative not final But after four months of investigation the
examination of over 100,000 documents and the interview of hun
dreds of witnesses by the committees we can begin to address that
question

These hearings will show I believe that many things went
wrong Significant foreign policy decisions on Iran terrorism Nica
ragua were made in secret For months some individuals in and
out of government went to great lengths to conceal activities from
the Congress from appropriate officials in the executive branch
and from the American people

This excessive secrecy led policy astray A small number of offi
cials made policy outside the democratic process

Secret policies different from stated policies cast doubt on our
political process and our credibility in the eyes of Americans and
friends and allies around the world

Some officials apparently did not understand how our democracy
works Their conduct demonstrated a fundamental distrust and dis
respect for democratic principles and the orderly processes of con
stitutional government

Apparently we had one policy in public and another policy in
private We said one thing to our friends and allies and we did an
other

Where the law required notice to the Congress efforts were
made to circumvent the law When Congress inquired it was not
always told the truth

Where Congress prohibited the involvement of government agen
cies private individuals and enterprises were recruited and direct
ed by government officials to perform prohibited activities

Where complex decisions should have involved the expertise of
many in government a few officials relied on outsiders and even
foreigners to formulate and execute American policy

High officials did not ask the questions they should have asked
Activities were undertaken without authority Checks and balances
were ignored Important meetings occurred without adequate prep
aration Established procedures were circumvented Accurate
records were not kept and legal questions were not addressed

Secondly what should you look for in these hearings
These hearings will have three phases In phase one we will ex

amine the policy of support for the Contras Reasonable people
may differ about the wisdom of this policy and our hearings will
not address the merits of the issue

Our concern here begins in 1984 when Congress and the Presi
dent enacted the Boland Amendment This law prohibited any
agency engaged in intelligence activities from spending money in
direct or indirect support of the Contras

These hearings will be devoted to finding out what was done
during the period that the Boland Amendment was in effect to
supply the Contras
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By whom was it done and at whose direction What funds were
raised Who raised them Where did they come from and how
were they spent What was the involvement of high officials and
what did they know about the Contra supply operation

In phase two we will examine the series of secret arms sales to
Iran We will try to find out how this policy began why it contin
ued how it became an exchange of arms for hostages and what
happened to the proceeds from the sales We will want to know
who was involved what they did at whose direction they acted
and whom they kept informed

In phase three we will try to assess responsibility Who was re
sponsible for devising these policies and supervising their execu
tion Did high officials abdicate responsibilities Were high officials
misinformed and misled What was the extent of the President's
knowledge and involvement

The final question is what do we hope to achieve in these hear
ings We are here to investigate and to inform not to prosecute
We will follow the facts where they lead

We do not seek radical change We seek to restore the estab
lished and constitutional ways of doing the Nation's business We
seek to show that these misdeeds are not the way we do business in
this country

These joint hearings are a part and only a part of the process of
discovering the truth about these events Others have investigated
and we build upon their work

As we have better understood these events changes have already
been made in the way we conduct our Nation's business More
changes will be made Our constitutional process is working and
the purpose of these hearings is to contribute to the self-cleansing
process of our democracy

We have no desire to prolong these hearings We too want to

get back to the work on other important matters on the congres
sional agenda but we do have a constitutional responsibility to ful
fill We want to carry out that responsibility carefully fairly and
faithfully

Our system of government is effective only if it enjoys respect
and trust and this inquiry will achieve its purpose if we can con
tribute to rebuilding that respect and trust

Mr Chairman let me join in your remarks of praise for the work
of our colleagues on the committee and for the members of our
staff That work has been skillful and diligent and as you suggest
bipartisan

I want especially to thank the work on the House side of the
Vice Chairman Mr Fascell and the ranking member Mr Cheney
They have in every respect been supportive and helpful and it has
been a high privilege for me to work with you and Senator
Rudman Your leadership and your statesmanship will certainly
mark the success of these hearings

Thank you
[The prepared statement of Hon Lee H Hamilton appears at p

376.]
Chairman INOUYE Thank you very much sir
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Now it is my great pleasure and privilege to call upon my distin
guished colleague from New Hampshire the Vice Chairman of the
Senate Select Committee the Honorable Warren Rudman

STATEMENT OF HON WARREN B RUDMAN A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEWHAMPSHIRE

Mr RUDMAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman Chairman Hamilton today the House and the

Senate Select Committees begin public hearings on the Iran Arms
Initiative and the diversion of arms sale profits to the Nicaraguan
opposition

This is the second phase of the committee's work the first phase
being the actual investigation which began in January and is con
tinuing at this very moment

We begin these hearings as the Nation approaches the Bicenten
nial of our Constitution so it is appropriate to note that the inves
tigative power of Congress is inherent in its constitutionally as
signed role as the legislative branch of government

The innate power of the legislative body to investigate comes
from English common law dating back to at least the 16th century
Committees of the House of Commons had the power to summon
witnesses examine documents and punish for contempt just as
these two committees have today

The American colonial legislatures the Continental Congress
and the early state legislatures relied on these precedents

Woodrow Wilson as a college student wrote that "the informing
function of Congress should be preferred even to its legislative
function.

As a senator Harry Truman stated that "the power of investiga
tion is one of the most important powers of the Congress The
manner in which that power is exercised will largely determine the
position and prestige of the Congress in the future.

Most of the major historical congressional investigations have
been concerned with allegations against and actions by officials in
the executive branch Other examples include Watergate the
McCarthy hearings and Teapot Dome

That is as it should be The ability of Congress to discover the
facts and expose improper conduct in the executive branch is one
of the key checks in the brilliant system of checks and balances de
vised by the Founding Fathers of our country

I will take just a brief moment to thank and commend Senator
Inouye the Chairman of the Senate Committee Senator Inouye
has set a standard that future special committees and their chair
men will find difficult to match From the beginning he has run
the committee effectively and in a bipartisan fashion which is
proven by the fact that every vote taken by the committee has
been decided by unanimous vote

He put together a nonpartisan professional staff which under
the direction of Arthur Liman has performed brilliantly They
have worked brutal hours over the last several months piecing this
complex story together Most are still working on it today

I also want to express my appreciation to Representative Hamil
ton and Representative Cheney the Chairman and Ranking
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Member of the House Committee Their willingness along with
that of Senator Inouye to cooperate on this sensitive matter has
produced a result that nobody thought possible four and a half
months ago one that serves our Nation well and brings credit to
the Congress as an institution

Merging of the House and Senate investigations has assured the
American people will get the full story sooner By combining the
hearings of the House and Senate Committees we have assured
that the full story is told to the American people in a coherent
manner By working together the two committees have avoided an
unhealthy competition and assured a nonpartisan and professional
search for the truth

The willingness of separate House and Senate committees to
merge their separate identities and work as one is to the best of
my knowledge a historic first and especially noteworthy given the
high profile and sensitive nature of this subject

By the time these hearings are concluded the American people
will learn the answers to the five final questions who what when
why and how

Of course we will examine the role of the President and various
executive branch officials What actions did the President specifi
cally approve of What exactly did Federal officials do On whose
authority was such actions taken and were any laws violated

We will also examine how the various aspects of the affair devel
oped Did various people consciously set out to violate the law
Were they well-intentioned policies and motives which went
astray Was the problem attributable in any way to unclear or
vague Federal laws on the issue

Finally we must look at how the foreign policy process worked
Is the existing process flawed or was it simply ignored What are
the ramifications when foreign policy is privatized in a way that
leaves it susceptible to the control of profiteers rather than policy
makers

The story that will be told is a sad one There will be evidence of
illegal behavior and contempt for our democratic form of govern
ment There will be stories of greed and incompetence There are
many victims especially the American people who have a right to
expect better from their Government While the investigation is
still underway we already have sufficient evidence to establish
that this is an inexcusable fiasco of the first order

It is important however to keep things in perspective These
hearings while laying out an unfortunate affair will also serve as
a reminder of the fundamental strength of the American system
This investigation and these hearings demonstrate the self-correc
tive nature of our democratic government They prove once again
the brilliance of Winston Churchill when he stated that "democra
cy is the worse system devised by the wit of man except for all the
others.

Thank you Mr Chairman
[The prepared statement of Mr Rudman appears at p 380.]
Mr INOUYE Thank you very much It is now my pleasure to call

upon the Ranking Minority Member of the House Select Commit
tee the Honorable Richard Cheney of Wyoming
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STATEMENT OF THE HON DICK CHENEY A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WYOMING

Mr CHENEY Thank you Mr Chairman I would like to join my
colleagues Mr Rudman and Mr Hamilton in thanking you for the
fair and impartial way in which you have proceeded in this matter
It is not an easy assignment to serve on this committee and it cer
tainly hasn't been an easy assignment for either of our colleagues
Mr Hamilton or Senator Inouye They have indeed done a very
fair and impartial job of presiding over these events

I think it is also important Mr Chairman to point out there is
another individual who has been very supportive and cooperative
of everything this committee has done to date that is the President
of the United States These won't be easy hearings to watch in the
West Wing but it is important I think for people to know that the
President has indeed cooperated fully with our investigation

Earlier this year he appointed the Tower Commission to examine
these events on behalf of the executive branch That report has
been made public and it too is not easy reading It contains some
very tough criticism of our foreign policy with respect to the events
under investigation by this committee but the President I
thought responded well to those developments

It takes a big man to submit himself and his administration to
that kind of scrutiny In connection with this inquiry which he has
encouraged he has placed no obstacles in the path of our investiga
tion and as was mentioned earlier by Senator Inouye he has even
made available to members of the committee the most intimate
personal thoughts of his administration his own diary

Mr Chairman these are hearings about important events It is a
case study if you will of the condition of U.S foreign policy It is a
very interesting story to be told about arms sales to Iran about ne
gotiations for hostages and about support of the Contras in Central
America Some will say it is even a fascinating story But all of this
has little meaning unless it is viewed within the broader frame
work of American foreign policy

A complete understanding of these events requires us to consider
the context within which they occurred For example the develop
ment of a private support network to assist insurgents fighting the
Civil War in Central America makes little sense considered in iso
lation But it takes on a whole new significance when placed in the
context of the following developments the establishment of a Com
munist government in Nicaragua an outpost of the Soviet Union
the diffusion of hundreds of millions in military aid from the
Soviet Union and Cuba efforts by the Communist Government of
Nicaragua by subversion to destroy the fragile democratic govern
ments in Central America and of course a U.S Government policy
characterized by doubt and uncertainty.a policy which changed
from supporting the Contras to prohibiting official military assist
ance to supporting military assistance all within a few months

Obviously the merit of policy options in Central America will be
debated in other committees and on the floor of both Houses but
we must be conscious as we pursue the facts of the Contra matter
of the larger issues which may have led to these events One impor
tant question to be asked is to what extent did the lack of a clear
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cut policy by the Congress contribute to the events we will be ex
ploring in the weeks ahead

What is needed Mr Chairman is a calm objective weighing of
the evidence to be presented Once all the evidence is in we will
have the opportunity to draw conclusions and to make recommen
dations to the House and Senate The issues raised by these events
are not new We have had previous debates over the role of covert
actions the role of the President the role of private individuals
and the appropriate role of Congress in foreign policy

Some will argue that these events justify the imposition of addi
tional restrictions on Presidents to prohibit the possibility of simi
lar occurrences in the future In my opinion that would be a mis
take In completing our task we should seek above all to find ways
to strengthen the capacity of future Presidents and future con
gresses to meet the often dangerous and difficult challenges that
are bound to arise in the years ahead

Chairman INOUYE Now I wish to call upon the Deputy President
Pro Tempore of the United States Senate the very distinguished
gentleman from Maine Senator George Mitchell

STATEMENT OF HON GEORGE J MITCHELL A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MAINE

Mr MITCHELLThank you Mr Chairman
These hearings will address important questions for our democ

racy the need for high Government officials to respect and obey
the law the need for open and vigorous debate of public policy the
need for vigilant congressional oversight of the way the law is im
plemented

In the weeks ahead we will hear of individual and institutional
error of wrongdoing even of criminal activity We will be fre
quently appalled occasionally amused Through it all we should
not leave sight of the broader issues

A democratic Nation dependent on the rule of law and respect
for that law can not remain democratic if its Government officials
are not accountable to the law And when the Government aban
dons open and competitive debate and resorts for inadequate
reason to secret decisionmaking by a few the likelihood of error in
creases

The Iran-Contra affair is a classic example of that The law re
quires the President to notify the Congress in advance of certain
covert operations or if notice can not be given in advance then in
a timely fashion

There is little doubt that if the President had notified congres
sional leaders of his intention to sell arms to Iran and to exchange
arms for hostages they would have warned him not to do it That
was not done

As a result a secret policy was pursued that was contrary to our
public policy contrary to what we were telling our allies to do con
trary to our national interest

In no respect were these actions wise In every respect they were
serious mistakes for the President and for the country

James Madison observed that
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If men were angels no governmentwouldbe necessary In framing a government
which is to be administered by men over men a great difficultylies in this You
must first enable the government to control the governed and in the next place
obligeit to controlitself

In those few words Madison captured a central difficulty of gov
ernment by and for the people The difficulty was addressed in part
by the separation of powers the system of checks and balances pre
scribed by and embodied in our Constitution

As we begin these hearings we focus the attention of the Nation
on these critical issues We as a committee of the Congress with
the independent counsel and the justice system will hopefully dem
onstrate the ability of our government to control itself to adjust
the abuse of power

Serious wounds have been inflicted The reputation of our Nation
has been damaged The confidences of the American people in its
government has been weakened Our foreign policies in Central
America and the Middle East have been thrown into question

The Tower Commission criticized a mismanaged White House
casual delegation of important power the abdication of responsibil
ity by some of our high officials It answered many questions but
many other questions remain

What happened to the money The reports of the Senate Intelli
gence Committee and the Tower Commission both contain refer
ences to millions of dollars raised at home and abroad by Govern
ment officials and private citizens But neither the commission nor
the committee had the time or the resources to document the
money trail We will do so

Who knew about it and who authorized the use of these funds for
military assistance to the Contras Was the President as he states
unaware of the diversion of funds from the arms sales to Iran and
of other money and material assistance to the Contras in violation
of the law

The President is entitled to be believed entitled to the benefit of
the doubt unless and until there is evidence to the contrary We
will find out if there is such evidence

And if the President did not know on whose authority and at
whose request were so many elements of our Government mobi
lized to carry out these unwise and unlawful activities

These and other questions will be answered in these hearings
We have a solemn responsibility to present all the facts to bring
the full truth to the American people as thoroughly as fairly as
promptly as possible

Under the bipartisan leadership of the Chairman and Vice
Chairman of these committees with the assistance of an able and
dedicated staff we have made a good start It is now time to begin
the process of laying the facts before the American people

If when we finish these hearings they know the truth we will
have been successful

Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTON I am pleased to recognize the distinguished

Vice Chairman of the Select Committee the gentleman from Flori
da Mr Fascell
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STATEMENT OF HON DANTE B FASCELL A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr FASCELLThank you Mr Chairman
I have some remarks to make Mr Chairman but I ask unani

mous consent to submit a statement for the record
Chairman HAMILTONWithout objection so ordered
[The prepared statement by Mr Fascell appears at p 386.]
Mr FASCELLMr Chairman first let me compliment you and the

ranking member and Chairman of the Senate Select Committee
and the ranking member of that committee for these joint hear
ings

This is a historic occasion in order to deal with a very difficult
matter It has been totally bipartisan in our operations up until
now and I am positive it will stay that way The nature of what we
are discussing demands it

And what these hearings are all about what you can expect
what has been done what is going to be done our chairmen have
delineated very clearly

So these thoughts are somewhat in addition to that and I will
represent my own personal views Representative democracy.basi
cally these hearings are about accountability truth and the facts

I was asked why Congress didn't do something about this before
Very simple We didn't know anything about it It is very tough
when all the information you need is in the executive branch of
government The system provides for a quality of responsibility and
power in a constitutional government

And so what we are doing here today is simply making the offi
cial record if you will because starting back in.whenever it
was.we saw demonstrated the power of another great constitu
tional freedom and that is the media at work in a democratic
open free society to get the facts to the people

And the Congress necessarily because of the nature and the
scope of this investigation has been constantly behind the curve
But now with the examination of hundreds of witnesses and hun
dreds of thousands of documents we are prepared now to make the
official record and our own determination here what is the truth
and what are the facts and the American public can decide for
themselves when they see and read

So we are concerned here with foreign policy a flat statement of
policy publicly expressed but a different one entirely being private
ly implemented a major agency of the Government the National
Security Council as an adviser to the President being used as an
operational agency when in my judgment it was never contem
plated by law or otherwise that it ever should have that responsi
bility that the Congress was bypassed is clear and admitted but
other agencies and advice of senior members of Government totally
ignored funds or assistance provided to the Contras when the Con
gress said otherwise And let me address that

Congress in adopting any policy reflects as best it can what is
with the American people I have always had the belief that no for
eign policy can be successfully implemented that is not fully under
stood and supported by the American people
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I don't see any way in the world that given the arm's length re
lationship that normally exists between the legislative and execu
tive branches that not having the opportunity for the formulation
of policy and that when you get into a divergent or unclear posi
tion with regard to the implementation of that policy you are obvi
ously going to run into difficulty I don't care how zealous or how
right you are.and that is in quotes.was some criminal some not
criminal ignored violated interpretations stretched or distorted

Implementation of foreign policy turned over to private individ
uals and organizations Obviously not a wise decision The Presi
dent either acquiesced or he was purposely kept in the dark or
people distorted the facts in order to protect the President none of
which is a good position for anybody

I think the President is entitled to every credibility and every
commendation for his cooperation with regard to the hearings that
we are undertaking

So the hearings are necessary to make an official record and put
all of this to rest to learn from it as far as the operation of Gov
ernment is concerned to demonstrate once again because this is a
continuing struggle the strength of democracy the strength and
the wisdom and the common sense of the American people So we
here about truth

We are here about truth we are here about accountability we
are here in these hearings about the use of zeal and power to ac
complish as a result a laudable purpose in the cries of some But
we have to live it seems to me if we are going to live at all in our
system by the principles of a Constitutional government where no
person is a law unto himself

Chairman INouYE I am now pleased to call upon the distin
guished senior Senator from the State of Idaho the Honorable
James McClure

STATEMENT OF HON JAMES A McCLURE A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF IDAHO

Mr MCCLURE Thank you very much Mr Chairman
Let me join with my colleague in commending you and Chair

man Hamilton and the Vice Chairman and ranking minority
member in the House for the way in which you have collectively
brought us to the point of beginning this inquiry

We as members of the committee as members of the Congress
and as citizens of the United States I think are in a debt of grati
tude to you for the way in which you have handled this task I
think it bodes well for the inquiry itself for there are major parti
san overtones that could have easily submerged the committee in
discussions of policy rather than matters of process

I am very grateful that at least so far we have avoided that and
I think the chances of avoiding it are enhanced by the way in
which you have approached this task

What we are about to embark on today is not a trial it is a
formal inquiry into the policy decisions that led the United States
to sell arms to Iran It is also an inquiry into how certain funds
involved in those transactions may have been diverted to aid the
Nicaraguan resistance
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It may seem even somewhat confusing we start out by pursuing
not the first line of inquiry first but the second line of inquiry
first It is clear to me that these policies had clear and distinct and
separate beginnings and subsequently were emerged for a variety
of reasons

Once all of the evidence is presented I am confident we will
have a better understanding of how this came about

I want to touch on one particular subject that I am sure my col
leagues in the Senate committee would expect me to raise and will
not be surprised but perhaps the American public hasn't had the
same opportunity to look at that issue as has the Senate commit
tee this is the question of what has been referred to in the public
discussion of our investigation as limited use immunity or as many
would put it why did you grant immunity to such witnesses

That phrase or some variation of that has been a convenient
shorthand for those who try to explain what we are doing but un
fortunately it has led many to believe that because of this limited
use of immunity the independent council will be prevented from
pursuing any potential prosecution if in fact there are grounds for
that action And that as every member of this committee of these
two committees knows is not the case

What the committees have done is something quite different
from that because our responsibility is not prosecution but the dili
gent prosecution of information trails that will lead us to an under
standing of what happened not criminal prosecution of individuals
And to obtain that information we need the kind of statements
from those who know which in some instances they fear might
cause themselves to be exposed to possible criminal liability and
they refuse to talk

If we need that information we have to find a way to get it
What we can do is not grant immunity but request the court to
compel witnesses to testify before us and the court under our laws
in making that order also provides that the information they give
us and the testimony they produce cannot be used against them in
a subsequent prosecution if there is one

It does not bar the prosecutor from using the same information
obtained from other sources if he believes that there is criminal
prosecution and that evidence is necessary to the criminal prosecu
tion

I don't want to be understood by making that statement that I
have concluded that there is criminal wrongdoing on the part of
anyone or several persons that is not our function That is the
function of the special prosecutor in the courts to make that deter
mination

We who have had to look at reams of information over weeks of
time are aware of certain conclusions which we or others may have
reached but in the area of criminal wrongdoing it is inappropriate
for this committee to make any statements concerning that at this
time Certain individuals may at a later time desire to do so

Certainly this is an important undertaking we begin today but I
would state my own belief there are many other issues of greater
importance to the people of this country and I have constituents
like the ones who spoke to Chairman Hamilton who asked why we
spent so much time on this
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I have many people in my State of Idaho who say the same thing
to me These are important times for this country gaining control
of Federal spending tracking what is happening and I would much
rather spend our time tracking on what is happening in arms con
trol negotiations which is a policy in evolution rather than looking
back over this history which is history but it may looking at the
means by which this was done may yet yield some light as to what
kind of negotiations are underway and what we will be confronted
with later on in terms of administration suggestions to the Con
gress of the United States about arms control

We haven't yet adopted a budget and I would guess if I under
stand things correctly the May 15 date is not likely to be met I
believe that we have serious issues that confront us and yet we
have a preoccupation whenever there is a titilating story to be told
that sometimes diverts us from more fundamental questions

U.S policy in Central America is not just a contest between the
Congress and the administration and it is not just a question of ad
ministrative processes it is a fundamental security question that is
hotly debated in the Congress and between the Congress and the
administration and therefore has a very great importance and yet
this committee is not really impaneled empowered nor directed to
debate what Central American policy ought to be

We are trying to find out how the administration dealt with the
question of Central American policy in ways in which the Congress
had also acted in the same question

I believe in the weeks ahead we will be able to conduct this in
vestigation in a thorough manner and when we have done that the
American public will have the opportunity to see more clearly than
they have to this time some of the details of the evolution of policy
and certainly a great many people will be watching very carefully
to see whether or not we have found where all the money went

But let's keep our eye on our goal and not allow ours to be di
verted into intriguing sidelights or side channels and finally Mr
Chairman I think it is obvious that this is an inquiry by the Con
gress of the United States that will look more closely at adminis
tration actions than it looks at congressional actions

We will have to be I think judicious in looking at our own ac
tions in terms of congressional statements in the past as policy was
developed and congressional responsibility for the lack of trust
which is evident between the administration and the Congress All
the responsibility does not lie at either end of Pennsylvania
Avenue

Thank you very much
Chairman INOUYE I recognize the distinguished gentleman from

Michigan Mr Broomfield

STATEMENT OF HON WM S BROOMFIELD A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Mr BROOMFIELDThank you Mr Chairman
As these public hearings finally get underway I hope we can

now move more quickly to determine the truth assign responsibil
ity for what happened and then put this matter behind us The
American people deserve no less
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Because of the seriousness of this investigation the Congress has
proceeded carefully respecting the legitimate concerns of the spe
cial prosecutor that important evidence be safeguarded for possible
criminal trials However as important as the special prosecutor's
role is Congress also has an important role Congress and the
country cannot be held hostage to this single issue indefinitely

The national preoccupation with this matter hangs like a dark
cloud over our government diluting its effectiveness in dealing
with domestic problems and weakening our position in the world
arena

Our responsibility now is to see that the facts are laid out clearly
and completely for the American people They are capable of arriv
ing at their own judgments about the wisdom of the policies that
spawned this tragic affair Let the chips fall where they may but
let's get on with it so that government can return to governing ef
fectively

President Reagan has been open and above board in his desire to
cooperate In fact his decision to waive executive privilege regard
ing confidential matters with his closest advisers was a great help
to our investigation and almost unprecedented in our history Some
basic facts are clear In hindsight the President's decision to sell
arms to Iran was clearly a mistake

I have served now under seven different presidents Republicans
and Democrats and I can say that all of them have made mistakes
at one time or another While some of President Reagan's advisers
were motivated by the hope of improving relations with Iran they
succeeded only in undercutting our relations with our allies The
United States cannot have a strong and effective policy of combat
ing terrorism if we secretly trade arms for hostages and that is ex
actly what happened

Although it is clear that the President's decisions over time were
driven by compassion for the hostages and their families it is
equally clear that the sale of arms to Iran was the wrong decision
based on faulty advice from a system that had been short-circuited

If the White House had followed standard procedures in develop
ing the Iran initiative which provide for a coordinated review by
the National Security Council and discussion with the Intelligence
Committees of Congress in my judgment this disaster probably
could have been avoided

The other side of the investigation the diversion of government
funds and the financing of military equipment for the Nicaraguan
resistance from private funds also paints a very disappointing pic
ture We are a nation of laws Regardless of our position on the
United States policy in Nicaragua we are all required to abide by
those same guiding principles

Those involved in circumventing the law did a great disservice to
the President the Congress and the American people Over the
course of the coming weeks some of those individuals will be called
before this committee so that the American people may judge their
guilt or their innocence

Our responsibility will be to hear them out with an open mind
respecting their reputations and rights as individuals and resisting
any temptation in the glare of national attention to jump to hasty
and unfair judgments
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Most of all I hope we can move in a straight line to the truth of
the central questions before us without any detours and without
any further delay

[The prepared statement of Mr Broomfield appears at p 388.]
I call on the senior Senator from Georgia Sam Nunn

STATEMENT OF HON SAM NUNN A UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Mr NUNN Thank you Mr Vice Chairman
I commend you for your unique and I think unprecedented

having the House and the Senate join together in a spirit of com
plete cooperation

This staff has been assembled very rapidly but we have I think
a great dual blessing in Arthur Liman and John Nields and the
people they put together

I think in exemplary fashion they have done splendid work I
share the views of my colleagues already expressed by that diligent
work which we will of course be examining in detail in the
coming days and weeks

Our task is a serious and solemn task That has already been
said and said eloquently All of us would like to see our hostages
returned

We hope and pray for that every day All of us would like to see
democracies in Central America but we cannot abuse democracy
at home in the pursuit of democracy abroad The central issue thus
becomes whether this administration upheld the law or flaunted
the law In addressing this issue we have to ask tough questions I
think they fall in the category of three general areas

Questions about the administration's regard for the rule of law
Questions about the administration's competence in the conduct of
foreign policy And questions about the President's responsibility
for these events

Mr Chairman this is certainly not a pleasant task but it is a
very important task The questions we will be asking go to the
heart of our constitutional system And answers we get and what
we as a nation do about those answers will tell us a great deal
about ourselves

Thank you
[The prepared statement of Mr Nunn appears at p 393.]
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the distinguished Majority

Leader of the House of Representatives Mr Foley

STATEMENT OF THE HON THOMAS S FOLEY A UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WASH
INGTON

Mr FoLEY Mr Chairman I compliment the joint staff and com
pliment the leadership of the committee on both sides of the aisle I
share the views of almost all the members who have spoken before

I have no further opening statement
Mr RUDMAN I call on the senior Senator from Alabama Senator

Howell Heflin
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STATEMENT OF HON HOWELL T HEFLIN A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF ALABAMA

Mr HEFLIN Mr Chairman the burden we undertake today is a
heavy one the process historic the outcome both important and
uncertain The duty is not one from which we can shrink It is one
however which we can most definitely mishandle

Senator Sam Ervin stated
The congressionalinvestigationcan be an instrument of freedom or it can be

freedom'sscourge A legislativeinquiry can serve as the tool to pry open the bar
riers that hide governmentalcorruption It can be a catalyst that spurs Congress
and the public to support vital reforms in our nation's laws Or it can debaseour
principles invade the privacyof our citizensand afford a platform for demagogues
and the rankest partisans

Hopefully the work of these committees will be attuned to the
highest precepts that should guide congressional inquiries

We are here today to begin a process of investigation of affirma
tion and of restoration A legislative investigation in a democracy
can be a salutary event Done properly it can have a cleansing
effect If there is corruption or malfeasance it can open it up
expose it cleanse it.and importantly begin the process of heal
ing

In carrying out this function I believe it is appropriate to have a
three-pronged approach one seek the truth two find the truth
three report the truth

In 1922 Senator Robert Lafollete urged his colleagues to launch a
congressional investigation into alleged abuses of authority "No
matter whom it hits or hurts, he said "let us have the facts The
American people will be satisfied with nothing less.

As the truth is found and told we may well conclude sadly that
in the course of pursuing democratic principles in foreign lands we
may have subverted them at home

Second these hearings are about affirmation Yes they are about
rogue elephants Persian rug merchants loose cannons soldiers of
fortune privateers believers hostages Contras But they are also
about separation of powers national security fifth amendment
rights allegations of misconduct charges of cover-up the right to
know and importantly they are about the rule of law passion for
the rule of law

Yes these hearings are about the elevation of respect for the
rule of law and constitutional principles above ideology and power

These hearings are about Iran and contras but they are also
about affirming some fundamental American values honesty
openness truth credibility and the sacred covenant of a trust a
President makes with the American people when he asks for and
receives their vote and when he vows to see that the laws of the
land are faithfully executed

We are here then to affirm two fundamental truths upon which
our republic was founded one that a nation of laws does not
permit officials of the Government to act above the law two that a
nation of laws does not permit official acts outside the law

Third we are involved in a process of restoration This healing
procedure may be painful and take time but hopefully at the end
we will be proud of restoring order to a disorderly process of deci
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sionmaking trust by our allies in our word as a nation and most
importantly of restoring trust by our people in their Government

Mr Chairman there will be those who say our motives are polit
ical I am convinced the vast majority of this panel is looking out
for interest first rather than party

To the critics I would say this I would take no joy in seeing any
administration crippled I would take no joy in seeing our entire
Nation being embarrassed in the court of world opinion as in
recent weeks we have as in coming weeks we further will be

Let the process of investigating publicly go forward Let the proc
ess of affirming begin and let us undertake the important process
of national cleansing and healing

Thank you
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the distinguished gentleman

from Illinois Mr Hyde

STATEMENT OF HON HENRY J HYDE A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr HYDE Thank you Mr Chairman
By way of preface I am not yet ready to confine this administra

tion to the tomb So what I have to say may break step with what
is becoming a bipartisan funeral march for the administration

I don't condone and I will condemn with the most righteous of
you the unwise improvident and even illegal actions some in the
administration may have committed But there are overriding con
siderations that I hope are not lost sight of as we move deliberately
toward judgment

Mr Chairman it is inconceivable that this sort of inquiry could
occur anywhere else in the world It is both a compliment and a
temptation It is a temptation to try to make policy points which
are extraneous to the narrow focus of this investigation But if we
do our work in a disciplined way as people who are sworn to pre
serve and protect the Constitution we and the country will come
out of this with a strengthened Presidency and a strengthened Con
gress

However if this becomes the occasion to conduct civil war by
other means we will have a weakened Presidency and do no credit
to ourselves We will also weaken the confidence of other people
and other nations that our democracy can really work

Our Founding Fathers fashioned this country so that there would
be tensions between the executive and legislative branches But
there are creative tensions and there are destructive tensions

We have had an example in the last 14 years of how extra-legal
activity on the part of the executive branch can lead to a destruc
tive tension between the President and Congress the result of
which has weakened the Presidency and filled Congress with the
delusion that it knows best when it comes to foreign policy

I don't want to shatter the glow of bipartisan amity that suffuses
this chamber when I suggest that when 535 cooks try to prepare
their version of a foreign policy broth you had better approach it
with a very long spoon

Parenthetically Mr Chairman I have always felt the famous
Dear Commandante letter sent to President Ortega whom some
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think is Walter Reuther with a Spanish accent and signed by
about twelve of the leaders of the majority party was a classic ex
ample of a private foreign policy at least quasi-private

These hearings will not explore what our inconstant policies
mean to the Contra campesino in the mountains wondering wheth
er he will have any food or ammunition next week nor the conse
quences of our unpredictability on our allies Unfortunately we will
not examine the plight of a President who correctly perceives the
threat to democracy and our own national security by Soviet domi
nation of the land bridge between North and South America and
who confronts a recalcitrant Congress a Congress whose schizo
phrenic notions of fighting communism include resistance in Af
ghanistan and Cambodia 12 time zones away but none in our own
hemisphere

We may well wonder whether our form of democracy is equipped
to survive in a dangerous world when we cannot keep a secret and
other countries whose trust we need become increasingly loath to
cooperate

I do not wish to be understood as defending everything that was
done by members of this administration some of which did not
serve our country well And some of what was not done such as
the failure to notify Congress also did not serve our country well

And the very cause they and some of us so deeply believe in
democracy in Central America.may have been irreparably
harmed by their actions But I am convinced the controversy we
are about to investigate does not have to do at bottom line with
who broke what law That is an important dimension of our work
and we will find the answers What we don't find I am sure Judge
Walsh will

But this debate is not essentially about narrow questions of legal
ity It is about some passionately held beliefs one of which is the
conviction that democracy and freedom will survive and flourish in
our hemisphere and how best to achieve this

When all this is over Mr Chairman perhaps we will have a
more united country I know of no group of people more adequate
to this task than the Congressmen and Senators serving on these
two committees and I am honored to be among them

Thank you
Chairman INOUYE I am now pleased to call upon the Senior Sen

ator from the State of Maryland Hon Paul Sarbanes

STATEMENT OF HON PAUL S SARBANES A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr SARBANES Mr Chairman as the select committees begin
public hearings on secret military assistance to Iran and the Nica

raguan opposition it is the responsibility of this inquiry to develop
as complete and accurate a narrative of the facts as can be estab
lished

This will better enable the Congress and the American people to
make an informed judgment on these events and to reach conclu
sions about what must be done to set the situation right
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Important work has already been done by other committees of
the Congress and by the Tower Commission and I want to ac
knowledge their significant contributions

I also want to acknowledge the leadership of Senators Inouye
and Rudman and Congressmen Hamilton and Cheney in assuring a
fair and careful inquiry

In the course of reconstructing fully and accurately the chain of
events there are a number of basic questions that need to be
asked

One how was policy made
Two how were policies carried out
And finally who was making policy and who was carrying it

out
We need to understand the process-or lack thereof.by which

policy was made and implemented What occurred was not only a
breakdown.or put more accurately a deliberate breaking down
of the checks and balances between the executive and legislative
branches of our Government but also a breaking down of the
checks and balances within the executive branch itself

Established procedures were circumvented internal controls
were ignored a private unaccountable network to raise funds and
to supply arms was established to carry out major segments of
American foreign policy

Furthermore the policy actually being pursued secretly was
sharply at odds with the policy publicly stated to the world and to
our people

These questions as to how decisions were made and implemented
and by whom are central to our inquiry because they go to the fun
damental issue of how our system of free self-government is meant
to function The complex system of checks and balances set out in
the Constitution the sharing of powers between the executive and
legislative was designed expressly to place a restraint on power
and to result in better decisions for our people

Especially in this bicentennial year of the Constitution it is criti
cal to remember that no substantive end no particular policy how
ever zealously desired can justify undermining the principles
which are at the heart of our democracy

[The prepared statement of Mr Sarbanes appears at p 395.]
Mr HAMILTON I am pleased to recognize the distinguished

Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee the gentleman from
New Jersey Mr Rodino

STATEMENT OF HON PETER W RODINO JR. A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr RoDINo Thank you Mr Chairman The question which has
been asked most frequently since the November disclosures of the
Iran-Contra affair has been is this another Watergate Sensitive to
my role as a member of this committee I have been scrupulously
reluctant about any comments I might make until I had had suffi
cient opportunity to examine the considerable body of evidence at
hand and to weigh and analyze certain uncontroverted facts which
have come to our attention
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Based on this examination there has already emerged a picture
or pattern of questionable conduct of illegality and wrong doing
reaching all the way into the White House raising serious ques
tions concerning possible knowledge and involvement on the part
of the President

We have already learned that there has been a diversion of funds
to the Contras from the sale of arms to Iran which appears to be a
violation of our laws We have also learned that as a consequence
of the ongoing investigation by the independent counsel a guilty
plea to a criminal conspiracy to defraud the Government has been
entered into by Mr Channel fundraiser of the National Endow
ment for the Preservation of Liberty naming Colonel North and
other individuals connected with the White House as co-conspira
tors

These actions by high-ranking officials and others connected with
them cut to the very heart of our constitutional system and repre
sent a serious breach of public trust This public inquiry is there
fore not only essential to help restore that trust but to assure the
American public that no one is above the law

Some in this country and outside of it have lamented that Amer
ica may become bogged down in what they call its relentless self
investigatory ordeal When laws are broken or conveniently ig
nored when the people and their elected representatives are delib
erately bypassed in the informational process established and re
quired by our system when secret actions replace regular foreign
policy making channels

Then those responsible no matter who must be held accountable
to the sovereign people under the laws of this land The need for
and the importance of a thorough careful and non-partisan public
investigation cannot be overemphasized The larger issues raised
are not simply the coherency of American foreign policy in the
Middle East or Central America though those policies are of great
importance

The fundamental questions opposed just as in the Watergate
crisis have to do with the executives misunderstanding of the rule
of law Nothing undermines our representative system of govern
ment more than actions taken by officials entrusted with the
reigns of Government which even for purposes believed to be good
or designed to set aside the law distort or ignore it and for all the
inconsistencies of policy for all the arrogance of power exhibited
by certain administration officials who secreted these schemes from
the open purview of the Congress and the American people only
our adherence to the rule of law can in the end restore the peo
ple's trust which has been so sorely impaired

Finally in this year when we celebrate the Bicentennial of our
Constitution I reflect back on that moment in history when Benja
min Franklin was asked by Mrs Powell of Philadelphia "What
have you given us Doctor a monarchy or a republic

Franklin replied "A republic if you can keep it. Franklin's
warning is more than historical rhetoric While we may not want
to emphasize or overemphasize the damage to the public trust we
cannot afford to trivialize or ignore its consequences So as painful
as time-consuming and as drudging as this investigation may be
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let us proceed carefully and thoroughly remembering our own
public trust and our own responsibility

Thank you
Chairman INOUYE I am now pleased to call upon the distin

guished Vice-Chairman of the Senate Committee on Intelligence
the gentleman from Maine Senator Bill Cohen

STATEMENT OF HON WILLIAM S COHEN A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MAINE

Mr COHEN Thank you Mr Chairman Many journalists have
been asking the question recently why have these hearings Will
there be any new dramatic revelations Is this just another case of
Congress trying to tie up Gulliver with trivialities And finally
won't the American people be bored

The answer is that our purpose is not to entertain but to inform
not to electrify the electorate but to educate our citizens about the
importance of our institutions about the reverence we must have
for the rule of law about the consequences of amputating the
checks and balances in our system that guard against arbitrary or
illegal action

Walter Lippmann reminded us that
The great virtue of democracy.in fact its supreme virtue.is that it supplies a

method for dragging realities into the light of summoningour rulers to declare
themselvesand to submit to judgment

These hearings in my judgment are not intended to serve as a
brass band parade or a funeral march Mr Chairman the Govern
ment in this country is based upon the consent of the governed
Consent is meaningless unless it is informed consent There are
times when a President must act covertly to promote our security
and to protect our lives But when major policy is constructed
behind closed doors by a few men and carried out by either patriots
or profiteers in the shadowy world of covert action then the Amer
ican people may belatedly discover that an unwise course of action
has been undertaken without their knowledge without their con
sent and against every intuitive sense of propriety

Moreover when major policies are not openly debated and for
mulated when financing for an undisclosed program comes from
private pockets or foreign treasuries there are promises.ex
pressed or implied.that are made in our name At some point at
some time a quid will be called for the quo

Why should private individuals or foreign countries support the
Contras What is the price of their good will What measure of
compensation will be exacted Will the cost be affordable or con
sistent with our ideals or our interests

The story that has unfolded is not titillating It is disheartening
in several aspects First by allowing arms to be included in the
effort to obtain American hostages we engaged in an act of folly
and hypocrisy America's back was placed on the cruel rack of ex
tortionists Everyone knows an extortionist's price is never paid It
will always be another load of weapons for another group of vic
tims

Moreover by openly advocating a policy of not dealing with ter
rorists and their sponsors and then covertly practicing another we
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undermined our ability to lead the free world in building an effec
tive and unified policy to defeat the threat of international terror
ism

With respect to the Contra aid program it will become clear that
so much time was spent on secrecy so much time wasted on eva
sion so much money was misdirected.or remains missing.there
was little chance left for competence in providing effective military
assistance to the Contras

It was not only the American taxpayers who were deceived by
fraudulent charitable organizations and Congress that was actively
misled about the sources of the Contra funding but the Contras
themselves who were filled with false hopes and empty promises

As Senator Inouye has pointed out a portion of Congress house
is constructed of glass While a majority of Congress Members
wanted to be on record in opposition to the Contras they were un
willing to accept responsibility for terminating all assistance

As a result the administration aggressively searched through
the shifting restrictive funding conditions set by Congress and ex
ploited every ambiguity in the law to carry on its policy of military
and paramilitary support

These hearings will help determine whether the administration's
moral zeal obscured its collective judgment and whether the per
ceived nobility of its purpose led some individuals into the zone of
lawlessness

The laws we pass may not always be wise But unless they are
faithfully followed we inch closer to despotism or anarchy where
the freedom and safety of our citizens is equally at risk

If public officials are free to ignore the law to stultify it to twist
or disfigure its meaning in the name of superior motive or right
eousness of cause then we invite our undoing

It is conceivable during this year of celebration of our Constitu
tion that the American people will be bored with the information
that the ratings of the networks will slip that the demand for day
time drama will force the klieg lights in this room to be dimmed
Tedium may try the patience of the people we represent

I don't believe that will happen But even if it should we have
the obligation to continue to present a full disclosure of the evi
dence so that the governed can be assured that they will get pre
cisely the kind of government they choose and deserve

Thank you
[The prepared statement of Mr Cohen appears at p 397.]
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the distinguished Chairman of

the House Government Operations Committee The gentleman
from Texas Mr Brooks

STATEMENT OF HON JACK BROOKS A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr BROOKSThank you very much Mr Chairman
Thirteen years ago a former colleague of ours became President

of the United States under unprecedented and trying circum
stances Gerald Ford took the opportunity that day to remind us
that truth is the glue that holds government together not
only our Government but civilization itself.
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Today the Congress is proceeding on an extraordinary exercise
of its constitutional power to investigate activities of the executive
branch This time we are looking into the secret delivery of arms to
a hostile nation dealing with terrorists for the release of hostages
and the diversion of funds to a civil war in Central America

Once again the fundamental issue is truth If the Congress and
the American people cannot trust the word of those who lead us if
we cannot trust them to work within the system of our govern
ment and if we cannot trust them to obey the spirit as well as the
letter of the law of the land then nothing stands between us and
tyranny

The story of the Iran-Contra affair as it has unfolded in the past
six months is the story of a group of people who in their zeal to
accomplish their personal goals turned their backs on our system
of government

When they couldn't justify their policies publicly they simply
hid their activities from the American people from the Congress
even from key officials within their own administration

When they couldn't muster the political support to continue mili
tary assistance in Central America they simply "privatized the
effort collaborating with individuals outside the established proc
esses of government in an attempt to shield their actions from the
accountability that our three-branch system of government pro
vides

When they couldn't defend their actions with truth they simply
lied.to us and to each other We just can't let stand the obvious
statement that "mistakes were made in our dealings with Iran
and in our activities in Central America as if those mistakes mate
rialized out of thin air untouched by human hands

Our job is to provide the "what, the "when, the "how, the
"who to go along with "mistakes were made, and to put those
facts on the table Otherwise we run the risk of letting those mis
takes happen again at sometime in the future And that is some
thing that we as a Nation cannot afford that we as a Congress
must work to prevent To do our job we need the facts and we need
the truth

Chairman INOUYE It is my pleasure now to present the distin
guished Chairman of the Senate Committee on Intelligence the
gentleman from Oklahoma David Boren

STATEMENT OF HON DAVID L BOREN A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Mr BOREN Thank you very much Mr Chairman Yesterday as
I was walking through the Tulsa Airport on my way back to Wash
ington from Oklahoma a man stopped me to ask "Senator what
possible good can come from those hearings that are about to
begin

I think I understand.I do understand why he asked me that
question Perhaps he was thinking of the pain the disappointment
the divisiveness that hearings like these often leave in their wake
Perhaps he was thinking about the time and attention which will
be given to these hearings and the possibilities as others have said
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today that we could be diverted from dealing with the serious eco
nomic problems and other challenges we face as a nation

The man in the airport may have been worried that this commit
tee might give into the temptation to conduct a political circum
stance instead of seeking the truth in a fair and impartial way
Good will result from these hearings only if all of us are deter
mined to stay on the right course It will be good for the country if
we can demonstrate that members of Congress are capable of sub
stituting statesmanship for politics as usual

We must demonstrate by our actions that there are no Demo
crats and there are no Republicans on this committee only Ameri
cans Good can come from this process if we complete our work
with the understanding that we must rebuild as the chairman has
said the concept of a bipartisan foreign policy based upon mutual
trust between the Congress and the President

Another positive result of this query will be the strengthening of
the oversight process As the chairman has mentioned since Janu
ary I have had the responsibility of chairing the Senate Intelli
gence Committee That committee has already moved in a con
structive way to improve the oversight process With the executive
branch we are now developing an independent audit capability for
the committee in regard to covert action programs and we have
put in place new procedures regarding the form and content of
covert action notifications

The Intelligence Committee will conduct a full set of hearings on
the oversight process when this committee finishes its work Above
all the investigation we begin today will make a lasting contribu
tion to this Nation if we finish it with a deeper understanding of
our constitutional system and a stronger determination to protect
and preserve it It is my sincere hope that every school student
and indeed every citizen who watches these hearings will come
away with a greater understanding of our Constitution in its bicen
tennial year

These hearings should be a learning process for all of us so we
can avoid making the same mistakes again in the future Under
the Constitution we as Americans make policy decisions by passing
laws through Congress The President under Article II of our Con
stitution is charged with the duty and I quote now the Constitu
tion "to take care that the laws be faithfully executed. No one
Presidents Members of Congress or any other official of our Gov
ernment.is given the right under our Constitution to try to get
around the law

That is what we mean when we say as others have said today
that we are a government of laws rather than of men We may sin
cerely believe that Congress is wrong in passing a certain law but
not even good intentions can justify any of us in substituting our
own judgment for the process set out in the Constitution

When any part of government is allowed to systematically ignore
or evade a law simply because it does not like it our Constitution
and the protection which it affords to all Americans is eroded and
in danger These hearings will be of lasting benefit if as a result
all of us across this country renew our commitment to vigilantly
defend the rule of law against all attempts to undermine it Thank
you Mr Chairman
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Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the distinguished gentleman
from New Jersey Mr Courter

STATEMENT OF HON JIM COURTER A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr COURTERThank you Mr Chairman
What we learn from these hearings is more important than the

hearings themselves The facts are indeed important but the les
sons that come from these facts are essential

One thing we should learn here is that there is always tension
between two legitimate constitutional needs On the one hand is
the administration's need to protect classified information sensi
tive programs and covert operations and on the other hand is the
need for congressional knowledge and oversight

Congress has a right to know how the Chief Executive is conduct
ing the Nation's business That need must be met with confidence
and nondisclosure where necessary When a harmonious relation
ship between Congress and the President breaks down everything
suffers

The administration doesn't give and Congress does not get impor
tant information Programs are scrubbed and Congress sensitive
operations are damaged foreign governments distance themselves
from the United States America indeed loses

Second we should learn that when the Constitution is working
the Chief Executive has primacy in foreign policy But Congress
also indeed has a role

But this relationship has been changing Congress has been push
ing for a wider role in foreign policy with the War Powers Act the
Clark amendment and similar types of restrictions

What can we learn from this trend What are its fruits And fi
nally what about the President this President any president

When Ronald Reagan was elected President in 1980 a major
reason was his understanding of what was wrong at that time and
his clear vision as to how to change it for the future But instead of
taking the case for the Nicaraguan freedom fighters to the people
Ronald Reagan's administration went covert It seemed easier for
Reagan's White House to find holes in the Boland amendment than
to challenge the wisdom of that measure its isolationism and its
constitutionality

In fact the Reagan administration's whole foreign policy ap
proach is marked by a kind of camouflage by refusal to take Amer
ica into its confidence to say what must be done and then simply to
do it

Candidate Ronald Reagan said he wanted to turn the ship of
state around The captain of this administration has been turning
it so slowly that he hopes no one will notice Ronald Reagan said
he wanted to support the freedom fighters in Angola Yet it was
Congress without Reagan's support that repealed the Clark amend
ment

Mr Reagan said that the Soviet Union was an evil empire that
couldn't be trusted to keep its agreements Yet Congress had to
force Ronald Reagan to publish Soviet violations of arms controls
agreements
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Ronald Reagan once said he wanted the communist Sandinistas
to cry "uncle yet it was his administration's policy to use the
freedom fighters only to interdict arms shipments to El Salvador
to pretend we weren't mining Nicaraguan waters against Soviet
Cuban ships and to rely on the Contadora process to push the Sovi
ets out of our own hemisphere

It was the President who traded a spy for an innocent journalist
kidnapped by Gorbachev and said he didn't make a deal

It was his administration that stood by when Major Nicholson
died on the concrete in Berlin and when petty officer Stathem was
murdered by terrorists in Beirut and when a passenger plane was
shot from the skies over the Sea of Japan

It was Ronald Reagan who then ran to Reykjavik at Gorbachev's
command Ronald Reagan chopped down trees in 1980 and hinted
what he would do to Iran if the hostages weren't returned Yet
Ronald Reagan's administration is being chopped down by its
secret eagerness to trade with terrorists while publicly denying it
would ever do so

This administration's lack of frankness sometimes appalls me
Ronald Reagan should have had the courage of Ronald Reagan's
own convictions You just can't sneak policy up on the American
people

Who but Ronald Reagan is to blame for jeopardizing that which
he himself wanted to do It didn't take Congress long to discover
this White House was empty In politics too nature abhors a
vacuum Congress ran in to fill it with the Boland amendment
with restraint on new weapons procurements lately with a threat
of forcing America to live within the Salt II Treaty limitation

When the President has abdicated the solution is simple let
Congress be President

It may seem odd but the Constitution only works when each
branch stands up for its proper powers and its proper rights When
the President uses cooperation as an excuse to give up its foreign
policy the executive branch loses its ability to conduct foreign
policy altogether

This is where President Reagan has brought us in our Constitu
tion's bicentennial year If these hearings shed light on the issue of
how the Constitution balances foreign policy power if these hear
ings initiate fresh debate on the deepening threat to our country
from Soviet aggression in Central America as well as Soviet desta
bilization in the Middle East then we will have served a transcend
ing purpose in reviving the constitutional order and making it pos
sible to give the American people the effective antitotalitarian
proper democratic in foreign policy that they want and that they
richly deserve

Thank you
Chairman INouYE It is my pleasure to present the distinguished

Senator from the State of Utah the Honorable Orrin Hatch

STATEMENT OF HON ORRIN G HATCH A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF UTAH

Mr HATCH Thank you Mr Chairman
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I am delighted to be here and try to get to the bottom of the facts
of this particular matter This is our Constitution's bicentennial
year and I suspect that this will be one of the great exercises with
regard to the Constitution during that particular year

There are a lot of constitutional issues involved here A lot of
cross collection between the various branches of government

There are a lot of interesting aspects due process rights There
are a lot of considerations of rights responsibilities and of course
work between the various branches of Congress

For over the past several months ever since this story broke I
have watched the events the events have been debated and report
ed in the media in great detail

Scarcely a day has passed in the last six months without a major
story appearing in the Washington Post and many other major
publications on every conceivable aspect of this story

I think frankly we have overdone it We have become obsessed
with this affair This isn't to say the questions aren't important

Of course they are and I hope we will answer them here But
whereas a measure of public self-flagellation may be constructive
we seem to have turned it into an art form

We must of course examine our mistakes and learn from them
But as much as a certain small segment of our country seems to
want to keep this controversy alive I have a strong belief the aver
age American doesn't feel that way at all

In my frequent travels back home to Utah for example I get the
real feeling that the vast majority of Americans out there are sick
and tired of hearing about this affair They would like to see us put
a merciful end to the public inquiry and get on with the business
at hand

In my mind there are two questions for us to try to answer
What did the President know And where did the money go
Almost everything else centers on those two questions

There are many other questions of course But I hope we can
answer all questions as soon as possible I have every confidence
under the chairmanship of the fine chairman and vice chairman
we will be able to do so

In the process of answering these questions I expect we will
reveal a rather intriguing story or should I say a set of stories I
think these stories will illustrate some of the serious pitfalls that
flow from a system where crucial foreign policy decisions and oper
ations are entrusted to lower level officials and private individuals
acting under a shroud of secrecy and a cloud of quasi-authority

In the end it appears that the over zealousness and mismanage
ment made their appearances Greed and corruption also made
their appearance in the case of the Iranian middlemen and made a
desperate situation even worse

After we have heard all the facts we should examine them care
fully and take whatever corrective steps we should If we need leg
islation let's pass it on and get on with it We need to take con
structive action while looking ahead not destruction action while
looking back I compliment the chairmen and the vice chairman of
these Select Committees I want to say they have done an outstand
ing job of putting together these hearings They have developed a
spirit of cooperation between the two committees that is admirable
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and in my experience unexcelled in Washington's history They
have outlined an ambitious program to effectively communicate to
the American people what actually happened

I would again like to call the attention of everybody to the con
stitutional issues involved here

They are grave and important There have been some very im
portant directions given by the Congress in these areas

As you look at the laws we have passed they have been in some
respects inconsistent and contradictory Congress itself must share
some of the responsibility with regard to the problems here and
there are some problems here But if we will get to the bottom of
them and dispose of them I am convinced we can get this adminis
tration moving in a positive forward direction again

Thank you Mr Chairman
[The prepared statement of Mr Hatch appears at p 404.]
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the Chairman of the House

Select Committee on Intelligence Mr Stokes of Ohio

STATEMENT OF HON LOUIS STOKES A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr STOKESThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman this city has seen many events It has seen and

shaped the direction of American politics
So it is fitting this joint committee address the issues arising

from the covert sale of arms to Iran in such a setting This setting
however and these hearings would never have taken place had the
executive branch of our Government adhered to the safeguards in
our constitutional form of government

I come here today troubled by the events which led to the firing
of Colonel Oliver North and the removal of Admiral John Poin
dexter as Director of the National Security Council

I come here concerned about the conduct of operations in support
of the Contras being run out of the basement of the people's White
House I come here concerned about this operation leading to the
appointment of a special prosecutor to conduct a criminal investi
gation which has already resulted in one conviction

I am concerned about the conduct of officials in the executive
branch of the Government who not only circumvented the law pro
hibiting aid to the contras but in doing so also diverted funds But
even more than that I am concerned about the flagrant disregard
for current law which required Congress to be informed of their en
gagement in this covert activity

It is this flagrant disregard for the responsibilities imposed upon
Congress under our Constitution that brings us to this forum today
Implicit in the responsibilities imposed upon both the executive
and the legislative branches of our Government is the trust the
American people have reposed in both branches of government

Not only will these hearings reveal that Congress did not know
of these activities but in the exercise of their oversight responsibil
ities were misled and deceived by the executive branch of the Gov
ernment Our constitutional system of checks and balances was de
signed so as to protect the American people from the frailties of
men
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Ours is a nation of laws and under our system no man is above
or beyond the law The trust granted those officials by the Ameri
can people is a critical factor in the foreign policy of the United
States

Under our Constitution is the President who has the executive
power of Government in the area of foreign affairs But the Consti
tution does not make an absolute grant of presidential authority in
foreign affairs

The Congress too has certain well-defined powers Only Con
gress can declare war It is the Congress who must appropriate
funds for the conduct of foreign policy

It is in the exercise of its constitutional powers that the Congress
has the authority to limit the President in its conduct of foreign
policy as it did with the Boland amendment But more than the
legal arguments and debates around the Boland amendment and
the requirement to give notice of covert actions to Congress is a
more fundamental issue in a democracy the ultimate question to
be answered in these hearings is not the question being bantered
around in the media of whether the President knew and if so
when did he know

That question will be answered The more important question to
be answered for the American people is whether by the President's
actions and the actions of others they broke their trust with the
American people by becoming ungoverned by law

Thank you Mr Chairman
[The prepared statement of Mr Stokes appears at p 407.]
Chairman INouYE It is now my pleasure to present the distin

guished Senator from the State of Virginia the Honorable Paul
Trible

STATEMENT OF HON PAUL TRIBLE A UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr TRIBLE Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman I think for most of us these hearings today in

volve far more than people and arms and policy and law More pro
foundly ours is an act of keeping faith.for faith in our institu
tions by those who govern and by those who are governed is the
very foundation of this republic

Those who consent to Government must be certain that the
power of Government will be used justly and that our policies will
reflect common agreement

That faith that has sustained us for more than 200 years and is
the reason why our Nation serves as a model for all those who
aspire to freedom Should we fall from that faith it is essential
that we right our course for our citizens must know that our insti
tutions serve constitutional purposes and the common good

Restoring this faith or in the words of Madison "obliging gov
ernment to control itself, is a task of the greatest delicacy Our
hearings will have immense consequences for public opinion for
the proper role of Congress in overseeing the executive branch for
the conduct of foreign policy

Yet despite its delicacy this inquiry is indelibly American Our
procedure is a constitutionally sanctioned and traditionally recog
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nized method for the people to remedy defects in their government
In fact in no other nation of the world would government inquiry
into foreign policy be so open for people to see and to judge and in
so doing to reaffirm their principles and their faith

This is America not at its basest but at its best
A troubling theme for me for many of us is that throughout

these events there is the apparent belief the executive branch
alone knows best that the Congress and the American people have
no business being entrusted with the shaping of foreign policy and
where the cause is righteous the law cannot be allowed to stand in
the way

That idea challenges the very essence of our democracy for in a
free society the end does not justify the means and we can never
hope to advance freedom in the world by ignoring the rule of law
at home

That after everything is said and done is what brings us togeth
er here today

Mr Chairman I want to applaud your leadership and that of
Senator Rudman and your counterparts in the House of Represent
atives You more than anyone else are responsible for the biparti
san spirit that has marked our deliberations thus far

I trust that we will continue to act not as Republicans or Demo
crats but as Americans first We must pursue the truth wherever
it leads us with vigor fully fairly and with dispatch And then
let's stand aside and let's let the nation move ahead with its other
pressing business

I thank you
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the distinguished gentleman

from Florida Mr McCollum

STATEMENT OF HON BILL McCOLLUM A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr McCoLLUM Thank you Mr Chairman
I am just as restless as many of you My stomach is just as

hungry I will be brief I do want to make a few remarks this morn
ing

Undoubtedly in the Iran arms deals and related Contra matters
some major mistakes of judgment were made and it appears some
individuals broke some laws

However our mission is not to determine whether any laws were
broken That is the responsibility of the special counsel or the in
dependent counsel as we call him Our purpose is to lay out for the
public all the facts to provide answers to the remaining unan
swered questions and to address the broad policy issues raised by
these matters

For many the question is Has the President been telling the
truth This question we must find answers to However there are
some other questions that are equally important to us

A number of witnesses we will hear are highly disciplined
highly trained bright men who have had exceptional careers with
our Government In the conduct of foreign operations we have a
system that includes the Central Intelligence Agency the Defense
Intelligence Agency and a number of special operations forces
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Many of the men involved in this matter have been a part of this
system Yet in this case they deliberately went outside the system
The obvious question is why What were their motives What were
their concerns What were their reasons

Other key questions for us are What should the role of a Presi
dent in foreign policy be when he disagrees with Congress How
far can or should Congress go in restraining the prerogative of the
President in the conduct of foreign policy Are the apparent ex
cesses of some of the President's men in this case a demonstration
of the need for more restraint or the product of too many restraints
already in place

As these hearings proceed over the next few weeks we must
withstand the temptation to prejudge the facts We are going to
hear from a wide array of witnesses and much of what they have
to say is going to be quite complex

Our committee is divided between two political parties and
during these hearings we must also restrain from the temptation to
put partisan political spin on the facts that we hear.

My great respect for my colleagues on this panel gives me hope
that we will be able to resist these temptations and that we will be
able to proceed with and complete our task in the best traditions of
this institution

Mr Chairman because of this it is a great honor to serve on this
panel I am looking forward to the hearings and to the witnesses
that we are about to hear

Thank you
[The prepared statement of Hon Bill McCollum appears at p

411.]
Chairman HAMILTON The Chair recognizes the -distinguished

gentleman from Massachusetts Mr Boland

STATEMENT OF HON EDWARD P BOLAND A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr BOLAND Mr Chairman the Civil War era Milligan case the
U.S Supreme court noted that

The Constitutionof the United States is a law for rulers and people equally in
war and peace No doctrine involvingmore perniciousconsequenceswas ever in
vented by the wit of man than that any of its provisionscan be suspendedduring
any of the great exigenciesofgovernment

Today we begin the public exposition of the Iran-Contra affair
Other committees of the Congress in other times have conducted
similar inquiries I think anyone who reviews those records could
not help but be struck by the presence of a common theme Pro
ceedings like these are the consequences.the natural and probable
consequences.of practices of deception

In the coming months we will hear from individuals who hold
or held positions of responsibility in our government individuals
who as a condition to accepting those positions promised "to sup
port and defend the Constitution of the United States.

But we will have evidence presented that may very well cause
these committees and the American people to conclude that actions
of those individuals rather than defending the carefully crafted
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system of checks and balances that is the foundation of our Consti
tution imperiled it

We do not live under a system of government that allows the ex
ecutive branch to pick and choose which laws it will obey and
which it will ignore And yet we will hear evidence that may lead
these committees and the American people to conclude that indi
viduals in the executive branch of our Government saw the futher
ance of their policies with respect to Iran and the Contras as so im
portant the ignoring laws that would otherwise have been obsta
cles could be excused

Being unwilling to subject those policies to the processes of
review provided by law they cloaked them in a mantle of secrecy
that produced deception rather than reason and led inevitably to
this day

Mr Chairman there is never a good time for proceedings such as
these for by their very nature they do not extol the virtues of gov
ernmental actions and those who fashioned them but rather un
derscore their failures

But perhaps this our Constitution's bicentennial year is not the
worst time to remind the American people that there are princi
ples which are intended to guide this Nation's government and
which are more important than the exigencies of the day

The value of these proceedings cannot be measured in Nielsen
ratings or public opinion polls No the true measure of value will
come on that future day when other administrations are faced as
they will be with a choice between policy and constitutional princi
ple

To the extent that the memories and lessons of these proceedings
guide that choice toward that which endures rather than that
which is transitory what we begin today will have advanced the
great democratic experiment undertaken 200 years ago

Thank you
[The prepared statement of Hon Edward P Boland appears at p

413.]
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the distinguished gentleman

from Ohio Mr DeWine

STATEMENT OF HON MICHAEL DeWINE A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr DEWINE Thank you very much Mr Chairman
We begin a process today that is really unique to the United

States In no other country would there be 3 months of televised
hearings examining every detail of a foreign policy initiative No
other country would subject itself to such intense and critical scru
tiny such self-examination but it is Mr Chairman right and
proper that we do this

This though is a rare moment even for the United States For
example after the Bay of Pigs disaster in 1961 no select committee
was formed to examine those events Rather the Taylor Commis
sion was established to review the actions of the executive branch
They did so behind closed doors and much of that report remains
classified even today
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Both Congress and the President have a role to play in foreign
affairs but it is important I think as we begin these proceedings
to remind ourselves that the President is vested by the Constitu
tion with broad discretion in the conduct of a foreign policy

As set forth in the Federalist papers the executive branch has
the primary responsibility in international affairs

As Alexander Hamilton argued
While the Constitutionaccordsthe Senate the duty to give adviceand consent to

treaties the President retains all powerswhich the Constitutiondoesnot vest else
where in clear terms The SupremeCourt has describedthis powervery simplyand
unambiguously

It is important to bear in mind that we are dealing not alone with an authority
vested in the President by an exertion of legislativepowerbut with the very deli
cate plenary and exclusivepowerof the President as the sole organ of the Federal
Governmentin the field of international relations a powerwhich does not require
as a basis for its exercisean act of the United States Congress

So Mr Chairman we are here today at the start of this national
examination For 6 months the stories have circulated the innuen
do the speculation

Sometimes when I read statements in the press I really can't
help but be reminded of the queen of hearts in Alice in Wonder
land and when the king asks for the verdict she jumps in and
says "No no sentence first verdict later.

Three months of hearings will produce all the basic facts They
will be revealed in uncompromising detail If criminal actions can
be demonstrated I have every confidence individuals will be pros
ecuted No one.no one stands above the law

As the story unfolds however we must continually ask ourselves
what do the facts really mean What does this story really tell us
What does this story tell us about the implications of Congress
continuous efforts to gain more power in foreign policy Is this
story or these facts a natural consequence of Congress attempt to
gain control in the arena of international affairs

As James Madison said "Secrecy energy and dispatch are es
sential to success in foreign policy. And it is the President who is
uniquely qualified to carry out these responsibilities

What does this story tell us about how congressional schizophre
nia in Central America the on again/off again status of the Boland
amendment How has this perverted and distorted our foreign
policy

Did Congress vacillate like the Athenian Senate which con
demned Socrates in hemlock one day and memorialized him in
stone on another

In 1969 and 1970 we gave to the Sandinistas In 1981 and 1982
we gave to the Contras In 1983 and 1984 we gave a little to the
Contras but only for nonmilitary activities

In 1985 we gave no aid to the Contras In 1986 we gave some
humanitarian aid some intelligence and some communication
equipment

Now in 1987 we are giving aid again All the while the Soviets
are giving uninterrupted to the Sandinistas to the tune of hun
dreds of millions of dollars

What Mr Chairman does this tory to the events we are going to
hear tell us about the merits of aid to the Contras Have the
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merits really changed because of what the private benefactors did
or did not do

The Sandinista regime continues its denial of basic human
rights It continues to hold power based upon the might of Soviet
arms and not rights based on free elections

They continue to encourage rebellion and subversion in neighbor
ing countries Their violations of the OAS Treaty the Rio Treaty
and the U.N charter go unchecked

What Mr Chairman does this story tell us about the effects of
Congress attempt to legislate operational details in foreign affairs

Has Congress in its zeal to have its say in international relations
created a situation where those engaged in the execution of foreign
policy must have lawyers by their side 24 hours a day And what
Mr Chairman does this story tell us about the quality of our
human intelligence capabilities What events led to the pathetic
state of this human intelligence

Why were we nearly flying blind with respect to the internal po
litical situation in Iran a nation that occupies one of the most stra
tegic pieces of real estate in the entire world

Throughout these hearings we must continue to ask these funda
mental questions Each witness testimony beginning with General
Secord's today must be evaluated in this light

After all aren't we interested in more than just the facts of this
case Of course we are and so are the people of this country

I am confident that 12 weeks from now the people of this country
will decide that what is most important is not what happened in
the basement of the White House or in the dining rooms of the
Hay Adams or in the jungles of Central America or the tarmac in
Tehran but rather what lessons these facts have revealed so that
we can structure a stronger more cohesive foreign policy in the
future which will fall prey to neither the weaknesses of its practi
tioners nor the designs of our enemies

Thank you very much Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTON The Chairman recognizes the distinguished

gentleman from Georgia Mr Jenkins

STATEMENT OF HON ED JENKINS A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Mr JENKINS Thank you Mr Chairman I am delighted to be in
the clean-up spot this afternoon as I am sure most of you are too

But I have prepared a statement and I want to give it It is very
short

Two hundred years ago this Nation embarked upon its destiny
with a genuine effort to serve the best interests of the Republic and
all of its people Pursuant to that fragile but structured beginning
our Constitution was adopted setting forth the responsibilities and
the duties of the legislative the executive and the judicial branches
of government The very basis of our being is found within that
document

That Constitution provides the framework for the enactment of
laws not in conflict with that document

That Constitution provides that the President "shall take care
that the laws be faithfully executed.
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We have within the many volumes of laws enacted by the Con
gress and the President the Arms Export Control Act the Export
Administration Act the National Security Act the Boland amend
ment and many others The problem may not be necessarily the
enactment of new laws but compliance with those already on the
books

As was stated by the courts in 1890 the President has under the
Constitution certain duties to perform among those being to take
care that the laws be faithfully executed that is that the other ex
ecutive and administrative officers of the Government faithfully
perform their duties

In the matter before these committees there are numerous ques
tions that must be addressed by the two committees before a
proper report can be rendered to our respective bodies and to the
American people

Some of these questions can be addressed by producing facts that
sufficiently illuminate the situation so that we know what did
occur Other questions will involve past foreign policy future
policy judgments the private financing of foreign conflicts the
possible use of public funds to finance foreign conflicts where such
funding is prohibited by Federal laws who is responsible for formu
lating and implementing our foreign policy decisions what infor
mation the Congress is entitled to and required to receive from the
executive branch When does charitable lose its charitability
These and many other questions must be addressed by these com
mittees

In the next few months we will be asking the same questions
over and over again Our job is to find out what did happen In
order to do that we will have to find out who knew and did and
did what and when

For the American people except those who are intrigued by this
sort of mystery the days and days of questions may seem boring
and confusing No doubt it will also become so to some members of
our own panel But we have been commissioned to find the an
swers and I for one will be here to follow the story and find out
what actually happened whether or not it is the popular course of
the moment We owe it to the American people even the ones who
will be bored by it all to find out what happened in this entire
affair

We will have to leave it up to the historians to research the
whole affair to finally put it in its proper perspective Four months
from now we may be accused of being on a witch hunt I hope not
I believe Watergate received such criticism but as the story unfold
ed and finally was revealed the truth told otherwise Here we put
aside the references to Watergate for what we are investigating in
volves international affairs and our relations and policies with sev
eral nations

As I look at what lies ahead of us I am reminded of the words of
a theologian Reinhold Niebuhr "The sad duty of politics is to es
tablish justice in a sinful world.

Now comes our duty to find the truth If we find the truth jus
tice surely will follow

Thank you Mr Chairman
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Chairman INOUYE At this time I would like to supplement my
opening remarks with certain matters that are important for the
record on these proceedings

First insofar as the Senate Select Committee is concerned its
authority derives from and these hearings are being conducted pur
suant to Senate Resolution 23 of January 6 1987 which established
a Senate Select Committee to conduct an investigation and study of
activities by the National Security Council and other agencies of
the U.S Government with respect to the direct or indirect sale
shipment or other provision of arms to Iran and the use of the pro
ceeds from any such transaction to provide assistance to any fac
tion or insurgency in Nicaragua or in any other foreign country or
to further any other purpose and related matters

The subject matter of these hearings will include without limita
tion all of the issues and subjects specifically and generally de
scribed in S Res 23

Without objection I direct that the full text of S Res 23 be made
part of the record

[The information appears at p 619.]
Chairman INOUYE [continuing] Second while the Senate and

House Select Committees have agreed to conduct these hearings
jointly each committee retains its separate identity and legal au
thority under the resolution of the House of Congress which cre
ated it

Although the committees remain legally independent of each
other we have agreed to a number of measures to promote the or
derly and expeditious conduct of these jointly held hearings Thus
the two committees have agreed that the Chair will be under the
control of the host committee Accordingly I will chair the hearing
when our committees meet together on the Senate side to receive
testimony In my absence Vice Chairman Rudman will be in the
Chair If we are both absent I will designate another Senator to
preside

Similarly when we hear testimony on the House side Chairman
Hamilton will preside In his absence the Chair will be assumed by
another member of the House committee in accordance with these
rules

Rules will be made by the host committee Any member of either
committee may request a ruling or prospective ruling be discussed
and the membership of both committees may participate in the dis
cussion

Chairman Hamilton and I plan to discuss matters which may re
quire a ruling by the Chair and our objective will be to formulate
a mutually satisfactory response However if for some reason a
vote is required only the host committee will vote and its determi
nation will govern the jointly conducted hearing

Each committee is free at any time to meet separately to pursue
any matter but we trust that we will be able to resolve any differ
ences and proceed together at all times

Finally by agreeing to these jointly conducted hearings each
committee is agreeing to adopt as its own the questions of the
members and counsel of the other committee Responses by a wit
ness accordingly will be deemed to be responses to both commit
tees no matter who is questioning the witness at the time
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There will be no need for either committee to repeat the other
questions in order to make a record of its own The full testimonial
record shall be considered to be a record of each committee for all
purposes including proceedings to enforce subpoenas

Each committee has adopted and published an amendment to its
rules to provide that designated rules of the host committee will
govern jointly conducted hearings

Further I will request that members of the Senate Select Com
mittee remain here for a few minutes in the anteroom for a matter
for the committee to be discussed

Finally before I call upon the distinguished Chairman of the
House Select Committee I would like to advise all members that
each microphone here is live and hot So be careful as to what you
whisper I have had that experience before

Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTON Mr Chairman we thank you for your clar

ification with regard to the procedures that will mark these hear
ings Insofar as the House Select Committee is concerned its au
thority derives from and these hearings are conducted pursuant to
H Res 12 and without objection I direct that the full text of H
Res 12 be made a part of the record

[The information appears at p 607.]
Chairman INOUYE There being no further business I would like

to announce that this committee will be in recess until 2 p.m this
afternoon at which time we will hear our first witness Mr Rich
ard Vernon Secord

[Whereupon at 12:20 p.m the committees recessed to reconvene
at 2 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

Chairman INOUYE The joint hearing of the Senate and House
Select Committees will please come to order

Our first witness this afternoon is Mr Richard Vernon Secord
The House Select Committee has assigned the initial interroga

tion responsibilities to Congressman DeWine and Congressman
Stokes together with Chief Counsel Nields and Minority Counsel
George Van Cleve

The Senate Select Committee has assigned Senator Boren and
Senator Hatch together with our Chief Counsel Art Liman to
carry on the interrogation

Mr Secord will you please rise
[Witness sworn.]
Chairman INOUYE Please be seated
Mr Secord I have been told that you have an opening state

ment

TESTIMONYOF RICHARDVERNONSECORD

Mr SECORDYes Mr Chairman
In the summer of 1984 and again in November of 1985 the cur

rent administration asked me for assistance On each occasion first
with respect to the Contras and later in connection with the Iran
initiative I responded to the request for help I made no secret
then and make no secret now of my view that containment of the
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Sandinista regime in our relations with Iran should be subject to
vital and considerable interest to the United States

In these undertakings I coordinated my efforts with various Gov
ernment officials and I asked other men to assist me in their pri
vate capacity

All of them worked long and difficult hours Many worked in the
face of constant danger some died There was indeed compensation
paid to the private parties but no one undertook these missions for
compensation alone

We believed very much in the significance of what we were doing
and that our conduct was in furtherance of the President's policies

I also understood that this administration knew of my conduct
and approved it I feel exactly the same about the men in govern
ment with whom I was in contact

It should come as no surprise that I have a great deal of respect
and admiration for Admiral Poindexter and for Lieutenant Colonel
North

They are both dedicated and honest men who in my view tried
diligently and conscientiously to carry out the policies of the Presi
dent in an appropriate manner

All of us have had to suffer and endure a painful assault upon
our motives and integrity inspired by incredible misinformation
and speculation mainly in the media

Principally for this reason and out of respect for the men whom
I invited to join with me as well as the request of this committee to
come forward I have decided to set the record straight to the best
of my ability and to testify voluntarily without any immunity
whatsoever

It is my hope that the members of this committee and my fellow
Americans will suspend judgment not only about us but also
about the objectives and the policies we were pursuing until after
all the facts are placed upon the record

As you will shortly see we did have some success We also had
our share of failure But in all these endeavors at least we tried
And I for one am not ashamed of having tried

If we were unconventional in some of our methods it was only
because conventional wisdom had been exhausted If we had been
successful in every respect we would not be here today

In agreeing to testify I have returned to the position I embraced
at the time the Attorney General of the United States prematurely
went public with his grossly inaccurate disclosures about our oper
ations

The decision of Mr Meese and possibly others to succumb to anx
iety and ignorance is particularly unforgivable in my judgment in
light of the fact that had he been receptive he could have been ad
vised of the facts surrounding these events before his announce
ment

This reasonable option was rejected and we were instead be
trayed abandoned and left to defend ourselves

In the face of that abandonment my instincts were equally self
protective and I have refused until now to testify

With the passage of time I have reconsidered and I am now pre
pared to explain to all of you and to the American public precisely
what I did
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I am ready to answer your questions Mr Chairman
Chairman INouYE Thank you very much Mr Secord
[The prepared statement appears at p 412.]
Chairman INOUYE Mr Nields please proceed
Mr NIELDS Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Secord I take it there came a time in November of 1985

when you became involved in the sale of military U.S military
equipment to Iran

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Was that something you were asked to do or some

thing that you volunteered for
Mr SECORD I was asked by Lieutenant Colonel North to assist
Mr NIELDS Did that request come orally or in writing or both
Mr SECORDBoth
Mr NIELDS I would like you to turn to a document which has

been marked committee exhibit 1 in the folder in front of you It is
a letter with a typewritten signature Robert McFarlane ad
dressed "Dear Major General Secord" is that the written request
that you just referred to

[The document referred to appears at p 415.]
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS And is that actually signed by Mr McFarlane
Mr SECORDNo it is signed by Oliver North for Robert McFar

lane
Mr NrELDS Just so that we get the record clear at the outset

Mr Secord who was Robert McFarlane at the time
Mr SECORD He was National Security Adviser to the President

and.at the time was in this was November 19-at the time he
was in Geneva with the U.S delegation to the summit

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord the letter begins "Your discrete assist
ance is again required in support of our national interests. Had
your assistance been required earlier in support of our national in
terest

Mr SECORD One year earlier in 1984 I had been asked if I
would be interested in trying to assist the Contras

Mr NIELDS And who asked you if you were interested in that
Mr SECORDColonel North
Mr NIELDS And were you in fact involved in assisting the Con

tras in November of 1985 at the time you received this letter
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What was the nature of the project that you were

then engaged in having to do with the Contras
Mr SECORDIn November of 1985 I was at the very beginning of

a complex project we referred to as the "airlift project, a project
which was designed to ultimately make air drops parachute air
drops to various Contra forces

Mr NIELDS In Nicaragua
Mr SECORDIn Nicaragua
Mr NIELDS Now Mr Secord such an operation I take it re

quires finances
Mr SECORDYes it requires millions of dollars
Mr NIELDS Where was the money supposed to come from to sup

port this air supply operation
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Mr SECORD The money was coming from donated funds and
these funds were coming as I understand it from private individ
uals and from some friendly countries

Mr NIELDS And where were these moneys being put
Mr SECORDIn November of 1985 they were being deposited in a

Swiss bank account in favor of a company a Panamanian compa
ny Lake Resources Incorporated

Mr NIELDS And who controlled the Lake Resources Incorporat
ed

Mr SECORD Mr Albert Hakim was the person who was in con
trol of this account and others that were created for various sup
port purposes.but there was at my request and really under my
oral direction

Mr NIELDS And was Mr Hakim then a business associate of
yours

Mr SECORDYes he was
Mr NIELDS How did the donors know where to put the money

to your knowledge
Mr SECORD I gave the account name and number to Colonel

North and he in turn gave it to whomever was interested
Mr NIELDS I take it then Mr Secord that at the time that you

received this letter requesting your assistance on the Iran initia
tives there was then in existence in Switzerland a bank account
containing money for the benefit of the Contras

Mr NIELDS And that bank account was Lake Resources
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS At a later point in time February of 1986 and for

ward were the proceeds of arms sales to Iran also put into the
same Lake Resources bank account

Mr SECORDYes they were
Mr NIELDS What was the total amount of money representing

the purchase price of arms sold to Iran that was put into the Lake
Resources or related Swiss bank.accounts

Mr SECORDSomething over 0 million
Mr NIELDS I take it by your answer that means something just

a very little bit over $30 million
Mr SECORDYes
Mr Nizu s So if you were speaking in round numbers it would

be $30 million
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS How much money was paid to your knowledge

either directly or indirectly to the U.S Treasury out of that
money

Mr SECORDI believe it was about $12.3 million
Mr NIELDS So in round numbers $12 million
Mr SECORD$12 million
Mr NIELDS I want to ask you some questions about I think you

will agree there is a difference there of approximately $18 million
I want to ask you some questions about where that money went

Before I do let me ask you this Up until a few days ago did you
have access to the records necessary to determine where that
money went

Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Who did
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Mr SECORD The committee the House and Senate Select Com
mittee had these records which they received recently from Mr
Albert Hakim

Mr NIELns So that prior to that time Mr Hakim had the
records

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDs Mr Hakim identified in testimony given to this com

mittee some eight Swiss bank accounts relating to the flow of this
money that you just have been testifying about Those records were
then subpoenaed from him by the committees both committees
and they are now undergoing a preliminary review by accountants
working for the two committees

The records reflect that there is now in the bank accounts ap
proximately $1,360,000 In addition Mr Hakim has testified to the
committees that $6,527,000 of this money is presently being held in
an account for his benefit by a Swiss fiduciary Those two numbers
total approximately $8 million and if you subtract that from the
$18 million difference that you testified about a moment ago that
leaves $10 million presently unaccounted for

I want to ask you what happened to that $10 million how it was
spent and again before I do I am going to ask you whether you
have been given access to print-outs of the disbursements from
these various bank accounts by the committee during these past
few days

Mr SECORDYes I have
Mr NIELDS And have you reviewed those together with the

Members of the committee
Mr SECORDYes I have conducted a preliminary review of these

records
Mr NIELDS Based on that review can you give us now an ap

proximate amount of money from the process of the sales of arms
to Iran which went to the benefit of the Contras

Mr SECORD Based upon my review of Mr Hakim's records in
which I identified all disbursements that I could locate which were
identified with the various Contra projects it appears that approxi
mately $3.5 million of these funds were expended in support of the
airlift project the various Contra projects

Mr NIELDS How did you arrive at that number
Mr SECORDBy going through Mr Hakim's records in detail and

identifying the disbursements that were made for these projects
Mr NIELDS And what was the total amendment of disburse

ments that you identified from February 1986
Mr SECORDBetween $5 and $6 million
Mr NIELDS And did you then try to determine what other

sources of funds those disbursements might have come from
Mr SECORDYes And we located donations that came in during

the timeframe for the Contra projects of $1.649 million In addition
to that there were in the accounts in February of 1986 some
$470,000 So if you total those two numbers you have about $2 mil
lion

Mr NIELDS And you have assumed all of that $2 million was
spent on Contra projects

Mr SECORDIt was
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Mr NIELDS And then the remaining amount of money that was
spent on Contra projects I take it had to come out of the proceeds
of the arms sales to Iran

Mr SECORDThat is the method we used that is correct
Mr NIELDS Can you give us a little bit more detail on the sub

ject of just what kinds of expenditures for the benefit of the Con
tras were made out of these bank accounts

Mr SECORDThe airlift project had three components to it The
procurement and the operations of the aircraft of course That

two C-123 K tomosport **raft two Caribou aircraft and
one eight utility airplane a Malik* so there were five aircraft to
support it

We also were required to construct an emergency landing field in
one of the Central American countries That was the second compo
nent and the third component was the procurement of limited
quantities of munitions light infantry munitions for the purpose of
troops air drops to the southern Contras the Contras located in
the southern part of Nicaragua

Mr NIELDS Did you have to spend money on salaries in addi
tion

Mr SECORD Yes of course To support the airlift operation we
spent money on salary fuels spare parts on maintenance on sup
port for the air crews

Mr NIELDS Was there any money paid to Contra leaders
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NiEws Who and how much
Mr Swoon Then via& a monthly disbursement of $10,000 a

-to one Contra leader and i,t a month to another That is
R. o and Cruz and on several occasions we made disbursements
to Mr Adolfo Calero's account with the FDN the main body of the
Contras

Mr NIELDS During this period of time were there any payments
directly to Mr Calero past February 1986

Mr SECORD I believe there were some I would have to look at
the records to refresh my memory on that point but I think there
was $200,000 disbursed during that period for the FDN contras

Mr NIELDS In any event your memory is there was $200,000 at
some point in time and you would be willing to refresh your
memory on that question by further consultation with the records

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr Nr Now by my calculation after a three

anon half or so m io i dollars was r t o ere is
at something

' ll i which we have not tented

How was that money spent
Mr SECORD Well there were in the vicinity.and we added

these expenses up too by looking at Mr Hakim's records.there
were in the vicinity of $3 million spent in support of the Iran
project basically on the transportation of materials from the
United States to Iran

Mr NIELDS And that still leaves a little over $3 million unac
counted for

What was that money spent on
Let me rephrase that question
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Were there other projects on which money was spent that were
neither Iran nor Nicaragua related

Mr SECORD:Yes There was a requirement to procure a s all
ship in April of 1986 and then to operate that ship from then until
the end of the year ultimately and that was a substantial expe se

The procurement cost was about $350,000 and there were mo th
ly operational costs We have not yet audited those accounts

Mr NIELDS And when you said there was a requirement as
the ship bought for private purposes or was this ship bought for
governmental purposes

Mr SECORDThis ship was bought for initially to be used on an
other Government project which is not related to Iran

Mr NIELDs Was it related to Nicaragua
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS And at whose request was the ship purchased
Mr SECORDI received the request from Colonel North
Mr NiELDS Were there any other projects or purposes for wf ich

money was spent
Mr S&coxn Yes There was $100,000 expenditure to buy radio

telephone equipment for a Caribbean country This was a request
that we received from Colonel North

And then there were expense payments made We have yet to de
termine the exact amount of these payments.made to U.S Drug
Enforcement Agency agents who were working on a sepa ate
project to try and locate and rescue some American hostages in
Lebanon

Mr NIELDS How were those expense payments made
Mr SECORDThey were made in cash
Mr NIELDS How
Mr SECORDIn some cases the cash was given to Colonel No th

He would give the money to the agents for the expense bills t at
they submitted and in some cases the money was picked up by he
DEA people Europe

Mr NIELDS Was any explanation ever given to you as to why he
DEA agents expenses were being paid for in cash out of Lake e
sources bank account

Mr SECORD Yes I was told that the Director of the Drug n
forcement Agency had agreed to detail some agents to this proj ct
from time to time but the expenses of these agents would have to
be born by outside financing So we financed

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord if I may attempt to summarize.befo e I
do that I guess I should say are there some additional expe di
tures that at this point in time you have not been able to iden ~ify
the purpose of

Mr SECORDThat is correct
This unquantified balance that we are talking about right now

the $2 to $3 million probably something on the order of $2 milli in
we have not yet been able to identify the other elements of ov r
head and expense that had to be paid out of this and I am sure
will get to this before too long

Mr NIELDS And once again I think I should emphasize t
your answers today are approximate ones is that correct

Mr SECORD Yes these are just approximate based on our fi st
audit of the accounts

e

at
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Mr NIELDS And that a much more detailed presentation of the
financial flow will be presented by the committees at a later time
after the records have been more fully analyzed and leads from
them fully pursued

Just to review I understand you have testified that $30 million
came into these accounts representing the purchase price of arms
sold to Iran that the cost of those goods to Lake Resources was $12
million Am I correct so far

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS Leaving a difference of $18 million
Eight million dollars remains either in a bank or custody of a fi

duciary company in Switzerland leaving a remainder of $10 mil
lion Of that something over $3.5 million was spent for the benefit
of the Contras Am I correct so far

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS Leaving a difference of $6.5 million or so
And of that approximately $3 million was spent on expenses in

transporting arms to Iran leaving a difference of approximately
$3.5 million Of that something over a million dollars was devoted
to purposes that you have identified in your testimony today that
are neither Iran-related nor Nicaragua-related leaving a difference
of approximately $2 million and that figure you have not yet been
able to give the committee the precise purpose of

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Mr Secord I would like to move back in time now

Perhaps you could introduce yourself to the committees by giving a
brief summary of your background where you were born where
you were educated and a brief description of your career up until
approximately the beginning of 1984

Mr SECORD Yes I was horn in 1932 in a small village in Ohio
rural Ohio I was raised in central Ohio I went to high school in
Columbus OH

I was appointed to West Point as a cadet in 1951 coming from
the 12th District of Ohio Graduated from West Point and was com
missioned in the U.S Air Force in 1955 Became a pilot flew
throughout my career in the Air Force which stretched over the
next 28 years

I had extensive additional education while in the Air Force mas
ters degree from George Washington University graduate of the
Command and Staff College in Montgomery Alabama graduate of
the Naval War College in Newport Rhode Island

In my service I saw extensive time service tours in the South
east Asia conflict serving in Vietnam and ink-Lac over quite a
number of years throughout the sixties I.in my later years of
service.was fortunate enough to be promoted to General officer
rank

I commanded the U.S Air Force mission to Iran during the time
o thoSha4 served there fro n 197 fo 3 Y,rs until July of 1978
So 1 left there roughly 6 months before the reve.lution

I spent a total of 41/2years all total in the country of Iran during
my service I headed the U.S Air nal P
Office in the Pentagon for three years from 1978 ttr 1981

During that time I directed all U.S Air Force worldwide security
assistance programs foreign military sales and the like and super
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vised it In 1981 I was appointed in this administration as De suty
Assistant Secretary of Defense for.with responsibility for the
Middle East Africa and southern Asia

I served in that post for over 2 years and retired in May of 1983
I agreed to go into business with Mr Albert Hakim

Mr NIELDS What was your rank when you retired
Mr SECORD I retired as a Major General in the United St tes

Air Force
I went into business as president of Stanford Technology Tra ing

Group with Mr Albert Hakim as an equal shareholder We are 50/
50 shareholders in this company which is now headquartere in
Vienna Virginia

The purpose of this company was to conduct international usi
ness in a fairly narrow area that of security and to try to take ad
vantage of the 1983 banking law which enabled the United St tes
to form such trading groups

We pursued that business activity in the early years of our en
deavor there

That about covers it I think
Mr NIELDS When did you first meet Albert Hakim
Mr SECORD I met Mr Hakim in 1976 or 1977 while I was the

chief of the Air Force Mission in Iran He was an Iranian busi ess
man at that time doing business with among other organizati:ns
the Iranian Air Force

He was specifically designing and selling electronic intelligence
systems to the Iranian Air Force and had completed one propect
and had a contract for a second project phase 2 of a second project
He constantly reminded me that was a $23 million project

My organization recommended to the Iranian Air Force that 'hat
project be discontinued because it was redundant to another I .S
Iranian program called IBEX He lost the contract

So we met under unfavorable circumstances He came to my
office to protest what he thought was an improper intrusion of the
U.S military into commerce So that is the way we met first

I saw him several times thereafter but not frequently In 1980
his was one of a number of Iranian names that I gave to the .S
intelligence people for possible.for vetting and possible use in he
operation to rescue the American hostages being held in Iran

He was contacted by the intelligence people was vetted and did
volunteer his services as did several others

He dropped in to see me from time to time.he lives in Cali or
nia.in the Pentagon I think he was just keeping track of me

We did no business had no substantive discussions until s me
months after I retired when he contacted me and gave me a b si
ness proposition

Mr NIELDS That is when you started your association with St n
ford Technology

Mr SECORDTrading group right
Mr NIELDS Just to clarify that is there another organizat'on

known as Stanford Technology Corporation
Mr SECORD Yes It is confusing and often it is reported in he

press incorrectly Mr Hakim has had a company which he o ns
named Stanford Technology Corporation of California now a C li
fornia corporation
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He has had this name on several different companies and this is
a company with which I have no association and never did never
did have any association

So it is a little bit confusing
Mr NIELDS When did you first meet Oliver North
Mr SECORDMy first recollection of meeting North was in 1981

At this time I was the senior representative of the Pentagon to the
Interagency Group which was charged with the responsibility of
shepherding the proposed sale of the AWACS to Saudi Arabia
shepherding this proposal through the Congress

So I was the senior military person involved in this project
throughout 1981.this project consumed most of 1981

Colonel North at that time was the staff officer on the National
Security Council staff He was involved in scheduling of meetings
and such

Mr NIELDS Did you get to know him at that point in time
Mr SECORDNo not really He was more of a command post type

scheduler in which he coordinated the activities of the several
groups who were under the overall direction of the National Secu
rity Advisor at the time who was Mr Allen

Mr NIELDS When did you next run into Mr Oliver North
Mr SECORDI believe the next time I saw him was in Ja.ny or

February of 19$4 after I retired when a mutual friend of ours
asked me to join him in a visit to Colonel North

Colonel North had been notified that he was going to be assigned
to the Naval War College and was having some.later that year
He was having some.apparently having some difficulties with this
because he felt that his.as it turned out he felt his assignment in
the NSC was so important that he should not take the opportunity
to go to the college

This friend of ours was concerned that it would hurt his military
career So we went to see him and talked about that I gave him
my view which was that if he wanted to progress to senior ranks
he would have to fill that requirement and would have to go to the
War College

But he didn't see it that way He felt deeply that the work he
was about there was of transcending importance and he made no
bones about it So I saw him only once in early 1984

Mr NIELDS What was the next time that you ran into Oliver
North

Mr SECORDI think the next time that I saw him was a result of
a phone call that I got from him asking me if I could drop by for a
chat sometime

I would place that roughly in the summer of.let's say July of
1984 roughly At this time he told me that he was talking to me as
he had talked to a number of others

Mr NIELDS Did he identify any of the others
Mr SECORD He mentioned retired General Singlaub as one of

the others He figured I would probably know him And of course I
did although the general was not in this meeting

He may have named others But if he did I didn't recognize
them so I don't remember the names

But he said that.I no doubt had noted that support for the Con
tras on the Hill was greatly diminished In fact there had been
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what I would call a cap placed in May on further expenditure and
he was therefore talking to private people to see if they wou d be
interested in trying to do something to support the Contra c use

He gave me a short briefing on the current situation just a very
rough overview mentioned the chief of the FDN the largest f the
factions to me Mr Calero and asked me if I would be interest in
trying to help

I said that any way I could I would certainly be interest in
helping

Later he arranged-
Mr NIELDS Before you go on to later did he tell you what it is

he had in mind that you would do
Mr SECORD Not exactly He didn't ask me to go out and aise

funds He said people were trying to raise funds but also ther = was
the matter of advice that had to be given

Formerly of course the CIA had been performing these t sks
those tasks of logistics advice and supplying money

Mr NIELDS Was he asking you essentially to contribute hour
services or was there a financial arrangement involved

Mr SECORDNo financial arrangements were discussed Non He
was asking me to contribute my services which I gladly did

At a later time then.and it was not too much later but I an't
tell you when.he arranged for me to have a brief meeting ith
Mr Calero

Mr NIELDS Where was the meeting
Mr SECORD I think that I met him in the Old Executive ffice

Building in North's office That is my recollection
Mr NIELDS Was it a long meeting or a short meeting
Mr SECORD No It was a short meeting Calero had to go Ise

where I in fact met him later We agreed to meet later I pi ked
him up at his hotel here in Washington I expected to meet ith
him there but he had to go to another meeting which I took him
to which was in another hotel in northern Virginia

At the conclusion of that meeting which did not involve i e I
then took him to the National Airport We took about 45 mi utes
to an hour at this time

By this time this is the second time I met with Calero I ay
have confused you a little bit by going from the office in the OB
straight to the hotel That is not the way it occurred

Mr NIELDS You had one meeting in the office with 0 iver
North

Mr SECORDAnd a later meeting
Mr NIELDS Was any business conducted at that meeting
Mr SECORDNo No business It was a general discussion o the

situation and it was really my introduction to the FDN
Mr NIELOs Then the later meeting was a matter of days 1 ter
Mr SECORDIt was some days later but not a long time later
Mr NIELDS When you said you went to the National Airport are

you talking about a hotel near the National Airport
Mr SECORD Yes We went to the Marriott Hotel We sto ped

briefly at the Marriott to chat just next to the National Air ort
And I had with me by this time as I recall Mr Rafael Quintero a
man for whom I have a lot of respect a man who is tremendo ly
experienced in Central America has been an intelligence of icer
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community a man whom I trust

Mr NIELDS How had you gotten to know Rafael Quintero
Mr SECORD Through another very close associate of mine from

GIA days when.and his name is Thomas 6 These two served
together off and on over the y,years That is how I met Rafael Quin
tero It was many years ago that I met him

Mr NIELDS You say by this time you had Rafael Quintero with
you

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Does that mean that the project that you might be

performing with or for Mr Calero had taken some further defini
tion

Mr SECORD It really hadn't taken much definition in my mind
at that point But I wanted to see if we were going to be able to
undertake a project I wanted Quintero with me for several rea
sons.one as an adviser because he knew the scene in Latin
America far better than I I am not a Latin American expert I
have never served in that region never had any real responsibil
ities for that region And so I needed him as an adviser and I also
wanted to introduce him to Mr Calero because he did not know
Mr Calero

Mr NIELDS Did you have a discussion with Mr Calero at the Na
tional Airport Hotel

Mr SECORDYes As I said for.I would guess that we talked for
perhaps 45 minutes What we talked about was really just one sub
ject He was interested in finding a new source of arms at prices
lower than those which he had been told were being paid by the
United States and he had been.he told me he had a list with
these prices

He later gave me such a list He said that of course one of their
biggest problems was lack of money He had very limited resources
available to fund this Contra army It was a big worry He had to
find quality munitions and arms at as low a price as he could So
this was his concern

He told me off the top of his head the types of ammunition and
arms that he was interested in

Mr NIELDS Had you previously ever been involved in arms
transactions

Mr SECORD Only in the U.S Government which I was of
course involved in a major way but as a private individual no I
am not an arms dealer

Mr NIELDS Was there anything else Mr Calero needed besides
arms

Mr SECORDWell over time he talked about a number of things
that he needed but at the same time he was talking only about
arms and he was concerned not just with pricing I might add but
also with quality They had some casualties in their ranks from
faulty munitions hand grenades blowing up in people's hands and
other such problems So he was very concerned about quality as
well

Mr NIELDS And he wanted you to procure some arms for him I
take it
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Mr SECORD He wanted me to explore the possibility of doing it
and to in effect make a bid which is what we did at a later time

Mr NIELDS When you say we that is you and Mr Quintero
Mr SECORD No It is me.I took this listing that he gave me

which was an incomplete listing because he gave it to me you
know just off the top of his head and took this listing to an ac
quaintance of mine who is an arms dealer and has been for many
many years in Canada and asked him to do a pricing exercise and
an availability exercise

Over a period of several months he did work up a list with pric
ing

Mr NIELDS And did you convey that list to Mr Calero
Mr SECORDYes And the list expanded as time went on Calero

liked the prices that we were coming up with By the way this was
a strict commercial kind of transaction There was nothing spooky
about it It was just a normal brokering deal The prices were
marked up in the process different markups for different line
items depending upon the size but between 20 and 30 percent was
the markup which is quite low in the arms business

When you average it out it comes out almost exactly to 20 per
cent

Mr NIELDS I take it from what you are saying that you were to
make a profit on these arms transactions

Mr SECORDYes My partner and I were to.and by this time I
had of course told my partner Mr Hakim of what we were look
ing at It was intended that the profits generated would be shared
by Hakim myself and of course the arms dealer

Mr NIELDS On what basis
Mr SECORDOn the basis that one-third of the profits.not one

third of the gross but one-third of the profits would go to Hakim
and I Of course that would be.half of that would come to me and
half would be retained by him That was our agreement

Mr NIELDS Who would get the other two-thirds
Mr SECORDThe arms dealer
Mr NIELns So that when you say the markup you are talking

about the difference between what the arms dealer paid and what
Mr Calero paid

Mr SECORDExactly
Mr NIELDS Did you actually sell arms in this fashion to Mr

Calero
Mr NIELDS Yes we did We ultimately did It was some months

later when the transactions took place I believe the first deal was
struck in November of.with a down payment November of 1984
And then the deliveries were some months alter

Mr NIELns How many transactions were there
Mr SECORDThere were four Four transactions
Mr NIELDS Four involving the Canadian arms dealer
Mr SECORD Only two of these involved the Canadian arms

dealer
Mr NIELns If there were two others can you explain the differ

ence between those transactions and the ones with the Canadian
arms dealer

Mr SECORDYes
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First the two transactions with the Canadian arms dealer in
volved a small ship load of munitions from the Far East and then a
plane load of approximately 90,000 pounds from Europe

The plane load was ordered up as a bridging means because they
were running low the contras were running low on certain items
of ammunition and the ship was delayed greatly from its original
estimated time of arrival through no fault of our own

It was through the fault of the supplier who encountered a lot of
delays and gave us some dates that weren't met But in any case
there was a lot of unhappiness with our friends in the FDN over
this ship load of munitions that.the date kept slipping In fact I
don't believe that the delivery took place until the spring and it
was supposed to be.the delivery should have been in early winter

Mr NIELns Just to make sure we understand the time periods
you are saying the delivery actually occurred in the spring of 1985

Mr SECORDCorrect
So it was a bridging.as a bridging device the FDN ordered up a

plane load of ammunition There was a considerable amount of
concern evinced by the Contras and even some of the Americans
who were following events with the Contras

Mr NIELDS Which Americans
Mr SECORDIn this case I am referring to Jack Singlaub He was

critical Calero was critical A lot of people were critical about the
continued delay of delivery

So I determined that.for a couple of reasons that we would
change the logistics arrangement the supply arrangement I got
Mr Tom Clines to manage future procurements if there were to be
some and there were

Mr NIELDS This was in place of the Canadian arms dealer
Mr SECORDYes in place of the Canadian arms dealer
Mr NIELDS Can you give us the name of the Canadian arms

dealer's company
Mr SECORDTransworid Armament
There were two factors here one I have described to you.that is

there was a lot of unhappiness over the late delivery.and second
ly I wanted to tighten up a bit on security

The Canadians arms dealer really didn't know much about the
ultimate destination for these armaments He wasn't given.I
didn't give him a full briefing on who I was dealing with I wanted
Clines in the loop because I had a lot of trust in him and he had
more importantly a great deal of experience in Latin America as a
counterinsurgency expert and an expert on the procurement of
arms That accounts for the change in method of operation

Then there were two more-
Mr NIELDS Before we get to the two with Mr Clines did the Ca

nadian arms dealer.you indicated that you hadn't given him a
full briefing on where the arms were going I take it that means he
didn't know.you hadn't told him specifically that they were going
to the Contras

Mr SECORD Well he thought ,that they were going to Guata
mala In fact they did

Mr NIELDS OK
Can you tell us about the transactions involving Mr Clines
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Mr SECORD Yes There were two.I believe two transactions
one sealift which I think was ordered in May"of 1986

Mr NIELDS Did you mean 1986
Mr SECORD I am sorry 1985 I didn't mean 1986 1985 And an

air lift also a little bit earlier than that
Mr NIELDS Mr Secord you are looking jumping ahead here

You are looking at a document that has been marked Exhibit 2
[Exhibit 2 appears at p 416.]
Mr NIELDS Does that document list the arms covered by the

four arms shipments two involving Transworld and two involving
Mr Clines

Mr SECORDYes they do
Mr NIELDS Which of the two involving Transworld
Mr SECORD The first transaction which is annotated "airlift

number one, and the first sealift annotated "sealift number one.
The other two were Mr Clines

Mr NIELDS Where was Mr Clines obtaining the arms
Mr SECORDIn Europe from East bloc countries-Poland Mora

via-and from Western countries
Mr NIELDS Was he dealing through any particular company
Mr SECORD He was dealing through one particular company

most of the time
Mr NIELDS What was its name
Mr SECORD This company is named Defex.D-E-F-E-X.in Por

tugal It is a registered arms dealer
Mr NIELDS Were these sales also at a markup and for a profit
Mr SECORDExactly the same
Mr NIELDS How was the profit mark-up distributed between

you and Mr Clines
Mr SECORD The profits after they were computed were to be

taken 20 percent of the profit that is to Mr Clines and the bal
ance to Mr Hakim who would split it 50/50 with me

Mr NIELDS So your portion of the markup increased when you
moved from Transworld to Mr Clines

Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr NIELDS What was the mark-up Did the mark-up stay the

same
Mr SECORDIt was exactly the same
Mr NIELDS Twenty to 30 percent
Mr SECORDIt averaged out almost exactly 20 percent
Mr Clines role in all this was very limited He was limited to

that one role only
Mr NIELDS Did Mr Quintero have a role in these arms sales to

Calero
Mr SECORDYes he did He had several jobs in this regard An

important function he performed was the coordination of the recep
tion in the two different countries in Central America where the
arms were delivered He handled all of the liaison with the Contras
and with the local authorities and met the arrivals and made sure
that things went efficiently

In addition to-
Mr NIELDS Was his role to make sure that the arms got where

they were supposed to go
Mr SECORDExactly and in an efficient way
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Mr NIELDS Was he remunerated for that
Mr SECORDYes he was
Mr NIELDS At what rate
Mr SECORD He was not paid a commission He was paid a

salary which in 1985 I believe was about $3,000 a month He was
paid a bonus for each of these arrival exercises that he did

Mr NIELDS Do you know a man named Richard Gadd
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS First of all how do you know him
Mr SECORD I knew him first when he was a lieutenant colonel

in the Air Force in the Pentagon I didn't know him very well but
I knew him there Then I got to know him much better after he
retired and we worked together quite a bit in 1983 and 1984 on dif
ferent businesses

Mr NIELDS Did Mr Gadd play a role in these arms sales to
Calero

Mr SECORDYes he did For the air lift he arranged for the air
transportation and his company was paid a fee for that

Mr NIELDS And where did he assist in transporting the arms
from and to

Mr SECORDFrom Europe to Central America
Mr NIELDS Is that Portugal
Mr SECORDIt was from Portugal yes to Central America And

the company that he utilized was the Miami-based Southern Air
Transport Company a very good company which has b much
maligned

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord who was paying for these arms Was it
Mr Calero out of his bank accounts

Mr SECORDYes yes
Mr NIELDS And to whom was he paying the purchase price to

what entity
Mr SECORD He was paying the price to another Panamanian

company Energy Resources Inc. by way of wire transfers to the
bank in Geneva where this company had its account

Mr NIELDS And who owns Energy Resources Inc.
Mr SECORD I couldn't tell you who the exact owners are but it

is under the control of Mr Hakim just as Lake Resources was In
fact I should clarify that point Lake Resources replaced Energy
Resources in July or August of 1985

I think I should also clarify for the record another important
point There were never any arms not even one BB that was trans
ported from the United States or procured in the United States

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord do you have an approximate number I
am asking for an approximate order of magnitude number repre
senting your share of the profits from these four arms sales

Mr SECORD It would have been several hundred thousand dol
lars

Mr NIELDS Did you eventually receive your share
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Why not
Mr SECORD I had a change in plan It was my intention from

the beginning to handle this in a normal businesslike fashion just
as normal business But after Jnty of 1985 I came to a point where
I saw my role changing and my ambitions changing Therefore
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later in 1985 I forswore my share of the profits that had accrued to
that time none of which I had drawn and discussed this extensive
ly with Mr Hakim He well understood this

Mr NIELDS Did you say he well understood it
Mr SECORD He well understood it yes We discussed it exten

sively
Mr NIELDS Did you communicate this to him or anyone else

other than orally
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS And-
Mr SECORDThe original deal was nothing other than oral
Mr NIELDS What was the change in your plans your attitude

that caused you to forswear these profits
Mr SECORDAs I became more knowledgeable of what was going

on in Latin America and thinking more about military operations
again I decided that it seemed to me that if I did perform a real
service there I would have a good chance of going back into Gov
ernment And by this time I was prepared to go back in the Gov
ernment

I had a few stitches I hadn't really taken care of during my Gov
ernment service I left the Government sooner than I might have
and so I thought I had a chance to go back in But I also believed
that if I took a share of profits from arms sales no matter wheth
er.how legal it is it is a politically legal commercial deal that it
would tarnish me and ruin my chances for going back in the Gov
ernment

So I made that judgment and communicated this firmly to Mr
Hakim and he understood it

Mr NIELDS When you say you had some stitches does that mean
wounds

Mr SECORDWell I still felt that there were a few problems ex
isting from when I retired because I had been falsely accused in
1982 to 1983 of being associated with business dealings of a man
who became notorious Edwin Wilson and a lot of bad publicity fell
on me during that timeframe and the fact I was cleared didn't
seem to make any difference to anyone

And I got into disputes with some senior officials in the Penta
gon whom I felt had not been supportive of me during my time of
trial I wasn't tried of course but during my time of being under
investigation I was not supported legally that is with counsel

I thought it was the Defense Department's responsibility to pro
vide me with counsel They did not they refused

I incurred legal expenses that I couldn't pay I was in debt I was
unhappy and so I informed the Secretary of Defense that I was re
tiring

Mr NIELDS During-
Mr SECORD A couple years later I felt that I still was young

enough to go back and have another try at it
Mr NIELDS During the period of time when you were selling

arms to Mr Calero did you have any knowledge or understanding
of his source of finance

Mr SECORDNo I had no knowledge at all
Mr NIELDS Did there ever come a time when you were asked to

assist in raising money for Mr Calero or for the Contras
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Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Would you describe that event please
Mr SECORDThe first time I would place in the fall of 1984 and I

was asked by Oliver North if I would be willing to contact a foreign
official whom I knew and had dealt with in the past with respect to
possible contributions to the Contras

Mr NIELDS Contributions by him or by his-
Mr SECORD By his government or by him either one But the

intention was the government I believe
North mentioned to me that he had discussed this with his supe

rior who at the time was Robert McFarlane I said I would be
happy to do it and I did make the approach but the approach was
not very well received

As I put it back to 011ie I believed the individual was not enthu
siastic about this idea And as far as I know nothing ever came of
it

I was asked later however-
Mr NIELDS Approximately when
Mr SECORDI would place it about the first of February 1985 I

was asked by North again if I would be willing to one more time
approach this official and he said that it had been suggested by
Mr McFarlane and the reason why it seemed a propitious time
was that there was scheduled in the future a head of state visit
from that particular country

Mr NIELDS Did he say anything further about Mr McFarlane
Mr SECORDHe said that Mr McFarlane had mentioned this to

the official and Mr McFarlane was asking if I would follow up
And I did I followed up I had a very short meeting with the gen
tleman however because he was just about to leave town when I
visited with him so the meeting could not have lasted more than a
few minutes but I did speak to him

And I mentioned to him that in my view it was propitious
timing a gift or a donation to the cause of the Contra would un
doubtedly be very well received in Washington and by the Presi
dent it was my opinion That was my opinion

He said you can stop twisting my arm He said "I have decided
to take it up with the head of state, and he was however noncom
mittal

That was the last time I talked to that individual and the only
time that I approached any foreigners for a donation

Mr NIELDS Did you ever learn whether your efforts had borne
fruit

Mr SECORD Well I would like to take credit if they did bear
fruit but I don't think I can do that

I heard from Oliver later that he believed that a donation had
been made directly to the FDN account I heard different numbers
over time

I never had any evidence any first-hand knowledge of what that
amount might be and I in all honesty cannot testify that it ever
occurred

Mr NIELDS With respect to these arms sales to Calero and that
period of time in your involvement with the Contras what was Mr
North's role if any
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Mr SECORD Very little He was in the information collection
business as far as I was concerned at that point He wanted to
know if I would provide him with details of any deliveries or deals
that were made and I did so gladly

He wanted to know what the prices were because I think he was
trying to as best he could keep track of the at least the bigger
expenditures that were being made in support of the Contras but
he had no other involvement

Mr NIELDs How frequently did you see him or speak to him
during this period of time the first half of 1985

Mr SECORD Not very often I can't put a finger on it but not
very often

Only whenever I had something to tell him Basically I was the
one who was initiating the contacts

Mr NIELDS You were reporting to him from time to time when
you had something to report

Mr SECORDIndeed
Mr NIELDS Did you have any contact with any other Govern

ment officials during this period of time with respect to the Con
tras

Mr SECORDDuring the first half of 1985
Mr NIELDS Yes
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Did there come at time around the middle of 1985

when your functions changed with respect to the Contras
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS How did that come about
Mr SECORDThere was an important meeting that I was invited

to
Mr NIELDS Who invited you
Mr SECORDColonel North
Mr NIELDS Who arranged the meeting
Mr SECORD Colonel North set the time for the meeting after

talking with Mr Calero and coordinated the time It wa Miami
Airport Hotel in Miami It was about the first of July 1985 almost
the first day of July It might have been the last day bf June some
thing like that

Mr NIELDS How did you get there
Mr SECORDI went down on the commercial airplane from here
Mr NIELDS How did Mr North get there
Mr SECORD He went by government aircraft and arrived at

night The meeting started late It didn't start until 10 o'clock at
night

I had with me Rafael Qi nteros and Tom Clines military com
mander of FDN was present in this meeting Colonel Bermudez
Mr North and Mr Calero were the participants

Mr NIELDS Were you told in advance what the agenda was for
the meeting

Mr SECORD My understanding was it was to be what I would
call a program review It didn't have to do with the purchase of
arms anything like that This was a program review where we
could have a good exchange back and forth about the problem that
existed and potential solutions if any

Mr NIELDS Were you told why you were invited
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Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Why
Mr SECORD In order to participate in this program review and

to comment on it As I said I had nothing to do with any arms
deals

Mr NIELDS How long did the meeting last
Mr SECORD It lasted until dawn It lasted until about 5 o'clock

in the morning It was a lengthy all-night meeting North arrived
late as I said and left immediately after the meeting to go back to
Washington

Mr NIELDS Could you describe the conversations that occurred
during the meeting

Mr SECORDThe meeting commenced on a pretty hard note with
Colonel North being worried about and critical of the Contras be
cause he had been receiving reports that the limited funds they
had might be getting wasted squandered or even worse some
people might be lining their pockets

His concern as he articulated it was a very serious one He was
afraid that if anything like this was going on that since they were
dependent on contributions that the image of the resistance could
be badly damaged it could ruin us in fact and he was very very
hard on this point It surprised me a little bit because this wasn't
exactly the program review I expected But after that-

Mr NIELDS Was he mentioning any person in particular
Mr SECORDYes He mentioned.of course he was talking direct

ly to Mr Calero
Mr NIELDS First name
Mr SECORD Adolfo Calero He mentioned he had reports that

Adolfo's brother was procuring nonlethal things in the United
States and shipping them down there and that this was a potential
sore point because people will be pointing the finger at him and
that this could turn into unless it was properly handled and care
fully handled it could turn into a real mess for Calero

That is the only name he mentioned as far as I can recall
Mr NIELDS What else did he talk about
Mr SECORD Well after that the program review did start and

there was a lot of information exchanged and a lot of discussion of
various military problems that existed

But at the end of the day.the night I should say.there was
complete agreement that there were several areas that needed im
mediate attention and the first and foremost urgent problem was
that of airlift

Airlift that had been performed by the United States earlier by
this time was no longer permissible under the law And there were
a very small number of very old poorly equipped aircraft that were
operating out of their main headquarters area in a country in Cen
tral America

But these aircraft we were told could only fly in daylight hours
and could not penetrate into Nicaragua any significant distance
because they couldn't fly at night they weren't properly equipped
the crews weren't properly trained and the Sandinista air defense
of course had gotten much stronger

The bottom line was as I saw it when the CIA.it was the CIA
who supported them.were withdrawn from the Contra support
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network their infrastructure what was withdrawn really is what I
characterize as the sinews of war

They were in desperate straits because when the agency pulled
out they didn't leave behind very much There were no trained lo
gistics supply officers maintenance officers communications
people.very little if any of this

Although that is the unglamorous part of warfare it is the most
important part of warfare and that is why I call it the sinews of
warfare The infrastructure it just wasn't there So they were
starting from scratch

Back to the airlift We concluded that unless some sort of air
drop program was put into place fairly soon that the various
groups which had been operating fairly successfully inside Nicara
gua would be forced to withdraw and it would be very difficult to
get them reinserted and it would appear that they would be defeat
ed in detail

Some of the groups were as much as 30 days march from the
border areas where they were being supplied.30 days one way

So it was just not feasible to keep these outfits in combat and
resupply with consumables with bullets and beans unless you
dropped to them There was no way around it There were no two
ways about it You either had to develop an air drop capability or
they were going to be forced from the field

After that time period I was aware that several groups and dif
ferent individuals over time had recognized this It was no secret
that there was this lack of airlift Several people had tried to start
operations They had all been unsuccessful I suspect because they
weren't funded adequately

It is.even with old airplanes which we used.it is no inexpen
sive undertaking

Mr NIELDS Are you still describing the meeting and the conver
sations of the meeting or have you moved on

Mr SECORDThe meeting is over and I am giving you what hap
pened after the meeting

Mr NIELDS Let's go back to the meeting
Was there a discussion of southern front at the meeting
Mr SECORDYes there was That was the second most important

item we all agreed upon
I said we had common agreement on several items One was the

need for the airlift The second was the need for a southern front
or a southern front as we called it

Mr NIELDS What does that mean Can you explain that
Mr SECORDI will explain that to you
The situation was the FDN the main Contra force was arrayed

along the northern part of Nicaragua and operating in that area
In the southern part of Nicaragua there had been abortive efforts
for over a several-year period to put together some sort of resist
ance down there but it had always fallen apart It was never well
organized or supported

It was agreed by all at this meeting that such an undertaking
had to be readdressed that the southern front needed to be created
and supported materially substantially
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So there was common agreement on that Of course how one
does it is another matter but there was agreement that that had to
be undertaken

And the reason for that is obvious At that time the Sandinistas
were able to concentrate all their military forces against the north
ern threat and they were able to concentrate all their Cuban-led
countersurgency battalions there

There was no one complicating the Sandinistas lives They were
not forced to look to the south They were not threatened from the
south Therefore the need for-

Mr NIELDS Were there particular military leaders in the south
and if so could you identify them for the committee

Mr SECORD My understanding is in the past.that is before
this meeting long before before I came on the Contra scene.there
had been the famous Eden Pastora in the south trying to operate
in the south That fell apart

Then there were some other commandants who controlled small
groups of men but not very numerous in the general area but
they were not organized nor were they being supported materially

Mr NIELDS Anything else discussed at the meeting
Mr SECORD The third point which was agreed upon was their

lack of access to their urban areas and the need for them to get
into some of the urban areas

I wouldn't want to go much further than that on that point
Mr NIELDS Were you asked to do anything
Mr SECORDAt the meeting No
Mr NIELDS After the meeting
Mr SECORDAfter the meeting I was asked by North if I thought

I could put together this operation and my colleagues both ad
vised.Quintero and Clines both advised.me strongly against it
telling me it would be a source of great grief Of course I knew
that it would be

Mr NIELDS North.what was his position
Mr SECORDSomebody needed to do it It had to be done or they

were going to be defeated
Mr NIELDS You are describing now what North told you
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELas Did you meet with North-
Mr SECORDI beg your pardon
Mr NIELDS Did you meet with North on a number of occasions

following the meeting in Miami
Mr SECORD Periodically I can't again tell you exactly how

often Not too often but periodically
I have thought about this for quite a while about this need this

task I agreed of course with North I was one of the people in the

meeting I agreed with all of them that this was a vital project
I after a while went to my colleague Richard Gadd and dis

cussed with him the feasibility of putting together an airlift oper
ation and the ground rules were that I didn't want to form a com

pany I didn't want to operate a company I didn't even want to go
there

You know I was perfectly happy to try to conceive of it and to
work to try to finance it but I did not want to operate it It was

beyond my capability I just didn't want to do it I felt that if I
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were to do that I would have to go to Central America and actual
ly operate there That I didn't want to do

So we did some study took a look at the area what it would
take and ran some planning exercises and over time finally con
cluded.Mr Gadd and I finally concluded that the operation could
be done if we could get sufficient financing

How much is sufficient I didn't know at the time But I knew it
would take $3 or $4 million to get underway

Mr NIELDS Did you have discussions on that subject with Oliver
North

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Can you describe them
Mr SECORDWell they were brief I kept him apprised of where

we were in our thinking and our planning and whether or not we
would really commit to it

Mr NIELDS What else was involved
Mr SECORDBy this time we had sent.I had sent Rafael Quin

tero to consult with the FDN leaders and anyone else he could
about a secure base

Initially we thought that the base ought to be colocated with the
main Contra body but that proved not to be feasible for a number
of reasons

We were advised that the host country would not approve it
Moreover the facilities at this particular air strip were practically
zero and the air strip itself was damaging to aircraft if you utilized
it on a sustained basis

We instead turned to a neighboring country Mr Quintero went
there and negotiated with the local military and with an old friend
of his who was working there too.and got an agreement in princi
ple about this timeframe.that is the fall of 1985.for the basing
of a small airlift operation at that location

Mr NIELDS Which country was that in
Mr SECORDThat was in El Salvador
Mr NIELDS The air strip
Mr SECORDNo Yes the air strip The main base
Mr NIELDS Okay
Are you going to tell us then about the emergency landing strip
Mr SECORD Oh yes I am But I was talking about the main

base That was the key Without that we had nothing and I am
telling you it was Quintero assisted by his friend who was working
there who negotiated with the authorities to get operating rights
out of that base This was a great breakthrough and it was very
important

Looking from there to south which was the most difficult run
one saw that one had to fly out over the Pacific and then up from
the south or out over the Atlantic and then up from the south It
was a very long round trip to make nonstop in a C-123 9 hours or
more

And in order to.on a sustained basis.do this operation it was
my firm belief that we had to have an emergency landing field
somewhere in that area Of course that is Costa Rica

So.why was that so important It was important because over
the long haul operating even with the most modern aircraft you
are going to have in-flight emergencies With the aircraft that we

72-957 87 3



probably were going to have to operate with we could expect more
than a few emergencies

Additionally there was always the chance there could be some
damage from enemy action

In order to.we could not ask air crews to make such a long haul
without some safe haven nearby nearby the area of operations
You could do it a few times but on the sustained basis one could
not get away with that You were courting disaster

So we undertook also to locate an air strip which we could use
on an emergency basis We never planned to operate out of Costa
Rica That wasn't feasible because of the political situation and all
of us knew it So there has been a good deal of misinformation cir
culated on this subject as well

We did manage with the assistance of the Government.Costa
Rican Government.to locate a suitable area of land unimproved
land on the northwest coast and we did buy that land and we set
up a company called Udall Corporation to conduct this land pro
curement and to support the airlift operation

Gadd hired some former U.S military engineering personnel to
go down and supervise the construction of this dirt strip and so in
less than a year.much less than a year.they actually constructed
in a very remote part of Central America a 6,000-foot long dirt
strip with pretty good drainage on it and one wooden building to
store barrels of fuel and anything else we wanted to store there

The sad thing was that owing to a change in government which
took place in May of 1%5 in Costa Rica a change in policy took
place We were denied ultimately access to this air field even on an
emergency basis

So we sweated and spent a lot of money for nothing over a long
period of time And so we were deprived of this vital facility just
when we needed it

Mr NIELDS Did you get any help from any officials of the U.S
Government in getting this air strip

Mr SECORDYes The American ambassador was very supportive
so I was told I never met him but-

Mr NIELDS Who was that
Mr Swqito er

wag very very he 1pporting
emsin that area

By "supporting I don't mean they were spending any money or
doing anything with material They were simply giving us the right
advice and the right contacts and trying to be helpful

Mr NIELDS Was there a man who used the name of ted
who participated in acquiring the air strip

Mr SECORD Yes He negotiated the land deal with the former

Mr NIELDS Who is he
Mr SECORDYou mean his true name
Mr MELDS Yes
Mr SECORDHis name is William ske#3
Mr NIELDs What was the purpose for using the name Olmsted
Mr SECORDJust to protect his identity He was doing this on a

strictly voluntary basis We wanted to keep him out of the lime
light
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Mr NIELDS In putting this operation together I think you have
already testified that you had to acquire some airplanes

Could you describe once again the airplanes that you acquired
Mr SECORDYes
Ultimately there were a total of five aircraft One was a light

airplane for utility use a single engine light airplane
The transport aircraft were two C-123K aircraft of the type we

used very successfully in the Southeast Asia conflict These are air
planes that have two propellers and two jet engines

And two Caribous Canadian-built Caribous transport aircraft
which are also very rugged useful aircraft These aircraft were
purchased beginning.the search for them began in very late 1985
when they were purchased throughout the first I think.what.4
or 5 months of 1986

Mr NIELDs Now were arms purchases also a part of this oper
ation

Mr SECORDYes it was the third part of this overall tactical air
lift program

Initially we didn't anticipate doing any arms purchases because
it was my belief that we could get the necessary materials from the
main Contra band the FDN because they had several times ex
pressed a lot of support for a southern front but that support
seemed to me after a while to be only words and not too many
deeds

The FDN were husbanding their limited resources very tightly
and didn't seem to want to donate any of their ammunition weap
ons communications food and so forth uniforms to the southern
front

So we were forced to buy some limited quantities of arms which
we flew to El Salvador from Portugal and stored in a warehouse
there for air drop purposes

Mr NIELDs Who handled the transportation from Portugal to El
Salvador

Mr SECORDMr Clines
Mr NIELDS And what airplane actually carried the arms
Mr SECORD Southern Air Transport was again contracted for

these flights
Mr NIELDS Was there any profit associated with these arms
Mr SECORDNo There was profit associated with the arms in the

exact same fashion as in the previous arms transactions The exact
same mark-ups no change There was no.when you asked the
question I thought you were asking about transporting There was
no profit ever attached to any air transport flights that were ever
conducted by us and that includes the airlift project itself

We started that program.I started.I conceived of it and Gadd
started it without any notion of there ever being any profit accru
ing to me or to Clines or Quintero or any of my people

My great hope was that this company which was formed if we
could get sufficient donations to it to make it run right would have
nothing to do with me whatsoever I didn't want to have to worry
about it That was my plan It didn't work out but that was my
plan

Mr NIELDS Who shared in the profits from the arms sales
during this phase of your support for the Contras
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Mr SECORDExactly the same as late 1985 It was Mr Clines and
Mr Hakim

Mr NIELDS Was there a man named Mr DeGaray vho played a
role in this operation

Mr SECORD There was but he worked far .Mr Uadd T think I
met him one time I don't think he knows me I don't think he
knew who I was when I met him

Mr NIELDS Was there a man named Robert Dutton
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Who played a role in this operation
If so what was his role When did he become involved
Mr SECORD He became involved because as time went on in

1986 although airplanes were bought at a fairly slow pace.but
that was paced by the availability of funds.the operation didn't
come together as I wanted

The operational capability that I was hoping would be generated
in the winter of 1986 by the spring was still not functioning cor
rectly There were a lot of big big maintenance problems with the
aircraft that were not anticipated which of course caused the ex
penditure of a lot more money for spare parts than had been an
ticipated

There were some missions flown in support of the FDN just
short missions along the border But the southern front missions
were just not coming together We were never able to launch a
southern front mission in the winter or even in the spring as I
recall

So it was a big problem So I finally brought another man on
board retired full Colonel Robert Dutton of the United States Air
Force a man who had worked for me ii seve k different tt r
ations iu the Nisi a man for whom I had a ,lot of r o and I
brought him into the picture starting in May of 3 6
to try to get this train back on the track if you will to try to get
some operational capability generated in this airlift company And
ultimately he did He did a very good job

So by the summertime by late summer they were functioning
and functioning very well

Mr NIELDS Was there a man named Felix Rodriguez that par
ticipated in this operation

Mr Swan Y F RRode z was working in El Salved
j~th the twat n h 'S,.-'We had known him filinkilia

and he was very very helpful in helping to establish the oper
ational support base that was so badly needed

He was very helpful in acting as a liaison with the local authori
ties in the early months of this operation Felix Rodriguez over
time became more of a problem for us because he voiced all kinds
of dissatisfaction with the overall operation believed.or at least
said that we were profiteering at the Contras expense

Of course he didn't know he didn't understand how this busi
ness was being run at all He thought that the Contras were giving
us money for this operation which of course they were not and the
munitions.the very limited munitions that we procured and sent
there were not old as he had reported here to the Vice President's
office and to the local authorities They were actually quite new
shiny new and functioned beautifully
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We were put to the test by the commanding general down there
because he also believed these rumors that we were shipping
shoddy goods and required test firing of every item in the supply
and they all worked beautifully

So we started having problems with Felix.it was very unfortu
nate.toward the end of this airline operation I think that is suffi
cient on Felix for the moment

Mr NIELDS Did he precipitate a meeting here in Washington at
some point in time

Mr SECORD Well yes In August of 1986 he came to a meeting
with North and with my man Robert Dutton I was not in the
meeting and we.the purpose of the meeting I thought was to get
these problems up on the table and to resolve the problems because
we had enough issues to face in Nicaragua We certainly didn't
need to be fighting the friendlies

The meeting however did not go so well and it was reported to
me and Mr Rodriguez had a subsequent meeting with the assist
ant to the Vice President Mr Gregg and I was told with the Vice
President as well

My man was not in those meetings so I don't know exactly what
was said but we learned later that the allegations of shoddy mate
rial were put up on the table at that time and we had to respond to
those

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord how did the various people in this oper
ation communicate one with another

Mr SECORDVery poorly to start with and in an unsecure fash
ion which is a big problem in a clandestine or low profile oper
ation but by I think it was February of 1986 North provided us
with a small number of encryption devices called KL-43 These are
communications encryption devices which were provided to us by
North from the NSA Do you have one here

Mr NIELDS Yes I think we do Mr Pope
Mr SECORDYes That is it
Mr NIELDS I am asking Mr Pope to put a device in front of Mr

Secord and I will ask Mr Secord if he can identify it
Mr SECORDYes This is a KL 43 encryption device It is used in

conjunction with regular telephone communications Okay
Mr NIELDS How many such devices were there in your oper

ation Let's take it one at a time
Mr SECORDI will have to add them up
Mr NIELDS Tell us who had them
Mr SEcoRD Rafael Quintero had one which he took with him

from location to location
Mr NIELDS Do you know in Central America
Mr SECCORDYes I had one Mr Gadd had one Southern Air

Transport one There were two in El Salvador
Mr NIELDS Where
Mr SECORD One in the hands of the chief of the U.S Military

group Colonel Steele and one in the hands of our air operation It
was kept by Mr Cooper and then we had one with a senior CIA
officer in Costa Rica So that was.we had six We usually had one
spare in the system

Mr NIELDS Are you missing one in the Washington area
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Mr SECORD.Oft tit COMIC And o n North's office But the
ones that we had were those I just ticked off We usually had one
spare in the system because they would burn out from time to
time

Mr NIELDS I take it these devices permitted each person with a
device to communicate with any other person in a secure fashion

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And did you in fact do that
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS I think you have in front of you Mr Secord marked

collectively as Exhibit no 3 a series of documents
[The exhibit appears at p 418.]
Mr NIELDS Are those messages or printouts of messages that

were sent via this KL-43 device
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS I am just going to go through a few of these with

you Briefly I would like you to take a look at the first one It is
dated March 3 1986 at the top and it says Copp C-O-P-P under
scored

What does Copp mean
Mr SECORDThat was a pseudonym for me
Mr NIELDS What was the reason for the use of a pseudonym
Mr SECORD It is customary in clandestine operations to use

pseudonyms
Mr NIELDS Where did you get it from
Mr SECORD I needed it hurriedly one day so I just took it from

a.the author's name of the book I happened to be reading at the
time I didn't have time to get into the telephone book which is the
normal way So I just picked it off of a book

Mr NIELDS And was that.in what context did you first adopt
that name

Mr SECORDI believe I first adopted it just before going to Portu
gal in November of 1985

Mr NIELDS Did that have to do with Nicaragua or Iran
Mr SECORDIran
Mr NIELDS Now this KL-43 it says Copp Can you tell us who it

is to and who it is from
Mr SECORD It is to me and it is from North I am sorry It is

from me to North I got it backwards It is from me to North
Mr NIELDS It references Short Brothers
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS iAlliE'B.Y
Mr SECORDRight
Mr NIELDS What do those things refer to
Mr SECORDThat is the name of the British company that manu

factures the air defense surface to air missile the blowpipe
Mr NIELDS B.P stands for blowpipe
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Are you asking North to do something here
Mr SECORD I am asking if it is feasible for them to.for the

White House to contact the U.K authorities in order to get their
cooperation in with Short Brothers to enable us to buy some blow
pipe missiles from a third country for the Contra

Mr NIELDS Do you know if you tried to do that
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Mr SECORDI believe he tried to do it via contact with U.K. but
I am not certain In any case there was no cooperation

Mr NIELDS Did you spend some time at attempting to purchase
these blowpipes

Mr SECORDYes we did
Mr NIELDS Were you ever successful
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Could you turn to the next KL-43 message in the ex

hibit pile dated March 3 1986 Who is that from and who is it to
Mr SECORDAgain it is from me to North
Mr NIELDS Starts off "NHAO and Fosmier at it again. What is

that about
Mr SECORDNHAO was the acronym for the organization set up

by the State Department to administer the $27 million humanitari
an aid program for the Contras in 19.late 1985 and early 1986
This refers to my associate Mr Gadd who was.one of the con
tractors that delivered NHAO goods from the United States to the
Contra areas He asked me if I could help him This was not my
project but he asked me.but I was interested in it since I was
interested in Gadd and his problems

He asked me if I could help because NHAO and this other gen
tleman had told them what their deliveries.in this case into an
airstrip in Honduras.they could not refuel.I mean there was no
fuel at this strip They were prohibited from going to the capital
Tegucigalpa where they normally refuel It made no sense

In effect I am just reporting a problem to see if we can get some
help

Mr NIELDS Seeing if you can get some help from North
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NiELDS I would like you to skip over about three or four to a

message that almost fills the page and at the top of the page it says
in handwriting "F.M Goode.

Do you see that
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What does Goode refer to
Mr SECORDThat was a pseudonym for Oliver North and means

from.that is my handwriting It means from him to me
Mr NiELDS It starts off "The unit to which we wanted to drop

in the southern quadrant of Nicaragua is in desperate need of ordi
nance resupply.

Where if you know is North getting this information from
Mr SECORDI believe he was getting it from the senior CIA field

officer in Costa Rica
Mr NIELDS It says down below "Have there ever developed an

alternative plan which someone has been believed on and in which
he concurs.

Then he describes an alternative plan in some detail Was it cus
tomary for Oliver North to be receiving information on quasi-mili
tary operations down there and giving instructions of this nature

Mr SECORDIt was not customary for him to give instructions or
advisers like this but I believe that this was done because it was a
very unusual mission which involved utilizing an airplane an L
100 Hercules air plane after it had done its mission for NHAO in
Central America
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So what he was proposing was that we terminate the NHAO mis
sion in Central America and that we then contract with this air
plane to haul some of the material from one base to another so
that we could drop it So it was an unusual occurrence

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord I would like you to flip forward several
pages to a message dated AprT1

Mr SECORDOK
Mr NIELDS Do you have that one in front of you
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS I would like you to take a look at the paragraph

marked No 3 First I should ask you who is this message from and
who is it to

Mr SECORDIt is from me to North
Mr NIELDS Paragraph 3 starts off "Current obligations over

next few weeks nearly wipe us out except for CD.
What does that refer to
Mr SECORDThe obligations that we could see coming in support

of this airlift operation were going to.according to my reports
consume all the funds we had available except for funds that were
in the Iranian project and reserved in a certificate of deposit for
self-insurance of the aircraft we were using in the Iranian project

So what I am saying here is that unless we go into that CD
which of course we didn't want to do it didn't look like we were
going to be able to meet our obligations

Mr NIELDs You are running low on funds available for the Nica
raguan operation

Mr SECORDYes very and we always were
Mr NIELDS There is a mention 'here 4B aW
Mr SECORDYeS
Mr NIELDS "114 . What is that a reference to
Mr SECORD We contracted with a British firm and that is the

British D Walker to provide some foreign in this case U.K per
sonnel U.K citizens to act as air crews in the airlift operation and
in this case it was two pilots and one load master

My desire from the beginning by the way was to try to slowly
replace the American air crews with foreigners if we stayed in the
field that long

One of the things you should remember is that we always viewed
these operations as very short term bridging operations until the

Congress could pass another bill which would put the CIA back
into the field with money

We were not down there trying to make money out of an airlift

operation We were down there trying to do a vital task and we
wanted to get out of it as soon as we could So it was a short-term

bridging operation
But I wanted.you know if it was an ideal world I wanted to

have all foreign air crews That is easy to say very hard to find
And why Not because of Neutrality Act violations

I had already gotten an extensive legal opinion that told me
what we were doing was quite legal but because of the appearance
problem If we were to have one or more of these people captured
as ultimately occurred it becomes a real problem when it is Ameri
can citizens an American citizen as we saw and it was our objec
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tive from the beginning to insure against that by slowly hiring for
eign air crews

We were never able to do that We could not find them And
even this air crew didn't work out

Mr NIELDS I am going to interrupt the review of these KL-43
messages and ask you on a related subject to what you have just
been telling us.other than North who in the United States Gov
ernment was giving support to your operation and what kind of
support were they giving

Mr SECORDWhich period of time are we talking about
Mr NIELDS Air resupply operation
Mr SECORD I believe I was receiving support from the Director

of Central Intelligence I was hoping to get support from the Cen
tral American Task Force although I never saw any support that
we got from them

Mr NIELDS Central American Task Force is what agency
Mr SECORDCIA headquarters staff
I was receiving moral support certainly from Ambassador in

U.S Ambassador in
Cotta

Rica and El Salvador as well We re
ceived some support froGotta senior CIA officer in Honduras

Mr NIELDs Of what nature
Mr SECORDHis staff intervened sometimes with the FDN to try

and break some of these to resolve some of these problems that de
veloped when we were trying to deliver items to the southern front
when the FDN had these items and we didn't we occasionally were
able to get some support from the CIA in resolving these disputes

I also got intelligence information from a limited amount of
operational intelligence information for the use of the air crews
from the senior CIA officer in Costa Rica We were unable to get
the kind of intelligence support which I had requested from the Di
rector of CIA on two occasions And I personally in face-to-face
conversations made such requests

We were never able to get the kind of professional intelligence
product that I was accustomed to having when I was in the service
without which inevitably you run into trouble

What I am talking about is ground order battle electronic order
of battle radar depictions and so on Also accurate satellite weath
er information was never made available to us and that was some
thing I wanted badly I never was able to get it

Mr NIELDS Anyone else who lent support I think you men
tioned Colonel Steele

Mr SECORD I mentioned Colonel Steele but Colonel Steele was
again a good moral supporter a friend a good officer but his rules
were such that he felt he couldn't give us any material support of
any kind including intelligence information

Mr NIELDS You have made several references to the Director of
Central Intelligence did you actually meet with him in connection
with Nicaragua

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS On how many occasions
Mr SECORDThree occasions
Mr NIELDS When was the first occasion
Mr SECORD A few days before Christmas 1985 was my first

meeting I went to his office at Langley met with him
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Mr NIELOs..Iiaw waa the meeting arranged
Mr SECORD He called me in my offiee and asked if I could be

over there in a few minutes I wheeled right over there I got in a
little late because it was bad weather that day But he saw me
anyway

Mr NIELDS Do you know why he called you
Mr SECORDLater I determined he called me because North ham

tunes

`
to Min it might be a good idea for him to call me but he

imself did call me
Mr NIELDS Will you describe your meeting
Mr SECORD Yes The meeting probably lasted 45

would guess As I said just the two of us were there It was a little
bit humorous because at the start of the meeting he was doing
most of the talking and I was making a few comments but we were
talking about two different countries and I d't realize it ,for
about 5-m tutes

He was talking about Iran and I ~t the -Neaa
The Director

was not the easiest guy I have ever communicated with but I have
great respect for the man I want to make that very clear to the
committee He had a lot of strategic vision

After we got the talking past each other the problem straight
ened out and we got around quickly to the subject of Central
America which was the purpose of the meeting he was talking
about Iran only because he knew I had something to do with Iran
matter which was not yet discussed and I won't get into that right
now We talked about the situation in Latin America

I told him that I was not an expert on that area that I felt inad
equate about that area because I really didn't have any first-hand
knowledge of the geography the people or anything else But he
was well aware that we were cranking up his airlift operation
knew of its importance

He asked me for my estimate of the situation by that he meant
the overall military-political situation and I have him a brief ex

planation and I told him that among other this that I felt that
no chance of prevail #_ we

t get this airlift operation into the field,,and even hit en
if we were very successful I had grave reservations about their abil

ity to achieve any military victories Of course.any significant
military victories

I didn't see any real moves to create a viable southern front It
never was done successfully thereafter

Although I knew they had many thousand more men than they
could successfully arm and train I didn't see the logistics capabil
ity I didn't see the intelligence capability and I did not see the
leadership which is going to be required for a decisive military vic

tory there
Of course it is possible that sufficient pressure could be genera

 ,ed by keeping them in the field to brims the ,the
'ta::I believe he shared my view of that situation at least at that
time

He told me that they were very appreciative of what I was doing
and he said I had his admiration and asked what he could do and I

explain to him that I needed intelligence information as I just dis
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cussed with you gentlemen He took some notes on that he was
noncommital he didn't promise me anything

But he said he would look into it Just as I was leaving that par
ticular discussion I said to him Mr Director if and when you get
your hunting license back.this was a kind of crude way to refer
ring to hoped for congressional action-whatever assets were creat
ing right now.by that I had in mind the air field which was just
being scratched out and our air lift operation and the material
that went with it is yours just walk in and it is yours That I
assure you He said thanks very much and I left

Mr NIELns You were referring to the assets you were developing
in connection with this air resupply operation

Mr SECORDThat is correct As I said earlier it was not a profit
making picture for us We were just trying to hold the line until
we could get out of there

Mr NIELns When was your next meeting with Director Casey
Mr SECORD The next meeting was at my request and it was a

very brief meetinngg that took place in.I believe it took place in
early February 1986 I don't have any notes on it but I remember
it fairly well

Mr NIELDS How was that set up
Mr SECORD I called North and asked him to set it up and he

did
Mr NIELDS This one was at your request
Mr SECORDMy request I went to see him because I was unhap

py and I told him Mr Director you and I are both too old to
waste time beating around the bush I have come here to complain

Complain about what
I said complain about your organization
What organization
The Central.the task force I said
He said what task force
I said the Central America task force
Oh that one What's the problem
I said the problem is I'm not getting any support I wanted intel

ligence information guidance whatever support you can give us I
want We want every bit of support we can get from you Instead
what we are getting is a lot of questions about the nature of Gadd's
organization how is it organized who owns it who has the share
what Secord is doing It was like an investigation of our organiza
tion They weren't supporting it

I didn't need to be investigated I needed to be supported and
that was the nature of my complaint and I stated it firmly Again
he said he would look into it The meeting was a brief meeting

The last time I saw the director was quite a bit later and I'm
sorry but I cannot tell you what month it was in I think it was
before the May journey of Mr McFarlane to Teheran in 19. but
it might have been after I'm not sure But it was about that time
frame

This meeting concerned itself also with Contra matters I hap
pened to be in North's office discussing something when the Direc
tor called Colonel North and North said that was the Director he
wants to see me would you like to go with me
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I thought we were leaving the building but we weren't We were
just going around the corner to another office where he happened
to be the Director happened to be I went in and he said good to
see you again General

North and I sat down with him and the subject was raised.and
I believe this was a continuing discussion Colonel North was
having with the Director because he went right into the middle of
a problem and that was the growing shortage of funds to support
the Contras

North said that this was becoming a really critical problem that
donations to the cause were tailing off they hadn't been material
izing as they should there were shortages in virtually everything
even food by this time

The Director stated that he wasn't at all confident that they
would be able to get a new bill out of Congress in too short a period
of time He said that some people over here meaning the executive
offices seemed to think they were going to be able to get a new bill
rather rapidly off the Hill But he didn't share that view

North turned to me and asked me to give my estimate of the sit
uation so I had to give my estimate of the situation again So I ran
through quickly what I thought I knew about the situation at the
time I told him that this airlift operation which was my area of
concern was also short of funds we needed a lot of things we
needed a lot of new equipment

I wanted in particular to buy some inertial navigation equipment
for the new airplanes but they were very expensive We didn't
have good weather radar either and so on

Casey asked me how much money is needed and I said well it

depends on what period of time you are talking about Unless the
Government the U.S Government gets back into the support of
the Contras you know we are not going to make it

That was the message I wanted to impart It had to be done
fairly soon because these private efforts while they can bring a
little bit they cannot supplant the kind of effort that can be put
forth by a nation No private organization ever has enough re
sources to do that kind of a job

I have already mentioned intelligence and there are other areas
He said "well a few months the end of the summer something
like that, I guessed I said "I thought it would take about $10 mil
lion I thought.He said "$10 million $10 million, and then he mentioned the

country which he thought might be willing to donate this kind of

money But then he said "but I can't approach them.
Why I don't know Why he couldn't approach them I don't

know and he didn't say But he said that two or three times And
then he said "then he looked at me and said but you can.

And I said "Mr Director I'm not an official of the U.S Govern
ment I don't think these people are particularly interested in solic
itation from private citizens I think that would be very foolish.

And then he mused about it again and North said somebody
better damn well start looking into this thing right away because it
is a rather desperate situation

The Director stated that he believed that George meaning the

Secretary of State could make such an approach though and that
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was the bottom line He said he would speak to the Secretary of
State about this matter

That was the last time I ever met with the Director although
again he thanked me for the efforts that I had been involved with

Mr NIELDS Any other Government officials other than the ones
you have mentioned and Oliver North who lent you support in this
operation

Mr SECORDNone that I can think of right now
Mr NIELDS All right
I would like to return to the KL-43 messages You should have

one in front of you dated April 28 1986
Mr SECORDOK
Mr NIELDS Who is that from and who is it to
Mr SECORDThis is fromme to North
Mr NIELDS What does it deal with the first paragraph Is that

the ship
Mr SECORDYes This is-a ship
Mr NIELDS This is the ship that North had asked you to procure

for a purpose unrelated to either Nicaragua or Iran is that cor
rect

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Now apparently you are trying in these messages to

lease the ship Is that-
Mr SECORD We started out talking about leasing the ship but

we had a particular captain in mind who we felt was suitable for
this task and the captain owned the ship but he did not want to
lease He wanted us to purchase the ship But then he also said he
would purchase the ship back later if we wanted to sell it back

Mr NIELDS So you purchased the ship
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Or Lake Resources purchased the ship or one of the

Swiss-
Mr SECORDAnother company purchased the ship,Dolmy D-O-L

M-Y
Mr NIELDs This is one of Mr Hakim's companies
Mr SECORD Yes one of those seven or eight companies you

talked about
Mr NIELDS It says here we are asking CTr t for a firm fixed

price contract of $1.2 million for 6 months
Mr SECORDRight
Mr NIELDS What does that refer to
Mr SECORD This is the price that we were proposing to ask or

had already asked to lease the ship for this particular project
Mr NIELDS That's money that is going to come in I take it
Mr SECORDThat was the proposal yes
Mr NIELDS And you had paid how much out for the ship
Mr SECORDI think it was around $350,000 that we paid for the

ship maybe it was $375,000 I don't recall
Mr NIELDS And does this message indicate a monthly expense

for operating the ship
Mr SECORD It says our rough guess is the monthly operating

cost will be $50,000 I don't recall what numbers went in to make
up that number
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Mr NIELDS So if you operated the ship for 6 months at $50,000 a
month that would amount to $300,000

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And the purchase price was-
Mr SECORDThree hundred fifty thousand
Mr NIELDS For a total of $650,000
Mr SECORDRight
Mr NIELDS And you are going to rent it and get a return on the

of one million two
Mr SECORDTheoretically of course we had no experience what

soever in operating ships or pricing and in addition to that the
mission that they had in mind for this ship was extremely danger
ous There was a good possibility the ship would be destroyed

Mr NIELDS Did this deal ever go through
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS If the deal had gone through to what use would

the.and the ship had not been destroyed.to what use would the
profits have been put

Mr SECORD Beats me That is a hypothetical question I don't
know

The consideration was not in my mind at the time We were just
trying to get the job done

Mr NIELDS But you are trying to get the job done for a price of
one million two for six months

Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr NIELDS Which would give you a surplus of money in the

Swiss bank account
Mr SECORD Perhaps if our guesstimates are correct perhaps

And if we don't have to pay death benefits and things of this
nature perhaps It was very risky as I said

Mr NIELDS Assuming it had happened would the money have
been used for the Contras for Iran for personal purposes

Mr SECORD Well we would probably have spent it on the
Contra but that is a hypothetical

Mr NIEWs I would_ like you to switch forward to a mes
sage dated J u ste 12 I Do you have that one in front ofyou

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Who is that from and who is it to
Mr SECORDIt is from me to North's office
Mr NIELDS It starts off "All aircraft out of mud. What does

that refer to
11r SECORD Well the base that we were constructing in Costa

Rica we had gotten a 123 stuck in the mud there and had to get it
out had to dig it out

Mr NIELDS Were you.this was at the landing strip
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS The ethe* Cy
Mr SECORDRight The dirt strip
Mr NIELDS Did you eventually get the aircraft unstuck
Mr SECORD Yes But it took about a day to get it out of there

and everybody was in a sweat about it because they were afraid

they claim we were basing an airport there or something It was to
be based there permanently We could hardly get it out
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Mr MELDS I would like you to switch forward two or three
pages to a page which has three KL-43 messages on it In the top it
says in handwriting "from Bob Earl. Who is Bob Earl

Mr SECORDAn assistant to Oliver North
Mr NIELDS And who is the message to
Mr SECORD This message was to my office I think it was re

ceived by Bob Dutton but I saw it shortly thereafter
Mr NIELDS This is your office in Vienna Virginia
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS The message starts off "Conduct emergency recall

immediately. This is Earl directing you to conduct an emergency
recall

Mr SECORDThat is what it says
Mr NIELDS He says
Bring the maintenance and air crewsout of there quietly but quickly Leaveall

equipment includingairplanes Bring back only personalequipment Destroyregis
tration plates on aircraft if possiblebut don't damagethe aircraft

Why is he telling you to do that
Mr SECORD By this time this is August of 1986.by this time

our airlift operation is having a great deal of difficulty with the
host base authorities and part of this difficulty relates to the earli
er difficulties I mentioned to you that we were having with Mr
Rodriguez

I believed that either the American Embassy or the military mis
sion in El Salvador had communicated somehow with the White
House saying that there was a big confrontation brewing with the
military authorities there over this airlift operation over who con
trols it how it should be controlled operated and flown and so
forth

So they sent us this message which as the later messages show
you I rejected immediately

Mr NIELDS Yes
The next message I take it is a reply
Mr SECORD And the reply is from me presumably to Earl I

don't think North was there
Mr NIELDS And it says "There is more than $1 million worth of

equipment spares and something located at the airfield I presume
your message results from telecon with 011ie.

Is that North
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS "If so I must remind you that these assets are

owned by Udall Research Corporation and there is no intention of
abandoning them.

Were you asserting at that point that the assets of the air resup
ply operation were private property

Mr SECORD Yes And they were They were the property of
Udall Research Corporation

Mr NIELDS Did you understand or did you understand that you
could sell those assets and keep the proceeds

Mr SECORDIf we wanted to certainly we could
Mr NIELDS Now these assets had originally been purchased out

of moneys donated by various people for the Contras
Mr SECORDRight
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Mr NIELDs Is that correct
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Did you feel when you received the moneys that you

had an obligation-
Mr SECORDNo but you are on the wrong track We had no in

tention of selling the airplanes and it is not a matter of money It
had nothing to do with money

What it has to do with is abandoning a project that we had
sweated over for a long long time and was finally functioning and
to abandon it simply because there are some personalities clashing
was not acceptable to me and I rejected the suggestion and insist
ed.you will notice later on I said that "I insist on an immediate
meeting with Steele or the ambassador, who happened to be here
in Washington at that time

Mr NIELDS What claim were you responding to when you said
that the assets are owned by Udall Research Corporation

Mr SECORD They were owned they were registered and were
the property of Udall Research Corporation

Mr NIELDS Was anyone else advancing a contrary claim
Mr SECORD I was told.I don't know if it was in conjunction

with this particular.in conjunction.I don't know if it was opera
tive at this time or a little later time I just don't remember

But I was told that Rodriguez was asserting that these things be
longed to the Contras and that we were going to.and that we
were trying to cut and run and leave the Contras and run which is
just complete nonsense We were trying to do just the opposite

Mr NiELns Did you in fact pull the equipment out or did you
stay in

Mr SECORD No I rejected the suggestion and we did stay and
continued to operate

Mr NIELDS I would like you-
Mr SECORD And we worked out the problem too by the way

We finally did work out the problem
Mr NIELDS I would like you to turn two pages and it

bring you to KL-43 message handwritten at the top
A

Do you have that one in front of you
Mr SECORDNo just a minute here
Mr NIELDS No 27 in the upper right-hand corner
Mr SECORDWell mine.I have one that I think is 27 I don't see

steal on it anywhere It is probably a bad copy
Mr NIELDS Does the message start out from McAllister
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NJEu,s. Who is McAllister
Mr SECT Roberti
Mr NIELDS It starts off
Just completedlongstandingdiscussionwith ownersand have convincedthem to

leave C-123at your locationas there may be more work than expected especiallyif
we have to fix No 1C7 It is everyone'sintent to continue support for the effort
Max is central problem He claims aircraft are contra not independentcompanies

Is that the claim that you were talking about
Mr SECORDYes
Mr Mums And then it continues "This is not true."excuse

me."Max claims we are trying to cut and run with Contra air
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craft This is not true We are not running an aircraft titled to
company owned in Panama not Contras.

Is that the same claim that you were making in the previous KL
43

Mr SECORDYes that is exactly correct
Mr NIELDS Then it says "Sure press and others will be watch

ing and we don't wish to expose non-USG efforts.
Is that non-U.S Government efforts
Mr SECORDThat is right This is a private effort and we didn't

want to be exposed we didn't want to be blown in the press
Mr NIELDS Why
Mr SECORD See what happened when we were blown It was

just absolute chaos We were accused of everything under the sun
Mr NIELDS So y anticipated that you would be accused of ev

erything under the n
Mr SECORD Wit ut question given the state of our media

Without question
Mr NIELDS You just referred to the time when your operation

was exposed I take it you are referring to the time when the air
plane crashed in Nicaragua and Mr Hasenfus was captured is
that-

Mr SECORDYes Progressively the operation was exposed after
that aircraft was shot down a piece at a time it was exposed

Mr NIELDS I would like you to refer now to a document which
has been marked exhibit 4

[The exhibit appears as p 439.]
Mr SECORDOK
Mr NIELDS First of all can you identify the document Do you

know what it is
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What is it
Mr SECORDThis is a description or reorganization a staff paper

prepared by Mr Dutton It describes the company how it is being
reorganized for.the enterprise I should say not the company be
cause the company belonged to Mr Gadd.how it was being reor
ganized to improve its effectiveness and there is no date on this
but I think it was in August of 1986

Mr NIELDS What was the purpose for its preparation
Mr SECORD To give a complete description of the operation its

assets how it is organized controlled
Mr NIELDS Did it have to do with a proposed disposition of the

organization
Mr SECORDYes it was our desire as I told the Director of CIA

in 1985 it was our desire to turn this operation which by this
time was functioning well finally at last to turn this organiza
tion this operation over to the CIA when they were able to com
mence operations again pursuant to the 1986 legislation

North and others were in interagency meetings on this subject
from time to time He wanted and I wanted to have some good pa
perwork which he could use and circulate There was opposition in
the bureaucracies to taking this operation over and I understood
the opposition and I anticipated it

The opposition was based on the grounds that these airplanes
were tainted I think that the agency was concerned that if they
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were to take it over there would be those in the future who would
assert this has been their operation all along and this was just kind
of a flim-flam and now the truth was out

I recognize that as a concern but I thought that the effectiveness
of the operation outweighed the concern because it was not true It
was strictly a private operation Ultimately I was told that they
did agree to take over this operation and tragically it was just a
few days before the C-123 was shot down that they did reach an
agreement If that shoot-down had not occurred I think we would
have had a smooth transition and they could have taken what
they wanted from this operation and discarded the rest

Mr_ NIELDS Could you turn to page 9 of this document Exhibit
no 4

Mr GREEN Ours is unnumbered Could you give us the text
Mr NIELDS It is a list headed assets/expenditures for Project

-Hope j
Mr &CORD OK I have got it This is a costing of the assets This

was part of Dutton's study in which he tried to evaluate the worth
the total worth of this operation It was our thought if they could
see what.that we had in it and exactly what we had in it in
terms of line items as well as cost that it would make them want
more to take over the operation

Mr NIELDS It comes up with a total value of just over $4 million
Mr SECORDThat is what he estimated it to be
Mr NIELDS Of assets of this air re-supply operation
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Including airplanes land
Mr SECORD Spare parts munitions all the items that are listed

here
Mr NIELDS I would like you to turn to the last page of the docu

ment It is headed "options.
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS It says under the first option "sale of entire oper

ation and assets wherein CIA takes control of the entire operation
plus assets valued at approximately $4 million The price would be
negotiated and some left below the $4 million.

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Was that one of the options
Mr SECORD That was one of his options He wrote this paper

put it together It seems to be a logical option Even there you see
that we prefer option 1 with the proceeds from the sale going back
into a fund for continued similar requirements That was Bob but
ton's view It was not my view

He wrote it I was busy elsewhere at the time
Mr NIELDS Did you review this before it was completed
Mr SECORDNo I did not But what I told you earlier is the abso

lute case and I think that others can attest to that We were in the
process of turning this over to the CIA That was our preferred
option

Mr NIELDS What does it mean.you referred us I think to note
one which says "We prefer option 1 with the proceeds from the
sale going back into a fund for continued similar requirements.

What does that refer to
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Mr SECORDHe apparently had in mind going back into the fund
in Switzerland to be used to support it Iran requirement I suppose
I don't know what he meant by that

Mr NrELDS Well-
Mr SECORDIt is irrelevant I already told you what policy was I

settle policy
Mr NIELDS This document was not reviewed by you before it

was prepared in this form
Mr SECORDIt was not
Mr NIELUS I take it Mr Secord I think you have covered this

before but I want to be certain The assets of this operation had
been purchased with donated funds I take it at least in part

Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr NIELDs Did you regard.and these funds were donated for

the purpose of supporting the Contras
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr NrELDS Did you regard therefore the assets that had been

purchased with these donated funds also to be used solely for the
purpose of helping the Contras

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And not for any personal purpose
Mr SECORD No It would have been very hard to use those for

personal purposes It would have even been very difficult to sell
them

Mr NrELDS Mr Secord I am going to change topics
Mr SECORDThank you
Mr NIELDs Referring back to Iran We started off with a letter

dated November 19 1985 That is,exhibit 1
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS The letter that Mr North signed for Mr McFarlane

can you tell us how long before the date of that letter Mr North
first contacted you on the subject of Iran

Mr SECORDI can't tell you exactly but I believe it was one day
before at the most

Mr NrELDS You say at the most
Mr SECORDCould have even been the same day
Mr NIELDS Might have been the same day
Mr SECORD Yes There was quite a bit of urgency to get me

hurry on the road headed for Portugal
Mr NIELDS Did you meet with him personally
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Where
Mr SECORDIn his office
Mr NIELDS What did he tell you
Mr SECORDMy recollection is that he told me that there was a

secret operation that had been underway which was running into
difficulty and the difficulties he described were what I would say
were logistical difficulties involving the transfer of some missiles
from Israel to Iran and that this was a sanctioned.meaning sanc
tioned by the United States.operation and that it involved among
other things the possibility of getting some of our hostages out of
Lebanon

Mr NIELDS What did he.did he tell you anything more about
the operation
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Mr SECORD He gave me very few details because I don't think
he had many details at the time He told me that he had been in
touch with Mr McFarlane who was as I said earlier in Geneva
that he had also been in touch with the Israelis on the telephone
and that they were trying to move these missiles through.in this
case.Portugal although Portugal wasn't the only place that they
could do it what they wanted to do was transship these missiles
through Portugal that is bring them to Portugal and put them on
a different aircraft and fly them to Iran Obviously Israel cannot
deal directly with Iran

Mr NIELns Just to make sure we understand these missiles
were going to be coming from where

Mr SECORDFrom Israel from Israeli stocks They are Israeli I
Hawk missiles improved Hawk missiles

Mr NIELDS He told you this at the time
Mr SECORD I believe he told me they were I-Hawk missiles I

know he told me missiles I believe he told me I-Hawk missiles at
the time

Mr NIELDS What did he tell you he wanted you to do
Mr SECORDIt was reported to him by the Israelis that they were

unable to get a through flight or staging permission from the Gov
ernment of Portugal He knew that we had.my organization had
had extensive deals with the armament in Portugal and wondered
if I could arrange for this transshipment I didn t know It was a
difficult question obviously

The problem was that there was a big sense of urgency about all
of this it had to be done immediately They had hit a stonewall
That is why I believe it was no more than a day before maybe
even the same day that I had the discussion with him when I got
this letter

Mr NIELDS Was that the only thing that he wanted you to do at
that time

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What did you say to him
Mr SECORDI said that I would try
Mr NIELDS What did you do
Mr SECORDI collected Mr Clines who had really been handling

all of the matters for the enterprise in Portugal and knew them
knew the Portugese scene far better than I did and I departed for
Portugal I think I went on TWA I went right away very quickly
I started with Clines to work the problem working through our
colleagues in the armament industry there

Mr NIELDS What day did you arrive Can you tell us that based
on the date of that letter

Mr SECORD I think I probably arrived on the 20th That is a
guesstimate

But as soon as we arrived we went to work and tried to get a
handle on the problem I had been provided with the telephone
number of the Israeli businessman in Israel who was handling
their part of it

Mr NIELns Who was that
Mr SECORDMr Al S&h ini r I didn't know Mr Schwimmer I

had never dealt with him before so I was dealing from a position of
considerable ignorance and I had to deal with him on the tele
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phone Moreover I had to deal on an unsecure telephone in order
to get a handle on this operation

I must have talked to Mr Schwimmer over the ensuing days
dozens of times it seem that way at least We had no other means
of communication We worked as hard as we could and the senior
CIA official at that particular stage was also informed by his head
quarters to cooperate with me and he did and did a good job

Mr NIELDS Where were you physically during this time
Mr SECORDLisbon
Mr NIELDS Where
Mr SECORD In the office of the Defex the corporation we had

worked with most
Mr NIELDS This is the corporation that you had purchased arms

from
Mr SECORD Yes And the reason why I went to them was be

cause they are very familiar with the officials that we had to deal
with and we dealt through the Defex people in order to approach
the foreign ministry and the office of the prime minister

Mr NIELDS What precisely was the problem that you were
trying to solve

Mr SECORD To get through flight clearance And as it turned
out it was more than that We also had to arrange for the storage
of a large number of I-Hawk missiles because they were proposing
to ship 80 of them by Israeli 747 wide body to Lisbon off-load them
there store them there

So the problem started to grow because it is not easy just to store
these very expensive and sensitive missiles

Mr NIELDS Did you know that there was going to be a storage
requirement when you met with Mr North

Mr SECORDNo I don't think he knew it either at that time
Mr NIELDS Can you describe a Hawk missile in terms of size
Mr SECORD Well I can't give you the exact dimensions but a

Hawk missile was a little longer than this table I am seated at It
is probably a foot and half in diameter It is a missile which is op
erated optimized for engaging low altitude targets antiaircraft It
is a surface to air missile a very good one

Mr NIELDS How long did you spend endeavoring to obtain land
ing rights and clearance for the 747 that the Israelis were sending

Mr SECORD It was all a blur because we were working day and
night but I think we were at it for about 3 or 4 days until it
became apparent there was no chance of getting Government clear
ance

Mr NIELDS Who were you communicating with in the United
States

Mr SECORDI was communicating by telephone with North and I
was also communicating with the CIA official in Lisbon

Mr NIELDS Did you communicate with Mr McFarlane
Mr SECORDDirectly no
Mr NIELDS Were you told by anyone else that he was involved

in this process
Mr SECORDNorth told me before I left that he was involved and

then he got involved again in making a few phone calls to officials
in Portugal trying to at the last minute intervene and solve the
problem But the problem was-
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Mr NIELDS Was not solvable How did you learn that
Mr SECORDNorth informed me by telephone that this was going

on
Mr NIELDS Did a second problem arise during the time that you

were in Portugal
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Did a problem arise-
Mr SECORDWell after we were unable to get clearance from the

Government it was decided that there would be an attempt to fly
the missiles from Israel by a smaller aircraft a charter airplane a
707 or DC-8 to some outside location which turned out to be
Cyprus and then via normal airways normal flight plan to Iran

So they decided to pursue this avenue Unfortunately the Israeli
contractor was unable to contract for any aircraft He thought he
had a DC-8 under contract as I recall a 707 or two but all of
them failed to materialize as I learned later basically because of
the problem of insurance One can't get aircraft insurance on
flights into Iran and none of the charters would go without insur
ance

Mr NIELDs So what was developed.were you asked to solve the
problem

Mr SECORD I was asked if I could solve that problem since I
hadn't solved the other problem and basically I said I don't see
how really don't see how But North gave me the number and
name of an aircraft operator to contact n Frankfort Germany
and I did contact this individual and they responded immediately
to my request

Mr NIELDs You were where at this point in time
Mr SECORDI am still in Lisbon I have not left Lisbon I am con

ducting this search by telephone
Mr NIELDs What did you ask them to do
Mr SECORD He was expecting my phone call He asked me.I

asked him if he was available understood he had several 707's and
I asked him if he was available to take a load of sensitive materials
to Teheran Iran He said yes

I said what would be the price He wasn't sure but he said he'd
get back to me on that

Mr NIELDS How many days after you had arrived in Lisbon did
this conversation occur

Mr SECORDI believe about 4 days
Mr NIELOs Up until this point in time-
Mr SECORDMaybe 3 days I'm not sure
Mr NIELDS Up until this point in time had you made any ar

rangements to pay this airline anything
Mr SECORDNo No
Mr NIELDS Did you thereafter
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Will you describe it
Mr SECORD There were discussions as to.between Schwimmer

and me as to how many missiles one could get on a 707 aircraft
This became a bit of a problem The initial estimate was you could
get 25 of them It turned out you could only get 17 or 18 They
wanted to deliver up to 80 missiles
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I expected that it would cost in the vicinity of $200,000 per sortie
per flight to ferry these missiles into Iran It turned out it cost
somewhat less than that but not much less

And so on that basis it was going to take four or five lifts maybe
more Those were about a million dollars Mr Schwimmer quickly
deposited in our account Lake Resources account the million dol
lars and said to go ahead and lease the airplanes And I did

The first airplane went very rapidly to Israel and started loading
and there was another airplane that was supposed to come there
from Africa I don't recall whether it got to Israel or not It was
lagging behind a bit

Mr NIELDS This was a plane that was supposed to take the
second batch of Hawk missiles

Mr SECORD Yes They were going to shuttle This was the con
cept

Mr NIELDS "Shuttle, did you say
Mr SECORDShuttle yes They had 80 missiles to deliver
The first flight finally arrived in Tehran and off-loaded the mis

siles and departed uneventfully and went back to Europe
Immediately after that after these missiles were delivered a

good deal of difficulty erupted so I was informed by North and by
Mr Schwimmer

Mr NIELDS Where were you at this point in time
Mr SECORDStill in Lisbon Still in Lisbon
Mr NIELDS Can you give us an approximate date when you

heard there was difficulty troubles
Mr SECORDMaybe the 25th of November would be a good guess

Somewhere along in there Maybe a little later
Mr NIELDS What was the trouble that was described to you
Mr SECORDIt wasn't described to me with any precision It was

that the customer.the Iranians.were very unhappy with the ma
terials the I-Hawks which they had received They were furious
over it so I was told There were some intelligence reports to con
firm that as well

Schwimmer also had similar information which he was getting
from his Iranian contacts They were in a state of considerable con
sternation in Israel

And at that time North asked me if I could as quickly as possi
ble proceed to Israel and see if I could try to get to the bottom of
this dilemma because there was considerable mystery as to why
these things had been rejected a lot of speculation but I don't
think anybody knew at the time why what caused the problem

They were supposed to be happy Instead they were unhappy
They were saying "This is a cheating game, and so on

So I quickly as quickly as possible did go to Israel and I met
with the.immediately with the.at that time director general of
the Foreign Ministry Mr David Kimche whom I met with previ
ously when I was in the Government a few times

He gave me just a thumb nail sketch of the information that I
already had and suggested that I go to see Mr Schwimmer at Mr
Schwimmer's home

So I did that and had a discussion with him for an hour or so
and it was at this discussion that I got the information which told
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me what the problem was at least what I thought the problem
was

And that was that among other things Schwimmer told me that
he had been dealing.his company had been dealing and his asso
ciate Mr Nimrodi Yaakov Nimrodi had been dealing with an Ira
nian middleman Manucher Ghorbanifar whom we later called
Ghorba for short

Mrs Ghorbanifar, whom I had not met 'or ever ,heard of was tell
ing Mr Schwimmer about his contact's unhappiness with the I
Hawks and this contact in Iran in the Iranian Prime Minister's
office was apparently furious about this and wanted these embar
rassing missiles moved immediately out and was literally scream
ing about it

I asked him how this transaction came to pass how.with.was
he sure that there was the same kind of I-Hawk that they had in
Iran and all that

He said "Oh no this is the.they have older Hawks there and
this is the I-Hawk the improved Hawk.

I said "Oh.
He said they had had meetings.he and the American Michael

n who was somehow involved in all of this at least in the
es of it.had in consultation with Ghorbanifar been told

that the Iranians wanted to as a matter of priority update their
air defense system They needed air defense help quickly and spe
cifically they needed some kind of weapon which could deal with
the high altitude reconnaissance aircraft coming out of Russia and
out of Iraq and the bombers coming out of Iraq the high flyers as
we in the trade used to call them

When he said that I realized what was the problem The I-Hawk
is designed specifically for low altitude aircraft has no capability
whatever against high altitude aircraft

And moreover the Iranian I-Hawks were newer than the later
model production than were the Israelis I knew this because I was
in charge of the deployment of the I-Hawk air defense system in
Iran when I was the commander there

So I next went to a meeting again with Mr Kimche and with
the official the general who was at that time the director general
of the Ministry of Defense another old acquaintance of mine by
coincidence and with the commander of the Air Force who was by
coincidence an acquaintance of mine

Mr SECORD So we had a lengthy discussion in the Office of the
Minister of Defense that day that afternoon and reviewed the bid
ding I told them about this high flier issue and the generals im
mediately looked at one another and realized what the problem
was because everybody who deals with air defense problems knows
the I-Hawk is a low-altitude system

So to make a long story short what the problem was that this
group of civilians who didn't have any expertise in air defense had
concluded erroneously that the I-Hawk which the Israelis had in
their inventory would satisfy the high-altitude problem that the
Iranians had brought up and this caused great embarrassment

They had somehow thought that I meant improved beyond the
original concept I don't know why they thought that When the
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Iranians saw these missiles they realized they were identical to
their own and their paranoia came to the surface immediately

There was political embarrassment for the official in the Prime
Minister's Office and one thing led to another and they were
scheming to get those missiles out of there Enough

Chairman INOUYE I think this is a good place to take a short
recess

Mr Secord thank you very much The committee will resume
your testimony on Wednesday May 6 at 10 a.m

Will you be present at that time sir
The Joint Committee will be in recess until 10 a.m tomorrow

morning
[Whereupon at 5:01 p.m. the committee adjourned to reconvene

at 10 a.m. Wednesday May 6 1987.]
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The select committees met pursuant to call at 10:00 a.m. in
room 325 Russell Senate Office Building Hon Daniel K Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon Lee H Hamil
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding

Chairman INOUYE The hearings will please come to order
Before we begin our hearings this morning Chairman Hamilton

joins me in the sad duty to report that William Casey former Di
rector of Central Intelligence died this morning In the coming
weeks as our inquiry unfolds Mr Casey's name will be heard fre
quently with regard to the Iran-Contra affair

Whatever may be the final judgment of his role in this event it
should not obscure Mr Casey's distinguished record of commitment
to his country From the Office of Strategic Services to the Securi
ties and Exchange Commission to the Central Intelligence Agency
Mr Casey served his Nation with dedication purpose and energy

The record will show that once again we have Mr Thomas
Green accompanying our witness Mr Secord Mr Secord this is to
remind you that you are still under oath

Mr Nields please proceed
Mr NIELDS Thank you Mr Chairman
At the outset I would request that the first four exhibits exhib

its marked numbers 1 through 4 be made a part of the record of
this hearing

Chairman INOUYE Without objection so ordered
[The documents marked Exhibit numbers 1 through 4 appear at

p 415-439.]
Mr NIELDS Mr Secord before we get back to the story you tes

tified yesterday that the Lake Resources account received a deposit
of $1 million in November of 1985 You indicated that that hap
pened several days after you arrived in Portugal and that it was
advance payment of transportation expenses

(87)
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I think you also indicated that it was not part of your job to take
care of transportation until several days after you arrived in
Lisbon We reviewed bank records provided by Mr Hakim and
they reflect the $1 million that was deposited on November the
20th

Why was it the day on which you arrived in Portugal Can you
give us any explanation of that

Mr SECORD Yes My recollection was as I testified yesterday it
is of course possible that the matter of transportation was dis
cussed a few days earlier than that in my initial discussions with
Oliver North

I don't recall it but it is possible that that could have occurred
and North could have been in touch with Mr Schwimmer two days
earlier than I recall

I don't have any recollection of that timeframe
Mr NIELDs Mr Secord yesterday you had just finished telling

us about an action in which while you were in Portugal arranged
for the F-80 Hawk missiles from Tel Aviv to Tehran that they
were to go 18 per plane and that there were to be approximately
four or five planeloads

I think you also testified that after the first plane containing the
Hawk missiles arrived in Tehran the Iranians indicated that they
were the wrong type of weapons and they didn't want any more
and that you then went to Israel to do an investigation and find
out what had happened and I think you told us that when you got
there you learned the Israelis through the Iranians had wanted
missiles that would shoot down high-flying planes and that these
Hawk missiles were built for lower-flying planes

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Before we go on with the story I would like to ask

you who in the U.S Government was aware to your knowledge
that Hawk missiles were being shipped to Iran in November of
1985

.Mr Saco rlane so I was informed by Oliver North
 w aware ` .. of course was aware Certain officials in
the Central Intelligence Agency became aware I know this be
cause they were communicating with their field office in Portugal
and I personally 'mod a Dior CIA official in -Lisbon the
nature of the cargo

I don't know whether he knew that in advance or not because of
course I didn't see their cable traffic But I would be certain he
reported that back to his headquarters

Mr Nixws Anyone else
Mr SECORDI don't believe that there are any others that I was

aware of
Mr NIELDS I take it you're including Mr North
Mr SECORDYes of course
Mr NIELDS When you were in Israel did you learn anything

else when you had your meeting with Israeli firms
Mr SECORDThere was one other issue that was raised by the Is

raelis during my discussions with them in the Ministry of Defense
That was the issue of previous delivery of 508 TOW missiles from
Israel to Iran
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They assumed that I knew of this earlier delivery which took
place I believe in August and September in two traunches j 100
and 400 but in fact I did not know of this so this was news to me

The reason why the issue was raised with me was because the
Israeli firms and the Minister of Defense knew that I was very
knowledgeable of the U.S rules and regulations and laws with re
spect to foreign military sales

They told me that they had been assured that these 508 missiles
would be replenished by the United States which didn't particular
ly surprise me but what did bother me was the assertion that Mr
McFarlane had assured them that these would be replenished free
of charge

In other words the Israelis were not expected to pay for these
missiles through the normal foreign military sales channels I told
the Director General of the Ministry of Defense that I acknowl
edged that he had a communications problem because I knew of
course there was no statutory authority for such a move

I was not thinking of the CIA channel at that time I was think
ing of the normal foreign military sales channel I suggested the
way to handle it was to reprogram their existing foreign military
sales credits and procure the items through the U.S procurement
office in the normal fashion

They said no that was not the case at all that I was wrong that
in fact they had been assured that these missiles would be replen
ished free of charge

I said replenishment can mean different things and I really be
lieve that you are wrong You should talk to Bud McFarlane about
this We left it at that I later reported this to North and to Mr
McFarlane personally

Mr NIELDS Before we get to that Mr Secord what did you do
after you had these conversations with the Israelis in which you
found out what the problem was with the Hawk missiles Did you
report back to your people in Washington

Mr SECORDYes I reported this back to North and both he and
the Israelis suggested that I go on from Israel to Europe to meet
with Mr Ghorbanifar whom I had never met before

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord at this point in time I take it there are
now 18 Hawk missiles in Tehran which the Iranians don't want

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS The hostages have not been released
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS Has any money passed hands to your knowledge at

the time
Mr SECORD I was told that substantial sums of money were

transferred from Ghorbanifar to Mr Schimmer's company I didn't
know the amounts of money It was strictly an Israeli transaction
I did not know how much money was involved I was advised by
the Ministry of Defense however that they had received no money
as of that time for these TOW missiles

Mr NIELDs To your knowledge what is the status at this point
in time when you go to Paris what is the status of the project Is it
dead Is it in limbo Is it going to move forward

Mr SECORD I don't know Your word limbo probably character
izes it It was not clear to me whether it was dead or not The Ira
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nians were very very unaware with these missiles being there and
they wanted them out That was all that I knew for sure

Mr NIELDS In any event you went to Paris and you had a meet
ing

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Who did you meet with
Mr SECORD With Mr Ghorbanifar and he was accompanied by

Yaakov Nimrodi an Israeli citizen
Mr NIELDS What was Mr Nimrodi's role
Mr SECORDHe was a business associate of Al Schwimmer
Mr NiELOS Did you talk about what had happened or did you

talk about what was going to happen
Mr SECORDWe talked about what had happened and Ghorbani

far engaged me in quite a bit of conversation about how he thought
the game should continue in the future He had a number of pro
posals in mind which were interesting I took notes on these and
later of course reported the essence of my discussions with Ghor
banifar to North

I was in no position to negotiate any kind of deal with Ghorbani
far or with anyone else so I was basically it a receiving mode

Mr NIELDS What were Mr Ghorbanifar's proposals
Mr SECOxm His proposals all were various sets of arms for hos

tage proposals He was very interested in what I would character
ize as U.S high technology weapon systems specifically missile sys
tems for their F-14s Harpoon missiles other air intercept mis
sions were mentioned a few times and Two missiles and even
though the I-Hawk missiles were sitting on the ground in Iran and
he knew that they were not wanted He still talked from time to
time about shipping I-Hawk missiles

He came up with different formulas.so many Phoenr's for so

manly boxes as he called them which was his code word for hos
tages It was blatantly a set of proposals of arms for hostages

He had a boilerplate kind of salesmanship pattern which he put
out very glibly which talked about the strategic setting andYthings
that he knew Americans would like to hear The Russian `thze
the Iranians were being held hostage by the hostages themselves
and they needed to move on But it was my impression that Ghor
banifar was more interested in business than he was in foreign
policy

Mr NIELDS Did you reach any kind of agreement during these
meetings

Mr SECORD The only agreement we reached was an agreement
to meet in London because I was reporting back to North and I was
informed that they had agreed with the Israelis to meet in London
they North and it later turned out that Mr McFarlane came to
London as well

Mr NIELDS What was the approximate date of the meeting in
Paris

Mr SECORDThe first week of December
Mr NixLre And did there.did you go to a meeting in London
Mr SECORD I had some other business to see to in Paris for a

day or two and then travelled to London to meet with the Israelis
and Mr Ghorbanifar and the approximate date my recollection of
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that date was probably about the 6th or sit)of December that I went
to London

Mr NIELDS Who did you meet with
Mr Srcoxn And I met again with Mr Nimrod Mr Ghorbani

far Mr Schwimmer had come up from Israel by this time and he
was in the meetings And Mr Kimche also arrived in London for
the meetings

Mr NIELDS Where did the mee big take place
Mr SECORD It took place in Nimrodi's townhouse near Hyde

Park in London
Mr NIELDS I take it this is a meeting at which Mr North and

Mr McFarlane were not present
Mr SECORD That is correct I talked with all these people the

day before North arrived and talked about a possible agenda al
though no agenda was never written out or agreed to we just
talked about how the meeting should be approached I did not
know at the time that Mr McFarlane was coming

I think I was notified by North after he arrived
Mr NIELDS After who arrived
Mr SECORDAfter North arrived in London
Mr NIELDS Before we get to North's arrival what happened at

the meeting with the Israelis and Ghorbanifar
Mr SECORD Again we went over briefly what had happened

what the probable problem was and then listened to Ghorbanifar
and Nimrodi.Nimrodi was actively engaged in this talk about how
one could proceed in the future They were getting themselves pre
pared to talk with North the U.S official and they wanted to pro
ceed they wanted to keep the game going they wanted to continue
in their dealings with Iran and they were seeking ways in which
they could continue

Therefore several different ideas were tossed around Again
though they always revolved around these high technology systems
which only the United States could supply Of course Israel could
supply TOWs but Israel doesn't have harpoons or Phoenix mis
siles

So it would require direct involvement of the United States I
didn't have any power to negotiate anything but I wasn't hesitant
to inform those people that it was my judgment that there was
very little chance that the United States would agree to transfer
anything as sensitive as a Phoenix or a Harpoon missile to Iran

I couldn't see how that could ever happen so I advised them of
them but they still kept it in their heads and they did bring it up
at the meetings

Mr NIELDS I take it you were there at the request of Mr North
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What was the purpose for your being there
Mr SECORDI think he wanted me to collect all the information

that I could in advance of the meeting advise him on what their
positions were and I did this

Mr NIELDS I take it a day or so later Mr North arrived
Mr SECORDYes and I would put that approximately the 6th or

7th of December he arrived
Mr NiELDs Did you report to him
Mr SECORDI did
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Mr NIELDS Was there a separate meeting between Mr North
and Ghorbanifar and the Israelis before Mr McFarlane arrived

Mr SEco Not to my recollection I don't think that North met
with them until McFarlane arrived He was collecting information
preparing for Mr McFarlane to arrive and he informed me that
Mr McFarlane was coming

Mr NIELDS Did Mr McFarlane in fact come
Mr SECORDHe did He arrived on about the 8th of December in

the morning He came by U.S Air Force special mission aircraft
We met in the hotel near Hyde Park North conferred with him
privately for a while and then I met with Mr McFarlane and gave
him a re-hash of what I had been reporting to North to prepare
him for the meeting We then proceeded to the meeting and I be
lieve it was early afternoon that the meeting started That is my
recollection at least

Mr McFarlane and I and 011ie North went to the meeting to
gether by taxicab and met with all the others that I have men
tioned earlier

Upon arrival McFarlane and Kitn.che eonferred',privately for a
short time and there was a bit of a dispute that erupted out of his
hearing amongst several of the Israelis.it was pretty interest
ing.as to who was essentially to be in control whether it was to
be hwimmer or a gentleman who had come down from the Minis
tryf Defense But then MacFarlane came-

Mr NIELDS How did that work out
Mr SECORDWell it worked out with Schwimmer asserting that

he was in control and rather than continue the dispute in front of
Americans they calmed it down and it did not become an issue

It was a silly issue to begin with because the ensuing discussions
were entirely between McFarlane Ghorbanifar and Mr Kimche
occasionally commented

Mr NIELDS Would you describe the discussions
Mr SECORD Briefly yes The meeting went on for quite a long

while several hours and there was.it was badly seated I may
say because they had Mr McFarlane seated at a table smaller
than this directly across from Mr Ghorbanifar They were practi
cally nose to nose throughout this entire session And then the rest
of us were seated around the room essentially listening

McFarlane said that he was there to listen to what had hap
pened and to listen to any proposals that they might have Ghor
banifar ran through again the whole litany of things that I have
mentioned to you here today He started with his overview his
strategy setting As I said it was very good I have heard him
make that address several times He almost has like a tape

Very quickly that meeting degenerated It degenerated into prop
ositions of U.S arms for U.S hostages in Lebanon Ghorbanifar
pursued that line with Mr McFarlane for a long time far too long
I was glad when the meeting was over and McFarlane was very
very unhappy with this session He told me-

Mr NIELDS Are you now referring to something that happened
after the meeting

Mr SECORDYes He told me after the meeting that he was very
unhappy But it was apparent in the meeting itself I mean no U.S
official could agree to such a proposition
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Mr NIELDS What did he say at the meeting
Mr SECORD He said he would report this information back to

the President He committed to nothing He didn't say he would do
anything or wouldn't do anything He just left

Mr NIELDS How long did the meeting last
Mr SECORDIt lasted several hours maybe three or four hours I

don't remember It was too long It just went on and on and Ghor
banifar was making his best salesman pitch

Mr NIELDS What did you do after the meeting
Mr SECORD Taxied back to the hotel picked up the bags and

went straight to the London Airport whereupon we departed for
Washington Andrews Air Force Base in the plane The three of us
came back that night together so I had an opportunity to toss this
around with Mr McFarlane and with Colonel North on the way
home and we conferred quite a bit

Mr NIELDS What did you say and what did they say
Mr SECORDMcFarlane said this was one of the most despicable

characters I have ever met I found that interesting because he was
far from the most despicable character I have ever met

Mr NIELDS Who are we talking about
Mr SECORDMr Ghorbanifar
Mr NIELDs Was Mr Ghorbanifar if not the most despicable

character you have ever met nonetheless despicable
Mr SECORDThe argument he was advancing was repulsive to all

of us but he's smooth He was on the wrong line but he was
making a hard pitch and he had a lot of tenacity and he just
wouldn't stop

Ghorbanifar wanted.as I have said twice before.the game to
continue That was his objective He may have posed as an agent of
Iran but he was really his own agent He was a businessman inter
ested in making money and that was it So I didn't argue with Mr
McFarlane on that point

I did however sense in my discussions with him that the Iranian
initiative was dead This seemed to me to be the case I have made
a counter-argument with him and wrote a short handwritten point
paper for him on the airplane It was my position then and it had
been for a long time that we had essentially a blank in our strate
gy planning for that area Since the revolution in Iran we had
nothing in Iran we had no idea of what was going on in Iran we
had no relations with Iran yet it was a vitally strategic piece of
territory which is unique in the world

It seemed to me that if we didn't try to do something to regain a
measure of influence or at least relations with Iran then the Sovi
ets surely would over time achieve a powerful sphere of influence
there and where that would lead no one can tell

In the Defense Department I wrote papers on this subject I at
tended interagency meetings on this subject and all we ever did it
seems to me was wring our hands and say it is a terrible situation
We never did anything

Mr NIELDS Did you convince Mr McFarlane with your argu
ments oral and written on the airplane

Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Did you talk to Mr McFarlane about anything else

on the airplane of note
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Mr SECORDI mentioned to McFarlane my meetings with the Is
raelis in Tel Aviv and I mentioned that to him when I gave him
my first briefing in the hotel But then we talked about it on the
way home and I mentioned to him again the replenishment of the
508 TOWs which the Ministry of Defense had brought to my atten
tion

But he wasn't in a mood to talk about those items he was non
committal not particularly concerned about it and so I dropped it

Mr NIELDS Did he say anything on that plane trip about the ap
proval or any approval by this country for that transaction the
shipment by the Israelis of the TOWs

Mr SECORDYes I told him in the course of our discussions that
I of course had not even known there was any TOW transaction
in August and September and he told me that he did know of it of

copse
and he said in fact the :P esident ed it fill Ju ."of

Y r
Mr NIELDS Before we leave these TOWs had you talked with

anyone other than Mr McFarlane about the Israeli claim that
McFarlane had promised to replenish the TOWs for free

Mr SECORDOliver North
Mr NIELDS When
Mr SECORD When he first arrived in London and I may even

have mentioned on the telephone but I don't think in any detail
because it is not the kind of subject you want to talk about on the
telephone

Mr NIEi,DS I take it you told him that the Israelis claimed there
was such a promise and you thought there was a communication
problem

Mr SECORDOn many occasions I made that point
Mr NIELDS And what was Mr North's response
Mr SECORD I was hinting to them that that was the line that

they ought to take that there was indeed a communications prob
lem because to me it was a simple problem if the Israelis would
reprogram but there was a big problem if they expected the De
fense Department to ship them stocks because it is not possible

Mr NIELDS What did Mr North say
Mr SECORDHe said he would check it out
Mr NIELDS Did he ever tell you whether there was a promise to

replenish for free
Mr SECORD Yes but not at this time It was later I believe in

January
Mr NIELDS What did he tell you then on that subject
Mr SECORDHe said that I was wrong that there was no commu

nications problem that there had in fact been an assurance given
to the Israeli Ministry of Defense that these missiles would be re
placed free of charge

Mr NIELDS Before we finish this trip home did you have any
understanding as of that time about where the money was for the
Hawks that had not been shipped to Iran

Mr SECORD I had a vague understanding because there was
some discussion of the money in the margins I didn't know num
bers but there had been some transactions taking place in Geneva
between Iranian officials among Iranian officials Ghorbanifar and
Mr Nimrodi
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Mr NIELDS This you heard about at the various meetings you
had attended

Mr. SECORDYes in the margins But I couldn't put any specifici
ty to it

Mr NIELDS Had you heard in general there had been some kind
of a refund from the Israelis to Ghorbanifar

Mr SECORD Yes there.apparently there had been a quick
refund of a certain amount of money when the Iranians were re
jecting these 18 missiles Of course the deal was originally for 80
missiles remember not for 18

Mr NIELDS So your understanding was that Ghorbanifar had
originally paid for 80 and that 18 had been shipped and when they
asked that the others not be shipped there was a refund for the
unshipped Hawks

Mr SECORDThat was my general understanding of the situation
as it stood at that time

Mr NIELDS When you got back from London on the plane with
McFarlane and North what was your understanding with respect
to this project

Mr SECORDThat the project was finished terminated
Mr NIELDS Did you ride home with Oliver North from the air

port
Mr SECORDYes We got a ride downtown and then he gave me

a lift and dropped me at my house on the way home that night
and we chatted about it a bit and he too believed that it was fin
ished

I had no further discussions about this throughout December
The Tower report is incorrect in that statement that I had many
meetings later in December on that subject

Mr NIELDS Before we pick up I take it you did have some meet
ings in January

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS Before we pick up on those I want to follow some

money for a moment You testified that you got in November $1
million the purpose of which was transportation costs That I take
it would have covered the five shipments which were contemplated
at that time and only one occurred Does that mean that you spent
substantially less than the full $1 million on transportation

Mr SECORDYes We spent I think about $130,000 to the 707 op
erator and another sum of money for a leased Lear jet So alto
gether less than $200,000 was expended in support of that project

Mr NIELDS So more than $800,000 which had been put in by the
Israelis remained in Lake Resources

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS What happened to that money
Mr SECORDI assume that they would ask for their money back

but they didn't And I discussed this with North also and later.I
believe late December.he told me that they were not going to ask
for it back and we could use it for whatever purpose we wanted
We actually expended it on the Contra project

Mr NIELDS Did you and North discuss the fact that you had
spent it on the Contra project

Mr SECORDYes
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Mr NIELDS Did he indicate where the idea came from to use it
for the Contra project

Mr SECORDI think it was his idea
Mr NIELDS Did he give any indication that he had discussed this

with the Israelis
Mr SECORDNo
He told me he discussed it with the Israelis but not as to destina

tion of the funds So Mr Schwimmer made a contribution
Mr NiEu.Ds We will let that one sink in for a minute
Mr Secord I think you said that there came a time in January

when you did have some further discussions on the subject of Iran
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS I take it actually there was that one brief meeting in

December with Director Casey in which he was talking about Iran
and you were talking about Nicaragua Other than that I take it
you had no discussions with anyone after you got off that plane in
December

Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Until January
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Tell us what happened in January
Mr SECORDI thought.as I said I thought that the project was

finished aborted and I didn't even think about it But in early
January I received a call.I can't put a date on it but it was u t
for illustrative purposes let's say around the 10th 1201 1
somewhere around in there of January.I received a call from Ad
miral Poindexter I was asked if I could drop by and I did that
evening

Mr NIELDS What was Admiral Poindexter's position at that
time

Mr SECORDHe was the newly appointed National Security Mvi
sor

Mr NIELDS He had replaced Mr McFarlane
Mr SECORD He had replaced Mr McFarlane I believe starting

the first of January
I went to his office in the White House and spent some time with

him that evening The meeting probably lasted 45 minutes or an
hour but he was interrupted a number of times by phone calls He
had his aid Commander Thompson with him who was in and out
of the meeting from time to time

Admiral Poindexter thanked me He said he was very apprecia
tive for the services I had rendered and for what I was doing He
of course was making references to both the Contra project and to
the short trip I had taken to Portugal Israel Europe in November
and December

He said they had been in touch with the Israeli officials again
that the President had decided to try a new initiative towards Iran
He wanted to know if I would be willing to help them in executing
this initiative He said they had been impressed by what I had
done earlier when I had run my short inquiry on the Hawk prob
lem and I said to him at the time that this thing had appeared to
be from Ghorbanifar's presentation a swap of American arms for
American hostages in Lebanon and that to me was not accepta
ble and I thought he knew that
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And he said that this was an entirely new initiative and he ex
plained it to me.and I will hit those points in just a second.and
he said that this was not going to be.and he agreed with me we
couldn't live with arms for hostage swap.there was not going to
be one

This initiative was founded on strategic objectives which were
basically to achieve some sort of dialogue with the Iranian Govern
ment to make contact with so-called moderate elements or what I
called the pragmatic elements in the Iranian Government and to
press forward with this initiative in a covert way in an attempt to
make a breakthrough

Conventional methods had not yielded anything and hopefully
to persuade the Iranians to use their influence to release the hos
tages being held by Shiite factions in Lebanon

I said I would be honored to try to do what I could and that
pretty well summarizes the meeting that took place that night

Mr NIELDS You have indicated that he said it was not going to
be arms for hostages Hostages were mentioned I take it

Mr SECORDIndeed They were mentioned several times and it is
no secret there was great concern in the White House about these
hostages Many avenues had been pursued to try to get them re
leased and there is no question.I don't want anybody to misunder
stand me.there is no question that the hostages were an impor
tant element in this initiative No question at all

Mr NiELDs Were arms mentioned
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What was said about arms
Mr SECORD Specific arms were not discussed at this meeting

whether it be TOWs or this or that but he said that they were con
vinced that small amounts of arms could be used successfully as
bona fides in this initiative

Mr NIELDS What was it-
Mr SECORDI agreed by the way
Mr NIELDs What was it that you were being asked to do
Mr SECORDIt wasn't clear at that time He just asked if I would

be willing to help and I said yes and I was shortly invited to an
other meeting in which my role became much more clear

Mr NIELDS Where was that meeting
Mr SECORD That meeting was also held in the White House in

the situation room
Mr NIELDS Who invited you
Mr SECORDI was invited by Admiral Poindexter's office I don't

remember whether he told me that night there was going to be a
meeting or I got a phone call in a day or two later But in any
case it was his office which invited me to the meeting

Mr NIELDs Who was at the meeting
Mr Sworn) At this meeting which was I thought about the

16th of February.but I note the Tower Report has it a few days
later.I don't know exactly.at this meeting were the then general
counsel of the CIA Mr Sporkin he had one or two attorneys with
him from his office the Deputy Director of CIA for operations Mr
Claire George was there the Chief or the Deputy Chief of the Near
East Section of CIA was present and also present were North-I
should point out that Colonel North was not present in the meeting
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between Poindexter and I But North was at the situation room
meeting Commander Thompson was in the meeting also

Mr NIELDS Was he a lawyer
Mr SECORD He is a lawyer He is a naval officer but he is a

lawyer
Mr NIELDS What was the subject of the meeting
Mr SECORDThe subject.I thought the meeting was peculiar be

cause I didn't really know why I was there because they were dis
cussing a financing I had been told earlier by Admiral Poindexter
there was going to be a financing Of course there would have to
be if there was going to be a covert operation

The financing the presidential financing the order initiating
this covert action was the main subject at this meeting

Mr NIELDS Why were you a private citizen invited to a meeting
with apparently a number of lawyers who were putting together a
presidential financing

Mr SECORD They had already put the financing together and
they were discussing it and I thought that they were discussing cer
tain language and later reports indicate that that financing may
already have been typed in final at that point

I don't recall because it was kind of an academic discussion as
far as I was concerned

Mr NIELns Was it a signed financing you were talking about
there or a draft of a financing

Mr SECORDI don't think the financing was signed when I saw it
I only got a chance to read lone paragraph of it and I don't recall
seeing the President's signature on it which is why I put the meet
ing on or before the 17th because it was signed on the 17th

Mr NIELDS Was there discussion of changes or possible changes
in the financing

Mr SECORDThere was a discussion of one change that had been
made in which they inserted into the language that in addition to
the normal action agencies that the Government would work
through third parties in third countries and that is why I was at
the meeting

I was the third party I was to be the commercial cutout if you
will It was their intention to in some respects mirror the previous
Israeli operation The previous Israeli operation dealt from the Is
raeli Government through an Israeli company to an Iranian com
mercial operator Ghorbanifar and then to the Government of
Iran and it was in that fashion that the Israelis dealt with the
matter

Mr NIELDS What was the purpose for a commercial cutout as
you put it

Mr SECORD The Governments involved Israel and the United
States could not deal directly with the Government of Iran

Mr NIELDS Why not
Mr SECORDThey had been unsuccessful in establishing any kind

of relations They couldn't deal with them We were the great
satan There was no way that the Governments could overtly deal
one with the other even if they wanted to at that point

Mr NIELDS Was this a legal problem or a public relations prob
lem
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Mr SECORD I think it was a public relations problem primarily
and I think that they structured it in that fashion in order to be
able to in a practical way deal with Iran

Mr NIELDS Were there legal issues that were discussed at this
meeting

Mr SECORDYes Whether or not to notify the Congress and how
it would be done or when it would be done It was discussed that
there was legal precedent for delaying notification I was.I was at
the time not very familiar with the laws pertaining to the Central
Intelligence Agency since I never dealt with those when I was in
the Pentagon

So I was simply a listener at that point Additionally it was de
cided that the United States.this was a very important point.the
United States would have to directly ship the weapons rather than
taking them from Israeli stocks

They decided that they would have to do this because of the vari
ous statutes that applied to the sale of arms and it was decided by
the lawyers that the Economy Act would have to be utilized where
by one agency in the U.S Government can purchase from another
agency and so the plan was for the CIA to buy the materials from
the Defense Department stocks and then to sell them to my orga
nization which in turn would sell them to Ghorbanifar who in
turn would sell them to Iran

That was the plan and that is the way the plan was executed for
the first several transactions

Mr NIELDS Just to be certain as the plan was discussed did the
Israelis have any part in it at all

Mr SECORDSure it was a joint venture if you will The Israelis
were to provide the base from which to ship a secure base and
they were also to provide cover It was planned that part of the
cover for this operation would be that if it were discovered that the
Israelis could take the hit if you will

Mr NIELDS Were the sales to go through Israel in any way In
other words was Israel at any time going to take possession and
ownership of the arms

Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Was that a change from some previous plan
Mr SECORD Yes it was Previously it appeared they had dis

cussed a plan with the Israelis whereby the Israelis would in fact
either ship from their own inventories later to be replenished from
U.S inventories or they would buy from the U.S and then reship

That was originally the plan But they abandoned that plan for
whatever reasons the lawyers had and came up with a new plan

Mr NIELDS Just so we understand the role of the commercial
cutout which I think you have described as being yours.is that
correct

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS I think you indicated that neither Israel nor the

United States could sell directly to Iran I think you said that that
wasn't a legal problem it was some other kind of problem

Precisely from whom was this plan designed to keep the fact that
the United States would be selling to Iran

Mr SECORDFrom whom
Mr NIELDS Let me-
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Mr SECORDWho was involved in the planning
Mr NIEI..Ds No Let me reframe it I take it both the United

States and officials in Iran knew that the United States was selling
arms to Iran

Mr SECORDRight
Mr NIErms OK The commercial cutout was designed in order to

conceal that fact
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS From whom
Mr SECORDFrom the Iranians
Mr NIELDS Anyone else
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS How about the Congress
Mr SECORD If that was intended it was never discussed in my

presence I don't think that was their plan I think that they were
interested in concealing it from Iran only

Mr NIELDs When you say Iran there were government officials
in Iran who of course were aware

Mr SECORD Very few but there were some And it was a very
delicate matter for these people

Mr NIELDS And there were a few government officials in the
United States who were aware

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIEr.DS Now was the commercial cutout in part designed to

make sure that only a small number of people in the United States
were aware

Mr SECORD Possibly but I hadn't considered that point before
you just now raised it It is possible

Mr NIELDS How about in the case of Israel You said it was de
signed to mirror the way it had been handled previously in Israel
For what purpose was the commercial cutout devised in the trans
actions between Israel and Iran

Mr SECORDClearly to enable the Israelis to deal with Iran It is
even more difficult for the Israelis to deal with Iran than for the
United States There could be no hint officially that Israel was
dealing with Iran and therefore they had to form a commercial re
lationship

Mr NIEr.Ds You are saying I take it that the fact that Israel
was selling to Iran had to be concealed from Iranians

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIEU,DsHow about from Israelis
Mr SECORD I don't think that entered into their calculus but I

can't talk for them I can only tell you what I believe
Mr NIELDS Staying on the subject of the commercial cutout was

it part of the purpose of the commercial cutout to create profit for
the commercial enterprise

Mr SECORDWe did not go into this enterprise.I did not go into
this enterprise with the notion of making a profit As time went
on-

Mr NIELDS Right now I am just asking.we will get back to
what happened later.but right now I am just asking about the
purpose at the time for including a commercial cutout
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Mr SECORDThere was no intention of profiteering I know that
some people were tossing this word around right now and I resent
it There was no intention of profiteering None

Mr NIELDS Was there any discussion of profit
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Any discussion of markup
Mr SECORDThere was a lot of discussion about markup because

in order to make it work I had to markup the prices in order to
pay for all the overhead involved

Mr NIELDS I am talking now about the meeting that you had at
which you were discussing the finding and discussing the way the
transaction would be structured

Mr SECORDNo There was no discussion of that
Mr NIELDS I take it you are saying that there were later discus

sions of markup in the context among other things-
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS[continuing] Of covering your expenses
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS And I take it what you are saying is that the com

mercial enterprise not only paid a purchase price for the arms but
also had to pay expenses involved in transporting them and deliv
ering them

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NiELDS I take it that either explicitly or implicitly at this

meeting in which the finding was discussed that you agreed to
serve as a commercial cutout

Mr SECORDThat is correct I did not feel that I was a part of the
government in any way that it was clearly a commercial oper
ation

Mr NIELDS I take it there were some transactions which fol
lowed

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NiELDS And I take it you had some meetings in which those

transactions were discussed and agreed upon
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS What was the next meeting after the one in which

you discussed the finding
Mr SECORD Well there were several meetings that I was in

volved in first with Colonel North and then later with some logis
tics officials and some operational officials from the CIA

I was informed subsequent to this meeting in the situation room
that I have described for you that a new Israeli official had been
appointed to be in charge of this operation

Mr NIELDS Who was that
Mr SECORDThis man it was Amiram Nir from the Prime Min

ister's Office in Israel I was told that in very early January Mr
Nir had come to Washington held discussions with Colonel North
and with John Poindexter and also with Mr McFarlane to-

Mr NIELDS Who informed you of this
Mr SECORDColonel North He was reading me into the situation

after this meeting in the situation room
Mr NIELDS Would it be fair to say that from then on Mr North

was your principal contact
Mr SECORDYes
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Mr NIErns In the U.S Government
Mr SECORDYes indeed
Mr NIELDS Did-
Mr Steer was also told that in January around the 11th to

the 13th of January Mr Ghorbanifar had been invited to come to
Washington.although I didn't see him.and he was given a poly
graph exam which as usual he busted

Mr NIELDS Did you eventually nonetheless have a meeting
with Mr Ghorbanifar and others in London in January

Mr SECORDYes yes indeed
Mr NIELDS Would that be the 22nd and 23rd of January 1986
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NMELDSPrior to that time had you been made aware of any

negotiations with the Iranians in furtherance of this initiative
Mr SECORD I had been made aware that there were discussions

between North and Ghorbanifar when he was here in Washington
that there had been a lot of discussions between North and Nir on
the telephone but other than that I don't know of any negotia
tions

Mr NIELDS Were you aware that during those negotiations
arms had been discussed

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDs Were you aware of the type
Mr SECORDBy this time I was told that it had been decided and

authorized by the President that 4,000 TOW missiles would be
available for this initiative

Mr NIEI.Ds Just briefly for the record what is a TOW missile
Mr SECORD A TOW missile is a wireguided missile principally

for anti-tank type work
Mr NIELDS Were you told that there had been any discussions of

price
Mr SECORD Yes I was I was told that when Ghorbanifar was

here for his polygraph test that he had suggested that the price for
the TOWs and he had been told the TOWs were going to be in
volved that the price for the TOWs should be $10,500 for the TOW
that his profit would be $500 per TOW so he said although we had
evidently learned later that he probably charged far more than
that in the earlier transactions

He said that this should be the price because this was the price
he charged during the Israeli transactions in August and Septem
ber 1985

Mr NIELDS Did he mention the price or was it North or someone
from this side

Mr SECORDI was told by North that Ghorbanifar brought it up
and Nir later confirmed that to me because he had taken it to
Ghorbanifar also

Mr NIELs So he had offered a price of $10,000 sometime before
your meeting in London

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Had you been told that there would be any discus

sion of hostages
Mr SECORD Yes There were always discussions of hostages

whenever there were meeting with Ghorbanifar or the Iranians
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Mr NIELDS What was your understanding of the agreement as
far as it related to hostages or the status of negotiations on that
subject

Mr SECORDYet to be defined
Mr NIELDS Who attended the meeting in London
Mr SECORD I attended the meeting in London Oliver North

Amiram Nir and Mr Ghorbanifar
Mr NiEr..Ds What was discussed there
Mr SECORDAt the time Ghorbanifar raised the subject in front

of North and I with Nir that he was still owed $5.4 million
Mr NIELDS What was that for
Mr SECORDThis had to do with the I-Hawk transaction Remem

ber the Hawks are still sitting in Tehran the Iranians are still de
manding they be removed He raised this with Nir in front of us
because he hoped to get support from us in this dispute with Mr
Nir

Mr NIELDS Did he
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Did Mr Nir agree to return the money
Mr SECORDHe said they were working on it I later learned that

they did return the money
Mr NIELDS Although this is out of sequence do you also know

whether the 18 missiles were returned
Mr SECORD Yes they were returned in our first transaction

with Iran and I covered that in February
Mr NIELDS What else occurred at this meeting
Mr SECORD Several things At this meeting the Israeli repre

sentative demanded that their 508 TOW problem be solved he
wanted to know how how were we going to furnish them with 508
TOWs without Israel paying for them

Mr NIELDS This was an issue between the Americans and the
Israelis only

Mr SECORD Yes It was not mentioned in Ghorbanifar's pres
ence This was an issue that Israel wanted assurance on from
North and so it was decided that sufficient monies would be col
lected in the sale of these 4,000 TOWs to enable me to purchase
4,508 TOWs

Thus we were going to collect sufficient funds along the way to
offset the purchase of these weapons for Israel

Mr NIELDS Returning to the transaction between the Americans
and the Iranians the future transaction what was said about that

Mr SECORD At this meeting it was discussed that we would
have to get from Iran some sort of plan on how we were to proceed
with the initiative agreed plan

It was high on the agenda of the American side to achieve a
high-level government-to-government meeting with Iranian offi
cials

Ghorbanifar is not an Iranian official
Ghorbanifar took this request and said that he would pursue it

with his contact in the Office of the Prime Minister of Israel I also
passed the Lake Resources account number and address to Mr Nir
at this first meeting This is the first time I met Mr Nir We did
not settle the price finally at this meeting although we talked
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about the price being $10 million This is what Ghorbanifar had of
fered and that was what I wanted to collect

I had not yet priced out my operation There was an awful lot of
uncertainty in this operation at that time We went back to-

Mr NIELDS What was said about hostages at the meeting
Mr SECORDIt was discussed that the hostages was an issue that

we had to get around and get past Ghorbanifar used his line that
Iran too wanted to settle this problem because Iran was being
held hostage by the hostages but I don't recall any specific plan
being arrived at that meeting

Mr NIELDs Was a plan arrived at some time later between the
Americans and the Iranians

Mr SECORDYes it was
Mr NIELDS When
Mr SECORD We agreed to meet again That is about all we

agreed at this first meeting We agreed to meet again On the 6th
of February we were supposed to meet again in London North and
I both traveled there and so did Mr Nir but Mr Ghorbanifar did
not show

Mr NIELDs Did there come a later time when you reached an
agreement with the Iranians

Mr SECORD Yes but this was done by telephone between Nir
Ghorbanifar and North

Mr NIELDs And I take it it was reported to you
Mr SECORDYes it was I was kept advised I think completely
Mr NIELDs And would this have been in the next week or so

after the meeting that was supposed to take place
Mr SECORD It was shortly after Nir stayed behind in London

trying to locate Ghorbanifar North and I returned home and Nir
did locate Ghorbanifar and it was normal pattern for Ghorbanifar
if he had problems he would be a no show he would disappear go
off the scope whenever he had problems So we could tell whether
he had problems Whenever he thought he had a problem solved of
course he would be back in the loop again and we would be back
in touch with him

I was in touch with Ghorbanifar on a couple of occasions in Feb
ruary by telephone and we on one of these occasions I kind of
burned my bridges with Mr Ghorbanifar because I was very angry
with him He had made a deposit with the Credit Suisse Bank
which bounced We couldn't move we didn't have a cent of U.S
Government money in this operation.never.and we couldn't
move without cash in advance because the whole process was
stalled without money because the CIA had to have money in ad
vance they would not float with their money The Defense Depart
ment had money in advance and so on

Mr NIELDs I take it you are saying that until you had the
money from the Iranians put in Lake Resources and out of that
money paid to the U.S Government the price that it was charging
for the military hardware the military hardware stayed in U.S
Government stocks

Mr SECORD Yes and no moves were made even preliminary
moves could be made until the money was in the system

Mr NIELDs Getting back to Ghorbanifar-
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Mr SECORDSo I was having a rather acid conversation with Mr
Ghorbanifar on the telephone and I told him that I thought that
he had behaved very poorly that he was promising the moon
always but never producing and that I was going to recommend
that he be terminated He misinterpreted that and he.I don't
mean to be funny.he took it the wrong way and he told Mr Nir
that I was going.trying to have him killed I think I even said
later it was not a bad idea but it was not what I had in mind

From this time onward I was complaining and so were my col
leagues about the Ghorbanifar connection It seemed to me to be
too fraught with problems It was just a big operational security
problem and it was a very inefficient connection and a very indefi
nite connection

Mr NIELns We will return to that but let's get back to the
transaction that was being negotiated I take it you learned shortly
after 6 February that an agreement had been made

Mr SECORD Yes And the agreement was that the Iranians
would meet face to face with U.S Government officials in Europe
and that they would do so after 500 TOWs were delivered and the
first transaction was to involve 1,000 TOWs So the plan was to de
liver 500 TOWs as a sign of our willingness and good faith and
then to have the meeting in Europe and then if the meeting were
judged to be a successful meeting to deliver the balance of the first
1,000 TOWs another 500

Mr NIELDS I take it the meeting in Europe was not simply a
meeting with Ghorbanifar but was a meeting with some other
people

Mr SECORDYes I would like to discuss that now if it is the right
time

Mr NrELDS It is not quite the right time yet I take it these were
Iranian Government officials

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS What was agreed to on the subject of hostages if

anything
Mr SECORDThere was no agreement on hostages for this trans

action The subject of hostages was one of the agenda items to be
taken up at the European meeting

Mr NIELDS What was the price for the TOWs
Mr SECORDThe price we charged for the TOWs was $10 million

for 1,000 TOWs and Ghorbanifar finally deposited that amount of
money to the Lake Resources account

Mr NIELDS And then out of that money you paid the U.S Gov
ernment

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And how did you do that
Mr SECORDWe transferred the money to the U.S Government

to an account that the agency gave us in Switzerland
Mr NIELDS Before getting into the meeting in Frankfurt I take

it that the TOWs were in fact shipped after the money had been
received into the Lake Resources account and the government
paid

Mr SECORD Yes We started moving the TOWs out of Texas on
the 19th of February 1986

Mr NIELDS Did you move them all at the same time
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Mr SECORDYes We moved all 1,000 TOWs on two Southern Air
Transport 707 aircraft to Israel and then beginning I think about
the 22nd or so of February we transferred the first 500 TOWs to
Tehran

Mr NIEins How was that done
Mr SECORDThat was done in a secret way by an Israeli 707 air

craft which had been sterilized that is all markings removed from
it and it was chartered by me I agreed to pay the Israeli Govern
ment a price for the use of the airplane and I had to furnish the
crew

Mr NIELDS Where did the crew come from
Mr SECORD The crew came from Southern Air Transport We

actually had two crews that were used They were specially select
ed from their pilots and they were screened by me and if there are
any heroes in this story it has to be them They were tremendous
they were fantastic they were professional and they pulled it off
beautifully

Mr NIELOS How did they actually go
Mr SECORD They went by a route I had devised so as to keep

them out of any other country's air space It turned out with the
loads we carried we could barely fly a long route down the Red
Sea in international air space around the Southern end of the
Saudi Arabian Peninsula and up to the Sea of Oman and coast into
Iran East of Bandar Abbas We computed with good weather we
could make it safely pretty safely to Bandar Abbas

Of course planning a route like this on paper and actually flying
it are sometimes two different things Your fuel flow specifics have
to be proved But we were fairly confident that we could do it
safety and we also devised a covert command control and commu
nications system whereby I could control these missions from my
command post in Israel

Mr NIErns Is that where you were during these flights
Mr SECORD Yes There have been a lot of reports even this

morning in the news that I flew to Tehran I never went to
Tehran

Mr NIELDS Did this first shipment of 500 TOWs down the Red
Sea and into Iran go smoothly

Mr SECORD Yes it went very smoothly The weather was not
bad and they landed at the airfield in Bandar Abbas on the South
ern Coast of Iran and discharged the 500 TOWs offloaded them
there and then flew empty to Tehran where they onloaded.they
were supposed to onload the 18 Hawks that had been sitting there
all this time There were only 17 Hawks provided to them They
claimed that they had torn down the 18th one looking for some
thing special

Of course there was nothing special And therefore they were
only returning 17 Hawks It took almost 12 hours to load those 17
Hawks into the aircraft and I was in quite a sweat because I was
out of contact with them a lot longer than I thought should have
been the case

But finally they came up on the air as they departed Iranian air
space and flew uneventfully back to Tel Aviv and it lifted quite a
load from my shoulders So that was an uneventful series of flights
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Mr NIELDS Did the meeting with the Iranian officials then take
place a few days thereafter

Mr SKDKD Yes sir The meeting started I think on the 24th or
25th of February and--

Mr NIELns Where
Mr SECORD In the city of Frankfurt Germany at the Airport

Hotel
Mr NIELDS Who was there
Mr SECORDPresent at this meeting.I flew up from Israel to

join the meeting Present were Oliver North heading the U.S dele
gation the Chief of the Near East Section of the Central Intelli
gence Agency.I was a member of his delegation also present was
my partner Mr Albert Hakim-

Mr NIELDS Tell us how he came to be there
Mr SECORD He didn't want to be there He protested about

being pressed into service there but he served as our translator
and interpreter

The agency had very few people who were proficient in the Farsi
language They apparently had one lady who was pretty good but
we couldn't use a woman in this role with Iranians and they
couldn't come up with anyone to fill the bill so we pressed him
into service

I made a slight mistake I notified Mr Nir of Mr Hakim's name
as being the U.S translator and he passed this to Ghorbanifar
who took extreme exception He said that Mr Hakim was an
enemy of the State this was crazy he knew this name so I violat
ed one of my own rules I should have used an alias for him in this
covert operation and I didn't

For a while I thought that Hakim could not fulfill this role be
cause of the objections But the agency was not able to come up
with a Farsi translator I am not good enough and we could not
rely on Mr Ghorbanifar to be our translator

So in the last days before the meeting occurred I simply told
Albert he had to do the job and so we disguised him

Mr NIELDS How
Mr SECORD We.Mr Hakim has.his hair is a little sparse on

top and we bought a wig for him a gray wig and put glasses on
him and amazingly he looked like a totally different man It was
just amazing Even I couldn't have recognized him And he filled
that role in the meeting

Mr NIELDS What name did he use
Mr SECORD Ebraham Ebrahim of Turkish descent who was a

contract translator for the Government It flew
Mr NIELDS Was Mr Nir at the meeting
Mr SECORDHe was and Ghorbanifar knew who he was but Mr

Nir was under U.S cover at the meeting
Mr NIELDS Will you explain that under U.S cover
Mr SECORD We passed him off as an American official for the

purpose of that meeting
Mr NIELDs By the way what name were you using and what

name was Mr North using
Mr SECORDNorth used the name of Mr Goode and at this meet

ing I used the name of General Adams Now the reason why that
was necessary was that they wanted me to present.that is North
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and the agency.wanted me to present part of the intelligence
briefing which was to be given at this meeting

It had been agreed that some representative sample of tactical
intelligence information would be briefed to the Iranian delegation
and since it involved a lot of military symbology and order of bal
ance I was asked to fill that role so I did

Mr NIEIns Who was there from the Iranian side
Mr SECORD An official from the office of the Prime Minister of

Iran and he had with him an aide and two colonels that he intro
duced as being from their military intelligence organization We
believed however that one of the colonels actually was from the
office of the Prime Minister

Mr NIELDS And Mr Ghorbanifar
Mr SECORDAnd Mr Ghorbanifar yes
Mr NIELDS Can you just very briefly describe the meeting
Mr SECORDYes The main meeting which took place.I was not

present.it was a meeting among the representatives from Iran
along with Ghorbanifar Oliver North the CIA official and of
course Hakim acted as translator These meetvags were taped stir
repti y I was briefed later as to what had transpired and my
understanding was that North went through his talking points
which he had officially a set of talking points and he went through
the U.S strategic objectives the U.S concerns about the Soviet
threat in the region the U.S concern about the continuing Iran
Iraq war and our desire to see an honorable ending to that

What does honorable ending mean That you can face your
people with the solution that you devise but the killing has to stop
It is destabilizing and so on

This was the U.S position The matter of hostages did come up
in this meeting as it always did but as the tapes would prove the
strategic nature of this initiative occupied most of the discussions

It was not a discussion about swapping arms for hostages and
indeed there were no hostages released nor were any expected to
be released as a part of this February deal

Mr NIErns You feel certain of that that there were no hostages
expected to be released

Mr SECORD I didn't expect any to be released I was not in
formed that there was a plan for any to be released as a result of
this deal

Mr NIErns In any event you were not told any were to be re
leased and none were

Mr SECORD None were and we didn't plan for any to be re
leased

Mr NIErns If anything what was agreed on for the future
Mr SECORDThe U.S delegation was pleased with the meeting It

was agreed in this meeting that there would be a future high level
meeting between the.and in the near future between high level
officials of the U.S and high ranking members of the Iranian Gov
ernment and they were talking in terms of foreign ministries and
State Department high officials

Mr NiErns Would it be fair to say Mr Secord that a lot was
made at this meeting out of the fact that officials of the two gov
ernments were meeting face-to-face for the first time in a long
time
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Mr SECORDYes that was also a big point when the meeting was
summed up at the end that this was the first time there had been
face-to-face discussions between American and Iranian officials
since 1981 It was agreed that this meeting would take place on
Kish Island a small island on the south coast of Iran

Mr NIELDS Did you have a reaction to that as a location
Mr SECORDYes I was pleased when I learned that Kish was to

be the site because I felt that our delegation would be secure there
We have strong forces in the region and although I thought that
our friends in Iran were probably going to deal with us in good
faith one couldn't be too sure and I was of course conditioned by
my previous service trying to release the hostages from Iran in
1980 so I was concerned about the safety of our delegation

Kish was a great place I thought
Mr NIELDS Was a meeting actually agreed upon or a specific

meeting agreed upon or was it agreed simply to discuss it further
in the future

Mr SECORDNo it was agreed that there would be a meeting but
there were no specifics there was no date set and the attendees not
named It was agreed that it would be done as soon as possible in
the near future

Mr NIELDS You mentioned some intelligence Without getting
into the details of its nature can you tell us what was said or done
on the subject of intelligence information

Mr SECORDYes This briefing was presented to the two colonels
Mr NIELDS This is a briefing by whom
Mr SECORD It was a briefing by me and the Chief of the Near

East section of CIA The briefing consisted of a small section of the
Iran/Iraq border in which details of order of battle were described
and there was one Ohio-2 photograph that was annotated that was
showed to them but not given to them This was an example.the
purpose of the briefing was to show the type of information that
the U.S is capable of providing if they have an intelligence ex
change agreement

Mr NIELDS Following the meeting was the second group of 500
TOW missiles actually shipped

Mr SECORDYes The meeting was judged to be successful and I
was asked to deliver the second set of 500 TOWs and placed a call
to my crew who were waiting in Israel and they delivered the
second 500 TOWs this time to Tehran uneventfully

We learned that we could fly a little further than we had origi
nally calculated

Mr NIELDs So the TOWs were already in Tel Aviv and after the
meeting they were simply shipped on

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS Have you based on your review of the records made

available to the committee by Hakim computed the cost price re
ceived and expenses related to the thousand TOWs that were sold
to Iran in February

Mr SECORDYes I have
Mr NIELDS Would you tell us how much was paid for them into

the Lake Resources account
Mr SECORD Yes $10 million was paid into the Lake Resources

account
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Mr NIELDS How much was paid to the U.S Government out of
the Lake Resources account

Mr SECORD The U.S Government was paid $3.7 million for the
TOWs

Mr NIELDS That leaves a difference of $6.3 million
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And what were the expenses associated with that

transaction
Mr SECORD There were expenses of $850,000 that were paid

there were $2 million set aside for self-insurance Israel demanded
that these aircraft be insured for a hull value of $2 million each so
if we used one airplane we had to have $2 million set aside if we
used two we would have to have $4 million

Mr NIELDS These are the Israeli sanitized airplanes that you
were using

Mr SECORDIsraeli-owned
Mr NIELDS From Tel Aviv to Tehran
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS OK
Mr SECORD You may recall the reason why the Schwimmer

breakdown was because he couldn't locate any aircraft and the in
surance problem was the reason So our solution to the insurance
problem was to set aside $2 million in this case

Additionally an amount which was later defined but not defined
then had to be fenced or set aside to purchase Israeli TOWs Re
member I said that we would have to purchase after the delivery
of 4,000 TOWs we would have to purchase another 500 for Israel

Later that figure was determined to be $822,000 So that was set
aside Thus if you do the arithmetic you will see that we had ap
proximately $2.6 million surplus in our accounts at the end of this
transaction plus a $2 million certificate of deposit

Mr NIELDs I take it once the Israeli airplane had returned back
safely at least for the time being that $2 million was available to
you

Mr SECORDIt was.it certainly was available but we never took
it out of the CD for the entire period of the operation because we
were always looking forward to the next cycle

Mr NIELDS After this transaction did you have any discussions
with Oliver North about how to use this $2.6 million surplus

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Would you describe that
Mr SECORD Colonel North's position was consistent throughout

in February and later that he wanted me to use all available sur
pluses to support the contra project

Mr NIELDS Did you have a number of conversations with him
Mr SECORDI was comfortable with that I had a number of con

versations with him about this matter over a period of time There
was always a certain amount of tension on this subject because
North wasn't running this operation I was along with Hakim and
of course he wasn't sitting around worrying about having enough
money to execute it because we couldn't be in a position of being
forced to go back to Ghorbanifar for money if we had an overrun
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That would have been ridiculous we could never get away with
that We had to keep sufficient revenues in these accounts to stay
fluid so that we could go on to the next operation

And remember not one dime of U.S money went into this oper
ation So we had to be very very careful on this So I was perfectly
willing to send funds to the Contra project from these surpluses
and as the bank records which you got from Mr Hakim show we
did

But never was I able to send as much as 011ie North thought we
should

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord was there.were there further discus
sions and negotiations thereafter on the subject of the meeting be
tween high government officials that we just discussed

Mr SECORDYes there were
Mr NIELDS And without getting into each individual discussion

how did those discussions develop
Mr SECORDWell I think there were a lot of discussions on.by

telephone amongst the key players which were North and Nir and
Ghorbanifar and between Ghorbanifar and his principals in Iran
But there was a very important meeting which took place the 7th
or 8th of March

I was not in the meeting but North the Chief of NE/CIA and
the CIA retired officer who had been recalled for tkri project Mr
George Cave C-a-v-e and Ghorbanifar all met in Paris to discuss
the upcoming meeting at Kish

At this meeting Ghorbanifar informed them that he had been
informed that Kish was not available This was no longer an avail
able option The meeting was to be in Tehran I learned of this of
course after they returned from the meeting

Also for the first time Ghorbanifar raised the issue of improved
Hawk spare parts not rnissiles but spare parts as being materials
that were now wanted in this initiative and that that the TOWs
were less important according to him now that they really wanted
the spare parts for the Hawks

At this meeting not in Ghorbanifar's presence of course it was
also agreed that both sides the Israeli side and the American side
would commence an active search for new channels of communica
tions with Iran The Ghorbanifar channel obviously was flawed

Mr NIELDS Leaving that aside for the moment.and we will
return to it later.keeping on the subject of the meeting was a
meeting eventually agreed on and arranged in Tehran

Mr SECORDYes It eventually was agreed to and it took place in
May much later than expected

Mr NIELDS And who was the American official who attended
that meeting

Mr SECORDMr McFarlane and Mr North.Colonel North and
George Cave attended this meeting along with another official
from NSC staff Howard Teicher

Mr NIELDS Was there any advance trip in anticipation of and in
preparation for the meeting that Mr McFarlane attended

Mr SECORDThere was no advance trip
Mr NIELDS Was there ever one contemplated
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What happened
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Mr SECORD It was strongly recommended by three of us.Nir
myself and North.were all recommending that a preparatory
meeting take place There was after all as far as I knew no
agenda even agreed to for this meeting and so it seemed to me at
least.and I think to the others.to be not well organized In fact I
have been to many many international meetings and I don't think
I have ever been to one where there wasn't some preparatory work
done in advance However the position was taken that there would
be no advance preparatory meeting that the terms and conditions
that had been agreed to in Frankfurt were sufficient in that they
would.and that the Iranian side would simply have to deal with
that and so there was no advance meeting and that was a big mis
take

Mr NIELns Mr Secord was this meeting in some way tied to the
Hawk spare parts that Mr Ghorbanifar had raised at the March
meeting

Mr SECORD Yes it was The plan that was finally agreed to
again working through Ghorbanifar the plan finally agreed to was
that the plane that the McFarlane delegation came in on would
carry a sample of these spare parts and they did they carried one
of the 13 pallets of I-Hawk spare parts that were involved and
that was just a sample

Mr NIELDS Let's back up just a bit
Mr Secord can you tell us in more detail about the Ghorbanifar

request to purchase spare parts
Mr SECORDWell he raised this issue in this early March meet

ing and then later in March forwarded through Nir to us a listing
of some 240 line items of spare parts that they wanted They pro
vided the stock numbers from their catalogs and they were just a
hodge-podge of spare parts It didn't make a lot of sense to me

They included generators wire bundles things like this things
that I was fairly sure they already had quite frankly But in any
case that was what they wanted so it was this listing that served
as the guide for the CIA to aggregate these parts

Mr NIELDS Were you involved in discussions concerning the
price that you would charge or that the U.S Government would
charge for these spare parts

Mr SECORDYes I was and the discussions went on over a sever
al months period The delivery was not made until late May but
from March we were trying to price these things There was a lot
of confusion in the system They couldn't locate all the parts that
were wanted initially The prices changed always upward We
couldn't even determine what the weight of these parts were going
to be for quite a while or the volume I didn't even know how
many aircraft it was going to take initially

Mr NIELDS Who participated in the discussions of the price that
Ghorbanifar would be charged for the Hawk spare parts besides
you

Mr SECORDNorth participated I think that one of his assistants
also listened to us talk about it.Colonel Earl And also I discussed
it with Nir on several occasions

Mr NIELDS We will get into the details later but I take it it is
fair to say that the price that you eventually decided to charge was
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substantially in excess of the amount of money paid to the U.S
Treasury

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELns Did you and North talk about the reason for this dif

ference
Mr SECORD Yes of course we did And there were a number of

reasons and Contra was one of them The Contra requirements
was much on our minds as I think some of the KL-43 messages
showed you We were running out of money to support the Contras
So that was on our minds

But additionally I had in my mind at that time this great con
cern this great uncertainty The prices were rising all the time I
was informed during this timeframe that the earlier transaction
had been under-priced by CIA and they had a $240,000 overrun
which had to be paid I couldn't afford to have an overrun So that
was in my mind

In April we had to buy a ship Of course that became a factor I
didn't even know how many airplanes we were going to have to use
initially and that was a factor

I discussed this with Nir I knew that I was going to have to use
a minimum of two aircraft because the aircraft carrying the dele
gation had to stay with the party in Tehran That therefore
meant I had to set aside $4 million for insurance This was an Is
raeli demand So all these factors were combined together and we
finally priced the spare parts at $15 million and that was what
Ghorbanifar put in

Mr NIELDS When you said that was what Ghorbanifar put in
you mean put into Lake Resources I take it

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS That price was agreed by you and North and that

was the price given to Ghorbanifar
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Who actually gave it to Ghorbanifar
Mr SECORDI am not sure yet but it appears that he had a fin

ancier.
Mr NIELns I am sorry who told him the price
Mr SECORDOh Nir
Mr NIELDS And who told Nir the price
Mr SECORDI did
Mr NIELDS Now I think you indicated that one pallet of these

spare parts went with Mr McFarlane to Tehran
Mr NiELns Was that pursuant to an agreement with the Irani

ans
Mr SECORDThat was what I was told
Mr NIELDS And what happened to the rest of the spare parts

where were they
Mr SECORD They were stored in Israel for later delivery after

the Tehran meeting
Mr NIELDs So all of the spare parts after Ghorbanifar put his

money into the Lake Resources account all of the spare parts were
transported first to Tel Aviv is that correct

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And is that by Southern Air Transport plane
Mr SECORDYes
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Mr NIELDS And you paid for the transportation cost
Mr SECORDI paid for it
Mr NIELDS And then all but one pallet were left in Tel Aviv

and the one pallet went in the plane with Mr McFarlane and his
group I take it to Tehran

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Where were you at the time
Mr SECORDI was in my command post in Tel Aviv
Mr NIELDS Prior to McFarlane's trip had there been.prior to

the time his plane actually took off.had there been discussions on
the subject of hostages

Mr SECORDWell there were a lot of discussions I told you that
the hostages were discussed at the Frankfurt meeting Hostages
were discussed with Nir and with Ghorbanifar frequently by
North and by me But as far as I know and this will surprise some
people I guess but as far as I know theca was no T,raniAn agree
ment to produce all the hostages at the time of the meeting in
Tehran I.know that that expectation arose somehow I don't know
how exactly that expectation got into McFarlane's head You will
have to ask him I don't know

But I know of no such agreement I was surprised to learn that
that was one of the negotiating points one of the sticking points

Mr NIELDS I take it you had been in frequent contact with Mr
North and Mr Nir in the weeks and days preceding the trip

Mr SECORDYes Now we had an expectation that we might be
able to convince the Iranians to exercise their influence at the time
of the meeting or shortly thereafter to gain the release of the hos
tages But I knew of no plan for a simultaneous release of the hos
tages simultaneous with the meeting

Mr NIELDS What do you know Mr Secord about what actually
occurred in Tehran

Mr SECORD Well what I have read in the Tower report and
what I was debriefed on by several of the participants when they
returned to Israel I was in communications with the delegation via
a special communications system but I was not privy to their con
versations with Washington Do I had to rely on the debriefing
when they returned for my information

Mr NIELDS Were you actually asked to do something while you
were in Tel Aviv and they were in Tehran

Mr SECORDTwo things
Mr NIELDs Tell us both
Mr SECORD One was to be ready to deliver the other 12 pallets

of Hawk spare parts and I had a second airplane set up for that
and I was actually told to launch it on I think the 27th of May and
we did launch it under positive control and then after about four
hours I was told to order the plane to return to base and I did just
that

Mr NIELDS So the plane containing the rest of the Hawk spare
parts actually took off started in flight toward Tehran and you
were instructed while it was in the air to have it return

Mr SECORDThat is correct That was part of the plan This was
not an off-hand thing We had anticipated doing something like
this
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Secondly I had been asked by North sometime just before this
mission to support the DEA people in another attempt to locate
and perhaps rescue some of the hostages in Lebanon They were
working out of Cyprus and they picked up some money which I
asked Mr Hakim to arrange to support their expenses They had
actually picked it up themselves in Geneva

And this little operation was going on at the same time It was a
little bit confusing for me and in fact after I heard of some curi
ous things about this Cyprus operation one of which was they
wanted my boat my ship to go down and stand offshore to be used
in some operation to pick up the hostages I got in touch with Mr
Tom Clines and dispatched him to Cyprus to join up with the DEA
agents and try to find out what was going on

I have a lot of faith in Clines ability as an intelligence officer in
his operational judgment So he did go there He assessed the oper
ation and notified me that he gave it no more.initially said 40
percent chance and later a 20 percent chance of success and it did
not succeed So those are the two things I was asked to do

Mr NIELDS What was the final outcome of this meeting
Mr SECORDThe Tehran meeting failed It stuck on the issue of

the failure of the Iranians to arrange for the release of the Ameri
can hostages and the McFarlane mission broke off after some dis
cussions with high ranking members of the government They did
go through some discussions there They did present points They
went down that road but after a few days and the hostages were
not released they aborted the mission and returned

Mr NIELDS They returned to Tel Aviv
Mr SECORD They returned to Tel Aviv and then immediately

the bulk of the party traveled onward to Washington
Mr NIELDS Did you have any brief conversation with Mr

McFarlane and his party before they traveled on
Mr SECORDYes I had a brief conversation with McFarlane him

self He was very disappointed of course and so were we all and I
also had a brief conversation with Oliver North but they were in a
hurry to get on home

Mr NIELDS How about Mr Nir
Mr SECORD Mr Nir I talked with a lot He was bitterly disap

pointed at the outcome He felt that it had not been handled cor
rectly He felt they should have stayed longer thought they were
making progress thought that the Iranians.that it was fair to
give the Iranian more time because the Iranians were disorganized
Ghorbanifar's preparations had been inadequate and so on

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord simultaneous with the Hawk spare parts
transaction was there a transaction involving TOWs

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And did this relate to the 508 TOWs or however

many TOWs it was that the Israelis had been told they were prom
ised replenishment for

Mr SECORDYes the Israelis were demanding their TOWs back
Time had gone on and they were unhappy so it was decided that
we would take the 822,000 set aside and the Israelis would add
whatever was required to that sum to procure the 508 TOWs and
we shipped them to Tel Aviv at the same time in a separate air
plane but at the same time as we shipped the I Hawk spares
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Mr NIELDS Was that also in a Southern Air Transport plane
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELns You paid the expenses
Mr SECORDI paid it
Mr NIELDS And how much additional money did the Israelis

contribute at that time to the purchase price of the 508 TOWs
Mr SECORDThey contributed what amounted to $1.4 million
Mr NIELDS And you added that to the 822,000 that you had set

aside and paid that to the U.S Treasury is that correct
Mr SECORDYes I paid that to the U.S Treasury
Mr NIELDS Now-
Mr SECORD That is not correct I paid it.I am sorry I didn't

pay it to the U.S Treasury I paid it to the CIA account
Mr NIELDS And to your knowledge it went from there into the

U.S Treasury eventually
Mr SECORDI think it went to the Pentagon
Mr NIELns Mr Secord in May when Mr McFarlane returned

from Tehran I take it Lake Resources has been paid $15 million
for Hawk spare parts almost all of the Hawk spare parts remain
in Tel Aviv and the hostages have not been released

What is the status of the arrangement involving the Hawk spare
parts and the hostages at that time

Mr SECORD Well we were back in limbo again We were from
my point of view in a state of considerable confusion because we
had been ordered not to deliver the balance of spare parts so they
stayed in Israel

Mr NIELDS Who ordered you not to do that
Mr SECORDMcFarlane and North
Mr NIELDS Now the spare parts had been paid for
Mr SECORDThey had been paid for This was a source of a little

bit of concern because Ghorbanifar and the Iranians were demand
ing that their goods be delivered They had paid for them they
wanted them delivered

Mr NIELns Why were you ordered not to deliver them if they
had been paid for

Mr SECORD Because it was judged that the Iranians had not
acted in good faith and that the meeting had been a failure There
fore they didn't want to continue the initiative the initiative was
being reviewed with consideration being given to canceling it

Mr NIELDS What was it that the Iranians had not done
Mr SECORDThey had not simultaneously released the American

hostages and therefore it was decided that the spare parts would
not be delivered

Mr NIELDS Now I want to stay with this transaction just for a
moment

Was that issue eventually resolved
Mr SECORDIt was but it took a long time
Mr NIELDS How was it eventually resolved
Mr SECORD Ghorbanifar eventually resolved it through discus

sions and meetings with Nir and with North and also I believe
with the CIA representative and it resulted eventually in agree
ment to deliver the balance of the spare parts after one hostage
was released and the one hostage was released in late July and the
parts were finally delivered then in early August
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Mr NIELDS These are the bulk of the I-Hawk spare parts
Mr SECORDThe twelve pallets yes
Mr NIELDS That had been delivered to Tel Aviv in May
Mr SECORDYes that is correct
Mr NIELDS And they were delivered after the hostage had been

released
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Up until that time we were in some financial jeopardy as you

can imagine We might have had to return a great deal of money
Mr NIELDS I take it a certain amount of that money had been

spent on the contras
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Now back to the money
Did an issue arise relating to a price list sometime after McFar

lane's visit to Tehran
Mr SECORD Yes This further complicated our lives after the

Tehran mission because the Iranians were complaining to Ghor
banifar not only that their goods had not been delivered but they
claimed to have a price listing which showed that the price that
they had been charged was greatly inflated and unfair that this
was bringing a lot of pressure down on Ghorbanifar's head and so
eventually we got this listing which they called a microfiche list
ing

It turned out to be a valid listing but it was a cost of manufac
ture listing which to my understanding it was a list of prices that
the prime contractor could expect from various vendors and so it
did not really relate to the price that even the Pentagon pays It
was not a valid list

But nonetheless they raised a good deal of turbulence over this
matter

Mr NIELDS I take it the list showed that the price for these
Hawk spare parts was considerably lower than the price they had
actually paid

Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr NIELDS And-
Mr SECORD But it was not a valid list of.a valid list of the

actual prices
Mr NIELDS But the fact of the matter is the price charged was

considerably higher than a true price list would have shown
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And the price list.did you ever see it
Mr SECORDI don't recall ever seeing it It was described to me

but I don't recall ever seeing it
Mr NIELDS Do you know whether it was sent to U.S Govern

ment officials
Mr SECORDIt was yes It was sent to North's office
Mr NIELDS During this same period of time did you learn any

thing that gave you concern about your ability to keep this project
secret

Mr SECORDYes It seemed like everything bad was happening in
this time frame I learned after the Tehran meeting that Ghorbani
far claimed that he was dealing with financiers and he named a
Saudi Adnan Khashoggi as being one of his financiers and that he
was not dealing with Iranian money he was bridging with bor
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rowed money and had been doing so all along He apparently.ap
parently the Israelis knew this I did not know it

Mr NIErns I take it the point here is Mr Secord that he has
borrowed money to put into Lake Resources and he can't re-pay
that money until the goods are shipped to Iran and Iran pays him

Mr SECORDThis was his claim
Mr NIELDS And he claimed that he borrowed from Mr Kha

shoggi and someone else
Mr SECORDWell first it was just Khashoggi that I learned of it

Then I learned there were two Canadian businessmen behind Kha
shoggi at.at least this was another claim I am not sure that that
was true but this is the information we were receiving

And that this was a matter of additional concern yet Then final

ly we were told that these people were going to go public maybe
even sue They in fact did through an intermediary contact the
Director of the CIA about this problem and so it was unravelling

Mr NIELDs I take it the problem was that he had deposited $15
million in Lake Resources and because the Hawk spare parts had
not been shipped he was unable to repay the financiers

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS And they were putting pressure on him and he was

complaining to various people Mr Nir and Mr North among
them

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Was that problem resolved when the Hawk spare

parts were finally shipped
Mr SECORDI don't think the problem was ever resolved
Mr NIELDS Isn't it a fact that it was not resolved because you

learned that Mr Ghorbanifar said given the price list Iran was
unwilling to pay the full $15 million

Mr SECORD This was his story We were never able to confirm
this story and the CIA people had serious reservations about that
claim

Mr NIELDS But that was his claim
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS That he was claiming therefore that even after the

Hawk spare parts had been shipped and he was unable to pay his
financiers that they were putting increasing pressure on him to do
so

Mr SECORDThat is what he said
Mr NIELDS I take it you learned from a different source that the

financiers were in fact complaining that they had not been paid
Mr SECORD Yes I learned from North and George Cave that

they had approached the CIA and two CIA employees met with the

intermediary
Mr NIELDS When was that
Mr SECORD I don't have that date but probably in August or

September
Mr NIELDS Could it have been as late as October
Mr SECORD Sure it could have been It was toward the end of

this saga
Mr NIELDS Was it at that point in time that you learned that

they were threatening to sue
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Mr SECORD No That was brought up earlier Ghorbanifar had
mentioned this to Nir who mentioned it to North and I

Mr NIELDS Did you learn that they had threatened to reveal the
fact that some of the proceeds of this money had gone to the con
tras and that that is why they hadn't been repaid

Mr SECORD I don't recall that arising at the time but later I
heard of course that they had said this but I don't recall it being
brought to my attention at the time

Mr NIELDS Have you by reviewing the committee's records re
lating to the Swiss bank accounts Lake Resources and others
made a computation of the surplus on the Hawk spare parts trans
action that you have just been testifying about

Mr SECORD Yes we have made an approximate computation
and-

Mr NIELDS Let's start with the money received into the Lake
Resources account

Mr SECORD I recall that we had to procure the 508 TOWs as
well as the I-Hawks so the total money in was about $16.5 million

Mr NIELDS That is 15 from Ghorbanifar-
Mr SECORDAnd the balance from Israel
Mr NIELDS A million and a half from Israel approximately
Mr SECORDYes approximately
Mr NIELDS How much-
Mr SECORD 6.5 of that was paid immediately to a CIA account

We have computed from the records of Mr Hakim-
Mr NIELDS That is leaving a difference of approximately $10

million
Mr SECORDYes and then the expenses for the various transpor

tation and related activities we computed to be about $1.7 million
Mr NIELDS That leaves 8.3
Mr SECORD Yes and then we as I said reserved.actually we

put in a certificate of deposit additional 2 million for Hull Insur
ance leaving 6.5 surplus at that time plus $4 million in certificates
of deposit for insurance

Mr NIELDS Why did you have to add 2 million for self-insurance
at that time

Mr SECORDBecause we had to use two airplanes instead of one
Mr NIELDS You had already set aside $2 million from the initial

transaction so there was an additional requirement of a further
amount equal to $2 million

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Chairman INOUYE Mr Nields may I suggest that we stop the in

terrogation at this point The hearing will stand in recess until 2
p.m this afternoon

[Whereupon at 12 noon the select committees recessed to recon
vene at 2 p.m. the same day

AFTERNOONSESSION

The select committees met pursuant to recess at 2 p.m. in room
325 Russell Senate Office Building Hon Daniel K Inouye (chair
man of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon Lee H Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding

Chairman INOUYE The hearing will please come to order
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Mr Nields please proceed
Mr NIELDS Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Secord just to make certain that the record is clear on this

point you testified in connection with the Hawk spare part trans
action that the amount of money made to the CIA account was
$6.5 million

I take it that includes both the Hawk spare parts and the 508
TOWs sent to Israel

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS And you had received both from monies that you

had set aside from an earlier transaction and from an additional
amount that the Israelis had given you you had received about
$2.2 million or allocated that amount of money for those TOWs

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS I would like you to turn to documents which have

been collectively marked Exhibit 5 Do you have those in front of
you

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS Are these your notes
Mr SECORDThey are
Mr NIELDS Were they made contemporaneously with the trans

actions that are noted
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS In other words these are not notes that you made

recently these were made at the time
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS Looking at the first page I take it these are notes

relating to monies coming in and monies going out of the Swiss
bank accounts that you have been testifying about

Mr SECORDPlus planning notes
Mr NIELDS And when it says all accounts at the top of the first

page that refers to the Swiss accounts
Mr SECORDYes it does
Mr NIELDS At the top of the page it says balance 7 February

1986 $87,000 Was that an exact amount or was that an estimate
that you made at the time

Mr SECORD It was an estimate that I was given at the time by
Mr Hakim

Mr NIELDS Below it it says deposits 10 19 February 5M refers
to $5 million

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And are the two 5M figures the money paid by Mr

Ghorbanifar for the thousand TOWs that were shipped to Iran at
about that time

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And the $1 million is a contribution
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS And underneath it are those expenses that were paid

out of these monies
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And are a number of the expenses on that list ex

penses for the benefit of the Contras
Mr SECORDYes
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Mr NrELDS I would like you to turn to the second page of this
exhibit At the bottom of the page there are some numbers with a
line drawn through them Are those anticipated disbursements
which may or may not actually have been made

Mr SECORDYes This is planning data
Mr NIELDS And the entries that don't have lines drawn through

them those are actual disbursements I take it
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NrELDS I would like you to flip three pages forward It ap

pears to say at the top of the page continuation sheet number 3 Do
you have that in front of you

Mr SECORDContinuation sheet number 2 The line at the top is
gone from mine

Mr NIELDS Turn it one page past continuation sheet number 2
Do you have that

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS At the bottom it says deposits 5/14 5/16 5/16 there

is a deposit of $10 million is that correct
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And $5 million
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Is that payment for the Hawk spare parts
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS There is a figure $1.46 million is that the amount of

money that the Israelis put into the account for the TOWs
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Down below it there is a figure $822,000
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Is that the amount of money that you would set

aside from the earlier receipts which are allocated to the purchase
of the TOWs

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS And that together with the $1.46 million is the

amount of money that you actually used to purchase the TOWs
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NrELDS I would like you to turn to the last page of this ex

hibit Do you have that in front of you
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS The very last page
Mr SECORDI have it
Mr NIELDS Does the very last page of the exhibit have a list of

receipts of disbursements for an earlier time period
Mr SECORDOK that is the next to the last page in my file
Mr NrELDS I am sorry next to the last page Are these receipts

and disbursements for an earlier time period
Mr SECORDYes they are
Mr NrELDS Is that 1985
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NrELDS Is this money in and out of the Swiss bank accounts

that you have been testifying about
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDs I direct your attention to an entry 5 October 3KG
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS What does G mean
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Mr SECORDColonel North
Mr NIELDS And what does K mean
Mr SECORDThree thousand dollars
Mr NIELDS Does that mean $3,000 was delivered to Mr G to

Mr North
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Was that cash
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And what is the purpose
Mr SECORDI believe that was for a DA expense
Mr NIELDS And is the same true of the 15 October entry below

that says 5KG
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Is the same true of the entry 28 October 3KG
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Mr Chairman I request that exhibit number 5 be

made a part of the record at these hearings
Chairman INOUYE Without objection
[The documents marked Exhibit 5 appear at p 454.]
Mr NIELDs Mr Secord you testified to a certain dissatisfaction

with Mr Ghorbanifar as an intermediary in the relationship be
tween the U.S Government and the Iranian Government Did you
make some efforts in the summer of 'RRto find a second channel as
it were to the Iranian Government

Mr SECORDYes Working with Mr Hakim
Mr NIELDs And that was a channel that bypassed Mr Ghorbani

far
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Was this your idea
Mr SECORDIt was an idea that I had for a long time It was my

idea
Mr NIELDS It was yours You weren't asked to do this by any

government official
Mr SECORDNo But the government knew what I was doing
Mr NIELDS Who in the government knew what you were doing

--4) Mr SECORD Colonel North knew that I was looking and so did
the CIA

Mr NIELDS Did Mr Hakim talk to some of his old contacts from
the days in which he lived in Iran

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And eventually was a meeting set up in August in

Brussels between you and Mr Hakim and a relative of a high offi
cial of the Iranian Government

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS And did you pursue at that time the possibility of a

long term relationship between the U.S and Iran
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And at the end of the conversation did you mention

weapons and hostages
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Was there then.at that meeting were there any of

ficials of the U.S Government present
Mr SECORDNo Only Hakim and I
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Mr NIELDS Was a later meeting set up in this country at which
government officials were present

Mr SECORDYes in September
Mr NIELDS Was that in the Old Executive Office Building
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Was Mr North present
Mr SECORDHe was in charge of the meeting and he was-
Mr NIELDS And a representative from the CIA
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And the same relative of a high Iranian official
Mr SECORDYes along with two assistants
Mr NiELDs Did you again have discussions about a long term re

lationship between the two governments and at the end of the dis
cussions bring up the subjects of arms and hostages

Mr SECORDWell North did this and conducted the discussions I
was the note taker

Mr NIELns Have I accurately characterized the discussions
Mr SECORDIndeed
Mr NIELDS Was there a third meeting in October in Frankfurt

at which this relative of the Iranian official was present together
with you aiii.1/it.'North 'and a'CIA official

Mr SECORDYeS
Mr NIELDS And did you once again discuss long-term relation

ships between the two countries and also discuss arms and hos
tages

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And did Mr North leave that meeting before any

agreement had been reached
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Did you pursue the conversations then.did you

then lead the conversations after Mr North left
Mr SECORDWith Colonel North's authorization yes
Mr NIELDS Did you eventually agree on a nine point plan part

of which was that the U.S Government would ship 500 TOWs to
Iran and the Iranians would obtain the release of at least one hos
tage

Mr SECORD Yes I managed to get them to adopt with minor
changes North's seven point plan it was then referred to as a nine
point plan and was agreed to by them and by me ad ref. that
means subject to approval by a higher authority

Mr NIELDS Did you obtain that approval
Mr SECORDI sent it back to the White House via K.L.-43 and it

was subsequently approved
Mr NIELDS Did the sale eventually occur
Mr SECORDIt did
Mr NIELDS How much money was paid by the Iranians for the

TOWs
Mr SECORD$3.6 million
Mr NiELDs And how much.I take it that was in one of your

Swiss accounts
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDs And how much money was paid out of the Swiss ac

counts to the CIA account
Mr SECORDJust over $2 million
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Mr NIELDS What were the approximate expenses
Mr SECORDAbout $220,000
Mr NIELDS What was the total surplus from that transaction
Mr SECORDApproximately $1.3 million
Mr NIELDS If you take the three transactions that were handled

through your Swiss accounts the first one of 1,000 TOWs the
second of the Hawk spare parts and the third of the 500 TOWs
what is the combined surplus from the three transactions

Mr SECORD When you do that arithmetic you arrive at a
number of $14 million

Mr NIELDS Does that include the $4 million that you have previ
ously said was at least was set aside for insurance purposes

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Were these TOW missiles shipped to Iran approxi

mately October 30th of last year
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Now exactly what TOWs were they that were

shipped on that date
Mr SECORDThose TOWs were the TOWs that had been stored in

Israel since the preceding May since May of 1986
Mr NIELDS Was that the TOWs that we shipped to Israel in May

that represented the promise to replenish that had been made the
previous year

Mr SECORDYes but they rejected them due to their age
Mr NIELDS Is that the reason those TOWs went on to Iran
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Did we subsequently deliver some newer TOWs to

Israel
Mr SECORDYes a few days later after the 30 October delivery
Mr NIELDS Sometime in early November
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Was a hostage released at approximately the time of

these shipments
Mr SECORDYes just after the shipment was delivered
Mr NIELDS Were you involved in that aspect of the operation
Mr SECORDYes I was involved in that North and I traveled to

Beirut for three hours arriving there at midnight one night and
we spent three hours with embassy personnel briefing them on the
intelligence we had been given with respect to the upcoming re
lease We wanted them to have every possible chance of rescuing
the hostage safely

And so we were able to convey directly to the people who were
responsible for going into West Beirut after they were notified
that picking up the hostage Mr Jacobsen had worked well

Mr NIELDS Did you continue to pursue this second channel
thereafter

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS I take it you regarded it as promising
Mr SECORDI did and so did CIA and so did North
Mr NIELDS Did you continue to pursue this channel after the

time when there were news reports of the sale of arms to Iran
Mr SECORDWe tried
Mr NIELDs I take it that this second channel bypassed Mr

Ghorbanifar
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Mr SECORDIn effect yes We asked them to provide other busi
ness for Mr Ghorbanifar however in an attempt to soften the
blow

Mr NIELDS I take it you were concerned about.you knew that
Mr Ghorbanifar was not going to like being bypassed-

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS And I take it you were concerned about what might

happen if Mr Ghorbanifar became too dissatisfied
Mr SECORDWe were concerned about security
Mr NIELDS "Security means what
Mr SECORDLeaks Relations
Mr NIELDS That he would make this whole operation public if

he was left out
Mr SECORDThat was a concern yes
Mr NIELDS So you asked the people in the second channel to do

something which would make him happy
Mr SECORDI did that yes
Mr NIELDS Did you hear whether that worked
Mr SECORD They agreed but the arrangements didn't get in

place fast enough
Mr NIELDS And there was eventually a leak
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And as we all know this matter became public
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDSAfter it became public I take it there was eventually

a Presidential press conference
Mr SECORDThere was a speech and a press conference
Mr NIELDS During the week of the press conference which is

the week beginning November 17th did you have any contacts
with people at the White House on the general subject of what
should be said about the Iranian initiative

Mr SECORD Before the Presidential speech I took the position
that the President should make a firm speech which clearly laid
out what the objectives were and some of the operational details
and to make no bones about it that it was his operation that he
was responsible for it had directed it endorsed it tried we failed
and were going to try again

That was the line that I recommended that he take and in fact I
was so concerned about it that I actually drafted a speech.maybe
a bit presumptuous of me.and I sent it to Admiral Poindexter
through Colonel North on the L-43 The line was thought to be
too hard however

Mr NIELDS How did you learn that
Mr SECORDI was informed of that by Colonel North
Mr NIELDS What else did you do on this subject or what else

happened
Mr SECORDWell-
Mr NIELDS Did there come a time when you were asked to go to

Colonel North's office in the old Executive Office Building
Mr SECORDDuring that week-
Mr NIELDS The week of November 17th
Mr SECORDYes The speech took place before that week I was

called and asked to go to his office on.I believe it was the 18th of
November to help them the staff and they had several staff mein

72-957 87 5
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hers working to compile a chronology for the use of the Director of
Central Intelligence in his upcoming testimony to the House and
Senate Intelligence Committees

I believe this w d and I think that the Director's tes
timony was scheduled for Friday So I did help.they were trying
to reconstruct events They were trying to put together a chronolo
gy working with several different papers and there was a number
of people involved in the drafting exercise and I helped

Mr NIELDS I take it you read them
Mr SECORDYes Yes
Mr NIELDS Did you.I take it your testimony is you did that on

a Tuesday Did you return sometime later on in the week
Mr SECORDYes I was asked again on Wednesday to come back

because the work was continuing and they were under a great deal
of time pressure because the Director's hearing was close at hand
and they didn't have the chronology quite right yet didn't have it
quite well put together

I came down on Wednesday as requested.I think it was in the
morning.and looked at a new version

Mr NIELDS Will you describe what happened when you looked
at the new version

First tell us who was present
Mr SECORD I think the same people were resent both days I

th in k it w thgame group each ~ t rM tant
Sting and

telligence was also assisting
Mr NIELDS Would you describe what happened on the second

day when you sat down to read the draft chronology
Mr SECORD I read a few pages into it and came to a part that

had been changed significantly and I questioned it
Mr NIELDS What was the change and what did you say
Mr SECORDThe change had to do with whether or not the Presi

dent had approved or acquiesced in the sale or the transfer of the
Israeli arms in 1985 And the version on Tuesday which I had
helped out on laid out the facts as I understood them

Mr NIELDS Which were
Mr SECORD Which were that the President had acquiesced in

these transfers But on the version which I read on Wednesday this
had been changed to indicate that the President had not approved
which was not consistent with my understanding of the facts

However I was informed by Colonel North-
Mr NIELDS What did you say to him Tell us exactly what you

said to him and what was said to you
Mr SECORDI stopped when I came to the relevant portion of the

text and said to Colonel North.this is expletive deleted.and he
I think he was expecting me to stop at that point because he was
ready for my question And he said that Mr McFarlane had draft
ed that section himself he had done it the night before after I had
seen the earlier draft

I said well it is not my understanding of the facts He said
McFarlane had drafted it himself meaning that McFarlane was
the principle he should know and I said fine thank you very
much I will get out of you guys hair and I left

Mr NiEWs I would like to turn to Exhibit no 7
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Mr SECORDOK
Mr NIELDS There are a number of documents together marked

Exhibit 7 The one I would like you to look at has "11/20/86 2000
historical chronology written on it

Mr SECORDI have it
Mr NIELDS I would like you to turn to page'5 and at the bottom

of the first full paragraph it says "McFarlane elevated the question
to the President and to the Secretaries of State and Defense and
the Director of Central Intelligence. The President stated that
while he could envision providing material support to moderate
elements in Iran if all the Western hostages were freed he could
not approve any transfer of military material at that time

Now I take it you can't tell us for sure whether this is the piece
of paper that you read My question is is that the sum and sub
stance of the information that was written on the document that
you just testified about

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Now I would like to turn to a document which is

dated 11/17/86 2000 maximum version I would like you to turn to
page 4 of that document and it says in the middle of the third
paragraph or at the beginning of the third paragraph "On August
22 1985 the U.S through the U.S citizen intermediary acquiesced
in an Israeli delivery of military supplies 508 TOWs to Tehran.
Then "U.S acquiescence in this Israeli operation was based on a
decision at the highest level. Again without asking you whether
this is the very document that you reviewed at your first trip down
to the Old Executive Office Building is that the information in es
sence that was in the first draft you looked at

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Now I would like you to turn back to the document

dated 11/20/86 2000 historical chronology I would like you to
turn to page 6 of that document Have you read page 6 of that
document recently

Mr SECORDYes only recently
Mr NIELDS And would it be fair to say that when you were

down in the Old Executive Office Building the week of November
17th reading you stopped at page 5

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS As soon as you get to the part where it said that the

President had not approved you stopped reading questioned Mr
North and then left

Mr SECORDThat is accurate
Mr NIELDS In the second full paragraph on page 6 that relates

to the mid-November transaction involving the Hawk missiles is
that correct

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Is that paragraph and the following one accurate
Mr SECORDNo Not in my opinion
Mr NIELDS In the middle of the second paragraph it says with

respect to that transaction we I take it that refers to the U.S Gov
ernment were assured at the time that the Israelis were going to
buy dry oil drilling parts as an incentive since we had difficulties
measuring over the earlier TOW shipment
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Mr SECORDThat is not consistent with the facts as I understood
them

Mr NIELDS In the next paragraph it says in January we
learned the Israelis responding to urgent entreaties from the Ira
nians had used the proprietary to transport 18 Hawk missiles to
Iran

Mr SECORDIt is not factual
Mr NIELDs It is not factual because many people in the U.S

Government had known they were Hawk missiles in November
when they were being shipped is that correct

Mr SECORDAbsolutely
Mr NIELDS Now when Colonel North told you twice that Mr

McFarlane had drafted the second version of the chronology did
you understand him to be asserting that the draft was true

Mr SECORDI understood him to be saying that the principal offi
cer who dealt with the President on this matter had drafted the
language and that was the view that he was putting forward of the
facts

It is not consistent with my understanding of the facts More
over I would like to say that in my view and as I have said many
times later this was a non-issue I couldn't understand this It was
a non-issue in my judgment

Whether the President approved beforehand or afterhand who
cares It seemed to me to be a not very important issue that was
becoming for some reason an important issue

Mr NIELDS In any event what Mr North said to you what he
did you no longer continued to read the chronology you simply got
up and left

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDs Mr Chairman I ask that Exhibit no 7 the various

documents that have been Exhibit 7 be made a part of the record
of this hearing

Chairman INOUYE Without objection so ordered
[The documents marked Exhibit no 7 appear at p 475.]
Mr NIELDs Mr Secord did you at any time shred any docu

ments relating to the Iranian initiative or to the Nicaraguan
project that you were working on

Mr SECORD I had some telephone logs shredded and some te
lexes shredded that related to the contra affair nothing that relat
ed to the Iranian question

Mr NIELDS When did you do that and why
Mr SECORD I did it because I was growing increasingly con

cerned about the tremendous amount of information being printed
in the press linking us to and my office specifically to the contra
airlift operation

There had been telephone supposed telephone records in El Sal
vador handed over to the press on which my office number was
listed along with song oth s40phati* hers as frequently
called numbers here in Washington

I was concerned that my office was very insecure it doesn't have
any special security information that in a break-in people would
grab my telephone logs and we had old logs there going back over
a long time and it occurred.this occurred in I believe in early
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November because it was about the time the publicity was becom
ing bad

So Iwas.I was trying to conceal any documentary evidence
that one could get their hands on that would link us to the Con
tras

Mr NIELDS You say you were trying to conceal it
Mr SECORD From anyone who broke in yes And I didn't need

those documents They were all dated so we got rid of them
Mr NIELDS Exactly what documents were they
Mr SECORD Old telephone logs copies of telephone messages

that had been left over a year and a half or two-year period thus
all the telephone numbers of the people we do business with all
over the world were in there I didn't want those coming out to be
harassed

And then there were some telexes with the arms company in
Portugal which I also did not want to be p '~licized and I didn't
need them so they were destroyed

Mr NIELDS Did you destroy any other documents than the ones
you just described

Mr SECORDI don't remember any documents being destroyed at
that time or any other time

Mr NIELDS Did you destroy any documents after Mr Meese's
press conference

Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Did you destroy any documents after you had re

ceived or your company had received any subpoena or official re
quest for documents

Mr SECORDNo we delivered all our documents
Mr NIELDS Mr Secord did you receive any money personally

out of the Iran initiative
Mr SECORD The only money that I received personally was my

salary from Stanford Technology
Mr NIELDS And how much was that
Mr SECORD$6,000 a month
Mr NIELDS Did you receive any other money at all out of the

Iranian initiative
Mr SECORDNo I did not I told you that I forswore my share of

the earlier profits and there were no profits given to me
Mr NIELDS Earlier profits refers to-
Mr SECORDThe arms brokering that took place in 1985
Mr NIELDS Did that have anything to do with the Iranian initia

tive to begin with
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Was it ever-
Mr SECORDYOUr question was Iranian initiative
Mr NIELDS Right
Mr SECORDThe answer is no
Mr NIELDS Was it ever contemplated that you would obtain

profits or any other kind of remuneration in connection with the
Iranian initiative

Mr SECORDNo and there was no profit motivation in this Irani
an initiative We did not price these weapons to generate personal
profits We didn't have in mind a personal profit residue of any
kind in this operation We priced them to create operational reve
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nue We needed money to operate this thing The U.S Government
did not provide one nickel for this operation I was expected to
raise the money to run the operation.all of it This is what the
Government expected me to do

We cut the price on our last transaction down to a very low price
for these TOWs because we felt at that time we had a sufficient
pool of money for continued operations This operation was aborted
and the residue the seed there the $8 million still on deposit is on
deposit because we didn't take any of the money

Mr NIELDS Was any of the money from the Iranian initiative set
aside for you

Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDS Was any of it set aside on the books of Mr Hakim

for you
Mr SECORDNot as far as I know
Mr NIELDS Was any of it set aside on the books being handled

on Mr Hakim's behalf for you
Mr SECORD No and when we looked through Mr Hakim's

records we could not identify any such accounts
Mr NIELDS Mr Secord the Senate Committee is in litigation

with you attempting to compel a waiver of foreign bank secrecy
requirements So far you have prevailed in that litigation But
since then you have made a decision to come forward and testify
without immunity Will you at any time subsequent to that deci
sion to testify voluntarily will you voluntarily execute the waivers
that you have previously been asked to

Mr SECORD I am inclined to sign such a waiver Mr Nields I
probably will but I reserve the right to consult on this complex
matter with my counsel and will be in touch with you

Mr NIELDS Now are you willing to provide the committees with
all of your tax returns and related financial information

Mr SECORD Yes I have already provided you with the tax re
turns and any other financial statement information you wish I
will be happy to give to you

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord I think you have testified that the three
transactions with Iran threw off a surplus when you take the price
received and deduct the aggregate cost of goods plus expenses You
have testified that it threw off an aggregate surplus of $14 million

My question to you sir is whose money was that
Mr SECORD Well that is an interesting question Mr Nields

and it is-
Mr GREEN Excuse me one minute Mr Nields
[Witness confers with his counsel.]
Mr SECORDThe number $14 million is not the relevant number

The number that is relevant to your question I believe is the $8
million that is in these accounts right now

Mr NIELDS Let me make it perfectly clear Mr Secord I am not
asking you.you may answer this later.but my question now is at
the time the surplus was created whose money was it

Mr SECORD It is the Enterprise's money and it was there for
continuing operations

Mr NIELDS Who decided who was entitled to decide how it
would be spent
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Mr SECORD These decisions were being made by me and they
were being relayed to Mr Hakim who implemented the decisions

Mr NIELDS Are you asserting Mr Secord that you were enti
tled to decide to use that money for any purpose that you wanted

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Now some of the money was used to buy a boat Is

that correct
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS That was done at Mr North's request
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS For a U.S requirement And that was for a govern

mental purpose
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Some money was spent to buy Motorola radios
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS That was at Mr North's direction
Mr SECORDAt his request
Mr NIELDS And that was for a governmental purpose
Mr SECORDI think it was for.it was in the form of a donation
Mr NIELDS To a foreign government
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS Was this something that Mr North wanted to do to

satisfy himself personally or was there some official purpose to
giving a donation to a foreign government

Mr SECORDI think he had had some request for assistance from
the U.S Representative in this country

Mr NIELDS Did you understand he was acting in his official ca
pacity or his personal capacity when he asked you to give money to
this Caribbean country

Mr SECORDI always understood him to be in his official capac
ity

Mr NIELDS So you understood this to be a governmental re
quest

Mr SECORDThat is a hard question I didn't think of it in that
way I suppose the answer is basically yes

Mr NIELDS And Mr North asked you to give him some cash
that he could give to some DEA agents

Mr SECORDYes We gave cash to him for that purpose and also
we gave it directly to the DEA agents

Mr NIELDS And that was a governmental purpose
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And a lot of the money was spent on Iranian ex

penses
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr NIELDS And that was a governmental purpose
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS And money was spent on the contras
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS That was also at Mr North's request
Mr SECORDHis suggestion
Mr NIELDS Well I think you indicated he did more than sug

gest He urged you continually as I understand
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Mr SECORDYes he did he urged me to do it but it was my deci
sion and as I testified earlier we didn't always send as much
money as he thought we should

Mr NIELDS Now you have asserted a moment ago that in spite
of the fact that you were using the money for governmental pur
poses at Mr North's request that you were entitled to take all of
the money $14 million and spend it for any personal purpose that
you wished

Mr SECORD I didn't say personal purpose You asked if I could
spend it for any purpose I wished and my answer technically is
yes

Mr NIELDS Including your personal purpose
Mr SECORDWe.never contemplated such a thing Never
Mr NIELDS Were you entitled to use it for a personal purpose
Mr SECORDIn my opinion yes
Mr NIELDS So you could have gone off and bought an island in

the Mediterranean with the $14 million
Mr SECORDYes Mr Nields but I did nothing to Bimini
I guess I am trying to make the point the money is still there

Mr Nields It is still there It is intact
Mr NIELDs Was this expressed in writing anywhere
Mr SECORDNo sir this was a covert operation and it was being

run under my direction Mr Hakim followed my guidance
Mr NIELDS Was this a covert operation of the U.S Government
Mr SECORDIt was in support of a U.S Government covert oper

ation and I tried to use covert tactics in order to support that oper
ation

Mr NIELDS In any event there was nothing in writing that ex
pressed your entitlement to use this money for any purpose you
wished

Mr SECORDNo and there was nothing in writing which prohib
ited it either

Mr NIELDS Did you have any discussions with Colonel North or

anyone else in the U.S Government in which they agreed to such
an arrangement

Mr SECORDThere were a lot of lawyers in the room in the situ
ation room when we were discussing the financing in January of
1986 and my role was laid out as that of the commercial cutout
None of these lawyers told me that I was anything other than the
commercial operator None of these lawyers told me I was a gov
ernment agent I wasn't paid a government salary I didn't get a
nickel of government money I didn't conceive of myself as a gov
ernment person I was a private person trying to help my govern
ment

Mr NIELDS Well in the letter which I think has been marked
Exhibit 1 signed by Oliver North it states that "Your discrete as
sistance is again required in support of our national interests.

Mr SECORDRight
Mr NIELDS Did you understand that you were performing func

tions in the national interest or in your personal interest
Mr SECORDI was performing functions privately in the national

interest
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Mr NIELDS And you assert that you were entitled to use the
money generated from the sale of U.S military equipment for your
own personal purposes

Mr SECORD I didn't say that I said that technically that that
could have been done That is a hypothetical question because
nothing like that was done

Mr NIELDS Now I take it that the money that came into these
Swiss accounts was the purchase price for military equipment in
U.S stocks Is that correct

Mr SECORDThat was correct
Mr NIELDS In fact-
Mr SECORD That is partly correct The money that came into

the Swiss account was intended to procure the equipment and to
transport the equipment to Iran

Mr NIELDS Well it was the purchase price that Ghorbanifar
was paying for the arms wasn't it

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And he was paying for arms that were in U.S Gov

ernment stocks
Mr SECORDThe Government could have charged anything they

wanted to for these weapons The Government charged what they
thought they were supposed to charge

Mr NIELDS My only question was were these arms in U.S Gov
ernment stocks

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And indeed the price was paid before those arms

left U.S Government stocks
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr NIELDS That was a requirement
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS And Colonel North was the Government official who

decided how much money was to be charged to Ghorbanifar isn't
that also true

Mr SECORDColonel North decided how much
Mr NIELDS That is my question
Mr SECORDNo I decided how much I would charge
Mr NIELDS Did you do that in conjunction with Colonel North
Mr SECORDI had to because he was getting basic prices for me
Mr NIELDS Also Colonel North knew what the price was going

to be before he decided whether the Government would sell the
arms isn't that right

Mr SECORD He didn't decide what the Government would sell
those arms for The Pentagon did He relayed that information to
me after it was relayed to him by CIA logisticians

Mr NIELDS Mr Secord this was an important Government
project that you were working on was it not

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS And the price that was being charged to the Iranians

was an important fact in that project wasn't it
Mr SECORDIt was a very important fact to me If I didn't have

sufficient funds to operate the enterprise with it couldn't be done
Mr NIELDS Well it was important in another way wasn't it If

you charged too much you could jeopardize the whole program
Mr SECORDYes But that was never a factor
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Mr NIELDS Well it was a factor was it not in the fact that the
program eventually fell apart

Mr SECORD I don't believe that the program fell apart because
of the dispute over the microfiche list When we discussed this
matter with the second channel they said that it was not an issue
not an important issue

Mr NIELDS Well Mr Ghorbanifar was quite unhappy about the
price that was being charged

Mr SECORD Because Mr Ghorbanifar was being deceptive with
us and was dealing with financiers He had told me he was dealing
with Iranian money and he was not so he got himself painted into
a corner

Mr NIELDS Well eventually I think according to your prior tes
timony he claimed that he had never been fully paid for the arms
and consequently had not been able to reimburse Mr Khashoggi
and Mr Khashoggi threatened to expose the entire operation

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS And Mr Ghorbanifar was eventually extremely un

happy and there was a leak and the operation was exposed
Mr SECORDThat is also correct
Mr NIELDS Wouldn't you agree that the price charged if too

high a price had been charged that was a fact which could jeopard
ize the entire operation

Mr SECORDIf too high a price were charged it could jeopardize
the operation But too high a price was not charged

Mr NIELDS What I am asking is wasn't it a question that the
U.S Government had an interest in

Mr SECORD Well looking back at it I suppose you could say
that But I don't recall any discussions about that factor at that
time

Mr NIELDS Was there ever a price charged that Colonel North
was not aware of in advance

Mr SECORD No because I informed him completely on every
thing that we did

Mr NIELDS Was there ever a price charged that he didn't agree
with

Mr SECORDNo
Mr NIELDs But you are asserting that you had the power to

decide what price to charge and to keep the difference between
whatever price you charged and the price paid to the U.S Govern
ment plus expenses

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NIELDS In your opening statement you made a reference to

Mr Attorney General Meese 's statement on the 25th of Novem
ber.

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NIELDS[continuing] 1986
Mr SECORDRight
Mr NIELDS And I think you had some uncomplimentary things

to say about the statement
What was it that you objected to in it
Mr SECORD When I learned that the.that an internal inquiry

was going on I was fearful that there would be a rush to judgment
and I asked my attorney Mr Green to go and lay out the outlines
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of this operation to the Justice Department to the number two
man in that investigation Bradford Reynolds

Mr Green was not aware of any of the details of the Iranian op
eration He was not aware there was such a thing until about this
time just shortly before this time.and I had to hurriedly give
him a briefing myself

But he did go and talk on two days for two days Monday and
Tuesday That would have been the 24th and 25th of November
And on the 25th of November Mr Reynolds informed him.Mr
Green.that he agreed with Mr Green's thrust which was that we
should slow down take this thing a step at a time we will lay it
out for you give you all the details that we can

We should not rush into the public with this story until you at
least have the facts You couldn't possibly have ascertained the
facts in a weekend investigation

Mr Reynolds agreed Minutes later obviously unbeknownst to
Mr Reynolds Mr Meese went before the American people and
made his pronouncements and betrayed all of us and it is unforgi
veable

Mr NIELDS What else did you do or what did you do if any
thing after he made the announcement

Mr SECORDWell I was stunned You mean just before he made
the announcement or just after

Mr NIELDS Well I think it was just after Did there come a time
when you made a call to Admiral Poindexter

Mr SECORD Yes sir but it was just before the announcement
that morning I had heard because I had received a call from
North's office in fact I received two calls from there that the Na
tional Security Advisor Poindexter was resigning and that North
was also resigning

That is what they said I called Poindexter it was difficult for me
to get through but I insisted and I was rude in getting through I
asked John what in the world is going on

He said that it was too late.that it was my intention to urge
him not to quit but to stand in there and fight and let's get this
thing straightened out

But he said it was too late the resignation had already gone for
ward and I said I want to talk to the President personally myself I
insist on it And I told his aide that I demanded to talk to the
President

He said it was too late they had already built a wall around the
President

I was very very frustrated But time was rushing forward and
shortly after my brief conversation with John Poindexter Mr
Meese made his announcement

Mr NIELDS Did you on another occasion later in the same day
after the announcement make a request to speak to the President

Let me rephrase the question
Were you and Oliver North together later on in the day in a

hotel
Mr SECORDOh yes yes
By this time my office was just untenable the press were besieg

ing it So I went to a nearby hotel for a few hours to consult with
my attorney and Oliver North came to the hotel
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Mr GREEN Excuse me one minute
[Witness conferring with his attorney.]
Mr SECORD I presume that what you are getting at is the tele

phone conversation that was received.the telephone call that was
received

Mr NIELDS I take it there was a telephone call received while
you were there

Mr SECORDYes
Mr NIELDS For whom
Mr SECORD The call came in for.there were two phone calls

that came in for Colonel North One call was from the President I
didn't realize it was the President for a fewvseconds until I saw him
stand up at attention He is a good Marine you know

And he said "Yes Mr President Yes Mr President Thank you
very much Mr President.

And then he said that I am just sorry it had to end this way I
was trying to serve you the best way I knew how Mr President

I said "Let me have the phone but it was too late He hung up
I wasn't fast enough
Mr NIELDS What was it you wanted to tell the President
Mr SECORD I wanted to tell the President that I would like to

see him and try to bring some rationality back into this matter
There is no reason to back away from these operations I mean
maybe there were mistaken judgments taken in the policy maybe
not I happen to think that it was a good policy

It was worth the try But in any case once you have made a deci
sion like this to back away from it is a terrible mistake in my judg
ment They are defensible The American people would understand
the rationale that underlies such a policy We have done nothing
wrong moreover in trying to privately support the contras

We have not broken any law especially we have not.we were
assiduous in making sure that we didn't violate any law pertaining
to the Contras and I have in mind the Boland Amendment when I
am speaking of this

The Iranian initiative was completely legal Lawyers worked on
that as hard as they could We made some progress in both areas
Some credit could be taken it seemed to me

So my advice would have been let's stake out our position don't
cut and run

But I didn't get a chance to make that kind of a speech I have
made it now

Mr NIEws Mr Meese had emphasized in his press conference of
that day the so-called diversion the use of Iranian arms sales pro
ceeds for the Contras What was your understanding of the Presi
dent's knowledge of that issue and what was your basis for it

Mr SECORD Well I have no direct first-hand knowledge about
what the President knew or didn't know as I think everyone
knows I never spoke with the President on this I was told on a
number of occasions and I even recorded it once in a December
1984 memo to myself that the President was informed of my par
ticipation in the Contra and later in the Iranian operations I had
talked with the Director of the CIA who was a close confidant of
the President
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I assumed that he was passing information to him I talked with
two different National Security Advisors in the two years in ques
tion I was told by Admiral Poindexter in January of 1986 that not
only was he pleased with the work that I had been doing but the
President was as well

On a few occasions I heard Oliver North off-hand and I think in
a humorous vein remark that in some conversations with the Presi
dent he had mentioned that it was very ironic that some of the
Ayatollah's money was being used to support the Contras Whether
he actually said this to the President or whether he was joking
with me I am not sure It was not said to me in a way that I took
it as a joke

Mr NIELDS Earlier you said that when you were in the room in
which they were working on the finding you said that the Israelis
role in this transaction was to provide a cover and if there was an
exposure to take the hit What did you mean

Mr SECORD Well the Israelis played an important role in this
They were as I said joint venture partners One role which was
fairly clear to me was that in this covert operation at least the first
level of deniability normally you have different levels of cover in
volved in a covert operation and if a certain amount of exposure
resulted the first level of deniability or protection for the U.S. if
you will could be that the Israelis would take the blame for the
shipments

Mr NIELDS In other words that the Israelis would say it was the
Israelis who were shipping the arms to Iran

Mr SECORDThis was an option that was available
Mr NIELDS That would have meant that it would have been the

American people and the Congress who would not have found out
that arms were shipped to Iran by this country

Mr SECORD If that option were exercised that is true That
option was never exercised

Mr NIELns Mr Chairman I have no further questions of Mr
Secord at this time

Chairman INOUYE Thank you Mr Nields
Mr VAN CLEVE General Secord I want to begin this afternoon

by confirming a few background details for the record if I might I
understand sir that you flew more than 250 combat missions in
Southeast Asia is that correct

Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE I further understand that you received a

number of decorations including the Distinguished Service Medal
the Legion of Merit and the Distinguished Service Cross among
others is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr VAN CLEVE I understand that during your Air Force flying

career you had more than 4,500 flying hours is that correct
Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE I understand that during your service in Iran

you directed the Military Assistance Advisory Group for the Air
Force which mean that you managed all Air Force and some Army
and Navy programs as well

Mr SECORDSecurity Assistance Programs right
Mr VAN CLEVE You lived in Iran for more than four years
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Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr VAN CLEVE And you speak some Farsi
Mr SECORD I can understand more than I speak I was tutored

in Farsi some years ago
Mr VAN CLEVE Did you serve as the Deputy Commander of the

Carter Administration hostage rescue task force created after
Desert I

Mr SECORD Yes but that was the one creat;id after Irt I I
did not participate in the Desert I raid I was the Deputy Task
Force Commander and the Air Commander

Mr VAN CLEVE After your retirement in 1983 and from then
until 1985 did you serve without pay on a panel which directly ad

the Secret-1 .c `tlaei se and is w as the al Oper
ations Advisory Groups

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr VAN CLEVE With that as a prelude let me start with ques

tions about your involvement with the Contras About July 1984
you began to become involved in supporting the Contra resistance
operation at the request of Colonel North Why did he approach
you for assistance

Mr SECORDI was one of a number of people he approached for
assistance He was trying to mobilize private individuals to do what
they could to support the Contra effort

Mr VAN CLEVE Any other particular reason why he might have
approached you

Mr SECORD He knew of me from my prior service He had ob
served me in operation on a number of occasions I guess and
knew I was a special operations experienced person and thought
that I would be one of several who might be interested

Mr VAN CLEVE Over time and particularly after mid-85 did
you become familiar with many aspects of the Contra resistance

Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE Please tell the committee if you would about

the human aspects of the situation with the Contras in 1985 and
1986 What were the day to day living conditions of the Contras as
they were reported to you during that period

Mr SECORD The Contras were suffering They were short of
money for food and had inadequate clothing and inadequate shel
ter especially the families living mainly in Honduras along the
border The troops were not well equipped they were often without
boots their clothing was often inadequate they didn't have pon
chos They were short of everything that soldiers need They were
very very short on money

Mr VAN CLEVE Thank you
You testified earlier that in early July 1985 you attended a

meeting in Miami at the request of Colonel North At that meeting
you participated in a program review of the Contra effort Looking
back to that period what did that program review reveal with re
spect to th military situation of the Contras at that time

Mr SECORD I think the military situation was very bad at that
time and it was likely to get worse I testified I think to my
belief that if an airlift operation were not formed and put into op
eration fairly quickly they would not be able to sustain themselves
in the field and they were going to be defeated in detail



Mr SECORD The United States has very strict weapons import
laws which I was aware of and I did not want to have to be re
questing export licenses fr m the U.S Government for the Contras
Somehow I thought they might not be approved

Mr VAN CLEVE Again n connection with the airlift operations
you testified yesterday tha you received support from certain U.S
Government officials in co nection with your work on the Contra
airlift program Yet I beli ve you also testified that in some cases
you didn't get the support you asked for and that in other cases
you got moral support but o material support at all
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Mr VAN CLEVE YOU to
July 1985 Miami meeting
ticipate in an airlift opera
al questions with regard to

First could you explain
this operation You serve
stand it

Mr SECORDOnly becau
get it going and no one el
this time I think I had th
I pressed ahead

I also told you that my
it because they were afrai

Mr VAN CLEVE On a re
you believed you might b
ment position Did anyon

Mr SECORDNo That w
the administration at that

Mr VAN CLEVE Did a
you that you might receiv
the Contras

Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE As I u

legal opinion from Patto
firm in connection with
'85 is that correct

Mr SECORD Yes I was
the Neutrality Act and I h
go forward

Mr VAN CLEVE What di
obtained it

Mr SECORDI provided "opies to the several people who were to
become involved Mr Gad was the first one that I discussed it
with and all other princi als in the operation as time went on I
wanted to make sure that everybody knew that we were conduct
ing a lawful operation a ~d that we would have to assiduously
comply with the law

One prohibition that th t imposed was that we could not trans
port any Contra personnel nd we did that

Mr VAN CLEVE Yesterd y you testified that during your partici
pation in the Contra airlift operation no weapons of any type were
shipped from the United S gates is that correct

Mr SECORDThat is corr ct
Mr VAN CLEVE Why is 'hat fact important
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To assure that the record is clear I would like to review with
you the officials you named or described by position yesterday
other than Oliver North and ask you to tell the committee specifi
cally what type and amount of support your operation got from
those individuals

Mr SECORDOK
Mr VAN CLEVE To begin Director of Central Intelligence Casey
Mr SECORDI made requests of him as I testified for intelligence

information support He made no commitments to me none what
ever He said he would look into it

Mr VAN CLEVE So again so my question is clear then specifical
ly what type and amount of support would you say that you did
receive from Director Casey We understand that he supported
what you were doing as a general political proposition but what
type of support do you think you actually got

Mr SECORD I think that he conferred with senior officers and
asked them to support us as much as he viewed the law would
permit to give us some support but not to give us any material
support

Mr VAN CLEVE Can you think of specific examples of the type of
support that might have been permitted that you believe you got
from Director Casey's actions

Mr SECORDI believed that the operation was entitled to good in
telligence information support and weather information support
Those were the two items that we needed most We did not get the
kind of support we needed but we got some support

Mr VAN CLEVE The U.S Ambassador to Costa Rica what type
of support specifically did you receive from him

Mr SECORD We received guidance I think from him and sup
port with the friendly foreign government there the Costa Rican
Government in the matter of procuring the land that we procured
and in the subsequent construction of the air strip there

Mr VAN CLEVE The U.S Ambassador to El Salvador
Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE What type of support
Mr SECORD I can't say that we had anything other than moral

support from him I did speak with him personally during my brief
trip to El Salvador in April of 1986 I know that he was sympathet
ic with our operation and I know that he kept track of it

Mr VAN CLEVE Anything further
Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE The senior Central Intelligence Agency official

in Honduras
Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE What type of support
Mr SECORD About the only support we received from him was

occasional intervention with the FDN firms when we were trying
to get supplies for them to drop to the Southern Front

Mr VAN CLEVE The senior Central Intelligence Agency official
in Costa Rica

Mr SECORD Yes We got most of our support from this individ
ual He is a guy that I think should get a lot of praises He had
very little staff and he worked very hard himself to try to keep us
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as informed as possible to forward as much information to us as he
could even though our communication system was not very good

Mr VAN CLEVE General I want to caution you here and else
where not to reveal any intelligence source or method but can you
be more specific about precisely what type of support you received
from this individual

Mr SECORD Intelligence support in the form of order of battle
information and disposition of enemy troops to the extent that he
had such information

Mr VAN CLEVE On a co
Mr SECORD Once we g

on a reasonably sustained
t ns contact and he had
Quintero from time to ti

Mr VAN CLEVE If I u
lieved that under the law
intelligence information i

Mr SECORDYes Mr V
Yes The military grou

tioned Colonel Steele w
people a lot of good guida~ ce and information He was supportive
of our cause with the loc.1 military commanders which was very
valuable assistance for us He was unable to provide us with any
material support includi g intelligence support His rules simply
would not permit it and h made that clear to us

Mr VAN CLEVE Were there any other U.S Government officials
who provided support for your operation other than Oliver North

Mr SECORDNot that I can think of
Mr VAN CLEVE I would like to ask you to turn to the exhibit

book and to look at an Exhibit no 3 if you would please I would
like you to start with the document that I believe is marked
number 1 at the upper right-hand corner It is dated March 3 1986
assuming it was transcribed on the same date that it was sent Do
you have that document

Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE Can you describe just in general terms.I take

it that what is happening here is that certain U.S Government of
ficials are refusing to cooperate in some respect with the operation
that you are conducting and in general terms is that what is hap
pening here

Mr SECORD No not really This was a problem with a foreign
country who were saying that they would have to have United
Kingdom or at least Short Brothers-

Mr VAN CLEVE I think you may have the wrong exhibit It has
a small number 1 in the upper right-hand corner and the date is
March 3 1986

Mr SECORDI have it
The thrust of this is.maybe I wasn't feeling too good that day

the thrust of this is that there were some bureaucratic impedi
ments being placed in Mr Gadd's way that didn't make sense and
I was appealing to North's office to see if they couldn't help him
out

Mr VAN CLEVE Could I ask you to turn now in that same exhib
it please again to a document that has a number 19 in the upper
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right-hand corner The date would be May 21 1986 Could you take
a moment to review that

Mr SECORDWhat is the date
Mr VAN CLEVE M 214486
Mr SECORDYes I have it
Mr VAN CLEVE It begins "Our understanding, and then it says

#"CIA. Do you have that document
Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE Could you take a moment to review that please

and describe to us who sent the message who it is to and what is
happening there

&COan I believe that this was a message that was sent to
from Mr Quintero

Mr VAN CLEVE And can you tell us as you understand it what
Mr Quintero is reporting to you what had happened why it had
happened and so on If you would go through it in some detail I
would appreciate it

Mr SECORDHe was reporting that the U.S officials with whom
we had occasional contact were saying that they could no longer
speak to any of our people on operational matters including Mr
Quintero

He said that this wily appled -W tw CIA 'official in
Costa Rica on whom we were relying for information He was very
concerned about this.very concerned He commented that he
didn't know what Colonel Steele's role would be in the future Of
course Colonel Steele's chain of command was somewhat different

Then he speculates.I don't know whether he is correct or not
but that there had been some new interpretation of the law which
required them to issue new orders to the field But he doesn't know
that He speculates

Mr VAN CLEVE The last sentence says "I know you have some
concern for".let me take the sentence prior.evidently CIA has
done much discussing with Washington lawyers on this and are
concerned with their legal status in this program so actually the
overall subject is the question of what guidelines should be applied
to the assistance

It says "Know you have same concern for our position but can
work out with Goode.

Could you shed light on that last sentence
Mr SECORD He said he believes I will have the same concern

and he wonders if I can't get in touch with Colonel North.that is
Goode.and find out what is going on and see if we couldn't get the
straight word

Mr VAN CLEVE Did you pursue that with Colonel North
Mr SECORD Yes I did He didn't understand it either at the

time but I was told later that for a while there the CIA system
there was a considerable drawing back away from dealing with us
at all in the airlift matter But then that period passed fairly rapid
ly

Mr VAN CLEVE OK
Could you turn please to the document that has the number 25

in the upper right-hand corner It is actually a set of three KL-43
messages on the same page And I believe although it is a little
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difficult to read these are dated in August probably of 1986 Have
you found that page

Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE Could you review the KL-43 message that is the

third of the three messages the one at the bottom of the page and
please read through that I would like to ask a couple of questions
about it

Mr SECORDOK
Mr VAN CLEVE Could you describe.again go through it in

some detail and describe for us exactly what to your understand
ing is happening here

Mr SECORD This message relates to the other messages on that
page and this is Bob Earl in North's Office in a message to Robert
Dutton in my office saying that the situation about which we were
complaining in El Salvador was such that it was being affected
among other things by some new order by the DCI to his people in
the field saying that they couldn't deal with us

I think he was thinking that we were asking to intercede with
CIA to help us but we were not because they couldn't have helped
us in Salvador anyway

It does on to say that he got a report that.he got the word that
Colonel Steele who is visiting here in Washington would not meet
with my man Colonel Dutton and supposedly at the direction of
the Ambassador I don't know whether that is factual but it re
lates to the problem we were having at the air base in El Salvador
and our attempt to resolve the issue

Mr VAN CLEVE It appears what is being said is that various U.S
officials had been told not to assist you in resolving that problem
explicitly or implicitly

Mr SECORDThat is what he is saying
Mr VAN CLEVE Can you again,without revealing any intelli

gence information describe where the tapes that are used to oper
ate a KL-43 come from That is they come from the U.S Govern
ment agency

Mr SECORD They come from a U.S Government agency and
were distributed.they are operated on a monthly basis and they
were distributed to us on a monthly basis from Colonel North's
Office

Mr VAN CLEVE I take it they are not the sort of thing that one
can buy at Radio Shack is that correct

Mr SECORDNo they are very sensitive and you have to be very
careful about the security of these items

Mr VAN CLEVE Based on your experience with the Contra airlift
operation were the Governments of the various Central American
countries in which your employees worked concerned about the
threat to their countries posed by the Sandinistas

Mr SECORDIndeed That is why the officials in Salvador were so
supportive of this operation They saw it in their interest It wasn't
that they were trying to do us a favor

Mr VAN CLEVE Would that have been generally true for exam
ple in Costa Rica in connection with the air strip

Mr SECORD We thought it was true with one government but
then the policy of neutrality hardened with the new government
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that came in last year so we did not get the kind of support we
thought we were going to get

Mr VAN CLEVE As a general matter if you were operating in a
particular country it was because they perceived that you had a
common interest with them in dealing with the Sandinistas is that
right

Mr SECORDOf course we couldn't have operated otherwise
Mr VAN CLEVE I believe you Ro

drigu a to Washington in 1986 and g
to among other things complain about your operation

Mr SECORD The ostensible purpose of his visit was to get with
Colonel North and Robert Dutton and try to thrash prob
lem that had erupted down there After tha to
visit with 1 ns and visit wi the e

^
tit aid did

make a number offalallegations about the quality of our operation
Mr VAN CLEVE That actually gets to the point I wanted to ask

you about What is the basis of your statement that Rodriguez met
with the VieeYssaiflfpat during that txip

Mr ORD My man Dutton aii'eornpanieeiiinf.-tts far as their
office

Mr VAN CLEVE Do you have any way to know what might have
been discussed between Rodriguez and the Vice President if in fact
they met

Mr SECORDOnly from c .'~r r.byQ1iver N who did
i got the list Of allegations

Mr VAN CLEVE As a result of Rodriguez's meeting with Gregg
or his meeting with the Vice President

Mr SECORDI think I said I don't know what he said to the Vice
President

Mr VAN CLEVE Were you ever given an account of that meet
ing

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr VAN CLEVE SO you have no way of knowing what if any

thing was said during that meeting
Mr SECORDI have no way whatsoever no
Mr VAN CLEVE Thank you
But it was reported to you that they did in fact meet
Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE Other than his U.S Government's salary and

any possible reimbursement for expenses for official business which
he may have received to your knowledge did Oliver North receive
any personal profits from the Iran arms sales

Mr SECORDNo he did not
Mr VAN CLEVE Did he receive any such profits from contribu

tions to the contras
Mr SECORDNot as far as I know
Mr VAN CLEVE From any source
Mr SECORDNot as far as I know Oliver North was a very hon

orable man.is a very honorable man
Mr VAN CLEVE To your knowledge other than through his

salary or a pre-determined commission or profit share did any of
the following individuals derive personal profits from the Iran
arms sales and I will just go through a list here and ask you to
answer as you go along
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Thomas Clines
Mr SECORDDid he receive-
Mr VAN CLEVE Did he receive personal profits other than a pre

determined commission or profit share or salary
Mr SECORDNo he did not When he went to Cyprus he received

no compensation
Mr VAN CLEVE Rafael Quintero
Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE Robert Dutton
Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE Richard Gadd
Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE Albert Hakim
Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE The question was other than a pre-determined

commission or profit share
Mr SECORDRight
Mr VAN CLEVE Manucher Ghorbanifar
Mr SECORDI have no information on what he did or how he did

it I am aware that he made profitsy but I can't quantify it
Mr VAN CLEVE Yaakov Nimrodi
Mr SECORD The same applies there I have no knowledge of

what kind of profits he made I cannot put a number to it
Mr VAN CLEVE Al Schwimmer
Mr SECORDThe same
Mr VAN CLEVE I would like to ask you to look at the document

with the number 27 in Exhibit 3
Mr SECORDI think I have it Do you have a date
Mr VAN CLEVE Yes I think this is the one that has up in the

top in handwritit ,"awe* 8 August, and down in the next at
KL-43 message I belie it is dated August 8 16

Mr SECORDI have it
Mr VAN CLEVE OK Down toward the lower third of the docu

ment there is a sentence that reads as follows "We must be very
smart about our procedures Sure press and others will be watch
ing and we don't wish to expose non-USG efforts.

My recollection is you testified you wrote that
Mr SECORD No I did not If I said that I.I misspoke This if

from Mcir who is Button
Mr VAN CLEVE OK And it isgoing to-
Mr SECORDI believe it is to me I believe he is sending me the

message
Mr VAN CLEVE OK
Now I think you testified yesterday that this was a non-United

States Government operation
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr VAN CLEVE A wholly private operation
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr VAN CLEVE If this operation was legal as you testified why

was it necessary to keep its existence a secret
Mr SECORD Because it was my judgment and the judgment of

my colleagues that the press the news media would savage us
Mr VAN CLEVE SO the concern you had as far as secrecy was

purely a result of your concern about the press
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Mr SECORDAbsolutely For instance the press even now is talk
ing about violations of the Boland amendment and they have
not.the people doing this writing haven't even taken the time to
read or study the law

So when you have to deal with that kind of a press you have to
be very careful

Mr VAN CLEVE Did 011ie North or any other U.S Government
official ever tell you to keep this operation secret

Mr SECORDNo but they assumed that it would be kept secret It
couldn't be operated otherwise

Mr VAN CLEVE Can you explain why it could not have been op
erated except in secret please

Mr SECORD Because as I stated earlier it was our judgment
that the press would cause so much trouble for us that we could
not operate it

Mr VAN CLEVE Surely you didn't expect the press to directly
interfere in your-

Mr SECORDSurely I expected them to directly interfere with it
yes

Mr VAN CLEVE Could you be more specific
Mr SECORDThey would be all over the quarters where as they

were later They would do just exactly what they did when the op
eration started to unravel after the shoot-down of the C-123 and
they would have been all over our operational sits and they would
also cause problems of embarrassment for our host as well because
the host.certainly they did not want it to be known that we were
there

Mr VAN CLEVE If I understand your testimony correctly.and I
want to make sure that I do.you are suggesting that you were
concerned about physical interference with your operations by the
press

Mr SECORD To an extent but I was mostly concerned about
what they would publish what they would write about and say on
television If we became an embarrassment we would not be al
lowed in that country very long

Mr VAN CLEVE An embarrassment to the host countries in
which you operated

Mr SECORDYes
Mr VAN CLEVE Were you concerned about the possibility if the

press became aware of the operation that that would mean the
Congress would become aware of it as well

Mr SECORDNo I didn't even think of the Congress in this con
text because I was quite certain and satisfied that we were operat
ing completely legally so I was not concerned about the United
States Congress

Mr VAN CLEVE Did you ever tell Oliver North or any other
White House official that in response to a congressional request for
information that the White House should tell Congress about the
private airlift operation and the nature of White House support for
it

Mr SECORDI don't recall that subject ever coming up
Mr VAN CLEVE Did you ever discuss with Colonel North or

anyone else at the White House any congressional request for in
formation concerning the activity of the National Security Council
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Mr SECORD Not with any specificity I can vaguely recall him
worrying as I have testified about investigations or inquiries by
the Congress I can recall him being concerned that the Congress
would be pursuing him and trying to pain him as being in violation
of the Boland amendment for instance He was worried about that
But my view of Colonel North was that he was doing everything he
could to implement the Boland amendment Everything he could

Mr VAN CLEVE But General my question to you was did you
ever discuss a congressional request for information concerning the
activity of the National Security Council with Colonel North

Mr SECORDNo not that I can recall
Mr VAN CLEVE Did you ever recommend to him on any other

occasion that Congress should be told about the private airlift oper
ation and the nature of White House support for it

Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE Either I might add publicly or through the In

telligence Committees
Mr SECORD Publicly yes later on in starting in the summer of

1986 when I became concerned about possible revelations of the
Iran operation I urged him on a number of occasions to consider to
take up with his bosses a preemption on the part of the White
House that is to go public and in going public of course they
would have been addressing in my mind the Iranian initiative
only but our operation might have been revealed also our Contra
operation

Mr VAN CLEVE To your knowledge other than some part of the
salaries and administrative expenses of the Federal officials you
have previously told the committee provided support for your air
lift operation were any other funds appropriated by Congress used
for the private airlift operation

Mr SECORDNo absolutely not
[Witness confers with his counsel.]
Mr VAN CLEVE Did you want to add something General
Mr SECORDWell I am not-I am not even prepared to concede

that their salaries were an issue here either But there were no
appropriated funds used to support our operation

Mr VAN CLEVE OK In your opening statement you referred to
the vital interests of the United States and containment of the San
dinista regime Would you please describe for the committee the
strategic interest of Central America and in particular Nicaragua
as you understand it there as specifically as you can

Mr SECORDBriefly I can say a few things I think I am not an
expert on Central America but I know enough about warfare to
know that the situation in Nicaragua represents a terrible threat
to the United States

The nations of the Caribbean Basin are very very fragile nations
and many of them struggling for democracy right now they all
need U.S military and economic support But the Russians as
some members have pointed out have already got a beach head if
you will in Nicaragua today There is no question no question in
my mind that if the Sandinista Government is allowed to continue
in power that they will be trying to export the revolution to their
neighbors and I am not a great adherent of the domino theory but
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if there were any dominoes stacked up in this world they have to
be stacked up down south of us

The bottom line with me is it is very important to contain Nica
ragua If we can't contain them down there I think we are in for
more trouble than any of us here can predict I don't believe I will
hasten to add that the contras can win a decisive military victory I
think that the best outcome they could hope for is to force some
sort of serious negotiations with the regime I think that the worst
policy of all for the United States is to abandon our interests so
close to home and to allow this regime to continue and one of the
things I am really regretful of with respect to the Iranian-Contra
affair is that I am very fearful that this affair so-called will ad
versely impact on our Congressmen and Senators and they will be
not inclined to further support the Contras I am just praying that
doesn't happen

Mr VAN CLEVE I would like to change subjects with you now
General and turn to the Iran initiative itself Let me begin by cau
tioning you once again that in response to the questions that I am
about to ask please be as careful as you possibly can to not reveal
any intelligence sources or methods

I think you testified that in 1980 you served as the Deputy Com
mander of the Hostage Rescue Task Force established after Desert
I I would like you to please describe for the committee during your
service on that task force your efforts to obtain information con
cerning the location of the American hostages who were then held
in Iran

Mr SECORD In rebuilding or building a task force capable of
going back and rescuing our hostages it turned out very rapidly
that the biggest single problem we had to confront was the lack of
intelligence information or where they were being held After
Desert I occurred the Iranians.we had reports that the Iranians
had dispersed the hostages who had been held in the main embassy
grounds and dispersed them to unknown destinations

We had hundreds of reports placing them all over the country of
Iran other reports placing them just in different places in Tehran
and so this was of course the highest priority intelligence target
for us was to locate them We had to obviously know where they
were if we were going to go get them

As time wore on by August of that year our force was combat
ready and we were ready to roll But we did not we were not able
the Intelligence Committee was not able to pin down the location
of the hostages Our intelligence base at that time.by base I
mean data base.with respect to Iranian matters was practically
nil It is not much better today

We were of course in constant contact and liaison with the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency and the Director of the Central Intelli
gence at that time was Admiral Turner We were pushing as hard
as we could to put more effort into locating the hostages

By r we were ,lam by a ioa official flat they had indeed
.mated t es The thre e stages

d but
as

a " rief
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We asked about the sources and methods and my intelligence
staff of course had no such holdings and found it a little bit hard
to understand We were denied the sources and methods and
therefore we escalated the matter through the chain of command
to the White House and the report was not viewed with favor

When these people the hostages were interviewed in 1981 when
they returned to the United States and de-briefed and de-briefed
extensively my intelligence senior intelligence staff officer from
the task force was one of those de-briefers The report was incor
rect

It was aalutely Where they nned down
in the report "fhe eve along with ply

Mr VAN-Mitt E ,!au the "wag l tion or the hos
tages that yotittyd rescue from Iran

Mr SECORD Abp H we gone
ahead based on .thuI ~",,i think that they would have had a lot
of people up here on t yt. applauding us

Mr VAN CLEVE Did there come alater time when as a Depart
ment of Defense official you convinced the Department of Defense
through Secretary Weinberger to urge improvement in U.S human
intelligence activities in Iran

Mr SECORDYes a couple years later when I was Deputy Assist
ant Secretary of Defense my region for which I was responsible
under the Secretary of Defense for Policy Matters included Iran
and we.there came a time when we pushed and I pushed for my
staff with the Secretary an initiative for the CIA to start a greatly
enhanced intelligence gathering operation and suggested different
methods which I am not going to get into to improve our human
intelligence with respect to Iran

It was just common sense that we needed to know more about
Iran I am not saying this in a sinister way it is just that we don't
know very much about these people Most of them are strangers to
us

We really don't know The State Department doesn't know This
information is absolutely necessary in order for us to formulate
any kind of sane policy with respect to Iran We have to know with
whom we are dealing before we cah make any kind of detailed
policy

It is my judgment that until we get a lot smarter about Iran
that we are going to continue to be in limbo with them and we will
never be able to successfully negotiate with them and that that
will be.that will redound to our strategic disfavor

Mr VAN CLEVE What was the response you got to the Depart
ment of Defense proposals to improve human intelligence in Iran

Mr SECORD The CIA agreed with us on this matter took it up
with Mr Casey who agreed with it but then the bureaucracy took
over and we got into wrangling at the working level and nothing
came of it

Mr VAN CLEVE Nothing came of it
Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE During the.from your involvement in the Iran

initiative you received a number obviously of intelligence reports
This would be in the period 1985-1986 you received a number of
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intelligence reports a number of intelligence briefings is that cor
rect

Mr SECORD I received what they had We were in close contact
with the intelligence agency

Mr VAN CLEVE And in your view had the quality of our human
intelligence improved since your involvement in 1980

Mr SECORDNot in the slightest
Mr VAN CLEVE Thank you
Did the U.S Government officials ever tell you that you or

Albert Hakim or both of you could personally retain or put to any
use you saw fit part or all of the proceeds of the United States
arms sold to Iran

Mr SECORDNo
Mr VAN CLEVE If not why didn't you obtain a legal opinion on

this question as you had on the airlift operation
Mr SECORDWell as I said when I was in the situation room last

January a year ago January and there were a lot of lawyers in
there and it was fairly clear-

Mr VAN CLEVE They were not your lawyers were they Gener
al

Mr SECORDNo they were not my lawyers but it seemed to me
they had made their mind up that this commercial enterprise was
the way to go and that it was obviously legal

Now if I had it to do over again I would get about five legal
opinions If I had it to do over again I wouldn't do it Let's put it
that way But that is hindsight I should have been smarter I
wasn't

Mr VAN CLEVE At the time it simply didn't occur to you
Mr SECORDNo it did not
Mr VAN CLEVE As a former Department of Defense official did

it seem natural to you that the United States Department of De
fense assets would be sold to you as a private middleman who
could then mark them up to any extent you wanted to for resale to
a country they were intended to go to by the United States

Mr SECORDIt seemed to me that it was legitimate inasmuch as
they were being sold to the CIA who was in turn reselling them
It would not have been legal for the Defense Department to sell
them to me

Mr VAN CLEVE But since they were sold to the CIA your testi
mony is that they could then resell them to you as a private mid
dleman and allow you to mark them up to any extent you saw fit
is that correct

Mr SECORDWell there are two questions there The agency law
yers believed that it was legal to sell them to me and then of
course we didn't mark them up to any outrageous amount We
marked them up to the prices that were thought to be the right
prices

Mr VAN CLEVE Did you see any potential problem for the Presi
dent if the diversion you have earlier testified to based on Mr
Hakim's records were to be disclosed

Mr SECORDNo I really didn't Again maybe I should have been
smarter but I thought they were perfectly legitimate in this enter
prise and figured that we would really be applauded in the end
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That issue of diversion was a word coined by Mr Meese not by
me and the so-called diversion when he announced it I wasn't
even sure there had been a significant diversion because we were
always running very close to the line and I wasn't certain but what
it might have been washed out

As it turns out we calculated recently that about three and a
half or so million dollars ended up in the Contra project from Ira
nian-derived money

I always contemplated that more donations were going to be
coming in during this period I expected that they would be coming
in and the $10 million that we were looking for in the account
from a Far Eastern country never materialized But had that come
in we would have been in surplus positions

Mr VAN CLEVE I believe you stated that on November 25 you
met with Oliver Nqrth.November 215 1986 this is you met with
Oliver North at a hotel here in Washington Then he received a
phone call from the President at that time is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr VAN CLEVE You testified that he got another phone call

Who was the other call from
Mr SECORDThe first phone call I was afraid you were going to

ask that I can't keep any secrets
The first phone call he received was not from the President but

was from the Vice President and my understanding of that call
was that it was essentially the same kind of laudatory call sad
Very short call

Mr VAN CLEVE Mr Chairman I have no further questions of
this witness

Thank you General
Mr RUDMAN [presiding] The procedure at this point normally

would be for counsel of the Senate Committee Arthur Liman to
start examination Due to the fact that we would like that exami
nation to be complete the leadership of the Joint Commictee has
decided that we will recess the committees at this time rather
than have a relatively brief period of examination by Mr Liman

General Secord you are directed to appear here again tomorrow
with counsel at 10 a.m

So under the agreement of Chairman Hamilton and Chairman
Inouye Congressman Cheney and myself we have agreed we will
now stand in recess until 10 a.m tomorrow

Mr SECORDThank you Mr Chairman
[Whereupon at 3:50 p.m the Joint Committee recessed to recon

vene at 10 a.m. Thursday May 7 1987.]
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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA

INVESTIGATION

Continued Testimony of Richard V Secord

THURSDAY MAY 7 1987

SENATESELECTCOMMITTEEON SECRETMILITARY
ASSISTANCETOIRAN ANDTHENICARAGUANOPPOSITION

AND
HOUSESELECTCOMMITTEETo INVESTIGATE

COVERTARMSTRANSACTIONSWITH IRAN
Washington DC

The select committees met pursuant to call at 10 a.m. in room
325 Russell Senate Office Building Hon Daniel K Inouye (chair
man of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon Lee H Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding

Chairman INOUYE The hearing will please come to order
Mr Liman please proceed
Mr LIMAN Good morning Mr Secord
Mr SECORDGood morning sir
Mr LIMAN Am I correct Mr Secord from December 1984 until

July 1985 you were engaged in selling arms to the Contras for
profit

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And is it true that you brought into that venture Mr

Hakim
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And you and Hakim were equal partners
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And you also brought into that venture Tom Clines
Mr SECORDLater yes
Mr LIMAN And he also participated in the profits
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And you brought in Quintero
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Now did you choose to operate this arms sale ven

ture through Panamanian corporations
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And those corporations were Energy Resources and

later Lake correct
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And did you choose to handle the funds through

Swiss accounts
Mr SECORDYes
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Mr LIMAN And you understood that by doing so you were en
joying the protection of Swiss secrecy laws am I correct

Mr SECORDWe thought so at the time
Mr LIMAN And did you in fact sign a fiduciary agreement with

a man by the name of Zucker to manage your money
Mr SECORDYes I volunteered this information to you
Mr LIMAN So that the profits that you would be receiving out of

this venture would be handled by Mr Zucker
Mr SECORDBy his company yes
Mr LIMAN And were you and Mr Hakim equal partners in

Energy and Lake
Mr SECORD Technically no My name was not on any of those

accounts but in fact Mr Hakim responded to my directions
Mr LIMAN Well was your understanding with him that you

would share the profits equally
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN But the companies were nominally his
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN Now would you tell us what your share of the profit

was from these sales of arms to Calero
Mr SECORD As I testified earlier the amount was several hun

dred thousand dollars Checking the records of Mr Hakim that you
have showed me I haven't been able to put a precise number on it

Mr LIMAN Is it your claim that you did not know at the time
how much money you were making

Mr SECORD I did not know the exact amount I didn't concern
myself with it

Mr LIMAN You never asked Hakim
Mr SECORDHe accepted the advice in a general way
Mr LIMAN Well within a general way did he tell you $4,800
Mr SECORD In a general way I just told you several hundred

thousand dollars That is a very clear answer
Mr LIMAN What would several hundred thousand be to you
Mr SECORDI cannot be more specific
Mr LIMAN You weren't more specific with him
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN You weren't concerned about what the amount of

money was
Mr SECORDNot particularly
Mr LIMAN The money was a matter of indifference to you
Mr GREEN Why are you arguing with him He has answered

the question
Mr LIMAN Was the money a matter of indifference to you
Mr SECORD It was a matter of little concern with me at the

time I was busy with a lot of big problems I couldn't worry about
that

Mr LIMAN Is it a fact Mr Secord the amount that you had
credited to your capital account was about $400,000

Mr SECORDI don't know It was an amount of several hundred
thousand dollars I don't think we can determine from the records
what that was We tried the other day to do that

Mr LIMAN Was it kept for you under a pseudonym
Mr SECORDNo Under my name
Mr LIMAN Did you use the name limas I K-o-re-l
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Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Did you ever hear the name Korel
Mr SECORDYes That is one of the companies that Hakim orga

nized
Mr LIMAN Did you have any interest in Korel
Mr SECORDKorel was not my company
Mr LIMAN Did you have any interest in Korel
Mr SECORDAny more so than the ether companies no
Mr LIMAN Did you have any interest in Korel
Mr SECORDI have just answered the question
Mr LIMAN You said any more than in the other companies

What was-
Mr SECORDI had interest in all the companies
Mr LIMAN What was your interest in Korel
Mr SECORDNo specific interest in Korel
Mr LIMAN Was it 10 percent 20 percent 50 percent
Mr SECORD I didn't have any percentage interest in Korel I

don't know what you are getting at
Mr LIMAN You had an interest in it but it wasn't translated

into a percentage
Mr SECORDNo Absolutely not
Mr LIMAN Then what was the nature of your interest in it
Mr SECORDThe same as the other companies
Mr LIMAN Are you saying you had an undefined interest in

Korel and the other companies
Mr SECORDThat is correct I had a profit-sharing arrangement

with Mr Hakim as I described to you earlier and that was the
limit of my interest

Mr LIMAN And that profit-sharing agreement or arrangement
was 50 percent

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN Now you became a partner of Hakim right after you

left government
Mr SECORDPerhaps four or five months after I left government
Mr LIMAN And that was in the company called Stanford Tech

nology Trading Group Inc.
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Now is it your testimony that in July or August of

1985 you waived all interest in profits
Mr SECORDI testified to that earlier yes
Mr LIMAN And is that the fact
Mr SECORDOf course it is the fact or I wouldn't have testified to

it
Mr LIMAN And is it a fact that you then no longer had any in

terest whatsoever in Lake or Energy or any of those other compa
nies

Mr SECORDProfit interest no
Mr LIMAN Is it.when you say no you had no interest
Mr SECORDNo profit interest
Mr LIMAN Did you have some other economic interest in those

companies
Mr SECORDOf course They had to remain viable or the projects

couldn't go on
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Mr LIMAN Well what was the nature of your economic interests
in those companies

Mr SECORDMy personal economic interest
Mr LIMAN Yes sir
Mr SECORDNone
Mr LIMAN Did you have some economic interest other than a

personal one
Mr SECORD Yes The enterprise had to remain viable or we

would have gone bankrupt and the project would have failed
Mr LIMAN And in July and August of 1985 when you waived

this interest the project was aiding the contras
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Now when you waived your interest did you formal

ize that in any writing
Mr SECORDNo As I testified yesterday no
Mr LIMAN Did you tell anyone other than Hakim and Zucker
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Did you ever receive any document indicating that

the money that had been accumulated for you was no longer there
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN To the extent of the profits that were then being

held for you were you just making a gift of them to Mr Hakim
Mr SECORDI forswore them and left to Mr Hakim to do with it

as he wished
Mr LIMAN And so that they then became Hakim's money
Mr SECORDThose companies
Mr LIMAN When you say "those companies, did you have prof

its from the arms sales in any other companies
Mr SECORDI don't know where we diverted the profits We have

been going through the records trying to identify them
Mr LIMAN Did you ever ask Hakim at the time where the prof

its were that were being held for you
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Now you are still a partner of Hakim's
Mr SECORDI am a partner of Mr Hakim's and Stanford Tech

nology Trading Group International
Mr LIMAN Are you still trying to do different deals with Mr

Hakim
Mr SECORD I haven't had much time to do deals with Mr

Hakim We are trying to get our lives back together now
Mr LIMAN Have you been trying recently to come up with pro

posals for deals with Mr Hakim
Mr SECORD Yes We met on several occasions to discuss busi

ness
Mr LIMAN Have you ever requested of Mr Hakim that he tell

you where your money was
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN And he has never-
Mr SECORDIt is not my money
Mr LIMAN He has never refused to share with you information

about where the money was that you earned correct
Mr SECORD He has not discussed any of the details of these ac

counts with me since the revelations of November 25 and on the
advice of his counsel he has refused to show me any of the records
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Mr LIMAN Well before November 25 of 1985 did he discuss the
accounts with you

Mr SECORD In a general way We tried to generally as you
know from my records to keep track I tried generally to keep
track of the money

Mr LIMAN Are you saying that you never in that period when
you were talking to him before November 25 ask him how much
profit there was

Mr SECORDAs I told you earlier I went with him on about four
different occasions in 1986 to try to reconcile the books The books
were in disarray Various disbursements were frequently in the
wrong operating companies the books were not in neat shape I
was trying to help him straighten them out We never got around
to getting that job finished

Mr LIMAN So that it is not so that the first time that you had
access to these books was when you saw them in the committee
rooms here in preparation for your testimony

Mr SECORD I have seen some of the records in the past but I
never saw a complete set like I saw in the committee

Mr LIMAN Had you ever asked to see a complete set
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN What was the purpose of your looking at the books

before
Mr SECORDGee I thought I just answered that question
Mr LIMAN To try to straighten them out
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And who told you that they were in disarray
Mr SECORDMr Hakim
Mr LIMAN Did Mr Hakim have accountants working for him
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Did he have Zucker working for him
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And they weren't able to keep the books straight is

that your testimony
Mr SECORD No You know why This is a covert operation and

he couldn't inform them of the outlines of the operations and so
they were constantly making errors

Mr LIMAN Was there money coming into the bank accounts
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Was there money going out of the bank accounts
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Were there balances in the bank accounts
Mr SECORDThat was the problem
Mr LIMAN Did you ever look and see the bank records before

you met in the committee rooms here
Mr SECORDNo I have never seen the bank records
Mr LIMAN Did you ever ask to see the bank records
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Did you ever sign any document that gave you access

to the bank records
Mr SECORDNever
Mr LIMAN Why did you choose not to ask Hakim to see the

bank records
Mr SECORDI didn't think they were important

72-957 87 6
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Mr LIMAN Did you not think it was important to know how
much money there was that was generated by this enterprise

Mr SECORD He was telling me I knew what the deposits were
Mr LIMAN And you knew what the expenditures were
Mr SECORDGenerally
Mr LIMAN Now even after you told Hakim that you didn't want

the interest in the profits were you controlling the expenditures
Mr SECORD I was directing him to make the expenditures in

support of the various projects
Mr LIMAN Is it a fact Mr Secord that after August 1985 all of

the funds that were generated in those bank accounts came from
your efforts

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And is it a fact that all of the expenditures were ex

penditures that you directed expensed
Mr SECORDThe general answer to that question is yes Howev

er I would like to qualify the answer by saying Mr Hakim prob
ably made some expenditures from his profits that I would have no
idea of

Mr LIMAN Now did you know what his profits were
Mr SECORDGenerally
Mr LIMAN And was Mr Hakim to receive a profit on the sale of

the weapons to Iran
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN And was that because you and he agreed that that

would be done on a non-profit basis
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And the profits from the Iran sale were to be dedi

cated to another purpose Am I correct
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And is it a fact that you told Oliver North that you

would not be making profits from the Iran sale
Mr SECORDI did not tell him that
Mr LIMAN Did you tell him that you would be making profits
Mr SECORDI didn't tell him anything about it
Mr LIMAN He never asked you
Mr SECORDNo he knew it was a commercial enterprise He as

sumed we were making some money
Mr LIMAN But between you and Hakim you agreed that you

would make no profit
Mr SECORDOn those transactions that is correct
Mr LIMAN And is there any other occasion that you can think

of -where Mr Hakim decided to go into a commercial venture for
no profit

Mr SECORDNo But he was already making profits in the arms
sales and I thought that was fair enough

Mr LIMAN Well the profits that he was making in the arms
sales were the sales to Calero right

Mr SECORDThe contra
Mr LIMAN And those sales amounted to what about 10 $11 mil

lion
Mr SECORDThat is what we added up the other day yes
Mr LIMAN And you said that the mark-up on those was about

average.averaged about 20 percent correct
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Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN So that the profits on those would have been about

gross about $2 million
Mr SECORDHakim calculated those profits It was in that range

and I don't have exact numbers
Mr LIMAN Of those $2 million some of it was originally allocat

ed to you correct
Mr SECORDOriginally yes
Mr LIMAN Half of it
Mr SECORDNo nothing like that
Mr LIMAN Some of it to Mr

Climes?,Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And after what was allocated to Clines the balance

was allocated half to you and half to Hakim originally
Mr SECORDExcept that some payments were made to 11x Quin

tero for his efforts
Mr LIMAN And after that expense the rest was divided between

you and the-
Mr SECORDJust as we have said about four times now
Mr LIMAN And no profits of the $15 million that you have testi

fied the other day from the Iran sale were to be kept by Hakim or
you Correct

Mr SECORDThe number is 14 million and that is correct
Mr LIMAN Isn't the $14 million exclusive of the million dollars

you received from Israel in November
Mr SECORDI accounted for that in my testimony
Mr LIMAN Isn't the $14 million exclusive of that million
Mr SECORDExclusive of that $800,000 yes
Mr LIMAN Well whether it is $14 million or $14,800,000 your

testimony here today was Hakim was not to keep any of that
Mr SECORD That is right And I think the bank records show

that as you must be aware by now
Mr LIMAN And the $8 million that is now in some bank account

really is not money that belongs to Hakim or you is that correct
Mr SECORD Well the counsel.would you restate the question

please sir
Mr LIMAN Where is the $8 million that is being held today

under the control of Mr Hakim
Mr SECORDThe House counsel read that into the record and as

far as I know it is correct
But he
Mr LIMAN Where is it
Mr SECORD There is something over a million in a Swiss bank

account and the balance according to Mr Hakim's testimony is
being held by a fiduciary on his behalf

Mr LIMAN.What is the name of the fiduciary who is holding it
Mr SECORDI don't have any idea
Mr LIMAN In what bank
Mr SECORDI have no idea
Mr LIMAN You never asked him
Mr SECORDI did but there is no communication on that point
Mr LIMAN But that is money that was generated by the Iranian

arms sale correct
Mr SECORDCorrect
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Mr LIMAN And on the basis of your testimony that is money
that doesn't belong to Mr Hakim correct

Mr SECORD I didn't say that I said that in my testimony that
the money is the money of the enterprise

Mr LIMAN The money is the money of the enterprise and who
owns the enterprise

Mr SECORDMr Hakim is the technical owner
Mr LIMAN And is there a beneficial owner other than Mr

Hakim
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN So Mr Hakim is both the technical owner and the

beneficial owner
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And yet you said a moment ago that Hakim was not

to get any of the profits out of the Iranian arms sale
Mr SECORDThat was our plan
Mr LIMAN So that the $8 million that is out there now is just

being kept but it isn't profit
Mr SECORD That is a different issue Mr Liman as you well

know
In the first place there are many bills that have yet to be paid

outstanding against this enterprise Bills that have to be paid I
don't know how much is going to be left after these bills are paid
and I am not focusing on that right now I have got bigger prob
lems to focus on than that

I have got a special prosecutor over here across the street that is
trying to throw all of us in jail for performing our duty as we saw
it

I haven't focused on some technical issue like you are bringing
up here This is crazy

Mr LIMAN Was it part of your duty to keep this $8 million
Mr SECORDOf course it was part of our duty to keep the $8 mil

lion We had it in there for operating revenue I didn't terminate
this operation the operation was blown apart The operation was
aborted

Mr LIMAN SO is it-
Mr SECORDThat was a snapshot that existed at that time
Mr LIMAN Is what you are saying you expected if the arms sales

continued to go forward you would need to use this money to keep
the enterprise going

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN So that the enterprise could continue as a vehicle for

the Iranian arms sales
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN Isn't it a fact Mr Secord that in the case of every

sale of arms that you made to Iran you got paid by Ghorbanifar
before you paid any money out to the CIA

Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Is there an instance that you can recall where you

didn't get the money up front
Mr SECORDNo you said by Ghorbanifar In the October transac

tion we were paid by the Iranian government
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Mr LIMAN OK You are a very literal man so let me be literal
too In every instance of sales to Iran you received the money up
front before you laid it out to-

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN [continuing] The U.S Government
Mr SECORDCorrect Correct
Mr LIMAN And is it true that in every instance the amount that

you received up front exceeded what the cost was charged by the
CIA and the transportation cost

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And is it still your testimony that you had to keep $6

million in order to keep this going
Mr SECORDThe figure went up as the project went on As I tes

tified already on several occasions there came a time we needed
hull insurance on aircraft That came to an amount of $8 million
That is half of your $4 million already There are bills that have
not been paid already You ought to do a little bit of arithmetic
and thinking on this

Mr LIMAN Let's do some arithmetic on it
Mr SECORDGladly
Mr LIMAN You said that on the first transaction you had of a

thousand TOW's there was one plane that was involved correct
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And you had to guarantee the Israelis that you

would make good for the cost of the plane if it didn't return from
Tehran correct

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And so you set aside $2 million correct
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr LIMAN And you put it into a certificate of deposit correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And that certificate of deposit was under control of

the enterprise
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And that plane did in fact return safely to Israel

correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And then you kept the $2 million correct
Mr SECORDKept it in a CD that is right
Mr LIMAN But the CD was keptby Mr Hakim correct
Mr SECORDWhy I wonder
Mr LIMAN Well maybe others will wonder too
Mr SECORD I have already.I don't think others will wonder I

have already answered the question
Mr LIMAN Was the plane back safely in Israel
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Was it your position that if the Israelis lost the plane

on some mission of their own you were going to give them the $2
million

Mr SECORDSure
Mr LIMAN So that after you had returned the plane to Israel so

that the Israelis could use it for whatever they wanted you were
going to give them the $2 million-

Mr SECORDNo no no no
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Mr LIMAN [continuing] If something happened to the plane
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN That is what you are trying to tell us
Mr SECORDNo-
Mr GREEN You misunderstand it You and everyone else knows

it I don't think you should harass him by-
Mr LIMAN There was then another trip correct
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN That involved two planes that you had to have

ready
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Actually only one of them made the trip to Tehran

but the other started to make the trip before it was called back
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And there you put aside that CD $4 million
Mr SECORDAn additional 2 million yes sir
Mr LIMAN So you had 4 million in the event something hap

pened to those planes correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And those planes returned safely to Israel
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And you kept the 4 million
Mr SECORDThat's right
Mr LIMAN And when you are sitting there when you were sit

ting there in November after the publicity developed about the
arms sales you still were holding CDs correct

Mr SECORD Yes sir And we were still planning future oper
ations

Mr LIMAN Did you have an Israeli plane then that you were in
suring

Mr SECORD No In fact we were talking to the second channel
about buying an airplane

Mr LIMAN And if you chose to buy a plane you would use this

money
Mr SECORDSure
Mr LIMAN Were you going to buy this money from the second

channel
Mr SECORDFor the second channel yes As a matter of fact we

contacted Southern Air Transport to start a search for a 707 They
found one and we were proceeding with the plans to buy that air

plane
Mr LIMAN How much was that going to cost
Mr SECORDThe asking price was about 2 million We hoped we

could negotiate it down to 1.5 or so
Mr LIMAN Was this your decision you should buy the 707
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Was it Oliver North's
Mr SECORD He wasn't involved That was a management deci

sion
Mr LIMAN That was a management decision The monies were

yours to spend
Mr SECORDThe enterprise's yes
Mr LIMAN Now your position is that you have absolutely no in

terest in any of these Swiss bank accounts am I correct
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Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And you have nothing to hide in whatever is in those

records in the Swiss bank accounts is that correct
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN And in fact you have come here to testify voluntari

ly
Mr SECORD And I came to you and went through the records

with you and tried to help you identify the various unknowns to
the best of my ability

Mr LIMAN Mr Secord before Mr Hakim turned over those
records did you meet with him in Geneva

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And did you discuss with Mr Hakim the fact that he

was turning over records
Mr SECORDYes I met him with counsel
Mr LIMAN Did you discuss with him which records should be

turned over and which shouldn't
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Did you look at the records that he was going to turn

over
Mr SECORD No His lawyer would not allow me to look at the

record
Mr LIMAN Who suggested you go to Geneva
Mr GREEN I am going to interpose an objection on attorney

client grounds
Chairman INOUYE At this moment I advise counsel that if he

wishes to interpose an objection he should address the Chair and
not Mr Liman

Mr GREEN I will sir
I would like to interpose an objection based on attorney-client

privilege
Mr LIMAN Mr Secord did there come a time when the United

States Government requested the Swiss to provide the full records
of the Swiss bank accounts involved in the Iranian and Contra
transactions

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Did you notwithstanding your testimony that you

have no interest in these accounts interpose an objection to that
request

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN Did you go to court in Switzerland opposing that re

quest
Mr SECORDYes I relied on counsel's advice
Mr LIMAN Did you pay counsel to oppose this request for

records of accounts in which you had no interest
Mr SECORD Well I relied on my counsel's advice That is what

we did
Mr LIMAN Were you doing that as a matter of principle
Mr SECORDI relied on counsel's advise
Mr LIMAN Were you doing that in order to uphold the sanctity

of the Swiss secrecy laws
Mr SECORDI have answered the question
Mr LIMAN Did there come a time when the Senate Committee

asked you to waive Swiss secrecy
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Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And you successfully opposed that request in court

is that correct
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And you paid again fees to oppose the request for

inspection of records in which you had no interest correct
Mr SECORDWell I wish I had been able to pay fees But since I

don't have any money to pay these fees my lawyer has not gotten
any funds for that action in court

Mr LIMAN Well you owe it don't you
Mr SECORDYou owe it yes
Mr LIMAN So you incurred an obligation
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN In order to oppose a request for records which you

are telling this committee or committees you have no interest in
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And am I correct that you answered yesterday that

you haven't yet decided whether you are prepared to waive
Mr SECORD I believe my answer was that I probably will sign

the waiver I am inclined to do so I have to consult with my coun
sel on this matter just as soon as these hearings are over

Mr LIMAN But you have had some four months to consult am I
correct

Mr SECORD Not on this particular request We didn't know we
were going to be asked to do this I was coming voluntarily to pre
pare before you I didn't come to be badgered by these questions I
have answered already repeatedly

Mr LIMAN Have you not had this request before you since Janu
ary to waive

Mr SECORDI relied on the advice of my counsel Let's get off the
subject

Mr LIMAN You are making the rulings
Mr SECORDNo sir But I did not come here to be badgered
Mr LIMAN And you are not prepared as you sit here today to

say that these records can be available to the committees
Mr SECORDMy answer stands
Mr LIMAN Fine
Now when you looked at these records in the committee's offices

did you observe that money was still being credited to a capital ac
count under the name of Korel after you allegedly relinquished
your interest

Mr SECORD I don't recall seeing money was still being credited
there Could have been I wasn't focusing on that We are trying to
focus on what Korel was all about There were dogs and cats and
all manner of line items in that account

Mr LIMAN Well is it a fact that the records showed no money
even during the period that you had your profit interest according
to your testimony being credited to you under your own name

Mr SECORDI don't understand the question
Mr LIMAN Wasn't the money being credited to you during the

1984-85 period under the name of Korel
Mr SECORDI am not sure I don't know
Mr LIMAN Didn't you see splits of the profits
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Mr SECORD I saw a lot of numbers that we couldn't make any
sense out of We labored for a long time trying to make sense out
of them There were operational expenses throughout that Korey
account

Mr LIMAN Did you find anything in those records which indicat
ed that money was being credited to your capital account

Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN And you don't know under what name the money

was being credited to your account by Mr Hakim in 1984
Mr SECORDI was told it was under an account under my name
Mr LIMAN And so.your claim is that the first time you discov

ered that there was no money that appeared on these records being
credited to your account was when you came to our offices

Mr SECORDAgain the question is too vague I don't know what
you are saying

Mr LIMAN Is it your testimony that the first time you realized
that there was no money credited to your capital account under
your name was when you saw records in our offices

Mr SECORD I didn't see any capital account under my name
when I saw the records in your offices

Mr LIMAN That is the point isn't it You saw capital accounts
but nothing that reflected your name

Mr SECORDI looked for it and couldn't find it
Mr LIMAN Do you know what happened to those records
Mr SECORDI don't know
Mr LIMAN Did you ever discuss with Mr Hakim what happened

to those records
Mr SECORD I have had no discussions with Mr Hakim on the

records
Mr LIMAN Did Mr Hakim tell you at the time in 1984 and 1985

that he was crediting money to your account
Mr SECORDUnder my name yes
Mr LIMAN And so it came as a surprise to you when you didn't

see it correct
Mr SECORDI was looking for it yes
Mr LIMAN And did you have a partner in this venture by the

name of Korel
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN So you don't know who would be getting the capital

profits that were being credited to Korel do you
Mr SECORDI don't know that those are profits That is a capital

account from which there are a lot of operational expenditures dis
bursed

Mr LIMAN Did you.you kept your own record am I correct of
the receipts and disbursements in this account

Mr SECORD I kept an approximate record and I turned it over
to you

Mr LIMAN Those are records that were reviewed yesterday
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And those are records that reflected information that

was being given to you by Mr Hakim
Mr SECORDInformation I was giving him and info he was giving

me
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Mr LIMAN Was there any occasion on which Hakim turned
down your request for information during that period

Mr SECORDNo I can't think of any
Mr LIMAN Now you said that you had no direct economic inter

est in these accounts after August of 1985 is that correct
Mr SECORDI said approximately that timeframe yes
Mr LIMAN Yes Did Hakim ever tell you that he was leaving in

structions in his will that you would have the control over these
funds if anything happened to him

Mr SECORDYes he did
Mr LIMAN Tell us what he said
Mr SECORDHe said that he thought it was prudent since he had

the sole management responsibility for this enterprise that if
something occurred to him that I would have to.since he had all
the accounts I had no signatory authority at all that he was
making a will I have not seen the will He informed me he made a
will which would give me the necessary authority

Mr LIMAN When you say "necessary authority, you mean au
thority that would draw money from these accounts

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN When did he tell you that
Mr SECORDI don't remember exactly but it was about the time

the Iranian initiative got started
Mr LIMAN You testified yesterday and today that you received

no money from either the arms sales to the Contras or to the.to
Iran am I correct

Mr SECORDI said I got my salary
Mr LIMAN And your salary was all that you got and that salary

was $6,000 a month
Mr SECORDMy personal money yes
Mr LIMAN Now you remained a partner in STTGI right
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And Mr Hakim was your partner
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Did STTGI the partnership that you had with Mr

Hakim receive payments from Switzerland
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And do you remember how much it received
Mr SECORDI estimated for you that it was over time about four

or five hundred thousand dollars
Mr LIMAN And this money was coming from the Swiss ac

counts
Mr SECORDThis money appears to have been coming from those

Swiss accounts that we looked at in your committee room My
belief was that this was the result of the line of credit loan that we
signed with CSF in 1985

Mr LIMAN So when this money was coming in in 1985 and 1986
it is your testimony that you treated it as if it were a loan by Mr
Hakim's companies

Mr SECORDA loan from CSF
Mr LIMAN What is CSF
Mr SECORDCSF is a fiduciary company and a brokering compa

ny in Switzerland owned by Mr Zucker
Mr LIMAN It is owned by Zucker
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Mr SECORDI believe it is yes
Mr LIMAN And Zucker is Hakim's representative am I correct
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Now who arranged for these payments to come from

CSF
Mr SECORDMr Hakim
Mr LIMAN Did you ever sign any notes
Mr SECORDNo.yes I did sign a note with CSF So did he
Mr LIMAN How much For how much
Mr SECORDI don't recall I'd have to look at the documents
Mr LIMAN Have you paid the money back
Mr SECORDWe've been unable to pay the money back
Mr LIMAN Have you had any demands in writing to pay the

money back
Mr SECORDNot as yet
Mr LIMAN How long has this alleged loan been outstanding
Mr SECORDI didn't call it an alleged loan
Mr LIMAN How long has what you call a loan been outstanding
Mr SECORDNow Two years
Mr LIMAN Have you been paying any interest on it
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Do you know where the monies are derived from
Mr SECORDI think.it appears that the monies came from our

accounts from Hakim's accounts
Mr LIMAN And it appears that those monies came from the

arms sales to the contras and Iran doesn't it
Mr SECORDNot Iran no
Mr LIMAN When you say .not Iran the money is fungible

isn't it
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And the sources of money in those accounts that you

looked at were from the arms sales to Calero from arms sales to
Iran and from contributions for the Contras right

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN So this four five hundred thousand or whatever it

is came from those sources correct
Mr SECORDI haven't been able to audit those accounts yet but

it appears that that is what happened Remember Mr Hakim
since you are talking about monies being fungible remember Mr
Hakim had a considerable profit account of his own

Mr LIMAN But the monies you have seen by looking at those
records came from the accounts into which the money was going
from these arms sales correct

Mr SECORDWhich might be his profit account I don't know
Mr LIMAN Well didn't those accounts when you looked at

them start with balances close to zero and build up from the prof
its of these sales

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And you still deny that the money that Stanford

Technology Group Stanford Technology Trade Group Inc. was re
ceiving was coming from the arms sales or contributions to Con
tras

Mr SECORD I've already answered the question I don't know I
imagine we will find out
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Mr LIMAN In fact did some of the payments come in October of
1986

Mr SECORDI don't have any documents in front of me here
Mr LIMAN Do you remember that
Mr SECORDI don't remember specifically
Mr LIMAN If I represent to you that the records show they did

would that refresh your recollection
Mr SECORDI'd have to look at it and study it
Mr LIMAN When you looked at those records in our offices

weren't you interested in finding out how much money came to
your company from the Iranian arms sales

Mr SECORDNo We were trying to determine other facts
Mr LIMAN Did you also get money at Stanford Technology

Group from Udall
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Udall was a company that was formed to own the

aircraft and air strip for the Contras am I correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And am I also correct that whatever money went to

Udall came from these Swiss accounts
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN And the money that went to Udall was derived

therefore from the Iranian profits or the contributions correct
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And how much money went from Udall to your part

nership Stanford Technology Trade Group Inc.
Mr SECORDI think it was $50,000 We agreed Hakim and I that

I needed to hire another man to try to straighten out this contra
project So as I testified I hired Colonel Robert Dutton starting in
May of 1986 It was our agreement Hakim's and mine that STTGI
would be reimbursed from Udall for his services And we submitted
several invoices only one of them ever got paid

Mr LIMAN And what was your fee to be at Stanford Technolo

Mr SECORD My agreement with Hakim on this was that for a

one-year period that we would bill them for up to $200,000 to cover
the cost of his salary and expenses travel back and forth

Mr LIMAN What was his salary
Mr SECORD$5,000 a month
Mr LIMAN $60,000
Mr SECORDPer year right
Mr LIMAN Did you not in addition bill them for the out-of

pocket expenses such as his travel
Mr SECORD I think on one invoice we did bill That was to be

part of the $200,000
Mr LIMAN Would you look at exhibit 16 in the book before you
[Exhibit 16 appears at p 560.]
Mr SECORDSure OK I have it
Mr LIMAN It indicates that this is an invoice dated June 26

1986
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Is that an invoice that you approved
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And it was for $50,000 to cover Mr Dutton's salary
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Mr SECORDThat is right And overhead in the office and so on
Mr LiMAN Well Stanford Technology Trade Group was in busi

ness before you got into this right
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN And you also were receiving these substantial loans

at that time right
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Now in addition to the $50,000 did you bill for as

little as $25.05 for a lunch meeting
Mr SECORDThese were the bills he submitted
Mr LIMAN So that you were billing for your disbursements as

well as this fee
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And wasn't it a fact that there was a markup for

profit in what you were billing Udall
Mr SECORDI don't think so but we billed just like lawyers did

We billed for a fee
Mr LIMAN Would it shock you to learn that lawyers bill for

profit
Mr SECORDHardly
Mr LIMAN And would that therefore refresh your recollection

that you also billed for profit
Mr SECORDPossible but Mr Hakim I agreed with Mr Hakim

to fence about $200,000 to cover the cost of this additional burden
That was the route we were traveling By the way we submitted
another invoice which we don't have here but it was never paid

Mr LIMAN Mr Secord when you say you agreed with Hakim
weren't you directing the payments out of these Swiss accounts

Mr SECORDIn effect
Mr LIMAN So you directed that this amount be paid to Stanford

Technology Group is that correct
Mr SECORDYes We needed to run the company and cover over

head
Mr LIMAN And you also.we will talk more about overhead in a

moment You also directed that the money be given to Udall in the
first place

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Now did you also receive other payments from or

through the Swiss accounts during this period
Mr SECORDOther payments were into Stanford Technology
Mr LIMAN Either Stanford Technology or to yourself
Mr SECORDWell not to me
Mr LIMAN Well would you look at exhibit 24 which is a trans

fer order from the Republic National Bank dated October 1 1985
for a check to be issued to Richard V Secord Stanford Technology
in the amount-

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Let me get the amount down $29,578
[Exhibit 24 appears at p 577.]
Mr LIMAN Was that also money that was derived from these

funds in the Swiss accounts
Mr SECORDYes It says it came from CSF Investment
Mr LIMAN What was that for
Mr SECORDThis was part of our line of credit loan
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Are we looking at the same document
Mr LIMAN I hope so
Mr SECORDI am looking at one that is $25,000
Mr LIMAN It is the next page One of them is for $25,500
Mr SECORDThat is the one I am looking at
Mr LIMAN That is to Richard V Secord
Mr SECORDStanford Trading Group International
Mr LIMAN That money came out of CSF
Mr SECORDThat is what the document says yes
Mr LIMAN That money was money that you had generated

through arms sales to CSF is that correct
Mr SECORDPossibly
Mr LIMAN Is it also true.when you say possible were you gen

erating money from things other than that in September of 1985
Mr SECORDNo It is possible this came from CSF as I believe it

was coming
Mr LIMAN If you look at the next document that is an issuance

of a"cheek $29,578.which is not
I should say a r t payment

Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Do you know what it was for
Mr SECORDI have no idea
Mr LIMAN Now-
Mr SECORDI don't think it is related to us
Mr LIMAN Did you also direct payments !

company
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN In directing the payments to ACE did you provide

for a profit markup for Mr Gadd of over 50 percent
Mr SECORDProfit of over 50 percent I don't believe so But he

was expected to make a reasonable profit It was a commercial en
terprise

Mr LIMAN Did you determine what that profit would be
Mr SECORDNo But I tried to monitor it
Mr LIMAN Would you look at exhibit 15
[Exhibit 15 appears at p 557.]
Mr SECORDMay I read it briefly
I haven't seen this for a long time
This is Mr Dutton's analysis which I asked him to undertake of

the ACE operation
Mr LIMAN Did Mr Dutton report to you that Mr Gadd was get

ting a profit of some 58 percent or 57.6 percent
Mr SECORDThis was his estimate In two different months
Mr LIMAN Now those monies also were coming from the funds

generated by the Iranian arms sales contributions and the origi
nal Calero sales correct

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Tell us what Dew Fribow*g r 3 ex ffwitzerlartd is
Mr SECORD I am not 4` spetulated based on my recall of

some conversations which I had had with Mr Hakim.I speculated
to your staff that this was a cover mechanism that he had built
into the accounts

Mr LIMAN Would you explain what you mean by that
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Mr SECORD It appears in managing the accounts Mr Hakim
had set up one or more companies through which he transferred
monies for the purpose of disguising the source of the monies

Mr LIMAN And who was he trying to disguise the money from
You

Mr SECORDNo All the arms dealers
Mr LIMAN Well did the arms dealers have something which the

United States Government did not.access to his Swiss records
Mr SECORD No but he didn't want them to be aware of the

banks from which the monies were flowing in every case He was
trying to confuse.he was trying to confuse the situation and he
did

Mr LIMAN Well did he own Defex Company in Portugal
Mr SECORDI think so
Oh no In Portugal No sir I thought you meant the Fribourg

Shell Company
Mr L uAN. So he ,took a name Defex which was the name of

the Portuguese arms company and put that on the name of one of
the bank accounts into which this money was flowing

Mr SECORDSo it appears
You are going to have to ask him what his exact rationale was
Mr LIMAN Did you discuss that with him
Mr SECORDI told you I have a vague recollection of a discussion

with him on this matter and it was a cover mechanism
Mr LIMAN And the cover was so that other arms dealers

wouldn't know which banks he had his money in
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN How many bank accounts are you aware of that Mr

Hakim was keeping the money in
Mr SECORDI don't know I think there were seven or eight
Mr LIMAN I don't want to go much further on that eight million

except to ask you these questions
The money is still there correct
Mr SECORD Yes sir That is what Mr Hakim has testified to
Mr LIMAN When you say "he has testified to, your testimony

as you sit here today is other than what Hakim has testified to he
has never told you "We still have the money" That is what you
are telling us

Mr SECORD He has told me repeatedly that we still have the
money

Mr LIMAN OK
Mr SECORDBut he didn't quantify it for me
Mr LIMAN Did you ask him when he told you "We still have

the money What are you going to do with it
Mr SECORD I asked him what he is going to do with it It was

frozen
Mr LIMAN Do you have any deal with Mr Hakim for sharing in

that money when it is unfrozen
Mr SECORDNo Mr Liman I do not
Mr LIMAN So far as you know this money is his to do with as

he wishes if it is unfrozen
Mr SECORD It is a difficult question I am not a lawyer but I

have testified to you that the money is the enterprise's money
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These enterprises were set up at my direction and under my over
all supervision

I have told you there are many bills outstanding and these bills
are worrisome to me I don't know how much money is going to be
left once they are all paid off and we will cross that bridge at that
time

Mr LIMAN What is the enterprise called
Mr SECORDI call it "the enterprise The enterprise is the group

of companies that Mr Hakim formed to manage the Contra and
the Iranian project

Mr LIMAN Is the enterprise what 011ie North refers to as
Project Democracy

Mr SECORDIf he referred to my enterprise as Project Democra
cy he never did so to me

Mr LIMAN Who controls the enterprise
Mr SECORDI exercised overall control
Mr LIMAN Including of the bank money
Mr SECORDBut not the bank money It was not under my con

trol It was under Mr Hakim's control I entrusted to him the fi
nancial management of this network

Mr LIMAN The two purposes of the enterprise were Contra as
sistance and the Iranian arms deals

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And no other purposes
Mr SECORDThere were no other purposes intended
Mr LIMAN Now did you testify incidentally that you have no

connection with Hakim's company Stanford Technology in Califor
nia

Mr SECORDI have no current connection He had me listed as a
member of the board of directors a couple of years ago but that
has been dropped

Mr LIMAN And he added you to the board of directors in 1985
Mr SECORDI think it was 1984
Mr LIMAN And he added you to the board of directors at the

time that you were doing these arms sales
Mr SECORDNo before Way before
Mr LIMAN If I were to show you exhibit 18 would that refresh

your recollection that you were added to the board of directors on
June 4 1985

[Exhibit 18 appears at p 563.]
Mr SECORDThat is what it says I have never seen that before
Mr LIMAN And that was at the time you were producing the

business from Calero
Mr SECORD Yes but I think this simply confirmed an earlier

agreement
Mr LIMAN Can you tell me whether there were any other

sources of revenue for your business with Mr Hakim other than
the arms sale to the Contras the Iranian arms sales and the contri
butions you were receiving for the Contras

Mr SECORDYes
We had income from different clients that we represented
Mr LIMAN And were those still continuing operations in 1985
Mr SECORDThey were but because of neglect we lost our major

client
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Mr LIMAN Now in 1986 you testified you were asked to serve
as the commercial cutout in the Iran deal Am I correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And your testimony has consistently been that you

were doing that for your country and not for profit correct
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr LiMAN And you said that the purpose of your playing this

role was to conceal the United States involvement from Iran cor
rect

Mr SECORDThat was one of the purposes yes
Mr LIMAN Well didn't you testify yesterday that that was what

the purpose was
Mr SECORDI said that the two countries could not deal with one

another directly It was therefore decided to mirror more or less
the previous Israeli operation

Mr LIMAN Mr Secord--
Mr SECORDI didn't make that decision Mr Liman You know a

bunch of lawyers made that decision I wasn't the interior decora
tor of that decision the U.S Government could have performed
that operation in an infinite number of ways They chose to do it
the way they chose to do it for the reasons they did

Mr LIMAN Do you recall yesterday at page 36 being asked these
questions by Mr Nields.

Mr SECORDCan I see the page I don't have it
Mr LIMAN Well we will give you the transcript
754 if you look at it I am going to read it 750 I will start
Mr GREEN What page
Mr LIMAN Page 36
Mr GREEN Page 36 on ours is blank Page 36 has got one line on

it
Mr LIMAN Do you have 37
Mr GREEN I got a 37 right after 36
Mr LIMAN Do you have a 35
Mr GREEN Which would you like us to look at
Mr LIMAN I would like you to look at 36
Mr Secord you testified with some precision yesterday about

events going back over a year or two I am asking you now about
something that took place yesterday

Were you asked these questions and did you give these answers
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN At line 750
Mr NIELnsI think you indicatedthat neither Israel nor the United States could

sell directly to Iran I think you said that that wasn't a legal problem it was some
other kind of problem

Precisely from whom was this plan designed to keep the fact that the United
States wouldbe sellingto Iran

Mr SECORDFromwhom
Mr NIELDSLet me
Mr SECORDWhowas involvedin the planning
Mr NIELDSNo Let me reframe it I take it both the United States and officials

in Iran knewthat the United States was sellingarms to Iran
Mr SECORDRight
Question OK The commercialcut-outwas designedin order to concealthat fact
Answer Yes
QuestionFrom whom
Answer From the Iranians
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QuestionAnyoneelse
Answer No
QuestionHowabout the Congress
Answer If that was intended it was never discussedin my presence I don't think

that was their plan I think that they were interested in concealingit from Iran
only

Were you asked those questions and did you give those answers
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And were they true
Mr SECORDWell they were true I could expand on that if you

want
Mr LIMAN Well I will have some questions for you that will

give you that opportunity
Mr SECORDShoot
Mr LIMAN Is it a fact that the weapons that were delivered to

Iran were U.S weapons
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Is it a fact that Mr North Colonel North dealt di

rectly with the Iranian official
Mr SECORDAfter we were able to arrange it yes
Mr LIMAN Is it a fact that Mr McFarlane dealt directly with

the Iranian official in Tehran
Mr SECORDYes Secretly
Mr LIMAN Was Mr McFarlane posing as a representative from

Timbuktu or as a representative of the United States
Mr SECORDObviously from the United States
Mr LIMAN Did you carry over a Bible to the Iranians inscribed

by the President of the United States
Mr SECORDThey did yes
Mr LIMAN And you were aware of it
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And the President of the United States didn't dis

guise who he was did he
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN So it is still your testimony that the purpose of put

ting you in as an intermediary was to conceal the fact that the
United States was dealing with Iran from the Iranians

Mr SECORD Sure And it makes sense The Iranians had to be
able to say they were not dealing with the Great Satan directly
they were dealing with a company they were dealing through
Europe

Mr LIMAN Did Lake ever send a single invoice to the Iranians
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Did it ever issue a single piece of paper to the Irani

ans saying you are buying these from Lake
Mr SECORDMr Nields.excuse me.Mr Liman there's no ques

tion the covert operation was designed to be concealed from Con
gress There is no question of that I mean they didn't.they chose
not to notify the Congress But that wasn't my decision It wasn't
my decision at all I wasn't involved in that decision

Mr LIMAN Well isn't it a fact that Lake's identity was the thing
that was concealed here from the Iranians

Mr SECORDI don't follow you
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Mr LIMAN Well you never gave out cards saying "Lake to the
Iranians

Mr SECORDOh yes we did
Mr LIMAN You never gave them the name of Lake as the place

to send it didn't you just give them a bank account number
Mr SECORDNo no We gave them Lake
Mr LIMAN Did you give them invoices
Mr SECORDNo but we sure gave them the name of the account

They knew they were dealing with Lake
Mr LIMAN And they knew that Lake was being the interme

diary for the U.S Government
Mr SECORDThose who were in the know knew it yes
Mr LIMAN Now is it a fact that the reason that Lake was em

ployed was to generate these markups that would be used for the
contras

Mr SECORDWrong I suggest you ask the designers.
Mr LIMAN Well let's talk about one of the designers Would you

look at exhibit 10 which is a memorandum prepared by Colonel
North found in his files

Mr GREEN We don't have a No 10 Mr Liman
Mr LIMAN You do not have an exhibit 10
Mr GREEN We do not have it sir
Mr LIMAN Well you should
Mr SECORDI have the document Any particular part of the doc

ument you want me to look at
Mr LIMAN You have seen parts of this printed in the Tower

Report am I correct
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN This is the famous diversion memo as it has been

called
Mr SECORDI believe so
Mr LIMAN If you look at page 5 N7519-
Mr SECORDOK
Mr LIMAN [continuing] It reads "The residual funds from this

transaction are allocated as follows $2 million will be used to pur
chase replacement TOWs for the original 508 sold by Israel to Iran
for the release of Benjamin Weir This is the only way that we
have found to meet our commitment to replenish these stocks.

See that
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And the second paragraph "$12 million will be used

to purchase critically needed supplies for the Nicaraguan Demo
cratic Resistance Forces This material is essential to cover short
ages in resistance inventories resulting from their current offen
sives and Sandinista counter-attacks and to bridge the period be
tween now and when congressionally approved lethal assistance
(beyond the $25 million in defensive arms) can be delivered.

Did you read that
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Did you tell Oliver North that $12 million from the

May transaction was going to be used for the Contras
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr LIMAN Is your view that Oliver North just made that up
Mr SECORDYes sir
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Mr LIMAN Is your position Mr Secord that Oliver North was
prepared to let you generate whatever profits you could to use as
you saw fit

Mr SECORDIt's my position that he knew that I was generating
money to keep the enterprise going He well knew at least in a
macro sense what the numbers were and he had a trust in me and
my men and he felt that we were doing the right thing

Mr LIMAN I don't think you answered the question Is it your
position that Oliver North was prepared to let you spend whatever
the profit was as you saw fit

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And that you never told him before you were

brought into this transaction as a "commercial cutout, end of
quote that the money would be dedicated for the Contras

Mr SECORDNo definitely not He had an expectation I think he
had a legitimate expectation that we would support the contras to
the extent that we could After all this airlift project was mine I
conceived of it others were operating it but I conceived of it
wanted it to function correctly It had to have money It was
always short of money You have documents that prove that

We sent the money that we thought that we could spare from
the Iranian initiative

Mr LIMAN Did you tell them that that is what you would do
before you were written into this transactions as the commercial
cutout

Mr SECORDIt was never discussed before I was written into this
transactions

Mr LIMAN At the time you entered into the transaction were
you aware that there was a difference between the price that the
arms could be purchased from the United States at under the
Economy Act and the price that you could get from Iran

Mr SECORDI was not initially aware of that but I became aware
of it

Mr LIMAN Were you not aware of that in January before the
January finding was signed that the Iranians were prepared to pay
$10,000 a TOW

Mr SECORDI don't recall whether I was informed of that at that
time or not I don't think so

Mr LIMAN I will show you a document later that I think will
refresh your recollection

Mr SECORDAll right
Mr LIMAN Do you remember being told at some point that that

is what they were prepared to pay
Mr SECORD That is what Ghorbanifar had offered during his

visit here I didn't talk to Ghorbanifar when he was here in Janu
ary

Mr LIMAN But you were told-
Mr SECORD North told me at some point he was proposing to

sell the missiles for $10,500 each
Mr LIMAN And you knew that the economy rate was lower
Mr SECORD No I didn't The first that I heard of an economy

rate was when I was in a meeting with.in the SIT room with the
CIA lawyer
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Mr LIMAN And that is when you were looking over the find
ings

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And you understood that there was going to be a sub

stantial surplus did you not
Mr SECORD At that time when I was looking over the finding
Mr LIMAN Yes
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN When did you first realize that there was going to be

a big markup
Mr SECORD After we found out what the missiles cost and after

I computed and it took quite a while what the probable expenses
would be

Mr LIMAN Didn't you find out the missiles would cost $3,500
roughly

Mr SECORDNot during that meeting It was later
Mr LIMAN Later in January
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN So by some time in the end of January you knew

that the Iranians were going to pay $10,000 a missile and that you
would be paying something around $3,500 Right

Mr SECORDMr Liman we could have sold those missiles at par
and the government could have financed my operation They chose
not to do it that way

Mr LIMAN Well your position yesterday was that your markup
was to cover overhead

Mr SECORDThat is right and operating expenses
Mr LIMAN And is it your view that you needed $6,500 a missile

to cover overhead
Mr SECORD It was my view that we needed to accept the offer

made by Mr Ghorbanifar because we had a very uncertain very
broad scope covert operation to execute The enterprise needed
money The enterprise needed money Mr Liman You wouldn't
have done it without generating money You would have been fool
ish to do so

It would have been irresponsible not to put money into those ac
counts The U.S Government did not give me money to run these
complex operations I wish they had

Mr LIMAN Is it your position that Ghorbanifar would not have
accepted a price less than ten

Mr SECORDHe would have gladly accepted a price less than ten
Mr LIMAN You set the ten when you knew he was willing to

pay it
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN And at the time you were talking about the sale of

4,000 TOW's is that correct to Iran
Mr SECORD The question was there were to be 4,000 TOW's

sold-
Mr LIMAN To Iran
Mr SECORDThat was the initial plan yes
Mr LIMAN And do you have a piece of paper there that you can

do some arithmetic on
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN 4,000 TOWs at $10,000 each would be-
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Mr SECORD$40,000
Mr LIMAN And at $3,600 each 4000 TOWs would be something

like $14 million
Mr SECORDI don't know
Mr LIMAN Well-
Mr SECORD It is an interesting exercise it is hypothetical It

never was enacted
Mr LIMAN But that is what you were talking about at the time
Mr SECORDWe also sold TOWs at a lower price later on as the

situation adjusted
Mr LIMAN In January you were talking about 4000 TOWs at

$10,000 each weren't you
Mr SECORDYes that is absolutely correct
Mr LIMAN And you never did any mental arithmetic that

showed you you had $26,000-$26 million gross profit
Mr SECORD No because we were going a step at a time We

didn't know if this operation was going to be terminated
Mr LIMAN And it was your view that you needed $26 million for

overhead
Mr SECORDI answered the question
Mr LIMAN And you said you were going a step at a time be

cause you thought the enterprise might be terminated
Mr SECORDWe were not sure It was one step at a time
Mr LIMAN What would happen to the $26 million if they termi

nated the venture
Mr SECORD The $26 million is hypothetical It never occurred

Mr Liman
Mr LIMAN It wasn't hypothetical when you were negotiating

with the Iranian was it
Mr SECORD We negotiated with Ghorbanifar for 4,000 missiles

we negotiated for 1,000 missiles
Mr LIMAN Were you not told the deal was 4,000 missiles
Mr SECORDWe amongst ourselves on the American side talked

about an authorization that had been given by the President for up
to 400 missiles

Mr LIMAN And did you not discuss that number with Ghorbani
far

Mr SECORD4,000 missiles
Mr LIMAN Yes
Mr SECORDI don't think so
Mr LIMAN Now did you have a discussion at some point where

you were going to sell 1,000 missiles as the first step
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And you went over that with Mr Nields yesterday

am I correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And when you did that you ended up selling the

missiles for $10 million you say you paid $3,700,000 that left a
gross profit of $6.3 you ended up with transportation expenses of
$850,000 that left you a surplus of $5.4 and you set aside about
$800,000 for the Israelis which left $4.6 million

Mr SECORDThe numbers that I have testified to are as follows
$10 million in $3.7 to CIA approximately $850,000 to the expense
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of transportation et cetera $822,000 reserve for the Israeli TOWi
procurement-

Mr LIMAN What does that come to
Mr SECORDAnd $2 million set aside for insurance That is the)

total of $7.4 If you don't want to credit the $2 million and call it
5.4

Mr LIMAN $5.4 means there was $4.6 million
Mr SECORD At the bottom line $4.6 $2 million of it in a CD to

cover hull insurance
Mr LIMAN The $2 million in CDs to cover insurance is what We

talked about before when you returned the plane you kept the
money

Mr SECORD But the operation continued so we had to have it
Mr LIMAN But each time that you were selling arms you were

charging a sufficient markup to cover the cost of the plane weren't
you

Mr SECORDWe still had that commitment it went up
Mr Liman this is not a hard concept to understand I can't un

derstand why you keep heckling me on this point It is not a hard
concept to understand If it is too hard for you to understand I am
sorry I have answered the question

Mr LIMAN And your position is that the $4.6 million you had to
keep in this-

Mr SECORDMy position is as I stated it not as you state it so
stop trying to change my story around The facts are the facts

Mr LIMAN And the facts are that at the end of this transaction
when you returned the plane you had $4.6 million left isn't that
the fact

Mr SECORDYes fine Get off of it That is fine
Mr LIMAN You will accept that
Mr SECORDI will accept your construction
Go ahead
Mr LIMAN Is it the fact
I am not interested in a construction
Mr SECORD I said we had $4.6 left I tried to explain it to you

that we had $2 million in a CD You don't want to credit it so
don't credit it I do

Mr LIMAN Is a CD something you can cash
Mr GREEN Mr Chairman if I may I would object to the line of

questioning on the grounds it is now beginning to be just purely
argumentative It is harassment

Mr Secord has been over this and over this I think to a point of
complete and full explanation and I do not think that any
progress significant progress in finding facts or discussing policy is
occurring here anymore

I think there is an attempt to move Mr Secord to a pre-arranged
assessment that Mr Liman has of this operation and I think that
all the general can do.he will of course be obedient to your
ruling he will continue to answer these questions if he must.but
I think he has answered them over and over again

I would request as his counsel that the interrogation move on to
another subject please

Chairman INouYE Your objections have been noted sir I am
certain you realize that it is our responsibility to gather all the evi
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dence available to present to the people of the United States a pic
ture which will be as clear as possible

It is the view of the Chair at this moment that the counsel
should proceed as he has

If at some later moment you feel that he has gone too far please
visit the Chair

Mr Liman please proceed
Mr GREEN Will the Chair indulge me a moment to speak with

my client
Chairman INOUYE Please do
Mr GREEN Thank you sir
Chairman INOUYE Mr Liman
Mr LIMAN Did you understand a CD was something you could

cash and spend
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Now do you have exhibit 11 I don't know what ex

hibits they gave you
Mr GREEN I don't have it in the packet
Mr SECORDI have the document but I have not seen it before
Mr LIMAN Have you read part of it in the Tower report
Mr SECORDI may have I am trying to read through it now
Mr LIMAN This is a PROF note from Colonel North sent as a

response to a May 16 1986 note
Do you recall that that was the period when you were receiving

money for the Hawk missile parts transaction
Mr SECORDI don't recall the exact dates but it is approximately

that day yes
Mr LIMAN And do you recall Mr Secord that yesterday you

testified that your profit on that transaction was $8.3 million you
put another $2 million aside in a CD making $4 million in CDs So
after you put the $2 million aside in a CD you had about $6.3 left
Am I correct

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And would you look at Colonel North's PROF note

"You should be aware that the resistance support organization now
has more than $6 million available for immediate disbursement.

Do you see that
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Did you tell Colonel North that the $6 million in

excess of the CDs was available to be disbursed for the Contra
movement

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr LIMAN Do you think he just made this up too
Mr SECORD No He knew what the numbers were the approxi

mate numbers
Mr LIMAN Did he ask you whether you were prepared to

commit that for the Contra movement
Mr SECORD No He knew that amount couldn't be sent to the

Contras We would have not had an operation
Mr LIMAN So that the statement that this $6 million is avail

able for the contras actually available for immediate disbursement
if it refers to your enterprise is not true That is what your testi
mony is

Mr SECORDThat is my testimony
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Mr LIMAN Now you testified yesterday.in fact yesterday you
called the money that was in the.the $14 million that was gener
ated in the venture as surplus Do you recall that

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Was there a reason that you don't like to use the

term "profit"
Mr SECORD Yes because people have been calling me "profit

eer. So I thought perhaps a change of term might improve the
accuracy

Mr LIMAN And you have testified before that you resented very
much the notion of being accused of profiteering

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And do you resent that
Mr SECORDI do indeed
Mr LIMAN Now is it a fact that out of the proceeds of the Irani

an arms sale you bought a ship called the Erria
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And that ship was to be used for a covert mission

assigned to you by Colonel North
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And that covert mission had nothing to do with Iran

or the Contras
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And you paid about $350,000 for that
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN Now I would like you to look at the exhibit that Mr

Nields directed you to in his examination exhibit 3 It is number
17 of exhibit 3

Mr GREEN We don't have a number 3
Mr LIMAN You have that originally You did not keep the ex

hibits
Mr SECORD They took them out of our book Maybe we have a

full set now
Mr LIMAN OK
Mr GREEN We have a 1 a 2 and a 4
Mr SECORDNo 3 We don't have a full set
Mr LIMAN Would you hand this
Now that is the message that you sent to Colonel North about

chartering the Erria
Mr SECORDNot No 3
Mr LIMAN It is exhibit 3 No 17 Exhibit 3 consists of your mes

sages sent on the machine and it has a whole number of pages in
it

Mr SECORDOK Exhibit 3 No 17
Mr LIMAN Right Page 17 See it
Mr SECORDI have it
Mr LIMAN See it begins "Olmsted here in the office.
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Olmsted was a man you employed
Mr SECORDHe was a volunteer
Mr LIMAN By "volunteer, are you suggesting he didn't get any

money out of it
Mr SECORDHe got expenses only He got no salary or compensa

tion
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Mr LIMAN Was he a friend of Colonel North's
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LiwAN And wes Colonel North who introduced You to

+ Olmsted
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Olmsted is the man who assisted you in buying the

air strip in Costa Rica
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN He was also the person who assisted you in buying

this gip the E-rria
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And he operated at all times under this code name
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Now did you tell Olmsted that he should try to char

ter this ship which you had paid about $350,000 for a $1.2 million
for six months

Mr SECORDThat was the number we finally came to as you see
in my message

Mr LIMAN And is it a fact sir that you estimated your rough
expenses were $50,000 a month

Mr SECORDThat was our rough guess yes
Mr LIMAN So for six months that would be $300,000
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And you would be getting a gross markup of a mil

lion two of $900,000 the difference between 300 and a million
point two

Mr SECORDUsing that arithmetic you are correct
Mr LIMAN You also said that one of the reasons that you

needed to have a markup was that the mission was dangerous and
the ship might not come back

Mr SECORDYes sir
Do you know where that ship was going
Mr LIMAN And second.yes I knew where it was going
Mr SECORDThen you would agree with me
Mr LIMAN Is it your suggestion that the captain was prepared

to go on a suicide mission
Mr SECORDIt is my suggestion that the captain was very brave

and was willing to take a mission which involved considerable
hazard

Mr LIMAN But you were prepared to set aside what the cost of
the vessel was which was 374 right

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN And if the vessel came back you would have the 375

right
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Then you said something about the fact that you

needed some money in the event that the crew lost their lives You
needed to pay death benefits is that correct

Mr SECORDYes and we didn't know all the costs This was the
first cut We are not shipping people I am not a naval officer I
don't know anything about running ships So we are just taking a
wild guess

Mr LIMAN But when you took the wild guess did you make sure
you took a wild guess that left you with a lot of profit
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Mr SECORDLeft me with enough money to do what we thought
had to be done

Wouldn't you do it that way Mr Liman
Mr LIMAN Well I don't purport to be in the business of philan

thropy
Mr SECORDFine
Mr LIMAN Now is it a fact.and this is all I want from you

that when you set the charter rate for this vessel that you were
setting it at a rate that would enable you to make profit

Mr SECORDIt appears that way But that wasn't my thinking at
the time I wasn't considering the concept of profit If there were
any profits of course it would have gone into the enterprise

Mr LIMAN It says "Therefore we are asking $50,000 per month
for risk.

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Isn't that what the profit was for taking the risk
Mr SECORDIf you want to call if profit call it profit It doesn't

bother me
Mr LIMAN And that money would have gone into this enter

prise
Mr SECORD Of course That is where the money was coming

from
Mr LIMAN Now let's go to the other assets that you bought

You bought the ship of course out of the money that came from
the arms sale right Is that right

Mr SECORDYes that is correct
Mr LIMAN So the CIA.let's understand it The CIA sold you

the weapons for Iran at a company account price right
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN You marked it up and ended up with a surplus cor

rect
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN You used part of the surplus to charter the ship to

buy the ship
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN And then you wanted to charter the ship to the CIA

for money from the CIA in addition right
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Now you used part of the money that you had in the

enterprise from the arms sales and the contributions to buy five
planes an air strip and some light ammunition in Central Amer
ica is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Would you look at exhibit 4 Would you look at the

last page there
Mr SECORDExcuse me
Mr LIMAN Look at the last page where it describes options
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And do you recall that the first option was to sell the

planes the air strip for $4 million to the CIA
Mr SECORDThat is the option listed by the author
Mr LIMAN And the author was Mr Dutton
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And Mr Dutton is an employee of yours
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Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN And you testified that you did not approve of this

document
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And that this was not your proposal that is correct
Mr SECORD That is not the proposal that we made to the CIA
Mr LIMAN And that your proposal was to give it free
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN Now I will read you from some testimony of Mr

Dutton referring to this document
Didyou showthis documentto General Secordonceyouhad prepared it
Answer Yes
Question And did he approveit
Answer Yes

Is that true
Mr SECORD I don't recall having read all of the document so I

can not testify that I approved the document in whole I saw it in
parts as it was being developed over several months

Mr LIMAN And it goes on to say.and the last page which is
this page page 14 of the document

The variousoptionsthat were presented to the CIA.who had explainedthose op
tions to you

Answer GeneralSecord

Is that true
Mr SECORDI don't understand the question
Mr LIMAN Is it a fact that you are the author of the options

listed on this page
Mr SECORDNo That is not a fact
Mr LIMAN Is it a fact that you are the person who made the

proposals that are listed here to Mr Dutton to be put in this
memorandum

Mr SECORDWrong
Mr LiMAN Is it a fact that you approved of these options
Mr SECORDWrong
Mr LIMAN So that if Mr Dutton testified otherwise he would be

wrong
Mr SECORD I don't know what he's going to say but I can tell

you that it is not my recollection
Mr LIMAN And did you authorize this document to be given to

Colonel North
Mr SECORDI don't remember
Mr LIMAN If Mr Dutton said that this was given to Colonel

North at your request would that be wrong
Mr SECORD He would know He was managing the project at

that point
Mr LIMAN Well you wouldn't know whether you requested that

it be brought to him
Mr SECORDI told him that I wanted a complete document which

described the project itself and the assets therein I have already
testified as to why I wanted them priced out including all the
spare parts munitions everything so the people could see it was a
valuable asset
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Mr LIMAN I will read to you from Mr Dutton again on page 29
of his testimony

QuestionBut the plan was that ColonelNorth was to discussthe sale of assets on
behalfof the organizationwith the CIA

Answer That is correct
Question Sir in additionto the assets there was the resupplyassets also the air

strip was amongthem is that correct
Answer That is correct

Did you have a plan for Colonel North to try to persuade the CIA
to buy these assets

Mr SECORDI had a plan for Colonel North to persuade the CIA
to take over this project

Mr Liman you will note that even in Mr Dutton's paper here
underneath one it does not anticipate there is any profit It says
even in his plan these would go back into the funds for continued
similar requirements

Mr LIMAN Under this plan the money if you got the $4 million
or whatever would go back to the enterprise right

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN That enterprise is the enterprise that is sitting there

with some $8 million now right
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Same enterprise
Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN You haven't once asked Mr Hakim to turn these $8

million back to the United States
Mr SECORDTo the United States
Mr LIMAN Yes
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Now incidentally the assets were owned by Udall

Corporation
Mr SECORDI believe so yes
Mr LIMAN And were you a signator for Udall Corporation
Mr SECORDNo I was not
Mr LIMAN Were you the registered U.S representative for

Udall Corporation
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN And if there are documents that are in this exhibit

book that so state they are just mistaken too
Mr SECORDThat I am
Mr LIMAN Yes sir
Mr SECORDRichard Secord
Mr LIMAN Richard Secord
Mr SECORDThen they are mistaken Where are they Let's look

at them
Mr LIMAN Well exhibit 14
[Exhibit 14 appears at p 545]
Mr SECORDI have exhibit 14
Mr LIMAN Look at the fifth page It bears the number H-825 It

is in French Do you speak French
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr LIMAN Well it lists you as the representative in the United

States Richard V Secord
That is news to you
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Mr SECORDThat is news to me
Mr LIMAN This is another piece of paper that is wrong
Mr SECORDIt's irrelevant It's news to me I regard it as irrele

vant in any case
Mr LIMAN It's irrelevant
Mr SECORDYes You don't see my signature on that paper
Mr LIMAN Well I don't see.is your signature on any paper re

lating to the enterprise One single piece of paper
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Who is Mr Gadd
Mr SECORDWho is Mr Gadd
Mr LIMAN Yes
Mr SECORD I testified yesterday how I came to go to Mr Gadd
Mr LIMAN He worked for you too right
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And if Gadd testified that you were trying to sell

these assets to the CIA-
Mr GREEN We don't know what anyone testified to
Mr LIMAN I am asking you if he testified that you tried to sell

these to the CIA would that be wrong
Mr SECORD That is probably what he thought He was in con

stant touch with Mr Dutton He was not in touch with me very
often Very seldom at this time frame He'd go for months without
seeing me

Mr LIMAN And did.was he in touch with you too
Mr SECORDMr Gadd
Mr LIMAN Yes
Mr SECORDInfrequently After Mr Dutton took over as I said I

would go for months at a time without talking with Mr Gadd
Mr LIMAN Now I want to read to you something from Mr

Gadd's testimony
During this time of late April 1986and later did General Secordever tell you

what he planned to dowith those aircraft

Meaning the ones you sent down to Central America
If and when Congressauthorized funds for.U.S Governmentfunds for the con

tras
Answer At some point in the late spring and early summer of 1986 I was in

formedthat they intended to sell those aircraft to the Central IntelligenceAgency
Yes

QuestionWhoinformedyou of that
Answer GeneralSecord

Your testimony is that he is also wrong
Mr SECORDMy testimony is I did not intend to sell them to the

CIA and I told the director that on two occasions
Mr LIMAN When you told the director that the first time which

was I e Aber of 1985 is it a fact that the enterprise then consist
ed of one Maule aircraft

Mr SECORDProbably
Mr Lm& 1 aircraft that had been paid for
('//~A~@FMby Coors rn y

Mr SECORDIt was paid for by money I did not know the source
Mr LIMAN By a donation
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And you were just starting to build the airstrip
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Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN And you hadn't bought the other aircraft
Mr SECORDNo But we were on the road
Mr LIMAN So when you told the director that he could take over

this enterprise which then consisted of one plane were you sur
prised that he then started talking about Iran

Mr SECORDYou have got it backwards I said he started talking
about Iran when I talked through the door

Mr LIMAN In any event did you ever tell Gadd that you wanted
to sell these assets to the CIA

Mr SECORDI don't recall telling Mr Gadd that I wanted to sell
the assets to the CIA Maybe he thought though that is what I
wanted to do I don't remember any conversation of that nature
with Mr Gadd

The core question was did we ever try to sell these airplanes to
the CIA

Mr LIMAN Did you ask Colonel North to assist you in selling
these assets to the CIA

Mr SECORD No But we talked.North and I did talk about
whether the costs for these things should be reimbursed by CIA or
not and concluded.my recollection.that the best possible option
was to simply transfer it simply let them take over and walk
away By this timeframe I wanted out of this operation in the
worst possible way It had dragged on for too long

It was becoming very dangerous We couldn't get support We
were short of money I wanted out of it That is the important
point I would like the committee to understand That is what was
in my mind at that time

Mr LIMAN If you wanted out of it why didn't you just stop and
turn over all the money to the government

Mr SECORDBelieve me I thought about it
Mr LIMAN You did think about it
Mr SECORDMore than once about it
Mr LIMAN Did you talk to anyone about it
Mr SECORDI talked to North about it yes
Mr LIMAN Did you talk to Hakim about it
Mr SECORDMany times
Mr LIMAN Did Hakim ever indicate to you any willingness to

let go of this money
Mr SECORD You are going to talk to him soon Ask him that

question I am not going to presume to put words in his mouth
Mr LIMAN I was only asking him what he said to you only

asking you what he said to you
Mr SECORDNo
I am reminded of another point that might be of importance The

U.S Government never asked me for the money
Mr LIMAN And as long as.who in the U.S Government knew

you had this kind of money
Mr SECORDWell Colonel North knew His boss Admiral Poin

dexter knew I know I don't think the CIA had an accurate figure
on it but they knew there was money there

Mr LIMAN By the CIA who do you mean knew were generating
these profits
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Mr SECORD The CIA knew prices were being charged in excess
of the cost They knew that we had to operate our enterprise They
knew that they weren't funding it They knew I had to fund it

Mr LIMAN Did they know that the money was being funneled to
your Central American operation

Mr SECORDI don't think they did
Mr LIMAN Did they know that the money was being used to buy

a ship for another covert activity
Mr SECORDI don't believe they did
Mr LIMAN Did they know that the money was being used for

some kind of operation that was employing the DEA agents
Mr SECORD I don't know on that point They may have known
Mr LIMAN Let's talk a moment about that DEA operation
Is it a fact that you were told by Colonel North that at the very

time that he was working on the arms sales with the hope of get
ting the hostages through Iran that he was also working on a
project to ransom hostages

Mr SECORDI learned of that only at the very last minute before
going to Israel for the McFarlane trip

Mr LIMAN And you were told that by Colonel North
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And the cash that you were giving to Colonel North

was cash that was being used by him in connection with this
ransom operation

Mr SECORD No There were several operations over a period of
time That is only one operation

Mr LIMAN But was some of the money being given for that pur
pose

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And did it occur to you Mr Secord that there might

be a counterproductive aspect to being.to asking Iran to get the
Hizballah to release the hostages at that time the Hizballah was
being told that they could get some cash for releasing them

Mr SECORD I didn't know whether the DEA intended to deal
with Hizballah or not I was not informed of what factions or
groups they were dealing with

The short answer to your question is no it did not occur to me
at the time that these two clashed I saw them as two separate
tracks

I grant your point however they could well have collided
Mr LIMAN You now see them now that we have talked about it

that they do clash
Mr SECORDYes But at that time it didn't occur to me
Mr LIMAN Did you ever discuss the use of this money for that

ransom project with anyone other than the good Colonel
Mr SECORDMr Clines Mr Hakim
Mr LIMAN Mr Clines is someone you brought into the venture

Mr Hakim is someone you brought into the venture is that cor
rect

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Do either of these gentlemen have clearances by the

way
Mr SECORDSecurity clearances U.S Government
Mr LIMAN Yes sir
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Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN And your own records show the payment to Colonel

North for this project am I correct
Mr SECORDYes sir Those are my notes which I gave you
Mr LIMAN I don't want to have to go through all of that We

will move this on
You also testified about the fact that you had a.you or your or

ganization had a disagreement with Mr Rodriquez do you recall
Mr SECORDMr who sir
Mr LIMAN Rodriquez
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Isn't it a fact that Rodriquez was saying that these

aircraft belonged to the Contras
Mr SECORD That is what was being reported to me by my

people
Mr LIMAN And is it a fact that you were taking the position

that these aircraft did not belong to the Contras but belonged to
Udall

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And these were aircraft that were paid for out of this

Swiss fund consisting of contributions and money from the arms
sales et cetera right

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And you were taking that position with Mr Rodri

quez at the very time that Mr Dutton was preparing these kinds of
documents for selling the operations to the CIA right

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN If you look back at the Dutton document
Mr GREEN Do you have the number again
Mr LIMAN Yes It is exhibit 4 The second option on the last

page was to lease the operational control of the assets to the CIA
for $311,000 per month plus some additive costs for the use of
planes in excess of 50 hours Do you see that

Mr SECORDWhat page are you on
Mr LIMAN The last page option 2 $311,000 See that
Mr SECORDYes Right
Mr LIMAN Am I correct sir that you computed.look at five

pages earlier the operating costs that your enterprise was having
down there at $67,000 a month

Mr SECORD I can't tell from a glance I would have to look at
the figures and analyze them

Mr LIMAN Is that the number that appears there
Mr SECORDThat is one of many numbers that appears there
Mr LiMAN Is that the total
Mr SECORDNo it is not It is under the heading "Nonrecurring

Costs for Operational Support.
Mr LIMAN Then you have others on top of it
Mr SECORDYes a lot of other numbers on top of it
Mr LIMAN Do you know what they all add up to
Mr SECORDI haven't done the arithmetic
Mr LiMAN Is it under $150,000 if you do that
Mr SECORDBeats me
Mr LIMAN Well 67 and 60 are 120 and then there is 6 that is

126 There is 1,027 1,500 128,500 3,500 make it 131 132,000

72-957 87 7
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Twelve thousand that brings it up to about 144 and a few other ex
penses there

So you were proposing to lease to the CIA an operation that was
running about $150,000 a month for 311 even

Mr SECORD I didn't make any such proposal to the CIA I am
not going to comment on a document I haven't seen any part of for
a long time I have to analyze it

Mr LIMAN Again to the extent that Mr Dutton says that option
was a proposal by you he is just plane wrong

Mr SECORDNo I am sure I said to him over time that there are
many ways this could be handled They are obviously.in an intel
lectual exercise you always do this This document doesn't have
any standing It is a planning drill What was really done Mr
Liman

Mr LIMAN Well in fact didn't Oliver North try to persuade the
director to buy these assets from you

Mr SECORD Not as far as I know I think Oliver North tried to
persuade the director to take them over

Mr LIMAN That is what he told you
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN It is your testimony-that at the titne Rascal s plane

went down you still weren't trying to sell these assets to the CIA
Mr SECORDNo As a matter of fact there had a

ey meeting just bef..'~ was informe& by
North it had been agreed "tha ti met and they
had to work out a way.they had to work out a way in which to
take it over

Mr LIMAN Did that way include giving money to the enterprise
Mr SECORDNot insofar as I know
Mr LIMAN And North never told you that
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN This was going to be a donation to the CIA so far as

you were concerned
Mr SECORDWe were going to walk away from it
Mr LIMAN That is your testimony
Mr SECORDThat is my testimony
Mr LIMAN Now did you have some munitions that you paid for

out of the enterprise
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And this.these were munitions that you sold to the

CIA through an intermediary am I correct
Mr SECORDYes At a loss
Mr LIMAN And am I correct that you.when you say at a loss

they were paid for out of the donations and out of the Iranian arms
sale

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr LIMAN You weren't looking at things as profit and loss were

you
Mr SECORDNo We were glad to transfer these things to CIA I

simply pointed out to you it was a very good deal for them
Mr LIMAN And just as you were prepared to give the CIA the

aircraft that had been bought from the fund for nothing and the
airstrip for nothing you gave them these munitions for nothing
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Mr SECORD No We gave them the munitions for.I think the
number was $1.2 million But there were several hundred thousand
more than that invested in those munitions and you have those
numbers

Mr LIMAN So you chose to sell the munitions to the CIA cor
rect

Mr SECORDTo be correct we sold them to a broker that the CIA
used but we were aware they were going to the CIA

Mr LIMAN You also were aware that the broker was putting a
markup on too right

Mr SECORDI have no idea what was involved
Mr LIMAN But in any event you got money at least throughthe

broker from the CIA for these munitions
Mr SECORDYes And it went back into the accounts
Mr LIMAN The money went back into the accounts
Mr SECORDAnd it is still there Right
Mr LIMAN But your testimony is on all the other assets that

you were going to give to the CIA free
Mr SECORD This one we considered dumping also by the way

But we found we were lucky enough to find an acceptable buyer
Mr LIMAN Was there any reason why you just couldn't give

them free to the CIA the way you say you wanted to give the air
craft

Mr SECORD We could have done that I suppose We wanted to
get the money back into the accounts We needed the money If we
hadn't got those monies back into the accounts you would now be
saying "Mr Secord you had $5 million diverted to the Contras
rather than 3.5. The CIA was in the process of taking over the
Contras at that time

We wanted to get the money back where it belongs
Mr LIMAN Was that one of your motivations for selling
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN That you were conscious of the fact that you could be

accused of diverting money to the Contras
Mr SECORDNo Not that I would be accused of it but I was con

scious of the fact we needed money in this enterprise and we
wanted to keep that money as much as possible

Mr LIMAN Well at that point how much money did you have in
the enterprise in your balances

Mr SECORDBased on the records I reviewed now I would say we
probably had about $5 million

Mr LIMAN You wanted-
Mr SECORDThat's a guess
Mr LIMAN You wanted to bring it up to $6 million
Mr SECORDWe wanted to bring it up as much as we could
Mr LIMAN If you could have gotten three or four million for the

airfield you would have been happy to take that too the airfield
and planes right

Mr SECORDWe never considered doing that but notice that you
pose the question it probably would have been a better idea

Mr LIMAN That was Dutton's idea Let's move on
You testified that among the things that you did at Colonel

North's request was that you approached an official of a foreign
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government to ask him to make a contribution on behalf of his gov
ernment to contras Do you recall that

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Who was the official you approached
Mr GREEN Can we have authorization to disclose that Mr

Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Mr Secord are you presently an employee of

the U.S Government
Mr SECORDNO sir
Mr INOUYE You may proceed and answer
I declare a short recess The hearing will stand in recess until 2

o'clock this afternoon
[Whereupon at 12 noon the hearing was recessed to reconvene

at 2 p.m. this same day.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

The Select Committees met pursuant to recess at 2 p.m in room
325 Russell Senate Office Building Hon Daniel K Inouye (chair
man of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon Lee H Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding

Chairman INOUYE On the matter which was pending at the time
of our recess the Chair rules as follows Because of the diplomati
cally sensitive nature of the question involved and until the com
mittees consult further among themselves the witness will write
on a piece of paper which we will provide the name of the country
and the official whom he solicited and this will be held as execu
tive session material until the committees decided otherwise

The intention of the committee is to make as many of the facts
public as possible to the extent consistent with national security in
terests

Mr Secord will you proceed to write the name of the country
involved and the person involved

Will you place that in the sealed envelope
Mr LIMAN There are cameras facing you
Can we do it another way
Chairman INOUYE I hope the camera persons will cooperate

please Otherwise we may be forced to send you out sir
I thank you very much
Mr Liman
Mr LIMAN Mr Secord the official that you spoke to and whose

name you wrote is the person eta in the fall of 1984 at the
request of Lieutenant Colonel Nort

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And Lieutenant Colonel North mentioned at some

point this had the blessing of Mr McFarlane
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And is that the same official you spoke to irr early

1985
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And you testified that* in 1986 you had a meeting

with Director Casey at wlh time he suggested that you look to
anatl untry for fu ng 'Is that the sazno cony

Mr SECORDIt iS
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Mr LIMAN Now I want to go back to money Have you ever
heard of a company called Tri-American Arms

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Were you a partner in that company
Mr SECORDThe company was never formed but it was discussed

that I would be a partner in the company
Mr LIMAN And it was contemplated that you would be a part

ner
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Do you know whether monies were transferred to

Tri-American from the Swiss bank accounts that we have been
talking about

Mr SECORDI know that Mr Hakim transferred some money to
this enterprise for the purpose of doing business

Mr LIMAN Do you know sir that the amounts that were trans
ferred were $150,000 in May of 1986 and $200,000 in June of 1986

Mr SECORDNo I don't think the $200,000 was transferred If it
was I don't know of it

Mr LIMAN If I were to show you.and we will mark as the next
exhibits two debit invoices from one of the Swiss accounts Albon
Values.would that refresh your recollection

These are records provided by Mr Hakim
[The information was not available at the time of publication.]
I don't want you to read the documents into the record We are

going to wait for Mr Hakim for that I'm just asking you whether
or not you have a recollection now that the total amount that was
transferred was $350,000

Mr SECORDThe $150,000 I was aware of I know nothing about
this second piece of paper You will have to ask Mr Hakim about
that

Mr LIMAN Now do you know sir whether the purpose of your
partnership was to invest in a manufacturer of-machine guns

Mr SECORDManufacturer of submachine guns yes
Mr LIMAN Of submachine guns
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN And did that deal go through
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Was one of the purposes to have that company sell

weapons to the Contras
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN And were the monies that were invested monies that

came out of the Iranian and contra arms sales
Mr SECORDI don't know I thought it was part of Hakim's profit

distribution
Mr LIMAN Well if you were to be a partner what were you put

ting in
Mr SECORDMy management and knowledge ability to market

There was a third partner who was doing a similar thing
Mr LIMAN And what was his name
Mr SECORDHis name is Royer
Mr LIMAN How much were you going to be paying to acquire

the manufacturer of submachine guns
Mr SECORDHow much were we going to pay
Mr LIMAN Yes sir
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Mr SECORD We had not finished the negotiations with the
owner but that was about the right amount of money to buy the
interest that we wanted

Mr LIMAN Did you ever sign an agreement as part of the part
nership for this company

Mr SECORDNo No I did not The deal was never consummated
Mr LIMAN Can you tell me what happened to the money that

was sent
Mr SECORD Well $60,000 of it was invested in some material

and the remaining monies minus some legal fees were returned to
STTGI.Stanford Technology Trading Group

Mr LIMAN What around $80,000 was returned to your compa
ny

Mr SECORDThat is a good ball park figure
Mr LIMAN Was that treated as a loan
Mr SECORD It was a capital investment by Mr Hakim into our

company and he made several over the years
Mr LIMAN Now you testified yesterday that it was your view

that Colonel North was doing everything he could to implement
the Boland amendment

Do you recall that
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN I want you to take a look again at exhibit 4
Mr GREEN OK we have it
Mr LIMAN Would you look at the first page
Mr GREEN The index
Mr LIMAN Right after the first page of text where it says "gen

eral. Not "army general, but "general.
Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN It begins with "Due to recent changes in operational

requirements and increased tasking the benefactor company here
inafter referred to as B.C Washington is taking more direct control
of Project Hope and its supporting elements.

Will you tell us what Project Hope was
Mr SECORD This was a project that involved all aspects of the

airlift operation that I described earlier
Mr LIMAN And what was B.C Washington
Mr SECORDThis was just an acronym that Mr Dutton coined to

refer to our office The problem at the time that we were address
ing was one of lack of effectiveness and reorganization and redirec
tion of the effort was needed

Mr LIMAN And it says going to the first paragraph that begins
with "B.C Washington will assume operational control of all
assets in support of Project Hope.

That is the airlift correct
Mr SECORDOK
Mr LIMAN Can you tell us who the people were who consisted of

B.C Washington
Mr SECORDIt was primarily myself and Robert Dutton
Mr LIMAN Was it not also Oliver North
Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN Mr Dutton has testified about this document as fol

lows the first pages of it go back through the wiring diagram
which we refer to as the reorganization plan that outlined the new
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organization that was going to control direct the operation where
in General Secord and Colonel North would ostensibly not be part
of the operation any longer and that a new group known as B.C
Washington or Benefactor Company Washington would take over
the responsibilities

QuestionWasthat in name only
Answer That was in name only and it was.in fact General Secordand Colonel

North remainedexactlywhere they had been in the organization etc

Is that the fact
Mr SECORD Yes that is a fact That phraseology however I

would like to clarify if I may
What he is talking about is an attempt to cover my continued

participation in this operation and to cover any contact that we
had with Colonel North

We were having difficulties with this operation Things were not
going well A lot of questions were being asked by different people
who were critical of the operation I was as critical as anyone of it

Therefore we decided to reorganize and part of that reorganiza
tion was to cover my identity as well as that of Colonel North
Colonel North was never a part of this little headquarters of ours
We consulted with him as I told you every step of the way and we
gave him information

Mr LIMAN And if Mr Dutton said that Colonel North and you
were directing this operation he would be wrong

Mr SECORDI don't think he said that
Mr GREEN I want to object if I may Mr Chairman
We do not have access to any of this testimony We have not

seen it and Mr Liman's device of extracting a few lines and read
ing it to us and asking us to comment on it I think is unfair

If he wants us to review the entirety of Mr Dutton's testimony
we will be glad to do so In isolation like this I think it is an im
proper form of interrogation Mr Liman

Mr LIMAN I will restate the question
Did you ever tell Mr Dutton that Oliver North was going to con

tinue to direct this operation with you
Mr SECORD No I told him he was going to continue in liaison

with us He was going to continue talking with us dealing with us
just as we always did

You will note there is a CL-43 series of messages we addressed
yesterday that I think proves the accuracy of my statement be
cause I rejected some guidance which was phrased even as an
order

Mr LIMAN Did you consider the implementation of the Boland
amendment for Colonel North to occupy this role

Mr SECORDThe Boland amendment does not apply to private ef
forts Therefore I thought that he was acting properly

Mr LIMAN Did you consider it is an implementation of the
Boland amendment for Colonel North to funnel the money to your
organization

Mr SECORD Private monies yes and the Boland amendment
which is an anti-appropriations measure does not have anything to
do with private efforts
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Mr LIMAN And did you consider it consistent with the Boland
amendment for Colonel North to provide you with the communica
tions devices the K.L 43's

Mr SECORDThis was a matter of security that was offered to us
I don't know what the reasoning for it was

Mr LIMAN Did you consider it as an implementation of the
Boland amendment for Colonel North to fly down to Florida to
meet with you and Calero and urge you to start an airlift and to
help open up the southern front

Mr SECORD He wasn't spending any appropriated fund so I
didn't see anything wrong with it

Mr LIMAN And the use of the plane was not appropriated
funds

Mr SECORDIncidental
Mr LIMAN It was implementation of the Boland Amendment for

you to do all of these things
Mr SECORD My comments about implementation of the Boland

Amendment were general comments I believe these men were
doing the President's bidding and trying to do the best job they
could to live within Boland

I am on the record on that That is what I believe
Mr LIMAN Now you testified that you considered what was hap

pening lawful and that Colonel North considered it lawful correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Is it a fact that Colonel North told you that if the

facts ever came out about what he was doing he would get a
pardon

Mr SECORDHe joked about that in the same vein that he did in
the comment that I made yesterday with respect to the ayatollah

Mr LIMAN What did you think in your own mind that he was
doing wrong that would lead him to even think about a part-

Mr SECORD Nothing other than the fact when that came up I
laughed at him and said that's ridiculous What are you talking
about We have discussed repeatedly no laws are being broken We
are doing everything we can to live within the law so it is a non
sequitur

Mr SECORD I don't remember Mr Liman I don't remember
every conversation I ever had with Oliver North I can't tell you

Mr LIMAN How often did you speak to Oliver North in connec
tion with the operations that you were conditioning for the con
tras Once a day

Mr SECORDNo Less than that Less than that
Mr LIMAN Three or four times a week
Mr SECORDOn the average I would say that it is accurate It is

a wild average
Mr LIMAN Could you have conducted these operations without

Oliver North
Mr SECORDWe could have but it would not have been nearly as

effective
Mr LIMAN Now you in your opening statement criticized the

Attorney General for going public as quickly as he did with the di
version am I correct

Mr SECORDYes Mr Liman
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Mr LIMAN And you thought that he should have spoken to you
and gotten some of the facts before he went public

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN After he went public you became angry and decided

that you wouldn't provide him with the facts Is that fair to say
Mr SECORD After the stunning announcement the 25th of No

vember I consulted immediately with my counsel I think I testi
fied and I from that point on relied entirely on advice of counsel

Mr LIMAN Now isn't it a fact that you directed your secretary
to shred documents

Mr SECORDWe discussed that yesterday
Mr LIMAN Did you or didn't you direct your secretary
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Did you testify yesterday that you directed your sec

retary to shred documents because you were concerned that the
press or others would get at them

Mr SECORDRight
Mr LIMAN Who was it you thought would break into your

office
Mr SECORD Probably ,the same people who were f eating the

telephone numbers in El Salvador I don't know the work You
know a lot of break-ins different places over a period of time associ
ated with these matters So it was a concern of mine

Mr LIMAN These were documents that you had accumulated
over a period of time

Mr SECORDYes And they were no longer useful
Mr LIMAN And over that period of time you weren't concerned

about the break-ins to the point that you went and shredded all
these documents

Mr SECORD No There were only a few shredded and the tele
phone log was called to my attention by Colonel Dutton He said
"Boss do we really need these old things I said "No get rid of
them.

Mr LIMAN Didn't you shred documents that reflected telexes
and messages related to the transfer of money

Mr SECORDRelating to money
Mr LIMAN Yes sir
Mr SECORDThe telexes that I recall that we shredded were rou

tine telex traffic with the Defex Portugal as I testified yesterday
Mr LIMAN Do you recall that the telexes contained references to

the movement of money Yes or no
Mr SECORDI don't recall but it is entirely likely that they did
Mr LIMAN Did you review the documents before they were

shredded
Mr SECORDI glanced at them
Mr LIMAN Did you ask your secretary to provide you with the

files
Mr SECORD I asked my secretary to go through the files She is

the one who selected them
Mr LIMAN And then you looked at the documents and decided

which ones were to be shredded and which ones were not
Mr SECORDI think I looked at the subject headings and said we

don't need these Get rid of them
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Mr LIMAN And do you have any copies of the documents that
were shredded

Mr SECORDNo
Mr LIMAN So that neither we nor the Attorney General have

any way of knowing what was in those documents other than your
oral testimony

Mr SECORDI gave you thousands of documents Mr Liman All
relevant documents

Mr LIMAN You have given me everything other than what you
have shredded Is that what you are saying

Mr SECORDI said what I said
Mr LIMAN Well you didn't give me copies of the documents you

shredded did you
Mr SECORDObviously I couldn't
Mr LIMAN Now were you not in the security business
Mr SECORDWe were in the management of security businesses

yes but we did not expend the funds necessary to make an office
like mine secure and that is why I knew it wasn't secure

Mr LIMAN And being in the management of security manage
ment of security systems you felt that the only way you could pro
tect records was to shred them

Mr SECORD If I don't need them Mr Liman I shred them I
have shredded tens of thousands of documents during my career
When you don't need these documents you get rid of them

Mr LIMAN At the time you shredded the other documents were
there investigations pending relating to you

Mr SECORD No and there were none pending at this time
either

Mr LIMAN When do you say you gave the instructions to Ms
Napier to shred them

Mr SECORD My recollection is it was in early Nov -e there
abouts

Mr LIMAN Was there an investigation at that time of Southern
Air

Mr SECORDThe FBI I think was trying to conduct one
Mr LIMA t yw i[a 'fact t 1e ed C to nth to ask

him to halt that at on
Mr SECORDI think I testified to that fact yes
Mr LIMAN And was it after that investigation commenced that

you shredded the documents
Mr SECORDI don't remember It wasn't a triggering event
This had no relation
Mr LIMAN Are you certain that you didn't ask Ms Napier to

shred those documents after the Attorney General made his
speech

Mr SECORDYes
Mr LIMAN Now you testified.incidentally did you speak to

Ms Napier after she testified before our committee about this
Mr SECORD I did not I was assiduous in not asking one word

about it
Mr LIMAN Did anyone tell you that Ms Napier had told the

House Committee and the Senate Committee that she had shred
ded documents at your request

Mr GREEN Restate that question again please
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Mr LIMAN Did anyone tell you that Ms Napier had told the
House Committee and the Senate Committee that at your direction
she had shredded documents

Mr SECORD There are attorney-client communications involved
here so I can't discuss it

Mr LIMAN Are you aware sir that Ms Napier originally testi
fied that she shredded the documents in December

Mr SECORDSame answer
Mr LIMAN Did you make any effort to persuade her to date it

back to November
Mr SECORDNever talked to her one word about it not one word
Mr LIMAN Whoever was communicating to you about what Ms

Napier was saying did he communicate to you that she had
changed her story

Mr SECORDThe same answer
Mr LIMAN And the same answer being attorney-client privilege
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN Mr Secord you testified that you saw part of the

finding in the White House situation room Am I correct
Mr SECORDThat is correct I had to read it the part that I could

read I had to read from afar They never handed me a copy of it to
read

Mr LIMAN And you read the findings that said that third par
ties could be involved in the operation with Iran

Mr SECORDI don't remember if I read it or if they were discuss
ing it that language at the time I have only learned recently that
there were changes in that finding over time

Mr LIMAN But you testified yesterday that you were the third
party

Mr SECORD I said that I learned of my role as the third party
yes

Mr LIMAN Now was there anything in that finding communi
cated to you that authorized you to use any of the proceeds of the
sales to Iran to assist the contras

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr LIMAN Was there anything communicated to you in that

finding that authorized you to use any of the proceeds of the sale to
purchase a ship

Mr SECORDNo sir nothing to the contrary either
Mr LIMAN Was there anything in that finding as communicated

to you that authorized you to use proceeds to purchase radios for a
Caribbean nation

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr LIMAN Was there anything communicated to you about that

finding that enabled you or authorized you to keep proceeds in Mr
Channell's account

Mr SECORDNo sir Nothing to the contrary
Mr LIMAN You understand sir that the purpose of the finding

was to authorize the sale by the United States to Iran of arms
through you as an intermediary

Mr SECORDAs a commercial cutout as I have testified
Mr LIMAN You did not understand the purpose of the finding

was to provide support for the Contras
Mr SECORDNo
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LIMAN Or to enable anyone to get rich
SECORDNo
LIMAN Now you said that one of the reasons that you
your interest in these Swiss accounts was that you wanted

urn to government some day
SECORDCorrect

N LIMAN And was the position that you hoped to return to as
held of covert operations of the CIA

Mr SECORDThat was my ambition at one time yes
Mr LIMAN I am not asking you about legalities here or not I

want to bring out some facts You felt that the United States abili
ty conduct covert operations was impaired am I correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN And you felt that you could make a contribution in

that area
Mt SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN And you felt indeed that you could do a better job

than the people who were in charge of covert operations is that
correct

Mr SECORDI thought so
Mr LIMAN And is it fair to say then at the request of Colonel

North and Admiral Poindexter the National Security Adviser you
went out and created your own covert operation organization

Mr SECORDFor the express purpose of carrying out the projects
we have been talking about yes

Mr LIMAN And you had your own planes for that purpose
Mr SECORDTrue
Mr LIMAN Correct
Mr SECORDTrue
Mr LIMAN You had your own employees for that purpose
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN They were in deep cover correct
1I SECORDNot too deep

Mr LIMAN Not too deep now but you know how long it took to
fine Olmsted

Mr SECORDMr Olmsted we did a better job on I guess
Mr LIMAN But you had people with code names
Mr SECORD Yes sir The answer to your question of course is

yes
Mr LIMAN You tried to keep them in cover
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr LIMAN You had NSA communications equipment
Mr SECORDTrue
Mr LIMAN You had a mission or missions correct
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN You had secret accounts
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr LIMAN You had secret sources for funding of those accounts
Mr SECORDAgreed
Mr LIMAN And all of the funds were generated for you either by

the assets of the United States that were entrusted to you such as
thereapons or by the sales to the Contras where Mr North or
Coel North introduced you to Calero or the contributions he ar
ranged to go into that account is that fair
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Mr SECORDThat is fair
Mr LIMAN I have no further questions Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Thank you Mr Liman
May we take a two-minute recess and may I see the two mem

bers of the House and the two members of the Senate
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE The Chair now recognizes the distinguished

Congressman Louis Stokes
Mr STOKESThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Secord during the week of November 7 when you were

called to the White House to review chronologies that were being
prepared for the Congress can you tell us who was present at that
time

Mr SECORD Yes sir but I think it was the week of November
17

Mr STOKESAll right
Mr SECOR.i)Yes sir Besides myself there were present Oliver

North at least one of his assistants Colonel Earl anlC staff
member Howard Teicher CIA Officer George Cave and I think
that was all

There were two times that I went down there I think it was-
Mr STOKESWe are talking now about the first time
Mr SECORDThe first time and I believe it was the same group

the second time
Mr STOKESWas Admiral Poindexter present
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr STOKESOn either occasion
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr STOKES I see When you reviewed the document on the first

day the facts in the chronology were correct
Mr SECORDI believed them to be correct
Mr STOKES When you returned the second day when you read

up to page 5 you determined that the chronology from the previ
ous day had been changed is that correct

Mr SECORDYes it had been changed substantially
Mr STOKES And you said to them this is not true and you used

an expletive
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr STOKES And then you were told that Mr McFarlane had

written that part of the document weren't you
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr STOKESThat is when you said well you guys can have it or

something of the sort and you walked away
Mr SECORDThat is right sir
Mr STOKESYour reason for doing that was because you felt that

what was written there was not an honest representation of the
facts isn't that true

Mr SECORDBasically that was true I didn't want to be involved
any further

Mr STOKESAnd even when Mr Nields yesterday ask you about
the second document on another page and he went into certain
facts that were recited there you said that those were misrepresen
tative of the facts is that right

Mr SECORDThat is correct sir
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Mr STOKES You knew that that chronology they were preparing
was being prepared for the U.S Congress did you not

Mr SECORD I knew it was being prepared for Mr Casey to use
before the U.S Congress

Mr STOKES All right Now do you know what Mr North's role
was in the preparation of the chronology

Mr SECORDWell he was I would say the chief staff officer in
volved in the preparation of the various drafts

Mr STOKES Now in your opening statement you described both
Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North as being honest and dedi
cated men

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr STOKESNow the acts you have just testified to are not repre

sentative of an honest man are they
Mr SECORD Well sir I don't think that Mr North made the

change He told me that these had been written by Mr McFarlane
so Mr McFarlane who is the principal involved in the information
being dealt with there was writing the text himself

Mr STOKESDidn't you just say he was the chief architect
Mr SECORD I said that he was the chief staff officer sir in

charge of preparation of all the long chronologies that were being
put together but his boss changed apparently two parts of it

Mr STOKES Are you aware sir that Admiral Poindexter used
the same chronology when he brief the House Intelligence Commit
tee on November 21st in the White House situation room

Mr SECORDNo sir As I have told the staff here I never knew
whether this particular piece of paper was ever used by the direc
tor or not I didn't know

Mr STOKES But if it was used the same document was used we
were briefed on deceptive testimony weren't we

Mr SECORDAccording to my understanding of the facts that is
correct

Mr STOKESIn fact what it amounts to doesn't it is a real cover
up of the facts

Mr SECORD If they or he gave you that information he may
have believed it to be correct because Mr McFarlane had written
it But it could well be a cover up as well

Mr STOKES If I told you that in August of 1986 Colonel North
told the House Intelligence Committee that he had nothing to do
with raising funds for the Contras or with activities to arm or sup
port them that statement would not be true would it

Mr SECORD It is hard for me to comment in too general a way
It sounds like it is inaccurate I would like to see the testimony and
see the context of it

Mr STOKES If I told you that Admiral Poindexter wrote a letter
to the House Intelligence Committee at that time to confirm the
same story that would not be true would it

Mr SECORDThe exact same answer sir
Mr STOKES General in your opening remarks you told us that

Mr Meese had betrayed you abandoned you left you to defend
yourselves In light of the fact that you have testified here that you
were a person independent of the government and a civilian in
your own enterprise tell us what obligation the Attorney General
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of the United States had to support or defend you or your oper
ation

Mr SECORD It was my belief that the President of the United
States was well aware of what we were doing Congressman Stokes
As a consequence the Attorney General it seemed to me had a re
sponsibility to get more than just an incidental dose of the facts
before going public with such a startling story

He could have at least accorded us the opportunity to place our
selves I mean we were totally stunned and shocked That is why
all of us felt betrayed

Mr STOKES Was it your position sir that had you been given
the opportunity to provide him with the facts that that would have
taken care of the matter that no one had done anything wrong
and that the Attorney General would have understood that there
was nothing wrong at all with this operation

Mr SECORD I don't know what he would have understood We
were prepared to divulge all the information that I held and take it
from there What I was pleading for was to slow this thing down
and let's get it on track and as I testified I think on a more ra
tional basis

It could well have continued with a full-blown investigation I
have no idea

Mr STOKES I see Didn't you tell us also you wanted to talk to
the President of the United States

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr STOKESAnd didn't you tell us you even went to the trouble

of preparing a speech for the President of the United States
Mr SECORDYes sir I did
Mr STOKESTell us what you did with the speech
Mr SECORD I sent it to Admiral Poindexter via Colonel North's

office on the KL-43
Mr STOKES In the speech you wanted the President of the

United States to deliver tell us what you said that he should say to
the American people

Mr SECORD My recollection of the main points were that he
should come up front and tell the American people and of course
the Congress by this time that a covert operation had been under
way for some months tick off what the objectives were point out
that he was the responsible officer in this Government for the con
duct of foreign affairs and for national security and that he had
hard decisions to make

As Harry Truman once said the buck stops here that he had
made some decisions there had been some successes and great dis
appointments to describe briefly some of the facts.not all of the
facts and then to point out that we were going to continue to try
to establish relations with Iran and to get our hostages back

It is my recollection that is the thrust of the short speech which
I wrote

Mr STOKES Is it your opinion that the President has not done
that

Mr SECORD Well he didn't do that at that time The story has
come out in bits and pieces over time My point though at the
time was it seemed to me that a strong and firm stand by the
President would be the best defense that we had
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Obviously there was going to be great criticism of this operation
Mr STOKES Do you think that would have stopped if there had

been no further investigation of it
Mr SECORDNo I think Congress would have done some inquir

ies but I doubt we would have had the spectacle of an independent
council at this time

Mr STOKES Well in light of the fact that within the last ten
days two people have pled guilty to criminal activity in conjunction
with the Contras wouldn't that suggest something to you other
than what you are saying here

Mr SECORD It was not related to us at all I don't even know
those people sir Never met them

Mr STOKESIs Lake Resources Inc your account
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr STOKES Are you aware of the fact that both Channell and

Miller funneled money into Lake Resource's account
Mr SECORDI was not aware of their names I was aware of the

IBC name and another company name
Mr STOKES Just as a final question on this particular point

could the Attorney General in any way betray you if you were in
volved in a private operation

Mr SECORDI believe so sir As I stated because we were in sup
port of a U.S Government covert operation he did not have the
facts and he rushed to judgment

Mr STOKESMr Secord you told us as a private citizen you were
in charge of the commercial cutout used in the Iran operation The
Government sold you the missiles or the spare parts and then you
sold them to Iran Once they were sold to you they were no longer
the property of the U.S Government is that correct

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr STOKESAre you also saying to us that at that point the U.S

Government no longer had the ability to be able to order you to
conduct this covert operation in any way they wanted to conduct
it

Mr SECORD Well I think they had great faith that I would
follow the directions that were given and I did of course

Mr STOKES Well if we accept this version aren't we in effect
accepting the fact that the U.S Government contracted out its for
eign policy to you subject to you carrying out their best wishes

Mr SECORD I don't think they viewed it that way sir I think
that they viewed me as a logistics and commercial.logistics opera
tor and commercial go-between and certainly didn't view me as
being a foreign policy negotiator or anything like that

Mr STOKES A few moments ago you were asked by Mr Liman
about your operation which to a large degree parallels the CIA op
eration that their Reserve for Contingencies You operated your
own fund you bought ships airplanes things of that sort

That obviously was for the purpose of circumventing the Boland
amendment is that correct

Mr SECORDI didn't see it that way
Mr STOKES Well under the Boland amendment all agencies all

individuals in our Government were prohibited from utilizing any
appropriated funds for use of the Contras You understood that

Mr SECORDYes sir
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Mr STOKES Under your operation private funds non-appropri
ated funds could be used for any purpose you saw fit and that in
cluded for the use of the Contras

Mr SECORD Well I felt a responsibility I knew why the funds
were donated I felt a responsibility to make sure they got to the
Contra project and they did

Mr STOKES Doesn't it look to you like we have two govern
ments There is one Government run by the United States which
Mr Reagan heads where you cannot utilize appropriated funds for
the purposes we have already enunciated and this other govern
ment run by you and you can utilize these funds for whatever pur
poses you deem necessary though they be contrary to the use for
which appropriated funds can be put

Mr SECORDI am not sure what answer you are looking for
Mr STOKESWell -
Mr SECORD I understand what you are saying but I am.I

didn't see it that way I didn't see it that way The President has
certain rights in the foreign policy area I never saw myself as
being a foreign policy operative I believe that the funds that we
had were private funds and could be sent to the Contra project
which project we believed deeply in and we did that

Mr STOKES Is it your view having been a general having per
formed in government as you have that this fits within the consti
tutional framework of our government

Mr SECORDI did sir
Mr STOKESYou see nothing wrong with those operations
Mr SECORDI did not see anything wrong with it then
Mr STOKESDid Colonel North's salaries come from appropriated

funds
Mr SECORDI am sure it did
Mr STOKESHow about the salary of Ambassador Tambs
Mr SECORDLikewise sir
Mr STOKESHow about Colonel Steele
Mr SECORDIn fact All U.S Government appropriated funds
Mr STOKES How about the airplane pilots who flew Mr North

around the world to the various meetings he had with you and
others

Mr SECORDTo the extent they were government pilots of course
they were paid the same way

Mr STOKESThen how do you square this fact with the fact that
you say no appropriated funds were used in any manner in con
junction with your operation

Mr SECORD It never even occurred to me that someone would
construe normal governmental salaries as being attached by
Boland

Mr STOKES Well when the Boland amendment passed on the
floor of the House the author of the amendment Mr Boland
stated on the floor that it would include salaries Were you aware
of that

Mr SECORD No I didn't have the legislative history sir I can
tell you sir that I was aware that Boland was a legislative compro
mise I can tell you that I have heard from a distinguished counsel
the chief counsel for the Senate Committee that Boland is a piece
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of swiss cheese that Boland is an act which if you had the I.Q of a
genius you could not trace its meandering

I think there was considerable confusion and misunderstanding
about the intentions of Boland

Mr STOKES Well this morning when you testified under exami
nation by Mr Liman do you recall your statement to him that the
purpose of this operation was to get around Congress

Mr SECORDI don't recall the context There were so many ques
tions I am not sure exactly which question you are referring to

Mr STOKESWell-
Mr S One of the purposes of our Contra project was to get

artitind egress
Mr STOKES Earlier this morning in one of his questions when

he talked about the operation and the purpose for which you.how
you fit into the operation as a cutout person you stated to him I
believe.you can correct me if I am wrong.that the purpose of
that set up was to get around Congress

Mr SECORDIf I said that I misspoke I don't recall that context
at all The purpose of the operation was to conduct a project which
was legal under Boland as far as we could see

Mr STOKES The men who worked for you such as Dutton and
Gadd what did you tell them about your operation Did you tell
them that the U.S Government was behind your operation

Mr SECORDNo They knew the Government was not They knew
it was private

Mr STOKESThey knew the Government was not behind your op
eration

Mr SECORD They knew the Government could not support us
materially because of Boland

Mr STOKES I see Did you get some help from Government offi
cials

Mr SECORDYes sir I testified to the kind of help we got
Mr STOKES You told us about Ambassador Tambs and what he

did for you
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr STOKESTell us again what he did for you
Mr SECORDI have never spoken directly to Ambassador Tambs

so my information comes to me through people who talked with
him He gave us guidance and he was a moral supporter of our
plan to construct to acquire and construct the airfield in Costa
Rica and I am sure that he was also a supporter of our efforts to
supply the southern troops

Mr STOKES You also told us a senior CIA field officer in Costa
Rica provided valuable intelligence and communications support
for you didn't he

Mr SECORDYes sir he did
Mr STOKESWas it valuable support
Mr SECORDWe could not have done without it
Mr STOKESHow about the senior CIA field officer in Honduras
Mr SECORD That was different because I testified yesterday he

was able to.or one of his people was able to discuss certain prob
lems we had of coordination with the FDN people
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Mr STOKESThe bottom line is that even though you represented
that the U.S Government could not be involved in this operation
the fact is U.S Government officials were involved weren't they

Mr SECORD They were but I don't believe they were spending
materially at least appropriated funds

Mr STOKESWell these officers we are talking about are salaried
employees of the U.S Government aren't they

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr STOKESWithout their aid and assistance you could not have

accomplished this mission is that true
Mr SECORD Their aid and assistance was invaluable It would

have been very difficult to accomplish the mission
Mr STOKESThank you
Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr RUDMAN[presiding] The committee will now turn to Senator

Boren
The Chairman indicated there would be alternating between

House and Senate member
Mr BOREN Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Secord I have listened with great interest as you described

some of your own feelings about the foreign policy of the United
States as you have indicated your perceptions about what is going
on in Central America And also with interest as you made some of
the decisions in the process of this attempt to open new communi
cations with those in Iran

I gather that you became disillusioned along the way with Mr
Ghorbanifar as the main channel into Iran is that correct

Mr SECORDYes Senator
Mr BOREN What did you do about it after you became disillu

sioned and you felt that it simply was not going to work out to
open communications with Iran through Mr Ghorbanifar and his
associates

Mr SECORDWell briefly sir shortly after the failed mission to
Tehran which took place the end of May 1986 I discussed this
issue with Mr Hakim and I also notified Colonel North that we
were going to actively search for a second channel to the elements
of the Iranian government we wanted to deal with

This had been decided as a goal as I understood it at a meeting
two months before but I didn't see any progress being made

Mr BOREN So you made the decision and you took the action
Really you took the position of opening the second channel

Mr SECORDThat is correct sir
Mr BOREN Did you discuss this with the Secretary of State
Mr SECORDNo sir only with Colonel North
Mr BoREN You took the action yourself did you not
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr BOREN Do you think it is strange for a private citizen-did

you hold any position with the government at this time any offi
cial position

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr BOREN Do you think it is strange for a private citizen to be

taking an action of such importance for the foreign policy of the
United States as purporting to represent this country in the open
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ing of communications with an element in the government of a for
eign power

Mr SECORD It is very strange sir I looked for as hard as I
could a better channel The one we had was corrupt and when I
found what I thought was the right channel I turned this over to
the government and they vetted it and eventually agreed with us

Mr BOREN Was this discussed with the President of the United
States as to whether or not another second channel should be
opened

Mr SECORDI believe it was
Mr BOREN But you really took the action yourself before any

discussion with the President the Secretary of State or anyone
else

Mr SECORD No sir I didn't open the second channel I was
searching for a second channel

Mr BOREN So you see nothing strange at all in terms of the way
we make foreign policy in this country for a person who is purely a
private citizen with no official Government capacity to be making
the kinds of decisions and deciding about the identity of people
within the Government some of whom have relationships to very
high Government officials in the Government of Iran

This is a very revolutionary change You yourself talked about
one meeting being the first meeting between any Iranian officials
and American officials in a long time You don't see anything
strange about you as a private citizen negotiating in this way

Mr SECORDI think it is very strange very unusual
Mr BOREN Do you think it is appropriate We are in the bicen

tennial year of the Constitution Do you think it is appropriate that
important foreign policy decisions of this country should be made
by Mr Richard Secord private citizen instead of by the Congress
of the United States the Secretary of State and the President of
the United States

Mr SECORDLooking back at it I think that you could make that
criticism very easily but I must tell you sir that I was doing the
best I could under the circumstances and I thought I was carrying
out the President's policy and I was not trying to usurp anybody's
authority And I did not

When I found this second channel I turned it over to the United
States for their vetting and then in other words I was trying to
do a service to trying to find a channel

Mr BOREN There was one meeting with the second channel in
which a discussion was undertaken about the creation of an infor
mal communications panel three from Iran and three from the
United States is that correct

Mr SECORDYes but that was in the White House
Mr BOREN Were you there
Mr SECORDI was there
Mr BOREN Who else was present on the American side
Mr SECORDColonel North and George Cave from CIA
Mr BOREN The three of you were there
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN When it came time to name the three Americans

who were going to represent the United 'tates and the interests of
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this country on this informal panel who were the three people that
were named during the course of that meeting

Mr SECORD North named.to the second channel people as I
recall he said that the only valid communication.these people
were concerned about valid communications and who they were
dealing with They should consider the only valid communication
would be one they received from him from Mr Cave or from me

That is my recollection
Mr BOREN And so this group was appointed
I understand on the Iranian side they named some fairly high

ranking people that were to have communication
Mr SECORDThey had a couple of fairly high ranking people but

the group never met
Mr BOREN The group never met but the appointments were an

nounced in this negotiating session
Did the President of the United States sign an order appointing

Colonel North yourself as a private citizen and Mr Cave to repre
sent officially the Government of the United States in these talks

Mr SECORD I didn't see that I was representing the United
States He simply said that they should because they knew us-

Mr BOREN Did the President sign any such order
Mr SECORDNo sir the President did not
Mr BOREN Was the President aware to your knowledge such

appointment was being made
Mr SECORD I was told that Mr Poindexter and the President

were being completely informed of all substantive matters
Mr BOREN Well do you know whether or not the President of

the United States knew specifically about the appointment of these
three individuals to represent our country in opening this channel
of communication with the three that were named on the Iranian
side

Mr SECORD I do not know and I do not agree that there were
three people named to represent the United States

Mr BoREN Well you can construe it any way you want I guess
we can all interpret it

Now I understand we were asked to stop the Central American
airlift There were problems in El Salvador as you went into in the
first day of testimony is that right

Mr SECORDI was asked-
Mr BOREN You were asked to stop using the banks of operation

you were asked to temporarily suspend the airlift operations I be
lieve you told us

Mr SECORDYes There were messages on that
Mr BOREN From whom did those messages come Did they come

from Colonel North
Mr SECORD I believe they originated with him but they came

from his assistant
Mr BoREN So they came from people from the National Securi

ty Council
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN Colonel North or his assistant
Mr SECORDYes sir
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Mr BOREN As I understand you rejected that request and felt
very strongly that it would be wrong for you to give up that base of
operations at that time

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr BOREN So you continued that
Mr SECORDI thought that they were misinformed and the prob

lem was solved
Mr BOREN They were misinformed So in other words again we

have Mr Richard Secord private citizen substituting his own per
sonal judgment on the conduct of an operation for the aid of people
that we were trying to help in this country in fact in coordination
with the National Security Council rejecting the request from the
National Security Council because Mr Richard Secord.private cit
izen no appointment from the President.felt that was the wrong
thing to do is that correct

Mr SECORDThat is correct and I think the results were the cor
rect results

Mr BOREN Mr Secord again I go back to this being the bicen
tennial year of the Constitution Does it not disturb you as an
American setting aside your own great confidence in yourself
_which has been clearly expressed to us.you obviously have more
confidence than you have in the CIA in terms of you said you could
not run their covert operations better than they you have more
confidence in your legal judgment than in the judgment of the At
torney General whom you have roundly condemned for making
public the diversion of funds.you seem to have more confidence in
yourself than you do in even the President's own staff because you
drafted a speech to give to Colonel North for the President of the
United States to read to explain this You put confidence in your
self in terms of opening the new channels of communications

Do you think that it is appropriate for private American citizens
without any position of authority in this country and not accounta
ble in any way to the Congress of the United States to be exercis
ing the making of foreign policy decisions of this kind with funds
generated from the sale of American taxpayers property the
money generated from the sale of American taxpayers property to
the Iranians

Now is it right for you as a private individual to use American
taxpayers money to make these kinds of decisions even when the
National Security Council albeit a shockingly low level at the Na
tional Security Council is telling you not to continue

Mr SECORD I find it difficult to respond to that string of asser
tions

Mr BOREN I can understand why you would find it difficult to
respond because concerning.have you read the Constitution of
the United States Mr Secord

Mr SECORDYes Senator Boren
Mr BOREN Do you believe in it
Mr SECORD Of course I have sworn to uphold it and I have

fought for it quite a few times
Mr BOREN I understand you have fought for it No one takes

anything away from that
But does it not trouble you Did you not wake up some mornings

and think how did I as a private individual start exercising all
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this responsibility to make foreign policy of the United States of
America in lieu of the Congress the Secretary of State the Presi
dent of the United States members of the National Security Coun
cil Did you not have even a moment of humility about your judg
ment in substituting yourself for the constitutional process of this
country

Mr SECORDI don't agree with what you are saying about what I
did I thought I was doing the right things at the time but I can
tell you I was troubled all along the way troubled all along the
way

Mr BOREN You were troubled by it
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN That reassures me
Now you have a strategic grasp of what was going on in Central

America because you were making those important decisions How
often have you been to Central America

Mr SECORDI beg your pardon sir
Mr BOREN How often have you physically been to Central

America
Mr SECORD As I think I've testified I never went to Central

America except for one brief trip in April of last year
Mr BOREN April of last year And where in Central America did

you go in April of last year
Mr SECO&DET Salvador
Mr BOREN So you went to El Salvador How long did you stay

and what day was that in April Do you recall
Mr SECORDI don't have the date but it is in April and it was

for less than one day
Mr BOREN Less than one day How long were you actually on

the ground or flying over El Salvador I understand you took a
flight from one airstrip to another and then you came back to the
original destination and flew out is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN So how long did all of that take
Mr SECORDAgain I'm guessing but I would say six hours
Mr BOREN Six hours So you have been in Central America for

six hours Mr Secord and you a private citizen are substituting
your judgment for that of the National Security Council the
Bureau of Central and Latin American Affairs of the State Depart
ment people that have studied this for years lived in the region
But it did worry you that you were doing that

Mr SECORDI was not substituting my judgment for theirs I was
trying to run a very small operation to do what I thought was an
important job

Mr BOREN Now let me ask you about profit motive
You have said that in all of this you had no profit motive and

that you renounced any profits that you might make
Isn't it true though in terms of your conversation with our staff

when you were being questioned that you commented that while
you and Mr Hakim did not expect to.or at least you did not
expect to make or desire to make a profit out of the current oper
ation-that you felt that if you could open the door to improve re
lationships between the United States and Iran given the fact you
had previously represented this government in Iran when you were
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an official of this government and you had particularly dealt with
the Shah and his government in the arms field.Mr Hakim was
involved in the armaments field during that same period

Is it not true that you told our staff during questioning by them
that you and Mr Hakim had talked about the fact that once the
channels were open you really saw a great opportunity to make a
good deal of money in terms of taking advantage of that new open
ness between Iran and the United States

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN So it is not really quite correct to say that that evil

thought of making a little profit down the road didn't just lurk
somewhere in the back of your mind through all this

Mr SECORD I am like Mr Liman.I am not the philanthropist
either I have to make a living

Mr BOREN I understood that all along But you just keep reject
ing the word "profit like you think it is something ugly You call
it the difference You call it the surplus You call it the build-up of
the capital account of the enterprise

You seem so intent on saying to the American people that you
never in a minute had any thought of profit as a motivation in the
short run or in long run for this project And that really isn't.at
least in the long run you had a little hope didn't you

Mr SECORDI didn't testify I didn't hope to make a profit in the
long run and I told your staff that That is why you know it

Mr BOREN I want to make that clear
Do you know Mr Edwin P Wilson Have you been acquainted

with Mr Edwin P Wilson
Mr SECORDI knew him many years ago
Mr BOREN Many years ago How many years ago
Mr SECORD I think the last time I saw him was in.I can't

recall.1979 1980
Mr BOREN 1979 1980 Well that is not too long ago in the

sweep of history
You have told us that you renounced your profit because you

wanted to come back into government and I gather what you are
really saying is that you wanted your reputation kept intact you
didn't want anyone to raise any question that you had been self
interested you wanted to protect your reputation so you would be
in a position to come back in the government Is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN Well thinking about your reputation.and much has

been said about that and many of your good services to this coun
try have been outlined by counsel especially by minority House
counsel We have talked about your years of duty in the armed
services and the decorations that you have had

Didn't it concern you as a person concerned about his reputation
that your association with Mr Edwin P Wilson.and let me just
for the record state.and I would ask you if this sounds accurate to
you-

Mr Wilsonin 1983was convictedin the Eastern District of Virginia for conspira
cy to illegallyexport fire arms

Mr Wilsonwas convictedin the Southern Districtof Texas in 1983for conspiracy
to extort illegallyplasticexplosives
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Mr Wilsonwas convictedin 1983in the Southern District of New York for con
spiracyto murder federalwitnesses

Mr GREEN I would like to appeal to the Chair if I could I don't
see what the relevancy of any of this is I think we are descending
very quickly into character assassination

Mr BOREN Mr Chairman if you will allow me to complete my
question I can very quickly draw this connection

Chairman INOUYE Please continue
Mr BOREN Now that is the record of Mr Wilson
During the course of the investigation conducted by the FBI and

others into Mr Wilson's conduct that led in part to these convic
tions you were interviewed in the course of that investigation
were you not Mr Secord

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN And is it not true that in the course of that investi

gation you indicated that you knew Mr Wilson well enough that
he frequently gave you the use.and I am sure as a former pilot
you enjoy flying.the use of an twin-engine aircraft for your per
sonal use

Mr SECORDFor a short period of time yes
Mr BOREN For a short period of time and he let you use it.I

believe it was a twin-engine Seneca wasn't it
Mr SECORDTwin-engine Beech
Mr BOREN Twin-engine Beech that Mr Wilson kindly provided

for you
What was your.were you in the employ of the United States

Government at that time
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN What was your position at that time
Mr SECORD At the time I was Director of International Pro

grams Headquarters Air Force
Mr BOREN Director of-
Mr SECORDInternational Programs
Mr BOREN International Programs During all of this period of

time or.what other positions did you hold during that period say
from 1980 to 1983

Mr SECORDIn 1981 I was appointed Deputy Assistant of Defense
for the Middle East

Mr BOREN In 19-
Mr SECORD1981
Mr BOREN In 1981 And then following that
Mr SECORDThat was it
Mr BOREN That was it In these positions and of course.when

you were in Iran what was your function there
Mr SECORDChief of the Air Force Section of the Military Advi

sory Group
Mr BOREN And in these various positions were you in a posi

tion to advise various governments and to participate in internal
discussions of weapons systems and weapon sales and purchases

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN Did you not think that it would be inadvisable for a

man as concerned about his reputation as you to accept for Mr
Wilson a noted arms dealer the use of a private airplane during
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this period of time in which you were an official of the Government
of the United States

Mr SECORDAt the time that you are referring to I thought that
he was an honorable man I had no idea of what he was involved
in And Mr Boren I was investigated as you also well know for
what?.almost three years and was cleared was given a letter by
Justice

Mr BOREN It was found you had not broken the law It was not
found that you had not conducted.you were not given a certifica
tion of the use of a plane of a person like Mr Wilson was appropri
ate or laudatory behavior Let's be sure about what the record said

Mr SECORD But the Justice Department doesn't issue those
kinds of statements

Mr BOREN No they don't but I think all of us as public officials
have a responsibility of determining the propriety of our conduct

Let me go into some of the other people with which you have
been associated You said yesterday that you had nothing to do
with the Stanford Technology Corporation the California corpora
tion and I believe you said on Monday you said I will quote you
from the transcript "which I have no association and never did
never did have any association, quote unquote from the tran
script Now it has come out-

Mr GREEN No association with what We don't have these tran
scripts

Mr BOREN With the Samford Technology Corporation of Califor
nia I quote here Let me just go into this

Mr SECORDYes it is confusingand often it is reported in the press incorrectly
Mr Hakim has a companywhichhe ownednamed StanfordTechnologyCorporation
of California Nowa Californiacorporation He has had this name on several differ
ent companiesand this is a companywith which I have had no association never
did never did have any association

Now you indicated today in your answers and I was listening to
you very carefully you first said "Oh yes I was on the board of
that company for a little bit back m 1982 or 193, and then you
corrected that indeed according to the minutes which Mr Liman
went into that you became the board member in 1983

Now-
Mr SECORDI think it was 1984 Senator
Mr BOREN I mean in 1985 I am sorry 1985
Mr SECORDAnd I thought it was 1984
Mr BOREN 1985
So you had been associated with them-
Mr SECORD I have never been to a single board meeting and I

have never had any dealings
Mr BOREN Never any dealings You are unaware that Mr

Frank Tom who is now a fugitive from justice va5,t hcibu
tion reps ntative for that partite company in
DC

Mr SECORDCompletely unaware And I have never met the man
and never laid eyes on him

Mr BOREN All right You do know Mr Thomas Clines don't
you

Mr SECORDYes sir
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Mr BOREN As I recall on Monday you talked in glowing terms
about Mr Clines You said you had great confidence in Mr Clines

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr BOREN One of the reasons you brought him on board was

because you had confidence in him
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN I am sure you know and I believe you have indicated

to our staff that you are aware of the EATSCO case-
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN The EATSCO case
Mr GREEN We are well aware of it
Mr BOREN You are well aware of that
Mr SECORDOf course
Mr BOREN What was involved with Mr Clines in that case
Mr SECORD Well the bottom line was that Mr Clines one of

Mr Clines companies was fined by a judge in 19-
Mr BOREN 1984 I believe
Mr SECORD[continuing] 1984 for overbilling the U.S Govern

ment
Mr BOREN So you knew about that
Mr SECORDI found out about the-
Mr BOREN It wouldn't surprise you and let me just summarize

this memo before me It would not surprise you to hear that on
January 16 1984 Systems Semite International SSI plead guilty
in U.S District Court Eastern Division of Virginia Richmond the
one count criminal information charging SSI with filing false in
voices with the DOD DSAA relating to the cost of shipping mili
tary goods to Egypt under the Foreign Military Sales Act

The plea of guilty was entered.let me change it SSI.the
second to next paragraph.SSI was fined a maximum penalty of
$10,000 pursuant to a plea agreement between the United States
and SSI The agreement further provided that Thomas Clines on
behalf of SSI would pay the United States $100,000 within 30 days
in settlement of all additional civil claims

The plea of guilty was entered by the president/sole stockholder
of SSI Thomas G Clines

That doesn't surprise you to learn that
Mr SECORDI knew it at the time
Mr BOREN You knew it at the time and yet this was the man

with whom you chose to form a business relationship to have him
come and be involved in the operations that were ongoing

Mr SECORDYes Senator He is a friend of mine and I testified
to that

Mr BOREN And you knew you knew also that he had.that he
had access to this very sensitive encrypting equipment that had
been provided to you by NSA and others

Mr SECORDNo he did not
Mr BOREN You did not know that Mr Clines had that equip

ment
Mr SECORDHe did not have that equipment
Mr BOREN Ie never communicated to you on it
Mr SECORDNo never
Mr BOREN But you knew of Mr Clines having pled guilty to so

many false invoices to the Government
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Mr GREEN He did not plead guilty Mr Clines did not plead
guilty

Mr BOREN All right Mr Hakim he is your principal partner in
this operation I guess you would say He was operating in Iran
when you were there representing the U.S Government was he
not

Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr BOREN Now are you aware of the fact that Mr Hakim also

had his legal problems
Mr SECORD When I first went into partnership with him I was

not aware but I have subsequently become aware that he has had
some legal problems

Mr BOREN When did you become aware
Mr SECORDA year or so into our association
Mr BOREN You didn't know that he was involved in a case in

1983 involving a U.S arms manufacturer in which he was asked to
provide a deposition about payments to former employees of his
company that were unauthorized payments

Mr SECORDI had no idea and I don't know that he did anything
wrong I still don't

b

Mr BOREN Do you know that in his deposition on that particu
lar case a Federal Court in New Haven Connecticut that Mr
Hakim admitted that he had been involved in the payment of

e ,ltiianian Government officials.this was during the
period o# the Shah-to induce them to purchase certain equipment
from this particular firm

Mr SECORD I have never read any of the documents I have
heard or seen some press reports

Mr BOREN So you are aware of these press reports that he had
been involved in this

Mr SECORD Yes But I don't know that he has done anything
wrong He was an Iranian citizen at the time

Mr BOREN If he admitted in a deposition.if he admitted.you
said you have seen the press reports that when he was an Iranian
citizen that he was in the business of expediting contracts by
paying bribes to companies.is that not wrong

Mr SECORDI am not arguing with you I am just saying I don't
know what he did wrong He was an Iranian citizen working ac
cording to Iranian standards as far as I know

Mr BOREN You were aware he had some legal problems
Mr SECORDYes indeed sir
Mr BOREN All right Let me ask you now When they got in

trouble in November 1985 about this Israeli shipment of the 80
Hawks through Portugal and they asked you to step in I believe
that there was a conversation reflected in documents that we have
had access to that indicates that attempts were made once you
were called in your associates to pay some compensation to
people.let's put it this way-make some payments to people in
Portugal to get these shipments out of Portugal and that trying to
expedite the thing in that manner is that true

Mr SECORDThis is the first time I have heard such a thing
Mr BOREN You never heard any conversation about that at all
Mr SECORD No and I sure would like to see your documents

Senator
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Mr BOREN Well I don't know whether you are cleared to see
that at this point in this time

Mr SECORD Well maybe you don't understand them too you
know

Mr BOREN I will remind you you are under oath
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN You had no discussion and you know of no discussion

by your associates with anyone in Portugal in November of 1985 in
regard to making payments to expedite the movement of those par
ticular pieces of equipment

Mr SECORDOnly to the extent that we promised the Defex Cor
poration that their costs and their normal fee would be covered be
cause they were expected to handle the transshipment

Mr BOREN Now you said.that is a qualifying statement
Mr SECORDOf course it is It is the truth
Mr BOREN Let me go back to my question then You then know

to the extent that Defex was making payments of this kind that
there had been discussions of making payments of this kind is that
correct

Mr SECORD I said that I promised Defex that we would reim
burse them for any costs that they incurred Of course they never
incurred any costs and that we would pay whatever their normal
fee is

Mr BOREN Let me ask the question again I will try to restate it
exactly as I did before because I don't believe your answer is re
sponsive after I reminded you that you are under oath

Did you or did anyone associated with you have any conversa
tion or did you hear any discussion or have you heard then or
since then any discussion of any payments being made by anyone
to people in Portugal for the purpose of getting those shipments ex
pedited

I am talking here about people that are Portuguese officials
either running airports or customs or any kind of association offi
cial association

Mr SECORDNo I didn't hear anything like that
Mr BOREN You have not
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOREN Well let me just ask General Secord if.it troubles

me because you obviously are a person that is proud of your repu
tation why in the world to paraphrase an old saying would a ster
ling fellow like you get caught associating with people like Mr
Wilson like Mr Hakim and like Mr Clines

What is a nice fellow like you doing in an operation like that
Mr SECORDSenator Mr Wilson when .t met him was an honor

able man I thought he was a servant of the government I had no
idea what he was going to get involved in later With respect to the
other two gentlemen you have mentioned I consider them both to
be good friends good Americans they worked hard did the best
they could under very difficult circumstances

Mr BOREN Your definition of a good American is someone who
has admitted to defrauding the Government of the United States
by filing false inventories

Mr SECORDHe didn't admit that
Mr BOREN He pled guilty to filing-
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Mr SECORD He did not plead guilty to it The company pled
guilty

Mr BOREN Oh the company pled guilty
Mr SECORD Yes the company pled guilty There is a big differ

ence
Mr BOREN Why did he pay the $100,000 personally Wasn't he

in total control-
Mr SECORD Because he wanted to get out of that mess It was

going on and on It was a settlement
Mr BOREN I would certainly think that he would I would cer

tainly think he would
Mr SECORDIt was a settlement an agreement Senator
Mr BOREN Let me ask you were you denied a secu* Clear

ance to your knowledge in October of 1983
Mr SECORD I was not aware of it until I read the memo they

showed me this morning
Mr BOREN So you don't dispute the fact that you were denied a

security clearance in October of 1983
Mr SECORDWell I wasn't aware of it at the time
Mr BOREN But you don't dispute that
Mr SECORD And why was I denied a clearance Because the

counsel at CIA said the Justice Department said the investigation
of me was continuing and in January or February we have the
letter here we received a letter from the Justice Department
which closed the case

Mr BOREN Let's go into events since then It was mentioned yes
terday I believe by minority counsel about your service on the
Special Operations Policy Advisory Group SOPAG

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN And you were commended I believe by the counsel

for that He listed that among your own contributions to the coun
try

When did you leave SOPAG when did you terminate as a
member of SOPAG

Mr SECORD I can't give you a date I think it was last summer
something like that They terminated my membership

Mr BOREN They terminated your membership
Mr SECORDYes
Mr BOREN It was not a voluntary leaving on your part
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOREN Why did they terminate your membership on that

advisory council
Mr SECORDI think they had two reasons
Mr BOREN All right
Mr SECORDOne was concern that there would be some notoriety

in the wind and because the assistant secretary there knew exact
ly and was briefed on that operation I was involved in with respect
to Iran

And secondly because they sent me another set of financial
statement forms to fill out I had already filled out my financial
statement forms and didn't send them then So they terminated
me They didn't contact me They didn't call me They didn't say a
thing
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Mr BOREN You wouldn't disagree with the testimony that was
given by the Secretary of Defense in this matter to a congressional
committee I quote the Secretary of Defense's testimony and then
ask if you have any disagreement with it

Major General Secordserved on the Special Operations Policy AdvisoryGroupfrom January 1984to August 1986 He last participated in November 1985 his
membership on SOPAGwas terminated effectivethe 4th of August 1986 based
upon his failure to providethe department with financial informationas required

Is there any disagreement with that
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOREN All right Let me ask you about your security clear

ances We talked about the earlier refusal to grant a clearance to
you in 1983 What about the current status of your security clear
ances Are you a holder of a security clearance at this time

Mr SECORDI don't believe I am anymore
Mr BOREN When was that terminated
Mr SECORD I couldn't give you a date Senator I don't know I

don't have any need for a security clearance I don't have one
Mr BOREN You certainly had a need for it back during an earli

er period of time here because you were dealing with a covert
action which requires top secret code word clearance which is
above the top secret clearance level I searched the records and
can't find you ever had the code word clearance required

Mr SECORDI have had one for years
Mr BOREN Oh
Mr SECORDYes years
Mr BOREN YOUhad one for years
Mr SECORDYes SCI
Mr BOREN Well it is not totally reflected-
Mr SECORDIt is a matter of record
Mr BoREN I hate to tell you this but it is not totally reflected

you certainly didn't have it in 1983 You didn't have any clearance
in August of 1983 when the government declined to give you any
clearance

Mr SECORDYes I did I had Defense Department clearance
Mr BOREN You were the target of an on-going investigation
Mr SECORDThat is a CIA clearance you are talking about there

I still have a Defense Department clearance
Mr BOREN You do
Mr SECORDI did
Mr BOREN You did
Mr SECORDYes
Mr BOREN According to information given to me by the Depart

ment of Defense Office of the General Counsel your top secret
clearance was withdrawn as a result of your failure to comply
with the appropriate security forms necessary and that also in
cludes the filing of financial information necessary for the conduct
of a periodic re-investigation in accordance with standard DOD
policy

This matter was first raised in June of 1986 again in November
of 1986 when the department requested that you submit a new DD
Form 49 February and March of 1987 you were again advised of it
not received and to initiate appropriate action to withdraw your
top secret clearances which as I have indicated has been canceled
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Now why are you so reluctant to-
Mr SECORDSo I had the clearances that I said I had during that

timeframe we were discussing
Mr BOREN Why was that--Why don't we go back
Here we have you on SOPAG and you are removed for failure to

provide financial information Now we have a security clearance
and the Department of Defense cancels your security clearance for
failure to provide financial information

Mr Secord why are you so reluctant to provide financial infor
mation to this government that you say that you are so anxious to
serve

Mr SECORDI am not reluctant
Mr BOREN Why didn't you do it then
Mr SECORDI called the official concerned when I received those

forms They are laborious forms to fill out I filled them out many
many times

Mr BOREN It is troublesome We in Congress have to fill out fi
nancial disclosure forms

Mr SECORDYes I am aware of that
Mr BOREN They are very troublesome They take time and they

are a bother
Mr SECORDYou don't give me a chance to answer Senator
Mr BOREN Please do
Mr SECORD I called the official who was involved in this and

said "Look I have filled out these forms Do I have to fill them out
every six months

Mr BOREN What did he say
Mr SECORDThat is the last I heard from them until very recent

ly I got a communication
Mr BOREN Well-
Mr SECORDAnd I was rather busy during that period I wasn't

thinking about it
Mr BOREN I understand You have been awfully busy and

unable to provide a lot of financial details You have been too busy
Let me-
Mr SECORD I think I have provided an enormous amount of fi

nancial details
Mr BOREN I guess we have to all draw our own conclusions

about that
Mr SECORDNo doubt
Mr BOREN Let me just say that when it comes down to the

record of your own actions that you have been terminated in terms
of your security clearance by the Department of Defense and your
membership on the policy advisory group Both terminations were
for your failure to submit updated financial information

Let me go back to the question that you were asked this morning
about the ownership that you have of all of these airplanes air
strips the whole airlift operation

As I understand that that was purchased with funds either con
tributed to the Contras which General.which Mr Calero paid into
your account I believe there was a total in addition to the $30 mil
lion mentioned Monday there was a total of $17 million additional
that went through the accounts under the control of yourself and
Mr Hakim or into the system as we might call it of the enter
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prise.came into the enterprise.those other funds being funds Mr
Calero got from contributions other sources

And so these were the funds that were used to buy the aircraft
and the airstrip and.the whole mechanism

Mr SECORDRight
Mr BOREN Since this was money.all money that you had do

nated out of the arms fund sale to the Contras since all this was
money donated to the Contras then how in the world can you say
that you have a right to give this to anybody How can you say it
is yours How can you ;say it belongs to the enterprise Doesn't this
belong to the Contras It was bought with money contributed to
the Contras

Mr SECORDThe money you are talking about the assets you are
talking about were the property of one of the companies and I
have tried to-

Mr BOREN How did it become the property of one of the compa
nies since it was all purchased.wasn't it purchased for the Con
tras

Mr SECORDNo It was purchased to support the Contras
Mr BOREN Purchased to support the Contras
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN With funds donated to help the Contras
Mr SECORDThat is correct and that is where they went
Mr BOREN So I suppose you had decided to sell.you said you

wanted to donate You told Mr Casey Was anyone else present
when you told that to Mr Casey

Mr SECORDI testified it was one on one
Mr BOREN One on one with Mr Casey both times
Mr SECORDYes
Mr BOREN So when you said you were going to give that away

and tragically of course Mr Casey is not here to tell us what was
said in those conversations.but both conversations were one on
one with Mr Casey only

Now if you decided.you said you decided that you wanted to
give it away even though over several months you testified this
morning you were aware of.you checked in with Mr Dutton
about his pulling together those figures

Mr SECORDRight
Mr BOREN Now.but just suppose you decided to sell it to the

CIA Say you wanted to sell it Could you have Would it have been
legal

Mr SECORDI assume it would be yes
Mr BOREN How would it have been legal when after all all of

the funds to purchase all of these things that were really in-kind
contributions to the Contras were gained from donations where
people didn't say we are giving this money to benefit Lake Re
sources or Southern Air or somebody else they said we are giving
this money to benefit the Contras

Mr SECORDIf it were done the funds would have gone back into
the accounts which we loosely referred to as Lake Resources

Mr BOREN Tell me again why you wanted Mr Dutton to do all
of this work preparing all of these cost figures and estimates on
this memorandum that you said you checked in with him several
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times over quite a few months as he was getting this information
together

Why did you have him go to all that trouble if you had already
decided and you had already privately and secretly one on one
told Mr Casey you were giving it all away out of the goodness of
your heart

Mr SECORDThis memorandum serves a lot of purposes It pulled
together the reorganization that was underway There had to be a
reorganization because the system was broken It wasn't working
That was the principal function of Mr Dutton during this time
frame

Mr BOREN Now so you wanted to pull together to show the
value

Mr SECORDAnd we did pull it together
Mr BOREN And the purpose was to show the CIA how valuable

it was
Mr SECORD We pulled the operation together Senator and

started making it successful for the first time in about that time
frame

Mr BOREN All right
You pulled all this information together There were these vari

ous.why were all these options laid out if you had already decided
to give it away

Mr SECORD Because the CIA.I was being told by Colonel
North.I didn't talk to the CIA never about this except to.in gen
eral terms to the director as I have testified to

But Colonel North was telling me that the CIA didn't want to
touch these assets because they were tainted I ran through that in
my testimony I couldn't see how they could be tainted I thought it
was a very valuable asset I thought it was something that was
needed it was in place it was finally functioning It was something
we needed to support the Contras

It was in that vein that we pulled this information together to
show how valuable it was as an asset

Mr BOREN Because you were going to give it to them
Mr SECORDThat is what I told them
Mr BOREN You planned to give it to them
It is interesting to me.on the land on the airport you show the

airport as a million dollar asset Is that correct
Mr SECORDIt was.actually we were on the hook for $5 million

for it
Mr BOREN You didn't show that Mr Dutton's memo doesn't

show.it said you were on the hook it was to have a balloon pay
ment the next year of $5 million was it not

Mr SECORDNo Several years later the payment was made
Mr BOREN On out in the future
So if you had given it to the CIA if you had showed them this

memo you put together showing here is a million-dollar asset we
are giving you you are really giving them a five-million-dollar li

ability weren't you
Mr SECORDNo We had to make some payments and had more

payments to make on that property
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Mr BOREN If you had given it to them right at the moment as of
the time that memo was put together you were giving them a po
tential liability of $5 million down the road were you not

Mr SECORD Possible it was a tremendously valuable piece of
land

Mr BOREN Why wasn't that put in the report so the CIA would
be aware of the generosity of the gift

Mr SECORDThe CIA was completely aware of the terms
Mr BOREN They were completely aware of them
Mr SECORDYes they were
Mr BOREN Let's go back to this control of the accounts we have

gone into You stated on Monday you had oral control Mr Hakim
he operated these financial accounts but that you had oral control
of those accounts is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN YOU could direct the control of these various ac

counts of the enterprise
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN Orally
Now under the definition of our tax laws if you control funds if

they are funds under your control arguably they are your funds If
you have $6 million like we said there is six and a half million still
in the fiduciary account various accounts bunch of names of Mr
Hakim's Korel.it is hard for me to keep up with all the names of
all these shell accounts sitting over there

A million and a half still directly in the enterprise accounts
two-million somewhere It was unaccounted for out of $30 Another
two million out of the $17 million that appears to be in Mr
Hakim's accounts I count up $12 million if you take the full $47
million You took $30 million and you said there was one and a
half in the enterprise still There was six-

Mr GREEN Is there -a question Senator
Mr BOREN Yes There is a question I intend to ask a question
I hope the witness will answer
Mr SECORDI would like to hear it
Mr BoREN I am summarizing his statement to me I want to ask

it He had oral control over this money There was six and a half
plus one and a half still in the enterprise plus two million unac
counted for according to your statements on Monday and then out
of the second 17 million.so that is 10 million Out of the 17 mil
lion that also flowed through a total of 47

There is another two million that apparently went either to Mr
Hakim or into a CD additional CD Twelve million all together.is
that basically correct

Mr SECORDI couldn't follow the latter part of it I did follow the
first

Mr BOREN You remember.the $30 million you said where it is
Mr SECORDYes We tracked through that
Mr BOREN Eight million to Mr Hakim's fiduciary and the one

and a half million still in the enterprise A total of eight six and a
half one and a half There was two million for which you could not
account

We were not quite sure where that went You said that was un
accounted You didn't know
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Mr SECORDThe accounting hasn't been done yet
Mr BOREN The accounting is not done So we don't know where

that two million is There was $17 million more that came into the
enterprise This was the money Calero put in and so on Out of
that $17 million as I have gone through the accountings we have
available for Mr Hakim it appears there is another two million
out of that that either is in a CD or it has been distributed to Mr
Hakim because there is another two million unaccounted for

Mr SECORDI am unaware of it
Mr BOREN You don't know whether it is $10 million or $12 mil

lion we are dealing with Ten million from your earlier testimony
on Monday It is either $10 or $12 million Either way given the
kind of ball park figures that we have been given here in terms of
a couple of million of overhead and not accounted for let me just
ask you did you have oral control over those funds Did you report
them for tax purposes

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr BOREN Why didn't you
Mr SECORDI didn't think it was required
Mr BOREN You didn't think it was required Did you file a tax

return for the year 1985
Mr SECORD It is not yet filed I have turned over my 1985 fig

ures
Mr BOREN Some you haven't filed
Mr SECORDI turned them over to you
Mr BOREN We have gone through and I won't take.one last

bit here Just to clarify one last point before I quit we had distri
butions mentioned this morning into these various accounts For
example according to Hakim's records we had a distribution out of
the central account to Korel for $26,000 to Hakim for $26,000 to
Sci-Tech for $8,061 distributed out on what looks like a three-way

lit, 5/20186 62 62 63,000 distributed nut cording to Mr
's recordsi.to:Sci-Tech Korel Hakim and

That looks like a 30-30-30-10 split June 1 1986 you had
$26,000 distributed out again The same company same kind of
split percentagewise 8/28/86 $861,000 was distributed out Sci
Tech Korel CT and Hakim Again the same kind of splits

Would it surprise you that in Mr Hakim's ledgers there are also
references to disbursements to you of $101,000 $118,000 gives ac
count numbers This is in a period from 1984 to 1986 April 1986
There is another one of over $100,000 $118,000 another $101,000
and that these account numbers at least according to Mr Hakim's
ledger sheets also match up

Not only do they say Richard Secord or RVS and they also
match up with the Korel account Would that surprise you

Mr SECORDI haven't seen the records you have got there Sena
tor I have not seem them

Mr BOREN You haven't had access to look at Mr Hakim's ledg
ers

Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOREN Would it surprise you that some of these account

numbers for Korel where you have obviously a distribution of a
split of money of proceeds of some kind on a 30-30-30-10 basis
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appear to match up the same account numbers with your name
Would that surprise you if that were true

Mr SECORD I don't know about the allocations I would like to
look at the records We tried to do some of that math the other day
and we weren't able to come up with that neat a picture

Mr BOREN So you simply don't know
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOREN Let me get down to the bottom line Mr Secord I

will complete My colleagues are being very patient with me
We have records from Mr Hakim some records from Mr Hakim

that indicated where the first money came into the enterprise a
partial readout on Lake Resources accounts and so on

As I have indicated they are somewhere We could argue about
the figure whether it is eight million ten million or twelve mil
lion But there is a substantial amount of money here You said
$6.5 million is in these various accounts that you call fiduciary ac
counts of Mr Hakim several million dollars in these accounts

You do understand don't you that this committee has not been
provided with records that trace where the money went after it
went into these accounts

In other words money is shown going out to Korel I just showed
you 800-some thousand dollars Now once it gets into Korel we
don't have any other records that indicates if it is still there if it
has gone out someplace else because we do not have the bank
records for Korel

Do you understand that
Mr SECORD I did not know it but I thought you had the bank

records
Mr BOREN We do not have the bank records that go into where

the money finally was disbursed We have the first payments out to
the first shell corporations the first level of where the money
went

We do not have records as to where the money went we knowit
is paid out to various people to CT whatever that means to Korel
whatever that means to all thZIET er various accoun in various
names

We know money was paid out disbursed and according to your
own math you told us on Monday $6.5 million in these various ac
counts or $6.5 million that went to these various accounts

Now we don't have bank records that tell us if that money is
still in those accounts or if it has been distributed out to anyone

Do you understand that
Mr SECORDI understand what you are saying I think you have

to pose that question to Mr Hakim
Mr BOREN Are you aware of the fact we do not have that infor

mation
Mr SECORDI was not aware you didn't have the bank records I

thought you had the bank records
Mr BOREN Mr Secord we have discussed this You come here

and you have said to us that you are being very candid This com
mittee appreciates the fact you did not ask for immunity to testify
You came in and have been testifying here for three long days I
am sure they have been very long days for you
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We appreciate the fact you have done that You presented your
self to the American people by saying you have come here to tell
everything you have no reservations you are laying it all out for
us and that you didn't get a penny that you had no profit motive
that all this money was paid out into those accounts

We know where the money first went We know the accounts it
was first paid into but we don't know where it has gone from
there We don't know who ended up with it In all honesty we
don't know if there are any Richard V Secord accounts in any
Swiss bank do we

Mr SECORDJust that you heard from me
Mr BOREN All we know is we have your word to tell us that you

don't have any account
Let me ask you Do you have any accounts could you list for the

committee the accounts on which you are the signatory either in
this country or any other country in the world including Switzer
land the Cayman Islands or anywhere else any country could
you list for the committee the names of the accounts that you have
on which you have drawing rights or signatory rights or you have
any beneficial interest in now or in the future

Would you name for the committee right now those accounts on
which you are a signatory have drawing rights or any beneficial
interest now or in the future in this country or any other country

Mr SECORDI will be happy to submit a letter to you
Mr BOREN You will name them all
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOREN All right Now we have your word for it
Mr SECORDYou have my word
Mr BOREN We have your word for the fact that would be a full

and complete list of any account on which you have any right to
draw

Mr SECORDI will give you an affidavit
Mr BOREN I think it is time for you to take the next step so we

don't have to just take your word for it even your word for it
under oath I say that with all respect

I ask a member of the staff to come forward We first wrote in
February and I have a letter from Mr Liman to you in February
asking for this waiver of authority so that we can look at your
bank records so we can determine in Switzerland for ourselves ob
jectively is there any account of Richard V Secord It is exactly in
the form your counsel knows about

Our counsel has prepared it We have a notary here Mr Secord
If you are telling the truth to the American people and if you are

being totally candid and you want the American people to know for
sure that you have not made a profit I would urge you if you love
this country and are interested in full disclosure to sign that
waiver for us that we have been negotiating with you since Febru
ary that we discussed with you again on Monday

You said you would consider it I assume you have had adequate
time to fully look into that matter I would urge you to sign it right
now And present it to us

Mr GREEN He is going to stand by his answer before He is in
clined to sign it
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He probably will sign it And he will rely on the advice of coun
sel We will consider it

Mr SECORDThat is going to be a decision to take in-
Mr BOREN You are not prepared to sign it today
Mr SECORDNo sir but I will give you a decision just as quickly

as we can focus on it I am talking about days not weeks
Mr BOREN We will look forward to your decision
I appreciate your patience in answering my questions Thank

you
Mr SECORDThank you Senator
Chairman INOUYE I am pleased now to recognize the gentleman

from Ohio Congressman DeWine
Mr DEWINE Thank you very much Mr Chairman
Good afternoon General
Mr SECORDGood afternoon sir
Mr DEWINE General I am going to try to be brief I just have a

few questions for you
General wouldn't you agree that 011ie North was and is.let me

see how I am going to say this.sort of given to the dramatic
Mr SECORDYes 011ie is a very enthusiastic Marine officer and

is certainly.certainly has got a certain amount of melodramatic
flair

Mr DEWINE A sort of flair for the flamboyant
Mr SECORDHe's been characterized that way a lot in the press

I think it is overstated but it is there
Mr DEWINE He could tell a pretty good story could he not
Mr SECORDSure
Mr DEWINE General you told us yesterday that Oliver North

told you that he had told the President of the United States about
this so-called diversion of the funds and in fact he had told the
President sort of laughed a little bit about the fact that the Aya
tollah was in fact supplying some funds that were ultimately
being used for the contras

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr DEWINE General you were skeptical of that story were you

not
Mr SECORDYes It doesn't sound like the kind of story that one

would hear in the office of the Commander in Chief
Mr DEWINE In fact General when you and I and Mr Green

Sunday night after a long day that we had spent with counsel with
Mr Stokes with staff members walked out of the Capitol and
walked toward our cars.my car was in the parking lot yours was
fairly close-I asked you did I not I said "General do you believe
that story

You recall that
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr DEWINE And you told me at that time did you not that you

were skeptical
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr DEWINE You recall that you told me something else as

well.that you told me at that time that you were skeptical you
didn't know you weren't there but that if you had to bet your last
dollar on it you wouldn't do it

Mr SECORDThat is correct
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Mr DEWINE That is correct
Mr SECORDThat is correct Congressman
Mr DEWINE Is your opinion the same today
Mr SECORDIt has not changed
Mr DEWINE General let me move if I could to the deposition

that you were questioned about this morning This was a deposi
tion.and I assume you have not seen it.it is the deposition of
Robert C Dutton

Mr SECORDYes sir I have not seen it
Mr DEWINE You had not seen that before today
Mr SECORDNo
Mr GREEN Still haven't seen it
Mr DEWnNE Friday Fey 4 1987 is the date on it
Over the lunch hour I pulled that out and read through it I no

ticed this morning General that you had a little difference of opin
ion with what was read to you from that transcript Would that be
a fair statement

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr DEWINE I would like to read to you another section of that

transcript that was not read to you this morning I am going to
read it to you I know you don't have it in front of you

I would like to ask you whether or not this is accurate or if you
could just comment on it

For counsel's benefit this is on page 55 questioning by Mr Buck

Question You mentionedthat this documentwas to be presented to the CIA to
help them decidehowto take over the operation or whether to take over the oper
ation is that right

Answer It wasgivento ColonelNorth to use howeverhe sawfit but-
QuestionOK
Answer If you wanted to use it as a talking paper wanted to use it as a docu

ment to leave with the CIAso they can knowwhat was there I don't knowexactly
howhe handled it but that is what it was prepared for

Question I'm trying to determine whether it was the intention of your company
to sell these assets to the CIAor not

Answer If the CIAwanted to purchase them then the idea was to sell them It
was also discussedthat it couldbe givento the CIA

QuestionSoyou are unclear about that
Answer That is correct That was GeneralSecord'sdecision

On page 56 the next page this exchange takes place
QuestionDidhe ever talk about a profit that he wouldmake fromthe CIA
Answer No
Question Yousaid that was General Secord'sdecision Didhe ever communicate

any feedbackfromthe discussionswith the CIAwhether this wouldbe a sale a gift
reimbursement

Answer No All he told me CIAdecidedthey woulduse our organizationas the
core of their effortwhen they tookoverthe resupplyoperation

Do you have any comment about that That was a portion of the

testimony from a deposition taken May 4 1987 Robert C Dutton
Mr SECORDThat sounds more like an accurate history
Mr DEWINE General a number of weeks ago there was an inter

view on "20/20 with Barbara Walters interviewing Bud McFar
lane I would like to read.I looked at it over the lunch hour and
had a very small portion of it transcribed I would like to read it as
a preface to my question if I could
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This is Bun MCFARLANEI think Barbara that in a year's time a curious and
haunting factor that willcome out in this episodeis the Vietnam War and I think
it should but it is a factor in shapingColonelNorth's actions

BARBARAWALTERSWhat doyou mean
BUDMCFARLANEWell the people that went through that.and ColonelNorth

surely did.you comeawaywith the profoundsenseof very intolerablefailure that
is that a government must never give its word to peoplewho may stand to lose
their lives and then break faith And I think that it is possiblethat in the last yearwe'veseen a commitmentmade to human beingsin Nicaraguathat is beingbroken

BARBARAWALTERSAnd hewas trying to make up for it doyou think
BUDMCFARLANEI think that is very likely
General I noticed over the weekend as we went through the dis

cussion with you that a number of the people who were involved in
this operation were Vietnam War veterans most of them combat
veterans in fact.Bud McFarlane yourself certainly Colonel
North several others

Do you think that experience affected you and affected the other
people who were involved in this in a way that Bud McFarlane is
talking about here

Mr SECORD I did not see the program but I am in complete
accord with the sentiments you have just read And of course-

Mr DEWINE In what respect
Mr SECORD I share with him the notion that we can't keep

breaking faith with people around the world We have done it too
many times I could tick off a number of occasions which have been
very bad The Contra situation is similar

Mr DEWINE Did that in any way affect your attitude toward
what was going on specifically in regard to the resupply

Mr SECORD..:Yes sir I undertook the resupply operation against
the advice of several of my colleagues knowing that it was a dan
gerous undertaking.knowing it was vital however to the sustain
ing of those troops in the field

I was afraid and I had been told by people who are supposed to
know that once they retired from the field it would be very diffi
cult to ever get them back in

It was my notion that this bridging action was absolutely vital
and of course I was conditioned by my previous experiences None
of us who participated in that conflict in Southeast Asia felt very
good about the ending

So that is a rambling answer to your question
Mr DRWINE But the breaking faith aspect-
Mr SECORDI have been personally involved in programs person

ally and directly involved in programs where we were supporting a
number of irregular groups specifically the Mai or the Mung Laos
the Kurdish tribesmen along the Iran-Iraq border to name two
well-known examples and now the Contras in which we have just
pulled out and left those people to die and die they did

Mr DEWINE General yesterday maybe even the day before.it
seems like we have been here a long time.you told us that when
this very important meeting was coming down on February.I be
lieve it was February 24 my notes show 1986.in Frankfort that
you could not.the U.S Government leader of the free world
could not produce a translator in-Farsi Is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
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Mr DEWINE That to me is absolutely unbelievable I was
shocked when you told us that this weekend and I was shocked
again to hear it It is just hard for me to believe that

You have testified about the need for human intelligence and
you talked a little bit about that yesterday I'm not sure that every
body who is watching this today and listening understands exactly
what you mean by "human intelligence.

What do you mean by that What does that term mean the term
of art

Mr SECORD I'm talking about intelligence information that is
collected through other than technical means other than photo
graphic or electronic means therefore the term "human intelli
gence. That means primarily-

Mr DEWINE HUMINT
Mr SECORDHUMINT intelligence
Mr DEWINE This really means to me intelligence gathered from

face-to-face contact from personnel who are reading documents
abroad and things of this nature

In the grand scheme of things based upon your years of experi
ence how important is human intelligence

Mr SECORDWell it is the sine qua non in my opinion of our
particular intelligence means are wonderful I think we have the
best in the world Without human intelligence you can't see inside
peoples minds with photo reconnaissance and you cannot with
electronic surveillance determine intentions see patterns of oper
ations very well There is just a host of things that cannot be noted
in this kind of intelligence gathering

Therefore the accent I tried to place on the need for human in
telligence and I think everyone knows our capability has suffered
in this area suffered a great deal in certain areas

Mr DEWINE A great deal
Mr SECORDYes
Mr DEWINE Based upon your experience in this Iran initiative

what was the status of our human intelligence in regard to Iran
when this initiative started and as you went through your different
role or different parts of this initiative

Mr SECORD Very poor We had to rely on third-country reports
and I had to rely on radio and it has broadcasts from Tehran and
things such as this We did not even have a good description of the
power hierarchy in the country

Mr DEWINE How did we get to that point where we did not
have good human intelligence in regard to Iran

Mr SECORD In my opinion the revolution caught all of us by
surprise and that includes me as well In the wake of the revolu
tion the environment became much more hostile of course and
therefore much more difficult for Americans to operate

However a great deal of.and we didn't do much operating
there And still don't But the situation in Iran is one where there
is a tremendous amount of commerce going on with many nations
of the world all the nations of Europe as far as I can see and
many from the Far East are doing or trying to do business with
Iran

We are not of course but just in doing business it is a good vehi
cle for the collection of intelligence
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The point is we don't have a good network
Mr DEWINE General you were what I would classify at least

the operational director of both these initiatives Based upon that
experience what effect did this lack of good human intelligence in
regard to Iran have on your operation What effect did it have on
the success or failure of what you were doing

Mr SECORDIt was certainly a factor because it was very difficult
to .evaluate information as it came in and everything struggled
with this We had to rely on technical means to try to cross check
information that was being garnered from the principal players
and that is not a satisfactory way in my judgment in which to
proceed

So there was really no way for us to have a good visibility if you
will as we moved down this road into Iran

Mr DEWINE General let me change the subject slightly here if
I could

In your testimony yesterday I believe you talked about the diffi
culties in regard to the Contras and I believe you said if I wrote it
down correctly that "it would be very difficult for the Contras to
win a military victory.

Do they have to win a purely military victory considering the
fact that this is a guerrilla conflict In other words must there be
an outright military victory or do we have other factors coming to
gether

Mr SECORDI don't think they have to win a military victory I
think they have to make some significant military inroads in order
to create the necessary pressure to bring the opposition into some
kind of negotiating process

I simply don't see the Contra army ever reaching the size where
it could in a classic sense defeat the Sandinista armed forces In
my judgment it is not in the cards I can't see it But they can
cause sufficient problems for the Sandinista regime which is not a
strong regime inherently in my opinion and I think that they can
at some point create sufficient tension pressure turbulence that
the Sandinistas would be advised to come into the negotiating proc
ess somehow either Contadora or something like that

Mr DEWINE And isn't it a fact that when the Sandinistas came
to power in 1979 that they had a lot of different things coming to
gether It wasn't just a military victory on the battlefield it was
some military success but also some of the neighboring countries
involvement some of the populace involvement and a lot of differ
ent things that classical guerrilla warfare came together for the
Sandinistas in 1979

In fact they didn't have that many troops on the ground did
they

Mr SECORD No from my reading they had a great deal of sup
port and infrastructure in the basic poor population and that was
the source of their power

Mr DEWINE General you stated yesterday let me give you a
couple quotes I want to ask you to explain or expand on them a
little bit

You stated that America or the administration should not cut
and run but that some credit could be taken for the initiative
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You also stated and this is a quote "It was a good policy and
worth a try.

What were you talking about What do you mean
Mr SECORD I was talking about the Iran initiative and God

knows looking back at it it was messy But I think that basically
the administration had a good idea That idea was to gain and
maintain contact with some new elements in Iran and to ultimate
ly move towards some sort of normal relations

The successes I referred to were the development of the second
channel which I thought was an achievement it was never fully
engaged but it was an achievement of sorts I thought of course
the release of the several hostages was also an achievement So
those are the successes that I was specifically referring to

Mr DEWINE General you testified that at one point before you
got involved in the Contra resupply that you sought a legal opin
ion Is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr DEWINE I would ask you to look at exhibit 23 which I hope

has been placed in your book It is in mine I think it is in yours
Mr SECORDYes I think we have it
Mr DEWINE Are you familiar with exhibit 23 I will wait until

you get it out
Mr SECORDIt is a legal opinion on the Neutrality Act
Mr DEWINE It should be yes You can just identify it
Mr SECORDI have it sir
Mr DEWINE For the record could you tell us what that is
Mr SaxtRD Yes This is a legal opinion from the Washington

firm of Patton Boggs & Blow
Mr DEWINE Who sought the legal opinion
Mr L a the opinion is addressed to me and it is

dated t e o y
Mr DEWINE What is the subject of the opinion
Mr SECORDApplicability of the new Neutrality Act
Mr DEWINE The exhibit is I believe in the record so I won't

ask you to read it or testify from it but can you just tell us quick
ly General what the opinion said or what the thrust of it was as
you understand it

Mr SECORDThe opinion says that our airlift operation would be
legal that it would not violate the Neutrality Act however it cau
tioned if we were to haul transport.I should say.troops then we
would be in jeopardy of violating the Neutrality Act

So long as we were engaged in a commercial operation is another
one of the reasons we had to have commercial companies as long
as we were engaged in a commercial operation transporting war
material we were not in violation of the Neutrality Act

Mr DEWINE Why did you seek that opinion
Mr SECORD Because I didn't know whether such an operation

was legally feasible
Mr DEWINE Mr Chairman I would at this time ask to have

this made part of the record
Chairman INOUYE Without objection
Mr DEWINE Thank you Mr Chairman
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You testified on numerous occasions you had checked out the
Boland amendment and felt it didn't apply to private citizens is
that correct

Mr SECORDThat was my opinion
Mr DEWINE Did you also check out the implications of the

Arms Export Control Act or the Economy Act
Mr SECORDThe Economy Act no but the CIA lawyers did the

lawyering on that I didn't think it was necessary for me to meddle
into that or inquire into it

With respect to the Arms Export Control Act again the CIA law
yers addressed that and I am familiar with those statutes I have
worked with them for a long time

Mr DEWINE What does that statute basically say
Mr SECORD It says that the exports of certain war materials

must be licensed by the U.S Government and that the Congress
must be notified of sales of certain types and certain magnitudes

Mr DEWINE This is a country-to-country situation
Mr SECORDWell the Arms Export Control Act I believe covers

both commercial sales and foreign military sales but I am most fa
miliar with the foreign military sales part of it

Mr DEWINE General based upon that background I wonder if
you could shed a little light on how the CIA in this particular case
came up with a price for the arms or also how the Department of
Defense.maybe we will go to the Department of Defense since
that is the more typical case How do they arrive at a price is
there not a specific statute that deals with that

Mr SECORD There are DOD regulations and there are statutes
from which these regulations flow

There are specific procedures to be followed and pricing board ac
tions have to be taken When you are delivering from inventory
which was the case we are addressing here one of.as I recall one
of the factors that has to be addressed by the pricing board is the
aged material and the condition of the material so I am sure the
Army addressed this when they ran through their pricing action

Mr DEWINE General you testified earlier that North was doing
everything he could to implement the Boland amendment What
did you mean by that

Mr SECORDI meant that he was painfully aware of the Boland
amendment and from my limited observation was trying his best to
live within it and to put together some kind of system that could
function within the confines of Boland

I did not believe that either he or the President for that matter
were prohibited from trying to raise private funds I did not believe
that Boland applied at all to private operations It never even oc
curred to me someone would consider the salaries as a problem

Mr DEWINE Thank you General
Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Thank you sir
I will now recognize the gentleman from Utah Senator Hatch
Mr HATCH Thank you Mr Chairman
General Secord I think it is no news to you the fact when we

were taking the Intelligence Committee testimony I called for the
limited use immunity for Poindexter North and yourself and
Hakim among others so I feel particularly pleased that you have
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voluntarily come here to tell your story And although Hakim and
Poindexter have been granted limited immunity I think it would
be an equally good thing on the part of both North and Poindexter
if they would voluntarily come in and tell their stories

I think the American people would appreciate it this committee
would appreciate it I want to tell you I appreciate your being here
This has not been easy

You have had to be subjected to three days of very intense exam
ination some of it very strong and you have sat there and an
swered these questions I believe to the best of your ability

Now let me ask you just a number of series of questions that I
hope will perhaps help tie this together

In your testimony the other day you indicated that in response
you said well I had not direct first-hand knowledge about what
the President knew or didn't know I think everyone knows I
never spoke with the President on this

I was told on a number of occasions and I even recorded the ones
in a December 1984 memo to myself the President was informed of
my participation in the Contra and later in the Iranian operations
I had talked with the Director of the CIA who was a.I assume he
was passing information to him

I talked with two different National Security Advisers I was told
by Admiral Poindexter in January of 1986 not only was he pleased
with the work I was doing but the President as well and you went
into the anecdote about North's comment the Ayatollah was help
ing to finance the Contra matter Have you ever met the President
of the United States

Mr SECORD Only in 1981 during the period of the AWACS
debate the sale of the AWACS-

Mr HATCH That was before these matters in question
Mr SECORDLong before
Mr HATCH Have you ever met him or talked with him since you

got involved in these problems
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr HATCH Have you any personal knowledge that the President

might have known about a diversion of funds to the Contras
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr HATCH So anything that you testified to here would merely

be speculation that perhaps Casey might have told him McFar
lane North or Poindexter and North might have told him

Mr SECORDExactly
Mr HATCH Have you had any contacts with the Vice President

of the United States
Mr SECORDNot since I left government
Mr HATCH Is there any way that the Vice President of the

United States could have been told about the diversion of funds to
the Contras

Mr SECORDIs there any way he could have been
Mr HATCH Right I mean to your knowledge
Mr SECORD To my knowledge I know of no communications

with him
Mr HATCH You had no personal communications yourself
Mr SECORDNo sir
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Mr HATCH You don't know of anybody else who claimed they
had communications with either the President or the Vice Presi
dent other than the people I have mentioned

Mr SECORD I did not hear anyone say they spoke to the Vice
President about these matters

Mr HATCH Is that true the same true about Mr Weinberger
Secretary of Defense and Mr Shultz Secretary of State

Do you have any knowledge or have you had personal contacts
with them with regard to any of these matters

Mr SECORD I spoke to one of Secretary Weinberger's staff in
January or February of 1986 about the upcoming Iran project So I
am sure that the Secretary was aware of it

And I was also told by Mr North and Mr Poindexter and Mr
McFarlane at different times that the Secretary.the Secretary of
Defense that is.was opposed to this strongly opposed to this And
a staff officer told me as well

Mr HATCH When you chatted with Secretary Weinberger's staff
did you state there was going to be a diversion of funds to the Con
tras or your working at all to get money to the Contras

Mr SECORDPrior to that time but the Contras did not arise
Mr HATCH The same series of questions.any comments about

Secretary Shultz
Mr SECORDNo sir no comment at all
Mr HATCH So basically the people with whom you had contact

who were in the administration were Casey McFarlane Poin
dexter and North that were high level officials

Mr SECORDThat is accurate
Mr HATCH Are there any high level officials with whom you

chatted or who might have had some knowledge about the diver
sion of funds to the Contras or any help that you or anybody affili
ated with you was given to the Contras

Mr SECORDNot at all Senator
Mr HATCH OK
Now you have described basically what your relationships were

with McFarlane Poindexter and North Let me ask you this With
regard to the money you started with about $30 million from the
Iranians right

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH You took $12 million off to pay the CIA for various

arms so that comes down to about $18 million left right
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH You take $8 million off because that is the amount

you feel still remains in the Swiss account under the control of
Hakim is that right

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH That leaves a $10 million balance is that right
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH Then you took $3.5 million off to assist the contras

that was sent directly to them is that correct
Mr SECORDThat is approximately correct
Mr HATCH That leaves a balance of $6.5 right
Mr SECORDI don't know if I follow your arithmetic
Mr HATCH Thirty less 12 less 8 less 3.5 so I am down to 6.5
Mr SECORDOK
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Mr HATCH Then you take off in connection with expenses of the
arms shipment is that correct approximately

Mr SECORDYes it is correct
Mr HATCH That leaves a 3.5 balance right
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH You spent approximately a million dollars for other

purposes.the Caribbean country equipment and so on
Mr SECORDI think that is roughly correct
Mr HATCH That leaves about $2.5 million not yet accounted for

is that right
Mr SECORD That is right but I think there is some records yet

to be examined
Mr HATCH All right
Can you help the committee in any way to understand where

that $2.5 million or any part of it is
Mr SECORD I think I can help by continuing to go through the

records and I am willing to do that
Mr HATCH Today you don't have any knowledge about that

amount of money
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr HATCH So you got $8 million left in the account but about

$2.5 million that basically is not accounted for
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr HATCH OK
Now the monies that went into Lake Resources as I understand

it came from several primary sources Iran private contribu
tions.that would include the channel people and so forth.from
the Contras themselves They had sent some money is that cor
rect

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr HATCH Then various foreign governments may have contrib

uted to some monies in this situation is that correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH Are there any other sources of funds that went

through the various accounts that either you or Mr Hakim or
anyone affiliated with you had any control over

Mr SECORDIsrael made one deposit to cover part of the cost to
their TOWs

Mr HATCH All right So we would add that How much was
that

Mr SECORDWe accounted for that in that 31 or.whatever it is
Mr HATCH All right
Now in addition to this you had about $1.2 million from CIA

with regard to.or that you gave.you paid about $1.2 out for mu
nitions

Mr SECORDWe weren't able to pin that down on Sunday but I
think we paid out about 1.8

Mr HATCH All right
Mr SECORDThen recouped 1.2
Mr HATCH All right Now in addition to that as I understand

it from a monetary standpoint in late 1984 and the first half of
1985 you and Hakim through various arms dealers in Canada and
Thomas Clines brokered various arms deals you felt had an aver
age markup of about 20 percent is that correct
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Mr SECORD Yes sir I thought that.I think that by line item
they were marked up between 20 and 30 percent and there was no
markup on transportation

Mr HATCH All right Now as I understand it after paying Clines
you and Hakim were supposed to split the profits 50/50

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr HATCH And you forewent those problems is that right
Mr SECORDLater in 1985 yes
Mr HATCH Would there be any problems in your mind had you

taken the profits and kept the profits for your business or yours
Mr SECORDNo The only problem I was concerned with was one

of a possible image problem
Mr HATCH All right Now you say that you directed these ac

tions you made most of the decisions but who directed you Basi
cally the one thing I am having some difficulty with is why you
would go off and just do all these things on your own who actually
gave you instructions or gave you advice or followed up and helped
you to make the decisions that had to be made

Was it solely Oliver North or who was it
Mr SECORDI received guidance from North I received guidance

general guidance from Poindexter and of course during the Tehran
trip I received some guidance from McFarlane and I was with
McFarlane in London in December of 1985 during the Ghorbanifar
meeting as well

Mr HATCH McFarlane sent you on various trips and so forth
that is correct

Mr SECORDYes
Mr HATCH Your first contact was North is that right
Mr SECORDHe was the primary contact yes
Mr HATCH But North basically just worked with you on the

three or four times a week telephone basis or otherwise to keep
abreast of what you were doing and to help you to know what you
should be doing is that correct

Mr SECORDYes We had telephone calls and I went to his office
on a number of occasions And he would drop by my home on a
number of occasions

Mr HATCH OK Now you had how many meetings with Bill
Casey

Mr SECORDThree sir two alone and one with North
Mr HATCH Did Mr Casey give you any advice or any counsel
Mr SECORD He gave me encouragement by praising my actions

and by saying he had administration for me
Mr HATCH Did Bill Casey actually know about diversion of

funds to the Contras Do you have any personal knowledge wheth
er or not he knew

Mr SECORDNo no
Mr HATCH You do not
Mr SECORDI don't think he knew but I am not sure of course

but I don't think he knew
Mr HATCH Then with all these people that I have described the

President Vice President Shultz Weinberger Casey McFarlane
Poindexter North which ones of those would have known about
the diversion of funds to the Contras

Mr SECORDPoindexter-
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Mr HATCH Or any of the sending of funds or material or sup
plies to the Contras

Mr SECORDPoindexter would know of course North knew and
some of North's assistants I think may have known but I am not
sure of that They had access to a lot of information

Mr HATCH You don't believe McFarlane knew
Mr SECORDI have no first hand knowledge
Mr HATCH That's all I want is your first hand knowledge
Mr SECORDI don't on that subject
Mr H'ATcH You feel Mir Casey probably did not know
Mr SECORDThat's my opinion
Mr HATCH That's your opinion OK Who authorized you to set

up the second channel and who actually suggested that you do
that

Mr SECORDI talked with North a lot of course after the failed
Tehran mission Everybody was tremendously disappointed It was
no secret to him I felt the Ghorbanifar Channel was abandoned
and was going to cause us trouble

I told him I was going to try to develop some information on a
post-secondary challenge by utilizing Mr Hakim and a lot of his
contacts He encouraged it as I mentioned in testimony It was de
cided sometime in March between he and Mr Nir that they would
both.both sides would search for second channels

Mr HATCH Who authorized you to set the prices for the various
arms shipments

Mr SECORDWell nobody-
Mr HATCH Did you just do that on your own with a general dis

cussion
Mr SECORDI took the guidance from North based on prices that

he was furnishing me which he received from CIA and then I did
my own computations and we arrived at the prices

Mr HATCH Can you give us the reason why you were participat
ing in the January 17 finding meeting

Mr SECORDI believe that I was there only to be exposed to and
pointed out as the third party that was mentioned in the finding

Mr HATCH Now with regard to the air supply operation in
your opinion what were the main mistakes that occurred

Mr SECORD There were so many The biggest mistake that I
made was to proceed into that operation without assurance of suffi
cient funding and we underestimated the amount of funds it really
took to put this thing together

Mr HATCH As a matter of fact wasn't one of your problems and
the reason you tried to accumulate funds was because of your fear
that you might not have enough money to cover some of the prob
lems that arose that were continually arising

Mr SECORD There is nothing but surprises in these unconven
tional operations With the airlft we are talking about the Contra
airlift operation now

Mr HATCH Right
Mr SECORDOther mistakes we made had to do with waiting too

long to recognize material deficiencies and by that I mean specifi
cally maintains deficiencies in our personnel and in our spare parts
support
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Another deficiency that we had I mentioned I think several
times is the lack of good professional quality intelligence informa
tion and we never achieved that We couldn't even get weather
satellite information and these things make the risk go way up

Mr HATCH So you could list a lot of problems that existed
Mr SECORD I could go beyond but those are the ones in my

mind most important
Mr HATCH Were you ever worried about the fact you did not

have much support by this government or people in the govern
ment other than moral encouragement

Mr SECORD Well you know it varied from time to time Some
times it seemed like we were getting a little bit of support and
other times it seemed like the CIA people had to draw back I was
impressed by how the CIA people we talked with and dealt with
particularly the chief in Costa Rica I was impressed by how he
really tried and tried and tried and tried to help

I was a little depressed in that general guidelines did not ema
nate from headquarters to the field on the program It was my
opinion that he could do this legally but I guess I was wrong and
they concluded that legally they could not So this was an expecta
tion that I had that was never satisfied

Mr HATCH Let me delve a little bit more into this profit motive
problem During this time you were engaged in this re-supply oper
ation In fact during all this time how were you paid How did
you live

Mr SECORDHow did I personally live
Mr HATCH Right You said you received $6,000 a month
Mr SECORDYes from my Stanford Technology salary
Mr HATCH Where did that money come from
Mr SECORDWell it came from-
Mr HATCH Did some of it come from these matters
Mr SECORD It came from different sources We had clients

when I started on this in 1984 we had clients that were paying us
to market their products But as I got more and more involved in
this series of projects our business became worse and worse and as
a result we lost nearly all of our business That is where it stands
today

Mr HATCH Who made the payments after you lost the business
Mr SECORDWe made a loan agreement with CSF-
Mr HATCH That is the $400,000-
Mr SECORD My estimate was roughly $400,000 went in there

We will have to get a finer number there
Mr HATCH OK
Mr SECORDWe received money from that source and I received

money to keep the company alive from Mr Hakim's personal
money

Mr HATCH Did you have any other income coming in at all
other than the $6,000

Mr SECORDWhich year
Mr HATCH During all the years involved from the time you first

met North
Mr SECORDOK I received-
Mr HATCH Other than your retirement
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Mr SECORD I received three payments commissions.two com
missions and one fee from projects I worked on in supplying some
radio equipment

Mr HATCH Let me limit it to just the matters involved here Did
you get any monies out of these Iranian transactions or the Contra
transactions that came to you from a personal income standpoint

Mr SECORDNo I got it only from CSF and Hakim
Mr HATCH Or other.if you had any additional income it came

from other business unrelated
Mr SECORDYes
Mr HATCH OK
I have been concerned about Felix Rodriguez Rodriguez became

quite critical to your operation at one time and felt.maybe I am
putting it indelicately.that the Contras were being ripped off

Mr SECORDYes
Mr HATCH Why did he feel that way and what did you do about

it
Mr SECORD I think it was due to a misconception on Felix's

part I was not able to talk to him directly I believed that he
wanted control of the operation himself He felt that he should
have control of it and he believed that it belonged to the Contras
not just the Contras but to the FDN whereas it was actually a
commercial operation in support of the FDN and the Southern
Front

So it was my hope that this little ado could be smoothed over
when Felix came to Washington I think it was in August of 1986
for a meeting with North and Dutton and with Gregg Don Gregg
But that didn't work It didn't work

He believed I guess what he believed And so he caused us some
problems

Mr HATCH All right Was there any.was there any merit to his
criticism and complaint

Mr SECORDWell some merit of course There is no doubt that
we had a lot of problems with the airlift operation itself with the
airplanes The airplanes were old airplanes the only airplanes we
could afford We were trying to make them work

Felix I think was more critical than he should have been He's
not a pilot but he was quite critical of the maintenance I have
been critical of the maintenance too In fact I undertook to reorga
nize the entire project which forced me to spend a lot more time
on it than I had anticipated

So there were certainly elements of truth in his criticisms
except as it related to the items of munition As I say those items
were all shiny new

Mr HATCH General let me talk a little about some personal
things in your life

We have heard a great deal about your distinguished career You
graduated from West Point and served as a command pilot you
had 4,500 flying hours You have been extensively decorated with
the Distinguished Service Medal the Legion of Merit the Distin
guished Service Cross you served in Laos Thailand Iran and you
were Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense with responsibilities in
the Mideast
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I understand you are married and have three children is that
correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH And you live in McLean Virginia is that correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH Are your children in high school do they go to

public or private schools
Mr SECORD Public schools I have one child who is a senior in

high school and I have a daughter who is in college in D.C and I
have a daughter who is older and married

Mr HATCH Now I'm going to ask you some personal questions
You can refuse to answer them if you would like

What is your home worth
Mr SECORDBeg your pardon
Mr HATCH What is your home worth
Mr SECORDThe market value is roughly $290,000 I suppose
Mr HATCH What is your mortgage on that home
Mr SECORD Currently the mortgage.there are two mortgages

on it One is for-
Mr HATCH Just combine them What is the approximate total

mortgage mortgages
Mr SECORD $156,000 But I've also got refinancing underway

now and that will probably be completed All the papers have been
signed and everything with the bank That will probably be com
pleted by oh hopefully another ten days So that will increase the
mortgage to over $200,000

Mr HATCH So you really only have about a $90,000 equity in the
house

Mr SECORDAs soon as I close on this new loan
Mr HATCH What was your income in 1986
Mr SECORDExcuse me
Mr HATCH Approximately I will accept approximations
Mr SECORDGross income should have been-
Mr HATCH I just want the net income
Mr SECORDSir
Mr HATCH I just want the net income You can give gross

income That will be fine
Mr SECORDIn 1986 it should have been $205,000
Mr HATCH How about 1985
Mr SECORD1985 I think it was-
Mr HATCH That includes your pension money
Mr SECORDWait a minute I gave you too much for 1986 I have

to decrease that by.it is less than $200,000
Mr HATCH OK
Mr SECORD 1985 I have given you my returns so I'll do it ap

proximately
Mr HATCH That is all I want is approximate
Mr SECORD$160,000
Mr HATCH How about 1984
Mr SECORDIt was much lower in 1984
Mr HATCH Approximately I won't hold you to it I just want to

have a general approximation
Mr SECORDSay $101 something like that
Mr HATCH $101,000
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Did your net worth or personal lifestyle improve as a result of
your involvement in the Contra/Iranian operations

Mr SECORD It has not improved It's deteriorated My personal
financial situation has gotten much worse recently Of course legal
bills.as was pointed out earlier.are climbing

Mr HATCH And they are ongoing and you haven't been paying
them I take it at this point

Mr SECORDMy lawyer must be a philanthropist
Mr HATCH You have a good lawyer
Mr SECORDVery unusual for lawyers right
I really like lawyers I do I'm not slamming lawyers Some law

yers
Mr HATCH I can say that it has deteriorated somewhat I would

just like to say this to you There are going to be some who feel
that the $8 million in that account can be used for your benefit and
there may be some question about the other 2.5 million where that
went So I think it pays to clear these things up as much as you
can

But as far as you are concerned what is going to happen with
the $8 million

Mr SECORDI don't know yet There are bills quite a few bills to
be paid I can give you some examples

Mr HATCH Give me some examples
Mr SECORD Then Mr Hakim will undoubtedly give some addi

tional examples
We owe an aeroleasing firm in Europe I am told about $60,000

something like that We still owe the firm Southern Air Transport
here in the United States quite a bit of money I think it is some
thing just under $100,000 We can't pay them

We have substantial debts owed to the shipping agent in Europe
associated with the ship There is litigation going on on that right
now I have no idea where that is going to end up but they have
big claims When I say big they started out in the $300,000 range
and it is climbing

And then we have what I consider to be a moral obligation to
pay death benefits to the families of the three men who were killed
in the C-123 and we always set aside money for that purpose as I
testified to earlier

Mr HATCH Who will make those determinations
Mr SECORDWe had a discussion between Mr Dutton and I and

Mr Hakim at the time of the shootdown and decided that we
would pay a certain amount to the.as soon as possible to the sur
vivors of all three And I will be happy to tell the committee but I
really don't think I should publicly say how much it is

It is substantial though that we have in mind
Mr HATCH OK Any other debts That you know of
Mr SECORDThose were the debts that I can think of I haven't

mentioned legal bills As I said they are climbing too But right
now I haven't been focusing on anything other than trying to get
the debts paid

What the residue will be when the accountants finish their work
and when the bills are paid I don't know

Mr HATCH You are going to make a decision with regard to this
waiver in the next number of days or weeks
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Mr SECORDYes
Mr HATCH With the counsel of your attorney
Mr SECORDYes
Mr HATCH And I take it that you will be willing to make all of

your other financial records available You made most of them
available as of right now is that correct

Mr SECORD Yes but there may be some things the committee
wants I will furnish you whatever you want

Mr HATCH When you listed those amounts for 1984 1985 and
1986 did that include your pension

Mr SECORDYes That included my pension
Mr HATCH What does that amount to
Mr SECORDIn gross terms it amounts to $41,000 There is quite

an insurance payment that comes out of that though so I think I
really realize something like $35,000

Mr HATCH So you are talking about a little less than $200,000
less $41,000 for 1986 for 1985 I can't remember the figure there
but less 41 for 1984 about 101 less 41

Mr SECORD Yes I think the retirement pay has been virtually
level throughout that period

Mr HATCH I see Well it looks to me.you are willing to provide
all the pertinent financial information of your personal net worth
and business net worth is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HATCH Much of which.you have provided most of that
Mr SECORDI think you have the bulk of it I think the counsel

may have some other ideas some other items they want I am not
quite sure what that is

Mr HATCH Within the next number of days we will make a de
termination with regard to these accounts in Geneva Switzerland
or wherever they are

Mr GREEN A decision will be made promptly I think there is
just a reluctance to yield to theatrical presentations

Mr HATCH I agree with that
Mr GREEN We will consider this dispassionately That is all it

was It was a push
Mr HATCH I don't think you need to characterize it again I

think that you have indicated in good faith you will take a look at
that and do it I would recommend you do that To be honest with
you it looks to me like with all of the running around the world
you have done and being away from your family and putting these
things together it has been a pretty doggone thankless task and
frankly you didn't get rich from it although it remains to be seen
what you will do with the $8 million and what happened to the
other $2.5

But nevertheless I don't think anybody can make the claim here
that you have gotten rich off of this And frankly I will be honest
with you One of the difficulties with your story is that.your un
willingness to take profits on the arms transfer

In all honesty I don't see any reason why you shouldn't have
taken profits on it You had every right to To me I will accept
your story at face value that you wanted to come back into the gov
ernment you would have liked to have worked in security and in
telligence and I will just say this
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If we assume everything you say here is true sir and we assume
that you have testified candidly I would have to say you make one
heck of a good intelligence person because there is no question
about your intelligence and there is no question about your ability
to understand an awful lot of what intelligence is all about

So I want to compliment you for that I just want to say this I
think that this has been very difficult for you but you have a lot of
respect for having voluntarily come in I think both North and
Poindexter would help their cause immeasurably and they would
help to elucidate and help to inform the American public about
this thing if they would come in

Let me just ask you just one or two last questions I know I have
taken too long but on the other hand I want to get these questions
out

You had intimate conversations and a very strong relationship
with Oliver North over the last number of years is that correct

Mr SECORD They grew from a casual relationship in 1984 to a
very strong relationship

Mr HATCH That is right Would you describe him for us and
tell us whether or not he has ever taken anything personally or fi
nancially out of this matter

Mr SECORDI don't believe-
Mr HATCH If you know
Mr SECORD I don't believe for a second Oliver North has ever

taken a nickel out of any of this.out of any of this He is one of
the most hard-working honest dedicated officers I have ever
known He is nearly superhuman in his energy and I have seen
him work almost without sleep for weeks at a time

He believed deeply in this President and this President's pro
grams He believed in the Contra cause and he fully understood
the strategic nature of the approach to Iran I mean we are always
going to be criticized on the Iranian initiative but I believe that
Oliver North and I believe Admiral Poindexter as well were ap
proaching it from the national interest point of view from the stra
tegic point of view and they did not expect us to be in an arms-for
hostage scrap

They expected to try to make a breakthrough They didn't expect
we had good chances but they believed that we had some chances
and one seldom uses a covert operation when the odds.the possi
bility of success are high

Usually the probabilities of success are low going in That is one
of the tough things about covert ops

Mr HATCH I have to admit when covert operations are success
ful they go down in history as wonderful foreign policy initiatives
When they are generally exposed and break up they go down as
some of the dumbest things that have ever been done

Mr SECORDSome of them are
Mr HATCH Some of them are And some would say this one is
Mr SECORDIt is arguable Senator
Mr HATCH Let me just ask you this You have probably less

than one day's time in Central America Most of your experience
has been in the middle of Europe the Middle East Southeast Asia
Why did you feel so strongly about doing all of this being away
from your family and running all over the world and subjecting
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yourself and others to hazardous activities taking the risks that
you took including the worries that you had about being able to
foot the bills and pay the insurance and take care of people's fami
lies if they got killed

Why did you do all of this Why in the world would you do this
Some people are going to have to think the only reason you are
doing this is for the money Why would you do this How do you
feel about it

Mr SECORDFirst I thought it would be a shorter-term operation
than it was My expectation was by the summer of 1986 the CIA
would be back in the field Of course it took quite a bit longer than
that

Basically my motivation springs from my belief that this is truly
a.I don't like to overuse this word strategic but it is truly a stra
tegic battle we see going on not far south of our borders

I was taught when I was a young cadet one lesson in warfare
that I believe in strongly That is always fight as far forward as
possible I like to fight there not here I believed that the situation
in the Caribbean Basin is absolutely wonderful for a communist in
surrection in the spread of the Soviet threat from Nicaragua

If we allow the Soviets to establish a firm a firm hold in Nicara
gua then I think it is "Katy bar the door and I have a young
son who I don't expect.I don't want to see him on his way down to
seize Managua I think if we can pull it off with the Contras who
have their own stake in this after all they are Nicaraguans we
ought to give them our firmest support

Mr HATCx I think that is all I have
Thank you
Chairman INOUYE We have just concluded the primary question

ing by the special panel designated by the select committees We
will now call upon other members of the two joint committees

I would hope that we can limit our questioning to five or less
minutes But before we do Mr Secord would you care to have a
short recess

Mr SECORD If we could take just a couple of minutes it would
be good just to run around the corner

Chairman INOUYE We will be in recess for five minutes
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE I am pleased to call one of the Vice Chairmen

of the Senate Select Committee Senator Rudman
Mr RUDMAN Thank you Mr Chairman
General Secord I have listened to your testimony now with ev

eryone else here for three days and I would tell you in my view
that your testimony concerning how you carried out the operation
how it started the problems you had with it your political and
strategic views your recounting of conversations with people has
been very candid

I must tell you that I have difficulty and have had particular dif
ficulty today with your testimony on the financial information
That well may be because you don't have some of it Or all of it Or
any of it

The thing I am having difficulty with is that if I understand the
partnership you had with Mr Hakim according to your testimo
ny.and I have taken fairly extensive notes as you have been testi
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fying.that although he was if you will the implementor the
treasurer so far as the money is concerned that you directed Mr
Hakim as to the handling of each deposit and each expenditure
that you essentially controlled how those funds were handled

Am I correct
Mr SECORDThat was my intention
Mr RUDMAN I also got the impression which may be inaccurate

of your feelings that as far as this transaction was concerned you
I must say had a rather casual interest in money I must say from
looking at depositions and other facts the committee has it would
not appear.maybe that has been your lifestyle maybe you have
been that way all your life

But Mr Hakim certainly does not seem to be a person who gen
erally would be described as having a casual interest in money
Would you say that is an accurate statement

Mr SECORDHe is a businessman now through and through
Mr RUDMAN Let me go through and I really am going to have

very limited questions for you General Secord I think there has
been ample testimony and cross examination There are substan
tial conflicts in what you said today with what the other witnesses
have said

I don't know which is correct I will not draw a conclusion as to
which is correct I expect before it is over there will be a burden of
evidence one way or the other and people will have to judge for
themselves

Let me just summarize three or four components to make sure
that I have an understanding after that rather strenuous cross ex
amination you underwent this morning

First I believe that you have said and I believe the record
shows that the enterprise that you referred to which was Lake
and a number of other related accounts that was the implementa
tion of that enterprise was funded mostly from surpluses generat
ed by the sale of U.S arms to Iran and donations that came into
the account from various sources and in one instance a payment
made by the Israelis that was not returned to them by their choice
is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr RUDMAN Secondly you said that your enterprise was never

intended from the beginning as a profit-making enterprise for you
or for anyone else

Mr SECORD No sir I hope I didn't say that In the beginning
when we were dealing only on the brokering of arms for the Con
tras it was a profit-making exercise No doubt about it

Mr RUDMAN And after that when it became a.if you will.an
agency of the U.S Government at least you thought you were cer
tainly you were called in to Admiral Poindexter's office you didn't
call him he called you From that point on you did not consider
this a profit-making venture is that correct

Mr SECORDI considered that profits would continue to be taken
out of the arms procurement in the same fashion as the enterprise
had done before but except for that no profits

Mr RUDMAN Well I wonder if you might.I wonder if you
might explain that answer for me so I would fully understand it
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Mr SECORD Yes sir because it is confusing There were still
some arms procurements made by the enterprise for shipment to
El Salvador for dropping to the southern front and the procure
ment of those arms Hakim Clines et cetera were to get their
standard commissions salaries et cetera

Mr RUDMAN All right As to the really large surpluses generat
ed by the Iranian arms sales the differences between what the
U.S Government wanted which it got and that which the Iranian
middlemen were charged and paid that was never intended to be a
profit-making venture

Mr SECORDNever
Mr RUDMAN As a matter of fact you said three times this

morning under cross examination and I am generally paraphras
ing you but I think fairly that any surplus generated was only in
tended to finance further operations by the enterprise is that cor
rect

Mr SECORD And to supply the Contras to the extent that we
could

Mr RUDMAN Oh I understand that As far as that is what I
meant by the operations of the enterprise

Mr SECORDOf course Then you are correct
Mr RUDMAN There were two parts to the enterprise
Mr SECORDYou are correct
Mr RUDMAN And I want to come back to one point There is no

question whatsoever but is that as far as you were concerned in
this enterprise you controlled or did control Mr Hakim's handling
of the finances You told him what to do and he did it

Mr SECORD I told him where to make disbursements to and
when to make them

Mr RUDMAN All right Now would you agree with me now to
state the obvious that the enterprise is now over

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr RUDMAN I guess we can all agree on that
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr RUDMAN You also testified during one of the more intense

parts of cross examinations this morning that no United States of
ficial had ever laid claim to the $8 million or whatever the net
amount is after expenses isn't that correct

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr RUDMAN You testified both in deposition and here today

that there were bills to be paid and my understanding is that
those bills including the debt benefit which I am aware of are less
than $500,000 according to your own testimony although it is pos
sible that Mr Hakim may have some other bills that you are un
aware of

I understand that But at least we are talking somewhere in the
vicinity of $6 to $7 million that will be left when that is done

Do you agree with that
Mr SECORDIt is entirely possible I don't know what the nature

of Hakim's bills might be and I don't know about this litigation of
the ship

Aside from those two uncertainties your arithmetic seems accu
rate

Mr RUDMAN You also have the ship which is worth something
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Mr SECORDThat has been seized
Mr RUDMAN It has been seized but at some point there will be

some payment possibly from that ship
Mr SECORDI don't think so
Mr RUDMAN We are certainly talking $5 $6 $6.5 maybe as

much as $7 million That is a fair statement isn't it
Mr SECORDIt seems logical to me
Mr RUDMAN All right
The operations over you have testified repeatedly that you direct

Hakim.the money is frozen We all understand that
I consider I am probably a U.S official I would like to ask you a

question I believe this committee can make arrangements within
48 hours have the United States assert claims in those accounts
that we are aware of

Will you direct Mr Hakim to do the same and return all of those
funds to the Treasury of the United States Will you cooperate
with this committee to that end

Mr GREEN Indulge us one minute
Mr RUDMAN After you have paid your lawyer Mr Secord
Mr GREEN If you make that a first priority it might facilitate

this decision
Mr SECORD Of course as you might imagine we have talked

about this question We expected to get a question of this nature
Mr RUDMAN I am surprised it wasn't asked before now but we

would sure like an answer I am going to stick with you until we
get some idea of what your answer is in a definitive way

Mr SECORDIt is a fair question
Mr RUDMAN I would say so
Mr SECORDIt is a difficult situation I find myself in I told you I

am in a precarious financial situation I don't want to prejudice
any claim Mr Hakim is going to make He is going to be here I
am told in a few days

Mr RUDMAN We will see about that We certainly hope so but
he is of course not within our reach

Mr SECORD But he will be very shortly I am informed that he
will be

Mr RUDMAN Good
Mr SECORD And I want to confer with him as soon as he gets

here with counsels and continue with the auditing of these ac
counts find out what is there find out what claims he might wish
to assert and then we will come back to you with the firm position

I don't want to stake out a position right now but I will tell you
one of my options is to stake out no position and I beyond that I
can't go right now

Mr RUDMAN Well if Mr Hakim does appear here he will be
asked a question

We have a list of the bills that we believe are presently legiti
mate Mr Hakim might even claim additional bills He might even
claim he is entitled to a profit which well may be

That is I believe in the free enterprise system He may claim he
is due some money but I don't think General that this Govern
ment whose goods were sold and who this money rightfully be

longs to ought to be deprived of the major share of those funds
when those claims are paid
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Do you agree with that
Mr SECORDI personally agree with you Senator
Mr RUDMAN And then you will assist us once we get Mr Hakim

before us to that end
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr RUDMAN Thank you very much General Secord because I

can assure you since those funds were frozen by order.by the
Swiss government at the request of the U.S Government.that I
will ask the chairman both chairmen later on today tomorrow to
communicate the committee's feelings

We may even want to take a vote on it afterwards and move vig
orously ahead to at least claim the money Let's settle that ques
tion as to who made what money At least we will know nobody
made that six or eight million General Secord

Mr GREEN If I may be heard
Chairman INOUYE Please
Mr GREEN I think General Secord has given eloquent testimony

to his sentiments and what he has said is his position
But speaking as one who advises him there may be claims upon

this money that he has no control over and we don't know in
which forum or in what type of forum those claims will ultimately
have to be adjudicated

And I on behalf of General Secord feel that in calmer moments
because this is a very stressful appearance he should have the abil
ity to think through whether or not he is entitled today in light of
what has happened in light of what has happened to this program
to more than the grief he has suffered and whether in retrospect
he has some claim for some fair compensation for all of his efforts
out of those funds

And I think I say openly and honestly that we are prepared to
negotiate with the various claimants about that and what I am es
sentially saying is what I think my client has said.that he stakes
out no firm position or entitlement to those funds at this time

Mr SECORD Could I add.I don't want to be misunderstood.I
understand counsel's position He is trying to protect my interests
as he perceives them legally

But I have no interest in taking any profit out of this $6 million
or $8 million or whatever it is I have an interest in my company
getting whatever reimbursement the accountants believe are due
to it and the other things I have talked about paying the legiti
mate bills

Beyond that I have no interest in it I will help in every way I
can to get the money back

Mr RUDMAN General Secord I thank you very much
I figure there is no more than 5,000 or 6,000 claims Mr Hakim

probably has some others we don't know about He may re-assert a
claim You may reconsider and assert a claim That is your right
But there is going to be an awful lot of money left

Being one who is very interested in getting the Federal budget
down General Secord every last dollar counts

Chairman INOUYE I am pleased to recognize the Chairman of the
House Select Committee Congressman Hamilton

Chairman HAMILTONThank you very much Mr Chairman
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I am aware of your concerns about time so I will try to be brief
and General I want to say to you that I do appreciate the fact that

you have appeared without immunity That has been helpful to the
committee and I want you to know of our appreciation for it

Let me direct your attention to this question of diversion again
if I may Did you ever discuss with the Director of Central Intelli

gence the use of funds generated from the arms sales for the Con
tras

Mr SECORDNo Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTON You testified the other day at this third

meeting with the Director which took place in May I believe of
1986 that Colonel North was there and that he talked a lot about
the Contra funding shortage problem and that Mr Casey said at
that time that he did not share the view that the Congress would

pass a new funding bill And you were all concerned about the crit
ical shortage of funds for the Contras

And at that time if I am not mistaken there were funds from

foreign governments from donations from Iran sales and in that
context you did not mention.and Colonel North did not mention
the fact that some of these funds might be diverted to help the
Contras who were struggling so much

You were re-assessing the situation at that time and that did not
come up

Mr SECORDIt did not come up Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTON Did you ever discuss with any official of

the U.S Government the diversion of monies from the Iran arms
sales to the Contras

Mr SECORD Yes Colonel North Directly only with Colonel
North I was aware Admiral Poindexter knew about it

Chairman HAMILTONAnd were you aware that any other official
of the government knew about it

Mr SECORDNo Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTONDid it ever seem strange to you that such a

remarkable decision would be made to divert these funds to help
the Contras on the basis of the word of a colonel in the National

Security Council
Mr -SECORDWell my testimony was not that he is the one who

made the decision He was urging us to do this and we did do it
Chairman HAMILTONDo you know who made the decision
Mr SECORDI made the decision to do it I was the one who was

in control
Chairman HAMILTONDid he request you to make the decision
Mr SECORDYes
Chairman HAMILTON And did you ask him where he got the au

thority to make that request
Mr SECORDNo I did not
Chairman HAMILTONYou just did it at his request
Mr SECORDThat is right
Chairman HAMILTON Who was it that suggested that a second

C-123 aircraft be purchased for the airlift operation
Mr SECORDI don't remember
Chairman HAMILTONWas it your suggestion
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Mr SECORD I really don't remember We wanted to purchase a
number of airplanes as funds became available I really don't re
member

Chairman HAMILTON Was the purchase approved by Colonel
North

Mr SECORDHe knew of it and we told him we were going to do
it

Chairman HAMILTONDid he ask you to do it
Mr SECORDHe may have I don't remember Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTONYou don't remember anybody else-
Mr SECORD He asked me a lot of things and that might have

been one of them
Chairman HAMILTON You would not have done it without his

asking would you
Mr SECORD Yes I think so If we found the money we needed

another 123 The Caribous were just awful They weren't working
out

Chairman HAMILTON When it was done you did it with the
knowledge Colonel North approved of it

Mr SECORD Yes He urged us to fix that system He was con
stantly complaining to me that we weren't doing a good job

Chairman HAMILTON There was an addition constructed to the
warehouse at that base for the airlift operation That is correct is
it not

Mr SECORDYes that is correct
Chairman HAMILTON Did Colonel North approve the construc

tion of that addition
Mr SECORDYes he was in favor of it
Chairman HAMILTON Did he approve the construction of any

other addition there
Mr SECORDI don't know if he even knew about the construction

we did on the tarmac We did a hard stand parking area a small
one

Chairman HAMILTON But you certainly did that with the belief
that he would have approved it

Mr SECORD Definitely yes but I don't recall discussing it with
him

Chairman HAMILTONAll right
Now in December of 1985 did Colonel North ever direct you to

advance operational expenses for the airlift operation and the air
strip construction to Richard Gadd

Mr SECORDNo I am the one that picked Gadd
Chairman HAMILTONI am sorry I didn't hear
Mr SECORDNo I am the one who picked Gadd
Chairman HAMILTON No but did Colonel North direct you to ad

vance operational expenses for the airlift operation and the airstrip
construction to Richard Gadd

Mr SECORD I don't recall him ever directing me to do anything
like that He may have asked me to do it

Chairman HAMILTON And if he asked you to do it did you
comply

Mr SECORDI don't remember I don't remember that detail
Chairman HAMILTON Building an airstrip construction.you

don't remember that detail
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Mr SECORDOf course I remember that yes
Chairman HAMILTONWho asked you to do that
Mr SECORD My recollection was the decision to do that was

before the date you gave me I believe you said December 1985
Chairman HAMILTONWho asked you to do it
Mr SECORDWe talked about it a lot It was my idea We had to

have some facility in Costa Rica and North was talking with the
ambassador down there and I believe also the senior CIA field offi
cer and came up with this area and asked me to get in touch with
the owner whose name he gave me

He got that information from the U.S officials in Cost Rica I be
lieve

Chairman HAMILTON So you and Colonel North came to a deci
sion to do it Is that a fair statement

Mr SECORDYes that is fair
Chairman HAMILTON Did Colonel North ever ask you to develop

or generate a list of secret codes for the airlift operation
Mr SECORDVoice codes for the telephone you mean
Chairman HAMILTON The secret codes yes Did he ask you to de

velop that
Mr SECORD We developed a number of lists over a period of

time None of them were very satisfactory
Chairman HAMILTON "We there is you and Colonel North
Mr SECORDI don't know if he was involved in the development

of it or not I can't tell you but we did have a number of lists we
used Mr Gadd was involved in that as well

Chairman HAMILTON Your initial plan was to have as I recall
your testimony non-American crews fly the missions into Nicara
gua Was that your testimony

Mr SECORDI don't recall testifying to that I said it was an ob
jective

As a matter of fact my recollection is that at the beginning we
did talk about it doing it that way but then decided it was just too
hard initially to do that and then I arranged to contract for three
foreigners later in the operation

Chairman HAMILTONDid you finally use American crews
Mr SECORDYes
Chairman HAMILTON Did Colonel North authorize the use of

American crews to fly into Nicaragua
Mr SECORDNo he did not
The reason why we felt comfortable in using American crews is

because we had a legal opinion on the Neutrality Act The reason I
didn't want to use American crews if I could avoid it sir was be
cause I was afraid of what would happen if one of them were cap
tured You know the spectacle we underwent when Hasenfus was
captured is what I was afraid of

Chairman HAMILTON I think you mentioned an airstrip was con
structedin this country did you not

Mr SECORDIn Costa Rica
Chairman HAMILTON Did you or did Colonel North obtain the

permission of the host country to allow the construction of the air
strip

Mr SECORDThere was coordination with the embassy who were
in contact with the-
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Chairman HAMILTON Coordination with the United States em
bassy

Mr SECORDThe U.S Embassy
Chairman HAMILTONWas that the ambassador
Mr SECORD I believe the ambassador and the senior CIA field

man both were involved and they in turn were coordinating with
the appropriate foreign officials

Chairman HAMILTONWho got the permission of the host country
to allow the construction of the airstrip Did the ambassador

Mr SECORDEither the ambassador or the senior CIA field man
or both I am not sure what the answer is

Chairman HAMILTON In any event the U.S Government gets the
permission

Mr SECORDyes
Chairman HAMILTON Now a number of times in your testimony

you referred to the guidance that you got from Colonel North Did
you ever refuse any substantial request that Colonel North made

Mr SECORDWell the one that I was pretty heavily cross-exam
ined on earlier this afternoon I suppose is the most notable exam
ple

Chairman HAMILTON But basically Colonel North called the
shots for this operation didn't he

Mr SECORDI suppose that an objective analysis could reach that
conclusion I never felt that way I felt that I was in control of our
operation and I felt that I was the general the guy who was re
sponsible ultimately and the guy who was in control but I relied
heavily on 011ie North for assistance and for guidance

Chairman HAMILTON Did you ever say that the operation was
run at the direction of the White House to your people or to
anyone else

Mr SECORDNo I have been told that some people thought that I
said that but I can't remember ever saying it I won't say it be
cause I didn't feel that way

Chairman HAMILTON But you did feel that an objective analy
sis.you say that that could be stated

Mr SECORDThat is arguable yes
Chairman HAMILTON I was curious In one of your comments

you said as I recall that your view was that the Iranian Govern
ment never agreed to release all the hostages Do I remember your
testimony correctly

Mr SECORDYes sir
Chairman HAMILTON But many U.S officials did believe they

agreed to that did they not
Mr SECORDThat is the way it turned out I was a little bit sur

prised
Chairman HAMILTONAnd can you explain the difference
Mr SECORD Well I can't explain the difference In talking to

North about this problem he told me that there had been a
number of discussions that it wasn't involved in Of course I knew
that There had been meetings in Europe with Ghorbanifar that I
had not been involved in There had been numerous phone conver
sations with Mr Nir and North but my.I found it more than a
little bit strange because my view was since the people wanted to
refer back to the Frankfurt meeting with the Iranian representa

72-957 87 9
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tive from the prime minister's office in February from which this
meeting sprang the meeting in May went on

I always like to refer back to that meeting because I didn't
regard any information you might have gotten from Ghorbanifar
after that meeting as being necessarily accurate and so my point
was insofar as I knew the Iranian Government.I wasn't in the
main meeting I was debriefed on The Iranian Government had not
agreed to any such simultaneous release

I found it quite frankly difficult to believe-
Chairman HAMILTON Just one final question General Secord I

think you said once.maybe more than once that you felt the Ira
nian initiative had come to an end almost an impasse What in
your view got it started again What in your view kept driving it
forward

Mr SECORDWell you are asking me for my opinion
Chairman HAMILTON Yes
Mr SECORDAnd I give it in good spirit but you know I may be

wrong I think there were two basic factors at work here Once was
a tremendous concern in the White House from the President on
down about the faith of the American hostages being held in Leba
non and I think this concern sprang from criticisms made some
years previous about a different administration which I was also
involved in deeply So I can remember that

Secondly I think that the Israeli Government has a strong inter
est in the United States being able to somehow gain and maintain
some sort of relationship with Iran for their own interests which
don't necessarily converge with ours

I recognize that and I know the reasons why the Israelis have
such strong feelings and feel that they have vital interests at stake
I don't need to describe the Israeli interests for this committee I
don't think I believe because the Israelis did have these interests
they reexamined the whole matter

They believed that it failed earlier for a number of reasons
whatever their calculus was They put together a new team if you
will under Mr Nir working directly out of the PMS office and
came to Washington in very early January and made a new pro
posal for a new start and I think that the two.these two factors
account for the President's decision to start up this initiative

Chairman HAMILTON Thank you General Thank you Mr
Chairman

Chairman INOUYE Thank you
Senator Mitchell
Mr MITCHELL General Secord in response to questions by Mr

Nields you described your approach to an official of a foreign gov
ernment for a donation to the Contra effort and you said that it
was the only time you approached any foreigner for a donation Do
you recall that testimony

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELLYou were aware that donations were being solicit

ed indeed some sum of money from some donations found its way
into accounts under your control

Mr SECORDYes I was aware of that
Mr MITCHELL Did you ever participate in or were you ever

present at any activity involving donations either solicitation or
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thanking contributors or briefing past contributors or potential
contributors

Mr SECORDI don't remember being in on any such meetings
Mr MITCHELL Did you know who was soliciting contributions

and from whom solicitations were being made
Mr SECORD The only source of information that I had on that

was Colonel North and sometimes he would tell me something
about it and other times he would not

For instance I didn't know the source of one of the donations
until I saw it annotated in the records here the other day But I
was told by him on one occasion about a particular foreign country
which the committee is aware of that would be making a donation

He told me about that although when I asked Hakim about the
details of the wire transfer they had marked it they had relayed
the money through one or more intermediate banks so that we
couldn't at our banking level know where the money came from
But I believe it was accurate.accurate information

Mr MITCHELLSo you yourself never participated in any such ac
tivity

Mr SECORDI did not
Mr MITCHELL Would you tell us please whether anyone other

than Colonel North described such activities to you
Mr SECORDI don't believe General Singlaub ever mentioned any

specifics to me but I believe that North said to me that General
Singlaub was making some solicitations on behalf of the Contra
overseas and in the United States

Mr MITCHELL Other than his references to General Singlaub
and to the foreign country to which you earlier referred did Colo
nel North ever say anything else to you about those solicitations

Mr SECORD Only very late in the game with respect to the big
donation the missing $10 million that's been in the press so much
For a long time for many weeks from the time he first told me to
be looking for this.and I think actually by the way my recollec
tion is that he told me to be on the lookout for the first $3 million
and then raised that number at a later date to $10 My memory
may be faulty on that but it is kind of lodged in there that's what
he said

And this went over a period of weeks and weeks and weeks that
we were supposed to be expecting you know a sizeable donation
At first I didn't know where it was coming from and he didn't tell
me He kept it quite quiet

But then he finally for whatever his reason he did tell me
where it was coming from Maybe he thought I could trace it Of
course you can't trace something you don't have He did tell me
the name of the country which is known to the committee I be
lieve And he also told me they had been solicited by a member of
the State Department

Mr MITCHELL But you had no information from Colonel North
or any other source about the solicitation of American citizens for
that purpose

Mr SECORDNo
Mr MITCHELLAll right
On another matter you testified also in response to Mr Nields

questions regarding the inscription devices provided to you and
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your enterprise Will you tell us again please how many were
there

Mr SECORD I would have to do the same count I did the last
time I didn't write the number down

Mr MITCHELLTell us approximately
Mr SECORD I think in our system we had six operational and

usually one or two in the system to replace burned out units
Mr MITCHELLWho provided them to you
Mr SECORDColonel North
Mr MITCHELLDid you pay for them
Mr SECORD No They were on loan to us and they had been re

turned
Mr MITCHELLThey were on loan to you
Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLWas any fee paid for their use
Mr SECORDNo
Mr MITCHELLDo you know how much those items of equipment

cost
Mr SECORDNo
Mr MITCHELL On another subject you testified about the meet

ing that you had with Colonel North following the public an
nouncement the disclosure in a hotel room and you have testified
about the telephone calls that Colonel North received from the
President and the Vice President

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELL Will you tell us please what was said at that

meeting other than with respect to the telephone calls
Mr GREEN That would implicate attorney-client privilege I was

there as counsel to both men at the time and that would be cov
ered by the privilege

Mr MITCHELL Is it your contention counsel that any conversa
tion that General Secord had where you were present is therefore
part of attorney-client privilege whether or not you participated in
the conversation

Mr GREEN Yes that is my contention.I was participating in
the discussions and it would be impossible to bifurcate out discus
sions and I consider the contents of those sessions were privileged
other than the kind of third-party situations that have been testi
fied to here today

Mr MITCHELL Is it your contention counsel a statement made
to General Secord by a third person is subject to the attorney-client
privilege merely by virtue of your presence

Mr GREEN We are talking about calls received by outside indi
viduals They have been essentially testified to

Mr MITCHELLI am not talking about that
Mr GREEN Let's define who the third persons are We are talk

ing about Mr North and General Secord and those conversations
which were had as between the three of us I consider to be privi
leged

Mr MITCHELL Including statements made by Colonel North to
General Secord in your presence

Mr GREEN I do consider-
Mr MITCHELLYou regard that as privileged
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Mr GREEN I consider that to be privileged and to be covered
under the privilege yes I do I was acting as counsel to both men
at that time

Mr MITCHELL You were acting as counsel to Colonel North at
that time

Mr GREEN I Was
Mr MITCHELLIs it your contention then that conversations be

tween two clients of yours.not you speaking but the clients
speaking to themselves.are subject to the attorney-client privi
lege

Mr GREEN Yes
Mr MITCHELL Was there another person present at that meet

ing or just the three of you
Mr GREEN There was just us
Mr MITCHELLJust the three of you Mr Green General Secord

and Colonel North
Mr GREEN Yes sir
Chairman INOUYE May I interrupt at this point If Mr Green

wishes to testify I will have to place you under oath sir
Mr GREEN I do not wish to testify I'm invoking the privilege on

behalf of the Chair Please consider my remarks as addressed to
the Chair

Mr RUDMAN I would like to make an inquiry of the Chair in re
sponse to Mr Green I will rely on counsel for House and Senate

It is my understanding even if the attorney Mr Green were in
the room and representing both parties that does not invoke the
privilege as to privileges between those two parties not with their
lawyer

I would like the Chair to maybe hear from Mr Liman and possi
bly Mr Nields or maybe they want to confer It is my understand
ing that would not be the privilege as I understand the privilege
and I think I understand it

Mr GREEN I don't think we are.Mr Chairman I don't believe
we are going to be able to resolve this in an informal situation such
as this It is my position those conversations are privileged

Mr MITCHELL Does your position extend to any conversation in
which your client participates in your presence Just so you under
stand now is the fact that Colonel North was a client of yours at
the time as well as General Secord the basis of your claiming the
privilege Or is it merely that General Secord was your client at
the time

Mr GREEN Both Shall I direct that to the Chair Both
Mr MITCHELL Then if your client participated in the conversa

tion with the person who was not your client you would not deem
that as a privileged communication

Mr GREEN Such matters have been testified to here already by
General Secord

Mr MITCHELL SO your allegation is based on the fact Colonel
North retained you as his counsel

Mr GREEN I was acting as his counsel at that time sir
Mr MITCHELLWhen did he retain you as his counsel
Mr GREEN I would consider that I began to provide legal advice

to Colonel North in the preceding week
Mr MITCHELLWhat day
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Mr GREEN I would have to look at a calendar
Mr MITCHELL Did Colonel North call you and ask you to repre

sent him
Mr GREEN I believe that is privileged
Mr MITCHELL What time did you discontinue your representa

tion of Colonel North
Mr GREEN I believe that is privileged
Mr MITCHELLAre you still representing Colonel North
Mr GREEN No I am not sir
Mr MITCHELL Did you ever submit a bill to Colonel North for

legal fees
Mr GREEN I believe that is privileged
Mr MITCHELL So you are claiming you represented him at the

time but you will not tell the committee when you discontinued
your representation or whether you ever charged him a fee for
those services yet that is the basis of your claim of privilege

Mr GREEN I believe that that information is privileged That is
the position I wish to assert at this time sir

Mr MITCHELL General Secord I will ask you one more time
then merely to get the record clear Will you tell this committee
what conversation occurred between you and Colonel North on the
meeting you had in the hotel in Virginia following the public dis
closure of these events

Mr GREEN Indulge me one minute please
Mr SECORD Mr Chairman may we confer for just one minute
Mr MITCHELLGo ahead Go ahead
General Secord
Mr SECORD Counsel advised me that I can't really respond to

that question because of his attorney-client privilege
Mr MITCHELLMay I ask you General Secord how did the meet

ing originate How did you come to meet in that hotel room with
Colonel North and Mr Green

Mr SECORDWell I testified earlier that I had had I think two
phone calls from Mr North that morning or one from him and one
from his assistant and I told him that we were moving out I was
moving out of my office and I was going to be meeting with my at
torney who was returning from another meeting which Idescribed
earlier and he said "Fine I will be there at such and such a
time. It was the afternoon

Mr MITCHELLDid he ask you to meet with him or did you ask to
meet

Mr SECORDI think he said I will be there That is why he asked
me where I was going to be

Mr MITCHELL Were your conversations with Colonel North for
the purpose of providing information to Mr Green so that you
could obtain legal advice from him

Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLThat was the purpose of the meeting
Mr SECORD And to discuss the.to discuss the stunning an

nouncement that had just been made
Mr MITCHELLMy question is was the purpose of those conversa

tions that you had with Colonel North at that time to obtain infor
mation to give to your counsel for the purpose of seeking legal
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advice from your counsel Is your testimony here now that that
was the purpose of those conversations and of that meeting

Mr SECORD I'm not sure sir that I understand that question
Mr MITCHELL Was the purpose of your meeting with Colonel

North at which Mr Green was present to through conversations
between you and Colonel North develop information to provide to
your counsel so that you would be.in seeking legal advice from
your counsel

Mr SECORDThat was part of it yes
Mr MITCHELLWhat was the other part of it
Mr SECORD We were discussing the event that had just taken

place the great surprise of it
Mr MITCHELLThen with respect to your discussion of the events

unrelated to seeking information to provide.to present to your
counsel would you tell us what that conversation was

Mr GREEN Indulge us one moment please
Mr MITCHELLYes Right
Mr SECORDI'd be happy to tell you what my recollection of it is

I have to tell you that I was also very concerned and agitated as I
have testified earlier My recollection is that the discussion talked
only about the events of that day how terrible it was it was punc
tuated by the two phone calls and that is all that was discussed
didn't discuss anything of substance It was just a hand-wringing
session

We were terribly terribly sad and unhappy and alternatively
mad and so on

Mr MITCHELL Well you characterized the remarks Could you
tell us what was said as opposed to describing them as hand-wring
ing

Mr SECORD No I can't tell you Senator what was said I just
can't remember It was just a confused hand-wringing session
where we were saying you know now what what are we going to
do now

Mr MITCHELL In the course of that conversation did Colonel
North make any reference to you regarding.either before or after
the phone calls.regarding any conversations he had had with the
President

Mr SECORDNo Only the phone calls
Mr MITCHELL And the remainder of your conversation was the

privileged part you are talking about which you choose not to tell
us about here today

Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLIS that correct
Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLLet me shift to another matter
You said you attended a meeting in Frankfurt which was taped

surreptitiously
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELLWho taped it
Mr SECOxb
Mr MITCHELLDo you know what happened to the tape
Mr SECORDNo sir I didn't have it
Mr MITCHELL Back to the CD set aside for insurance I won't

replow that ground
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Were there documents prepared in connection with the setting
aside of those CDs to establish the purpose for which the funds
were set aside

Mr SECORDNo But I informed Mr Nir and I am sure at some
point he will verify that

Mr MITCHELL You informed but did you.in other words you
put the money in the CD Hakim did it was for that purpose you
told Mr Nir that and basically they trusted you

Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLThey had no way of knowing whether you actual

ly put money in a CD for this purpose
Mr SECORDNo But he accepted my word
Mr MITCHELLWhen you put it in the CD was there any limita

tion in connection with a deposit that evidenced its purpose
Mr SECORDNot that I know of
Mr MITCHELLSo insofar as the transaction between Mr Hakim

and the receiving institution it was merely the purchase of a CD
for the face amount

Mr SECORDExactly
Mr MITCHELL Insofar as your dealings with the Israelis it was

merely your telling them that you had done this for that purpose
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELL If the plane in fact had been lost there was no

basis for any Israeli claim to their funds other than what you had
told Mr Nir is that correct

Mr SECORDThat is correct but he would have asked me for the
money

Mr MITCHELLRight Right
You testified that you had three face-to-face meetings with Mr

Casey who was then director of the CIA
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELL At which I believe you said you complained

about some of the problems that your enterprise was facing
Mr SECORDOnly once
Mr MITCHELLOnly once
Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLDid you at any time either receive directly or in

directly from Mr Casey a response to your complaints
Mr SECORD No sir He always said that he would.he said he

would look into those complaints He did not get back to me He
was under no obligation to get back to me

I thought I had accomplished my purpose I went in there and
threw a grenade on the floor so to speak and then left He gave
me no assurances and I didn't have a feeling when I left there that
I was going to get any support

Mr MITCHELLAll right
You testified yesterday that you believe Oliver North to be an

honorable and truthful man You spoke admiringly of him Yester
day you also testified in response to a question by Mr Nields that
North told you that he North had told the President that it was
ironic that the Ayatollah's money was being used to help the Con
tras

You said yesterday that you did not take that as a joke
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Today in response to a question by Mr DeWine you said that
you were skeptical of that statement by Colonel North

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELL Which I take to mean that you disbelieve what

Colonel North was telling you
Mr SECORDI can't say that I disbelieved it I was reserved about

it I was skeptical about it It just didn't seem right to me
And I had some question about it I didn't know what the nature

of their relationship was I had never been in any meeting with
them It seemed a little too casual or cavalier to me

Mr MITCHELL You said when Mr DeWine asked you why you
were skeptical I don't know if I got very word precisely you said it
didn't seem like something that was said in front of the Command
er in Chief

Mr SECORDYes That is what I said
Mr MITCHELL Have you since January 1981 been in front of or

in the presence of the Commander in Chief the President of the
United States

Mr SECORDSince January Yes
Mr MITCHELL You have been with the President since that

time
Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELL In connection with any of these events which are

the subject matter of this-
Mr SECORD No Only on the matter pending at that time in

1981 of the sale of military equipment
Mr MITCHELLI see How long did that meeting occur
Mr SECORD It was with Mr Allen who was National Security

Adviser at the time It was only a few minutes I don't know the
President

Mr MITCHELLYOUdon't-
Mr SECORDI have great respect for the President
Mr MITCHELLAs we all do
Mr SECORDI just think it would be highly unusual for that kind

of reparte to take place
Mr MITCHELL But you have no basis no personal basis for

making a judgment as to what might or might not be said in the
President's presence by Colonel North or anyone else

Mr SECORDNone
Mr MITCHELL That is the only reason you are skeptical It

doesn't sound like the kind of remark one would make to a Presi
dent of the United States

Mr SECORDThat is what I was trying to say earlier
Mr MITCHELL YOU also said yesterday that you wanted the

President to make a candid speech and in fact you prepared such
a speech is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELL Did you include in that speech a statement de

scribing the manner in which the funds from the sale of arms to
Iran were used to provide military assistance to the Contras

Mr SECORDI don't believe so
Mr MITCHELL In retrospect do you think a speech about this

matter which left out that essential fact could be called candid
Mr SECORDNo
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Mr MITCHELLFinally just one more question Mr Chairman
You discussed yesterday the problem that occurred when $15

million was deposited in the account to be the sum paid for certain
spare parts and then when the hostages were not released Mr
McFarlane canceled delivery of the spare parts

Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLYou recall that circumstance
Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELL You then describe your own efforts to complete

the transaction to have the parts delivered to Iran in part because
you had already spent part of the money

Mr SECORDNo I didn't try to get them delivered
Mr MITCHELLYOUdidn't
Mr SECORDNo
Mr MITCHELLDid you attempt to get the deal completed
Mr SECORDNo In no way
Mr MITCHELLI assume-
Mr SECORD There were efforts between Mr Nir and Mr Ghor

banifar and Colonel North to get the deal completed
Mr MITCHELLTo get the deal completed
Mr SECORDBut I was never involved in those discussions
Mr MITCHELL Do you know what the reason was for their at

tempt to get the deal completed
Mr SECORD They felt that this was the only channel they had

through Ghorbanifar and that they had to continue to pursue it
and had to try to get at least one hostage if they couldn't get them
all

Mr MITCHELLMr Ghorbanifar was then a private citizen
Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLYou were a private citizen
Mr SECORDYes
Mr MITCHELLMr Nir was a private citizen
Mr SECORDNo
Mr MITCHELLHe was a government official
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELLAnd Mr McFarlane was a government official
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELL In retrospect do you think problems can develop

regarding the differing interests of private citizens and government
officials in matters of this type where conflicting motivations can
exist to the point where the government policy might be compro
mised sacrificed to private interests

Mr SECORDWithout question you are correct
Mr MITCHELLAnd would you think it fair to draw as one lesson

from this matter that it may be unwise to utilize private persons to

implement government policies for the very reason that particular
ly when they are complex as the events here that there may be
conflicting motives conflicting interests and that the government
policy may suffer as a consequence

Mr SECORDI don't believe in a lot of dependence on private par
ties in matters of international security but I don't think the gov
ernment ought to rule out that option for some specific cases
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The lesson I have drawn is that I have got to.I would.the first
lesson I have drawn is don't ever do it again The phone rings next
time I won't answer it

But the fact is that this should have been lawyered It was not
professionally done I regret that Part of that is my fault I think
part of it is also the CIA's fault

Mr MITCHELLThank you very much Mr Chairman
Thank you General Secord
Chairman INOUYE Thank you
Mr Secord the committee had every intention to continue until

we concluded this evening but apparently with 10 House Members
and Senators because of the great interest that your testimony has
evoked here we may be here until 8 9 o'clock It has been a long
and stressful day for you And because of that may I request that
you return again tomorrow morning at 10

Mr SECORDYes Mr Chairman
Mr LIMAN Mr Chairman I ask that exhibits 7 through 26 be

included in the record of these proceedings
Chairman INOUYE Without objection
[Exhibits 7 through 26 appear at p 475-587.]
Chairman INOUYE When we do return the questioning will be

carried on by Congressman Cheney the ranking member of the
House Select Committee

Mr STOKESMr Chairman may I make a request also
I have two documents which I would like to be marked appropri

ately as exhibits
One is a copy of the Congressional Record dated October 11

1984 on the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1985
The other is the Floor debate on the conference report on the Con
tinuing Resolution under date of October 10 1984 Congressional
Record page H-11979

In both cases I would ask that these documents appear immedi
ately following my testimony.my questioning of Mr Secord in the
record

Chairman INOUYE Without objection so ordered
[The documents appear at p 588-591.]
If not the joint hearing will stand in recess until 10 o'clock to

morrow morning
[Whereupon at 5:45 p.m. the hearing adjourned to resume at 10

a.m. the following day.]
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The select committees met pursuant to call at 10:03 a.m. in
room 325 Russell Senate Office Building Hon Daniel K Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon Lee H Hamil
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding

Chairman INOUYE The hearing will please come to order
Mr Secord I am certain you are aware that you are still under

oath
Mr SECORDYes sir Mr Chairman
Mr GREEN Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE There are 17 Members of Congress who have

indicated a desire to participate in the questioning of the witness
and I have tried my best to convince my colleagues that we should
keep all questioning down to a reasonable level but apparently it
is not possible to limit the questioning to any 5 or 10 minutes

That being the case I believe that we will go beyond this noon
and so I have advised our next witness Mr McFarlane to prepare
himself to be present in the House Judiciary Committee room next
Monday.House Foreign Affairs Committee

So today we will carry on until every Member has had an op
portunity to question Mr Secord

Our first-
Mr GREEN Mr Chairman if I may with your permission if I

may be allowed to supplement the record with an exhibit
Chairman INOUYE Please do sir
Mr GREEN Senator I believe it was Senator Hatch asked Gener

al Secord yesterday for a list of his bank accounts on which he is
authorized to draw accounts that would include either General
Secord and I believe the question also embraced his wife

This morning early before appearing we have prepared an ex
hibit listing those accounts in response to the Senator's inquiry
The list is signed but we did not have access to a notary early this
morning

(265)
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I would like to tender this as an exhibit on behalf of General
Secord If the committee wishes to have the exhibit notarized we
will certainly do that in accordance with your wishes as well

But I would ask that it be received If I may sir with your per
mission one additional point General Secord would like to supple
ment an answer that he gave to Senator Rudman towards the close
of yesterday's proceedings if that is permitted

Chairman INOUYE Before proceeding Mr Secord do you swear
that this is the truth

Mr SECORDYes sir
Chairman INOUYE Then I don't think we need a notary for that
Mr GREEN Thank you sir
Chairman INOUYE Without objection staff will appropriately

number this and this will be made a part of the record
[The document marked as Exhibit 28A appears at p 593.]
Mr SECORDMr Chairman if I may yesterday we were discuss

ing what was to become the funds which remain intact in the vari
ous accounts It is my intention as I said yesterday to consult with
the various counsels and with Mr Hakim just as soon as possible
and my recommendation will be that the funds which remain after
obligations are met be donated to the William J Casey Fund
which has just been established for the support of the Nicaraguan
freedom fighters

Mr RUDMAN Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Mr Rudman
Mr RUDMAN I thank General Secord for his response I would

think that is a very laudable idea but I must tell you that in my
view you or no one else has a right to send that money anywhere
That money belongs to the people of the United States and I will
assure you that the Justice Department at the appropriate time
will make that claim

Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Thank you
Any further statements Mr Secord
Mr SECORDYes sir I indicated that I would be consulting with

the various counsels and by that I meant government counsels as
well as private counsels

Chairman INOUYE It is my pleasure to call upon the ranking mi

nority member of the House Select Committee Congressman
Cheney

Mr CHENEY Thank you Mr Chairman
General welcome back for what hopefully will be the last day of

a fairly grueling session I must say I find your offer to contribute
those funds to Bill Casey's memorial a good one frankly I think
the gentleman would have appreciated the gesture very much

Let me if I might join with my colleague Mr Hamilton in

thanking you for coming before the committee Many of the people
that will testify have had to be compelled to testify have refused to

voluntarily come forward and we appreciate the fact that you have

voluntarily come forward and I think there are also a great many
of us who have admiration for your long and distinguished career
of military service to the country and we appreciate what you
have done for us in the past
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What I would like to do this morning if I can is to take a couple
of minutes and focus on the broader policy questions that are in
volved You have given a great deal of testimony about the details
of how the operation was run about aircraft money and arms
transfers and so forth

I would like to take a minute if I could and focus on some of the
broader questions and the implications if you will of this particu
lar operation

You served at one time as the Deputy Assistant Secretary of De
fense for the Middle East and obviously you have a lot of knowl
edge fairly extensive knowledge in the area of the Iran area I
wonder if you might comment briefly on whether or not you be
lieve the arms that were provided to Iran were in any way had any
impact on the Iran-Iraq conflict

Mr SECORD No sir in my opinion the small number of TOW
missiles and the very small number of spare parts would not have
any significant impact on the outcome of that war

Mr CHENEY Based on your knowledge of the Iranian mili
tary.

Mr SECORDBased on my knowledge of the forces on both sides
the tactics that are being used based on my knowledge of the I
Hawk system itself which the Iranians have and based on my
knowledge of the TOW missile system as well which.all of this
goes to form my conclusion And we of course had this in mind
when these deliveries were made

My conclusion is that it had virtually no outcome on the
impact.no impact on the outcome I might also add that the Irani
ans were complaining about the age of the TOW missiles and com
plained that many of them were malfunctioning

Mr CHENEY On a second subject there has been a lot of debate
subsequent to the disclosure of the operation about the impossibil
ity of finding any moderates in Iran I have always found that a
little hard to believe that everybody in Iran suddenly went from
being.at least some of them.friendly to the United States to all
of them being unremittingly hostile to the United States Would
you comment generally on that proposition

Mr SECORDIt was my view and the view of my colleagues that
there are pragmatic factions in the hierarchy of the Government of
Iran Their actions have indicated this It is common sense to
assume that this is the case

There is a great body I believe of good will still in the minds of
the Iranian people Iranians always liked Americans At least that
was my impression in general There are a lot of radicals no ques
tion They gained ascendancy They exploited us dubbed us the
great Satan embarrassed us and I don't condone that I am abso
lutely upset by that and have been for a long time

But there are still nonetheless in my judgment pragmatic
people men in the hierarchy and these were the men with whom
we were seeking to establish contact and it was this group that we
did establish contact

Mr CHENEY So in your judgment it was not a completely falla
cious notion that there might be the possibility of somehow improv
ing United States-Iranian relations through these transactions

Mr SECORDThat is right
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Mr CHENEY Yesterday the distinguished Senator from Oklaho
ma spent a lot of time on the assertion that somehow you had
usurped U.S foreign policy authority that you had in effect taken
unto yourself the power to determine what U.S foreign policy was
and usurped the authority of the President the Secretary of State
the members of the National Security Council and it got a lot of
coverage out those coverages yesterday I want to go back over a
little bit of that ground just briefly with you because the Senator's
conclusions didn't track with the facts as I understood them from
your earlier testimony It was my understanding you were recruit
ed for these operations specifically by a member of the NSC staff
Colonel North

Mr SECORDThat is correct sir
Mr CHENEY Secondly that you worked in that capacity with Ad

miral Poindexter the President's National Security Adviser
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr CHENEY And that he thanked you on several occasions for

your efforts and said that he appreciated very much what you were
doing on behalf of the country

Mr Sworn) Yesir that is correct

Central
forts

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr CHENEY And of course he was perhaps the most influential

CIA Director we have had in many years a member of the Presi
dent's Cabinet a close adviser to the President u

o Hid tivn t =,Kwhat you eTe doing vas in "_ "+ th

Mr SECORDAbso utely correct
C.#p1E.y You par

is that true
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr CHENEY And b is on a the President

clearl the t me a decisi t""You could judge it

g'O decision or abad cecision but it was within his purview to
undertake a covert action and to assign a finding for it And of
course with respect to the Contra program the administration's
policy was well known of support for the Contras That program
had gone forward prior to the adoption of the Boland amendment
and its various versions and is obviously the policy of the U.S
Government today to support the Contras

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr CHENEY SO looking at that I think it is an important point

to make that some of the conclusions that were reached yesterday
don't seem to be borne out by the facts

One of the concerns I have and while I think the record speaks
for itself in that regard I am not.I must say I am not happy obvi

ously with all facets of the operation I would like to have you
comment if you might upon the proposition that on two general
areas
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First of all your estimate of what would have transpired or
what would have happened if the operation had been completely
successful with respect both to hostages to Iran and to the Con
tras

Mr SECORD Well it would have probably been miraculous if it
were completely successful because the objectives were very ambi
tious I believe in the short term had we been successful with re
spect to Iran at least the remaining hostages.and that was three
that we were concerned with at the time.would have been re
leased and would have cleared an obstacle to serious talks between
the U.S Government and the Government of Iran

I am afraid that any talks would have had to have been very
very low key and would have had to have been truly secret diplo
macy but then the United States is capable of doing that and they
could have moved forward very very slowly I think and eventual
ly established some sort of relationship with the Government of
Iran

We have relationships with any number of governments that we
don't admire We have relationships with a lot of governments that
we can't even cooperate with So I really believed that we should
try to achieve a relationship there and I think we could have

With respect to the Contra I am far less certain about the out
come there As I indicated in some of my earlier testimony I be
lieve that there are gains that can be made by the Contras I do
not believe that they can achieve a decisive military victory how
ever and I think that they can if well supported bring the Sandi
nista Government to a bargaining table in some sort of an accepta
ble form

Mr CHENEY YOU indicated in your testimony that this was
viewed as a bridging operation that the rationale for it was some
how we had to keep the Contras in business pending Congress
coming back in and reauthorizing aid In your view was that objec
tive achieved

Mr SECORD In my view we did have limited success there By
August or so we were successfully delivering large amounts of sup
plies to the Contra forces which so desperately needed them

Mr CHENEY One of the problems I have with the operation Gen
eral is that it seems to me we have this dilemma Many of us on
this committee are very strong supporters of the Contra cause
While you were running your operation in Central America we
were doing battle in the Congress to try to build support for the
policy that was ultimately adopted last year when Congress ap
proved the $100 million in military and humanitarian assistance
for the Contras

But I am concerned in a sense that in winning the short term
victory of keeping the Contras alive through the operation that you
ran we may have done damage to our capacity to build public and
congressional support for a long term program of support for the
Contras

And I wonder if that subject was ever discussed was ever the
subject of talks between yourself Colonel North or the others in
volved in the operation
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Mr SECORDI don't recall any specific discussions of that nature
but I agree with your analysis I too am afraid that the revelation
is going to badly damage the cause

Mr CHENEY We will do our best to renew that program later
this year but that is a subject for debate in other committees Was
there ever any discussion of what would happen if the operation
had its cover blown

Mr SECORD Yes Yes we discussed that We simply expected
that we would be no longer able to function and would have to pull
out

Mr CHENEY Do you have any reason to believe that people per
haps higher up in the Government than Colonel North ever gave
consideration to the potential impact of this kind of disclosure

Mr SECORDIf there was any discussion sir I am not aware of it
And I have no evidence that there was any kind of damage control
thinking going on on this particular operation

Mr CHENEY Did you assume it could be kept secret
Mr SECORDWell I assumed that the details of our Contra oper

ation could be kept secret for a short period of time but not indefi
nitely and of course we were only intending to bridge for a short
period of time

Does the question also cover Iran or just the Contras
Mr CHENEY Just the Contras specifically
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr CHENEY If it were a bridging operation and it seems to me

interms of if your objective were clearly stated in those terms at
least in terms of the kind of mandate you were given I would
assume that there was the expectation that at some point it would
be possible to turn Congress around on this issue and build public
support for the program

Mr SECORDThe third discussion that I participated in with Mr
Casey dealt briefly with that subject and he was very concerned
about how he was going to be able to convince the Congress quickly
to turn around

So he was thinking a lot about this subject It was much on his
mind

Mr CHENEY Finally General Secord you have stated that you
believed your activities did not violate the Boland amendment be
cause you were a private citizen You have also stated that you re
ceived legal advice to the effect that your operation did not violate
the Neutrality Act or that you carried it out in such a way that it
was consistent with the Neutrality Act

It has been suggested that because Colonel North encouraged
support and sometimes assisted your effort that you engaged in
effect in circumventing the Boland amendment But if your activi
ties were permitted how would it have been possible for you to
have circumvented the Boland amendment

Mr SECORDWe do not have the view that we were circumvent
ing the Boland amendment We simply read the Boland amend
ment and believed it did not apply because we were private

Mr CHENEY Wouldn't you think that if Congress wanted to pro
hibit private activities such as that which you engaged in that per
haps we should have changed the law such as the Neutrality Act to
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make it clear that it was intended to prohibit private actions in
support of the Contras

Mr SECORDDefinitely
Mr CHENEY Thank you very much Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE I am pleased to recognize Mr McClure
Mr MCCLURE Thank you Mr Chairman General Secord I want

to follow up just a moment on the line of questioning that Con
gressman Cheney has initiated here With respect to the develop
ment of policy first you were involved in the Contra support activi
ties That was in no way at that time connected to anything with
respect to policy in the Middle East am I correct

Mr SECORDCorrect sir
Mr MCCLURE The Congressman has brought out again the fact

that you have some expertise in the Middle East having been sta
tioned in Iran having been Assistant Secretary having had respon
sibilities and experiences in the area

Did you regard it as a factor in their approaching you with re
spect to the Iranian initiative the fact that you had had experience
in the area Were you being called upon because of your experi
ence and therefore could recommend or supplement or advise
with respect to policy or were you approached primarily because
you had the logistical capacity to deliver the goods

Mr SECORDI think my involvement evolved sir Initially it was
simply because I had the logistic capacity they believed to help
out in the situation that I described to you in November of 1985

Later however when the administration decided to go forward
in January of 1986 with the covert operation I believe they called
on me for a few reasons one by this time I think they trusted me
quite a lot and this was.trust was needed in this operation

Of course Mr McFarlane and Admiral Poindexter were both
very much aware that I had been in the Defense Department on
the Middle East policy desk for quite awhile so that was a factor in
their minds

They knew that I knew Iran So I think in their minds it came
neatly together that I had the logistic capacity initially and logis
tic capacity was needed later and I also had the experience

Mr MCCLURE Did you have conversations with Admiral Poin
dexter with respect to the evolution of policy

Mr SECORD I listened to him describe how policy had evolved
and the only comment that I made about it when he asked me if I
would participate was that I agreed with Mr McFarlane's earlier
position in December that we could not engage in some blatant
arms for hostage exchange but I said if it is going to go forward as
you describe and this is the way the President wants it to go for
ward then I will be happy to participate

But I was not involved in any of the discussions about the policy
As I testified earlier I didn't even meet Mr Nir and was not in
any of those meetings until much later

Mr MCCLURE In those conversations did the topic come up at
all in the conversation as to whether or not Khomeini could be
brought around to a different kind of relationship with the United
States or were you talking solely about other elements in the Irani
an Government
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Mr SECORD There was a short discussion about trying to gain
contact with the pragmatic elements in the government We did
not talk about the Ayatollah but we were talking about other ele
ments

Mr MCCLURE I ask that question because I find it almost incon
ceivable from what little I know about the man who is now the
leader in Iran I believe that a person as fanatic in his expressions
as he is going to be open to any kind of suggestion for a better rela
tionship with the U.S

I wondered if in your conversations there was any element of the
hope or the expectation that somehow Khomeini could be changed

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr MCCLURE I visited Iran a number of years ago and I found

that there were a lot of people that liked the United States I
talked to a number who had been students in the United States at
our universities who had a great affection for us or at least ex
pressed it and a reservoir of good will among many that might
well be tapped for a future relationship That seems to me to be
totally impossible At the present time I am not sure I even want
to have a good relationship with Khomeini but I suspect he feels
the same about me So I don't anticipate that there is anything
there that can happen

The other side of that would be you have made reference to the
great strategic importance of Iran and perhaps we ought to ask you
why you believe that

Mr SECORDYes sir First I believe it simply because of its geo
graphic location It is a very large buffer state between the Soviet
Union and the warm water ports of the Persian Gulf and the Sea
of Oman It has long been an objective of the Soviets to move south
and to gain at least a sphere of influence in that area So that is
the primary reason

In addition this is a nation of about 45 million people a large
nation and it is not a nation that we should be ignoring They
border on some of the most vital oil reserves in the world and we
have an interest in that

So those are the simple reasons that I have in mind when I de
scribe it as of strategic importance to the U.S

Mr MCCLURE You know there is a reason for a feeling of hostili
ty toward the Khomeini regime what they did to embarrass the
United States what they did with U.S citizens in violation of every
norm of international law and behavior the way that they have
treated us in their rhetoric

I don't think the American public has a kind feeling toward the
Khomeini regime and is not anxious for us to get any closer to
them So there is a potential for policy reaction or a reaction
against policy if the U.S Government attempts to make any rela
tionship to better a relationship with that regime

Was that discussed
Mr SECORDYes sir I agree completely with your remarks That

is why our Government I believe was looking at the longer term
trying to look out to the horizon in the post-Khomeini era He is
not going to live forever I have heard that he is about to pass
away now for about seven years
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During the hostage crisis in 1980 when I was the deputy com
mander of the joint task force that went in for rescue we received
reports continually of his grave illnesses but he outlasted us

I think it is legitimate for the United States to plan and try to
lay groundwork for a possible future relationship I think this is a
legitimate thing to seek I was personally happy to see that they
were going to give that a try

Mr MCCLURE But was there discussion about the dangers to the
United States and the U.S Government with respect to losing the
covert.blowing the cover and the operation and having people
react to our attempt to make contact with a regime that is so re
pulsive to most Americans

Mr SECORDThere were a number of discussions about how one
should undertake a damage control effort There should have been
more discussions I believe I testified that I was not satisfied with
the way in which we handled it as it started to unravel It was
really starting to unravel in the summer of 1986 and I don't be
lieve that it was handled well by the senior officials and I guess
some of us lesser lights didn't handle it well either But there was
not a good damage control plan

Mr MCCLURE You indicated in your comments today and in
your testimony yesterday that the initiative just didn't die and go
away even though there were signs that it was coming unraveled
at a much earlier date

In response to Chairman Hamilton's questions yesterday you in
dicated that there were two things that kept bringing the Iran ini
tiative back to life First that there was a concern for the hostages
a very strong concern and second.and I quote from the tran
script now.that "The Israeli Government has a strong interest in
the U.S being able to somehow gain and maintain some sort of re
lationship with Iran for their own interests which don't necessari
ly converge with ours, end of quote

Would you describe for the committee or clarify for the commit
tee what you mean by the statement that Israeli interests don't
necessarily converge with ours

Mr SECORDI believe the Israelis have a strong interest in trying
to gain some sort of penetration into Iran in order to bolster Iran
in the Iran-Iraq War Iraq is a mortal enemy of Israel and of great
concern to their military planners and to their leaders Therefore
simply on military grounds alone I believe there is an interest in
an Israeli interest that the United States doesn't necessarily share
In fact the U.S position if I understand it correctly is one of neu
trality in this war And so I think that is the best example that I
can give

Mr MCCLURE Are you aware of any previous arms transactions
between Israel and Iran

Mr SECORD Yes sir And I have often wondered why there
hasn't been more focus in the press on this because it was no
secret When I was in government I knew and have learned since
then that there have been very large-scale transactions from Euro
pean countries and from Israel to Iran.shiploads many many
shiploads of armaments have been going to Iran The consumables
have been going in there in large quantities The Iranians have
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been buying these things all over the world but Israel has also
been there in fairly large scale

Mr MCCLURE Shipments from Israel to Iran of armaments have
any of those armaments in the past been arms that were supplied
to Israel by the United States

Mr SECORD Yes sir and the United States during my time in
the government protested several of these I am not aware of any
thing since then

Mr MCCLURE Did the United States in each instance when we
knew of it protest or did we ever at any time tacitly withhold pro
test

Mr SECORDI don't know the answer to that question sir I know
only that when I was in the government we did protest on several
occasions about fighter planes spare parts

Mr MCCLURE So there was a pattern of re-supply to Iran of a
spare parts for equipment that had at an earlier time been sup
plied from United States sources to Iran

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MCCLURE In response to Chairman Hamilton's questions

you further said and again I quote "Because the Israelis did have
these interests they re-examined the whole matter. What do you
mean by that

Mr SECORD I don't recall what the "they refers to Does that
refer to the Israelis or to the United States

Mr MCCLURE You meant the Israelis I think
Mr SECORD I think in context I was trying to say the Israelis

were able to influence the White House to by the strengths of
their arguments they were able to influence the White House to
form a new initiative and to go forward I believe that is the con
text of my remarks

Mr MCCLURE Well I might refer you.do you have the tran
script in front of you

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr MCCLURE I wonder if the staff could provide page 162
Mr SECORD We may have it in the back I am sorry we don't

have yesterday's transcript
Mr MCCLURE Yesterday's page 162 I am really trying to find

out what you meant by "they as you appropriately questioned At
the bottom of the page you againuse the pronoun "they they be
lieve that it failed earlier for a number of reasons whatever their
calculus was they put together a new team if you will under Mr
Nir working directly under the PMS Office who came to Washing
ton early in January and made a new proposal for a new start I
think that refers to Israeli efforts does it not

Mr SECORDYes only the Israeli efforts
Mr MCCLURE And do you recall.what is the basis for that later

statement that they came to Washington with a new proposal for a
new start

Mr SECORD I was told by Admiral Poindexter Colonel North
and by Mr Nir later that this is what happened

Mr MCCLURE Mr Nir told you as well as Mr Poindexter
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MCCLURE Do you know if the Israelis had any part in the

January 17th finding
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Mr SECORDI don't think any part at all
Mr MCCLURE Could their new proposal for a new start have

anything to do with that finding
Mr SECORDIt was directly related
Mr MCCLURE Now there had been an earlier shipment attempt

ed from Israel to Iran by way of Portugal that ran into a great deal
of trouble did it not

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MCCLURE And that led to the invitation for you to become

involved is that correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MCCLURE If that shipment had worked without a problem if

the Israelis had been able to make this shipment without difficulty
by way of Portugal and that had worked like clock work would
they have called upon you

Mr SECORDI wondered it could be that I would not have known
of it

Mr MCCLURE What could you do that the Israeli Government
couldn't do

Mr SECORD It was the opinion of Mr McFarlane and Colonel
North that since my people were working in Portugal and had
good relationship with the Portuguese arms industry that they
would be able to at least properly get the request for clearance up
and perhaps even argue the case a little bit to support the United
States request to support the Israelis

It was a last minute thing A last minute attempt to try to help
the Israelis and it didn't work

Mr MCCLURE You have indicated that before this time there
were a large number of arms shipments to Iran some of which in
volved shipments from Israel

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MCCLURE Why in this particular instance would they have

had greater difficulty in making a shipment than they had in earli
er shipments

Mr SECORDBecause that was an air shipment
Mr MCCLURE And the others were all by ship
Mr SECORDAs far as I know they were by ship
Mr MCCLURE If I can shift for a moment to the question that I

think troubles him and you have indicated very positively that you
believe that the money derived from the arms sales to Iran are
within your control and that you have the right to control this

Senator Rudman earlier today said he regards that money as be
longing to the United States You have described your role in this
transaction as a commercial cutout That government to govern
ment negotiations were not possible so there was this other more
indirect means in which the Economy Act would be used to trans
fer to the CIA which would then transfer to a commercial oper
ation which would deal with the commercial operation which
would in turn deal with the Government of Iran Have I described
that correctly

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MCCLURE Now in that process.and you understand that

process very well.I assume that it can be argued and is being
argued by some that you were not operating as a commercial
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agent buying arms from the U.S Government and selling but you
were acting as an agent for the U.S Government Now would you
care to comment on that line

Mr SECORDYes sir That is being argued by some I did not.all
I can tell you is that I did not feel that I was an agent of the U.S
Government that the U.S Government had many different ways
available to them to implement this policy an infinite number of
ways They chose to go this way designed it to go this way They
had their reasons

I have tried to describe to you why I believe they designed it this
way but I can't justify it any way other than I have to try to give
you the reasons that I understood were operative at the time

And so I viewed myself as a commercial operator at all times
The U.S Government did not put any money into this operation to
finance the operation I was expected to raise the revenues to fi
nance the operation It seems to me that this fairly clearly was a
commercial operation

Some people are going to keep arguing to the contrary I recog
nize that

Mr MCCLURE You have described your conversations with I be
lieve Colonel North Mr McFarlane and Mr Poindexter Those are
your primary contacts with U.S Government firms with respect to
this transaction

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MCCLURE Your conversations on three different occasions

with Director Casey had nothing really to do with the question of
who owned the arms at which point in time did they own is that
correct

Mr SECORDWell that is correct but I was also involved in con
versations with CIA personnel at the time of the finding in which
it was my understanding that I was to be commercial cutout

Mr MCCLURE A commercial cutout is that an arms length
transaction Did they sell you the arms Would you have felt free
to sell the arms to somebody else

Mr SECORDTechnically but of course I wouldn't
Mr MCCLURE Technically could you have done so
Mr SECORDIt never crossed my mind but I suppose theoretical

ly I could have done so because they were under my control
Mr MCCLURE Was there anything in your conversation with

these agents of the U.S Government that they expected you to be
acting as an agent for the U.S Government in this transaction

Mr SECORDNo Senator
Mr MCCLURE Thank you very much
I have no further questions
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the gentleman from Florida

Mr Fascell
Mr FASCELLThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Secord all during the period of time in which you have been

testifying the period of years rather not the time here although I
am sure they seem the same to you but all during the years we
are talking about 1984 to 1986 up until now your principal busi
ness has been an arms dealer

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr FASCELLWhat is your principal business
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Mr SECORD I thought my principal business was to conduct
international business primarily in the security area

Mr FASCELL And the only time it ever included the delivery
transfer sale of arms was in this particular occasion

Mr SECORD I can't think of any other time that we dealt in
arms

Mr FASCELL So you were primarily in the security business an
international business but not involved in the sale and transfer of
armaments until you got involved in this particular matter

Mr SECORDThat is correct sir
Mr FASCELL When did you first learn of the transfer of arms

from Israel to Iran that took place during August September Oc
tober of 1985

Mr SECORDDuring my trip to Israel in late November sir
Mr FASCELL Did you learn that from external sources or from

U.S sources
Mr SECORDI learned it from the Director General of the Minis

try of Foreign Affairs of Israel
Mr FASCELL Now before you left the United States I believe

that was some time in November 1985.that was before you went
to Portugal Israel Paris London and Washington DC on this
circle trip you were gone whatever number of days a couple of
weeks as I recall it

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr FASCELL On November 19 1985 according to exhibit 1 you

got a letter directed to you in McFarlane's name but signed by
North and it said we require your services your discrete services I
believe it said

Did you ask for that letter
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr FASCELLIt was volunteered by North
Mr SECORDAbsolutely
Mr FASCELLHow was it delivered to you
Mr SECORDMr North gave it to me
Mr FASCELLWas that after you got back from your trip
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr FASCELLIt was before you went on the trip
Mr SECORDIt was
Mr FASCELL What was the purpose of the letter as far as you

were concerned
Mr SECORDI was a little surprised when he gave me the letter

but he said it was in case I needed proof when I was in Portugal
that this was indeed what the United States represented me to be
through other channels from CIA

Mr FASCELL In other words you were acting under some cover
of authority

Mr SECORDYes in accordance with U.S policy
Mr FASCELL When you jumped into this thing.which you cer

tainly did and I don't mean that in a derogatory sense I just
meant you became active immediately in that matter.prior to
that letter had you had several discussions with North or with any
body else in the Government about what you were getting ready to
undertake
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Mr SECORD Only a brief discussion with North when he called
me to his office and gave me a short briefing on the difficulties
they had encountered He told me he had been in touch with Mr
McFarlane and with the Israelis and asked if I would go to Portu
gal on this matter

That was my first discussion on this subject
Mr FASCELL As you undertook this extensive trip I suppose to

gather knowledge basically as to what was going on-
Mr SECORD After Portugal North asked me to go to Israel and

collect some information and find out what happened what went
wrong

Mr FASCELLThen you went to Paris
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr FASCELLThen you had this big meeting in London
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr FASCELL And you came back to Washington Now and by

this time you are pretty much agreed that you are going to do this
whatever it is

Mr SECORDNot really sir This thing is going along a piece at a
time and by the time we came back it seemed to me that it was
dead

Mr FASCELLDid you discuss after you got back with anyone the
possibility of reviving this operation

Mr SECORDAs I testified earlier I did not have any further dis
cussions after I left Mr McFarlane and-

Mr FASCELLCan you move your head to the right The glare off
your head is bad

Mr SECORD I don't recall hearing anything about Iran again
after I came back from that trip except when Director Casey start
ed talking about Iran to me in my meeting with him in December
and then we switched over to the Contras

Mr FASCELLSo it was in your meeting with Casey on December
23rd when you had the first kind of inkling of a discussion about it

Mr SECORDI didn't think much about it because.I didn't think
that he was talking about Iran at first and then he made reference
to Mr Michael Ledeen he said he thought he was pretty bright on
the subject and asked for my opinion and then turned to the Con
tras so I really didn't focus on it

Mr FASCELL Well in your own mind when did you start at
what point did you undertake a responsibility

Mr SECORD Only after Admiral Poindexter called me into the
White House in early January mid-January and asked me if I
would participate

Mr FASCELL Now at that time when you went into the White
House at Poindexter's request the President.the first Presidential
finding had already been issued

Mr SECORDI didn't know that at the time
Mr FASCELLWell but then you were in on a discussion with re

spect to the second Presidential finding
Mr SECORDI listened to a discussion about it yes sir
Mr FASCELL And that is the discussion that took place in the

situation room in the White House
Mr SECORDYes sir
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Mr FASCELLAnd they you keep referring to as they designed it
this way or.was this group the "they"

Mr SECORD I think that "they was that group I think it was
Admiral Poindexter and I think it was the President

Mr FASCELL Now who was at this situation room meeting that
you are talking about

Mr SURD Colonel ire the General ou el oLt i A,raz d
one or two of his as is he of k Near East Section of
the CIA and I-

Mr FASCELLWas the Attorney General there
Mr SECORD He was not there but I was told later that he eo

Ordinated on this finding
Mr FASCELL Was a representative of the Justice Department

there
Mr SECORDNo Not to my knowledge
Mr FASCELL One of the principal subjects discussed at that

meeting was the inadequacy of the January 7th finding was it not
Mr SECORD It seemed that they were talking about the lan

guage.a particular part of the language but I didn't realize they
were talking about an earlier finding I didn't know there was an
earlier finding

Mr FASCELL Was your lawyer there with you at that meeting
Mr SECORDNo sir Regrettably I didn't have a lawyer with me
Mr FASCELL Did you have any recommendation or comment

with respect to the words that were added to the later the second
finding which the only words that were added covered private per
sons Was that your recommendation

Mr SECORDNo sir it was not my recommendation
Mr FASCELLDo you know whose recommendation it was
Mr SECORDI am sure it was the CIA lawyers who did it
Mr FASCELL Did that question come up at this situation room

conference that you were in on
Mr SECORDThere was no discussion that I remember about why

they had made that decision but there was discussion that I was to
be the private party

Mr FASCELLBut you could determine from the discussion that it
would certainly be better for you undertaking a responsibility of
the kind that you were taking to have those words added in the
second finding rather than leave them out so that there wouldn't
be any doubt about the fact that there would be no question with
regard to the violation of the Intelligence Act is that a fair state
ment

Mr SECORDI believe it is a fair statement yes
Mr FASCELLYou had already decided if I understand your testi

mony correctly that you were quite positive and comfortable with
the fact that you were not covered by the Arms Export Control
Act the other Export Act the Foreign Assistance Act the Boland
amendments and whatever other matters seemed to be directed
toward the U.S Government as a government doing anything am I
correct generally speaking

Mr SECORDYes
Mr FASCELLHave you ever met with the Attorney General
Mr SECORDNo
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Mr FASCELL Were there any discussions early on Mr Secord
since you are a very good operator and very careful.were there
any discussions about what would happen if this whole event
which everybody worked so hard on to keep secret what would
happen if it became public.were there any discussions with North
Poindexter McFarlane Meese or anybody

Mr SECORD I personally had discussions on a number of occa
sions with Colonel North I think I have testified to some of that I
had a discussion with John Poindexter after the revelation came
out I urged on several occasions that the President go public and
preempt what looked like a gathering storm

Mr FASCELL As a matter of fact you even wrote some remarks
for him that you felt he should make

Mr SECORD That was even later yes in November Thee White
House they had different views They did it their way

Mr FASCELL In other words you were quite comfortable having
reviewed this matter from the beginning to simply take the stand
which you have taken here and all along that this was a perfectly
proper matter and you couldn't understand why there would be
any doubt about it in any of the government officials minds

Mr SECORDI naively held that view yes
Mr FASCELLWhen North was removed was that a signal to you

that something had really gone wrong
Mr SECORDWell by that time as I have testified I had already

called his boss and urged him not to quit and to come out and
stand up to it and so on So.it is hard for me to describe my feel
ings at that time

I was more than upset
Mr FASCELL Well I can understand that I think I made the

statement at the time that it appeared to me.I didn't want to
judge this whole matter.that North and Poindexter were simply
sacrificed

Mr SECORDI.I tend to share that view That should be obvious
I guess from my earlier remarks

Mr FASCELL And then at some point in time it occurred to you
that you were being sacrificed also

Mr SECORDIt did occur to me sir
Mr FASCELL Now did North talk to you before he had his

famous conversation with Meese
Mr SECORDNorth-
Mr FASCELLThat was just prior to the November disclosures by

the Attorney General
Mr SECORD Yes he did He talked to me on Sunday morning

and he had his meeting with Meese I believe that afternoon
Mr FASCELL Did he give you any indication as to what was

going to transpire as a result of that meeting or did he know him
self

Mr SECORDHe didn't know He was very very concerned about
it But he felt.he didn't seem to me to be overly agitated He
seemed confident and went to the meeting with the Attorney Gen
eral to answer his questions

Mr FASCELLDid you talk to North after the Attorney General's
statement
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Mr SECORDYes but I did not talk to North except on the tele
phone on Monday morning briefly about his resignation

Mr FASCELLIs it fair to say that he was surprised at the Attor
ney General's statements

Mr SECORD He was completely surprised He didn't know that
that was going to transpire He knew that there was going to be an
announcement and that they were going public.it was already
public was just an avalanche in the press.that there was going to
be a statement but they didn't coordinate with him

Mr FASCELL Now as I recall.and this of course is subject to
review and correction.but as I recall the Attorney General's un
usual and unique announcement at that time he said "I have ex
amined all the evidence over the weekend and I found no high offi
cial in the White House involved. Is that your general recollec
tion

Mr SECORDThat is.I believe that is.I don't have a transcript
Mr FASCELLWell subject to correction for both of us I am just

trying to say that is the impression I got when he said that and I
wondered if you had gotten the same impression

Mr SECORDMr Chairman I think you are right
Mr FASCELL I guess he didn't consider North a very high offi

cial He didn't consider Poindexter a very high official obviously
One of them was fired and the other resigned or transferred
excuse me But anyway it is a curious play on words there it
seems to me

Then the other statement which I found amazing was "I have to
tell you the bad news some of these moneys have been diverted to
the Contras. Now as I recall it that is the first time anybody had
made a public statement on it Was that to your knowledge the
same

Mr SECORDThat is absolutely correct
Mr FASCELL Now that is the part that really disgusted you

wasn't it
Mr SECORD That was the part that told me that it was just

going to create a tremendous storm
Mr FASCELL And it was all going to come down around your

head because you had the responsibility for carrying it all out
Mr SECORDI felt that it would come down around North's head

Poindexter's head and me in that order
Mr FASCELLYes Well that is a fair assumption I can tell you

except for the fact that two of them you know wanted protection
of the Fifth amendment and you are ready to stand up here right
to the bitter end and tell the story the way you see it without any
fear that something might have been wrong

Mr SECORD You are right and it looks like some who think
there will be a bitter end to it But I have done what I have done

Mr FASCELLWell I certainly must commend you for that
Mr SECORDThank you sir
Mr FASCELLI am interested in one other matter from that press

conference and this again is subject to verification because I don't
have the notes on the press conference It may be somewhere in
our files But it seems to me the Attorney General made one other
statement and I just wondered how and why and maybe we will
get an opportunity to find out He said the amazing thing but
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don't worry he said to the American people.this is again my
paraphrasing and interpretation.don't worry about the money
though because the money doesn't belong to the United States I
often wonder how he found out so fast

Mr SECORD Well he had conducted an investigation over the
weekend I guess he determined it then

Mr FASCELLBut he didn't talk to you
Mr SECORDNo sir But he did participate in the finding
Mr FASCELL But he was not at the meeting He kind of coordi

nated the finding later Right
Mr SECORDThat is my understanding sir
Mr FASCELL Yes So this was part of the conception of the

project the damage control the legality the whole concept of how
this thing would operate and all of it went well until the heat was
on at which point the damage control broke down Is that a fair
statement

Mr SECORDI haven't thought of it in quite that way before but
I think you're right

Mr FASCELL Let's shift gears now just for a second.and I am
about through I wish I had more time because this has been very
interesting and you have certainly helped the committees with a
tremendous amount of information which is useful for us in deter
mining a lot of the matters that are before us

You mentioned CDs on several occasions and I never quite got
that straight in my head How many CDs are there One two or
more

Mr SECORDTo my knowledge there were two CDs set aside for
insurance purposes

Mr FASCELLRight And who is the payee on the CDs
Mr SECORDI don't know one of Mr Hakim's companies I have

never seen the CDs
Mr FASCELL You just know that from general knowledge but

you have never seen the actual certificates
Mr SECORDNo
Mr FASCELL Do you know whether or not of your own knowl

edge the CDs are with an institution in the United States or in
Switzerland

Mr SECORDI don't know I haven't been able to determine that
from the records I only know from Mr Hakim's testimony

Mr FASCELL Now bank accounts have got me confused but we
may get those straightened out after you have had a chance to talk
matters over with your lawyer and we get some other information
put together here But I don't think we have covered the question
of personal bank accounts

Do you have any personal bank accounts in Switzerland Panama
or Cayman Islands or some other place

Mr SECORD No sir The document we submitted into evidence
this morning lists all of my bank accounts

Mr FASCELLI'm sorry I didn't know about that
Mr SECORDYou haven't had a chance to see the exhibit
Mr FASCELLRight
Mr SECORDBut it lists all of them
Mr FASCELL Do you have any control or authority with respect

to the operation or control of any corporate partnership or.any
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corporation partnership or any other enterprise with respect to
either the operation or the funds other than what you have de
scribed here

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr FASCELL Now Mr Secord you took an unusual step which

as far as I am concerned it seems to me I would have recommend
ed at some point but in all of the operations that you have de
scribed with the enterprise that you are involved in on this particu
lar transaction or transactions your name does not appear on a
single piece of paper.your signature

Did I understand your testimony correctly
Mr SECORDIt doesn't appear as far as I know on any of these

financial documents
Mr FASCELLThere may have been other documents though
Mr SECORDThere were messages things of this nature
Mr FASCELLI see Well I did misunderstand you then because

my impression from your testimony was that your name may have
appeared but your signature was not on anything not only finan
cial documents but anything else

Mr SECORDMy signature was on a lot of messages
Mr FASCELLI see OK
Mr Chairman I think that is all I have right now
I have one more I knew there was something bothering me
Since the Attorney General's unusual announcement have you

and 011ie North been in reasonable communication
Mr SECORDI don't think we have been in reasonable communi

cation after the day after when he secured his counsel and moved
on The lawyers keep us separated

Mr FASCELL So you have not really had a chance to talk with
him

Mr SECORDI have talked with him in the presence of counsel on
a couple occasions Not very recently And it has been quite a long
time since I have spoken to him and I talked with he and his wife
once at a restaurant in January

Mr FASCELL Have there been any group meetings By that I
mean you your lawyer 011ie North and his lawyer Poindexter and
his lawyer

Mr SECORDThere have been-
Mr GREEN Just a moment
[Witness confers with his counsel.]
Mr SECORDOn a very few occasions I have met with various of

these counsels and on some occasions their clients have been
there

Mr FASCELLThank you Mr Secord
Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr SECORDThank you
Chairman INOUYE The Chair is pleased to recognize the gentle

man from Georgia Senator Nunn
Mr NuNN You mentioned General Secord pursuing that

avenue that you had meetings But you didn't really say who the
meetings were with and when they occurred

Could you amplify that please sir
Mr SECORDI'm sorry sir I was distracted
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Mr NuNN You mentioned meetings a moment ago in answer to
the Chairman's question Chairman Fascell's question Would you
give us the dates and when.not just when but who those meet
ings were with

Mr SECORD I could do it but I would have to go back to.we
would have to go back and reconstruct it from the calendars I
don't remember the dates

Mr NUNN Who were the meetings with
Mr SECORD As I said with North's.North and his lawyers on

one occasion with Admiral Poindexter and his lawyer
Mr NUNN Could you tell us-
Mr SECORDThat was social by the way
Mr NUNN That was what
Mr SECORDThat was social and that was the day before.what

was it.day before yesterday
Mr NuNN I am not following you You say that was a social

meeting
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN With who
Mr SECORDPoindexter and his attorney.came by an office
Mr NUNN How did you distinguish between a business meeting

and a social meeting under these circumstances
Mr SECORDHe just came by to shake my hand sir
Mr NUNN Admiral Poindexter
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NuNN You didn't discuss the case then at that time
Mr SECORDNo The counsels didn't want any discussion of the

case There were I think three lawyers present
Mr NUNN Do you consider yourself a good friend of Admiral

Poindexter's
Mr SECORDI didn't know him very well sir but I have admira

tion for him
Mr NUNN How about the meeting with Colonel North When

did that occur the most recent meeting or any meeting that you
have not gone into

Mr SECORD I think the last time I saw him would have been
more than a month ago when he and I got together to haul some
wood for a few minutes

Mr NUNN Did you discuss the case at that time
Mr SECORD Only in general terms because you know we are

both concerned it is not going well so on
Mr NuNN Did he tell you what he was going to testify to
Mr SECORDHe did not He told me that his counsel had advised

him not to discuss the case So I don't know
Mr NUNN Have you had any conversation with either Admiral

Poindexter or Colonel North subsequent to November of 1986 re
garding what they told the President of the United States about di
version of Contra funds

Mr SECORDI don't believe so No sir
Mr NUNN Have you ever had a conversation with them about

that subject other than the one you alluded to with Colonel North
earlier

Mr SECOnn Never sir
Mr NuNN That is the only time it has come up
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Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN Have you ever had a conversation with any other

governmental official about whether the President of the United
States was told about the diversion of funds to the Contras

Mr SECORD I don't believe so I haven't spoken to very many
government officials since the revelation

Mr NUNN This is a pretty important point Is it one that you
would have a vague recollection on if you had You say you don't
believe so Are you certain

Mr SECORD You are talking about administration officials not
counsels for the committee or things like that

Mr NuNN I am talking about administration officials now
Mr SECORDI don't believe so sir
Mr NUNN Would you remember it if you had It is a pretty key

point here
Mr SECORDI have had conversations with a lot of people Sena

tor Nunn but I don't remember talking to any Government official
about that point

Mr NUNN How about anyone else other than the counsel for
this committee Have you had any conversations with anyone
whether governmental official or not regarding whether President
Reagan was told about the diversion of funds to the Contras

Mr SECORDIt has been discussed in brief terms with Mr Walsh
staff

Mr NUNN That is the independent counsel
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN Beyond that beyond the investigations ongoing and

the investigators have you had that discussion with anyone else
Mr SECORDAbout-
Mr NUNN About whether the President of the United States

knew that there were funds being diverted to the Contras from the
Iranian arms sale

Mr SECORD Well I have speculated with some of my friends
that there was a good chance but I had no evidence of it astesti
fied

Mr NuNN You told some of your friends that there was a good
chance of what

Mr SECORDThat the President would know I felt that the Presi
dent had a pretty good flow of information coming into him so
there was a good chance he would know But I don't know And I
don't know today

Mr NuNN You stated in answer to a question from Senator
McClure a few minutes ago that rather unequivocally I thought
that you were not an agent in any way of the U.S Government Is
that your position

Mr SECORDYes sir I never thought of myself as an agent of the
U.S Government

Mr NUNN Have you had a chance to examine the January 17
finding.actually it is the January 17 memorandum for the Presi
dent from John Poindexter subject covert action finding regarding
Iran Have you had a chance to look at that

It is exhibit 9 in the book
Mr SECORDI have not looked at it I have looked at the finding

but not at that memo

72-957 87 10
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Mr NUNN Would you take a look at page 2 of that memo in ex
hibit 9 paragraph 1

Do you follow up at the top where it says Attorney General Wil
liam French Smith determined that under an appropriate finding
you could authorize the CIA to sell arms outside the provisions of
the laws and reporting requirements for foreign military sales Do
you follow me

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN The next line is the one I really wanted to call your

attention to quoting "the objectives of the Israelis plan could be
met if the CIA using an authorized agent as necessary purchased
arms from the Department of Defense under the Economy Act and
then transferred them to Iran directly after receiving an appropri
ate payment from Iran.

You see that
Mr SECORD Yes sir And I was never informed of that I have

never seen the memo until it was placed in this book here
Mr NUNN If you had known that would that have changed

your view about your legal circumstances
Mr SECORDIf.I believe that I would have been wise enough to

try to find out what they meant by the word "agent in that lan
guage

Mr NuNN So your testimony here today is you never knew
about that

Mr SECORDI did not know about it
Mr NUNN Did you know about it before today
Mr SECORDNo I knew there was a memo I have read about it

in the press but I have never seen that until today
Mr NUNN Now I call your attention General Secord to exhibit

8 if you would flip the page ha k This is a memorandum from
Me North 4o$d 1* 485 anal refer you down to the last
paragraph Do y iee

Mr SECORDThe most recent proposal
Mr NUNN Yes Could ou d t rea...that first sentence for us
Mr NuNN The MO$rt 4 k agent for the CIA

in aales to . 1 R =_deliver weapons to the Irani
ane) on tat get the Israelis to come up on their
price

Mr NUNN Who was Copp
Mr SECORDThat was a pseudonym for me
Mr NUNN Had you seen this memorandum before
Mr SECORDNever before Never
Mr NUNN Had 011ie North ever told you that he looked on you

as an agent of the CIA
Mr SECORDNo and I think that he will not say that I was
Mr NUNN This memorandum says it though does it not
Mr SECORDIt appears to
Mr NuNN You stated that you viewed 011ie North as a man

that is honest a man of integrity is that right
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN But you also said that you believed he was rather

flamboyant and when you.when he talks to you about whether
the President knew and the question about the Ayatollah using
the Ayatollah's funds to fund the Contras that you didn't know
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whether that was a joke or serious What is your testimony on
that I am a little bit confused

Mr SECORDYou described it correctly
Mr NUNN One day you said you didn't take it as a joke The

next day you said that he was flamboyant and-
Mr SECORDWhat I said sir.I believe what I said is he did not

say it in a way that I took it to be a joke but I also said that I was
skeptical of this of the accuracy of this

Mr NuNN Well does this mean that you do have doubts about
Colonel Oliver North's honesty and integrity

Mr SECORD No sir I don't have any doubts about honesty and
integrity but people sometimes say things that are a little bit exag
gerated

Mr NUNN How do you view this memorandum where he says
you are an agent of the CIA

M_r SECORDI don't think that he knew what the technical mean
ing of the word agent is and I certainly was not an agent of the
CIA

Mr NUNN And he never told you this
Mr SECORDNever
Mr NuNN I am a little bit puzzled here General Secord about

how you concluded and if you concluded that what you were doing
in terms of the Contra diversion was authorized What gave you
certainty that that diversion of funds to the Contras was indeed au
thorized and who did you believe authorized it

Mr SECORD It was my belief and the belief of Albert Hakim
that those funds were the funds of the enterprise and could be
spent on projects as the enterprise so desired

Mr NuNN You never discussed this Contra diversion with the
President of the United States did you

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr NuNN Did you ever discuss it with Oliver North
Mr SECORDYes sir I have testifiedto that
Mr NUNN Did he instruct you or request that you make funds

available to the Contras
Mr SECORD He suggested it and even urged me to make more

than we made
Mr NUNN Did anyone else urge you to make funds available to

the Contras
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr NUNN Did William Casey
Mr SECORDNo never
Mr NUNN Did you ever talk to him about it
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NUNN Did Admiral Poindexter
Mr SECORDI did not talk to Poindexter about it directly I was

told that he knew
Mr NUNN How about Bud McFarlane
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr NuNN So the only person that ever in any way discussed

with you diverting funds to the Contras was Oliver North
Mr SECORDThat is right
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Mr NuNN And yet you say that when he told you the President
knew you still don't know whether he was joking or whether he
was serious

Mr SECORDOn that particular point I don't know
Mr NUNN General Secord you stated rather unequivocably

your belief that what you were doing was in pursuance of the
President of the United States policies many times during this
hearing I want to go back and read you a few of those statements
and ask you if you believe that these statements apply to the diver
sion of funds to the Contras

First.the first statement is page 112 of the transcript quoting
you

Webelievevery much in the significanceof what we were doing and our conduct
was in furtherance of the President's policies I also understoodthat the Adminis
tration knewof my conductand approvedit

Now does that statement apply to the diversion of funds to the
Contras

Mr SECORD It does apply to the diversion of funds to the Con
tras but not necessarily to the Government of Iran I have testified
I don't know whether he knew

Mr NUNN Further statement here page 29 I believe of the
transcript

It was my belief that the President of the United States was well aware of what
we were doing CongressmanStokes As a consequence the Attorney General it
seems to me had a responsibilityto be more than just.to get more than just an
incidentaldoseof the factsbeforegoingpublicwith such a startling story

I ask you the same question Do you believe.does that state
ment apply to the diversion of funds to the Contras

Mr SECORDThe same answer yes sir
Mr NuNN Would you mind repeating it
Mr SECORD No sir The answer is that yes except that I don't

know whether the President of the United States was aware of the
diversion of funds to the Contras

Mr NuNN Another statement and I won't go much further
than this but you say to Senator Boren on page 46

I was told that Mr Poindexterand the President were beingcompletelyinformed
ofall substantivematters

I ask you does that apply to the diversion of funds to the Con
tras

Mr SECORD No and I wasn't thinking of diversion in that con
text

Mr NuNN Do you think diversion of funds to the Contras is not
a substantive matter

Mr SECORD Well I think it is now At the time I didn't think
that it was a substantive matter I thought that the operational
matters were the substantive matters

Mr NuNN So in all of your statements about carrying out the
Presidential policy none of these referred to the diversion of funds
to the Contras

Mr SECORDYou are correct Senator
Mr NUNN You did not think you had Presidential approval of

that
Mr SECORDNo
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Mr NUNN And you did not believe Oliver North when he said
that he had told the President the Ayatollah's money was being
used for the Contras

Mr SECORDI said sir that I was skeptical
Mr NUNN You wouldn't bet any money on it though
Mr SECORDNo
Mr NUNN Seems to me you would bet an awful lot on it Gener

al
Mr SECORDI don't think I did
Mr NuNN You were operating a multi-million-dollar bank ac

count and using those funds for that purpose and yet now you are
saying that the only individual who ever gave you an indication
that that was governmentally approved policy was Colonel Oliver
North and you did not believe him

Mr SECORDIt was my view that those were private funds and I
believed deeply in the cause we were trying to support in Central
America

Mr NUNN And you believe you could have taken those same
funds and sent them to Afghanistan had you chosen

Mr SECORDWe could
Mr NuNN Or you could have sent them to somewhere in the

Middle East if you had chosen
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN And you still believe you would have been pursuing

the general policy of the President of the United States if you had
spent them in other places

Mr SECORDI have my views of policy like all citizens do I think
I can try to support policies if I want to

Mr NUNN But you are not willing to send those funds back to
the government or at least you are contemplating that is that
right

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NuNN Any conflict between that one point where you could

send them anywhere you wanted to and spend it anyway you want
to spend it and now you are willing to take that money that you
say is-

Mr SECORD It is my position that these are private funds The
image and uproar that has resulted from these revelations make
me conclude that the best thing to do is to donate them as I indi
cated this morning

Mr NuNN But your testimony is you were not an agent of the
U.S Government

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr NUNN And if Oliver North says you were an agent of the

U.S Government then he is erroneous and he is wrong is that
right

Mr SECORDYes Senator
Mr NUNN Now the committee may or may not have him testify

at some point You know him very well You have been involved
with him You said he was very flamboyant you said you didn't be
lieve him in this particular case or at least wouldn't bet any
money on him

What would your advice be to the committee when he testifies
Should we believe him
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Mr SECORDYes sir I don't think I said he is very flamboyant I
said from time to time he is flamboyant or words to that effect I
believe he will testify to you fully and honestly

Mr NuNN You would believe him under oath then
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN How about Admiral Poindexter
Mr SECORDAbsolutely
Mr NUNN General one other line of questioning very briefly

here
You were in the business for the U.S Government you worked

for the U.S Government in arms sales did you not
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr NUNN How broad a scope Did you cover the whole world or

just a portion thereof
Mr SECORDI covered the whole world
Mr NUNN What areas in your own mind were most crucial in

the arms sales you were covering
Mr SECORD Politically the most crucial or of most concern to

those of us in the Defense Department and State Department at
the time were arms sales in the Middle East

Mr NUNN In the Middle East
Mr SECORDYes
Mr NUNN Which countries
Mr SECORD The biggest problems we had were the much-publi

cized Saudi Arabian transfers Those were the ones that I remem
ber now as causing me the most concern

Mr NUNN How about Turkey Pakistan
Mr SECORDPakistan was also a very difficult thing for us at the

time I remember the F-16 sale in particular caused me quite a bit
of difficulty A lot of Members of the Congress had serious ques
tions about that sale

We had to respond repeatedly
Mr NuNN What was the mark-up on those sales normally gov

ernmental sales or governmentally approved sales
Mr SECORD Governmental sales were marked up only by small

percentages after all costs computed by the auditors were included
Mr NUNN What would you have thought if Congress had re

quired 130 to 150-percent markup on those sales where we were
trying to encourage friends

Mr SECORD Well I don't think that we would make a lot of
these sales and we wouldn't be able to implement our policy as
well

Mr NUNN Well were you the only one who set the price on
these sales to Iran

Mr SECORDAs I have testified I discussed it with North and at
least one of his assistants to try to get the pricing information and
we took into account Ghorbanifar's offer and priced it that way

Mr NuNN Just very briefly here in February 1986 according to
the testimony you charged the Iranians $10,000 for 1,000 TOW
missiles for which you had paid $3.7 million.$10 million of which
you paid $3.7 million is that approximately right

Mr SECORDThat is correct That price had to include the entire
cost of getting them from the United States successfully to Iran
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Mr NUNN And then on May.in May and July of 1986 you
charged $15 million for Hawk spare parts and 508 TOW missiles
for which you had paid $6.5 million is that approximately correct

Mr SECORDYes Senator
Mr NUNN October 1986 you had 500 TOW missiles that you

charged the Iranians $3,600,000 you paid the CIA $2,037,000 is
that approximately correct

Mr SECORD Of course that is correct but we also had a lot of
expenses as I testified earlier

Mr NuNN I understand In terms of markup this is two cases
in one case you tripled the price in another you doubled the price
and in another case it was about a 76 percent markup They aver
age out about 130 140 percent markup

Mr SECORD I don't think you are including the expenses and
the Defense Department does include expenses

Mr NUNN How much then would you deduct for expenses
Would it get it down to 100 percent markup

Mr SECORDPerhaps I haven't made that calculation
Mr NuNN Is that the way to make friends to make people

happy
Mr SECORD I testified to the circumstances we were operating

in Senator The Iranians were perfectly willing to pay this price I
had to have the necessary operating revenues in order to make this
project go

Mr NuNN Is that the way you believe the United States should
go about if we chose to establish a strategic relationship with a
country that has been hostile

Mr SECORDNo sir I prefer the foreign military sales form but
in this case it was not a foreign military sale it was a covert action
through commercial companies

Mr NUNN Did it bother you that the strategic relationship may
have been in jeopardy if the Iranians found out about the price

Mr SECORDNo because we were able to explain it
Mr NuNN You got the money in advance from the Iranians

before the arms were delivered
Mr SECORDWe had to have it in advance yes sir
Mr NuNN You got the money before hostages were released did

you not at least the sales that are relevant thereto
Mr SECORDI believe that is correct
Mr NUNN Did you worry that the Iranians might find out about

the markup and retaliate against the hostages
Mr SECORD No It was not a worry of mine at the time and

when we discussed these prices after the microfiche incident when
we discussed these prices with the second channel representatives
of the Iranian Government there was no problem

Mr NUNN Didn't you say that they produced a list and you had
to sort of maneuver a little bit to prevent them from finding out or
at least you said that wasn't the right list of prices didn't I hear
that earlier

Mr SECORD This is with Ghorbanifar I am referring to discus
sions with the second channel when we addressed the entire epi
sode

Mr NuNN So you weren't worried that the markup would jeop
ardize the strategic relationship that you were trying to establish
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and you weren't concerned that the hostages might be retaliated
against if they discovered the markup

Mr SECORDNo The Iranians well knew that we had to operate
this enterprise They knew it in detail They were quite satisfied
for it

Mr NuNN It seems there are three or four theories floating
around about the Iranian arms sale One is trying to establish a
strategic relationship the second relating to the hostages a third
theory would be that it was primarily a Contra fund-raising exer
cise and a fourth theory is that it was primarily a profit-making
venture for those involved Of those four theories which would you
subscribe to

Mr SECORDOne and two
Mr NUNN It seems to me the pricing was more compatible with

three and four
Mr SECORDI don't agree with that
Mr NuNN I think we will leave that for others to judge
Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTONThe gentleman from Michigan Mr Broom

field
Mr BROOMFIELDBefore I ask you a few questions I want to get

a few things off my chest As your appearance comes to a close
before this committee I want to thank you for coming here volun
tarily and for being so open and candid with this committee As a
member of this special panel who has been listening to you for the
past three-and-a-half days I want to tell you that your years of
dedicated service to our country is deeply appreciated

I imagine you are more than a little bit surprised by the direc
tion of the questioning of this panel I understand that this com
mittee's role was to focus on all the facts and where the system
failed and to make recommendations and possible appropriate leg
islation to prevent it from happening again

Now I want everyone to know that I am not a former prosecu
tor I am not even a lawyer but I have got some common sense
and I am not one of those who is predicting who should or who
shouldn't be indicted If there is evidence of criminal wrong-doing
by individuals involved in this affair I would hope that the com
mittee would leave that to the special prosecutor That is not our
job

I have been involved with foreign policy for more than 25 years
as a Member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee and from
that perspective I think a great deal of blame for this foreign
policy foul-up rests right at the doorstep of Congress Over those
years as everyone knows there has been a great change in the
Constitutional role of Congress in making foreign policy Since
Vietnam Congress likes to boast that it has been an equal partner
with the President in shaping foreign policy I think Congress
ought to shoulder the blame for an on-again/off-again foreign
policy in Nicaragua

President Reagan who still carries the burden of making foreign
policy must deal almost daily with the 535 Secretaries of State in
the House and Senate who seldom can form a simple majority
around a single issue
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I guess what I am trying to say General is that the problems
you are confronting in trying to assist your country were the direct
results of Congress inability to maintain a consistent policy line
regarding Nicaragua If Congress had been able to get its act to
gether there would have been no need for the covert efforts to
bridge the gap in our policy

I have several questions I would like to ask you As a former
senior U.S official with experience in covert operations what do
you think are the proper roles of the President and Congress with
respect to such operations

Mr SECORDI believe that the proper roles are well spelled out in
Hughes/Ryan When I went into this I wasn't very familiar with
those acts When I dealt with the CIA in my earlier years there
were no such acts Given the political circumstances that exist in
our country today I understand the necessity for the President to
notify the Congress on such serious matters as covert operations

In this particular set of circumstances we have been talking
about with respect to Iran hindsight was wonderful but it seems
to me that there was a big political error on the part of the Presi
dent not to at least notify the eight men which he could have
opted to do I think that would have been.made the Congress like
it or not a partner in the venture and I think it would have been
much wiser for him to do that especially since we were dealing
with foreigners I don't think we should have had to worry so much
about security of eight men I don't have a problem with how it is
spelled out now in my mind

What I have a problem with is the continual assumption in this
country that covert operations are wrong This is a dangerous
world we live in today and sometimes the President who has secu
rity responsibility for this Nation in my opinion has to have this
tool available He uses it seldom but sometimes you have to use it

Mr BROOMFIELDGeneral what effect do you believe that these
highly publicized proceedings will have on the willingness of for
eign countries and individuals to cooperate with the United States
on proper covert operations in the future

Mr SECORD In my opinion the whole world is laughing at us
We have been hearing a lot of talk about the cleansing effect of
these kinds of hearings I don't believe that I don't think it does
that I think it opens up our guts to the rest of the world they not
only don't trust us like they used to they also laugh at us

Mr BROOMFIELDGeneral you have been critical in your testimo
ny of the CIA What should be done to improve the CIA's capabil
ity to carry out covert operations in support of U.S policy or in
fact is covert action dead in the water

Mr SECORDThat is too tough a question for me to answer about
whether it is dead in the water I hope it is not The President and
Congress need this tool in my opinion

With respect to what should be done out of CIA I think you need
to get a strong director in there with experience in the field of
paramilitary operations and covert operations I think that the
senior officers on the covert side the clandestine services should
be likewise I don't think we should have Deputy Directors of Oper
ations who have never even been a Chief of Station
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Mr BROOMFIELDOne outstanding question which continues to
concern me is the approximately $2 million unaccounted for in
your previous testimony I know you have had a few days now to
think about it Could the $2 million have been Mr Hakim's profit
and would he have told you if he had taken a profit from the trans
action

Mr SECORD Part of that could be Mr Hakim's profit and it is
possible We haven't been able to determine that yet from the
records We haven't gone into all those accounts We didn't have
time I believe that the accountants will be able to answer that
question soon and I volunteered to help them identify line items

Mr BROOMFIELDThe pursuit of the money trail is still one of my
priorities and I hope your continued cooperation will assist the
committee in pursuit of this very important issue

Mr SECORDI will cooperate sir
Chairman INOUYE Thank you
I am now pleased to present and call upon the gentleman from

Maryland Mr Sarbanes
Mr SARBANESGeneral Secord I want to focus on the enterprise

as you call it
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESYou were sitting over there in Virginia in your

office and you got a call from North I take it to come down and
talk to him is that right in 1984

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESIt was on the basis then of that conversation and

subsequent developments that this enterprise was structured and
began to function is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESWhat was the purpose of the enterprise when it

began
Mr SECORDIt changed greatly over time
Mr SARBANESI understand that and that is why I asked what

its purpose was when it began
Mr SECORDAs I have testified when we began it was an arms

brokering deal for profit
Mr SARBANESAnd the arms were to go where I thought there

was a cause involved with the enterprise that you undertook it be
cause you had a cause in mind

Mr SECORDYes we had a cause in mind I supported the Contra
cause before I heard from North and I support it now and I sup
ported it strongly then You are right

Mr SARBANESThe money into the enterprise as you call it you
had this enterprise and a number of Swiss accounts there and the
money comes into the enterprise Where did that money come
from

Mr SECORDInitially it came from the FDN accounts
Mr SARBANESIn other words the payments from Calero
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr SARBANES ` Ming his money as you un

derstood it
Mr SEcos.D F private donati w !to ng

ar:mud tilt e.
Mr SARBANESFrom private individuals
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Mr SECORD That is what I understood Later I understood that
he was soliciting some foreign countries Whether he got the
money or not I don't know

Mr SARBANESSo that money went to Calero and then to you on
an arms deal is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANES Did you also receive money into the enterprise

from foreign countries
Mr SECORDIn the next phase yes
Mr SARBANESSo they deposited money into these accounts
Mr SECORD We believed that on two occasions that that oc

curred yes
Mr SARBANESHow did they know how to do that
Mr SECORD The name of the account and the account number

was given to them by either Colonel North or someone Colonel
North was talking to

Mr SARBANES SO they needed the information from Colonel
North who had your number an account name in order to put the
money in is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESAnd then private individuals made donations into

these accounts as well
Mr SECORDThrough some fund-raising exercises and apparently

directly as well
Mr SARBANESThat was direct from the individuals is that cor

rect
Mr SECORD On very few occasions it appears there were some

individuals who sent directly to the account On most occasions it
was from fund-raising institutions

Mr SARBANESWhat institutions were those or what individuals
were the fund-raisers for those contributions that came into your
enterprise

Mr SECORDUntil recently I didn't know
Mr SARBANESDo you know now
Mr SECORD From the press I know now but I have never met

any of them
Mr SARBANESWhat is your understanding now was the source

of those funds
Mr SECORD From I believe two companies that were raising

funds here in Washington
Mr SARBANES Was that the Channeil-Miller operation as you

understand it
Mr SECORDThat is my understanding yes
Mr SARBANESSo they are the two who pleaded guilty.have en

tered a plea with the independent counsel is that correct
Mr SECORDThat is what I have read yes sir
Mr SARBANESNow the enterprise was raising this money is it

fair to say that without the cloak of legitimacy that came to the
enterprise other than the arms sales.otherwise but for the cloak
of the legitimacy that suggested this was approved or sanctioned or
encouraged by the Administration you would not have gotten
these other monies is that correct

Mr SECORD I am not sure I understand the thrust of the ques
tion sir
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Mr SARBANESWell do you think these foreign countries would
have deposited money into the enterprise's account if they didn't
have some sense that the enterprise was carrying out purposes that
were sanctioned by the Government

You said yourself that you thought your activities were sanc
tioned by the Government

Mr SECORDI understand the question now
Mr SARBANESWhat is the answer
Mr SECORDYes
Mr SARBANES And the same thing with respect to the private

individuals
Mr SECORDYes
Mr SARBANESAnd of course the money that came from Calero

to pay for the arms that money was raised on the same basis In
other words people gave money to Calero either individuals or for
eign countries that understood that that is what the administra
tion wanted them to do is that correct

Mr SECORDI assume that is correct
Mr SARBANES Now why did you.if the purpose of the enter

prise was to help the Contras why did you charge Calero a markup
that included a profit

Mr SECORDWe were in business to make a living Senator We
had to make a living I didn't see anything wrong with it at the
time It was a commercial enterprise

Mr SARBANESI thought the purpose of the enterprise was to aid
Calero's cause

Mr SECORDCan't I have two purposes I did
Mr SARBANES So you had a purpose as well to make a profit

then
Mr SECORDYes I did and I have testified to that
Mr SARBANESNow the expenditures out of the accounts of the

enterprise.we have reviewed the money coming into the enter
prise The expenditures out of the enterprise enterprise here origi
nally the purpose was to aid the Contras is that correct That is
where the expenditures were to go

Mr SECORDYes
Mr SARBANESNow that broadened out is that correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESAnd what did it broaden out to
Mr SECORDTo the Iran initiative
Mr SARBANESDid it broaden out beyond the Iran initiative as

well
Mr SECORD I have testified to the procurement of the ship I

have testified to the disbursements made for DEA's purposes which
were related to the hostages I have testified to the procurement of
some radio telephones

Mr SARBANESAnd were these all at the insistence of North or
in conversations with North that this ought to be done

Mr SECORDYes
Mr SARBANESSo the two of you together with whatever sanc

tion North had from above were in effect deciding on other
projects that the enterprise should carry out is that correct

Mr SECORDHe was asking me if I would participate It was vol

untary
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Mr SARBANESNow once again was the carrying out of these ac
tivities assisted or enhanced or indeed made possible by the cloak
of legitimacy that the activity appeared to have because it was per
ceived as something which the administration supported

Mr SECORDIf it didn't appear to be legitimate to me I wouldn't
have done it

Mr SARBANESNot to you To others
Wasn't there an appearance that this had a legitimacy which led

them then to cooperate with you in a way which would not have
been possible if you were simply a private citizen

Mr SECORD In the case of the ship there wasn't any coopera
tion We used it in the Iran enterprise

Mr SARBANESHow about in the case of the DEA
Mr SECORD In the case of the DEA this was a request from

North which I carried out
Mr SARBANESWhat about the radio equipment
Mr SECORDLikewise
Mr SARBANESThe help you were getting from the CIA people in

Central America or the ambassadors in Central America do you
explain that simply that you came along as a private person want
ing to do this project and they were ready to help you or they per
ceived that you were carrying out a policy supported by the admin
istration

Mr SECORD The answer is both We were in touch with them
and that they perceived that they were carrying out the policy of
this administration

Mr SARBANESWhich is what you perceived
Mr SECORDIndeed
Mr SARBANESNow on the sale of the money to Iran the first

reference to that as a diversion was that made by Attorney Gener
al Meese is that correct

Mr SECORDThat is the first time I heard the word yes sir
Mr SARBANES When you set that up and got the arms at $12

million and sold them at $30 million you had some costs that
would be involved but you didn't expect your costs to reach from
$12 million up to $30 million did you

Mr SECORD I didn't expect the costs at the time but I had to
have funds in that enterprise-

Mr SARBANESYou were trying to build up the funds of the en
terprise isn't that correct

Mr SECORD It is correct that I built up the funds of the enter
prise in order to make it viable as I have testified to repeatedly

Mr SARBANESSO you did not regard what took place as a diver
sion did you

Mr SECORDNO
Mr SARBANESDid you see that as a diversion
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr SARBANESIn fact that was the purpose was it.wasn't it a

purpose to make a large profit or surplus there and build up the
funds of the enterprises is that correct

Mr SECORDOne of our purposes was to build up the funds of the
enterprise so that it would be viable

Mr SARBANES What did you expect the enterprise to do with
these funds
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Mr SECORD As I have testified to many times the funds were
required because in my planning I had to keep this.these oper
ations viable and I had to have operational revenue in the ac
counts in order to go forward

We never knew from one month to the next what was going to
be required of us We were taking it a step at a time

Mr SARBANESWhen you say required you meant on only exist
ing projects but knew once that might come along.the develop
mental agents or radio equipment-

Mr SECORDThat was a very small amount of money and didn't
enter into my planning

Mr SARBANESDid it ever enter into your mind that the enter
prise could serve a function to achieve a broader geopolitical end of
the United States around the the world

Mr SECORDNo sir I was not trying to create my own CIA My
scope was much narrower than that

Mr SARBANESYou indicated earlier this morning in your view
these monies could have been spent elsewhere in the world A
couple of places were mentioned and that was the beginning of the
list

That was your view that you could have spent them that way
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESDid you ever discuss with North the possibility of

the enterprise being used in this fashion
Mr SECORD No It was speculated by him that this was done

and we had no other areas of operation in mind
Mr SARBANESHave you read the Tower Commission report
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANES Are you familiar with the.do you recall the

PROF note in that report from McFarlane and North about joining
him at the Georgetown University Center for Strategic and Inter
national Studies in which McFarlane says

Howis this for a self-servingscenario
North leavesthe White Housein Mayand takes 30days leave
July 1st North is assignedas a fellowat the CSIS and lo and behold is assigned

to McFarlane'soffice
McFarlane North continue to work the Iran account as well as to build other

clandestine capabilities so much in demand here and there Just a knee-jerk
musing

Did you note that when you read the Times
Mr SECORDI read it with interest
Mr SARBANESWhat was the interest
Mr SECORD I thought it was a rather remarkable statement It

was not something that either of them ever discussed with me
Mr SARBANESYou also wanted to expand the enterprise to go

into the making of submachine guns is that correct You consid
ered doing that

Mr SECORDNo that is not that enterprise at all
Mr SARBANESThat was to be a separate endeavor
Mr SECORD Connected with our normal business here in the

United States
Mr SARBANESIf that had worked out you would have become a

maker a manufacturer of submachine guns
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Mr SECORBWe would have a partner in a joint venture to man
ufacture some submachine guns designed in Utah

Mr SARBANESWould they have been a possible item for sale to
the enterprise

Mr SECORDThat was never a consideration This enterprise was
to be short-lived Senator

Mr SARBANESThen why were you so concerned with building
up the money-

Mr SECORD Because we had to live while we lived We don't
know how long it would take the plan was for it to be a short-lived
program

Mr SARBANESLet me just close on this note It is a little hard
for me to understand why your objective was to go back into the
Government as the Director of Covert Operations because it seems
to me you were on your way to creating a.in effect becoming the
Director of Covert Operations in the private sector

You had put together an arrangement here whereby you could
raise money in a sense under the auspices of the Government be
cause there were people connected with the Government in one
way or another who were in effect obtaining these funds going into
your account

You then could carry out activities funded by the enterprise
again with the assistance of the Government in one way or an
other because you were able to portray yourselves as proceeding
within their objectives

And as you have said earlier you had a free rein to spend this
money Actually Hakim would take your direction on how the
money would be spent would he not

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESSo even though it wasn't in your name your di

rection to Hakim would result in the money being spent for those
purposes is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr SARBANESWhy wasn't this an operation that in many ways

would have been superior to being the head of covert operations at
the CIA You would not have had any congressional oversight

Mr SECORD As I have testified Senator my government asked
me to do these specific projects They were ad hoc projects and I
was not trying to create my own clandestine services organization

Mr SARBANESYou said yesterday there is no question that the
covert operation was designed to be concealed from Congress

Mr SECORDWhat is the context of that remark I don't recall it
Mr SARBANESWe will get the transcript
Mr SECORD Within the context of the finding.if so I think

that is correct
Mr SARBANESWell General let me just close with this observa

tion It seems to me what you have done here is construct an ar
rangement whereby you can go completely outside of any account
ability any normal channels of procedure where you are getting in
effect the assistance of the Government both in raising the money
and in spending it but you treat the money as though it is com
pletely a private matter and then proceed to engage in activities
as you pick them
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Now it hadn't gone.in a sense your cover got blown before this
enterprise could have been expanded into other areas but there is
nothing about it that would have inhibited that

In fact on the four occasions when North came to you to change0
the.to expand the purpose from the original purpose of assisting
the Contras you responded on each occasion is that not correct

Mr SECORD I did but there were occasions when I did not re
spond to direction from Colonel North It was all voluntary on my
part

Mr SARBANESThank you Mr Chairman
Chairman HAMILTON The Chair recognizes the gentleman from

Texas Mr Brooks
Mr BROOKSThank you very much Mr Chairman
General Secord you just said that you thought that the hearings

were damaging to the United States and one product of hearings
like this is that other countries wouldn't trust us Wasn't the real
damage to our trust caused by the secrecy and duplicity and the
lying that took place in just trying to hide your activities from Con
gress and from the American people

Mr SECORDThat is not my opinion sir
Mr Bxooxs I didn't figure it would be
And General you testified yesterday I believe that any remain

ing assets of something you called the enterprise are technically
the property of Mr Hakim and I presume this is because the
money is in accounts controlled solely by him is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr Bxooxs Is your name now or has it ever been on any Swiss

bank account which contained any moneys belonging to the enter
prise

Mr SECORD Not to my knowledge and I have never signed
any.I have never signed-

Mr Bxooxs You have so far refused.I think you have been
talking with the staff you and your counsel-waivers to permit the
release of records for some bank accounts in Switzerland What ac
counts are those and whose money is in them

Mr SECORD The waiver the request for waiver is for any bank
account to which I am signatory And I am not signatory to any
bank account

Mr BROOKS Have any accounts been moved around into Mr
Hakim's accounts that were once under your control

Mr SECORDAny bank accounts No
Mr BROOKS Now you have testified General on several occa

sions that you undertook these activities because you thought they
would further the policies of the President Policies with which you
agreed The President has stated many times publicly that the
United States would not under any circumstances negotiate with or
pay ransom for hostages

Nevertheless you and a few of your friends and associates a few
of his aides undertook to do just that in the Iranian situation
What I would like to know is which one of the President's policies
on trading hostages with which you agree

Mr SECORDThat wasn't my operation You are referring to the
C ]rt s r 'ems X nab operation..That-was Colonel

ich I finally sent one of my operatives to
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look in on it because it looked so flakey to me Certainly not my
operation

Mr BROOKSNow Mr Secord in 1972 in seeking a degree from
the U.S Naval War College you submitted a masters thesis the
subject of which was unconventional warfare covert operations as
an instrument of U.S foreign policy

In that thesis you maintained that the P n should be "re
moved from "the chain of command and th should be
made the authority for covert operations.

In conclusion you stated in the judgment of this writer the un
conventional warfare instrument of national policy is so important
that bureaucratic obstacles should be dismissed out of hand

Now is that general concept what was being followed in Iran
and Contra projects when the participants went to such great
lengths to keep the Congress and the intelligence committees and
the appropriate committees and the American people from know
ing what was going on

Mr SECORDThe report that you just read comes from a newspa
per report and since 1972 I have had one or two changes in my
views of the world and one of those changes.and I have made
public speeches to this effect.was just the opposite I have
changed my mind in recent years because I saw the paramilitary
capability of the agency withering away and decided that we would
have to somehow create a special operations command in the Pen
tagon and I strongly supported that

I have testified before congressional committees to that effect So
I am on the record in recent years with just an opposite opinion

So I hate to score my own thesis but my view changed sir
Mr BROOKS I appreciate your view but I would point out that

this was not taken from the newspaper clipping to which you re
ferred but was extracted directly from the Naval War College
Newport Rhode Island unconventional warfare et cetera by Rich
ard V Secord Lieutenant Colonel U.S Air Force taken straight
from the document I have here and we will submit for the record

[The document referred to appears at p 638]
Mr SECORDI knew you were reporting from the document sir I

am saying that the theory that I was operating to do according to
some assertions I made then was what was in the newspapers and
that is why I was aware of it and I am just trying to explain to you
that that is not the case

Mr BRooxs You don't agree with that now
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BROOKS Now the Philadelphia Inquirer recently reported

that you were a participant in a special cotter-terrorism unit cre
ated under NSDD directive signed by President Reagan April 3
1984 Are you or have you been involved in such a unit and if so
does that activity have anything to do with your involvement in
the Iran or contra affairs

Mr SECORD No I think that they had heard that I was.as I
have testified.the deputy commander of the hostage rescue task
force in 1980 and it is well known that the current counter-terror
ist units evolved from that old task force

I have never had any other involvement
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Mr BROOKS General since your retirement from the Air Force
in 1983 have you been paid by any Federal Government agency for
any services other than in the matter you have previously de
scribed for this committee

Mr SECORDNo
Mr BROOKSNow Mr Secord-
Mr SECORDThat is wrong I retract that
I/am a sometime lecturer at one of the special operations schools

of the Air Force for which they pay me $200
Mr BROOKSSpecial Operations Advisory Group Yes Thank you

for correcting that
General when you were at the Pentagon overseeing foreign mili

tary sales may I assume that you were actually familiar with the
various laws governing those sales and provisions of the Arms
Export Control Act

Mr SECORDAt the time that I left I was fairly familiar with the
laws Of course they get amended each year

Mr BROOKS And you saw to it that those provisions were com
plied with during your stewardship over at the agency

Mr SECORDYes sir absolutely
Mr BROOKSAnd you are aware that the law governing the sup

port of arms contains extensive restrictions on the export of arms
particularly to governments which grant sanctuary to internation
al terrorists

Mr SECORD I was never aware of this particular controversy
until it broke in the newspapers That is a recent edition to the
law I believe

Mr BROOKS Would you have characterized the Government of
Iran as such a government

Mr SECORD It was our view that the Government of Iran had
been a terrorist government but they had ceased and desisted acts
against the United States interests for a period of about 18 months
and that was the CIA view

Mr BROOKSDo you recall whether or not the Arms Export Con
trol Act contains provisions requiring that sales such as TOW mis
siles be reported to Congress

Mr SECORDUnder that act under foreign military sales that is
correct and I believe that is why the attorneys chose to go a differ
ent route

Mr BROOKS Did you know what authority the CIA had to sell
weapons to foreign governments

Mr SECORD Not specifically I am no lawyer sir But I believe
they have that statutory authority

Mr BROOKS Do you know what authority the CIA has to sell
weapons to private citizens

Mr SECORDI believe they have that authority
Mr BROOKS And to whom do you maintain the CIA sold the

TOW missiles and the Hawk spare parts
Mr SECORD To my enterprise which in turn sold them to

through Ghorbanifar initially and then the second channel later
to Iran

Mr BROOKS And with your pretty extensive knowledge to the
law covering foreign military sales were you not somewhat con
cerned about the legality of these Iranian transfers through the
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shell operation and did you feel some question about those the le
gality of that Did you try to assure yourself that these activities
were legal and above board

Mr SECORDI wasn't concerned in the slightest sir There were
CIA lawyers including the General Counsel himself who worked
on this matter

Mr BRooxs Well I have one further question and I want to
thank you for your long tour here as a witness You have spoken
very highly of Thomas Clines and Raphael Quintero

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BROOKSAnd you indicated that you would use the services

of both in your Contra or Iran projects some of them As you are
no doubt aware you and Thomas Clines and Raphael Quintero and
others have been sued by the Federal Government in orida for a
vast area of alleged illegal and corrupt practices beginning as far
back as 1960s Did you know about that

Mr SECORDOf course I knew about it
Mr BRooxs Well the allegations included the organization of an

assassination program funded by the drug lei
laundering of .mill of dollars skimmed
weapons to the Shah of Iran and the provision of military se
to Somoza and laundering Colombian drug money

But anyhow would you tell the committee how you came to
know both Thomas Clines and Raphael Quintero and describe your
involvement and transactions with them

Mr SECORD Can I comment on this suit I mean the
charges-

Mr BRooxs You might do that too if you would like but I
would first like you to tell me how you came to know Thomas
Clines and Raphael Quintero and what your relationship with
them was and

Mr SECORD I first met Thomas Clines in 1968 and he and I
served together in Laos in combat for a several year period He is
an old friend of mine A good soldier A man that I have a lot of
regard for He had some problems in the EATSCO affair I believe
he was treated unfairly there The Justice Department did not con
vict him They went for a technical charge instead So I don't drop
friends easily He was a friend then and a friend now

I met RaphaoiAmiatero-many years later through him He was a
man who had worked for Clines in the CIA

Mr BRooxs You had no business dealings with him
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BRooxs You just happened to call him back in on your

Contra and Iran projects
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr BROOKSThank you very much Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Thank you very much
Mr SECORDMay I make one further statement sir
Chairman INOUYE Please do
Mr SECORD I meant to come up to the Congressman's question

This suit which was filed from May of last year is the most outra
geous fairy tale that anybody has ever read Nobody including the
Justice Department credits it at all It is being dealt with I can
only fight on so many fronts at once I regard that one as a rather
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minor threat which will be tossed out of court shortly In fact they
have not even managed.for some reason they have forgotten me
They have not even served me so technically I guess I am no
longer on the suit

Chairman INOUYE Thank you very much
The hearing will stand in recess until 2 p.m. this afternoon
[Whereupon at 12:09 the committee was recessed to reconvene

at 2 p.m. the afternoon of the same day.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

The select committees met pursuant to recess at 2 p.m. in room
325 Russell Senate Office Building Hon Daniel K Inouye (chair
man of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon Lee H Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding

Chairman INOUYE I am pleased to recognize the gentleman from
Maine Senator Cohen

Mr COHEN Mr Secord I agree with a couple of statements you
made this morning in response to opening statements made by
Members of Congress that we do need to have covert operations as
a part of our foreign policy arsenal as such I assume provided that
it is conducted within the meaning strict letter and spirit of the
law

I think you would agree with that I disagreed with your state
ment concerning we need a specialist in covert operations in order
to be the Director of the CIA since you have just disqualified
Judge Webster from assuming that position

I am not aware that he has such expertise
Mr SECORDI wasn't intending to disqualify the Judge sir
Mr COHEN I am sure he will be pleased to hear that
Did Oliver North ever tell you that President Reagan would be

most grateful if this individual that you contacted on his behalf on
this country's behalf to raise funds would be very grateful if his
country would contribute

Let me rephrase that You approached a certain individual from
a country we will call country X which is not geographically ap
proximate to the United States right

Mr SECORDRight
Mr COHEN And you approached that particular individual at

Oliver North's behest-
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN And did he tell you at that time to tell this individ

ual that the President would be most grateful for a contribution
from that country

Mr SECORDNo He asked me to refer to a conversation that Mr
McFarlane apparently had had with the individual

Mr COHEN In your conversation with that individual you said
that "The President of the United States would be most grateful
for your assistance in this matter

Mr SECORDHe asked my opinion and I said it was my opinion
that since this was a high priority matter with the President of the
United States that he would be happy with it Yes that is my
opinion No one said to me the President said to do this

Mr COHEN You had two contacts with this individual
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Mr SECORDI had two contacts with him with respect to solicita
tion for a donation

Mr COHEN And you had additional contacts with him for other
purposes

Mr SECORD Not until very recently and that was around the
20th of November I think 1986

Mr COHEN Of 1986
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN I will come back to that in a moment
What did you mean when you said the President would be most

grateful or happy to have this contribution What did that imply
in your judgment

Mr SECORD In my judgment I was saying that I believed to be
true that the President would welcome donations to the Contras

Mr COHEN Do you think that is an appropriate policy to pursue
to have foreign governments contributing to programs or policies of
the United States that have been at least circumscribed by the
Congress if not rejected by the Congress

Mr SECORn I don't think it is particular) ins ate t is
not my preference I believe it was made legal in someV Mr COHEN That was long after you had approached him
though wasn't it

Mr SECORDIt wasn't illegal then ;It is not my preference to be
frank with you It is unseemly I think but in this case there was
a pretty desperate situation

Mr COHEN Why would a country want to contribute to a pro
gram of the United States

Mr SECORDBecause they have great trust in the United States
because they expect the United States as the leader of the free
world and the defender of the free world They want to protect the
United States to the extent they can

Mr COHEN Do they expect some sort of reciprocity in the
future

Mr SECORDI don't see how in this case They might be thinking
that it might improve relations to a small degree

Mr COHEN It is a fair assumption that if one country contrib
utes to a program or several do that they would expect something
in return in the way of evenhanded treatment in the future or per
haps beneficial treatment with a controversial program in the
future That might enhance their opportunity to have a President
who has been grateful for a contribution

Mr SECORDI agree with you sir
Mr COHEN That is part of the unseemly aspect of it when you

have other countries who are making contributions and creating at
least an implied sort of obligation without the knowledge or con
sent of Congress or the American people

Mr SECORDI agree with an earlier stateme.by a Senator who
said I think.where there is aqui there is a quo

Mr COHEN I agree with that too I think it was a remarkably
perceptive statement on his part I don't recall who it was at this
point

Mr Zucker when did you first meet him
Mr SECORDIn 1984
Mr COHEN And where did you meet him
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Mr SECORDIn Geneva
Mr COHEN In the summer of 1984
Mr SECORDProbably about that time yes
Mr COHEN For what purpose did you meet Mr Zucker at that

time
Mr SECORD Mr Hakim introduced him to me Mr Hakim ,had

00rt'e business with him years
Mr COHEN And what was the nature of your conversation with

him at that time
Mr SECORD It was about our fledgling business what the

projects were some of the projects that we were undertaking
Mr COHEN Which business
Mr SECORD My international business Stanford Technology

Trading Group International Some of the projects that we were
hoping to undertake some work that we were pursuing in the
Middle East

Mr COHEN So you were discussing a financial arrangement with
Mr Zucker as a banker

Mr SECORDWe were talking to him about the prospects of him
as a banker and as a lawyer and adviser both

Mr COHEN As a banker I assume he is in the business of
making money

Like Mr Liman he is not a philanthropist
Mr SECORDThere is no doubt
Mr COHEN When you testified that $500,000 had been credited

to your account.the Stanford Technology Account.you said you
thought that was a loan

Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr COHEN What led you to that conclusion
Mr SECORD Because we had made a loan agreement with Mr

Zucker
Mr COHEN Was that in writing
Mr SECORDThere is at least one that is in writing I think there

were two
Mr COHEN Does the committee have copies
Mr SECORDOf at least one
Mr COHEN What did those loan agreement provide That there

would be no promissory note needed to be executed
Mr SECORDThere was a note executed
Mr COHEN Did it provide for interest to be paid on the note
Mr SECORD It was a standard line of credit a standard line of

credit
Mr COHEN It provided for interest to be paid on the note
Mr SECORDIndeed
Mr COHEN Was it a time note or demand note
Mr SECORD It was openended We were in a startup situation

and anticipated needing financing We didn't have enough clients
to go around at that point although we were pretty much breaking
even

Mr COHEN What was the rate of interest to be paid
Mr SECORD I don't recall Whatever the standard rate was at

that time
Mr COHEN Do you know whether or not interest was paid on

those loans
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Mr SECORDThere were no payments on the loans
Mr COHEN When were those loans made if you recall
Mr SECORDI don't recall the dates Senator Cohen I would have

to look at the records
Mr COHEN So Mr Zucker did not pursue his interest in securing

the interest on the notes
Mr SECORD No Mr Zucker was interested in us pursuing busi

ness so that he could enjoy the benefits from the loans that he gave
us and perhaps go into joint ventures with us as well He is a busi
nessman

Mr COHEN Apparently he was willing to do this for about two
years without payments on the notes

Mr SECORDI think it was less than two years
Mr COHEN Did Mr Hakim make any disbursements from the

Lake Resources account
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN Do you know to whom
Mr SECORD I don't know everyone to whom he made disburse

ments I have been trying to identify by line items detail from his
record

Mr COHEN Do you know whether or not he made disbursements
to Mr Zucker

Mr SECORDYes there were payments to Mr Zucker there
Mr COHEN Were you watching very closely how the money was

being handled out of Lake Resources
Mr SECORD Not very closely The record shows I think how I

was trying to keep track of it in a macro-sense and I turned over
my notes on that

Mr COHEN I was concerned about this because as I understand
it the operation was shifted away from Mr Calero and you were
brought into the picture because there was some suspicion or at
least anxiety over the fact that there was money either not allocat
ed to proper purposes or money was missing or perhaps there was
a fear that money was being skimmed away into the wrong hands
is that correct

Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN What oversight was there with regard to how Lake

Resources was spending its money
Mr SECORDI asked Mr Hakim to be the financial manager and

to set up a modern auditing system which included a computer
system and I expected him to do that and those are the records
you have

Mr COHEN So you entrusted the entire financial oversight to
Mr Hakim

Mr SECORD As I testified he came to me from time to time to
try to reconcile things There were a lot of bookkeeping problems
Problems were cascading on me in 1986 and we never got it quite
done But you have all the records as far as I know

Mr COHEN In January 1986 January 16 or 17 that you were at
the White House during the course of the drafting of the finding
apparently you told Admiral Poindexter that you were repulsed by
the idea of trading arms for hostages

Mr SECORDI told him that I would not be interested in a simple
arms-for-hostages swap
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Mr COHEN You used the word you were "repulsed by it
Mr SECORDI may have
Mr COHEN Were you repulsed by the notion that the DEA

agents were going to pay ransom for hostages in Lebanon
Mr SECORDI didn't learn of it until the program was a fait ac

compli I think I was made aware by Mr,CIin when reporti l
to rte what was going On

Mr COHEN Would that have repulsed you at that time
Mr SECORDI am not in favor of it I sent Clines there to find out

what was going on They were planning to use some of our assets
in the operation

Mr COHEN As a matter of fact money was requested from
Contra funds to be put in DEA funds right

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr COHEN Mr Calero had to come up with money to pay for

some of the travel expenses for those DEA agents to go over
Mr SECORDI don't know if he did or not
Mr COHEN You are not aware of that
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN Would you find it ironic to use the phrase that

Contra funding would have to be diverted to the Lebanese project
Mr SECORD I find it to be very new to me I never heard it

before If that happened it is very strange The money was needed
in the Contra accounts

Mr COHEN I think the evidence will indicate that.at a future
time that in fact Mr Calero was requested to produce cash , travwl
e to be used for this purpose So we had in effect a re
verse Contra program being carried out to pay ransom

Mr SECORDIt makes no sense to me Senator
Mr COHEN When the second channel was set up you stated I

think that you were to pay 500 TOWs for one hostage at that time
after that second channel had been set up

Mr SECORD There was a mutually agreed plan that was devel
oped which had seven substantive points to it The first step was to
deliver.and I don't have the plan I was hoping it would be in the
Tower Report but only part of it is there.the first step as I recall
through from memory was to deliver the 500 TOWs

The next step-
Mr COHEN In exchange for what
Mr SECORD The next step was for them.this is an exercise in

bona fides good faith.they are then to deliver either one or two of
the hostages in Lebanon

Mr COHEN I think one and a half is what you indicated earlier
Mr SECORDThat is what the agreement said but that seems a

little crude It was either one or two And they had to explain to
the satisfaction of the United States if they were unable to get to
the second one because they claimed they were working very hard
on the second one

Mr COHEN Weren't you repulsed by that exchange
Mr SECORDNot part y A ybe Twas mercenary by this

time But it seemed they were carefully pursuit g the entire plan
which would have rapidly led to high-level meetings which was
what the United States was after at that time
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Mr COHEN So you didn't have that moral revulsion about an ex
change of hostages for weapons then

Mr SECORDI did not because there was a larger plan
Mr COHEN Did you have a fairly minimal role in the Contras

two contacts with Mt X
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr COHEN So if you were to be billing anyone on an hourly

basis would it be fair to say it was not an insignificant amount
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr COHEN Did you ever represent to Mr Calero that you were

going to try to raise $15 to $25 million
Mr SECORD I told him I heard that amount was trying to be

raised I didn't give him the details
Mr COHEN And after that $24 million was deposited to the FDN

account
Mr SECORDI did not know that I was told $15 million came in

In fact I asked him about it because I heard about it
Mr COHEN Did you ever represent to him that you in fact had

played a role in securing the funds
Mr SECORDI think I mentioned to him that I had played a role
Mr COHEN In fact you had a very minimal role
Mr SECORDI made the two approaches I was asked
Mr COHEN Which ran over a couple of minutes and you backed

away because they had already been approached
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr COHEN Don't twist my arm that was the statement made to

you
Mr SECORDRight
Mr COHEN Were you no competition with General Singlaub for

providing weapons to the Contras
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN Did you ever tell Mr Calero that Singlaub could not

produce certain weapons for a particular price
Mr SECORDWhich particular weapons
Mr COHEN Are you aware that Calero had sought to purchase

weapons through General Singlaub
Mr SECORDI was aware that he did
Mr COHEN Did you ever make statements to Mr Calero that

General Singlaub could not deliver
Mr SECORDI don't recall saying that I do recall telling him that

some of his people had asked me if I could deliver them
Mr COHEN But you never stated to him that he couldn't deliver
Mr SECORD No I didn't say that I said they are asking me to

deliver
Mr COHEN With respect to removal of documents from your

office I think you indicated before that some documents were
shredded telexes that were unimportant for your purposes Were
any documents ever removed from your office to your knowledge

Mr SECORDDocuments were removed from my office frequently
Mr COHEN Following exposure of the Iran operation and the

Contra operation were documents removed
Mr SECORDYes As you know one of my secretaries brought me

two boxes of financial documents which I went over in an attempt
to recapture or capture the financial data that I was looking for
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which was costs to be reimbursed to STTGI After the revelation on
25 November I was concerned that we would not get the reim
bursements back into our company if I didn't act fast I was unfor
tunately unable to get that data because I had the wrong records
The accountant had the sheets I was looking for All I had was raw
data which I couldn't handle

Mr COHEN What happened after that
Mr SECORDI returned them and you have them
Mr COHEN Where were the documents delivered
Mr SECORDTo the independent counsel
Mr COHEN Were they removed from your office or did you

review them there
Mr SECORD They were removed from my office I had her put

them in my car I took them home my office was not a very nice
place at that time I reviewed them I took them back and you
have them all

Mr COHEN To your knowledge did your secretary ever remove
documents and take them to a hotel the Embassy Suite

Mr SECORDThose are the documents She put them in my car at
that hotel

Mr COHEN So she took them from your office and took them to
your car which was at the Embassy Hotel

Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN You were staying at the hotel at that time
Mr SECORDNo I was just meeting there
Mr COHEN Did you have a meeting there
Mr SECORDA brief meeting
Mr COHEN Who did you have a meeting with
Mr SECORDWith my counsel Mr Green I testified one day we

met in one hotel and the next day the 26th we met in a different
hotel because I didn't want the press chasing me

Mr COHEN Was Oliver North there as well
Mr SECORDYes for a period
Mr COHEN And Brendan Sullivan
Mr SECORDAnd his lawyer appeared
Mr COHEN Would you explain again for me after you had the

face-to-face meeting or the face-to-face meeting took place in
Frankfurt between the United States official and Iranian officials
why was it necessary to have you continue as the commercial
cutout at that point

Mr SECORDThe U.S Government wanted me to continue at that
point and so I did

Mr COHEN But the rationale behind it was that we couldn't
have face-to-face dealings because we were the Satan and they
wouldn't deal with Satan

Mr SECORD Yes but this was just one representative secretly
meeting with us and he was very concerned about being exposed

Mr COHEN Congressman Cheney asked you this morning he
asked you whether or not the weapons that were in fact trans
ferred would ever have an effect upon the balance of power in the
Middle East and I think you indicated no What about the sharing
of the intelligence with the Iranians Would that have affected in
your judgment any balance of power
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Mr SECORDIn my judgment if such an intelligence arrangement
were ever placed into operation it could have a significant effect
on it

Mr COHEN Wasn't that part of the agreement that was reached
in dealing with Mr Ghorbanifar that the Iranians were insisting
upon having access to intelligence as well as the weapons

Mr SECORD It wasn't clear what they were insisting on At the
February meeting they were not even particularly interested in it
which surprised me

Mr CoHEN When was the intelligence produced for them
Mr SECORDIn February of 1986
Mr COHEN So in fact they were seeing some intelligence docu

mentation from the United States at that time
Mr SECORD Yes but it was very limited It was sample intelli

gence It wasn't-
Mr COHEN A sample of things to come
Mr SECORDA sample of things that could come if an agreement

could be reached but you see there was no agreement The plan
was to have the high level meeting at Kish Island and that would
be one of the agenda items

Mr COHEN But the plans were to provide intelligence as well as
weapons

Mr SECORDThat's one of the plans that they had in mind yes
Mr COHEN Were you aware that the intelligence the photogra

phy had been either altered or shaped in such a way as to be
rather innocuous

Mr SECORD I was told that but I don't know how they did it
Mr COHEN Were you told in advance
Mr SECORDI think it was mentioned to me in advance yes
Mr COHEN So they have rather minimal intelligence being pre

sented to them and I think you also suggested in response to Con
gressman Cheney that the weapons that they were receiving were
very few in number and rather old and obsolete right

Mr SECORDThey were old
Mr COHEN Well didn't you get some complaints you and Oliver

North get complaints from the Iranians that the TOWs-
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN[continuing] Were misfiring-
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN And in fact they were firing they were going out

and coming back at the operators
Mr SECORD I never heard that one but I heard that some of

them went ballistic and didn't steer correctly
Mr COHEN But they did voice complaints to you about the qual

ity of the weapons that they were receiving
Mr SECORDI heard on several occasions complaints
Mr COHEN Now in January 17 1986 you were present for the

finding the drafting of the finding They were asking your advice
or at least pointing out that you were going to be referred to as a
third party in that finding And you were certainly aware of the
GO strategic significance of Iran that you have testified to and
then when that meeting in Tehran failed you also sought to devel
op an alternative channel into Iran because you believed it was
the initiative was too important to lose at that point Correct
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Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN Do you recall a time at which the Iranians com

plained specifically about the quality of the weapons
Mr SECORDIt wasn't until after we got into the second channel

We never heard that one through Ghorbanifar as far as I know
Mr COHEN You never heard that from Ghorbanifar
Mr SECORDI don't recall hearing that from Ghorbanifar
Mr COHEN Now when you met with the second channel for the

first time in Brussels you were fairly impressed with them
Mr SECORDI was fairly impressed but I wasn't convinced
Mr COHEN How about in September and in the United States

were you persuaded then
Mr SECORDI was more persuaded then quite a bit more and I

think my colleagues were as well
Mr COHEN In Germany in October
Mr SECORDThey were doing a creditable job
Mr COHEN And you believe that this second channel had great

potential in terms of building this "GO strategic relationship
didn't you

Mr SECORDI thought I had considerable potential yes
Mr COHEN As a matter of fact you gave them a better deal on

the price of the weapons than you gave to Mr Ghorbanifar
Mr SECORDWell that's right
Mr COHEN And the effort was to shore him up as far as his

power-
Mr SECORDTo shore him up yes-
Mr COHEN[continuing] Make him look good to the "moderates

I think you called them pragmatists not moderates
Mr SECORDThat may have been a mistake also
Mr COHEN But the effort was to shore him up and make him

look relatively good to his compatriots-
Mr SECORDThat's right
Mr COHEN[continuing] In terms of building his power base cor

rect
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr COHEN Do you recall that in October of 1986 the TOWs that

were shipped to Israel were intended for Iran were switched
Mr SECORDYes sir I testified to that
Mr COHEN And do you recall the reason that the TOWs were

switched because the Israelis felt that the TOWs they had received
back in May were too old

Mr SECORDThey said that they were of older date of manufac
ture than the ones they shipped and they wanted like or better

Mr COHEN So here we have some superior TOWs going intended
for Iran reaching Israel a switch being made and the old ones
being replaced and sent on to Iran

Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr COHEN Do you think that was consistent with trying to build

the moderate power base for the Iranians if you are sending them
old weapons after a time they've complained before about the qual
ity of the weapons

Mr SECORDIt may not have been but that was the decision that
was taken by the Government
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Mr COHEN Well did the Government make the decision our
Government make the decision to allow the Israelis to make the
switch

Mr SECORDOh yes
Mr COHEN Did you participate in that decision
Mr SECORDNot at all
Mr COHEN Didn't you voice an objection that this might under

mine the very basis for the January 17 finding to build-
Mr SECORDNo because-
Mr COHEN[continuing] A moderate base
Mr SECORD No because I was informed that the Army had a

technical order which extended the shelf life and that they were
perfectly serviceable

Mr COHEN But the Israelis didn't think they were perfectly
serviceable

Mr SECORDThe Israelis may be a little sharper than-
Mr COHEN Well they may be a little sharper precisely maybe a

little bit sharper but didn't you suspect this might undermine the
very basis of the January 17 finding-

Mr SECORDNo I didn't
Mr COHEN [continuing] And that's to build a better relation

ship
Mr SECORDNo no Senator I didn't I didn't think of that I'm

sorry I didn't think of it
Mr COHEN On the one hand we are charging them about a 600

percent increase in the cost of the goods and then we are shipping
them old weapons and that wouldn't jeopardize that new figure
that's emerging as a moderate element

Mr SECORDI did not think so
Mr COHEN Mr Schwimmer what was his role within the Israeli

Government to your knowledge
Mr SECORn Mr Schwimmer was.within the Government
Mr COHEN Relationship to the Government:
Mr SECORD I think that he was a friend a long-time friend of

the prime minister but I don't believe he had a formal position
Mr COHEN Would he be classified as an adviser to the prime

minister or foreign minister
Mr SECORDI can't answer that I don't know
Mr COHEN Arms dealer
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN Now according to the testimony the first day you

owed him roughly your company enterprise owed him roughly
$800,000 because of a shipment.he paid in advance for several
shipments only one went through

Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN Therefore $800,000 remained in your account
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN And Oliver North told you to keep it
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN Did you assume that 011ie North had the authority

to tell you that Mr Schwimmer's money could be kept by you
Mr SECORD I did but I talked to Mr Nir about it after I met

Mr Nir a month later
Mr COHEN And
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Mr SECORDHe confirmed it North was correct
Mr COHEN It was all right to keep the money
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN And then you used that money to go to the Contras
Mr SECORDThat is the way.yes at that time yes
Mr COHEN So far as you are concerned the event that you

comply with Senator Rudman's request to turn the money over to
the U.S Treasury there will be no claim from Israel for the
$800,000

Mr SECORDNo there will be no claim
Mr COHEN Could I come back to the point that Senator Sar

banes raised before You feel very strongly about the Contras
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN And you committed certainly your resources and

time in an effort to help them wage a successful effort to force the
Sandinistas to the bargaining table

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN And you are concerned that we have abandoned the

people over the years rather brutally
Mr SECORDI have seen it personally Yes sir
Mr COHEN And in this case as a matter of fact men have been

left out in the mountains and the fields without adequate medical
attention

Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN And dying from infections as well as war wounds
Mr SECORD Yes sir and we were dropping medicines to them

too
Mr COHEN And Senator Sarbanes asked you why in that case

that you were charging.taking a profit from the mark-up on the
sale of weapons to the Contras

Mr SECORD When we were in that phase of the operation we
were simply dealing as arms brokers and we were taking what we
regarded to be an extremely modest profit in the arms dealer busi
ness

Mr COHEN But you really didn't have much invested at that
point You didn't really have to work to accumulate the capital
That was all provided

The contributions were in the account at that point All you had
to do was furnish some weapons It really wasn't a great effort

Mr SECORD That is not easy It is a considerable effort to find
the right types of weapons and to get them together to negotiate
the prices down to ship them it is a considerable effort

Mr COHEN In any event you were entitled to a profit in that
case

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN And you took a profit
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN I guess what I am troubled about is why would you

not apply the same rationale to the Iranians I think it is rather
clear that the Iranian Government had a role direct or indirect in
the bombing of the Marine barracks where we lost some 240 or 241
Marines Yet you decided not to take a profit from that mark-up
Why is that
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Mr SECORDWe decided not to take a profit from that operation
because I viewed it as an operation in direct support of the Presi
dential finding and I didn't want to be accused later of profiteering
It is that simple

Mr COHEN What is the difference between taking a profit from
the Contras who the President is waging a moral crusade to have
the country rally behind him take a profit out of that operation
but not take a profit out of the Iranian proceeds

Mr SECORDI made a differentiation in my mind
Mr COHEN But why
Mr SECORD Because I thought it was correct I thought it was

the correct thing to do That is what I did
Mr COHEN You thought it was more correct to let the Iranians

go without you taking a share of the profits than it was for the
Contras

Mr SECORDI thought my decision was correct Senator
Mr COHEN When did you decide that you were not going to go

back into the government
Mr SECORDOn November 25 1986
Mr COHEN That was the first time you decided
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr COHEN Let me go back through and see if I can understand

this I think you said in the summer of 1985 you decided at that
point that you were considering a career of re-entering the Gov
ernment

Mr SECORDIn that timeframe yes
Mr COHEN That you were looking at the possibility as one

Deputy Director of Operations for Central Intelligence
Mr SECORDThat was one that I thought I could make a contri

bution in
Mr COHEN And you felt that the stigma of being referred to or

considered to be an arms dealer would jeopardize that appoint
ment

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN And as a result you forswore any share of the profits

you were entitled to in your company at that time
Mr SECORDThat is right I think the records will show that and

I have so testified
Mr COHEN I agree with that And you forswore these profits

even though according to your own testimony it was worth several
hundred thousands of dollars

Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN This was not a step you took very lightly
Mr SECORDNo sir I talked about it quite a bit
Mr COHEN Then your return to service in the U.S Government

must have meant a great deal to you at that time
Mr SECORDIt did
Mr COHEN And in fact I think you indicated that another tour

of government service had the prospect of repairing some of the
stitches that you felt from that wound that was inflicted by the as
sociation with Mr Wilson

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN I guess the question I have is having made all these

sacrifices in the summer of 1985 why in the period of 1986 did you
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enter into the a reement twith Albert Hakim to become.enter in
'z-iad-AmVc a company which is going to manufacture

machine guns
Mr SECORD I didn't know when I would be going back into the

government or even if-
Mr COHEN But why would you take a risk at that point

having-
Mr SECORD That was not a risk This is a United States busi

ness a normal United States business a joint venture
Mr COHEN Excuse me one moment My understanding is that

you were concerned about the stigma of being an arms dealer that
that might jeopardize your appointment or reappointment in the
Government correct

Mr SECORDI didn't see any stigma attached to being a joint ven
ture partner in an arms manufacturing operation in the United
States

Mr COHEN In other words assistance to the President of the
United States as an arms dealer might be held against you by the
administration or Congress with respect with reference to the Con
tras and Iran Was that your judgment

Mr SECORDHe worked for me in the Pentagon for several years
Mr COHEN Did he also work with Oliver North
Mr SECORD He worked with North when he was on the NSC

staff

Mr SECORDYes I remembered a WeU known fifjure in cutr Go
ernment telling me that he had brokered a defense material deal
with a foreign country when he was out of the government and
when he came back to the Government it haunted him

Mr COHEN But he even at the request of the President of the
United States states you felt that Congress would hold that against
you or the President might not appoint you after you have helped
him to carry out these two programs

Mr SECORD I was more concerned about the image within the
CIA If you are contentious in the CIA you are not very useful

Mr Colima. So apt n t you were helping tai Bosei
clent would not have assisted you in any way whatsoever with the
CIA'

Mr SECORD Of course it would but there is also a problem of
economics you have to consider

Mr COHEN In any event in June of 1986 you didn't have a

problem with entering into a joint venture to manufacture ma
chine guns which I assume were for distribution in the internation
al arms market

Mr SECORDThey were for distribution in the American market
and any foreign legitimate dealers that the government would
issue export licenses for Normal procedure

Mr COHEN But that doesn't concern you about being involved in
the transfer of articles in the international market because it is a
United States company

Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN Who is Mr
Mr SECORDHe is a retired U.S it Foxe
Mr COHEN How do you know him
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Mr COHEN And I think you indicated earlier that you were
asked to meet with Colonel North and to urge him to reconsider
his appointment or direction to go to the Naval War College

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN Why would they call upon a retired Air Force gener

al to come and speak with a man who you had limited contact with
and urge him to go to the Naval War College

Mr SECORDBob Lilac was concerned he was making the wrong
decision

Mr COHEN Why call on you
Mr SECORDBecause he knew that North knew me had observed

me before thought I had been very successful and thought he
would take my counsel I am an older man more experienced
higher ranking I r sure he got counseling from other people too

Mr CoxEx Were you in Government at that time
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN You were retired by that time
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr COHEN So he would take the advice of a retired general to

go to the Naval War College
Mr SECORDOf course Why not
Mr COHEN Now is Mr Hakim.at that meeting you were un

successful in persuading Oliver North to take the appointment
What else did you discuss at the meeting

Mr SECORDHe talked to us briefly about the Contras and he.I
only remember one incident He talked about a Miami doctor who
was taking a weekend down in Central America to do medical
work as a example of the way people were pitching in

Mr COHEN But that was the first time you remember an associa
tion with Colonel North since the time you were on the Hill with
the AWACS

Mr SECORD That is the only time I remember I think that I
may have talked to him on the telephone or even in person earlier
on about a proposition that Mn Gadd was dealing with and I was
advising Gadd and it had to do with an aircraft program which
never came to fruition

Mr COHEN Did you ever have an association with Mr Lilac in a
business sense

Mr SECORD Yes hiring him as a consultant to help us market
shelters in the Middle East

Mr COHEN When did that contactor when did that take place
that business relationship

Mr SECORD I would have to look at the contract I haven't
looked at it in a long time

Mr COHEN Was he ever involved in an effort to sell some physi
cal equipment to the Contras

Mr SECORDNo never
Mr COHEN He had no association with the Contras whatsoever
Mr SECORDNo He didn't know about this either
Mr COHEN Now in the Hawk spare parts did you have any role

in setting to the overall ceiling of $15 million for the Hawk spare
parts

Mr SECORDI had a role This pricing was.this pricing exercise
that I was going through extended over quite a period of time and

72-957 87 11
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finally I just stated that I thought we would round it off to $15 mil
lion and it will be sufficient The prices were rising all the time I
have testified to all this

Mr COHEN Did you have any direct communication with the
chief of Iran desk and the chief of the Near East Division of the
Director of Operations on the subject of setting the prices

Mr SECORD I don't recall the chief of the Iran desk but I had
communications with those other officials

Mr COHEN At any time did you either directly or indirectly
advise these individuals or anyone else about the pricing of the
Hawk spares that they shouldn't exceed a certain amount

Mr SECORDNo In fact they were exceeding.they were chang
ing prices all the time

Mr COHEN But they should never go above $15 million
Do you recall ever telling anyone that
Mr SECORD I don't believe I said that but they knew that we

were asking $15 million
Mr COHEN If I could turn to another subject quickly Mr Chair

man
There have been reports in the press about a Swiss bank account

that linked your name to it Credit Suisse or Credit Swiss correct
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN And that the same press reports have linked the act

with a so-called Ye v FruitUnit?>Do you know what the Yellow
Fruit operation was what it consisted of

Mr SECORD I didn't know until I was advised that it had to do
with some United States Army special operations program

Mr COHEN You had no knowledge prior to that time
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN What was your role following the Desert I rescue

mission weren't you a significant individual in terms of putting to
gether a special forces unit within the Defense Department
Wasn't that one of your duties

Mr. SwouD No ray -role ceased in December.when the task
force was 'entered in December 1980

Mr COHEN So you had no role following that time
Mr SECORDNo role and I did not know of this program
Mr COHEN How much on SOPAG as a member of SOPAG were

you ever advised of this unit
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COHEN To your knowledge not even the special adyu ry

board as such had notice of this particular unit
Mr SECORDIt was never discussed in any of the meetings that I

have attended of SOPAG I knew we created a similar unit that I
have learned about for the use in our joint task force and that was
the basis from which they went forward but I never had any con
tact with it after that

Mr COHEN Could you explain if this is the case how your name
would appear on that Swiss bank account

Mr SECORDI think it was forged
Mr COHEN You think your name was forged to that account
Mr SECORD No I don't think it is on the account There has

been no evidence of that That was a press report
Mr COHEN What was forged
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Mr SECORDAny document that any reporter saw purporting to
be a document involving me somehow with this Yellow Fruit oper
ation I believe was forged

Mr COHEN And the same with Oliver North If his name were
to appear on that his would be forged as well

Mr SECORD It is virtually impossible to conceive of a situation
where a U.S Department of the Army account would involve sig
natory authority from an Air Force officer or a Marine officer

Mr COHEN Why is that
Mr SECORD Because they never do this The officers that dis

burse funds and have this disbursal authority within the various
Departments are always officers of that service I have never seen
it crossed over

Mr COHEN But Yellow Fruit was a multiservice operation
Mr SECORDIf it was I was not aware of it I read the press on

it and I thought it was Army only In any case the press account I
saw said it was an Army account Army monies

Mr COHEN Did you ever have any association at any time with
any Swiss account other than ones you have described

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COHEN In your testimony as being established with Albert

Hakim
Mr SECORDNever ever
Mr COHEN Do you have any knowledge of any core Contra sup

port activity involving Oliver North other than the one you were
involved with

Mr SECORDFund-raising
Mr COHEN Fund-raising activities
Mr SECORD Yes He made no secret of the fact that he was

making speeches to various groups and urging the raising of
money

Mr COHEN Have you ever heard of Business Security Interna
tional

Mr SECORDBusiness Security International Not as far as I can
tell no

Mr COHEN You have never heard of that company or organiza
tion

Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN Do you know a Joel M Patterson
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN A Colonel Dale E Duncan
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN A Colonel James Longhoffer
Mr SECORDColonel Longhoffer I knew when he was a Lieuten

ant Colonel and he was ,a staff officer in our task force in 1980
Mr COHEN That was the last contract you had with him
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COHEN One final point Mr Chairman and I will be

through
You received end user certificates for the British blowpipe from a

South American General to facilitate aid to the Contras is that
correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COHEN Would you tell us a bit about the blowpipe
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Mr SECORD Yes sir It is a man-portable surface-to-air missile
manufactured by the British and it is thought to be superior to the
SA-7s which the contras had

Mr COHEN It would be a bad weapon to fall in the hands of the
terrorists

Mr SECORDYes I think it would be very bad to fall in the hands
of terrorists

Mr COHEN Did you have difficulty in acquiring end user certifi
cates for the blowpipe

Mr SECORD Not only did we have difficulty in acquiring them
but we had difficulties in acquiring the weapon and did not

Mr COHEN What about the end user certificates
Mr SECORDWe got the end user certificates from the General

'El Salvador
Mr COHEN So you still have those
Mr SECORDThere are copies around somewhere I don't have it
Mr COHEN You don't know where they are
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COHEN Aren't they valuable Can't they be sold given to

people who are not authorized to have them
Mr SECORDYes that is possible I hadn't thought of that In any

case we were not successful in getting the blowpipe missiles, and
the

hol4er
esf m th* we ,hasl .mind ,requtred

United hgdom a "so there was another check there
Mr COHEN But you have no knowledge where they are right

now
Mr SECORDI can't remember how many copies were made Very

few
Mr COHEN Would you undertake a diligent effort to General

Secord to search through your records to find those end user certif
icates and return them

Mr SECORDI will look everywhere.I have already described ev
erything I have got but I have already assured the committee that
I would undertake to find some more of these documents that we
had filed overseas and I have done that and I am continuing to
try to do that

Mr COHEN But if you do come up with the documents are you
agreeing to turn those over

Mr SECORDYes sir absolutely
Mr COHEN That is all I have Mr Chairman
Mr SECORDMay I add Mr Cohen I am diligently trying to find

additional records right now for the committee and I will do it
Mr COHEN Thank you
Chairman INOUYE The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Illi

nois Mr Hyde
Mr HYDE Thank you Mr Chairman
General Secord you are old enough to remember the 1950s the

early 1950s when Edward R Murrow taught us that guilt by asso
ciation was one of the most obscene things that any politician could
engage in I guess you have noticed how times change and it is now
kind of trendy to use guilt by association at least it seems to me it
is much more in fashion now than it was back in the 1950s

And General you have been charged with running your own for
eign policy As I have listened and studied this scenario it seems to
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me you were implementing somebody else's policy that perhaps the
National Security Council had developed and while we can criti
cize the process that developed that policy and the policy itself I
don't think we can criticize it from any position of strength consid
ering our own bewildering reversals of field regarding the demo
cratic resistance in Nicaragua

For example as I have studied the checkered career of assistance
to the democratic resistance in Nicaragua in 1982 Congress au
thorized and appropriated $24 million In 1983 we increased that to
$27 million but we restricted it to humanitarian assistance only
no military aid

In 1984 zero no humanitarian no military In 1985 zero for
military But then when we got to September of 1985 to March
1986 we authorized and appropriated $27 million for humanitarian
only and a limited amount of information sharing

Then in 1986 or fiscal 1987 $100 million for humanitarian and
military but of course that got delayed by the Speaker of the
House until the last waning moments of the session Now 1987
this year I think the smart money is on another big fat zero

So when I try to characterize our policy Congress the official
partner with the President in foreign policy our policy toward Cen
tral America life and death situations I grasp for words.vacillat
ing oscillating wavering hesitant inconsistent faltering And so
it seems to me as we stand on Mount Olympus wagging our fingers
at extra-legal foreign policies we don't do so from a position of
strength

Now as to the impropriety that one of my colleagues under
scored.and rightly so.of getting third countries to contribute
money to support the Contras.it is a shame It is a process to be
avoided at all costs But it just seems to me that in the real world
the alternative is the destruction of the democratic resistance in
Nicaragua Once they dissolve you are not going to ever reconsti
tute them And when that happens you have the threat of the
spread of the revolution without frontiers throughout the isthmus
In these circumstances it seems to me you do what you have to do
any port in a storm If your ship is sinking you swim toward land
even if it is South Africa

I am trying to listen to the inquisition that has been directed at
you and I am trying to find a place to put it to label it I think you
are being charged with the high crime of ambiguity of intention
Were you going to make a profit Weren't you

We have got to get to the bottom of this but you must under
stand that profit-making is not a hallowed concept universally in
this town

Now I am troubled however by the theory under which you
have agreed to with Senator Rudman return the residue as we
euphemistically call these proceeds in the Swiss accounts

Now if your theory is that the money was yours having paid the
CIA for these weapons in full and up front because they would not
give you the weapons unless they got every nickel they wanted or
billed for and having purchased them you have dominion over
them You set the prices and you passed them on to Ghorbanifar or
to Iran and the proceeds of that were therefore your money over
which you had dominion The enterprise was yours to do with as
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you wish Therefore when you gave Calero $3 million that
wasn't a diversion of somebody else's funds it was an allocation by
the enterprise of funds over which it had dominion and control I
think that is your theory

However if you adopt Senator Rudman's theory that somehow
you owe the residue to the U.S Government and you better agree
to turn it over it seems to me that that isn't an act of grace on
your part but an obligation You have got U.S Treasury funds You
are standing on two stools that are rapidly slipping apart and a
horrible hernia at least will be the result of that

So I just.I am not trying to instruct counsel because you have
an excellent lawyer.by the way what is his name

Mr SECORDTom Green
Mr HYDE Tom Green I thought I would give him a good com

mercial An excellent lawyer
But I would choose "allocation of funds rather than "diversion.
In any event would you say General that a major reason for

the weakness in the United States capability to conduct covert op
erations is the fact that keeping secrecy when Congress is notified
is virtually impossible

Before you answer that let me concede that the executive leaks
the CIA leaks the Defense Department leaks It is a high art form
in Washington to leak but you people when you are in Govern
ment when you are at the White House when you are at the CIA
and you are obliged to come up to the Hill and disclose covert ac
tivities I think you have a problem

Bill Colby former CIA director in his book memoirs said that

aj ovOrt pperati rted to Con in the year 1975 leaked
instantaneously and s

I carry with me.not in my pocket but readily accessible at all
times.an Op Ed piece by Daniel Shore in the Washington Post
November 14 1985 You remember Daniel Shore He was the
fellow that got ahold of the secret classified transcript of the Pike
committee and revealed it

In any event Daniel Shore wrote that in 1975 the CIA support
of the anti-Communist faction in Angola also a Kissinger project
was disclosed after it became an issue in the House Foreign Affairs
Committee

Mr HYDE The late Representative Leo Ryan and a member of
that committee told me in an interview at the time that he could
condone such a leak if it was the only way to block an ill-conceived
operation So you have Leo Ryan of blessed memory who was
killed in the Jonestown disaster but of a mindset that says if I
don't like a policy and I am a Congressman then I can leak it to
frustrate that policy

Now this notion is widespread You really have a problem don't
you disclosing covert operations to a place where you know it is
going to be disclosed Is that correct

Mr SECORDWithout question I wish I could have said it as elo
quently

Mr HYDE Another fascinating excursion that we have gone
through is the legal minefield that the distinguished Senators are
putting you through You have sat there for three days with 27
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grand high inquisitors or at least prosecutors trying to assail your
position legal military philosophical economical

Let me just quote from the Tower Report and see if you have any
comment about the legal minefield that you are in the middle of

The President's emphaticsupport for the Contrasprovokedan often bitter debate
with the Congress The result was an intense political struggle between the Presi
dent and the Congressover how to define U.S policytoward Nicaragua Congress
soughtto restrict the President's ability to implementhis policyand

And here is the important line
What emergedwas a highlyambiguouslegal environment

Continuing with the Tower Report
The 1984prohibitionwas subject to conflictinginterpretation on the question of

whether the NSCwas coveredby the BolandAmendment Confusiononly increased
In December 1985Congressapprovedclassifiedamounts of funds to the Contrasfor
communicationsand advice The authorization was subject however to a classified
annex negotiatedby the Senate and HouseIntelligenceCommitteesAn exchangeof
letters initiated the day the law passed evidencesthe extreme difficultyeven the
chairmen of the two committeeshad in decidingwhat the annex permitted or pro
scribed

Now that is the legal environment in which you are working is
that not so

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr HYDE By the way you have to pay every dime the CIA

wanted for these weapons before you took control of them is that
correct

Mr SECORDIncluding a $240,000 overrun
Mr HYDE And pay it up front
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr HYDE Before you got those
Mr SECORDYes
Mr HYDE General you testified earlier that you don't think the

Contras can win a military victory in Nicaragua but you also said
if they stay in the field it might bring the Sandinistas to the table

I would like to read to you a paragraph from an article by a gen
tleman called Bruce McCohn M-c-C-o-h-n in the November-Decem
ber issue of "Freedom magazine_ It is another piece of paper I
carry with me

At the heart of the upcomingdebate lies the victory issue Can the Nicaraguan
DemocraticResistancewin But the way the questionis posedusually obscuresthe
proper response Victoryin a low-intensitywar doesnot signifythat the adversaryhas been militarily defeated It is confirmationthat he is exhausted and bled drythat he is psychologicallydefeated The aim of guerrilla war is to slowly through
singlesmall actions culminatein larger operations erodethe domesticand interna
tional perception of a government's legitimacy Victory comes unnoticed throughthe back door in an unexpectedmomentwhen a regime collapseslike a punctured
balloon

Would you agree with that
Mr SECORDTotally
Mr HYDE General you know I just want to say this I don't

know what the truth is This is a very murky inquiry that we are
going into But I just have a visceral feeling that you and 011ie
North are the kind of guys that the country turns to when it is in
real trouble and it has a dirty job to do and it needs some brains
and some bravery They find people like you if they are lucky
enough to find you and get you to do the job and when it is all
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over then you can twist in the wind or you can fend for yourself
Good luck

I only say to you you are not alone in that unhappy experience
The British turned Winston Churchill out after World War II in
favor of Clement Atlee I don't know if that clears you up but it is
worth thinking about Thank you

Mr SECORD Thank you very much Mr Hyde I would like to
just say that I recognize fully your trouble with the two theories
about the money But I have to tell you that the decision that I
reached on this is simply because I am sick and tired of being badg
ered about this and beat over the head about it and I don't care
about the money

Chairman INOUYE Thank you very much
I am pleased to recognize the gentleman from Alabama Senator

Heflin
Mr HEFLIN General the questioning has pretty well covered the

waterfront here and I will try to be brief
The first two days that you testified you came across as an excel

lent witness as well as an educated articulate forthright individ
ual who exhibited an excellent memory and who painted a picture
of a real desire to serve his country and who recognized the threat
of the spread of Marxism in Central America and that the Contras
should be fully supported

Then yesterday doubts about your truthfulness and honesty were
generated and many of us are in a quandry or state of uncertainty
as to whether to believe your story and what are the true facts

Under one interpretation of the evidence you are a real patriot
for your cause Under a different interpretation of the same evi
dence one can conclude that you were interested primarily in
making money for personal gain in a corrupt manner There may
be other interpretations I have an open mind and will continue to
reserve judgment until all of the witnesses have testified and the
evidence is in

The most troublesome testimony to me was why was this surplus
of $6 to $10 million not spent to help the Contras when you state
that the Contras so desperately needed help and Colonel North
was urging you to help them more

Also I have considerable uncertainty in my mind as to whether
you did or did not mislead Colonel North into believing that $12
million from the arms sale had been spent on the Contras when
only around $3 million had

In fairness to you I would like for you to address these issues
and to give you ample time to address them and particularly the
question of why a surplus instead of Contra assistance

Mr SECORDSir I have tried my best to testify as to the require
ment for the surplus for operating revenues in those accounts We
had to go forward in an ad hoc basis We were walking into dark
ness all the time We didn't know what was going to happen next

I had to have monies I couldn't go back for more money I had to
err on the conservative side if you will if there were to be errors
There were overruns unexpected contingencies We were dealing
with the second channel I had the question of whether to buy an
airplane or not All these things were floating around
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With respect to the $12 million you referred to I believe that
number appears in the famous memo which was supposedly writ
ten in the spring of 1986 I don't know where 011ie North got that
number from It is a completely alien number and he knew it was
It was far far more money than any of us ever anticipated generat
ing at that time or at any other time in the operation

So I think you are just going to have to ask Colonel North I
think he will testify to it honestly but I believe that the story as I
have spun it out here sir will be corroborated by the people that
follow me

Mr HEFLIN I gather in regard to keeping a surplus and transfer
ring it to another account as you have recited was primarily in
dealing with the Iranian issue to build better relations with the
moderate element and also for use in releasing hostages and to
have this for the future

Now reviewing your activity and when you came into the Irani
an arms sale procedure as I gather from your testimony there had
been two arms sales that you were not involved in The first arms
sale that you were involved in was in November of 1985 the next
in February of 1986 and the next in May of 1986.three arms
sales

However during this period of time no hostage was released Ac
tually I think the hostage that was released following that was on
July 29th 1986 hostage Jenco

Now why take away from Contra aid and build a reserve or a
surplus when arms sales to release hostages were proving unsuc
cessful and when the Contras needed funds so desperately

Mr SECORD Sir in the period after the May delivery which is
when the bulk of the surplus was generated we were liable to have
to return $12 to $13 million of $15 million minus the transporta
tion costs This is a great deal of money That is about the amount
of money.I don't even think we had that much money in the ac
counts at that time

It would be interesting to look at the records and see exactly how
much was in there I think we had already sent considerable funds
to the Contras and could not even pay that back

Mr HEFLIN I have no further questions
Chairman HAMILTON I am pleased to recognize the distinguished

Majority Leader Mr Foley
Mr FoLEY Mr Secord when you met with firms prior to sale of

arms from Iran you indicated at that time you were not an agent
for the CIA or for the U.S Government or agent thereof

Mr SECORDThat was my belief
Mr FoLEY That you were a commercial cutout and had as Sena

tor McClure indicated an arms-length relationship with the
agency

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr FoLEY You could have sold those arms to any country in the

world and been within your legal rights
Mr SECORDIn theory
Mr FoLEY But as a practical matter you were not designated as

a commercial cutout except under the understanding that you
could carry out the wishes of the CIA in making the sales to Iran
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Mr SECORD There was no such explicit discussion with those
lawyers but it was clear that is where they were to go and they
trusted me

Mr FoLEY So you had a moral obligation to follow the direction
of the CIA in that regard

Mr SECORDNo question
Mr FoLEY And you undertook that responsibility without any

thought of varying in any way from their wishes in that respect
Mr SECORDYou are correct
Mr FoLEY But you still did not consider yourself an agent
Mr SECORDNo
Mr FoLEY What is the distinction
Mr SECORD I don't see how I am an agent of the Government

Mr Foley I wasn't paid a nickel by the Government I had no con
tract there are no terms of references no instructions no nothing
I was in a room full of lawyers at one time They didn't try to
make me an agent

Mr FoLEY But you were an instrument of the policy or you saw
yourself as an agent

Mr SECORDIndeed
Mr FoLEY You made a decision apparently with Mr Hakim not

to share personally in the benefits of any of these sales
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr FoLEY When was that decision made again in mid-1985
Mr SECORDProbably August
Mr FoLEY August 1985 And instead to turn those proceeds to

the use of the so-called enterprise which would help the Contras in
Nicaragua

Mr SECORDAnd I believe that has been done
Mr FoLEY Were the accounts which were organized around

Lake Resources derived from the sale of arms to the Contras the
sale of arms to Iran and contributions to the Contra cause as you
testified

Mr SECORDI am not sure I understand the question
Mr FoLEY Was Lake Resources receiving all of its funds-
Mr SECORDYes the answer is yes
Mr FoLEY [continuing] From the sale of arms to Calero the sale

of arms to Iran and contributions to the Contra cause
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr FoLEY Are you aware of an account by the name of Albon

Values
Mr SECORDI have seen that in the records yes
Mr FoLEY Did you as with other accounts that you have testi

fied about have direction over this account in the Credit Suisse
Mr SECORDYes
Mr FoLEY And did you authorize transfers from that account in

May and June of 1986 to a commercial bank in Sterling Colorado
for the benefit of Tri-State Arms

Mr SECORDNo That came from Mr Hakim's personal funds
Mr FoLEY There were no transfers from the account as far as

you know
Mr SECORDNo there were transfers
Mr FoLEY Did you authorize the transfers
Mr SECORDNo Mr Hakim did this
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Mr FoLEY He authorized the transfers
Mr SECORDYes
Mr FoLEY What was Tri-Arms Incorporated.Tri-State Arms
Mr SECORD As I have testified earlier this was a company

which was never created but it was a.there was a negotiation
among the several parties to from a joint venture to manufacture
weapons in a U.S location

Mr FoLEY And that was.and you were a party to that compa
ny

Mr SECORDI was a party to that but it did not materialize
Mr FoLEY But it was the intention of the company or the part

nership to develop an investment in American Arms Incorporated
for the purpose of manufacturing submachine gun or submachine
gun receivers-

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr FoLEY [continuing] For sale in the United States
Mr SECORDAnd abroad if legitimate customers could be found
Mr FoLEY Even in the United States the sale of such weapons

requires special licensing does it not
Mr SECORD It does and the semiautomatic version only under

law can be sold
Mr FoLEY What happened to Arms America
Mr SECORD They were in near bankruptcy when we heard of

them and we negotiated with them to see if we could save them
from bankruptcy but I believe they have gone down

Mr FoLEY Was there a loan to be made of $60,000
Mr SECORDYes
Mr FoLEY Was that actually made
Mr SECORDIt was
Mr FoLEY And it came from Hakim
Mr SECORDYes
Mr FoLEY Through Albon Values
Mr SECORD I haven't checked the particular transaction but if

that is what the records show yes
Mr FoLEY You don't know where Albon Values received its

funds
Mr SECORD I don't know how he allocated money into Albon

Values
Mr FoLEY Could it have come from Lake Resources
Mr SECORDYes
Mr FoLEY I understood that all the money in Lake Resources

had come from sales of weapons to Iran sale of weapons to Calero
and contribution to the Contra cause and you and Mr Hakim had
agreed in August or so of 1985 to distribute all of those funds ex
clusively for the benefit of the Contra cause and now we have in
June and May of 1986 a transfer of those accounts to a commercial
bank in Colorado for a private investment in an American Arms
Manufacturing Company Is that consistent

Mr SECORD Yes because I believe it came from Hakim's profit
account

Mr FoLEY From his profit account
Mr SECORDThat is what I believe
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Mr FoLEY You don't really know though because you don't
know how the account was set up or how the money was actually
disbursed

Mr SECORD No but there is no reason for me to know how he
handled his profit account

Mr FoLEY I thought you said that you were in a position to
direct the account

Mr SECORDI said I was in a position to direct all those moneys
which are involved in the Contra and the Iranian program

Mr FoLEY But we don't have any definition of which amounts in
the account are directed for that purpose

Mr SECORDHis sub-accounts that he organized underneath first
Energy Resources and then Lake Resources were his management
decisions

Mr FoLEY Do you think Albon Values is such an account
Mr SECORDI believe so but I'm not sure We have to audit the

account An internal profit auditing exercise has to be undertaken
and the committee hasn't had a chance to do that yet as far as I
know

Mr FoLEY When you spoke earlier of our intention as to build
up a fund of the enterprise in order to make it viable in carrying
out the aid to the Contras who were you referring to as "our"

Mr SECORDThe enterprise
Mr FoLEY You and Hakim
Mr SECORDYes
Mr FoLEY But Mr Hakim was also using the accounts in his

own name for use of his profits that had been placed in a fungible
state in those accounts.is that-

Mr SECORDI don't know
Mr FoLEY Did you have an understanding at the time you in

vested in Arms America through.or American Arms Incorporated
through Tri-State that you would have a share in Mr Hakim's
transfers The money is coming from Hakim you say through
Albon Values to invest in this company in which you are a part
ner

Mr SECORD I answered that question previously but I will
answer it again Mr Hakim's part of the deal was to invest the
moneys that were required There were first three others and later
two other individuals myself and one Fes Mr Royer and an
other gentleman by the name of3araetica who were to make
other contributions

Mr FoLEY And you were not to make a financial contribution to
the enterprise

Mr SECORD No I was to be in charge of the marketing if the
venture came to fruition which it did not

Mr FoLEY Do you know of any document where Mr Hakim's
name is associated with Tri-State Arms

Mr SECORDI think there is a document somewhere in the com
pany records

Mr FoLEY You in fact signed a document dissolving the part
nership did you not

Mr SECORDI told you the venture collapsed
Mr FoLEY But you signed an agreement to settle how the final

disbursements would be made
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Mr SECORD I may have I don't recall I haven't seen the docu
ment you have there

Mr FoLEY Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr SECORDThank you sir
Chairman INOUYE The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Vir

ginia Mr Trible
Mr TRIBLE Thank you Mr Chairman
General let us at first try to nail down the facts and circum

stances surrounding your meeting this week with Admiral Poin
dexter

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr TRIBLE When precisely did you meet Admiral Poindexter

time and place and day
Mr SECORD It was the day of.yesterday after the hearing in

my attorney's office
Mr TRIBLE So you met with Admiral Poindexter after your tes

timony here
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr TRIBLE And that meeting also came after the time that Ad

miral Poindexter met with the counsel of the two committees
Mr SECORDI have no idea
Mr TRIBLE Counsel met as I understand it last weekend pursu

ant to the agreement struck between the committees and the spe
cial counsel Tell us precisely what was said at that meeting and
why was it that you met

Mr SECORDI don't know that I can tell you precisely what was
said

Mr TRIBLE As best you can recollect
Mr SECORD I can tell you that his attorney called my attorney

and said that John wanted to drop by if we didn't object to shake
my hand I was flattered

Mr TMIELE And he did drop by and you shook hands and that
was the sum and substance of the meeting

Mr SECORDThere was no substance of the meeting except what
I regarded as a very flattering gesture on his part There were
three attorneys there

Mr TRIBLE I think it is important to you as well as for us to
know precisely the terms of that meeting

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr TRIBLE Now let's turn to Zucker Senator Cohen asked you

a couple of questions about Mr Zucker and you had mentioned
him in testimony yesterday as I recall Is it fair to say Mr Zucker
is a fiduciary Swiss secret bank manager

Mr SECOxn Mr Zucker is an American attorney Mr Zucker is
a money manager and a fiduciary under Swiss law and he has
been established in Switzerland for many years

Mr TRIBLE And your testimony is that you were introduced by
Mr Hakim

Mr SECORDRight
Mr TRIBLE Have you signed any fiduciary agreements with Mr

Zucker
Mr SECORDAs I testified earlier I signed a fiduciary agreement

some time in 1985 for him to manage whatever profits were gener
ated I later abandoned that
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Mr TRIBLE In what fashion Did you terminate that agreement
Mr SECORD I advised Zucker and Hakim that I was not taking

any profits They were both well aware of it
Mr TRIBLE But you still have a written agreement with Mr

Zucker to manage-
Mr SECORDThat is no longer operative because I don't have an

account
Mr TRIBLE Do you have a copy of that agreement that you

might make available to us
Mr SECORD I don't think I have a copy but I will try to get a

copy for you
Mr TRIBLE How much money has Mr Zucker managed for you

over the years
Mr SECORD Only in that one instance an amount of several

hundred thousand dollars maybe $400,000
Mr TRIBLE Have you received reports from Mr Zucker through

the years or only with regard to that transaction
Mr SECORD No I didn't receive any reports from him because

the account was washed out I looked to him to manage it and he
did but it was only for a period of months

Mr TRIBLE Did Zucker ever offer you advice on business invest
ments

Mr SECORDYes and he acted as an attorney also
Mr TRIBLE Let me ask you to turn your attention to Tri-Amer

ica Tri-American Arms about which there have also been ques
tions raised

At a point $150,000 was invested in this partnership is that cor
rect

Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr TRIBLE Where did that money come from
Mr SECORDMr Hakim as I have just testified
Mr TRIBLE Why would he invest in that enterprise
Mr SECORD Because he based upon my recommendation

thought it was a pretty good business prospect
Mr TRIBLE Did Mr Hakim have a beneficial ownership or bene

ficial interest in that partnership
Mr SECORD Yes but the partnership was never consummated
Mr TRIBLE So Hakim invested $150,000 into an enterprise that

never took-
Mr SECORDIn order to save it This was part of the problem.in

order to save the deal money had to be put up in a fairly short
period of time because of bankruptcy problems and because of up
coming changes in the law with respect to those types of weapons
and they wanted to be able to manufacture some weapons under
the old law and time ran out and it didn't materialize

Mr TRIBLE But $150,000 was invested in the partnership
Mr SECORDYes
Mr TRIBLE And that money came from Hakim
Mr SECORD $60,000 of it was used only and the balance minus

legal fees were sent to.l
Mr TRIBLE Who were the partners in this enterprise
Mr* S.EC Ra-The intended partners were Mr: Marosditto Mr

'Royer myself and Albert Hakim
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Mr TRIBLE I have before me a document that has been handed
to your counsel It is marked exhibit 75 It is titled "Waiver and
Termination of Partnership, and it bears what purports to be your
signature

Is that your signature
Mr SECORDLet me look at the document a minute
Yes it is
Mr TRIBLE This is an agreement executed between you and

what parties
Mr SECORDDon r'Marostica Larry Royer and me
Mr TRIBLE This indicates that you had discussed formation of

this partnership that you had taken certain actions for example
you have enumerated $150,000 being invested pursuant to this doc
ument you are terminating that partnership is that correct

Mr SECORDRight
Mr TRIBLE Who are these fellows who are partners here
Mr SECORDTwo businessmen in the West
Mr TRIBLE You have talked about the purpose of this partner

ship being to look into the possibility of the production of arms or
investing in a company that did so

Mr SECORDRight
Mr TRIBLE Were there other purposes considered by this compa

ny other investments considered
Mr SECORDWe were talking about some other investments yes
Mr TRIBLE Isn't it a fact that Mr Zucker came to the U.S or at

least investigated at your request and that of your partner's possi
ble investments for you to make

Mr SECORDYes he did We were always looking for business op
portunities

Mr TRIBLE Exactly Let me direct your attention to exhibit 76
which is a memorandum from a Bill Zucker to Albert Hakim Up
in the corner it has file "W/ and then three initials which seem
to be your initials I don't know whose writing that might be

Are you familiar with this confidential memorandum about those
potential investments

Mr SECORDI don't know Please let me look at it
Mr TRIBLE Take a look at that if you will because I would like

to talk to you about it
Mr SECORD This is a lengthy document I am going to have to

read the whole document Senator
Mr TRIBLE I will just refer you to pertinent parts of that docu

ment and you can take what time is required to form a response
First before we go to 76 let me ask you to take one more look at
exhibit 75 and tell me if you see anywhere on that document
Albert Hakim's signature

Mr SECORDNo but I was representing Albert Hakim's interests
and he will testify to that I was representing his interests He
wasn't here at the time

Mr TRIBLE So Hakim had no formal interest in this enterprise
and yet he contributed $150,000 to the enterprise

Mr SECORDHe had a formal interest in the enterprise The en
terprise never matured We wanted to terminate it so this is a ter
mination agreement We wanted to terminate what was going on
We were having some problems
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Mr TRIBLE And your contribution to the enterprise
Mr SECORDAs I said earlier my contribution was to be market

ing of the product The enterprise did not come to fruition
Mr TRIBLE I think you also testified yesterday that you were

going to offer expertise to the activities of the enterprise as your
contribution

Mr SECORDYes marketing
Mr TRIBLE Were you Hakim's nominee in terms of the oper

ation of this partnership
Mr SECORDI don't know whether he was his nominee or not I

was presenting him and he was well aware of it He will testify to
that I am sure

Mr TRIBLE Let's look if we may at some of the activities of Tri
American arms There has been some testimony by your pursuant
to questions posed that you considered investing in a company.in
fact an investment in an arms company was made was it not

Mr SECORD$60,000
Mr TRIBLE $60,000 went to American arms
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr TRIBLE All right sir Now let me direct your attention now

to exhibit 76 if I might Again is this document what it purports
to be and that is a memo from your fiduciary Bill Zucker to your
friend and partner Albert Hakim about investment opportunities
for the company we are now discussing

Mr SECORDYes
Mr TRIBLE In the second paragraph it talks about to date STTGI

has founded Tri-American Arms with $150,000 in U.S money of
which Don.what is his name-

Mr SECORDMorostica
Mr TRIBLE Distributed $60,000 of American arms and/or wanted

subcontractors to pay for the manufacture of 2,000 receivers Re
ceivers are what

Mr SECORDPart of the weapon
Mr TRIBLE All right sir
Mr SECORDSenator if I may there is reference here to STTGI

demonstrates what I said earlier STTGI is Albert Hakim and I
Mr TRIBLE Is that Stanford-
Mr SECORDTechnology Trading Group International
Mr TRIBLE Let me direct your attention to exhibit 77 and a brief

and yet further discussion of this one investment opportunity This
is for Larry Royer and R Secord and it discusses the merits of this
transaction for further investment in American arms

In paragraph 6 it projects profits of $22 million That is a sub
stantial amount of money

Mr SECORDMay I look at the document
Mr TRIBLE Please
Mr SECORDYes this was from an investment venture capitalist

who had examined this appropriation and was looking at trying to

buy out what remained of it And these are his projections he

thought he could sell large amounts of these units to military
units

Subsequent to this I told him that I did not regard the military
as a good marketing target because this weapon is too light for
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that So this was simply a projection that he was making based on
numbers that are not too good

Mr TRIBLE So now let me refer you again to exhibit 76 Turn if
you will to the back where you see handwritten several pages that
project operations and sales for American arms

Mr SECORD This is not my handwriting so I am not familiar
with it right now

Mr TRIBLE Let's you and I review it together then This is part
of the document or at least appended to the document that you are
familiar with It talks about two phases of this project 4,000 arms
before the Government deadline phase two relocation of plant

Then it sets forth in the first phase the pricing of guns selling
price per unit comes out to 7,200,000 cost per unit 1 million pro
jected.

Mr SECORDWhat is the up of all this Senator I don't follow you
at all

Mr TRIBLE Just listen General
Mr SECORDI am trying to listen
Mr TRIBLE We will get to that
The bottom line is $6.2 million Again substantial sums of dol

lars projected from these activities is that correct
Mr SECORDThat is what the notes say They are not my notes
Mr TRIBLE Now on the next page we have assignments Don

Dick and Larry Are these the first names of the partners
Mr SECORDYes
Mr TRIBLE And next to Dick is "capital. You are the man who

brings in the dollars for these purposes
Mr SECORD But remember I said that Hakim was going to

produce the dollars and it says in the same document that it is
founded by STTGIOK which means Hakim and Seccrd

Mr TRiBLE So Hakim through you would generate the capital
for these investment opportunities

Mr SECORDWhoever wrote the document believed that yes
Mr TRIBLE Now the last page projection of sales in the first

year it says note domestic sales projected and then it talks about
selling to the Contras and to the Saudis and the Gulf States

Talks about 25 percent commission and over $1 million profit
once again These were the activities at least projected if this in
vestment had been pursued Is that correct

Mr SECORD Yes but I don't know who the author of this par
ticular document was but whoever it was was making a lot of as
sumptions that were incorrect These were just notional projects
that the author was making

Mr TRiBLE I understand but they do reflect do they not some
accuracy of the discussions surrounding this investment opportuni
ty

Mr SECORDI can't attest to the accuracy because the numbers
are not right and the markets are not right These are very light
weapons They are good for sportsmen for special police units
things like that

Mr TRiBLE All right now let me just go through this balance of
the memo quickly It talks about-

Mr SECORD No military outfit would ever use them They are
too cheap
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Mr TRIBLE Substantial markup The memo talks about an in
vestment in timber company Do you expertise about timber oper
ations

Mr SECORDNo but we were very interested in learning about it
Mr TRIBLE You say it could be accomplished with a minimal in

vestment of $100,000 on which profits of millions could be realized
Mr SECORDYes this was the original opinion of a venture capi

talist and I believe that one of the main purposes of this memo
from Zucker to Hakim was to check on the accuracy of such a
thing

Mr TRIBLE But again an investment was contemplated that
would realize at least according to this memo millions of dollars
and once again your duty if this had been realized or pursued
was to raise $100,000 is that correct

You or Hakim
Mr SECORDIn this case it would be Hakim's responsibility
Mr TRIBLE All right sir Hakim acting through you
Mr SECORDYes
Mr TRIBLE Next on the next page of the memo there is discus

sion of an investment in a company process that would upgrade
cattle feed and you actually invested $50,000 in that did you not

Mr SECORDIn what
Mr TRIBLE In CareTe Interaatioaial Page 3
Mr SECORDMarostica advanced the $50,000
Mr TRIBLE Did he advance that individually or-
Mr SECORD Individually and it is a sticking point that we are

still negotiating with him It should not have been done
Mr TRIBLE Was that done on behalf of the partnership or by the

gentleman individually
Mr SECORDHe did it individually on behalf of the partnership
Mr TRIBLE And where did that $50,000 come from
Mr SECORDIt was part of the 150
Mr TRIBLE Then next there is a discussion_ of.in the next

paragraph aboytt Saralife International or Sarlife to upgrade the
use of wheat residual That and other opportunity for investments
$50,000 here

Then another business opportunity under consideration by phar
maceuticals What we are talking about are substantial sums of
money that would be required to make these kinds of investments
and of course substantial profits contemplated should they be suc
cessful

Where are those dollars coming from
Mr SECORDMr Hakim had limited amounts of funds to invest

He wanted to have the best possible investment These are a collec
tion of many different business proposals that were being made to
us by the business consultant Mr Morastica and Mr Royer and
Albert Hakim asked Bill Zucker with his experience in business to
examine all of them

This was the beginning of the examination and none of those
things came to fruition

Mr TRIBLE Where did Mr Hakim get the $150,000
Mr SECORDI have already testified that I believe he took it from

his profit accounts
Mr TRIBLE From his profit accounts but you do not know
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Mr SECORDNo I have not seen where he could have got it from
Mr TRIBLE Now you have been asked on several occasions I

think if you have a Swiss bank account and you have said no is
that correct

Mr SECORD I gave you a signed document this morning that
says that

Mr TRIBLE How about other bank accounts
Mr SECORDI have a checking account in a British.in the Brit

ish Midland Bank which has about 95 pounds in it
Mr TRIBLE How about any beneficial interest in any foreign ac

counts
Mr SECORDNone I have answered that previously
Mr TRIBLE Any member of your family
Mr SECORDNo
Mr TRIBLE The purpose of this line of questioning is just to raise

once again General the fact that you are living in a world very
different than any of us You are dealing in a world of foreign bank
accounts investments changing parts and big dollars big dollars
which you can't really explain where they came from who provid
ed them or really the purpose to which they would be directed

Mr SECORDI don't agree with that
Mr TRIBLE I understand that and the record will speak for

itself and that was the point of raising the question To raise the
question and give you an opportunity to respond

Mr SECORDThank you sir
Mr TRIBLE I am not going at this late hour to at the same time

plow any new ground or pursue line of questioning further Rather
let me review if I might very briefly the testimony as I see it

General you have been a very effective witness By that I mean
that you have presented your case very impressively with the ex
ception of several times yesterday when you lost your composure
and showed indications of anger or arrogance You have been com
manding in your presence and your presentation has been quite
persuasive

What you have done is you have wrapped yourself and these ac
tivities in the American flag in an attempt to justify what you
have done I am convinced that you are a man who loves this coun
try and I am convinced that you are a man who has sought to ad
vance the interests of this country as you saw them

But there are some deeply troubling aspects to your testimony
and I guess that is the point of the hard questions that have been
posed

Money secret bank accounts dealing with very very dark fig
ures Millions and millions of dollars Many people on this commit
tee find it hard to believe that a man who prides himself so much
on being in command."this is my enterprise "this is my idea
"these are my dollars".could know so little care no more would
forswear as much as you have done Suffice it to say that your tes
timony about the dollars and the bank accounts and the characters
that you have been working with is deeply troubling

So I think it is appropriate that hard questions have been asked
After the cross examination yesterday a lot of my Virginia con
stituents called my office and said who is this guy from New York
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Mr ARTHURLIMAN I thought his cross examination was neces
sary and I thought it was appropriate

And I make no apology for the tough questions my colleagues
have posed Nor should you be offended by those You came here
you said because you wanted to put the truths out on the table If
you know anything about the truths and pursuit of truth you
know it requires hard questions as well as candid responses

I also think it is appropriate that Senator Boren and others have
pursued a discussion of your associations your associates and your
confederates In the main they are not patriots They are out and
out profiteers or worse Your association with men like Wilson
Hakim Clines Zucker it does say something about you It says
something about your judgment your character your credibility
and people are judged after all by the company they keep

So that is why we have gone through this long series of ques
tions Today your actions and your testimony are being judged by
200 million Americans Regardless of the size of the jury be it 200
million or smaller some people are going to believe you are a patri
ot and others will believe you are a privateer I think you are
both I think you are a man who pursued national interests as he
saw it because he loved his country but also a man who pursued at
the same time enormous profits

Now that is the best of the American dream People would love
to be in that position to advance the common good and at the
same time to advance their own personal interests

Here we have a problem The problem for you and the problem
for this country is that your activities seem to have run afoul of
the Constitution and the law of the land They seem to have run
afoul That is why we are here

What you have done in a very complete and detailed fashion is
you have built the foundation on which this committee will build
in the days and weeks ahead Everything that is said in the weeks
ahead will be measured by what you have said today It will be
measured against it and in the process we are going to learn a lot
more about you General we are going to learn a lot more about
your confederates and your associates we are both going to learn
a lot more about your Government and the American people and
our future

Thank you very much
Chairman HAMILTON The Chair recognizes the gentleman from

Massachusetts Mr Boland
Mr BOLAND General Secord have you been before any other

congressional investigations
Mr SECORDI am sorry sir I couldn't hear
Mr BOLAND At any congressional investigation you have not

been You testified on the Hill I take it
Mr SECORDI have testified on the Hill but just routinely
Mr BOLAND I think one thing you have learned from this one is

that congressional investigations are forums for many opinions are
they not

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLAND Let me ask you a couple questions there won't be

too many I think you have been an excellent witness after four
trying days so we are now coming to the end of the road.
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You testified that you believe that your activities.and I assume
that you were referring to your activities with respect to both the
Iran and the Contra affairs and that your activities were known as
approved by the administration You did testify to that

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLANDAnd what was the basis for that belief
Mr SECORD Discussions with two National Security Advisers a

Cabinet Officer Mr Casey Oliver North
Mr BOLANDAnyone beyond Oliver North
Mr SECORDYes Admiral Poindexter
Mr BOLANDThat was aware of your conduct
Mr SECORDAdmiral Poindexter and to a lesser degree during

the time that he was involved Mr McFarlane
Mr BOLAND How did you know that they were aware of your

particular activities in these areas
Mr SECORDPoindexter and McFarlane Because I discussed di

rectly with them my activities
Mr BOLANDAnd did you ever discuss any aspect of the diversion

of proceeds from the Iranian arms sales or your contra supply oper
ation with Robert McFarlane

Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOLAND On the fli ht back to

Washington
from London in

December of 1985 wit as iie and North.do you remember
the flight

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLANDJust the three of you were on the flight as I under

stand
Mr SECORDThat is correct sir
Mr BOLAND McFarlane never asked what other kind of things

you were working on
Mr SECORD No He was tired he wanted to go to sleep But I

badgered him a little bit about Iran
Mr BOLAND Did North ever mention anything at all with refer

ence to these activities on that flight or was he asked or did you
volunteer any information

Mr SECORDAbout the Contras
Mr BOLAND At that time I am talking about the flight in De

cember of 1985 where just the three of you were returning from
London

Mr SECORD Yes sir I don't think the subject of the Contras
arose at all on that flight

Mr BOLAND Now Mr McFarlane testified before.you are
aware of it I am sure.before the Tower Commission that North
had informed him in Tehran in May of 1986.and I think he in
formed him on the tarmac of the Tehran Airport.of the diversion
of funds to the Contras You testified that McFarlane spoke with
you in Tel Aviv when he came back from Tehran

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLAND And you and McFarlane were the only two people

at that particular meeting and as I understand it he was report
ing to you about his meeting in Tehran is that correct

Mr SECORDThat is not quite correct
There were a number of people standing outside the airport
Mr BOLANDThere were a number of people at that meeting
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Mr SECORDIt wasn't a meeting Mr Boland it was a quick chat
Mr BOLAND Did he indicate that when he arrived in Tel Aviv

from Tehran he wanted to meet with you.you were told he
wanted to meet with you

Mr SECORD I don't recall that I recall meeting him at the air
craft when he got off I recall chatting with him standing there on
the tarmac A number of other people were walking around there
I recall him getting on the SATCOM gear which had been set up
on the tarmac That was what he was most interested in getting a
telephone call back into the White House

Mr BOLAND Let me ask you Mr Secord whether or not again
whether you and Mr McFarlane were together alone at a meeting
In Tel Aviv when he came back from Tehran

Mr SECORDWe may have been separated from the others for a
little while but not for long

Mr BOLANDAll right And he never mentioned the news that he
had just learned about the diversion that he had just learned a
couple hours before in Tehran an hour or something before

Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOLANDNever mentioned that
Mr SECORDHe never mentioned that
Mr BOLANDYou testified that you believed that both your Irani

an and Contra activities were sanctioned by the U.S Government
Mr McFarlane was North's boss for part of that time just part of
that time that you were involved with the Contras That is true
isn't it

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLAND Did you think that it was passing strange that he

didn't ask you about the status of the Contra operations either on
the flight back from London or in Tel Aviv after he learned of the
diversion

Mr SECORD No I don't think it was strange at all Everybody
was very very sad about the outcome at Tehran That was the
total focus as far as I know

Mr BOLAND I think you were asked did you ever discuss any
aspect of the diversion of proceeds from Iranian arms sales or any
other aspects of your Contra supply operation with Admiral John
Poindexter and if so when

Mr SECORD And I said that I did not discuss it with him but I
was informed that he was aware

Mr BOLANDYou never did
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOLAND You testified that you met Oliver North in a hotel

room on the day in November of 1985 I think perhaps November
25 1985 when he was discharged from the National Security Coun
cil You testified to that did you

Mr SECORD1986 Yes sir
Mr BOLAND Did you have occasion to meet with North + at

Embassy Suite citel at Tyson% Corner in December of x 5
Mr SECORDI don't recall any such meeting
Mr BOLAND In December 1985 at the Embassy Suite at Tyson's

Corner did you meet with-
Mr SECORD The meeting I recall was on November 26 at the

Embassy Suite
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Mr BOLANDWhat was the date
Mr SECORDNovember 26
Mr BOLANDNovember 25th
Mr SECORD26th
Mr BOLAND26th
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLANDWho arranged the meeting
Mr SECORD I don't recall who arranged it We agreed to meet

there
Mr BOLANDWhat was the purpose
Mr SECORD We are talking about 1986 aren't you After the

revelation
Mr BOLANDYes
Can you indicate who was present at that meeting
Mr SECORD Casey No sir I thought you said was Casey

present
Mr BoLAND*-WasTom Green present
Mr SECORDYes
Mr BOLANDWas Br n Sullivan present
Mr SECORDYes as I have already testified
Mr BOLANDWho was Brandon Sullivan
[Witness confers with his counsel.]
Mr SECORDHe is an attorney He is North's attorney
Mr BOLANDSo I take it that this meeting occurred after North's

refusal to testify before a committee of the House of Representa
tives

Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOLANDIt occurred before
Mr Sore
What was the date that North refused to testify.that was in De

cember was it not
Mr BOLAND I think he testified before the House Foreign Af

fairs Committee on I think December 9
Mr SECORDThis is November 26
Mr BOLAND 1986 yes I am talking about 1986
Mr SECORDYes sir So am I
Mr BOLANDYes
Was there any advice given to North to Colonel North at that

time by you
Mr SECORDBy me
Mr BOLANDYes
Mr SECORDNo
Mr BOLAND Can I ask whether or not any advice was given by

any of the lawyers there
Mr SECORDWell with respect to the committee these questions

involve joint client communications with my attorney which are
protected by both the attorney-client and joint defense privilege

Mr BOLAND Now I would like to direct your attention to the
period October 3 1984 through December 19 1985 just the matter
of a little amendment It has been variously described It was de
scribed I think by you as like swiss cheese full of holes

Mr SECORDNo sir I didn't say that
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Mr BOLAND And I think perhaps even the counsel for the
Senate indicated that he.that yesterday I think he mentioned the
same characterization that you applied to it

Can you indicate what your activity on behalf of the Contras at
that time during that period October 3 1984 through December
19 1985.I have a list of them here but you were pretty well in
volved in the Contra activities during that period were you not

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLAND What was the role of Oliver North in those activi

ties
Mr SECORD Oliver North introduced me to the Contra leaders

Oliver North collected the information from me He kept track of
what was going on during these operations He urged me ahead
when the time came to try and create the air operation which I
described earlier

He urged me strongly to move forward in that area and I did
Mr BOLANDNow were other members of the United States Gov

ernment providing assistance to these activities
Mr SECORDYes sir I have testified to this previously
Mr BOLAND You responded to a question from Mr Stokes that

while you didn't know the legislative history of the amendment
you were aware of various legal opinions that apparently led you to
conclude that its meaning was less than clear and that was the
reference made here today too.not by you

Let me read the Boland amendment that was in effect between
October 3 1984 and December 19 1985

Duringfiscalyear 1985no funds availableto the Central IntelligenceAgency the
Department of Defenseor any other agencyor entity of the United States Govern
ment involvedin intelligenceactivity may be obligatedor expendedfor the purpose
of or which wouldhave the effect of supporting directly or indirectly military or
paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation group or organization move
ment or individual

General they are very simple english words If you have demon
strated anything here in the last four days it is your magnificent
knowledge of the english language literally

Now what would be your literal interpretation or your literal
opinion unadorned opinion of that particular amendment

Mr SECORD Well I associate myself with the remarks made by
Representative Hyde on this subject I am not a lawyer obviously
but I believe that it is an anti-appropriations act pure and simple
and does not cover private funds

Mr BOLAND General you understand words I just read the
amendments

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr BOLAND The words are simple They are unadorned They

are literal
Mr SECORDIt means to me-
Mr BOLANDThey are clear
Mr SECORDIt means to me that no U.S Government funds can

be expected by those agencies that you ticked off
Mr BOLAND Let me ask you whether or not.do you believe the

National Security Council the NSC is an intelligence organiza
tion

Mr SECORDNo sir
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Mr BOLANDYou don't think it is engaged in any kind of intelli
gence

Mr SECORDI don't think it is an intelligence agency
Mr BOLAND Let me ask you again do you think it is engaged in

any kind of intelligence
Mr SECORD It reads intelligence constantly Lives on intelli

gence
Mr BOLAND Haven't the events of the past months indicated

clearly that it is deeply engaged in intelligence activities
Mr SECORDThey were collecting intelligence yes
Mr BOLAND Do you have any confusion at all with the words

that I have just read with respect to the Boland amendment
Mr SECORDI understand the words Mr Boland but it also tells

me that private funding is legal
Mr BOLANDAre you aware of any legal challenge to the Boland

amendment
Mr SECORDNo sir I have to leave that to the government law

yers
Mr BOLANDIf there hasn't been a legal challenge to it does the

law stand as it is as the law
Mr SECORDAs far as I am concerned it does
Mr BOLAND In your judgment was there a violation of that

amendment
Mr SECORDNo sir But I am not a lawyer
Mr BOLANDHave you had any legal opinion to that effect
Mr SECORDMany
Mr BOLAND And you are not aware that any challenge was

raised with reference to the amendment any legal challenge
Mr SECORDI am aware that a number of people hold a number

of different opinions on this
Mr BOLAND Isn't the law the law until it is challenged until it

is changed by the Congress or until there is an interpretation by
the Supreme Court final interpretation

Mr SECORDYes
Mr BOLANDTom Green ought to know
Mr SECORDYes sir Boland says nothing about private funds
Mr BOLANDThank you Mr Chairman
Thank you General
Mr SECORDThank you sir
Chairman HAMILTON I recognize the gentleman from New

Jersey Mr Courter
Mr COURTERI thank the Chair
General thank you very much I appreciate your being here for

so long under difficult circumstances
I believe that your testimony has been credible and I certainly do

appreciate your being here without seeking a grant of immunity
Had you sought one I am convinced personally that we would have
granted it to you

Senator Nunn was saying that there are four theories or justifi
cations for reasons why the United States initiated the Iran situa
tion One was a geopolitical or strategic reason the second was a
hostage reason to get the hostages out that were in Lebanon and
the third was permitting or allowing individuals to make profits
and the fourth was the Contras And by the tenor of his questions
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I assumed that he thought the evidence favored three and four
You and I believe that the evidence I believe favors one and two

Let's look at the strategic question Is it unusual.you have been
involved in government you have served this country for a long
time.is it unusual for a government such as the United States to
try to improve relationships with a government it has bad relations
with

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTERWhat would you think of a government that didn't

attempt to do that
Mr SECORDI have criticized the government for not doing that
Mr COURTER Would you believe that it is appropriate for this

government to try to make contacts in a government in which it
has or with which it has no relations whatsoever

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTER What would you think of our government if we

didn't intend to do that or try to do that
Mr SECORDI would think it is foolish
Mr COURTER Let's look at the nature of covert activities if we

can You have been involved with covert activities you know them
you have been working with them over the time of your life Do
covert activities sometimes take or use private individuals to fur
ther the goals of that covert activity

Mr SECORDFrequently
Mr COURTERWould it be safe to say that sometimes covert ac

tivities require the use of private citizens whether they be citizens
of this country or a foreign country to gather intelligence for the
further success of that covert activity

Mr SECORD We have done it many times with respect to Iran
Mr COURTERWould it be fair to say that covert activities often

use private citizens in order to supply logistics
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTER Let's take an Achille Lauro type of incident.we

can't take that one specifically because it was an operation that
took place If Americans were held hostage aboard a ship would it
be fair to say that if we wanted to institute a covert activity to
rescue those Americans wouldn't it be fair to say that we may use
the ship's captain or first mate or passengers to try to have a suc
cessful covert activity to salvage the people on that ship

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERWould it be fair to say that we may go to the man

ufacturer of that ship so he could give us plans of where passage
ways were or cabins were located

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTER Would it be fair to say we might use a private

plane or boat company in order to gain access into the ship
Mr SECORDThey did in the case of the Achille Lauro
Mr COURTERLet's look at the operation with regard to Desert I

or a Desert I type operation Would it be fair to say that in that
type of covert activity that in order to gain back the freedom of
Americans being held hostage unfairly against their will for over a
year that we would ever use foreign people to supply us intelli
gence as to where they were located

Mr SECORDWe did and we took them with us
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Mr COURTERDo you think that the Desert I operation in order
to release American hostages had greater risks than the Iranian
operation which would lead to release of Americans

Mr SECORDDid the Desert I operation have greater risk
Mr COURTERYes
Mr SECORDYes sir Greater physical risk
Mr COURTERI am not sure whether you are familiar with John

Scali He was an tv commentator in 1962 The Soviets gave him
what turned out to be a critical message to give to then President
Kennedy during the October missile crisis He became you might
recall the conduit for a series of messages to and from the Soviets
He met sometimes with Soviet agents in coffee shops in New York
City

His intervention turned out to be a breakthrough that ended the
Cuban Missile Crisis Do you recall reading about that incident

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERTo our knowledge was John Scali an official of the

U.S Government
Mr SECORDHe was not
Mr COURTERDo you recall the time that Jesse Jackson went to

Syria spoke with Mr Assad to liberate Robert Goodman a U.S
Navy flyer shot down in 1983

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERDo you recall the fact that President Reagan met

with Jackson and the flyer at the White House
Mr SECORDI do
Mr COURTERWas Jackson a public official at the time he went

there
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTERAre you aware of the fact that covertly executed

there are U.S private citizens attempting to get out of U.S POWs
that that occurred and is occurring today

Mr SECORDI have heard it is and has
Mr COURTERDirecting our attention to the Bay of Pigs situation

when President Kennedy was President of the United States
during that covert operation to liberate Cuba from totalitarianism
were all people used in that operation U.S Government officials

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTERDid we use any Cubans
Mr SECORDMostly
Mr COURTER They were not citizens of the United States and

they were not operatives of the CIA is that correct
Mr SECORDI don't believe they were operatives of the CIA
Mr COURTERThey were not officials of the U.S Government
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COURTERAre you aware of the fact that the CIA contracted

Air America before and during the war in order to place supplies
of war materiel inside Vietnam

Mr SECORDI used to be in charge of a major section of it
Mr COURTERWas Air America a government organization
Mr SECORDI believe it was a government proprietary
Mr COURTERWere people that fly that airplane all people in the

service
Mr SECORDNo
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Mr COURTER Was that a private company that was contracted
by the U.S Government to supply these shipments

Mr SECORDYes
Mr COURTERIs that to a degree somewhat similar to the private

companies that you hired for the purpose of sending supplies to
Central America

Mr SECORDWe were in some messes trying to recreate just that
on a smaller scale of course

Mr COURTERSo it is not unusual to use private companies pri
vate individuals to further covert operations

Mr SECORDI agree
Mr COURTERWould it be your studied opinion that it would be

quite foolish not to
Mr SECORDI don't see how we could ever abandon that tool
Mr COURTER You think it is an important and necessary re

quirement in order to have success in covert activities
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERLet's turn for a second to another small area and

that is the relationship with Iran and the United States during the
Iranian operation

It was your testimony that you thought that it would be impossi
ble for Iran to directly deal with the Government of the United
States is that correct

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr COURTERAnd on what do you base that opinion
Mr SECORDI base it on my opinion of what has come from the

Iranian revolution and the Ayatollah's characterization of the
United States For that reason alone common sense tells you that
there could be no direct dealings The CIA also shares that view

Mr COURTERIs that from the Iranians that you spoke to
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERWas that their opinion as well as one of the rea

sons we went covert and used private individuals and private com
panies was for the very stated reason that a country like Iran
whose leadership called us the Great Satan couldn't turn around
and overtly do business with us

Mr SECORDThey made it very clear they were fearful for their
lives

Mr COURTER Let's turn to the second reason as to why some
people say we had an operation in Iran and think it was a valid
reason the second reason for hostages

The Senator from Georgia indicated that that was not the real
reason Were you aware of the fact that William Buckley who was
in the CIA and stationed in that part of the world was captured by
individuals and was being held captive in Lebanon

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTER Are you aware of the fact that he was tortured
Mr SECORD There were a lot of reports that indicated he was

tortured including reports from released hostages
Mr COURTERDo you think that if you were in a position of es

tablishing policy and you heard reports that an American citizen
who was working for the U.S Government had been tortured for a
long period of time would you say that you would initiate an oper
ation to try to free those that were still alive
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Mr SECORDAbsolutely
Mr COURTER Is that a legitimate function of the U.S Govern

ment
Mr SECORDIt is a duty
Mr COURTERWere you aware of the fact that allegedly the U.S

received a transcript of what Mr Buckley was saying under tor
ture

Mr SECORD I have not seen any document but we were told by
some of the Iranians that there were at least 400 pages of debrief
ing

Mr COURTER400 pages of statements-
Mr SECORDOf debriefing yes
Mr COURTERWould it be reasonable to conclude that if he was

killed and tortured that other Americans may be killed and tor
tured as well

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERThere was a time in your testimony that you indi

cated that there was a contact known as "the relative that you
started to have negotiations with

Mr SECORDYes
Mr COURTERDid it come to your attention during this operation

that other people not working for the government attempted to
contact the relative

Mr SECORD He mentioned Senator Kennedy and former Secre
tary of State Haig

Mr COURTERWas that to your knowledge a credible statement
that other individuals attempted to use this valuable source to fur
ther release of American hostages

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERIf it was reasonable for Senator Kennedy and Al

exander Haig to go to third parties in Iran to gain release of hos
tages would you conclude that would be reasonable for Reagan and
the Government of the United States the chief executive branch
to do the same thing

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTER In the letter that Mr McFarlane sent you dated

November 19 1985 wherein he said your discreet assistance is
again required in support of our national interest in that letter did
he ever mention profits or did he mention the real reason of the
Iranian operation was to give a little more money to the Contras in
Central America

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTER Let's turn to profits which was the third reason

and one preferred by the Senator
Do you have any reason to believe that the U.S Government

would enter this type of a difficult operation in Iran involving you
and other individuals for the purpose of allowing you to earn more
money

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTER Do you think they would do it to permit you to

enrich yourself
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTERDo you think or did anybody say to the U.S Gov

ernment that you were under-paid during the time that you were
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an employee of the U.S Government and in the service and there
fore they wanted to initiate an Iranian operation to compensate
you for the time that you were under-compensated

Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTERYou testified before that you had about $90,000 in

equity in your house and you had bank accounts that you could
withdraw What was the total sum.we have of course as part of
the record a list of those bank accounts the names of which we
won't go into but what is the total amount of money that you have
in these various bank accounts that you now have the right to
draw on

Mr SECORD$3,000 or $4,000 something like that
Mr COURTER$3,000 or $4,000
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COURTERIf you add the $90,000 you have in your house and

the $3,000 or $4,000 you have in equity in bank accounts how
much does that come to

Mr SECORDNot very much
Mr COURTERBased on that information did you enrich yourself

by virtue of your work in the Iranian connection
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr COURTER Did you not testify earlier that you are worse off

financially because you are devoting so much of your energy in this
direction that you have lost lucrative clients

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTER Would you say that you are worse off now finan

cially because of your service in the Iranian situation
Mr SECORDYes
Mr COURTER Let's turn to the Contras which is the fourth

reason indicated by Senator Nunn He indicates that one of the fa
vorite reasons that we initiated the Iranian situation and that
raises the important issue of agency and the issue of whose money
was it and under whose control was it You testified earlier that
the moneys that were the profits or the operating and necessary
funds were in your discretion to be used as you thought best to fur
ther the work of the enterprise and was not the money of the U.S
Government

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr COURTER If that money was the money of the U.S Govern

ment would someone who at that time clearly was working for the
U.S Government 011ie North not tell you what to do with that
money

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERHe wouldn't have asked
Mr SECORDHe would have asked
Mr COURTERBut if it was U.S money would he not have asked

or told you that he wanted ample funds for Central America
Mr SECORDHe would have directed it
Mr COURTERDid he
Mr SECORDNo
Mr COURTERWhy
Mr SECORDHe couldn't because they were private funds
Mr COURTERDid you and everybody understand that
Mr SECORDEverybody I was dealing with understood it
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Mr COURTER You indicated in your testimony that you did in
fact use some of those proceeds approximately and correct me if
my recollection is wrong about $3.5 million for the contra effort in
Central America

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERThat was your decision
Mr SECORDAbsolutely
Mr COURTER And you decided that way because you sympa

thized with their cause
Mr SECORDAnd because I had a big stake in it I had to keep

this operation going I couldn't let it die
Mr COURTER How long did the Iranian operation take place

with regard to the sale of weapons It was over quite a number of
months was it not

Mr SECORDApproximately 10 months
Mr COURTERSo over 10 months we managed to squeeze out $10

million for the Contras in Central America
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERWasn't it your testimony earlier that one country

gave $10 million
Mr SECORDWe were told they did
Mr COURTERYou understand that is the case
Mr SECORDI understand that
Mr COURTERDon't you think it would have been a lot better if

the function of your work was to gain money for Central America
energies would have been put into asking private individuals and
third countries rather than spending 10 months in order to come
up with $10 million

Mr SECORDIndeed and that is what they were doing
Mr COURTERYou indicated also that Bud McFarlane broke up

the meeting in Tehran because hostages were not released
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERIf Bud McFarlane's desire at that particular time

was to have this continuing sale of weapons in Iran to generate
profits for the Contras in Central America why would he have
risked the entire venture because hostages were not released

Mr SECORDIt was not on his mind at all He had nothing to do
with it

Mr COURTER He had in mind the hostages and not Central
America

Mr SECORDAbsolutely
Mr COURTER I would like to get into the last area They are

short questions and I won't take too long During the time that
you were helping out in Central America with the air supply net
work was it not your understanding and belief at that time that
although the policy of the U.S Congress at that time was not to
officially give government money to the Contras but that one day
soon we would recognize the peril and in fact would vote that
day

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTERDid that come about
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr COURTER When did it come about that the U.S Congress

the House and the Senate with the President signing into law said
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that what we should do is to assist the Democratic Resistance in
Central America

Mr SECORDIn the summer of 1986
Mr COURTER So that was the policy December of 1986 Was it

consistent with that policy that you kept the Contras alive for two
years

Mr SECORD I think that our actions in trying to keep the Con
tras alive were completely consistent with that

Mr COURTERWe voted about $105 million for giving aid to the
democratic resistance in Central America in late 1986 In order for
the resistance there to be in the same stage the same capability as
it is today how much money would it have required had your oper
ation for two years never have gotten underway

Mr SECORDI don't know but probably an awful lot more
Mr COURTER Do you think that the Contras would have sur

vived in the state that they did had it not been for your air supply
operation

Mr SECORD It was our estimation that they would be driven
from the field and defeated in detail

Mr COURTERI thank the gentleman and I thank the chair
Chairman HAMILTON The Chair recognizes the gentleman from

Georgia Mr Jenkins
Mr JENKINS Thank you Mr Chairman
On behalf of myself and the committee I want to apologize for

the interruptions and probably repetitive questions when we have
gone to vote and therefore missed what the other committee mem
bers have asked I know that that is distracting

My questions will be very short because I think most of the
ground has already been covered many times over I do not dis
agree with my colleague from New Jersey who has just finished
questioning that the Federal Government obviously uses private
companies and individuals in many situations

Of course I guess the difficulty during this particular time is
that they could not employ you to send funds to the Contras could
they because it was illegal

Mr SECORDThank is right
Mr JENxINS So the Federal Government did not have the option

of employing private individuals for this particular activity
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr JENKINS And so it was undertaken as a commercial enter

prise by you with help from Colonel North and several CIA em
ployees is that correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENKINS Not having served on the Foreign Affairs Commit

tee or the Intelligence Committee I am not personally familiar
with many of the areas involving foreign affairs I serve on the tax
writing committee and I want to ask you some questions involving
that area

You served as a Director of Stanford Technology
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENKINS That is a corporation
Mr SECORD Stanford Technology Trading Group International

yes
Mr JENxINS Did you own stock in that corporation
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Mr SECORDFifty percent of the stock yes sir
Mr JENKINS Where was that incorporated
Mr SECORDIt was incorporated in California in 1983
Mr JENKINS You owned 50 percent of the stock in that corpora

tion and you still own 50 percent of the stock in that corporation
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENKINS Mr Hakim owned the other 50 percent of the

stock
Mr SECORDYes
Mr JENKINS And still does
Mr SECORDYes
Mr JENKINS And this corporation was set up as the functioning

agent of the enterprise is that correct
Mr SECORDNo sir it was not I did everything I could to keep

the operation completely offshore and discrete from Stanford Tech
nology

Mr JENKINS All right The enterprise was operated under what
name

Mr SECORDIt was operated under many names It was a clan
destine operation We have been referring to it here as lake re
sources generally

Mr JENKINS Is that a corporation
Mr SECORDIt is a Panamanian corporation
Mr JENKINS And do you own stock in that corporation
Mr SECORDNo sir I do not own stock in any of those Panama

nian companies that were set up in this enterprise
Mr JENKINS You have testified that you had the control over

the expenditure of funds through Mr Hakim
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENKINS Is that correct
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENKINS And he didn't expend any funds unless you told

him to
Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr JENKINS And he didn't refuse to expend any funds after you

told him assuming that he had them available
Mr SECORDCorrect
Mr JENKINS You had total direction and control over the ex

penditure of all funds in that enterprise
Mr SECORDAs a practical matter I believe I did sir
Mr JENKINS Now out of that enterprise the profits went to the

corporation The profits that were being generated from the Irani
an sales.where did those profits go into

Mr SECORDThere were no profits from the Iranian sale sir
Mr JENKINS From the initial Contra sales
Mr SECORDThey went into accounts set up by Albert Hakim In

Switzerland
Mr JENKINS I understand The corporation received no funds

whatsoever
Mr SECORDYou are talking about lake resources
Mr JENKINS Yes
Mr SECORDYes it received funds As to the exact details of how

he handled these functions among these accounts we are still
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working on that and I don't know I have been helping the commit
tee staff trying to get to the bottom of all these line items

Mr JENKINS I am just a little bit confused You directed the ac
tivities.

Mr SECORDYes
Mr JENKINS And yet you did not keep a running account of how

much you were taking in and how much you were spending and for
what purposes

Mr SECORD The type of running account that I kept is that
which I have given to the committee I have the records covering a
good deal of period and I have given them to you and that is the
way I kept track of the money

I relied on Mr Hakim to manage these funds in detail
Mr JENKINS Why did you entrust Mr Hakim without apparent

ly any written documents whatsoever
Mr SECORDIt was a covert operation I felt I needed him and I

have great faith in Mr Hakim and I think that the fact that the
monies are still there justifies my faith

Mr JENKINS You indicated that Mr Hakim may not relinquish
his profits is that correct

Mr SECORDI can't speak for Mr Hakim but he will be here in a
few days I said that I intend to speak with him and his counsel in
a few days

Mr JENKINS Well he entered into this not as a benevolent situa
tion but as a commercial enterprise to make money did he not

Mr SECORD Yes but as to the surplus account he meant the
surplus funds to remain there because this operation was aborted
in midstream and we just have a snapshot.what existed there
now is what existed there at the time I don't know in detail what
his position is going to be on that or what the obligations are

I will have to discuss that with him and his counsel and I will
urge him to take my position

Mr JENKINS Have you and Mr Hakim paid taxes on this com
mercial enterprise's profits

Mr SECORD No sir We couldn't It was a covert undertaking
and I didn't believe I had any tax implications Maybe I was wrong

Mr JENKINS If one forms a commercial enterprise and decides to
engage in covert activities one is alleviated from the responsibility
of taxes is that your testimony

Mr SECORD I am going to have to rely on the tax lawyers for
that sir We had a tax lawyer in Mr Zucker I have to rely on the
tax lawyer

Mr JENKINS Was Mr Zucker your tax attorney
Mr SECORD He was the tax attorney of those accounts He was

Mr Hakim's attorney and Mr Hakim owned those accounts
Mr JENKINS This morning you indicated that you wanted to

make a recommendation that $6 or $7 million which probably
would be the greatest diversion of all-

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENKINS [continuing] Would go to Nicaragua in the name of

Director Casey You can only recommend that
Mr SECORDI intend to talk to both his counsel and him and try

to get them on board with that position I have to be completely
frank with you sir I can't promise you that can force it I am
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going to try to reason with them and make them see the worth of
my position

Mr JENMNS What is their position
Mr SECORD It was mentioned earlier that it seems a little odd

that I would want to do that since it is my position that these are
private funds I agree with you that it is odd I believe I also said
that I am very tired tired of being chased on this so my position is
give it all to the fund

I think it is a worthy fund give it all to the fund But I am sure
sir that the lawyers on the Hill the lawyers at the Justice Depart
ment and elsewhere are going to be working on this one for quite
a while

Mr JENKINS If it was a commercial enterprise the Internal Rev
enue may have something to say about it also

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENKINS You don't know whether Mr Zucker made any fil

ings whatsoever with the Internal Revenue
Mr SECORDNo sir
Mr JENxrNS You left that entirely up to Mr Hakim
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr JENxrNS You do not know whether or not Mr -Zucker takes

the position that contributions to DEA would be a business deduc
tion for your enterprise

Mr SECORDI have no idea sir
Mr JENxrNS Or that the purchase of a ship would be a business

deduction for your enterpriseMr SECORDSir I don t know that the details would be It seems
legal

Mr JENxrNS It would appear to me and also I would assume
that they would be depreciating all of this equipment is that right

Mr SECORDI don't know sir
Mr JENKINS You don't know how Mr Hakim does his taxes of

course either
Mr SECORDI have never seen his taxes
Mr JENxrNS But since you trust him a great deal you assume

that he does those-
Mr SECORDI am sure he paid his taxes promptly
Mr JENKINS Have you talked to Mr Hakim recently
Mr SECORDI spoke to him on the phone about a week ago and

he told me that he would be here.I believe he will be here in a
few days

Mr JENxrNS And at that time I would assume you all you and
he would make a decision

Mr SECORD Counsels will get together and we will sort this
thing out And we will be with your counsels

Mr JENxrNS I look forward to meeting Mr Hakim Thank you
very much

Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr SECORDThank you Mr Jenkins
Chairman HAMILTONMr McCollum is recognized
Mr MCCoLLUM Thank you very much Mr Chairman
General Secord you have been very patient with us I think I am

the last one to get to discuss anything with you today I have a few
things I would like to go over with you
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Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr McCoLLUM First of all I would like to direct your attention

to a very old law that is on the books of the United States It is
under title 22 United States Code Section 1732 which is an 1868
law and it reads

Wheneverit is made knownto the President that any citizenof the United States
has been unjustly deprivedof his liberty by or under the authority of any foreign
government it shall be the duty of the President forthwith to demand of that gov
ernment the release of such imprisonment and if it appears to be wrongfuland in
violation of the rights of American citizenship the President shall forthwith
demandthe release of such citizen and if the release so demandedis unreasonably
delayedor refused the President shall use such means not amountingto acts of war
as he may think necessaryand proper to obtain or effectuate the release and all
the facts and proceedingsrelative thereto shall be as soonas practicablecommuni
cated to Congress

It seems to me General that this expressed the general broad
outline of the power of the President of the United States to do
what he has to do to release the hostages or gain release of any
hostages

Were you familiar in your experience with this particular stat
ute

Mr SECORDWell sir I am not a lawyer but I was aware there
was a statute and that is why I said earlier it is the duty of the
government

Mr McCoLLUM General it seems to me that the problem is not
with the fact that the President had the powers to do a lot of
things that were done with regard to the hostages with regard to
the whole Iranian matter

It is the way that it was conducted And looking back on some of
the things that you have been involved with obviously you have a
broad background in covert operations and in international securi
ty matters having been a Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for those purposes and even after you left government service for
mally you had a couple of years you worked with the special
what they call it the special operations policy advisory group

Could you tell us what that group was all about
Mr SECORDThis is a group of retired Generals and flag officers

who are empaneled to independently provide advice and counsel to
the.directly to the Secretary of Defense on matters affecting spe
cial operations

In today's world special operations have become much more im
portant and so a few years ago the Secretary empaneled such a
group

Mr McCoLLUM What do you mean by special operations Gener
al what are we talking about in sort of laymen's terms

Mr SECORDThis is.it has become a term of art in the Pentagon
and it is confusing but this applies to the.to all the forces in the
Defense Department that are designated as special operating
forces and they are specifically three ranger battalions the coun
terterrorist unit special seal units within the Navy the first spe

\cial operations wing of the U.S Air Force and a few other classi
fied units

Mr McCoLLUM So you were not only active in terms of your
active duty time in areas that would directly involve you in knowl
edge of the CIA and the Defense Intelligence Agency and the spe
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cial operations forces you just described but you kept up that you
were actually an adviser to our Department of Defense on these
matters after you left in this group is that not correct General

Mr SECORDThat is correct
Mr McCoLLum General with all of this I want to ask you an

opinion You got a lot of expertise it seems to me in this regard
and I have been puzzled throughout these hearings so far and
throughout all the time I have been reading about this matter
about this one area

With all of the resources available of the CIA the Defense Intel
ligence Agency the State Department and the special operations
forces of our military that you just described for us with all of
them available why in your opinion did Robert McFarlane Admi
ral Poindexter Director Casey and Colonel North go outside these
regular operational resources and try to handle the Iran dealings
and the hostage rescue and release matters by themselves and
generally without much involvement of those resources and you
used actually more than they did these resources

Why in your opinion with all of your knowledge of those re
sources did they do that

Mr SECORD Well your question asks for my opinion and of
course that is all I can give is my opinion

Mr McCoLLum That is all I want
Mr SECORDIn this case I believe that they made these decisions

and the President made such decisions because a number of years
had gone by without any action with respect to Iran that I think
there was great frustration within the bureaucracy I think there
were intelligence failures which we have talked about earlier and
I don't think I need to go back over again but I think all these
factors combined to cause the President and his chief advisers to
conclude they have to try something unconventional

Mr McCoLLum In other words the system failed all those re
sources we had and they really couldn't rely on their experience
was such that it was not working

Mr SECORDIn my opinion they did fail yes
Mr McCoLLum Do you have an opinion as to why those were

unreliable You have already talked to us a little bit about the lack
of human intelligence you talked to us about your criticisms of the
CIA Why

Mr SECORDWith respect to the CIA since Vietnam and the Wa
tergate period the CIA human intelligence activities have been tre
mendously diminished and mismanaged in my opinion and in de
fense of the agency they just haven't been able to until recently
get the necessary support from the Chief Executive to rebuild the
agency

I believe Director Casey was in the process of rebuilding the
agency but it is a very difficult task I am sure members of this
committee know a lot more about that than I do

Mr McCoLLum You have implied since the Vietnam War that
some of the reasons that it had to be rebuilt had to do with actions
of the Congress would it not General

Mr SECORDYes it did And I would say with respect to the De
fense Department they are not free of guilt either when I was in
it and since I have been in it The bureaucracy in the Pentagon
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which is a fair bureaucracy institutionally has a great deal of diffi
culty living with special operations troops and units even though
they don't cost very much

That is not the issue They just institutionally have a great deal
of difficulty dealing with these elite forces They want more con
ventional approaches Most of the Generals are conventionalists
they are not unconventionalists so you have that kind of bureau
cratic resistance there as well

So you have both in the Defense Department and in the CIA I
think serious problems in these areas

Mr McCoLLUM Well now-
Mr SECORDThey are being addressed
Mr McCoLLUM General you even described in response to one

of my colleague's questions earlier today to the rescue operation
that was sort of going on parallel to the trip to Tehran the one
that was not working DEA agents may have been involved

You described that as a flakey operation Is that a symptom of
the same thing we are talking about

Mr SECORDYes sir It is I think it is also an outgrowth of the
same frustration that I mentioned earlier

Mr McCoLLUM That a lot of people are frustrated in other
words was Colonel North in your opinion a frustrated man in this
regard

Mr SECORDYes indeed
Mr MCCoLLUM Were other people like Admiral Poindexter and

Robert McFarlane frustrated in your opinion
Mr SECORDGreatly
Mr McCoLLUM Frustrated with the system the fact that these

agencies these special operations forces were not really up to snuff
to do the jobs that they would like for them to do and the bureauc
racy not there to drive them

Mr SECORDI think Director Casey was frustrated with his own
system

Mr McCoLLUM You have testified about the opinion on human
intelligence I want to ask one specific question on that Looking
back at the Iran initiative how did the quality of quality of
human intelligence and the specific lack of that intelligence affect
this initiative that you were involved with

Mr SECORD It adversely impacted on the operation greatly be
cause there were very few Iranian specialists as I have testified
earlier available They had to recall one gentleman the Director
did to active duty to act on the program

They simply had not paid enough attention to Iran at the agency
over the years since the revolution and so they are tremendously
short of qualified people You have to have people it takes years to
become specialists in this area

Mr McCoLLUM Considering that the Ghorbanifar channel for a
moment in particular on that point did our lack of human intelli
gence capability cause or contribute in your opinion to our deci
sion to use Ghorbanifar as the channel

Mr SECORDYes It was the only channel available at the time
So the decision was again to use the only channel even though we
didn't like the channel
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Mr McCoLLum I think my point is being made General that we
did not have the capability to do the kind of conventional ordinary
thing that the American people would have expected which prob
ably was to go out there and just rescue those hostages not get in
volved with the kind of proceedings we were doing At least that
seems to be the impression I am getting from what I have observed
so far and your statements and responses to my questions are not
inconsistent with that Do you generally agree

Mr SECORDYes sir since the Defense Department Created their
antiterrorist team they have rescued no hostages

Mr MCCOLLUMWhy
Mr SECORDWe can't find them
Mr McCoLLum Because we don't have the intelligence to find

them
Mr SECORDThat is right
Mr McCoLLum We have the men the units and the organiza

tion
Mr SECORDAnd they are the best way for this nation to respond

to that kind of thing
Mr McCoLLum Is that one reason I think you have been sup

portive of having this new Assistant Secretary of Defense for Spe
cial Operations and so forth

Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr McCoLLum General I want to turn to something a little un

related to that for a minute if I can A few minutes ago you were
questioned about the Boland amendment and it seems to me the
discussion about whether it was Swiss cheese or not and you
said.that is not exactly what you said but the point is that the
gentleman from Massachusetts who authored this was very con
cerned as he probably should be about the interpretations or the
difficulties of thought In the process of it there is a lot of discus
sion about whether if NSC was indeed covered by this and whether
this was an interpretation I know you are not a lawyer and I
won't ask you that kind of question

I want to point something out to you though In 1981 in Decem
ber 1981 before we got to these Boland amendment laws that we
passed in Congress that we have been discussing that were applica
ble to the period of time in that particular month 1981 the Presi
dent issued an Executive Order Number 12333 which explicitly by
its definition excluded the NSC from the definition of an intelli
gence agency

That was done that directive that Executive Order was done in
concurrence and consultation with Congress That was on the
record at the time this Congress passed the Boland amendment
and each of the subsequent amendments So it seems to me while I
am a lawyer but I am not a judge and I know the courts can inter
pret things all kinds of different ways but it seems to me that it
more than makes the point that there is plenty of room for inter
pretation as you have suggested in that regard

But I am not saying all that just to try to put more fire out there
with that issue but I want to lay a predicate for a question relative
to some of this because there are some implications that came up
yesterday that I think you need to respond to I am concerned
about them
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Yesterday there was some discussion in questions by counsel
about documentary evidence that you or others in your enterprise
may have at some time considered selling or leasing various assets
planes or ships or whatever that belonged to the enterprise to the
CIA at a marked-up price that would have yielded a substantial
surplus to put it in your terms or profits as some others have
said at any rate to be sold at a cost greater than the cost that
would have yielded that kind of cash to the enterprise

Counsel may have only been doing this as far as I know in an
effort to discredit you and your testimony in some way which is a
fair game situation here to try to bring out maybe you have a
profit motive But I read into that more than that I read into that
the possible implication that you and others might have conspired
to violate the Boland amendment and in doing so what I am talk
ing about is I read into that the implication that you might have
been thinking with others talking with others about selling goods
and services to the CIA at a highly marked-up price with the
intent to use the excess money or the profits to give military aid to
the contras

Now the reason I am concerned about that the reason that kind
of question occurs to me to raise that implication is for the simple
reason that no one here has got a very good grip on what the
Boland amendment means except for the fact that it clearly pro
hibited the Central Intelligence Agency from providing any kind of
funding or support from the resources of this government to the
Contras during the time in question

And if there is any real problem here it is if indeed that you did
take that money or intend to take that or.and Colonel North and
others might have So I want to ask you a very straightforward
question about the question that is posed by the implication there
because I don't want to leave it alone I don't want you to not have
a chance to answer it

At any time did you discuss with Colonel North or anybody else
the idea or the possibility of marking up the sale price the lease
price of any of the assets of your enterprise to sell or lease to the
CIA for the purpose of getting money to help the Contras

Mr SECORDNo sir And I would like to point out that Congress
man DeWine also yesterday read the relevant testimony which was
not used by counsel

Mr McCoLiuM I think your point is well made but I wanted to
ask that question very explicitly because I saw that being raised
yesterday and I think it is a fundamental question

Mr SECORDThank you
Mr McCoLLUM I could have guessed your answer but I didn't

know it I could have been wrong about that
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr McCoLLUM You testified at one point General Secord that

when things began to unravel in this whole affair that the concern
was so great on your part and I think it was perhaps after Mr
Meese's press conference that you demanded to see the President
of the United States In fact I remember you saying when 011ie
North was on the telephone with the President you wanted to get
hold of that phone and talk to him You had never talked to the
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President about all this that you have been involved with up to
that time

Mr SECORDThat is correct sir
Mr McCoLLum I want to know something Why hadn't you

Why hadn't you personally tried to talk to the President before
that point in time about all of this that was going on

Mr SECORDI was already talking to people whom I regarded as
extremely high-level officials of the U.S Government I didn't
think it proper to insist on seeing the President just to try to verify
what his National Security Adviser is telling me or what his Direc
tor of Central Intelligence is saying or even for that matter what
Oliver North is saying They deal with the President I would have
thought it presumptuous At my level you don't deal with the
President

Mr McCoLLum If you had had any doubt about the President's
personal knowledge of this whole matter if you had any doubt that
he authorized those with whom you did speak to and requested
those things of you that they did wouldn't you have tried to have
seen him earlier than you did

Mr SECORDIf I had had any doubt I would have yes
Mr McCoLLum So you didn't have any doubts
Mr SECORD My doubts came only just before the Meese state

ment
Mr McCoLLum Looking back now have you ever thought that

maybe the President didn't know and that perhaps you had the im
pression that he had and it was given to you by some of the folks
we are talking about Admiral Poindexter Colonel North Director
Casey in part because they wanted you they chose you for this
and knowing that you were a good soldier and that you would
accept the fact that they had that authority.has it occurred to
you that that might indeed have been the case

Mr SECORDIt has occurred to me of course but I still don't be
lieve it is the case

Mr McCoLLum General Secord you have been as others have
said a most able witness in our own defense and in the defense of
what you believed in I have not presumed to judge you and I cer
tainly haven't and I am not presuming to judge the final outcome
of what our investigation is all about

I do however see in this process that we are involved in that we
have broad policy concerns that need to be addressed that is what
our committee has to resolve and get to beyond just the facts that
are out here It is not our duty as I said in my opening statement
I think a few others have concurred in that I think everybody gen
erally concurs in it it is not our duty to see if any crimes were
committed or to prosecute That is up to the independent counsel
to do

From my standpoint whatever the outcome of the next few days
of hearings few weeks of hearings are as I deliberate on this I am
going to look back on your testimony for these four days in grateful
appreciation that you came forward voluntarily and gave us the op
portunity to learn a lot more about the recesses of your mind and
about the operations so that we can have a predicate for the ongo
ing things that we have to decide
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I am very open minded at this point I think it is too grave a
matter to have a closed mind on about the pros the cons or the
fault or what is to be done in the future

I greatly appreciate it I thank you And I thank you Mr Chair
man

Chairman INOUYE Mr Secord yesterday your counsel raised the
question relating to attorney-client relationship In order to clarify
the record I will-now recognize Senator Mitchell

Mr MITCHELLThank you very much Mr Chairman
As you will recall Mr Secord Mr Green -I yesterday Mr

Secord asked you to tell us what was said at a meeting between
you Colonel North and Mr Green on November 25 when you met
following Mr Meese's public disclosure

Other than characterizing it as a sad hand-wringing meeting.I
think those are the words you used.you refused to disclose what
occurred on the advice of counsel based on the attorney-client
privilege

When I pointed out that statements made by third persons to a
client in the presence of that client's attorney were not subject to
the privilege Mr Green added that at that time Colonel North was
also his client

And when I asked you Mr Green to tell us when Colonel North
retained you and when he dismissed you or terminated your em
ployment you said he had retained you in the previous week but
you refused to respond further on the grounds that the answers to
those questions were also within the privilege

It is clear to me that they are not and I understand that on re
flection you now agree that the dates upon which Colonel North
retained you and upon which your employment with him terminat
ed are not subject to the privilege and that you will provide this
committee with that information either now or at some subse
quent time Is that correct

Mr GREEN I would like to amend that if I may I'm sorry sir
Chairman INOUYE Yes
Mr GREEN I would like to caveat that if I may I think a law

yer's obligations to his client are not only covered by the attorney
client privilege but also by the canons of ethics which cover the
confidences and secrets of a client and that they are applicable to
this situation as well

What I am willing to do is to confer with Mr North's present
counsel to ascertain his position with respect to whether I am per
mitted to release that information and if so permitted I will cer
tainly do so sir

Mr MITCHELL Let me say to you Mr Green that I am con
vinced that there is no basis for your refusal to provide that infor
mation and I am convinced further that Mr Secord could without
violating that privilege provide considerably more information
than he has about that meeting and we will await your response

But I want to assure you that we intend to obtain that informa
tion and I would encourage you to provide it to us voluntary

Mr Secord has made a much.made much of the voluntary
nature of his testimony He has made,much of his candor Indeed
he has used the word "candor on several occasions The very fact
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that he refuses to respond to questions regarding a meeting which
may well be central to this inquiry raises questions about that

I do not mean to suggest that claiming the privilege when
proper in any way detracts from your voluntary appearance and
your candor but I would hope that we would be able to get that
information so we may proceed And we look forward to your re
sponse Mr Green

Mr GREEN Thank you
Chairman INOUYE Mr Green I believe the attorney-client rela

tionship rule does not apply to your providing us with the date of
your retention as counsel by Mr North and the date of the termi
nation of such relationship

Could you give us those dates
Mr GREEN Mr Chairman I respectfully decline to do that until

I have had an opportunity to confer with Mr North's counsel And
as soon as I have had that opportunity I will report back immedi
ately

Mr MITCHELLMr Chairman may I ask one further question of
General Secord

Chairman INOUYE Please do
Mr MITCHELL General Secord repeatedly for the past several

days you have expressed the continuing nature of what you call the
enterprise Indeed that has been the principal justification ad
vanced by you for the accumulation of the so-called surplus or.it
has been variously described here that you intended it to continue
that you planned on further efforts in this area

Is that a correct description of your statement in that regard
Mr SECORDYes sir
Mr MITCHELLNow-
Mr CHENEY May I ask are we in a second round now
Mr MITCHELLI have just one question if I might
Mr CHENEY Mr Chairman reserving the right to object Mr

Chairman we should clarify the procedure Certainly I won't object
in this instance but it seems to me.I don't have a question to ask
but under the ground rules.we should adhere to the ground rules

Chairman INOUYE Is there any objection to permitting Senator
Mitchell to ask one question

Hearing none so ordered
Please proceed
Mr MITCHELL Following the disclosure of this matter publicly

several officials within the administration up to and including the
President described it as an effort to reestablish relations with
Iran which required a good faith gesture by the United States
which good faith gesture was to be manifested by a one-time sale of
a limited supply of arms to Iran

Do I understand based on what you have said that anyone who
said that was mistaken in so saying at least insofar as you have
described the operation as you understood it as the person princi
pally involved

Mr SECORDIt is mistaken and I think the record demonstrates
that it is mistaken

Mr MITCHELLThank you very much General Secord
Thank you very much Mr Chairman
Mr FASCELLParliamentary inquiry
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Chairman INOUYE Please state it
Mr FASCELL Is it correct that this committee is bound in its in

vestigation only by the Constitution and the Rules of the House
We are not bound by the rules of evidence that would apply in any
court

Chairman INOUYE We are not bound by the rules of evidence
that apply in any court

Mr FASCELL Is it also true therefore that this committee has
the right if it wants to to make a decision with respect to a claim
of attorney-client privilege

Chairman INOUYE We have that right sir according to the
Rules of the Senate in this case

Mr FASCELLWell hallelujah for the Senate
Can the privilege be claimed whether the committee acts on it or

not by a counsel who is not a witness Has that decision been
made anywhere

Chairman INOUYE In this case I would like to advise my dear
friend that the day is late and I want to end this session on a
rather friendly note and although we would insist upon counsel di
vulging that information I am taking his word that he will provide
us with the-

Mr FASCELL So am I Mr Chairman Excuse me for interrupt
ing I was not in any means looking to drive this to the end of its
logical conclusion with respect to a vote on this committee to force
the action because in the event of noncompliance that would be
contempt I do not want us to act on contempt I think that would
be an illusory and improper position for this committee to be in

Chairman INOUYE I agree
Mr FASCELLSo that was not the purpose of my question
Chairman INOUYE Thank you sir
Mr TRIBLE Mr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Yes
Mr TRIBLE I would ask that exhibits 75 and 76 and 77 be made a

part of the record These are the documents that General Secord
and I discussed earlier this afternoon

Chairman INOUYE Without objection so ordered
[The documents marked exhibit Nos 75 through 77 appear at p

606.]
Mr SECORDMr Chairman
Chairman INOUYE Yes
Mr SECORDAre you preparing to conclude this session sir
Chairman INOUYE Yes
Mr SECORD.`Ifyou are I want to make just a brief remark
Chairman INOUYE Not quite Not quite So sorry sir
Mr Secord in behalf of the committee I would like to commend

you and to thank you for appearing before us voluntarily and sub
jecting yourself to four stressful days of intensive and vigorous
questioning

However I have been sitting through these four stressful days
also and waiting for my turn to ask a few questions

I realize that most of the questions that should be asked have
been asked and the questions I have are not big questions but
little ones that I think may be necessary to help the people of the
United States understand what this is all about
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You and I may have an understanding of these words but I
doubt if too many people really understand the import of some of
these words

For example Swiss accounts.we spent much time talking about
Swiss accounts You have a Swiss account haven't you sir

Mr SECORDNo sir I do not Mr Hakim does
Chairman INOUYE But you do have control either directly or in

directly over a Swiss account
Mr SECORDI exercise control indirectly through Mr Hakim
Chairman INOUYE Do you have any other accounts where you

have direct or indirect control over its assets
Mr SECORD No sir Only those accounts I submitted to you in

writing today
Chairman INOUYE What is a Swiss account
Mr SECORD It is an ordinary bank account under the laws of

Switzerland
Chairman INOUYE You see the folks outside the Beltway are

asking why don't they make the deposit in Perpetual or Riggs or
Maryland National why in Geneva or Zurich

Is it true that when you make a deposit in Switzerland you have
to pay a fee

Mr SECORDI am not aware of that Mr Chairman It is possible
they charge a fee I know they charge a lot of fees

Chairman INOUYE The banks around here if you make a deposit
even if for a checking account would pay you interest isn't that
correct

Mr SECORDYes sir
Chairman INOUYE Do these Swiss banks pay interest
Mr SECORD I don't think that the checking accounts do They

have other accounts that are interest-bearing
Chairman INOUYE Does your account receive any interest
Mr SECORDHakim managed the funds in such a way as to try to

draw interest when he could That is reflected in the record
Chairman INOUYE Did Mr Hakim have to pay a fee
Mr SECORDYes He paid a lot of fees I think they are required
Chairman INOUYE Why open a Swiss account You don't make

any money on it
Mr SECORDIn order to maintain secrecy under Swiss law
Chairman INOUYE Oh you don't want others to know that you

have an account
Mr SECORDThat is right
Chairman INOUYE What sort of people make those deposits
Mr SECORDWell I think a lot of different kinds of people do it

for different reasons We were doing it sir to try to maintain se
crecy

Chairman INOUYE Do you believe that the activities revolving
around the enterprise is so secret that it has to be kept in Geneva
instead of in Washington DC

Mr SECORD Looking back at it I think we could have done it
here just as well but we didn't

Chairman INOUYE Why don't you bring it back here
Mr SECORD It is frozen We are trying to bring it back I am

going to try to bring it back
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Chairman INOUYE This morning in response to my colleague's
inquiry you indicated that you have a plan to contribute the sur
plus to the William Casey Foundation By that are you advising us
that you have title over the assets

Mr SECORDNo sir What I am saying is that I am going to con
sult with Mr Hakim and the various counsels concerned including
Government counsels and when the lawyers finish debating the
future of these accounts then I am going to try to persuade Mr
Hakim to join me after the obligations are met in making the do
nation

Chairman INOUYE That is why I find it rather strange because
up until now for the last four days you have been telling us that all
you had to do was tell Albert Hakim to spend so much for this pur
pose or that purpose and he never objected but now when I find
that it involves payment of taxes or contributions to a charitable
organization you have to confer with counsel or Mr Hakim What
is the difference

Mr SECORDI think you know that during the period of the oper
ation there was no special prosecutor chasing us We have to be
careful to make sure that everything is done properly

I have no grant of immunity from the special prosecutor and I
don't think Mr Hakim does I have to follow the advice of my
counsel and I think he is following his counsel's advice I will do
everything I can to bring this matter to a conclusion quickly

Chairman INODUYEOn January 17th you met with several people
and I think the record shows a list of those Oliver North with gen
eral counsel Sporkin Mr George Commander Thompson and
others and I believe you told us that you met in the White House
situation room

Mr SECORDYes sir
Chairman INOUYE I doubt if too many of us have been in the

White House situation room What sort of room is this
Mr SECORDThis is not a very big room It is not a very impres

sive room It is just a small conference room with one table in it
and perhaps 15 chairs or so

Chairman INOUYE Where is it located
Mr SECORD It is located in the West Wing of the White House

right next to the National Security Advisor's suite
Chairman INOUYE Is it underground
Mr SECORDNo it is often referred to as being the basement but

it is not underground You walk in at ground level and go down
one or two steps and you are in there

Chairman INOUYE Is it part of the tourist travel
Mr SECORDNo sir They have no tourists there
Chairman INOUYE This is sanctum sanctorum isn't it
Mr SECORDI think it is sometimes because very sensitive meet

ings are held there
Chairman INOUYE Can anyone go in there
Mr SECORDNo sir
Chairman INOUYE Would you say that in order to go into that

room one must have presidential approval
Mr SECORDI can't say that Senator I would say that you have

to have approval of officials in the NSC
Chairman INOUYE Or approval from the agents of the President
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Mr SECORDThat is correct
Chairman INOUYE Now on that day you testified that among

other things you discussed.not you but people there discussed
methods by which to conceal certain activities from the Congress
isn't that correct

Mr SECORD I said that the discussion which took place around
the heart of the order which prevented.not prevented but which
ordered no notification of the Congress was a discussion among CIA
people and it had to do with some precedent that one of the law
yers was addressing and it wasn't at all clear to me exactly where
they were coming from on this

As I testified I really wasn't familiar with the Hughes-Ryan re
quirements at that time

Chairman INOUYE I am certain that in this small room where
you could hear everything said-

Mr SECORDI think I heard most everything that was said
Chairman INOUYE What were they saying
Mr SECORDI can't remember exactly I cannot remember exact

ly There was a conversation a general conversation about the no
tification of Congress requirement

Chairman INOUYE Did the conversation suggest that the partici
pants there had any intention to notify the Congress

Mr SECORD Not in the near-term The conversation was about
why they were not notifying the Congress and some sort of prece
dent which I must say I didn't understand

Chairman INOUYE When did they plan to notify the Congress
Mr SECORD It was not stated I don't think they planned to

notify the Congress until the operation was over if you want my
opinion but they didn't state it

Chairman INOUYE In other words if someone in Iran 8 ad not
blown the cover we would still not know

Mr SECORDI can't speculate on that sir I don't know
Chairman INOUYE You also discussed the.in response to one of

the questions you said there is no question that the covert oper
ation that you are talking about the Iran covert operation was de
signed to be concealed from Congress and then in response to one
of the questions posed this afternoon you somehow concurred that
Congress could not be trusted because of leaks et cetera is that
correct

Mr SECORDI concurred that from what I know there have been
a lot of leaks not only from Congress but from elsewhere with re
spect to covert operations and that was one of their concerns prob
ably their only concern

But I think I said in earlier testimony sir that I have no prob
lem Now that I have become an expert per force on this Hughes
Ryan reporting I have no problem with the statute as it stands I
believe that the President would be well advised legally and politi
cally to consult on various sensitive matters that he is afraid of
leaks on with the officers of Congress that are called for in the
statutes directly and make it a partnership

Chairman INOUYE And yet at that time when you and your as
sociates there were not only reluctant but conspiring to conceal
this from the Congress you were willing and eager to share this
information with Mr Ghorbanifar isn't that correct
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Mr SECORDI can't describe it that way sir
Chairman INOUYE Was Mr Ghorbanifar privy to informa

tion.
Mr SECORDYes he was and I testified earlier that that was an

other real problem
Chairman INOUYE And you described him as being deceptive
Mr SECORDYes sir
Chairman INOUYE Untrustworthy and unreliable
Mr SECORDYes sir but it wasn't my decision I had nothing to

do with the decision not to notify Congress I didn't know the legal
requirements

Chairman INOUYE Why were you at the meeting
Mr SECORD I testified that I thought it peculiar that I was at

the meeting until the end when they started to make it clear that I
was to be introduced to the CIA officials and what my role was

Chairman INOUYE Wasn't it obvious to you at that point as so
phisticated as you are and knowledgeable of covert activity and in
telligence gathering that you were being employed to be a cover

Mr SECORD I have testified that I was being employed to be a
cover yes I have testified to that

Chairman INOUYE You did not object to that
Mr SECORD No sir but I didn't know the legal reporting re

quirements at that time
Chairman INOUYE You also stated that knowing the political sit

uation of this day you think that notification was politically
proper What do you mean by that

Mr SECORDWell I think that was in the context of a question I
have asked about whether or not the statutes ought to be altered
with respect to covert operations I believe that was the context of
it My testimony was if I recall correctly that I don't have a prob
lem with the law as it stands that given the nature of our society
today the concerns that have been brought to the American people
about abuses of.in CIA and elsewhere that from a political point
of view.and I am not trying to teach anybody here about politics
please don't think I am being presumptive.it is just my opinion
that kind of law is absolutely required in today's environment and
I have no problem with it

Chairman INOUYE If the environment changed and the political
situation changed then notification is not necessary is that cor
rect

Mr SECORDNo I am saying this is where we are today It would
be more desirable from the point of view of the Chief Executive to
have more power in this regard but I don't see it today or in the
future I say that the Chief Executive has to work out a way to co
ordinate with you gentlemen or he is not going to be able to hack
it That is clear

Chairman INOUYE You testified that your name appeared on an
account in Switzerland and it was a forgery is that correct

Mr SECORDI don't say that I said that if my name appeared on
such an account it would be a forgery because I never signed any
thing for a bank account

Chairman INOUYE Referring to this document that Senator Trib
ble just submitted the one with the file WRVS dated July 4 1986
do you have it before you
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Mr SECORDYes sir
Chairman INOUYE This is on the last page the handwritten

page The last line.it says I believe John Deere Esquire or equip
ment complete plans and then it says attack Philippines

Mr SECORD Well I don't know what he meant by that but I
think he meant attacking the market but I don't know who John
Deer Esquire is This is a paper written by business consultants
and they were all over the area -

Chairman INOUYE This is written by our trusted attorney isn't
it

Mr SE_CORD I don't know if this is his handwriting or not It
could be _

Chairman INOUYE Well you weren't planning to attack the Phil
ippines were you

Mr SECORDNo sir I am not planning on attacking anything
Chairman INOUYE I wanted the record to be clear touching up

the few loose ends around here
Mr SECORDI don't need the building sir
Chairman INOUYE This morning you submitted a list of bank ac

counts and I have just added them up.I think it comes out to
$5,000 on this date May the 8th plus 95 pounds sterling.I sup
pose that is what $250

Mr SECORDApproximately I suppose.$200
Chairman INOUYE The largest account is a checking account of

$1,800 Would you say that if you were required to submit a list.a
similar list ten days ago it would have been something like this

Mr SECORD Well it would have been a little higher but not
much Some bills have been paid Normally monthly bills in that
period but approximately that level

Chairman INOUYE What sort of mortgage do you have
Mr SECORDI have a first mortgage and a second mortgage
Chairman INOUYE I am asking this because I find it mind-bog

gling.we have testimony showing that you have either direct or
indirect control of $8 million You are director or president of a few
corporations And if you look at this bank account it is one of
someone in poverty How do you pay for your utilities your food

Mr SECORD With my monthly salary that is coming in and my
bank accounts have been progressively diminishing in recent
months I have testified that my personal financial situation is pre
carious

Chairman INOUYE Is it true that you have several parcels of real
estate in Florida and elsewhere

Mr SECORD No I have one house in Florida which is a rental
house I have had since 1978 and I have a couple of town houses
that were bought in the Virginia area here around Washington
one I own a half interest in and another one that is.two others
that are rented That those houses.the total equity in these
houses if you add them up.and I will be glad to go through this
with your counsel if you want.in fact I have been asked for a fi
nancial statement and I will have to prepare one

We are not talking about very much money They were bought
for very little down so there is only a few thousand equity in any
house except the one I bought in Florida in 1978 I have rented it
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subsequently since then and would estimate the equity in that
house to be $25,000

Chairman INOUYE Do you have any other accounts held in the
name of your companies

Mr SECORDYes and I have those records
Chairman INOUYE Can you tell us in round figures what the

assets constitute
Mr SECORDWell not a lot of money Senator I can estimate that

off the top of my head It is not a lot of money
Chairman INOUYE Throughout these four days questions have

been asked on your involvement with this Mr Wilson and appar
ently he had some operations there what sort of interest did you
have in that company or with Mr Wilson

Mr SECORD I had none and I was investigated by Justice for
over two and a half years on this subject There was no connection

Chairman INOUYE Not even a hidden interest
Mr SECORDNot even a hidden interest
Chairman INOUYE And finally sir is it our testimony that you

did not receive any information from Mr North advising you that
the activities you were involved in were at the request of the Presi
dent of the United States

Mr SECORDDid I not receive any information from him
Chairman INOUYE Or did he tell you that the work you were

doing was at the request of the President of the United States
Mr SECORDHe told me that the work I was doing had been in

formed to the President and I was asked by his boss Admiral Poin
dexter to get involved I was not asked by the President

Chairman INOUYE And his boss Admiral Poindexter told you
that the President wanted you to do the job

Mr SECORDHe said the President knew of my former work and
he Poindexter was asking me to do the job He did not invoke the
name of the President that I recall in that regard

Chairman INOUYE Did Colonel North invoke the name of the
President of the United States

Mr SECORDNo
Chairman INOUYE And yet you assumed that was the President's

wish
Mr SECORDYes sir Through his agents
Chairman INOUYE What led you to that conclusion
Mr SECORDAdmiral Poindexter the National Security Adviser

asked me if I would participate
Chairman INOUYE And you would trust him
Mr SECORDYes sir
Chairman INOUYE What did Mr McFarlane tell you
Mr SECORD Mr McFarlane's involvement with me was limited

to December of 1985 and then again in May on the Teheran trip
He did not tell me that the President had asked me to do this

Chairman INOUYE Well we have come to the end of a long long
day I would wish I could just dismiss you but according to counsel
and several of the members they would like to have me advise you
that the subpoena will be operative that we may find it necessary
to call you again call upon you for additional questions
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So General Secord with the gratitude of this committee I wish
to tell you that you are excused but please be prepared if it be
comes necessary to once again appear before this committee

Mr SECORDI will be happy to appear again Senator when you
call

If I could make just one short remark
Chairman INOUYE Please do
Mr SECORD This has not been an easy task for me and I may

have occasionally raised my blood pressure a little bit under cross
examination but I answered your questions in good spirit and I un
derstand the need of the committee to dig in as deep as you can
and get to the facts and therefore I have tried to sit here these
four days and answer your questions to the best of my ability

I didn't expect it to be a rose garden but I volunteered I have
attempted to be accurate and truthful to the best of my knowledge
What I did I testified to and what I saw I testified to If criticism
is in order I will accept it If others believe I am deserving of
credit I will accept that too

I also accept full responsibility for my operations and conduct I
hope you will consider this fact as your inquiry continues and as
you question those men whose only sin if any was to follow me
into those undertakings

And I thank you for your cooperation sir
Chairman INOUYE Chairman Hamilton
Chairman HAMILTON Let me say Mr Chairman on behalf of my

colleagues in the House we appreciate your presiding this week in
an exemplary fashion and we invite you to the House side for con
tinuation of these hearings

Chairman INOUYE It is my pleasure to call the hearing to recess
We will reconvene at 10 o'clock a.m. in room 2172 Rayburn House
Office Building the hearing room of the Foreign Affairs Commit
tee

[Whereupon at 5:20 p.m the committee was recessed to recon
vene on Monday May 11 1987 at 10 a.m. in room 2172 Rayburn
House Office Building.]
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BEFORETHEJOINTCONGRESSIONALHEARINGSONIRAN/CONTRAS

TUESDAYMAY5 1987

TWOHUNDREDYEARSAGOTHEFRAMERSOF OURCONSTITUTION

PROVIDEDFORA MOREPERFECTUNIONBYESTABLISHINGA STRONG

NATIONALGOVERNMENTBUILTONA SYSTEMOF CHECKSANDBALANCES

THEFOUNDINGFATHERSDIDNOTBELIEVETHATEFFECTIVEGOVERNMENT

ANDCHECKSANDBALANCESWEREINCONSISTENTONTHECONTRARYIT

WASTHEIRPREMISETHATNOBRANCHHADSUCHA MONOPOLYONTRUTH

THATIT SHOULDBE FREETOACTWITHTOTALINDEPENDENCE

THEUNIQUEGENIUSOF THEAMERICANSYSTEMWASTHATBY

DIVIDINGPOWERIT PROMOTEDSOUNDPOLICYBASEDONREASONEDAND

OPENDISCOURSEANDMUTUALTRUSTBETWEENTHEBRANCHES

THESEHEARINGSWILLEXAMINEWHATHAPPENSWHENTHETRUST

WHICHIS THELUBRICANTOF OURSYSTEMIS BREACHEDBYHIGH

OFFICIALSIN THEGOVERNMENT

THESTORYIS NOTA PRETTYONE AS IT UNFOLDSIN

THESEPROCEEDINGSTHEAMERICANPEOPLEWILLHAVEEVERYRIGHTTO

ASK HOWCOULDTHIS HAVEHAPPENEDHERE ANDASWEANSWERTHAT

QUESTIONTHEAMERICANPEOPLEWILLHAVEEVERYRIGHTTODEMAND

THATIT NEVERHAPPENSAGAIN

INDEEDIT NEVERSHOULDHAVEHAPPENEDATALL THE

CONSTITUTIONALLY-MANDATEDRELATIONSHIPBETWEENTHEEXECUTIVEAND

LEGISLATIVEBRANCHESOF THIS NATIONHASSTOODTHETESTOF TIME
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IT HASSURVIVEDTHESHOCKOF CIVILWAROUTLASTEDTHEMIGHTIEST

MONARCHIESANDDICTATORSHIPSANDSEENUS SUCCESSFULLYTHROUGH

THETURBULENCEOF WORLDWARS THEREIS NOREASONTHIS SAME

CAREFULLY-CALIBRATEDSYSTEMCOULDNOTHAVEGUIDEDUS THROUGHTHE

DIFFICULTCHOICESWEFACEIN CENTRALAMERICAANDIRAN

THEFORMULATIONOF AMERICANFOREIGNPOLICYHASALWAYS

BEENA MATTEROF DISCOURSEBETWEENTHEPRESIDENTANDCONGRESS

WITHOUTDETRACTINGFROMTHEIROWNPRIMARYRESPONSIBILITY

PRESIDENTSHAVEUNDERSTOODTHATCONGRESSHASANINDISPENSABLE

ROLEIN FOREIGNPOLICY WEMUSTRATIFYTHETREATIESCONFIRMTHE

MAJORFOREIGNPOLICYOFFICIALS AUTHORIZEANDAPPROPRIATETHE

FUNDSANDEXERCISETHEOVERSIGHTBIPARTISANSHIPIN THE

EXECUTIONOF FOREIGNPOLICYREQUIRESPRIORCONSULTATIONIN THE

DEVELOPMENTOF FOREIGNPOLICY

IN SHORTIT IS A WORKINGPARTNERSHIPTHEPRESIDENT

MAYBE THESENIORPARTNERIN FOREIGNPOLICY BUTHEIS NOTTHE

SOLEPROPRIETOR

INDEEDTHIS FACTWASSEEMINGLYRECOGNIZEDBYTHIS

ADMINISTRATIONWITHOUTRESERVATIONIN 1984 THEADMINISTRATION

PLEDGEDITS COMPLETECOOPERATIONWITHCONGRESSIT ENTEREDINTO

ANUNAMBIGUOUSAGREEMENTWITHTHESENATEINTELLIGENCECOMMITTEE

PROMISINGADVANCENOTIFICATIONOF ANTICIPATEDCOVERTACTIVITIES

AS RECENTLYAS THESUMMEROF 1986 THEDIRECTOROF CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCEREAFFIRMEDTHIS AGREEMENTANDLAUDEDTHESUCCESSFUL

PARTNERSHIPTHATHADDEVELOPEDBETWEENTHEEXECUTIVEANDTHE

INTELLIGENCECOMMITTEE
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BUTATTHEVERYMOMENTTHESEPROMISESOF COOPERATION

NOTIFICATIONANDPARTNERSHIPWEREBEINGMADEANDREAFFIRMED--

THESECRETCHAINOF EVENTSWHICHWOULDEXPLODEIN THEIRAN/CONTRA

AFFAIRWASWELLIN MOTION

THESTORYIS ONE NOTOF COVERTACTIVITYALONEBUT OF

COVERTFOREIGNPOLICY NOTSECRETDIPLOMACYWHICHCONGRESSHAS

ALWAYSACCEPTEDBUTSECRETPOLICYMAKINGWHICHTHECONSTITUTION

HASALWAYSREJECTED IT IS A TALEOFWORKINGOUTSIDETHESYSTEM

ANDOF UTILIZINGIRREGULARCHANNELSANDPRIVATEPARTIES-

ACCOUNTABLETONOONE--ONMATTERSOF NATIONALSECURITYWHILE

IGNORINGTHECONGRESSANDEVENTHETRADITIONALAGENCIESOF

EXECUTIVEFOREIGNPOLICYMAKING

THESTORYIS BOTHSADANDSORDID IT IS FILLEDWITH

INCONSISTENCIESANDOFTENUNEXPLAINABLECONDUCTNONEOF THE

PARTICIPANTSEMERGESUNBLEMISHEDPEOPLEOF GREATCHARACTERAND

ABILITY HOLDINGPOSITIONSOF TRUSTANDAUTHORITYIN OUR

GOVERNMENTWEREDRAWNINTOA WEBOF DECEPTIONANDDESPAIR

CONGRESSTOO IS NOTIMMUNEFROMSCRUTINYIN THESE

HEARINGS WECANNOTAVOIDASKINGWHETHERAPPROPRIATIONSBILLS

WHICHCHANGEDFROMYEARTOYEAR--ANDSOMETIMESWITHINTHESAME

YEAR--WEREANEFFECTIVEWAYOF CONTROLLINGFOREIGNPOLICY NOR

CANWEAVOIDASKINGWHETHERWEWEREVIGILANTENOUGHIN CARRYING

OUTOUROVERSIGHTFUNCTION

LETIT BE CLEARHOWEVERTHATOURCONCERNIN THIS

INQUIRYIS NOTWITHTHEMERITSOF ANYPARTICULARPOLICY BUTWITH

FLAWEDPOLICYMAKINGPROCESSES OURHEARINGSARENEITHERPRO
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CONTRANORANTI-CONTRANEITHERPRO-ADMINISTRATIONNORANTI

ADMINISTRATIONWEARENOTPROSECUTORSANDTHIS IS NOTAN

ADVERSARIALPROCEEDINGWEMEETHEREAS AMERICANCITIZENSUNITED

IN A COMMONEFFORTTOFINDTHEFACTSLESTWEREPEATTHEMISTAKES

OURPURPOSEIS SELF-EXAMINATIONNOTRECRIMINATION

TOTHIS END WEWILLDEALWITHQUESTIONSOF THE

GREATESTSENSITIVITYTOOURNATIONALSECURITY--QUESTIONSWE

ADDRESSPRECISELYBECAUSEWEIN CONGRESSDORECOGNIZETHE

PARAMOUNTIMPORTANCEOF FOREIGNPOLICY ANDSOWEWILLCONSIDER

IN THESEHEARINGSTHEFOLLOWINGQUESTIONS

WERETHESTATUTORYRESTRICTIONSONU.S AIDTOTHE

CONTRASVIOLATED

WASCONGRESSMISLED

WERETHEEXECUTIVEBRANCH'SOWNINTERNALCHECKS

ANDBALANCESBYPASSEDIN POLICYDECISIONSONNICARAGUAANDIRAN

WASTHEREA PUBLICFOREIGNPOLICY AND

SIMULTANEOUSLYWASTHEREA VERYDIFFERENTCOVERTFOREIGN

POLICY

WASAMERICANFOREIGNPOLICYPRIVATIZED AND

WEREDECISIONSONTHEMOSTSIGNIFICANTMATTERSOF

NATIONALSECURITYDRIVENORINFLUENCEDBYPRIVATEPROFITMOTIVES

WEDONOTDEALHEREWITHSIMPLEDISAGREEMENTSOVERTHE

DIRECTIONOF U.S FOREIGNPOLICY ORWITHTHECREATIVETENSIONS

BETWEENTHEBRANCHESOF GOVERNMENTTHOSEARENORMALAND

HEALTHYANDTHEYDONOTENDIN SHREDDINGOFDOCUMENTSONLYA
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CONTEMPTFORLAWLEADSTOALTEREDDOCUMENTSANDPERJUkED

STATEMENTS

BYELICITINGANDEXAMININGTHEENTIRESTORYWEBELIEVE

OURNATIONWILLEMERGESTRONGERFORWEALSOBELIEVETHAT

SUNLIGHTIS THEBESTDISINFECTANTOURCOUNTRYIS NOTDIVIDEDOR

DISSPIRITED THESEHEARINGSDONOTREPRESENTOURDEMOCRACY'S

WEAKNESSBUTITS STRENGTH

THIS STRENGTHANDUNITYOF PURPOSEAREREFLECTEDIN THE

DECISIONOF OURTWOCOMMITTEESTOCONDUCTTHESEHEARINGSJOINTLY

THIS WASANHISTORICDECISIONINSURINGTHATTHEPUBLICINTEREST

WOULDPREVAILOVERANYPAROCHIALINTERESTSANDTHATTHEFULL

STORYWOULDBE PRESENTEDTOTHEPUBLICEXPEDITIOUSLYANDFAIRLY

THIS OUTCOMEWOULDNOTHAVEBEENPOSSIBLEWITHOUTTHECOOPERATION

ANDSTATESMANSHIPOF MYCOLLEAGUESONTHEHOUSECOMMITTEEAND

THEIRDISTINGUISHEDLEADERSCONGRESSMENLEEHAMILTONANDRICHARD

CHENEY

ANOTHERHISTORICFEATUREOF THIS INQUIRYIS THE

BIPARTISANSPIRIT THATHASGUIDEDOUREFFORTS OURSENATE

COMMITTEEHASA UNIFIEDSTAFFWHOSEMEMBERSREPORTTOTHE

COMMITTEEAS A WHOLENOTTODEMOCRATSORTOREPUBLICANSTHE

SENATESELECTCOMMITTEEHASBEENBLESSEDWITHA STAFFOF

EXTRAORDINARYTALENTANDDEDICATIONTOMATCH WHENTHEHISTORY

OF THIS PERIODIS WRITTENI AMCERTAINITS FOOTNOTESWILLAMPLY

RECOGNIZETHEINDISPENSABLECONTRIBUTIONSOF THESTAFFWHICHWAS

ABLYGUIDEDBYTHECHIEFCOUNSELARTHURLIMAN THEUSUAL
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SUPERLATIVESCANNOTDESCRIBETHISMAN'SCONTRIBUTIONTOTHIS

COMMITTEE

MYSENIORREPUBLICANCOLLEAGUEONTHIS PANELWARREN

RUDMANIS THECOMMITTEE'SVICECHAIRMANANDMYEQUALPARTNERIN

THIS INQUIRY HEANDI HAVEWORKEDCLOSELYTOGETHERCONSULTING

ONEVERYISSUE REACHINGJOINTDECISIONSONEVERYQUESTION
DRIVINGALWAYSTOWARDSTHESAMEOBJECTIVE I APPLAUDHIS

LEADERSHIPI VALUEHIS WISDOMANDCOUNSEL

SO TOO DOI ACKNOWLEDGETHEGREATCONTRIBUTIONSOF

EVERYMEMBEROF OURCOMMITTEEEACHSENATORHASSPENTMANYHOURS

PREPARINGFORTHESEHEARINGSREVIEWINGMOUNTAINSOF EVIDENCE
POURINGOVERTHETRANSCRIPTSANDDOCUMENTSONBUSYWEEKDAYS

WEEKNIGHTSANDWEEKENDSNOTONEHASRAISEDA POLITICALISSUE
IN PRIVATEORIN PUBLIC NOTONEHASSOUGHTTOTURNTHIS MATTER
TOPARTISANORPERSONALADVANTAGEALLOF OURCOMMITTEEVOTES-

ONEVENTHEMOSTSENSITIVEANDPOTENTIALLYDIVISIVEQUESTIONS-
HAVEBEENUNANIMOUS

THIS BIPARTISANSPIRIT HASBEENMATCHEDONTHEOTHER

SIDE OF PENNSYLVANIAAVENUE THEWHITEHOUSEHASBEEN

COOPERATIVEEXECUTIVEPRIVILEGEHASNOTBEENASSERTED AND

EVENTHEPRESIDENT'SPERSONALDIARIESHAVEBEENSHAREDWITHUS
THEEXECUTIVEDEPARTMENTSHAVELIKEWISERESPONDEDTOOUR

REQUESTS NONEOF THIS IS TOSAYTHATWEANDTHEEXECUTIVE

AGENCIESHAVEAGREEDONEVERYMATTER WEHAVEHADOUR

DISAGREEMENTSBUTTHEYHAVEBEENMINORANDALWAYSIN GOOD

FAITH ANDIT HASWORKED
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IT IS TRULYSADTHATSUCHINTER-BRANCHCOOPERATIONAND

TRUSTCOULDNOTHAVEBEENTHERULEBEFORE IF IT HAD WEWOULD

NOTBE HERETODAY

INDEEDWEMUSTASKWHYTHEBIPARTISANSHIPTHATHAS

MARKEDTHIS EXAMINATIONOF OURFOREIGNPOLICYMAKINGPROCESSCOULD

NOTBE EXTENDEDTOTHEMAKINGOF OURFOREIGNPOLICYIN THE

FUTURE SOMEOF US BELIEVETHATIT CAN ALLOF US HOPETHATIT

WILL BUTFIRST WEMUSTCLEARTHEAIR ANDLETTHEFACTSOF

THIS UNFORTUNATEANDSADAFFAIREMERGE

TOTHIS END I CALLTHESEHEARINGSTOORDER
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U.S HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEETOINVESTIGATE

COVERTARMSTRANSACTIONSWITHIRAN
UNITEDSTATESCAPITOL
WASHINGTONDC20515

(202(226-7902
OPENINGSTATEMENTOFHONLEEH HAMILTON

A Hoosier constituent of mine recently asked "Whyis the
Congress spending so muchtime on the Iran/Contra affair when
there are so manyother important things to do

That question is appropriately addressed as we begin
The short answer is that we hold these hearings because in

the course of the conduct of the government's business
something went wrong seriously wrong If something goes
wrong in our system we want to bring it out into the open
examine it learn from it and if possible correct it
Congressional oversight is an integral part of this
constitutional process in our democracy and that is whywe are
here At the heart of what we do in these hearings is the
proper working of our system of government

Let me address several questions
First what went wrong
Our answer to that question today must be tentative not

final But after 4 months of investigation the examination of
100,000 documentsand the interview of hundreds of witnesses by
the Committees we can begin to address that question

These hearings will show I believe that manythings went
wrong

Significant foreign policy decisions - on Iran terrorism
and Nicaragua - were madein secret For months some
individuals in and out of governmentwent to great lengths to
conceal activities from the Congress from the appropriate
officials in the executive branch and from the American
people This excessive secrecy led policy astray A small
numberof officials madepolicy outside the democratic process
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Secret policies different from stated policies cast doubt
on our political process and our credibility in the eyes of
Americansand friends and allies around the world Some
officials apparently did not understand howour democracyworks Their conduct demonstrated a fundamental distrust and
disrespect for democratic principles and the orderly process of
a constitutional government

Apparently
Wehad one policy in public and another policy in
private
Wesaid one thing to our friends and allies and did
another

Wherethe law required notice to Congress efforts
were madeto circumvent the law
WhenCongress inquired it was not always told the
truth

WhereCongress prohibited the involvement of
governmentagencies private individuals and
enterprises were recruited and directed by government
officials to perform prohibited activities
Wherecomplexdecisions should have involved the
expertise of manypersons within the government a few
officials relied on outsiders and even foreigners to
formulate and execute policy

High officials did not ask the questions they should
have asked

Activites were undertaken without authority
Checksand balances were ignored

Important meetings occurred without adequate
preparation
Established procedures were circumvented

Accurate records were not kept
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- Legal questions were not addressed

Second what should you look for in these hearings

These hearings will have three phases
In phase I wewill examine the policy of support for the

contras Reasonable people maydiffer about the wisdomof this
policy and our hearings will not address the merits of the
issue

Our concern here begins in 1984 whenCongress and the
President enacted the.Boland amendment This law prohibited
any agency engaged in intelligence activities from spending
moneyin direct or indirect support of the contras These
hearings will be devoted to finding out what was done during
the period the BolandAmendmentwas in effect to supply the
contras Bywhomwas it done and at whosedirection What
funds were raised whoraised them where did they comefrom
and howwere they spent Whatwas the involvement of high
officials and what did they knowabout the contra supply
operation

In Phase II wewill examinethe series of secret arms sales
to Iran Wewill try to find out howthis policy began whyit
continued howit becamean exchangeof arms for hostages and
what happenedto the proceeds from the sales Wewill want to
knowwhowas involved what they did at whosedirection they
acted and whomthey kept informed

In Phase III we will try to assess responsibility Whowas
responsible for devising these policies and supervising their
execution Did high officials abdicate responsibilities Were
high officials misinformedor misled Whatwas the extent of
the President's knowledgeand involvement

Finally what do we hope to achieve in these hearings

Weare here to investigate and inform not to prosecute
Wewill follow the facts where they lead

Wedo not seek radical change Weseek to restore
established and constitutional ways of doing the nation's
business Weseek to showthat these misdeeds are not the way
we do business in this country

These joint hearings are a part and only a part of the
process of discovering the truth about these events Others
have investigated and webuild upon their work As we have
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better understood these events changes have already been made
in the waywe conduct our nation's business Morechanges will
be made Our constitutional process is working and the purpose
of these hearings is to contribute to the self-cleansing
process of our democracy

Wehave no desire to prolong these hearings Wetoo want
to get back to work on the other important matters on the
Congressional agenda But we do have a constitutional
responsibility to fulfill Wewant to carry it out carefully
fairly and faithfully

Our system of governmentis effective only if it en),oys
respect and trust This inquiry will achieve its purpose if it
can contribute to rebuilding that respect and trust
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OPENINGSTATEMENTOF

SENATORWARRENRUDMAN

ONTHE

IRAN-CONTRAHEARINGS

Today the House and Senate Select Committees begin public

hearings on the Iran arms initiative and the diversion of arms

sale profits to the Nicaraguan opposition This is the second

phase of the committees work the first phase being the actual

investigation which began in January and is continuing at this

_very moment

Webegin these hearings as the nation approaches the

bicentennial of the Constitution so it is appropriate to note

that the investigative power of Congress is inherent in its

constitutionally assigned role as the legislative branch of

government The innate power of a legislative body to investigate

comes from English commonlaw dating back to at least the

sixteenth century Committees of the House of Commonshad the

power to summonwitnesses examine documents and punish for

contempt just as the two Iran Committees do today The American

colonial legislatures the Continental Congress and the early

state legislatures relied on these precedents
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WoodrowWilson as a college student wrote that "the

informing function of Congress should be preferred even to its

legislative function. As a Senator Harry Truman stated that

"the power of investigation is one of the most important powers of

the Congress The manner in which that power is exercised will

largely determine the position and prestige of the Congress in the

future.

Most of the major historical congressional investigations

have been concerned with allegations against and actions by

officials in the the executive branch Other examples include

Watergate the McCarthy hearings and Teapot Dome

That is as it should be The ability of Congress to discover

the facts and expose improper conduct in the executive branch is

one of the key "checks in the brilliant system of checks and

balances devised by the Founding Fathers of our country

72.957 87 13
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I will take this moment to thank and commendSenator Inouye

the Chairman of the Senate Committee Senator Inouye has set a

standard that future special committees and their chairman will

find difficult to match From the beginning he has run the

Committee effectively and in a bipartisan fashion which is proven

by the fact that every vote taken by the Committee has been

decided unanimously He put together a nonpartisan professional

staff which under the direction of Arthur Liman has performed

brilliantly They have worked brutal hours over the last several

months piecing this complex story together - most are still

working on it today

I would also like to express my appreciation to

Representative Hamilton and Representative Cheney the Chairman

and Ranking Memberof the House Committee Their willingness

along with that of Senator Inouye to cooperate on this sensitive

matter has produced a result nobody thought possible four and

one.half months ago one that serves our nation well and brings

credit on Congress as an institution
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Merging the House and Senate investigations has ensured that

the American people will get the full story sooner By combining
the hearings of the House and Senate Committees we have ensured

that the full story is told to the American people in a coherent

manner By working together the two Committees have avoided an

unhealthy competition and ensured a nonpartisan and professional

search for the truth The willingness of separate House and

Senate committees to merge their separate identities and work as

one is to the best of my knowledge an historic first and

especially noteworthy given the high profile and sensitive nature

of the subject

By the time these hearings are concluded the American people
will learn the answers to the five final questions who what

when why and how

Of course we will examine the role of the President and

various executive branch officials What actions did the

President specifically approve of What exactly did federal

officials do on whose authority were such actions taken and were

any laws violated
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Wewill also however examine how the various aspects of the

affair developed Did various people consciously set out to

violate the law Were they well-intentioned policies and motives

which went astray Was the problem attributable in any way to

unclear or vague federal laws on the issue

Finally we must look at how the foreign policy process

worked Is the existing process flawed or was it simply

ignored What are the ramifications when foreign policy is

privatized in a way that leaves it susceptible to the control of

profiteers rather than policy makers

The story that will be told is a sad one There will be

evidence of illegal behavior and contempt for our democratic form

of government There will be stories of greed and incompetence

There are many victims including the American people who have a

right to expect better from their government While the

investigation is still underway we already have sufficient

evidence to establish that this is an inexcusable fiasco of the

first order
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It is important however to keep things in perspective

These hearings while laying out an unfortunate affair also serve

as a reminder of the fundamental strength of the American system

of government This investigation and these hearings demonstrate

the self.corrective nature of our democratic government They

prove once again the brilliance of Winston Churchill when he

stated that "democracy is the worst system devised by the wit of _

man except for all the others.
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PREPAREDSTATEMENTOFCONGRESSMANFASCELL

Mr Chairman first let mecanplementyou and the ranking member
and Chairmanof the Senate Select Ccamittee for these joint hearings

Wemeet here today at the beginning of what will be an historic
occasion to deal with a very difficult matter The efforts and work
of the Houseand Senate Select Cemmitteeshave been completely
bipartisan up until now and I amcertain will remain that way
throughout the course of the investigation The nature of what we are
dealing with demandsit

TheCongress because of the nature and the scope of the
investigation has constantly been behind the curve on the discovery
of the facts and the complexelements of this case But now after
the examination of hundreds of witnesses and hundreds of thousands of
documents we are ready to prepare the official Congressional record
Wewill determine what are the facts and the truth The American
public will also makeits owndecision based on what it sees hears
and reads during the course of the proceedings

In their opening remarks ChairmanInouye and ChairmanHamilton
delineated very clearly the subject matter of these hearings
including an overviewof the complexwebof events that have
transpired and what weall can expect these hearings to produce I
wouldlike to add mythoughts and offer myviews of these matters

Basically these hearings are about accountability the truth and
the facts I have been asked whyCongress didn't do somethingabout
this problem before The answer is very simple wedidn't know
anything about it It is very tough for anyone to makeany kind of
informed judgmenton a matter whenall the information needed is being
held in the Executive Branch of government In a constitutional
arrangement such as ours the governmentalapparatus does after all
provide for checks and balances and a sharing of powerand
decision-making amongthe three branches of government But for the
system to workproperly there must be a sharing of information In
this case the foreign affairs policy and its implementationwas an
initiative of the Executive

These hearings are also about the formulatipn.and implementation
of our country's foreign policy In this case 'Aabouta foreign policy
that waspublicly formulated and interpreted in one mannerand
privately implementedfor an entirely different purpose A major
agency of the government the National Security Council which had
been created to advise the President was in fact used for operational
purposes In myjudgment the NSChad never been granted this
authority by law nor had it ever been perceived as having the
capability to carry out operational activities The fact that
Congress was bypassed is clear and has been admitted but the fact
that other agencies and senior membersof the governmentwere also
ignored only tended to exacerbate a bad situation

Congress in adopting any policy attempts as best it can to
reflect the will of the Americanpeople I have always believed that
no foreign policy initiative can be successfully implementedif it is
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not fully understood or supported by the Americanpeople Whenthe
legislative and executive branches diverge or are unclear with
respect to the implementationof policy you are obviously going to
run into trouble and difficulty It makesno difference howzealous
you are in pursuit of a goal how"right you are or how"right you
maythink you are That is not the issue The issues before us today
are more rightly contained in the answers to these questions Were
criminal acts ccmitted Werelaws ignored or violated Were
interpretations of the law stretched or distorted Wasthe will of
the Americanpeople subverted

Obviously it is not wise to turn over the implementationof
foreign policy to private individuals and organizations In the
course of events that brings us here today the President either
acquiesced was purposely kept in the dark or administration
officials distorted the facts in order to protect the President none
of which is laudable Nonetheless I believe the President should be
commendedfor his cooperation with the investigation regardless of
his actions or inactions

So wein the Congress begin these hearings today so that an
official record can be made so that wecan put the matter to rest and
hopefully learn from any lesson this affair mayteach us about the
functioning of our government Webegin the hearings today to
demonstrate once again for this is an cngoing struggle the strength
of democracy and the strength and wisdomand cannonsense of the
Americanpeople

Weare here today for and about truth W are here today for and
about accountability Weare here today to examinethe extent to
which zeal and powercan be and were used by the Executive in order to
achieve an objective and bypass normal checks and balances./ But we
have to live it seems to me if we are to live at all in our system
by the principles of a constitutional governmentwhere no manis a law
unto himself
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OPENINGSTATEMENTBY

CONGRESSMANWILLIAMS BROOMFIELD

ATTHE

HEARINGOFTHESELECTCOMMITTEETOINVESTIGATE

COVERTARMSTRANSACTIONSWITHIRAN

MAY5 1987
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MR CHAIRMAN

AS THESEHEARINGSFINALLYGET UNDERWAYI HOPEWE CAN

NOWMOVEQUICKLYTODETERMINETHETRUTH ASSIGNRESPONSIBILITY

FORWHATHAPPENEDANDTHENPUTTHISMATTERBEHINDUS

THEAMERICANPEOPLEDESERVENOLESS

BECAUSEOF THE SERIOUSNESSOF THIS INVESTIGATIONTHE

CONGRESSHAS PROCEEDEDCAREFULLYRESPECTINGTHE LEGITIMATE

CONCERNSOF THESPECIALPROSECUTORTHATIMPORTANTEVIDENCEBE

SAFEGUARDEDFORPOSSIBLECRIMINALTRIALS

HOWEVERASIMPORTANTASTHESPECIALPROSECUTOR'SROLEIS

CONGRESSALSOHASANIMPORTANTROLE CONGRESSANDTHECOUNTRY

CANNOTBEHELDHOSTAGETOTHISSINGLEISSUEINDEFINITELY

THENATIONALPREOCCUPATIONWITHTHISMATTERHANGSLIKEA

DARKCLOUDOVEROUR GOVERNMENTDILUTINGITS EFFECTIVENESSIN

DEALINGWITHDOMESTICPROBLEMSAND WEAKENINGOUR POSITIONIN

THEWORLDARENA
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OUR RESPONSIBILITYNOWIS TO SEE THATTHE FACTSARE LAID

OUTCLEARLYANDCOMPLETELYFORTHEAMERICANPEOPLE THEYARE

CAPABLEOF'ARRIVINGATTHEIROWNJUDGMENTSABOUTTHEWISDOMOF

THEPOLICIESTHATSPAWNEDTHISTRAGICAFFAIR

LETTHECHIPSFALLWHERETHEYMAYBUTLET'SGETONWITHIT

SOTHATGOVERNMENTCANRETURNTOGOVERNINGEFFECTIVELY

PRESIDENTREAGANHASBEENOPEN AND ABOVEBOARDIN HIS

DESIRETOCOOPERATE

IN FACT HIS DECISION TO WAIVE EXECUTIVEPRIVILEGE

REGARDINGCONFIDENTIALMATTERSWITHHISCLOSESTADVISERSWASA

GREATHELP TO OUR INVESTIGATIONAND ALMOSTUNPRECEDENTEDIN

OURHISTORY

SOMEBASICFACTSARECLEAR IN HINDSIGHTTHEPRESIDENT'S

DECISIONTO SELL ARMSTO IRAN WASCLEARLYA MISTAKE I HAVE

SERVEDUNDERSEVENPRESIDENTS-REPUBLICANSAND DEMOCRATS

ANDALLOFTHEMMADEMISTAKESATONETIMEORANOTHER

WHILESOMEOF THE PRESIDENT'SADVISORSWEREMOTIVATEDBY

THEHOPEOF IMPROVINGRELATIONSWITHIRAN THEYSUCCEEDEDONLY

INUNDERCUTTINGOURRELATIONSWITHOURALLIES
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THE UNITEDSTATESCANNOTHAVEA STRONGAND EFFECTIVE

POLICYOF COMBATTINGTERRORISMIF WESECRETLYTRADEARMSFOR

HOSTAGESANDTHATISEXACTLYWHATHAPPENED

ALTHOUGHIT IS CLEARTHATTHE PRESIDENT'SDECISIONSOVER

TIME WERE DRIVENBY COMPASSIONFOR THE HOSTAGESAND THEIR

FAMILIESIT IS EQUALLYCLEARTHATTHESALEOF ARMSTO IRAN WAS

THE WRONGDECISIONBASEDON FAULTYADVICEFROMA SYSTEMTHAT

HADBEENSHORT-CIRCUITED

IF THEWHITEHOUSEHADFOLLOWEDSTANDARDPROCEDURESIN

DEVELOPINGTHEIRANINITIATIVE-WHICHPROVIDEFOR A COORDINATED

REVIEWBYTHENATIONALSECURITYCOUNCILANDDISCUSSIONWITHTHE

INTELLIGENCECOMMITTEESOF CONGRESS-THISDISASTERCOULDHAVE

BEENAVOIDED

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE INVESTIGATION-THEDIVERSIONOF

GOVERNMENTFUNDSANDTHEFINANCINGOF MILITARYEQUIPMENTFOR

THE NICARAGUANRESISTANCEFROM PRIVATEFUNDS-ALSO PAINTSA

DISAPPOINTINGPICTURE

WEARE A NATIONOF LAWS REGARDLESSOF OURPOSITIONON

U.S POLICYIN NICARAGUAWEAREALLREQUIREDTO ABIDEBY THOSE

SAMEGUIDINGPRINCIPLES
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THOSE INVOLVEDIN CIRCUMVENTINGTHE LAW DID A GREAT

DISSERVICETO THE PRESIDENTTHE CONGRESSAND THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE

OVER THE COURSEOF THE COMINGWEEKS SOMEOF THOSE

INDIVIDUALSWILLBE CALLEDBEFORETHIS COMMITTEESO THAT THE

AMERICANPEOPLEMAYJUDGETHEIRGUILTORINNOCENCE

OURRESPONSIBILITYWILLBETO HEARTHEMOUTWITHAN OPEN

MINDRESPECTINGTHEIRREPUTATIONSANDRIGHTSASINDIVIDUALSAND

RESISTINGANYTEMPTATIONIN THEGLAREOF NATIONALATTENTIONTO

JUMPTOHASTYANDUNFAIRJUDGMENTS

MOSTOF ALL I HOPEWECANMOVEIN ASTRAIGHTLINETO THE

TRUTHOF THECENTRALQUESTIONSBEFOREUS-WITHOUTANYDETOURS

-AND WITHOUTFURTHERDELAY
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SENATORSAMNUNN

OPENINGSTATEMENT- IRAN-CONTRACOMMITTEE

MAY5, 1987

MR CHAIRMENI WILLTAKEONLYA MINUTEORTWOBECAUSEYOU

ANDTHEOTHERMEMBERSHAVESPOKENELOQUENTLYABOUTTHE IMPORTANCE

OF THETASKTHATWEBEGINTODAY BUTI WOULDLIKE TOADDA WORD

ONMYOWNPERSPECTIVE

OURSIS A SOLEMNANDVERYSERIOUSTASK IT HASPROFOUND

CONSTITUTIONALSIGNIFICANCEANDREQUIRESTHATWEPROCEEDWITH

GREATCARE I COMMENDTHELEADERSHIPIN BOTHHOUSESANDTHE

CHAIRMENANDVICECHAIRMENFORTHEWISDOMANDLEADERSHIPTHEYHAVE

SHOWNAS WEBEGINOURDUTIES I WOULDALSOLIKETOCOMMENDTHEM

FORTHEIREXTRAORDINARYHARDWORK THESENATECOMMITTEESTAFF SO

ABLYLEDBYARTHURLIMANMARKBELNICKANDPAULBARBARDOROHAVE

DONEA TRULYOUTSTANDINGJOB THESTAFFWASASSEMBLEDVERY

QUICKLYBUTJUSTAS QUICKLYESTABLISHEDTHEMSELVESAS ONEOF THE

BEST I HAVEEVERSEENONCAPITOLHILL THESAMECANBE SAIDFOR

JOHNNIELDSANDTHEHOUSESTAFF

LETMENOWTURNTOBE THESUBSTANCEOF OURTASK ALLOF US

WOULDLIKE TOSEETHEHOSTAGESRELEASEDANDALLOF US WANT

DEMOCRACYTO SUCCEEDIN CENTRALAMERICA BUTWECANNOTABUSE

DEMOCRACYAT HOMEIN PURSUITOF DEMOCRACYABROAD

THECENTRALISSUETHUSBECOMESWHETHERTHIS ADMINISTRATION

UPHELDTHELAWORFLAUNTEDIT IN ADDRESSINGTHATISSUEWEMUST

ASKTOUGHQUESTIONS As I SEE IT THOSEFALLINTOTHREEGROUPS
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QUESTIONSABOUTTHEADMINISTRATION'SREGARDFORTHERULEOF

LAW

QUESTIONSABOUTTHEADMINISTRATION'SCOMPETENCEIN THE

CONDUCTOF FOREIGNPOLICY AND

QUESTIONSABOUTTHEPRESIDENT'SRESPONSIBILITYFORTHESE

EVENTS

MR CHAIRMENTHIS IS NOTA PLEASANTTASK BUTIT IS TERRIBLY

IMPORTANTTHEQUESTIONSWEWILLBE ASKINGGOTOTHEHEARTOF OUR

CONSTITUTIONALSYSTEM THEANSWERSWEGET ANDWHATWEAS A

NATIONDOABOUTTHEM WILLTELLUS A GREATDEALABOUTOURSELVES

WEMUSTALWAYSREMEMBERTHATOURSIS A GOVERNMENTOF LAWSNOT

MEN
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SENATESELECTCOMMITTEEONSECRETMILITARYASSISTANCE

TO IRANANDTHENICARAGUANOPPOSITION

OPENINGSTATEMENTOF

THEHONORABLEPAULS SARBANES

MAY5 1987

MR CHAIRMANAs the Select Committees begin public hearings on

secret military assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan opposition

it is the responsibility of this inquiry to develop as complete and

accurate a narrative of the facts as can be established This will

better enable the Congress and the American people to make an

informed judgement on the events and to reach conclusions about

what must be done

Important work has already been done by other committees of

the Congress and by the Tower Commission and I want to acknowledge

their significant contributions

In the course of reconstructing fully and accurately the chain

of events there are a number of basic questions that need to be

asked

Howwas policy made

Howwere policies carried out
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3 Whowas making policy ai

Weneed to understand the process
which policy was made and implemented Apps
was not only a breakdown - or put more accurately

breaking down - of the checks and balances between the _

and Legislative Branches of our government but also of the che
and balances within the Executive Branch itself Established

procedures were circumvented internal controls were ignored a

private unaccountable network to raise funds and to supply arms was

established to carry out major segments of American foreign

policy Furthermore the policy actually being pursued secretly
was sharply at odds with the policy publicly stated to the world

and to our people

These questions as to how decisions were made and implemented

and by whomare central to our inquiry because they go to the

fundamental issue of how our system of free self-government is

meant to function The complex system of checks and balances set

out in the Constitution was designed expressly to place a restraint

on power and to result in better decisions for our people

Especially in this Bicentennial year of the Constitution it is

critical to remember that no substantive end no particular policy

however zealously desired can justify undermining the

principles which are at the heart of our democracy
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STATEMENTOF SENATORWILLIAMS COHEN

ONTHEOPENINGOF THE

IRAN-CONTRAHEARINGS

MAY5 1987

Manyjournalists have asked recently "Whyhave these

hearings Will there be any new dramatic revelations Is this

just another case of Congress trying to tie up Gulliver with

trivialities Won't the American people be bored

The answer is that our purpose is not to entertain but to

inform Not to electrify the electorate but to educate our
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citizens about the importance of our institutions about the

reverence we must have for the rule of law about the conse

quences of amputating the checks and balances in our system that

guard against arbitrary or illegal action

Walter Lippmann reminded us that "The great virtue of

democracy - in fact its supreme virtue - is that it supplies a

method for dragging realities into the light of summoningour

rulers to declare themselves and to submit to judgment.

Government in America is based upon the consent of the

governed Consent is meaningless unless it is informed consent

There are times when a President must act covertly to promote our

security and to protect our lives But when major policy is

constructed behind closed doors by a few men and carried out by

either patriots or profiteers in theshadowy world of covert
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action then the American people may belatedly discover that an

unwise course of action has been undertaken without their

knowledge without their consent and against every intuitive

sense of propriety Moreover when major policies are not openly

debated and formulated when financing for an undisclosed program

comes from private pockets or foreign treasuries there are

promises - expressed or implied - that are made in our name

At some point at some time a quid will be called for the quo

Whyshould private individuals or foreign countries support

the Contras What is the price of their good will What measure

of compensation will be exacted Will the cost be affordable or

consistent with our ideals or our interests

The story that has unfolded is disheartening in several
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to obtain American hostages we engaged in an act of folly and

hypocrisy America's back was placed on the cruel rack of extor

tionists Everyone knows an extortionist's price is never paid

It will always be another load of weapons for another group of

victims Moreover by openly advocating a policy of not dealing

with terrorists and their sponsors and then covertly practicing

another we undermined our ability to lead the free world in

building an effective and unified policy to defeat international

terrorism

With respect to the Contra aid program it will become

clear that so much time was spent on secrecy so much effort

wasted on evasion so much money was misdirected - or remains

missing - there was little chance left for competence in

providing effective military assistance to the Contras
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It was not only the American taxpayers who were deceived by

fraudulent charitable organizations and Congress that was ac

tively misled about the sources of the Contra funding but the

Contras themselves who were filled with false hopes and empty

promises

I should point out that a portion of Congress house is

constructed of glass While a majority of Congress members

wanted to be on record in opposition to the Contras they were

unwilling to accept responsibility for terminating all assis

tance As a result the Administration aggressively searched

through the shifting restrictive funding conditions set by

Congress and exploited every ambiguity in the law to carry on its

policy of military and paramilitary support
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These hearings will help determine whether the

Administration's moral zeal obscured its collective judgment and

whether the perceived nobility of its purpose led some in

dividuals into the zone of lawlessness

The laws we pass may not always be wise But unless they

are faithfully followed we inch closer to despotism or anarchy

where the freedom and safety of our citizens is equally at risk

If public officials are free to ignore the law to stultify

it to twist or disfigure its meaning in the name of superior

motive or righteousness of cause then we invite our undoing

It is conceivable during this year of celebration of our

Constitution that the American people will be bored with the

information that the ratings of the networks will slip that the
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demand for daytime drama will force the klieg lights in this room

to be dimmed Tedium may try the patience of the people we

represent

I don't believe that will happen But even if it should we

have the obligation to continue to present a full disclosure of

the evidence so that the governed can be assured that they will

get precisely the kind of government they choose and deserve
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Statement of

Senator Orrin G Hatch

U S Senate Select Committee

on Secret Miliary Assistance to

Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition

May 5 1987

I am proud to participate in these historic

hearings With all Americans I look forward to finally

getting to the bottom of the crucial facts involved in the

decision of our government to sell arms to Iran

Over the past several months ever since this

story broke I have watched as the events surrounding the

Iranian arms sales have been discussed debated and

reported in the media in great detail Scarcely a day has

passed in the last six months without a major story's

appearing in the Washington Post and many other major

publications on every conceivable aspect of this story

I think frankly we have overdone it We have

become obsessed with this affair This isn't to say the

questions aren't important Of course they are and I

hope we will answer them here But whereas a measure of

public self-flagellation may be constructive we seem to

have turned it into an art form
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We must of course examine our mistakes and learn

from them But as much as a certain small segment of our

country seems to want to keep this controversy alive I

have a strong belief the average American doesn't feel

that way at all In my frequent travels back home to

Utah for example I get the real feeling that the vast

majority of Americans out there are sick and tired of

hearing about this affair They would like to see us put

a merciful end to the public inquiry and get on with the

business at hand

In my mind there are two key questions for us to

try to answer What did the President know and where did

the money go I hope we can ascertain the answers as

soon as possible I have every confidence that under the

able chairmanship of Chairmen Inouye Hamilton Rudman

and Cheney we will be able to do so

In the process of answering those key questions

I anticipate that we will reveal a rather intriguing

story a story that will illustrate some of the serious

pitfalls that flow from a system where crucial foreign

policy decisions and operations are entrusted to lower

level officials and private individuals acting under a

shroud of secrecy and a cloud of quasi-authority In the

end it appears that overzealousness and mismanagement

made their appearances Greed and corruption in the
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case of some of the Iranian middlemen did as well

Consequently a desperate situation became even worse

I hope after we have heard all of the facts we

will examine them carefully and take whatever corrective

action is necessary If we need to pass new legislation

to make sure these mistakes aren't repeated then we

should pass it as soon as possible We need to take

constructive action while looking ahead not destructive

action while looking back

I compliment the chairmen and the vice chairmen

of these Select Committees They have done an outstanding

job of putting together these hearings and they have

developed a spirit of cooperation between the two

committees that is admirable and in my experience

unexcelled in Washington They have outlined an ambitious

program to effectively communicate to the American people

what actually happened

I thank the Chair for the opportunity to make

these few opening remarks
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Prepared Statement of
CONGRESSMANLOUISSTOKES

May5 1987

MR CHAIRMANTHIS SETTINGHASSEENMANYEVENTSTHATHAVE

SHAPEDTHEDIRECTIONANDLEADERSHIPOF AMERICANPOLITICS SO IT IS

FITTINGTHATTHIS JOINT COMMITTEEADDRESSTHEISSUESARISINGFROM

THECOVERTSALEOF ARMSTO IRANIN SUCHA SETTING

THIS SETTING HOWEVERANDTHESEHEARINGSWOULDNEVERHAVE

TAKENPLACEHADTHEEXECUTIVEBRANCHOF OURGOVERNMENTADHEREDTO

THESAFEGUARDSIN OURCONSTITUTIONALFORMOF GOVERNMENT

I COMEHERETODAYTROUBLEDBYTHEEVENTSWHICHLEDTOTHE

FIRINGOF COLONELOLIVERNORTHANDTHEREMOVALOF ADMIRALJOHN

POINDEXTERAS DIRECTOROF THENATIONALSECURITYAGENCY I COME

HERECONCERNEDABOUTTHECONDUCTOF ANOPERATIONIN SUPPORTOF

THECONTRASBEINGRUNOUTOF THEBASEMENTOF THEPEOPLE'SWHITE

HOUSE

I AMCONCERNEDABOUTTHIS OPERATIONLEADINGTO THE

APPOINTMENTOF A SPECIALPROSECUTORTO CONDUCTA CRIMINAL

INVESTIGATIONWHICHHASALREADYRESULTEDIN ONECONVICTION I AM

CONCERNEDABOUTTHECONDUCTOF OFFICIALSIN THEEXECUTIVEBRANCH

OF GOVERNMENTWHONOTONLYCIRCUMVENTEDTHELAWPROHIBITINGAID
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TOTHECONTRASBUTIN DOINGSO ALSODIVERTEDFUNDS BUTEVEN

MORETHANTHATI AMCONCERNEDABOUTTHEFLAGRANTDISREGARDFOR

CURRENTLAWWHICHREQUIREDCONGRESSTO BE INFORMEDOF THEIR

ENGAGEMENTIN THIS COVERTACTIVITY

IT IS THIS FLAGRANTDISREGARDFORTHERESPONSIBILITIES

IMPOSEDUPONCONGRESSUNDEROURCONSTITUTIONTHATBRINGSUS TO

THIS FORUMTODAY IMPLICITIN THERESPONSIBILITIESIMPOSEDUPON

BOTHTHEEXECUTIVEANDTHELEGISLATIVEBRANCHESOF OURGOVERNMENT

IS THETRUSTTHEAMERICANPEOPLEHASREPOSEDIN BOTHBRANCHESOF

GOVERNMENTNOTONLYWILLTHESEHEARINGSREVEALTHATCONGRESS

DID NOTKNOWOF THESEACTIVITIESBUTIN THEEXERCISEOF THEIR

OVERSIGHTRESPONSIBILITIESWEREMISLEDANDDECCEIVEDBYTHE

EXECUTIVEBRANCHOF GOVERNMENT

OURCONSTITUTIONALSYSTEMOF CHECKSANDBALANCESWAS

DESIGNEDSO AS TO PROTECTTHEAMERICANPEOPLEFROMTHEFRAILTIES

OF MEN OURSIS A NATIONOF LAWSANDUNDEROURSYSTEMNOMANIS

ABOVEORBEYONDTHELAW
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THATTRUSTGRANTEDTO ITS OFFICIALSBYTHEAMERICANPEOPLE

IS A CRITICALFACTORIN THEFOREIGNPOLICYOF THEUNITEDSTATES

UNDEROURCONSTITUTIONIT IS THEPRESIDENTWHOHASTHEEXECUTIVE

POWEROF GOVERNMENTIN THEAREAOF FOREIGNAFFAIRS BUTTHE

CONSTITUTIONDOESNOTMAKEANABSOLUTEGRANTOF PRESIDENTIAL

AUTHORITYIN FOREIGNAFFAIRS THECONGRESSTOO HASCERTAIN

WELL-DEFINEDPOWERS ONLYCONGRESSCANDECLAREWAR IT IS THE

CONGRESSWHICHMUSTAPPROPRIATEFUNDSFORTHECONDUCTOF FOREIGN

POLICY IT IS IN THEEXERCISEOF ITS CONSTITUTIONALPOWERSTHAT

CONGRESSHADTHEAUTHORITYTO LIMITTHEPRESIDENTIN HIS CONDUCT

OF FOREIGNPOLICY AS IT DIDWITHTHEBOLANDAMENDMENT

BUTMORETHANTHELEGALARGUMENTSANDDEBATESAROUNDTHE

BOLANDAMENDMENTANDTHEREQUIREMENTTO GIVENOTICEOF COVERT

ACTIONSTO CONGRESSIS A MOREFUNDAMENTALISSUE IN A DEMOCRACY

THEULTIMATEQUESTIONTOBE ANSWEREDIN THESEHEARINGSIS NOTTHE

QUESTIONBEINGBANTEREDAROUNDIN THEMEDIAOF WHETHERTHE

PRESIDENTKNEWANDIF SO WHENDID HE KNOW THATQUESTIONWILL

BE ANSWEREDTHEMOREIMPORTANTQUESTIONTO BE ANSWEREDFORTHE
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AMERICANPEOPLEIS WHETHERBYTHEPRESIDENT'SACTIONSANDTHE

ACTIONSOF OTHERSTHEYBROKETHEIRTRUSTWITHTHEAMERICANPEOPLE

BYBECOMINGUNGOVERNEDBYLAW
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PREPAREDSTATEMENTOFCONGRESSMANBILLMcCOLLUM

Undoubtedlyin the Iran ArmsDealings and related Contra matters
somemajor mistakes of judgmentwere madeand it appears some
individuals broke somelaws However our mission is not to determine
whether any laws were broken That is a responsibility of the special
prosecutor or independent counsel Our purpose is to lay out for the
public all the facts to provide answers to the remaining unanswered
questions and to address the broad policy issues raised by these
matters

For manythe key question is Has the President been telling the
truth These proceedings MUSTanswer this question

However there are someother questions that are equally important
for us A numberof witnesses we will hear are highly disciplined
highly trained bright menwhohave had exceptional careers with our
government In the conduct of foreign operations we have a system
that includes the Central Intelligence Agency the Defense
Intelligence Agency and a numberof special operations forces Many
of the meninvolved in this matter have been a part of this system
YETIN THISCASEthey deliberately went outside the system The
obvious question is WHY!Whatwere their motives! Whatwere their
concerns Whatwere their reasons

Other key questions for us are
Whatshould the role of a President in foreign policy be whenhe

disagrees with Congress Howfar can or should Congress go in
restraining the prerogative of a President in the conduct of foreign
policy Are the apparent excesses of someof the President's menin
this case a demonstration of the need for more restraint or the
product of too manyrestraints already in place

As these hearings proceed over the next few weeks we must withstand
the temptation to prejudge the facts We're going to hear from a wide
array of witnesses There will be manydetails and the stories are
complex Our committee is divided between two political parties and
during these hearings wemust also resist the temptation to put a
partisan political spin on the facts Mygreat respect for my
colleagues on this panel gives mehope that we will resist these
temptations and that we will proceed with and complete our tasks in
the best tradition of this institution
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PREPAREDSTATEMENTOFRICHARDV SECORD

In the summerof 1984 and again in Novemberof 1985 this
administration asked me for assistance Oneach occasion first with
respect to the Contras and later in connection with the Iran
initiative I responded to the request for help I madeno secret
then and makeno secret now of myview that containment of the
Sandinista regime and our relations with Iran should be subjects of
vital and strategic interest to the United States

In these undertakings I coordinated myefforts with various
governmentofficials and I asked other mento assist me in their
private capacity All of them worked long and difficult hours Many
worked in the face of constant danger somedied There was indeed
compensationpaid to the private parties but no one undertook these
missions for compensation alone Webelieved very muchin the
significance of what we were doing and that our conduct was in
furtherance of the President's policies I also understood that this
administration knewof myconduct and approved it

I feel exactly the sameabout the menin governmentwith whomI was
in contact It should comeas no surprise that I have a great deal of
respect and admiration for Admiral Poindexter and Lt Col North Theyare both dedicated and honest men whoin myview tried diligentlyand conscientiously to carry out the policies of the President in an
appropriate manner

All of us have had to suffer and endure a painful assault upon our
motives and integrity inspired by incredible misinformation and
speculation Principally for this reason and out of respect for the
menwhomI invited to join with me as well as the request of this
committee to comeforward I have decided to set the record straightand to testify voluntarily without any inducementwhatsoever

It is myhope that membersof this committee and my fellow Americans
will suspend judgmentnot only about us but also about the objectivesand po licies we were pursuing until after all the facts are placed
upon the record As you will shortly see we did have somesuccess we
also had our share of failure But in all these endeavors at least we
tried and I for one amnot ashamedfor having tried If we were
unconventional insome of our methods it was only because
conventional wisdomhad been exhausted If we had been successful in
every respect we would not be here today

In agreeing to testify I have returned to the position I embraced
at the time the Attorney General prematurely went public with his
grossly inaccurate disclosures about our operations The decision of
Mr Meese and possibly others to succumbto anxiety and ignorance is
particularly unforgiveable in light of the fact that had he been
receptive he could have been advised of the facts surrounding these
events before his announcement This reasonable option was rejectedand we were instead betrayed abandonedand left to defend
ourselves

In the face of that abandonment myinstincts were equally self
protective and I have refused until nowto testify With the passage
of time however I have reconsidered and I amnowprepared to
explain to all of you and to the Americanpublic precisely what I did
I amready to answer your questions
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OPENINGSTATEMENTOF THEHONORABLEEDWARDP BOLAND

IRAN-CONTRACOMMITTEESHEARING

May5 1987

Mr Chairmanin the Civil Warera Milligancase the UnitedStates Supreme

Courtnotedthat "TheConstitutionof the UnitedStates is a law for rulersandpeople

equallyin war and peace... Nodoctrineinvolvingmoreperniciousconsequenceswas

everinventedby the wit of manthan that anyof its provisionscanbe suspendedduring

any of the great exigenciesof government.

Todaywebeginthe publicexpositionof the Iran-contraaffair Othercommittees

of the Congressin other times haveconductedsimilarinquiries I thinkanyonewho

reviewsthoserecordscouldnot helpbut be struckby the presenceof a commontheme

Proceedingslike these are the consequence the naturaland probableconsequence

of practicesof deception

In the comingmonthswe willhear fromindividualswhohold or held positions

of responsibilityin our governmentindividualswhoas a conditionto acceptingthose

positionspromised"to supportanddefendthe Constitution. Butwewillhaveevidence

presentedthat mayvery well cause these committeesand the Americanpeople to

concludethat actionsof those individualsrather than defendingthe carefullycrafted

systemof checksandbalancesthat is the foundationof our Constitutionimperiledit

Wedo not live undera systemof governmentthat allowsthe executivebranch

to pickandchoosewhichlawsit willobey andwhichit willignore Andyet we will

hear evidencethat maylead these committeesand the Americanpeople to conclude

that individualsin the executivebranchof ourgovernmentsawthe furtheranceof their

policieswith respect to Iran and the contrasas so importantthat ignoringlawsthat

wouldotherwisehavebeenobstaclescouldbe excused Beingunwillingto subjectthose

policiesto the processesof reviewprovidedby law they cloakedthemin a mantle

72-957 87 14
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of secrecythat produceddeceptionrather than reason and led inevitablyto this day

Mr Chairmanthere is nevera goodtime for proceedingssuchas these for by

their verynature theydo not extol the virtuesof governmentalactionsand those who

fashionedthem but ratherunderscoretheir failures Butperhapsthis ourConstitution's

bicentennialyear is not the"worsttime to remindthe Americanpeoplethat there are

principleswhichare intendedto guidethis nation'sgovernmentand whichare more

importantthan the exigenciesof the day The valueof these proceedingscannotbe

measuredin Nielsenratingsor publicopinionpolls No the true measureof valuewill

comeon that future day whenother administration'sare faced as they will be with

a choicebetweenpolicyandConstitutionalprinciple To the extent that the memories

and lessonsof these proceedingsguidethat choicetowardthat whichenduresrather

than that whichis transitory what we begin today will have advancedthe great

democraticexperimentundertaken200years ago
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EXHIBIT1

(t

THE WHITE HOl'SL
WASHINGTU!

November 19 198 N 1096

Dear Major General Secord

Your discrete assistance is again
required in support of our national
interests At the earliest o ortunity
pisase proceed to and
other locations as necessary in order to
arrange for the transfer of sensitive
materiel being shipped from Israel

As in the past you should exercise gre
caution that this activity doss not
become public knowledge You should
ensure that only those whose discretion
is guaranteed are involved

Robert C McFar

-~G7
8t!!::'!F.1Ja .,mac r

Major General Richard Secord
6502 Anna Maria Court
McLean VA 22101
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EXHIBIT2

N 10596

As of April 9 1985

FONExpenditures and Outlays

July 1984 through February 1985

.Quantity Item Cost

Independent-Acquisition

G-3 rifles
Magazines
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades

Airlift $1 February 1985

81mmgrenades S
60mmgrenades
50 cal API
Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51

.Freight Demurrage Ins. etc

Airlift *2 March 1985

.750,000 Rounds 7.62 x 39 S 210,000
.1,000 RPG-7 grenades 265,000
.8,910 Hand grenades 84,645

.60 60mmmortars 96,000
.1,472 K s C-4 47,104

Fuses and detonators
G-3 rifles
G-3 magazines
Cleaning kits
60mmgrenades
SO cal links

Freight Demurrage Ins. etc

Sealift 81 --Apiil Arrival

RPG-7 rockets
Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Belts for 7.62 x 39
SA-7 launchers
SA-7 rockets
M-79 grenades

Freight Ins. and other exp

M-79 grenades

1c
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2
FDNExpenditures and Outlays
July 1984 through February 1985 (Cont'd...)

Quantity Item Cost

Sealift 82 Mai Arrival

Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds linked 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades
M-79 grenades
60mmgrenades
81mmgrenades
82mmgrenades
RPG-7 rockets
Claymore mines
50 cal API
12.7 ammo
57mmrecoiless rifles
57mmammo
Anti-tank mines
G-3 rifles
G-3 cleaning kits
AK rifles
G-3 magazines
AKmagazines
Swedish K magazines
HK-21 machine guns
RPG-7 launchers
M-79 launchers
9mmpistols
AK-39 links or belts
C-4
Fuses and detonators

Deposit paid
Estimated cost

Miscellaneous Expenses Since July 1984

Uniforms
Boots
Radio and commequip
Air and ground transp
Military gear
Aid to southern front
Aid to Misuras
Food family asst

upkeep of base
camps air force
hospitals etc

Political activity
-offices invarious
countries+and cities
travel p.r

Acquisition two
transp airplanes
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EXHIBIT3

Goya 4/10/86 1545

1020302 Apr 86

Part 1 Further to my earlier msq (1019452 Apr 86) Steele must

have known my concerns Ralph reports Steele has fully briefed

Ambassadon on our ops .Fortunately Ralp) says Ambassador very

supportive including drops such as we have tonight

Part 2 Ralph states that has under control

regards warehouse equipment etc sees no further

problems with 1

Part 3 Have procured 90 55 gallon drums for av gas and will

move fuel to west between next Tuesday and Thursday via C-123K

Part 4 In a few days we will have a supply of sealed drums for

water drops to Indians will make practice drop next

week to proof kit the system Things are looking up in the air

arm Rgds Dick

C`OJ .~f LrX:f~'S]k i.O 1 3
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.wag ILL/

Coca 4/11/e5 1000

101450Z Apr 86 L-100 arrived over DZon time but never saw

inverted L or strobe lite They remained in area 25 minutes and

then aborted Ralph coordinating with$ who says troops saw

and heard L-100 I want to try again tonight an hour earlier tut

Steele has informed Ralph that he will not permit another "half

ass operation He says we have to establish air/ground radio

contact before he will permit op to go forward This is

assinine - no black ops ever use this procedure The answer is

to sort out why the troops did not have signals properly

displayed including most importantly the strobe lite Also Sat

wants their bird back I will handle Sat if you take care of

Steele This must be done right away or we must return the bird

Rgds Dick HT

.
L.'"..r~.".~
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Gcoo 4/:1/86 0915

111400Z Apr 86 L-100 drop MSNfailed last night MSNlaunched

on time and overflew DZ area successfully but did not sight ZZ

lite pattern Will not have full report from pilot for another

hour or so Ralph coordinating with for try tonight

Meanwhile I need urgently to know whether or not(
noted dny reaction to our penetration Niil advise re pilots

full report ASAP Rgds Dick ST
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101515ESTAPR86

Part 1 Need EUCo letterhead as follows..

Certification de Desti no final Address to Lake Resources Inc.

P.O Box 7284 Panama Rep of Panama Suggested text is..

requires 30 man-portable surface-to-air

missile systems of the British blow pipe type These systems

are for the exclusive use of thet land for

defensive purposes This systems should be skipped to

Signed by pfficial.Letter

should be stamped with official seal if available

Part 2 Good luck tonite

Regards

BT
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Coco 4/16/86 1430

161835Z Apr 86

C-140 code named Beatrice ready for oils If we are to cc

on Friday Ralph needs to alert and

If it is no go I need to stand Ralph down - he is

currently ar

Fuel drums gonig to west by C-1238 on Monday

3 Caribou No 2 ready for deployment .on Friday

we now should make plans for sustained use of the fleet Ralph

has no pending requests from pps seem less than

rewarding at this point

650K received today as reported by the banker

Olmstead ready to go this weekend

No calls fro* AdOl today afsume you talked to him last

night Rgds Dick BT

:it I

EC R5
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Coco 4/18/86

:862SZ Apr 86

C-140 set for trip to tomorrow evening we need t

set departure time FYI The bird can go non-stop to
E-C.:;" 050.0

Tom looking foi ship captain today wil advise results

Omstead due in my office in a few minutes.

4 Abe has heard of Cyrus Hashemi but does not know him Ate

says he heard about tne guy and fact that FBI has been looking

for him for suite ,a while FYI This may be son of former Savak

General Hashemi who still operates as a deal maker in London and

is reported to have-strong-ties sums say control over Gotta

Cick BT

t:-.)(Ifj

TOP SECRET
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CORD 4/21/86 1635

2120452 Apr 86

I talked to Adamthis a.m He quite pessimistic re

Gorba/ cabal He know time is nearly over I agreed to

transfer 185K to his acct Tuesday to satisfy IAF bill - there is

still the matter of about 25X in cash to be resolved IAF total

bill it 250K - a real zip ofZ

Standing by for info on ship procurement go or no go I

have Tom in the linemans crouch

Current obligations over :ext few weeks nearly wipe us out

except for CD Big ticket items are 822K plus 185K to Adam

D walker 110K 57K to Sat for drop to'i 200K insurance

fund 0 and 4 600K 100K to defex-balance of 9 Apr 707 shipment

3ottorline is that ship buy plus BP buy can be accomplished only

by using CD funds Ship costs of course can be recovered

Now that we have Eug 3nuch more confident and says we

should get pricing tomorrow If you find work send money

Rgds Dick BT
. x5;1 ~ i` Y~ ~1Zr
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Coto 4/28/86 1035

where do we stand with Adam

425

281515Z Apr 86

Olmstead here in office and is meeting with ,CprA=at 140t

today Abe still in Copenhagen with our lawyerfinalizing

purchase of ship Deal has been made after thre days of

negotiations The Danish captain is up and eager for the missi:
- he now works for us Weare asking Grant for firm fixed price
contract of $1.2M for six months He will probably balk a_ this

price since he wants to go month to month but we have to self

insure a vessel worth over 400K and a three-man crew Our rough

guess is that our monthly operating costs will be 50R - the

average charge per month for a vessel fo this type is 150K

Therefore we are asking 50K per month for risk

Tom is in London now trying to get on road to

complete BP deal

5 ::c new deposits. Rgds Dick BT

~~ 6c7 cotes -NOCe'r

SECRET
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Steel and possibly Ambhave Aad Long meeting

I'Mefter

211430MAY86 0

Our understanding CAI

over last two days Results thus far 'can no longer sneak to

anyone include Ralph on operational matters CIA says there Will

be one operator/controller sent here from Uno who will direct all

operations Once he-isihere lust turn in his 43 we don't knew

about Steel's In ''-.conversation with Ralph last night he

said we wall be his only means of support none will come from

Do not know yet what Steel's role will be in future

Evidently CIA has done much discussing with Washington lawyers on

this and are concerned with their legal status in this program

Knowyou have same concern for our position but can work out with

Good
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Copp (6/12/86 1030

:2:4:CZ June 86

All aircraft out of mud and back Half of
munitions load also back and remaindsrr will be o_i_ce_
up by Caribou today

Weare now removing heater system from C-123 1200 lbs and
can make the air drop with a reduced load on a non-stop basis

needs to be informed but we don't knowwhere he is

Runwayat west is draining OKbut water table rises during
heavy rains and several soft spots develop as a result There
was no way to forecast this problem After putting heavy
aircraft onto the field the engineers now have better
understanding Fact is the field will have limited utility
during heavy rains It can still be used as divert base since
highest 3,000 ft is useable even during worst conditions

Most important thing now is to get the political situation
unscrewed in as we discussed Dick BT

It ="tO,25

co;-r
L c.A

Vi"`
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metwoe
:'J S.b(.1

1 .':N 'Cr F_MEFGENCY
:ECALLIMMEDIATELYBRINGTHE
1AINT_':ANCEANDAIRCREWSOUT;;F THERE
r,UIETLf BUTOUICfLY LEAVEALLTHE
COQI=^_NT INCLUDINGAIRPLANES BRING
BA :N!_YPERSONALEQUIP DESTROY
REGISTRATIONPLATESONA/C IF POSSIBLE
BUT:ON.T I'AMzz THEA/C 3 AT

BOB BACONANDOLMSTEADSHOULD
GETTOGETHERTHEAIRFIELDREVERTSTO
BAS:ON.SCONTROL 4 STEELEIS
PECONSI:ERINGMEETINGW/ YOUANDMAY
CALLYOU IF HE HELFSPERHAPSTHIS
THINGCANBE PATCHEDBACfTOGETHERFOR
THETRANSITIONBUTFORTHEMOMENTTHE
PEOPLEMUSTBE GOTTENOUTOF THEREBT

'31343=AUGS6 1 THEREIS MORETHAN1
/t DOLLARSWORTHOF EQUIPMENTSPARES

LOCATEDAT I PRESUMEYOURMSG
Rt:LILTSFROMTELECOM"WITHOLLIE IF SO
I MUSTREMINDYOUTHATTHESEASSETSARE
OWNEDBYUDALLRESEARCHCORPANDTHERE
IS NOINTENTIONOF ABANDONINGTHEM 2 I
INSIST ON :MMEDIATEMEETINGBETWEENBOB
ANQSTEELSOR I WILLSEEKOUTTHE
mEASSAL"ORANDRESOLVETHEISSUE DICK

1 READINGIS IT RESULTSFROMYOUR
=EPOF.'TLASTNIGHTTHAT AND HAD
BEENDIRECTEDHANDSOFF:BYDCI COMEIINED
WITHMYREPORTTHAT;PIDN.T WANTTO
MEETWITHYOU SUPPOEDLYAT DIRECTION
OF THEAMBASSAC ,,.+,E THREATOF A
LAWSUIT AGAINS1_t fl ORAIR PIRACY
Has APPARENTLYREALLYPOISONEDTHE
ATMu!̂HEREF(R ."IMANDFORTHE
f.. B= ?:+I"OFaBCoUTTHE .00D INTENTIONSOF
T4E ,257 BT
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CIA

FRMmCALLISTER. HAVE
J1:STCOMPLETEDLCNGDISTANCEDISCUSSION
Al OWNERSANDHAVECONVINCEDTHEMTO
LEAVEC.1.n AT YOURLOCATIDNAS THERE
MAYSE MOREWOR THANE%EECTED
ESEEcIALY IF WEHAVETOFr THENC i
C.7 IT IS EVERYONESINTENTTOCONTINUE
SUPPORTFORTHEEF=DET mA IS CENTRAL
EPOBLEM HECLAIMSA/C APECONTRANOT
INIEFENDENTCOMPANY'SMAXCLAIMSWEARE
TRYINGTOCUTANDRUNWITN'CONTRAA/C
THIS IS NOTTRUE WEARENOTRUNNING
ANDA/C TITLEDTOCOMPANYOWNEDIN
PANAMA--NOTCONTRAS MA IS TRYINGTO
SLACkMAILUS BYTHREATENI%GTHAT

WILLREVEALTHEOEREATIONWILL
CHARGEJ.000 DOLLARSLANDINGFEES.ETC
+IA:HASBEENANDCONTINUESTOBE BIG

,%EEVRITYTHREAT WE MUSTBE VERYSMART
/ ABOUTOURPROCEDUEES

SUREPRESS
ANi 'I%THERSWILLBE WATCHINGANDWEDONT
A SA TOE':,OSE NrN :.'SGEFFORTS I AM
.:LD YC ANDAMBASSADORWILLBE HERE
...ASH .C. MCNDAYI WILLBE GLADTO
mEET/C.! ONARRIVALORATANYTIMEAFTER
T:R :ISC'.'SSIN'S IF I CANASSESTWITH
=E:RVATIONSETC PLEASEADVISE BOBBT
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ISOCDeFR014HIS COS .sEAFE

IN F'JLLOPERATIONilJPF:RTINGTHE
:RCRS UNTIL1 OCT AT THATTIMENSC

rSA.S T-A'

E.ONTWANTOUR TiASSETO REMAIN
:N '.F .FEA ANDCONFUSETHEliSUE..AT
AH:CwTIMEWEWILLT'TALLYWITHDRAWAND

T4ERIISRDSEOF THEASSETSORSEND
"HEMELSEWHERETHIS IS CURRENTFLAN
:,NLI "0 SE :HANGEDby THENE.:TPLAN SOS
ST
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MMMkWO
101515Z SEPT86

Go ahead and use both C123's until surge is well under way
Pls tell everyone that 1 Gflust return to MIAasap for maintenance

Dry runs not getting us out of business This is force feed

op don't go again unless we can drop without contact In this regard
you must establish commawith Try thru Steele Goode thought
you were already in contact with Steele and questions why we were unacie
to call off last nite's msn

Goode's number is out--395-587 works
Rgds

lue ii
ST

Sec.rd code

/10/Pe



Costa Rican security"foicis .plantation yesterday and impounded
77 drums of gas Rumo+~laprehension for questioning denied
late last night One raiding official who claims saw facilities for
400 men at site arrested

9/10186 1730 HOURS

NM $rr.0o re .tvs
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i *3D
/4+F0 7Wrl

he will break down and blame me and by consequence U.S
Embass 3#y deeided to have me spend night at his home and send me
to airport to catch first flight out hoping my name was not yet on

stop list Obvious surveillance spotted last night at my hotel as

lug and I left Don't know if hotel security or government official

Possibility of news leak 50 percent but situation too confusing to

predict anything...I am in possession of 2 other DZcoords and

everything arranged between and me to continue drops without

disruptions regardless of situation coming to Miami on Friday
but still I will be,able to relay messages to and from( nd
Bob from Miami Alert 011ie Pres Arias will attend Relgan's dinner

in NewYork Sept 22nd Boy needs to be straightened out by heavy

weights
BT
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.`r-fir.A1:SE7OOCC:E OF AIL
SSO,O

7'LZvER Ti II/ ODA 7) 7::E TS11pitTION
CN=-=R '-_: ,-,N

.TOmORRuW_ _ WI_L GOi:U WI
.Lr.-.7.sseNTLy WARC:iOUCwKOLEOTHER

ArEs sK LB Tck T:--EiwrO-L
.LSON 4FE AND

7=.LOAD I-L THENLOADBOTHA!C wIT'H
Ou!LT-QPLSAtS ANDFLY -SHIP TO
-OFTHERNTROOPSANDRET70i OAN
OOPLETOMSNWI :!HR RESERVE.WILL'4-TART
wOR+!N5ON-SUPPORTFOROTHER-SOUTHERN
Hop;:Es RALFH.:OANHELPGETPAPACHUTE
E'jRRORTFROM 'UNFORTUNATELYLOOKS

WENEEO'-SO.)CHUTESTOCLEAR
.0AREHOUSEEVERYTHINGWEOANDELIVER70

HEMTCLRIGSAVESUS O.T.S
'RLS SENrFAWN ENDOFFLAN FORBLUEBIRD
SATEVEPEFORT-FLEWALLS A/O TODAY
OOOPERANDI DELIVEREDiOK OF GRENADES

FOPPIGGING WILLTAKE10KOF
mORTARS'TOMORAOWMET TODAY
HEESFEOIALLYHAPPYWI NOWSINCgHE
BELLIEDFDNOCS IN FRI iO MI w.

HE. OK OTHERC-!:S DELIVEREDIoK
w D.S BUTGOTLUCKY

'-!AVEPHOTORROOFOF LOAD CENTEROF
DO O-T DELIYEPEDtn.
FORWAROSASETODAYWILLCONFIRMWr
=-:LR wHOGETSLOAD7OMOPROWSUNEVE
7OROR. FLEWO-:-!O2 TODAYOTHERA/C OK
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I GENERAL

Due to recent changes in operational requirements and

increased tasking the "Benefactor Company, hereinafter referred
to as B C Washington has taken more direct control of Project
Democracyand its supporting elements The following outlines
the structure authorities and responsibilities of the

organization which was reorganized in early 1986
II OPERATINGLOCATIONS

Washington B C Washington has operational control of

all assets in support of Project Democracy B C Washington
has a separate secure communications facility that acts as

the hub for all operational project information ACE as

the Air Services entity maintains administrative control

and acts as the broker with SATwhich provides aircraft

maintenance and parts support All contracts and contract

payments are worked through ACEunder the policy direction

of B C Washington

Cincinnati This military airbase is the primary

operational support base It provides a secure location

from which we operate aircraft and perform essential

maintenance Within the city four houses are maintained

where approximately 18 people are quartered Transportation

is provided by four vehicles with drivers Besides the

local telephone communications are maintained between

quarters and the base by mobile radio and between major

operating locations by HF radio

The Farm This forward operating location (FOL)

provides 'the launch and recovery site for support
miss(liamon^s

00002
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being flown in the north central operations area It

currently has a very limited maintenance support capability
Wehave been planning to install a site manager/operations
officer to coordinate support requirements and operational

requests Crews can operate from here for a maximumof two

to three days at a time

The Plantation (West) This FOLprovides the capability
to support central and southern operations The location

requires the eventual installation of a permanent site

manager plus an engineer/commo specialist The sensitivity
and vulnerability of this site limits its use and the number

of people assigned While training and actual missions may

be launched from here the prime purpose of the FOLis to

provide an alternate refueling or emergency landing site and

greater flexibility in mission planning

Maintenance Support Miami Due to the continuing

requirement to locate acquire and provide numerous

logistic support and maintenance items for operational

assets a one-man support element has been established in

the Miami area He is responsive to the Maintenance

Director and works closely with SATfor procurement and

delivery of required items

III KEYPERSONNEL

A Manager The project manager at Cincinnati is the sole

focal point for site operation and coordination with H C

Washington from whomhe receives all policy and operational

00003
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guidance Either he or the Operations Director are on

station at all times Specific tasking! include

.Beresponsible for the operational effectiveness of

companyassets and personnel assigned to the project

.Establish and enforce a security system that ensures

communications security and the operational security of

all in-theater operations

.Direct the daily and weekly flying and maintenance

schedules

.Provide B C Washington a daily maintenance and

training status plus planned schedules for the next

seven-day period

.Throughthe Host Liaison Officer interface with the

host government and in-country U.S Government

organizations on behalf of the company

.Direct and report on support activities for all

personnel assigned to the project whether they be

permanent or temporary This includes quarters

rations pay transportation and leave schedules

Maintain detailed records of activities and

expenditures to provide strict accountability of all

company assets and monies A written report is

provided B C Washington on a monthly basis

B Host Liaison Officer This officer provides the

Manager the critical link to the host senior officials to

coordinate support and operational matters He is the

00004
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projects communication link and negotiator with both the
host and in-country U.S Governmentofficials He is part
of the secure communications link between B C Washington
and Project Democracy Specific responsibilities include

.Maintain a secure communcations link with B C

Washington to provide an alternate means of

communicating with the Manager the host or U.S

Governmentofficials

.Brief and obtain concurrence from the minimumrequired
host and requisite U.S officials on current operations
that are of specific interest to them

.Maintain close contact with the host military to

arrange support for operations and maintenance

.Keepthe Manager informed of any problems project

personnel or operations may be creating for our host or

in-country U.S Government representatives
C Operations Director Air logistics support being the

primary service provided it is necessary to install an

experienced special operations aviator to act as senior air

operations planner/coordinator and be second in overall

command Primary duties include

Keep the Manager informed on all matters pertaining to

operations

.Serve as the senior pilot

Coordinate work schedules and resolve all air crew

issues based upon top-down guidance

00005
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Maintenance accurate and current records pertaining to

air crew flying hours and training status
Function as senior air operations planner for training
and actual logistic support missions

Establish and enforce a set of standards for aircraft

commandersto evaluate all mission tasking for

suitability feasibility and safety
D Maintenance Director All major maintenance operations
are conducted at Cincinnati with the support of the host and

Maintenance Support Miami The Maintenance Director will

oversee and coordinate theater-wide maintenance acivitivies

in accordance with the Manager's guidance Responsibilities
include

Keep the Manager informed on all matters pertaining to

maintenance

Project and coordinate scheduled aircraft maintenance

so that an operating capability exists at all times

Maintain current and accurate records pertaining to

scheduled and on-call inspections servicing and

maintenance for each aircraft

Maintain accurate inventories of tools equipment

materials and spare parts which are in the custody of

the site maintenance section

In coordination with Maintenance Support Miami

forecast and order spare parts materials and

equipment

Order and control required maintenance publications
00006
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7) Prepare maintenance reports in accordance with directed

schedules and formats

E Support Director Because of our dependence on the

cooperation and support of the host government it is

necessary that the Support Director work closely with the

Host Liaison Officer to interface with the host on a regular

basis in their language Responsibilities include

Keep the Manager informed on all matters pertaining to

personnel and site support

In coordination with ACE establish and monitor

contracts for all quarters transportation telephones

and domestic support

In coordination with ACE pay all bills and maintain

detailed records of expenditures

Establish and monitor a fuels account with the host Air

Force to provide timely fuel support Keep a detailed

account of all fuel expenditures

72-957 87 15
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21 Jul 86

Subject ASSETS/EXPENDITURESFORPROJECTHOPE

I Assets Cost

C-123 (HP-824) .15611 475,000

C-123 (HP-825) 250,000

C-7 (HP-822) 450,000

C-7 (HP-823) 530,000

Maule (HP-821) W4410F 60,000

Warehouse (Llopango) Main bldg pd by State
extension paid by us 5,200

Ramparea for our A/C 5,600

Plantation (West) pers 192,208 mat 85,000 502,208

Spare engines (R-2800 R-2000) 84,450

Spare parts 150,000

Parachutes/Rigging 10,000

1 Radios/Antennas 28,401

in Mission Support (Xerox freezer refrigs.) 33,886

Long Range Lorans (4) 11,040

NVG's (4) 20,038

Storm Scopes (4) 34,352

q van (1) 5,000

Survival Equipment (10) 4,837

Fuel acct balance (El Salvadorian Air Force) 16,088

Credit w/SAT (have repair bill on HP-824outstanding) 58,909

Munitions/supplies purchased to date 870,000

Property for Plantation 500,000

TOTAL 4,089,372

* Non-recoverable costs
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II Recurring Costs
Tot.Expended AverageA/OJuly 86 Monthly

Leases (4 houses 6 Wash commosite)

Leases (3 cars)

Aircrew maint 6 cb~nmosalaries
(excluding So Africans)

Travel

Fuel &Oil

Parts movements

Food

Telephone

Electricity

Drivers 6 Maids (9) salaries

Local support (Max/ Ramon)

3,412

1,200

218,277 60,000

24,606 6,000

35,000 12,000

85,789

3,500

1,500

150

1,000

6,000

III Nonrecurring Costs

a Commercial Operational Support (L-100/2 mans.) 67,017
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INVENTORYOFWAREHOUSEAT ILOPANGOASOF 22 JULY1986

HK21...19

Detonators...2,400

C4/5...362.5 lbs

Prima Cord...5,400mts

Fuse starter...4500mts

7.62-51...270,000

7.62-39...442,000

7.62-51 Linked...182,500

81MMShells...1488

60MMShells...7,975

HGM963...60,510

Uniforms...473

Caps...562

T-Shirts...720

Underwears...921

Belts...456

Pairs Socks...1,640

Boots Pairs...481

Hankerchiefs...441

Canteens...882

Backpacks...481

Poncho Liners...274

Magazine holders...295

Ponchos...475

Military Belts...478

Suspenders...476

Flashlights...452

Batteries.. 452
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The Plantation

RUNWAYThe runway is 6250 x 100 and capable of handling ur
to a C-130 size A/C There are turn-around areas at both ends
170 dia at SWend and 180 dia at NEend The surface is
crowned for drainage and dry compacted the full length The
turnaround areas are insufficiently compacted but adequate at
present for all A/C The entire runway and turnaround areas in
particular,are subject to wind erosion damage The rainy season
began last month and if this problem is not handled correctly
mudmay become a problem also The need for a vigorous and
complete maintenance program is paramount If continued com
paction following the early season rains and surface grooming
prove inadequate it may be necessary to apply an asphaltic
surface binding material such as Pentaprime

The NEapproach to the runway is obstructed by a small hill
and a bend in the valley immediately at the end of the runway
A/C have landed and taken off in this direction but I would not
advise if loaded or limited visibility The SWapproach is com
pletely open.except for some trees which will be cut as time and
equipment permit

One drainage problem area has been identified and steps
taken to remedy it A concrete culvert should have been installed
across the runway Small drainage areas will be identified during
the first rains and corrective measures taken

A/C PARKING/SERVICEAREA The parking area is at the north
midpoint of the runway and is large enough to accommodatethree
C-123's The refuel bladders will be located here along with
the A/C maintenance and repair facilities All loading and
unloading of cargo will be done here also Presently the AVGAS
available is stored in 55-gal drums in a GPmediumtent at
same place where bladders will be located

BUILDINGS The main building will be "L shaped 160 x 60 x
20 wide It will contain 1700 ft2 of warehouse space an
office a radio room living/eating area and eight bedroom/offices
The latrine will be 10 x 22 and contain three toilets sinks
and showers and room for a washer and dryer The buildings and
vehicle parking area are almost entirely under trees Both
buildings were designed to use natural ventilation for cooling
with only the radio room requiring an air conditioner but fans
will be needed on the hottest calm days The buildings should
be serviceable by Monday26 May with only finish work needed
I will finish the buildings when I return Whenthe buildings
have been completed and the carpenters departed the facility
will be operations capable and finish work can be completed as
time permits
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COMMOAt present functional communications are housed in a
temporary structure with contacts attempted 1600 hrs local daily
The radio is also monitored sporadically during the day as work
schedule permits P McCauleydid an excellent job of setting
upcommothat is extremely reliable The radio will be moved
from vicinity the AVGASwhere they are nowupon building
completion

WATER Getting water has proved to be a problem A well was dug
to 30 near the building site without finding water After
consulting several knowledgeable locals it was decided to pipe
water 1500 meters across the valley from a constant supply spring
This water will gravity feedto a holding tank and then be pumped
to an elevated tank to get the required water pressure

ROAD The only way in and out of the site is via the road or
light aircraft to the ranch The Maule would require multiple
trips almost daily to meet the transportation needs of the air
field With careful and constant maintenance during the rainy
season it may be possible to use the road all year depending on
the amount and duration of the rain and howquickly the valley
drains

During heavy prolonged rains the site will be cut off and
thought should be given to using a boat as an alternate means
of supply/emergency evacuation There are all weather roads to
the coast north and south of the airfield within range of a small
boat with outboard motor
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4250

4500

4500 Up to 4700 whenmanagementis all
being covered at Cincinnati A/C
and crews ready reports on time
manning complete etc

4250 Up to 4400 when training program
NVG forms etc working

4250 Up to 4400 whenA/C flying parts
flow and response working

4250

3500

2500

2300

2500

2300

2500

2300

3000

3000

3000

1666

Going on contract

?"> South Africans
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CURRENTSALARIES

36 K Garay

Owens

51 K Stemwedel

54 K Sawyer
54 K Cooper

51 K MCRainey

51 K Piowaty

51 K Kuney

42 K Hughes

30 K Stevenson

27.6K Custodio

30 K Shutt

27.6K Bague

30 K Coble
480 K

27.6K Santucan

Moesser

Alford

36 K Gamelin

36 K Smith

36 K Host Liaison
(Max)

20 K R/O Wash

Bolton

Replaced

Borlace

Tucker
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Options

I Sale of entire operation and assets wherein CIAtakes
control of the entire operation plus assets valued at
approximately $4M The price would be negotiated at
some level below the $4M

II CIA takes over operational control Wemaintain the crews
and assets and conduct the operations at the following rates

C-7 at $1300/hr ,ninimumof 50 hrs/mo
C-123 at $1800/hr minimumof 50 hrs/mo
Maule at $300/hr minimumof 50 hrs/mo

Therefore the basic cost per month to the CIAwould be
$311,500 plus additive costs for operations in excess of
the 50 hours per month

Note 1 Weprefer option I with the proceeds from the sale
going back into a fund for continued similar
requirements

Note 2 With either option the CIA should knowthat 4/C-123K's
have very recently been delivered to Tucson (MASDIC)
These should be procured by CIA as they are probably
in good condition and there should be a good spare
parts stock with them
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EXHIBIT6

D 0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The KL-43 and KL-43A(hereafter referred to collectively as
the KL-43(A)) are portable electronic off-line encryption/
decryption devices comprised of five components -- the
KL-43(A) device acoustic adapter line patch cord AC
adapter and carrying case The KL-43(A) is intended to
protect written communications (messages) it provides
encryption for these messages for passing over unprotected
channels These encrypted messages can be spoken
phonetically over any voice communications media or
transmitted electronically over compatible circuits of good
quality using the internal modem

The KL-43(A) provides the following general features

Entry and editing of either plain or cipher text
Entry storage and updating of 16 keys
Encryption of plain text
Decryption of cipher text
Standard centronics printer port
Printing of either plain or cipher text
(with use of optional printer)
Relay of a received cipher text message
Challenge/reply authentication
Conference call capability

2 0 SYSTEM I N F O R MA T I ON

2 1 SECURITY

The KL-43(A) is an unclassified Controlled Cryptograhic Item
(CCI) and controlled under the provisions of NTISSI 4001 A
security clearance is not required for access to the unkeyed
KL-43(A) however access should be restricted to
individuals whose duties require such access The unkeyed
KL-43(A) will be afforded reasonable protection against
unauthorized access theft loss copy or replication
tampering or unauthorized modification

Whenkey is loaded for secure XL-43(A) operations the device
assumes the classification of the key (1.-16) and will be
protected accordingly (see the safeguards and criteria of
NACSINo 4005) For access users require security
clearances commensurate with the classification levels of
the keyed KL-43(A) devices and related keying material

Printers used with the XL-43(A) do not automatically mark
printed messages with the level of classification The
operator should use a classification header (see Para 3.3.2)
when entering a plain text message to inform the recipient of
the message classification
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The KL-43(A) should not be used if signs of tampering or
other insecurities are detected or if the device malfunctio-- causing the display to read MALFUNCTION!DONOTUSE (see
,Para 4.0)

The routine and emergency destruction procedures of NACSINo4010 apply to the KL-43(A) and keying material For routine
and emergency destruction the KL-43(A) and keying material
will be treated as classified equipment and material

The KL-43(A) must be zeroized (see Para 3.3.12) prior to
transportation except when operational use requires it to be
delivered to the user in a keyed condition

2 2 KEY ES

Traffic Encryption Keys (keys used to pass operational
traffic also knownas TEKs) are delivered to the user on
paper tape and are entered by pressing the appropriate keys
on the keyboard Cryptoperiod and supersession information
is packaged with each key canister

The KL-43(A) has a Key Update feature which requires the use
of a Traffic Production Key (key used to generate another
operational key also knownas a TPK) Use of the Key Update
feature requires prior approval by DIRNSAATTN SO4

2 P O WE R REQUIREMENT'S

The KL-43(A) operates with either the ACwall adapter
provided or on internal battery power Internal batteries
can be either non-rechargeable alkaline cells or rechargeable
nickel-cadmium (NICAD)cells The KL-43 requires four size
"AA cells and the KL-43Arequires four size "C cells The
selector switch in the battery compartment shown in Appendix
A should be set to indicate whether alkaline or rechargeable
batteries are being used

The NICADbatteries should be recharged using the ACadapter
provided For best results the batteries should be
completely drained (beeping tone) prior to recharging Full
recharge time is approximately 16 hours It is not necessary
to turn the device off to connect the ACadapter Doing so
will clear any message stored in the device

NOTE Whenoperating with the ACadapter the unit must have
either alkaline or rechargeable batteries in place
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EXHIBIT7

Fromthe earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran the U.S Governmenthas attempted to reestablish official
contact with that governmentin order to discuss strategic
developments in this critical part Olt the world and reconstruct a
working relationship Evenbefore President Reagancameto
office the U.S Governmentagreed to try to expand security
economic political and intelligence relationships at a pace
acceptable to Tehran In the fall of 1979 the U.S undertook
three secret missions to Tehran

September I97 _J (met secretly with 8asargan at the
request of the Iranians)

October 1979

October-November1979 (discussed
normalization of relati

whenthese meetings and the secret November1 1979meeting in
Algiers between Brzezinski and Prime Minister 8azargan became
public in Iran they helped precipitate the takeover of the U.S
Embassyby radical elements and led to the resignation of the
Bazargan government These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishing normal
relations our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue In this regard it
is notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with Iran - Egypt Jordan Morocco Israel South Africa and
the United States Even Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations with Iran

Iran is the key to a region of vital importance to the West yet
it is increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power
and political influence along its borders and inside its
territory Over the course of the last two years the Soviets
and their surrogates have movedactively to gain greater
influence in the Gulf

TOPSECRET UfVlflAY6i.ty
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U.S./IRANIANCONTAG06--AND?REAMERIC?QP-HOSTAGES

The Soviets believe that once Khomeinidies they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government in Tehran that serves Soviet strategic interests
in the area
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Communistnations have becomethe principal arms suppliers
to Iran - making Iran dependent on this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly strengthened Iraq This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets maywell be
attempting to pursue their ownrevolution in Iran That is
by fueling both sides in the conflict the Soviets could
well encourage a disastrous 'final offensive by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran
leaving a power vacuumwhich the Soviets could exploit
Specifically the indicators of Communistinfluence in Iran
are

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
war has exacerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence
Moreover Soviet designs in Afghanistan pressure on Pakistan
and actual crossborder strikes in Iran fromAfghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important

TOPSECRET
TOP sEtl T
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In short the Soviets were far better positioned to improve
significantly their influence in the region in 1985whenwewere
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran In
deciding to exploit this opening weevaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded
About two years ago senior Iranian officials apparently decided
that someaccommodationwith the U.S was necessary Since 1983various countries have madeovertures he U.S and Iran in an
effort to stimulate direct contact
Pakista Switzerland and Turkeyall VUaCeemptedto serveas

owever internal splits and
debates maa it difficult or a Iranians to respond to these
overtures

In 1985 a private Americancitizen (Michael Ledeen) was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government (David
Kimche) who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (ManuchehrGhorbanifar)
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S Government In acknowledgingthe need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved he (Ghorbanifar)
indicated that his "sponsors in Tehran could also help to
resolve the Americanhostage situation in Beirut

The Israelis analyzed this intermediary's background exhaustivelyin order to validate his legitimacy This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence in his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials Based in large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear
U.S interest in a dialogue that might over time lead to the
moderation of Iranian policies the U.S established an indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediary in mid-1985 through the
private U.S citizen and a senior Israeli official These
contacts were established through the National Security Council
staff with the full knowledgeof appropriate Cabinet officers
Fromthe very first meeting with the Israelis and the Iranian it
was emphasized that the USGcould not proceed with direct contact
unless Iran renounced terrorism asan instrument of state policy

Numerousindividuals and private parties have likewise attemptedto be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iranor in seeking Iranian assi nce in the release of our citizensheld hostage in Lebanon
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In June of 1985 in the midst of the TWA-847hijacking the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriateasked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers Twodays after
this approach four Americansheld separately from the rest ofthe hijacked sse s were freed and turned over to S rian
authorities Majlis
Speaker Rafsan ani w o was trave ing in t e mi -east a the
time and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati both intervened withthe captors Rafsanjani in his speech on November4 1986 forthe first time publicly acknowledgedhis role in this matter
In July of 1985 the Israelis advised that they believed theywere close to achieving a breakthrough in their contact with Iranand would proceed unless we objected It is important to notethat the U.S had long been aware of Israeli efforts to maintaindiscreet contact with Iran and that they had in the past providedIran with assistance in its war with Iraq Despite long-termU.S efforts to convince the Israelis to desist we believe that
Israel continued to provide limited military and industrial
technology to Iran - even after they officially told us that
such activities had ceased The USGjudged that the Israelis
would persist in these secret deliveries despite our objectionsbecause they believed it to be in their strategic interests

OnAugust 22 1985 a senior Israeli official (David Kimche)
visited Washingtonand met with the National Security Advisor
The Israeli asked us to acquiesce in a single Israeli delivery of
defensive military materiel to Tehran He urged that we allow
such an action to take place in order to gain increased influence
in Tehran Mr McFarlanestated that the U.S could in no waybe
construed as an "arms for hostages deal and that there could be
no guarantee that whatever items of U.S origin Israel sent
could be replaced Wewere subsequently informed that the
Israelis had delivered 508 TOWsat the end of August Thoughwe
were not specifically aware of the shipment at the time it was
madewe did makea subsequent decision not to expose this Israeli
operation so that wewould have the option of exploiting existingIsraeli channels with Tehran in our owneffort to establish an
Americanstrategic dialogue with the Iranian government The
Israelis managedthis entire operation to include delivery
arrangements funding and transportation The total value of
this shipment was less than $2 million and therefore below the
threshold for required reporting of a military equipment transfer
under the ArmsExport Control Act

On September 14 1985 ReverendBenjaminWeir was released in
Beirut by the Islamic Jihad Organization This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Mr Terry Waite the
Special Emissary of the Archbishopof Canterbury To this date
Mr Waite remains the onl Westerner to ever meet directl with
the Lebanese kidnappers

TOPSECRET
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On October 4 1985 Islamic Jihad announcedthat it had "executed
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October 1 Israeli air raid on PLOinstallations in Tunis This
announcementled to a series of meetings in Europe amongthe U.S
(CIAand NSC) Israeli and Iranian intermediaries In these
meetings the Iranians indicated that while their ability to
influence the Hizballah was waning the Hizballah had not killed
Buckley he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes Wehave since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Father Jenco and David Jacobsen both of whomindicate that
Buckley probably died on June 3 1985of pneumonia-like symptoms
In late November1985 the Israelis responding to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians provided 18 basic HAWKmissiles to
Iran in order to improve the static defenses around Tehran The
Israeli delivery of HAWKmissiles raised U.S concerns that we
could well be creating misunderstandings in Tehran and thereby
jeopardizing our objective of arranging a direct meeting with
high-level Iranian officials As a consequence of U.S
initiative and by mutual agreement of all three parties these
missiles were subsequently returned to Israel in February 1986
On December6-8 1985 the National Security Advisor met (in
London)with the Israeli official and the Iranian contact to make
clear the nature of our interest in a dialogue with Iran At
this meeting Mr McFarlanestated that our goals were as
follows

Devising a formula for re-establishing a strategic
relationship with Tehran

Ending the Iran-Iraq Waron honorable terms

Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion

Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which we might counter Soviet
activities in the region

Mr McFarlanemadeclear that a Western dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran were willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut He also made
clear that we could not and would not engage in trading arms for
hostages
On December14 the President met in the residence with the
Secretaries of State and Defense the Attorney General the
Director of Central Intelligence and the National Security
Advisor to review the findings of Mr McFarlane's meetings in
London the situation in Iran and the prospects for a strategic
dialogue At this meeting he decided that we should attempt to
keep the Israeli channel open as long as it offered possibilities
for meetings with high-level Iranian officials
TOPSECRET
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- The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account

- The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.
controlled account in an overseas bank

transport this to Israel for onwardmovementto Iran

d

`f

(
Using these funds the CIAwouldcovertly obtain materiel )C
authorized for transfer from U.S military stocks and
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On January 2 the Prime Minister of Israel dispatched a special
emissary to the U.S (AmiramMir) to review proposals for next
steps in dealing with Iran In that implementation of the
Israeli proposals would require the active participation of the
intelligence community the NSCStaff (North) was tasked to
prepare a covert action finding Workon this Presidential
finding convenedor January 5 and the documentwas forwarded to
the President on January 15 after it had been reviewed by
appropriate NSCofficials

On January 17 1986 the President approved a covert action
Finding directing that the intelligence communityproceed with
special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forth
above (TabA) In accord with extant statutes the President
directed that the Director of Central Intelligence refrain from
reporting the Finding to the appropriate committees of the
Congress until reasonably sure that the lives of those carrying
out the operation (both U.S and foreign) would not be in
jeopardy
On February 5-7 U.S officials (NSCand CIA` a
representative of the Israeli Prime Ministry (AmiramNirand a
senior-level Iranian officia

metice At this meeting the Iranians agreed
hat, i the USGwould provide defensive wea ons (TOWs)to Iran

The
.5 side agreed to explore this possibility and working with

the Israelis established the following mechanismfor transfer of
tie weapons

Using the procedures stipulated above funds were deposited in
the CIAaccount in Genevaon February 11 1986and on February 14
1,000 TOWswere transported to Israel for pre-positioning These
TOWSwere transferred by CIAfrom DOD(U.S Armystocks in

TOPSECRET
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Anniston Alabama)and ans orted through
using standard CIA-DOD logistics arrangements
Policy-lovel coordinnti or these arrangements was effected by
NSC(North) with DOD(Armitage) and CIA (Clair George) The TOWs
were placed in a covert Israeli facility awaiting onward
shipment
On February 19-21 U.S (NSCand CIA) Israeli and Iranian
officials met in Germanyto discuss problems in arranging a
meeting amonghigher-level officials At this meeting the U.S
side agreed to provide 1,000 TOWSto Iran as a clear signal of
U.S sincerity This delivery was commencedon the morningof
February 20 and completed in two transits to Tehran on February
21 Transportation from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag
Israeli aircraft

On February 28 the Prime Minister of Israel wrote to President
Reagan (Tab 8) urging continued efforts to achieve a strategic
breakthrough with Iran but asking consideration for the safety
of recently seized Israeli hostages
OnMarch7 U.S (CIAand NSC)and Israeli representatives net
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S and Iranian officials During these meetings
the intermediary emphasized the deteriorating economic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
effectiveness

The escalation of tensions with Libya leading up to the April 14
strike prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary lGhorbanifar) to accelerate the
effort in late April 1986 At that point the Iranian expatriate
advised us through the Israeli point-of-contact that the
leadership in Tehran was prepared to commencea secret dialogue
with the United States along the lines of our established goals
Webelieve that the Iranians were stimulated to .neaawthe contact
by the April17 murder of hostage Peter Kilburn

retaliation for the U.S raid onLiby

TOPSECRET
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he Iranian expatriate to the NSCand CIAofficers whomet
ith him in Europe at the end of April that the Iranians did not

h to cused of an cul abilit in Kilburn's death

On May6 7 1986 U.S and Israeli officers met in Londonwith
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take immediate
steps to arrange for a high-level U.S./Iranian meeting in Tehran
During the Londonmeeting the Iranian urged that we (U.S and
Israel) take immediate steps to help with Iranian air defense
Be emphasized that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effective
of late and that the Iranians were desperate to stop attacks on
population centers The Israelis also used this opportunity to
trivately ask the ::.S to replace the 508 TOWswhich they had
sent to Iran in August 1985 The Israelis were informed via
coded message on May15 that the U.S had agreed to the Iranian
request for limited anti-air defense equipment and to replenishthe 508 TOWssent by Israel

Based on assurances that we could at last meet fact-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials on May15 the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advisor
McFarlane accompaniedby a CIAannuitant CIAcommunicators
membersof the NSCstaff and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu
tors

On May16 the Iranians through the Israelis provided $6.5Mfor
deposit in the CIAsecure funding mechanism The funds were used
to acquire 508 TOWmissiles (for replenishing the TOWsIsrael
shipped in September 1986) and acquiring HAWNmi ile s are
parts This material was subsequently movedt
repackaged and shipped to Kelly AFBfor onwardmovementto
on May22 As in the February shipment the CIAprovided
logistics support for the movementof this materiel to Israel

In order to ensure operational security the McFarlanetrip was
made from Israel coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
spare parts for Iranian defensive weaponssystems (HAWKspare
electronic parts) At the s cific r uest of the Iranians
alias foreign documentation obtained from the CIA-
was used CIAalso provided cove ansportation support from
CONUSto Israel for the McFarlaneparty The group was
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israeli Air Force 707
with false flag markings

TOPSECRET
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In the course of the four-day (May25-29) visit lengthy meetingswere held with high-level Iranian officials the first direct
contact between the two governmentsin over six years Mr
McFarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives
concerns and intentions The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamicin Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win Using
Presidentially approved Termsof Reference (Tab B) which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers
McFarlaneemphasizedthat our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages but the continued detention of_hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress
During the visit Mr McFarlanemadeclear

that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Middle East
that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism

- that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse it
that we had numerousother disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e. Lebanon Nicaragua etc.) but might also
find areas of commoninterest (i.e. Afghanistan) through
dialogue

During these meetings both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementinga strategic relationship between
the two countries In addition to the points noted above Mr
McFarlaneemphasizedthe political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue The Iranians objected to the
USGembargoon U.S military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USGblocking of Iranian assets in the U.S. even after
U.S courts had ruled in their favor During the course of these
meetings the Iranian officials admitted that they could nct win
the war but were in a dilemmain Tehran over howto end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian 'victory before it
could be concluded Theyemphasizedthat the original aggressor
SaddamHussein must be removedfrompower in order for the war
to end Mr McFarlaneconcluded the visit by summarizingth
notwithstanding Iranian interest in carrying on with the dilogue
we could not proceed with further discussions in light of their a1
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the Western hostages in Lebanon _

OnJune 10 Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improvedrelations with
the U.S OnJuly 26 Father LawrenceJenco was released in the
BekkaValley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint

TOPSECRET
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On August 3 the remaining three pallets (less than planeload)
of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (HAWK
missile sub-components)arrived in Tehran As in all-flights
to/from Iran this delivery was madewith an Israeli Air Force
aircraft (707) using false flag markings Timingof the delivery
was based on coordination amongU.S. Israeli and Iranian
officials

In early August 1986 the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USGto
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of communicationwhich
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy In mid-August a private American
citizen (MGENRichard Secord USAF(Ret.]) acting within the
purview of th Jan r Covert Action Finding a co tact in
Europe wit relativ f a
senior Iranian offici (Rafsa With the asses nee of the
CIA this Iranian as brought covertly to Washingtonfor
detailed discussions Wejudged this effort tc be useful in
establishing contact with a close confidant of the manjudged to
be the most influential and pragmatic political figure in Iran
(Rafsanjani) These discussions reaffirmed the basic objectives
of the U.S in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran Wealso
provided intelligence designed to discourage an Iranian offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
war The intelligence also detailed the Soviet threat to Iran

Through August September and October 1986 numerousadditional
meetings were held in Europe between U.S representatives and the
newand Iranian contacts During the October 26 1986meeting in
Frankfurt Germany the U.S side as in the past insisted that
the release of the hosta es_was a pre-requisite to any progress
The Iranian urged that we take a more active role
in support for the A g a resistance

The Iranians o "re an a U.S accepted the offpy_of
a Soviet T-72 tank At this meeting
stated that there was a 'very good c ante that another American
or two wouldbe freed soon. OnOctober 29 with U.S
acquiscence Israel provided Iran with an additional increment of
defensive weapons (S00 TOWmissiles)

Late on October 31 called the U.S citizen
(Hakim)tasked to maintain contact an advised that Iran had
'exercised its influence with the Lebanese in order to obtain
the release of an American- David Jacobsen - at,d an uncertain
numberof French hostages He further noted that this would be
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part of the purpose of the Iranian Foreign Minister's visit t
Syria - an event we becameaware of on November1 1986
stated that the situation in Tehran ash as Iranian in ueneeover Hizballah were both deterioratin

OnNovember
2 David Jaco sen was re eased by his captors near the old
AmericanEmbassycompoundin West Beirut The U.S Embassyin
East Beirut immediately dispatched an embassyofficer to West
Beirut to pick up Mr Jacobsen

It is nowapparent that persistent U.S efforts to establish
contact with Iran and subsequent public speculation regardingthese contacts have probably exacerbated the power struggle inIran between pragmatic elements (led by Rafsanjani) and more
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of AyatollahMontazeri) In late October radical supporters (of Montazeri)
revealed the (Rafsanjani) contact with the USGand the terms of
the contact In order to defend himself against charges of
colluding with the USGand to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani provided a purposelydistorted version of the May1986McFarlanemission in his

November4 address to the masses Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently nowfeel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S relationshipThe revelations in Tehran regarding the McFarlanemission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle The
October 1986arrest of radical leader MehdiHashemi a close
confidant and son in-law of Ayatollah Montezari for acts of
terrorism and treason has caused further internal conflict

TOPSECRET

Resolution of the Lebanon,hostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanondue in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans are nY~ their
contacts with more radical Hizballah elements



Contrary to speculative reports that these hostages
were t ken in order to stimulate the acquisition of morearms4t-"-c they were most likely captured in order to prevent the very
rapproachment with Iran we are seeking
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It is important to note that since the initiation of the USG
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian govern

invent complicity in acts of terrorism against the U.S Webelieve
that the September-Octoberkidnappings of Messers Reed Cicippioand Tracy were undertaken in an effort to undermine the nascent
U.S.-Iranian strategic dialogue and exacerbate the internal
Iranian power struggle against the moderate faction with which we
have been

C..C:r

Throughout this process the USGhas acted within the limits of
established policy and in compliancewith all U.S law The
shipment of 2,008 U.S TOWsand 235 HAWKmissile parts was
undertaken under the provisions of a covert action Finding

During the course of this operation - and before - the U.S was
cognizant of only two shipments from Israel to Iran
Specifically

The Israelis acknowledgedthe August 1985 shipment of 508
=Ws after it had taken place Until we were advised by the
Israelis and had the information subsequently confirmed by
Iranian authorities wewere unawareof the composition of
the shipment Wesubsequently agreed to replace these TOWS
in Mayof 1986

The October 1986 shipment of 500 TOWsfrom Israel to Iran
was undertaken with U.S acquiescence These TOWSwere
replaced on November7

The November1985 shipmentof 8 Israeli HAWKmissiles was
not an authorized exception to policy This shipmentwas
eventually retrieved in February 1986 as a consequenceof
U.S intervention
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spites internal difficulties and
attendant publicly in the Westernmedia the Iranians continue
to maintain direct contact with the USGand met again i1 Geneva
n November9-10 with NSCand CIArepresentatives
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In support of this Finding and at the direction of the President
the CIAprovided the following operational assistance

S .aesaeea for financial transactions
A secure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S
military items from the V.S

Transhipment of military items from the U.S to Israel

Communicationsand intelligence support'for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the McFarlanetrip to Tehran in
May
Cleared meeting sites in Europe for meetings with Iranian
officials

Alias documentation for U.S and foreign officials for
meetings in Europe and Tehran

The weaponsand materiel provided under this programwere judged
to be inadequate to alter either the balance of milita ower"or
the outcomeof the war with Iraq The have however

demonstrated the
comma nt to Iranian territoria in egri y and served to support
those in Iran interested in opening a strategic relationship with
the U.S They have also furthered U.S efforts over the last 18
months have had tangible results on Iranian policy
- The Rafsanjani/Velayati intervention or behalf of the TWA

#847passengers (June 1985)

Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am073 would not be
received in Iranian territory if it left Karachi

- The release of three Americanand at least two French
hostages

- The initiation ofan Iranian dialogue with their regional
neighbors

- The Iranian 'final offensive.

TOPSECRET
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Finally it must also be noted that the U.S arms embargo
notwithstanding West European nations have provided $500million
a year in military equipment to Iran Mostof these transfers
were accomplished with governmentknowledgeand/or acquiescence
All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action Finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian contacts and the
potential consequences for our strategic position in Southwest
Asia Finally our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lebanonmust continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries whocannot perform if they are revealed

TOPSECRET



The Soviets believe that once Khomeinidies they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government in Tehran that serves Soviet strategic interest's
in the area._
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O.S./IRANIANCONTACTSANDTHEAMERICANHOSTAGES

Fromthe earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran the U.S Governmenthas attempted to reestablish official
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in this critical part of the world and reconstruct a
working relationship Even before President Reagancameto
office the U.S Governmentagreed to try to expand security
economic political and intelligence relationships at a pace
acceptable to Tehran In the fall of 1979 the U.S undertock
three secret missions to Tehran
- September 1979 110 (met secretly with Bazarganat the

request of the Iranians

October 1979

October-November1979 (discussed
normalization of relations

when these meetings and the secret November1 1979meeting in
Algiers between Brzezinski and Prime Minister Bazargan lecame
public in Iran they helped precipitate the takeover of the U.S
Embassyby radical elements and led to the resignation of t;.e
Bazargan government These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishing nor-a
relations our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue In this regard it
is notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with Iran - Egypt Jordan Morocco Israel South Africa and
the United States Even Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations with Iran

Iran is the key to a region of vital importance to the west ":et
it is increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power
and political influence along its borders and inside its
territory Over the course of the last two years the Soviets
and their surrogates have movedactively to gain greater
influence in the Gulf
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Communistnations have becomethe principal arms suppliersto Iran - making Iran dependent on this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly strengthened Iraq This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets maywell be
attempting to pursue their ownrevolution in Iran That is
by fueling both sides in the conflict the Soviets could
well encourage a disastrous 'final offensive by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran
leaving a power vacuumwhich the Soviets could exploit
Specifically the indicators of Communistinfluence in Iran
are

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
war has exacerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence
Moreover Soviet designs in Afghanistan pressure on Pakistan
and actual crossborder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important

TOPSECRET
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In short the Soviets were far better positioned to improve
significantly their influence in the region in 1985 whenwe were
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran In
deciding to exploit this opening we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded

out two years ago senior Iranian officials apparently decided
that some accommodationwith the U.S was necessary Since 1983various countries have been engaged in overtures to the U.S and
Iran in an fort to stimulate direct contact betw
countries
Turks haveall attempts to serve as interlocutors in this

However internal splits and debates made it difficult
for the Iranians to respond to these overtn_eo

Numerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian ass tance in the rel of our citizens
held hostage in Lebanon

In the spring of 1985 a private Americancitizen (Michael
Ledeen) learned from an Israeli governmentofficial (David
Kimche) that the Israelis had established a liaison relationship
with an Iranian expatriate (ManuchehrGhorbanifar) in Europe who
sought Israeli help in establishing contact with the U.S Govern
ment In acknowledging the need to demonstrate the bonafides cf
the Iranian officials involved he (Ghorbanifar) indicated that
his 'sponsors in Tehran could also help to resolve the American
hostage situation in Beirut

In June of 1985 in the midst of the TWA-817hijacking the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers Twodays after
this approach four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked passengers were freed and turned over to S rian
authorities Ilgr yajlis
Speaker Rafsanjani whowas travelling in the mid-east at the
tire and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with
the captors Rafsanjani in his speech on November4 1986 for
the first time publicly acknowledgedhis role in this matter

70P SECRETS
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On July 3 1985 during a visit to Washington an Israeli
official (Ximche) advised National Security Advisor Robert
McFarlane that Israel had established a channel of communication
with authoritative elements in Iran whowere interested in
determining whether the United States was open to a discreet
high-level dialogue The Iranians were described as comprising
the principal figures of the government (i.e. Speaker of the
Majlis Rafsanjani Prime Minister Musavi and Rhomeini's
heir-apparent Ayatollah Montazeri) and as being devoted to a
reorientation of Iranian policy

At this first meeting McFarlanevent to great length to draw out
the Israeli as to whyhe found the Iranian proposal credible
given the events of the past six years Tne Israeli replied that
their exhaustive analysis had gone beyond the surface logic
deriving from the chaos and decline within Iran and the
degenerative effects of the war to more concrete tests of the
willingness of the Iranians to take personal.risks Henoted
that the Iranians had exposed themselves to possible compromise
by meeting with Israelis and by passing extremely sensitive
intelligence on the situation (andpolitical line-up) within Iran
- information which was proven valid

The Israeli asked for our position on opening such a dialogue
No mention was madeof any pre-conditions or Iranian priorities
McFarlane conveyed this proposal to the President (in the
presence of the Chief of Staff) The President said that he
believed such a dialogue would be worthwhile at least to the
point of determining the validity of the interlocutors This
decision was passed to the Israeli diplomat by telephone on
July 30

On August 2 1985 the Israeli called again on McFarlane At
this meeting he stated that he had conveyed our position to the
Iranian intermediary and that the Iranians had responded that
they recognized the need for both sides to have tangible evidence
of the bona fides of the other and that they believed they could
affect the release of the Americansheld hostage in Lebanon

According to the Israeli the Iranians separately stated that
they were vulnerable as a group and before hiving any prospect of
being able to affect change within Iran they,would need to be
substantially strengthened To do so they would need to secure
the cooperation of military and/or Revolutionary Guard leaders
Towardthis end they expressed the view that.the most credible
demonstration of their influence and abilities wouldbe to secure
limited amounts of V.S equipment The Israeli asked for our
position on such actions
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Mr McFarlane elevated this proposition to the President at a
meeting within days that included the Secretaries of State and
Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence The President
stated that while he could understand that assuming the
legitimacy of the interlocutors they would be quite vulnerable
and ultimately might deserve our support to include tangible
materiel at the time without any first hand experience in
dealing with them he could not authorize any transfers of
military materiel This was conveyedto the Israeli
On August 22 19BS the Israeli diplomat called once moreto
report that the message had been conveyedand that an impasseof
confidence existed Be asked what the position of the U.S.
Governmentwould be to an Israeli transfer of modest quantities
of defsns'ive.military materiel. McFarlansCreplied that to him
such an action would represent a distinction without a difference
The Israeli diplomat explained at great length that Israel had
its ownpolicy interests that wouldbe served by fostering such a
dialogue in behalf of the U.S. but that a problem would arise
whenultimately they needed to replace items shipped He asked
whether Israel would be able to purchase replacements for items
they chose to ship McFarlanestated that the issue was not the
ability of Israel to purchase military equipment from the U.S -
they had done so for a generation and would do so in the tut.ire
- but rather the issue was whether it was U.S policy to ship or
allow others to ship military equipmentto Iran The Israeli
asked for a position from our government McFarlane elevated the
question to the President (and to the Secretaries of State and
Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence) The President
stated that while he could envision providing materiel support
to moderate elements in Iran if all the Western hostages were
freed he could not approve any transfer of military materiel at
that time This position was conveyedto the Israeli diplorat

On September 14 19BS ReverendBenjaminweir was released in
Beirut by the Islamic Jihad Organization This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Mr Terry Waite the
Special Emissary of the Archbishopof Canterbury To this date
Mr Waite remains the onl}Lwesterner to ever meet directly with
the Lebanese kidnappers

In late September we (earned that the Israelis had transferred
50BTOWmissiles to Iran and that this shipment had taken place

.in late August The Israelis told us that they undertook the
action despite our objections because they believed it to be in
their strategic interests The Israelis managedthis entire
operation to include delivery arrangements funding and
transportation After discussing this matter with the President
it was decided not to

expose
this Israeli delivery because we

TOPSECRET '4,11,1
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wanted to retain the option of exploiting the existing Israeli
channel with Tehran in our owneffort to establish a strategicdialogue with the Iranian government The total value of the 508
TOWsshipped by Israel was estimated to be less than 52 million
On October 4 1985 Islamic Jihad announcedthat it had 'executed
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October 1 Israeli air raid on PLOinstallations in Tunis This
announcement led to a series of meetings in Europe amongthe U.S
(CIAand NSC) Israeli and Iranian intermediaries In these
meetings the Iranians indicated that while their ability to
influence the Hizballah was waning the Hizballah had not killed
Buckley he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes Wehave since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Father Jenco and David Jacobsen both of whomindicate that
Buckley probably died on June 3 1985of pneumonia-like symptoms
In mid-November the Israelis through a senior officer in the
Foreign Minister's office (Rimche) indicated that the Government
of Israel was convinced that they were nearing a breakthrough
with Iran on a high-level dialogue The Israeli contacted a U.S
official (North) and asked for the nameof a European-based
airline which could discreetly transit to Iran for the purpose cf
delivering passengers and cargo Be specifically noted that
neither a U.S carrier nor an Israeli affiliated carrier could be
used Wewere assured at the time that the Israelis were going
to 'try oil drilling parts as an incentive, since we had
expressed so muchdisple ure over the ear ier TOWshipment The
nameof the proprietary was passed to the
Israeli who subsequently had the aircra chartered through
normal commercial contract for a flight from Tel Ave to Tab~i
Iran on November25 1985 The Israelis were unwitting of the
CIA's involvement in the airline and the airline was paid at the
normal er al charter rate (approximately 5127,700) The
airline were also unwitting of the cargo they carried

In January we learned that the Israelis responding to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians has used the proprietary aircraft
to transport 1t HAWKmissiles to Iran in an effort to improve the
static air defenses around Tehran Our belated awareness that
the Israeli's had delivered HAWKmissiles raised serious U.S
concerns that these deliveries were jeopardizing our objective of
arranging a direct meeting with high-level Iranian officials As
a consequence of U.S initiative and by mutual agreement of all
three parties these missiles were returned to Israel in February
1986

On December7 the President conveneda meeting in the white
House (residence) to discuss next steps in our efforts to
establish direct contact with the Iranians Attending the
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meeting were the Chief of Staff Secretaries of State and
Defense the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence and the
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and his
Deputy Immediately after the meeting Mr McFarlanedeparted
for Londonto meet with the Israeli official and the Iranian
contact to makeclear the nature of our interest in a dialogue
with Iran At this meeting Mr McFarlane as instructed by the
President stated that

the U.S was open to a political dialogue with Iran but
that no such dialogue could makeprogress for as long as
groups seen as dominated by Iran held U.S hostages and
the U.S could under no circumstances transfer arms to Iran
in exchange for hostages

These points were madedirectly to the Iranian interlocutor The
Iranian replied that unless his associates in Tehran were
strengthened they could not risk going ahead with the dialogueMr McFarlane acknowledgedthe position but stated we could not
change our position In a separate meeting with the Israeli
official Mr McFarlanemadeclear our strong objections to
Israeli weapons shipments to Iran Following these meetings
Mr McFarlane returned to Washington and shortly thereafter left
active government service

On January 2 the Prime Minister of Israel dispatched a special
emissary to the U.S (AmiramNir) to review proposals for next
steps in dealing with Iran The Israelis urged that we reconsider
the issue of providing limited defensive arms to those attempting
to take power in Tehran since all other incentives (economic
assistance medical supplies machine parts) were of no value in
shoring-up those whowanted an opening to the west Admiral
Poindexter noted our stringent objections to the HAWKmissile
shipments in Novemberand noted that the U.S would have to act
to have them returned (a step undertaken in February whenall
18 missiles were returned to Israel) In that any implementation
of the Israeli proposals would require the active participation
of the intelligence community the NSCStaff (North) was tasked
to prepare a covert action finding Workon this Presidential
finding commencedon January 4

On January 6 the President the Vice President the Chief of
Staff and the National Security Advisor and his assistant
reviewed the first draft of the Finding and the recommendations
madeby the Prime Minister of Israel through his special
emissary
On January 7 the President met in the Oval Office with the Vice
President the Chief of Staff Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger
Attorney General Meese1Director Casey and the National Security
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Advisor to discuss the overall situation in Iran and prospectsfor a strategic dialogue It was again noted that Mr McFarlaneon return from.his trip to London had recommendedthat no
further action be taken unless a mechanismcould be established
by which the U.S could exert better control over events Re
agreed in principle with Director Casey that providing limited
quantities of defensive arms after the hostages were released
still had merit Both Secretary 1Shultzand Secretary Weinberger
objected to any provision of arms citing that we could not be
sure that these would really help moderate elements and that if
exposed the project would not be understood by moderate Arabs
and would be seen as contravening our policy of not dealing with
states that support terrorism ThePresident decided that we
should attempt to keep the Israeli channel active as long astit
offered possibilities for meetings with high-level Iranian
officials and left open the issue of providing defensive arms to
Iran if all the hostages were released

It was further determined by the President that any dialogue.with
the Iranians must be aimed at achieving the following goals

Devising a formula for re-establishing a strategic
relationship with Tehran

Ending the Iran-Iraq Waron honorable terms

Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion

Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which wemight counter Soviet
activities in the region

The President made clear that a western dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran were willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut Healso made
clear that we could not and wouldnot engage in trading arms for
hostages Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger retained their
original position on providing any amrs to Iran but Attorney
General Meese and Director Casey both supported the concept as a
valid means of opening the dialogue Attorney General Meese
noted a 1981 determination by then Attorney General French Smith
that transferring small quantities of arms through third
countries under a Covert Action finding was not illegal
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On January 16 a meeting was held in the National SecurityAdvisor's office with Secretary Weinberger Attorney General
Meese Director Casey and CIAGeneral Counsel Stanley SporkinAt this meeting the final draft of the Covert Action Finding was
reviewed and was forwarded to the President with Secretary
Weinberger dissenting
On January 17 1986 the President approved a Covert Action
Finding (Tab A) directing that the intelligence communityproceed
with special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set
forth above The President Luther determined that the activities
authorized by the Finding justified withholding prior Congressional
notification due to the extreme sensitivity of the dialogue beingestablished Re further noted that public knowledgeof the
program would place the Americanhostages in Lebanonat greater
risk Noting his concern for the lives of those carrying out the
operation (both U.S and foreign) he directed that the Director
of Central Intelligence refrain fromreporting the Finding to the
appropriate committees of the Congressuntil reasonably sure that
those involved would no longer be in jeopardy
On February 5-7 U.S officials 1NSCand CIA a
representative of the Israeli PrimeMi ram irl and a
senior-level Dial

,et in London At .is met 1ng the Ira ans a reed
hat i the USGwould provide defensive weapons (TOWs)to Iran

The
side agreed to explore this possibility and working th

the Israelis established the following mechanismfor transfer of
the weapons

The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account

The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.
controlled account in an overseas bank

Using these funds the CIA=couldcovertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer fromO.S military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onwardmovementto Iran

Using the procedures stipulated above 93.7 million was deposited
in the CIAaccount in Genevaon February 11 1986 and on
February 14 1,000 TOWswere transported to Israel for pre-position
ing These TOWSwere transferred by CIA from DOD(U.S Arm
stocks in Anniston Alabama)and trans steel thr h

using standard CIA-DOD jottsties
arranq s Policy-level coordinat n for these arrangements
was effected by NSC(North) with 000 (Armitage) and CIA (Clair
George) The TOWswere placed in a covert Israeli facility
awaiting onward shipment,.
TOPSECRET telm
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On February 19-21 U.S (NSCand CIA) Israeli and Iranianofficials met in Germanyto discuss problems in arranging a
meeting amonghigher-lave officials At this meetina eheIranians committed

After coded authorizationwas received from Washington the U.S side agreed to provide1,000 TOWSto Iran as a clear signal of U.S sincerity This
delivery was commencedon the morningof February 20 and completedin two transits to Tehran on February 21 Transportation fromIsrael to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli aircraft Onthereturn flight from Iran these aircraft carried the 18 HAWk

7 missiles which Israel had sent to Tehran in November1985withUSGAAgrieknowledge

On February 24 U.S (CIAand NSCIofficials met again in
Frankfurt with the Israeli and Iranian officials to discuss next
steps At this meeting the U.S side urged that the Iranians
expedite a meeting amonghigher-level officials on both sides
On February 28 the Prime Minister of Israel wrote to President
Reagan (Tab H) urging continued efforts to achieve a strategic
breakthrough with Iran but asking consideration for the safetyof recently seized Israeli hostages
On March 7 U.S. CIAand NSC)and Israeli representatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S and Iranian officials During these meetings
the intermediary'emphasized the deteriorating economicsituation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
effectiveness

The escalation of tensions with Libya leading up to the April 14
strike prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary (Ghorbanifar) to accelerate the
effort in late April 1986 At that point the Iranian expatriate
advised us through the Israeli point-of-contact that the
leadership in Tehran was prepared to commencea secret dialogue
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On May6 7 1986 U.S and Israeli officers met in Londonwith
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take immediate
steps to arrange for a high-level U.S./Iranian meeting in Tehran
During the Londonmeeting the Iranian urged that we (U.S and
Israel) act urgently to help with Iranian air defense He
emphasized that the Iraqi Air Force was increasingly effective of
late and that the Iranians were desperate to stop attacks on

.population centers The Israelis also used this opportunity to
privately ask the U.S to replace the 508 TOWSwhich they had
sent to Iran in August 1985

Based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials on May1S the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advisor
McFarlane accompaniedby a CIAannuitant CIAcommunicators
membersof the NSCstaff and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu
tors The Israelis were informed via coded message on May15
that the U.S had agreed to the Iranian request for limited
anti-air defense equipment and to replenish the 508 TOWssent ty
Israel

OnMay16 the Iranians through the Israelis provided $6.5Mfor
deposit in the CIAsecure funding mechanism The funds were used
to acquire 508 TOWmissiles (for replenishing the TOWsIsrael
shipped in September 1985) and acquiring MAWKmissile lectronic
s are parts This material was subsequently movedto

1 repackaged and shipped to Kelly AFBfor onward ovementto
srae on May22 As in the February shipment the CIAprovided

logistics support for the movementof this materiel to Israel

In order to ensure operational security the McFarlanetrip was
made from Israel coincident with the delivery of a pallet of
spare parts for Iranian defensive weaponssystems (HAWKspare
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with the United States along the lines of our established goalsWebelieve that the Iranians were stimulated to anewthe contact
b the April 17 murder of hostage Peter Kilburn

in retaliation for the U.S raid on

The Iranian expatria d the NSCand CIAofficers whomet
with him in Europe at"the end of April that the Iranians did not
wish to be accused of any curability in Kilburn's death
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electronic parts) At the s ecifi nest of the Iranians
alias foreign documentation brained from the CIA-
was used CIAalso provided covert ansportation support from
CONUSto Israel for the McFarlaneparty The group was
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israeli Air Force 707
with false flag markings
In the course of the four-day (May25-28) visit lengthy meetings.were held with high-level Iranian officials the first direct
contact between the two governments in over Aix years Mr
McFarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives
concerns and intentions The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in.Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win Using
Presidentially approved Termsof Reference (Tab B) which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers
McFarlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress
During the visit Mr McFarlanemadeclear

that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to-expel us
from the Middle East

that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism

that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse it

that we had numerousother disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e. Lebanon Nicaragua etc.) but might also
find areas of commoninterest (i.e. Afghanistan and the
Soviet threat to the Gulf) through dialogue

During these meetings both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementinga strategic relationship between
the two countries In addition to the points noted above Mr
McFarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue The Iranians objected to t.`.e
USGembargoon U.S military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USGblocking of Iranian assets in the U.S. even after
U.S courts had ruled in their favor During the course of these
meetings the Iranian officials admitted that they could not win
the war but were in a dilemmain Tehran over howto end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian 'victory before it
could be concluded They emphasizedthat.the original aggressor
Sadden Hussein must be removedfrom power in order for the war
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to end .Mr McFarlane concluded the visit by summarizingthat
notwithstanding Iranian interest in carrying on with the dialoguewe could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the Western hostages in Lebanon

On June 10 Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improved relations with
the U.S On July 26 Father LawrenceJenco was released in the
DekkaValley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint
On August 3 the remaining three pallets (less than / planeload)of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (BAWX
missile sub-components) arrived in Tehran As in all flightsto/from Iran this delivery was madewith an Israeli Air Force
aircraft (707) using false flag markings Timing of the deliverywas based on coordination amongU.S. Israeli and Iranian
officials

In early August 1986 the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USGto
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of communicationwhich
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy In mid-August a private American
citizen (MGENRichard Secord USAF(Ret.)) acting within the
purview of th lazuar ever ' - *j^~+^^ &decontact in

rove vi
ifW the assistaZn e r the

.an was browg tcovertly to Washington for
detailed discussions Wejudged this effort to be useful in
establishing contact with a close confidant of the man judged to
be the most influential and pragmatic political figure in Iran
(Rafsanjani) These discussions reaffirmed the basic objectives
of the U.S in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran we also
provided assessments designed to discourage an Iranian offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
war The assessments also detailed the Soviet threat to Iran

Through August September and October 1986 numerousadditional
meetings were held in EuropebetweenU.S representatives and the
new Iranian contacts During the October 26 1986 meeting in
Frankfurt Germany the U.S side as in the past insisted that
.the release of t a es was a pre-requisite to any progress

CI The Iranian urged that we take a more active role
in support for t e A 9_an resistance
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The Iranians also pr ffered nd the U.S accepted the offer of
a Soviet T-72 tank The Iranians have also
offered to provide a copy of t e 400 page interro of Beirut
Station Chief William Buckley At this meeting stated that
there was a 'very good chance that another Ameri n r two would
be freed soon. OnOctober 29 with U.S acquiscence Israel

3 provided Iran with an additional increment of defensive weapons
(500 TOWmissiles)

C Late on October 31 ailed the V.S citizen
(Hakim) tasked to maintain contact and advised that Iran had
'exercised its influence with the Lebanese in order to obtain
the release of an American- DavidJacobsen - and an uncertain
number of French hostages He further noted that this wouldbe
part of the purpose of the Iranian Foreign Minister's visit to
Syria - an event we becameaware of on November1 1986

well as Iranian iniP!!!I!Fstated that the situation in Tehran a
over Hizballah were both deteriorating

n November
2 David Jacobsen was reeat his captors near the old
American Embassycompoundin WestBeirut The U.S Embassyin
East Beirut immediately dispatched an embassy officer to west
Beirut to pick up Mr Jacobsen

It is now apparent that persistent U.S efforts to establish
contact with ;Fan and subsequent public speculation regarding
these contacts have probably exacerbated the power struggle in
Iran betwee,i pragmatic elements (led by Rafsanjani) and more
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
Montazeri) In lama October radical supporters (of Montazeri)
revealed the (Rafsanjani) contact with the USGand the terms of
the contact In order to defend himself against charges of
colluding with the USGand to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani provided a purposely
distorted version of the May1986McFarlanemission in his
November4 address to the masses Moderate Iranian political
leaders apparently nowfeel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S relationship
The revelations in Tehran regarding the McFarlanemission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle The
October 1986 arrest of radical leader MehdiHashemi a close
confidant and son in-law of Ayatollah Montezari for acts of
terrorism and treason has caused further internal conflict

Resolution of the Lebanonhostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanondue in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans are expanding their
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loyal to the nowimprisoned MehdiHashemi If so this could be
an effort to undermine the nascent U.S.-Iranian strategic
dialogue and exacerbate the internal Iranian power struggle
against the pragmatic faction with which we have been in contact

Throughout this process the USGhas acted within the limits of
established policy and in compliance with all U.S law The
shipment of 2,008 U.S TOWsand 235 HAWKmissile electronic spare
parts was undertaken within the provisions of a Covert Action
Finding

During the course of this operation - and before - the U.S was
cognizant of only three shipments from Israel to Iran
Specifically

The Israelis acknowledgedthe August 1985shipment of 508
TOWsafter it had taken place Until wewere advised-E-i e
Israelis,-and had the information subsequently confirmed byIranian authorities we were unawareof the composition of
the shipment Wesubsequently agreed to replace these TOWs
in Mayof 1986

The November1985 shipment of 18 Israeli HAWKmissiles was
not an authorized exception to policy -TSisTipmenE was
retrieved in February 1986 as a consequenceof U.S
intervention

The October 1986 shipment of,500_TOWsfrom Israel to Iran
was undertaken with U.S acquiescence These TOWswere
raplaced..on November7

In support of this Finding and at the direction of the President
the CIAprovided the following operational assistance
- CIAcommunicationsofficers and an annuitant to assist in

various phases of the operation
Sterile overseas bank accounts for financial transactions

A secure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S
military items from the U.S

Transhipmentof military items from the U.S to Israel

Communicationsand intelligence support for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the McFarlanetrip to Tehran in
May .r

;G'4 1
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Cleared meeting sites in Europe for meetings with Iranianofficials

Fabricated and alias documentation for U.S and foreignofficials for meetings in Europe and Tehran
The weaponsand materiel provided under this programwere judgedto be inadequate to alter either the balance of military powerorthe outcome of the war with Iraq They have however demonstratedthe U.S commitmentto Iranian territorial integrity and-served
to support those in Iran interested in opening a strategic
relationship with the U.S U.S efforts over the last 18 months
have had tangible results on Iraniar policy

The Rafsanjani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
8847 passengers (June 1985)

_Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am873 would not be
received in Iranian territory if it left Karachi

The release of three Americanand at least two French
hostages
The initiation of an Iranian dialogue with their regional
neighbors
Continued delay in the Iranian "final offensive.

Finally it must also be noted that the U.S arms embargo
notwithstanding West Europeannations have provided 5500mi__.on
a year in military equipment to Iran Most of these transfers
were accomplished with governmentknowledgeand/or acquiescence
All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action Finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our Iranian contacts and the
potential consequences for our strategic position in Southwest
Asia Finally our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lebanonmust continua to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries who cannot perform if they are revealed
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From the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran the U.S Governmenthas attempted to reestablish official
contact with
developments
reestablish a

that government in order to discuss strategicin that critical part of the world and to try and
constructive working relationship Evenbefore

President Reagan came to office the O.S Governmentagreed to c
expand security economic political and intelligence
relationships at a pace acceptable to Tehran Whenthe secret \
November1 1979 meeting in Algiers between Brzezinski and Prime
Minister Bazargan becamepublic radical elements in Tehran
forced the ouster of the government That episode has influenced
subsequent Iranian willingness to be engaged in any direct

Despite Iranian reluctance to enter into a _y onship with theUSG our strategic interests rersian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts on on ,art to try to establish a dialogueIn this regard ..otable that only a few major countriesdo not ha!iations with Iran - Egypt Jordan Morocco

South Africa and the United States Even Iraq continues
to have diplomatic relations

Iran the key to a region of vital importance to the U.S. is
increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military and political
influence along its borders and inside its country The
increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
was further exacerbates Iran's vulnerability to growing Soviet
influence Moreover Soviet designs in Afghanistan and actual
threats to Iran have made *opening a strate-ic dial"-ue
increasingly important

Since 1983 various countries have madeoverture to the U.S and
Iran in an effort to stimulate direct contact

spite U.S willingness to proceed none of
these overtur have succeeded

Various individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in arranging the release of our
citizens held hostage in Lebanon

TOPSECRET
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In late 1984 the USGwas approached by a representative of the
Israeli government (David Ximche) suggesting that they had
established a liaison relationship with an Iranian expatriate
(ManucherGorbanifar) in Europewhocould serve as an inter
mediary in creating a direct contact In addition to the
strategic possibilities this contact indicated that his
'sponsors in Tehran could also help to resolve the American
hostage situation in Beirut

The USGencouraged the Israelis to proceed with this contact
determine whether or not it was valid In December
U.S established an indirect contact with the Ir +4 the
through a private U.S citizen (Michael ",aan intermediary
Israeli official (AmiramMr) n) and a senior
through the National . "iAesecontacts were established
ledge of appropr urity Council staff with the full know
eetinq w -ce Cabinet officers Fromthe very first

Israelis and the Iranian it was emphasized that
uaGcould not proceed with direct contact unless Iran renounced

terrorism as an instrument of State policy
In June of 1985 in the midst of the TWA-847hijacking the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers Twodays after
this approach the four Americansheld separately from the rest
of the hijacked passengers were freed and turned over to Syrian
authorities Mr Rafsanjani in his speech on November4 1986
for the first publicly admitted his role in this activity
Again this contact was conducted by the NSCstaff at the
direction of appropriate Cabinet officers

In September of 1985 the Israelis advised that they were close
to achieving a breakthrough on the hostage situation and advised
that they intended to proceed unless we objected It is
important to note that the U.S had long been aware of Israeli
fforts to maintain discreet contact with Iran and to provide

Iran with assistance in their war with Iraq Despite long-term
U.S efforts to convince the Israelis to desist Israel continued
to provide limited military and industrial technology to Iran
The USGjudged that the Israelis would persist in these secret
deliveries despite our objections because they believed it to
be in their strategic interests
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On September 14 1985 Reverend BenjaminWeir was released in
-Beirut by the Islamic Jihad Organization Shortly thereafterthe U.S acquiesced in an Israeli delivery of military supplies(508 TOWS)to Tehran U.S acquiescence in this Israeli operationwas based on a decision at the highest level to exploit the
existing Israeli channels with Tehran in an effort to establishour own strategic dialogue with the Iranian government
Throughout the remainder of 198S the USGmaintained contact withthe Iranian expatriate and held a numberof_meetings in Europeall of which included MSCand CIArepresentatives in addition tothe Israeli point of contact and the Iranian Despite our
efforts to convince the Iranians through this channel to meet
face-to-face with the Americans they demured

In r s a the National
Security Advisor met with liras i officials =-"40 Iranian
contact to makeclear the natu'. ..ur interest in a dialogue
with Iran At this mwcs:ng Mr McFarlanestated that our goals
were as follows

t!(HIng the Iran-Iraq Waron honorable terms

Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion

Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and acting
in concert against Soviet activities in the region

Using their influence over radical groups in Lebanon to
bring about the release of the hostages

In January 1986 the President approveda covert action Finding
directing that the intelligence communityproceed with special
activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forth above The
escalation of tensions with Libya including the April strike
prevented further dialogue from taking place until the Iranians
contacted the intermediary in late April 1986 At that point
the Iranian expatriate advised us that the leadership in Tehran
was prepared to commencea secret dialogue with the United States
along the lines of our established goals

On May1S the President authorised a secret mission by former
National Security Advisor McFarlane accompaniedby a CIA
officer ambers of the MSCstaff and the Israeli and Iranian
interlocutors on a trip to Tehran In order to ensure
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operational security the trip was made from Israel coincident
with the delivery of a pallet of spare parts for Iranian
defensive weapons systems (HAWXspare parts) Despite promisesof meetings with top-level Iranian officials the McFarlanetripdid not fully achieve its desired goals in that the Iranians did
not produce top-level officials for the meetings

Despite this shortcoming lengthy meetings were held with
aid-level Iranian officials during the four-day trip the first
direct contact between the two governments in over six years
McFarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
further relationship and clearly articulate our objectives
concerns and intentions The group was also able to assefafirst hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and tr.effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win
the Presidentially approved Termsof Reference which
reviewed by appropriate Cabinet officers McFarl
that our interest in Iran transcended the
continued detention of hosta
The Iranians emphasiz
for by the Shah w
improved r one

On June 10 Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interests in improved relations with
the U.S On July 26 Father LawrenceJenco was released in the
Sekka Valley and found his wayto a Syrian military checkpoint
At this point the contact with the Iranian expatriate began to
focus exclusively on the willingness of the USGto provide
military assistance to Iran and we sought to establish different
channels of communicationwhich would lead us more directly to
pragmatic and moderate elements in the Iranian hierarachy In
late September discussions were initiated in Washingtonwith
this close confidant of the manjudged to be the most influential
and pragmatic political figure in Iran (Rafsanjani) These
discussions reaffirmed the basic objectives of the U.S in
seeking a strategic dialogue with Tehran As a confidence
building measure the United States provided limited intelligence
to Iran so that it would contribute to ending the Iran-Iraq War

Convinced of the seriousness of O.S intentions a series of
meetings were held in Europe between O.S and Iranian represen
tatives During these sessions the U.S side consistently
presented the hostages as an obbtacle to more rapid progress The
Iranians for their part urged that cake a more active role
in support for the Afghan resistant
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The Iranians also
offered and the U.S accepts the offer of a Soviet T-72

tank captured from Iraq As a further demonstration of U.S
earnest Israel provided Iran with an additional increment of
defensive missiles on October 29

we knowthat moderate factions in
ran prevailed over more ra al elements to use their influence

over the Hizballah enabling the November2 release of David
Jacobsen Jacobsen's release was assisted_ by the efforts of
Terry Waite whowas on-scene in Beirut when it occurred

This entire process was interupted by the radical wing in
late-October when it revealed the contact with the USGan
terms of the contact The moderate political leaders n feelconstrained to settle their internal political probl before
proceeding with the budding relationship with the U Therevelations in Tehran regarding the McFarlane on are demon
strable evidence of the internal tL g e The arrest of
radical leader Mehdi Ha_shget a close confidant of AytollahMontezari for ac wif terrorism and treason has exacerbated the
internal co w Our problem with the hostages is also complic glriC9 waning Iranian influence in Lebanondue in part to

inancial constraints and the fact that the Libyans are expanding
their contacts with more radical Hizballah elements

It is important to note that since the initiation of the USG
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian
government complicity in acts of terrorism against the U.S We
believe that the September-October kidnappings of Reed Cicippio
and Tracy were undertaken in an effort to undermine the nascent
U.S.-Iranian strategic dialogue and exacerbate the itnernal
Iranian power struggle Further Rafsanjani's speech on November
4 intentionally misrepresented a numberof essential facts in
order to preserve latitude for both parties Throughout this
process the USGhas acted within the limits of established
policy and in compliance with all O.S law The shipment of
1,008 TOWSand 23S HAWKmissile parts was undertaken under the
provisions of a covert action Finding All relevant Cabinet
Officers have been apprised throughout The Congress was not
briefed on the covert action Finding due to the extraordinary
sensitivity of the Iranian contacts and the potential conse
quences for our strategic position in Southwest Asia Finally
our efforts to achieve the release of the hostages in Lebanon
must continua to rely on discreet contacts and intermediaries who
cannot perform if they are revealed
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U.S./IRANIANCONTACTSANDTHEAMERICANHOSTAGES

Fromthe earliest months following the Islamic revolution inIran the U.S Governmenthas attempted to reestablish officialcontact with that governmentin order to discuss strategicdevelopments in this critical part of the world and reconstruct a
working relationship Evenbefore President Reagancametooffice the U.S Governmentagreed to try to expand securityeconomic political and intelligence relationships at a paceacceptable to Tehran In the fall of 1979 the U.S undertookthree secret missions to Tehran

uOctober-November1979 (discussed

- September 1979 (met secretly with Bazarganat the
request of the Iranians

normalization of relations
whenthese meetings and the secret November1 1979meeting in
Algiers between Brzezinski and Prime Minister Bazargan became
public in Iran they helped precipitate the takeover of the U.S
Embassyby radical elements and led to the resignation of the
Bazargan government These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishing normal
relations our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialogue In this regard it
is notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with Iran - Egypt Jordan Morocco Israel South Africa and
the United States Even Iraq continues to have diplomaticrelations with Iran

Iran is the key to a region of vital importance to the west yetit is increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military powerand political influence along its borders and inside its
territory Over the course of the last two years the Soviets
and their surrogates have movedactively to gain greaterinfluence in the Gulf

The Soviets believe that once Khomeinidies they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government in Tehran that serves Soviet strategic interests
in the area

Partial&DecIaAified/;eleasedon./%Q7 ~`TOPSECRET underprovi ofE.J12356 1.64(ttY
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Communistnations have becomethe principal arms suppliers
to Iran - makingIran dependent on this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly strengthened Iraq This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets maywell be
attempting to pursue their ownrevolution in Iran That is
by fueling both sides in the conflict the Soviets could
well encourage a disastrous "final offensive by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran
leaving a power vacuumwhich the Soviets could exploit
Specifically the indicators of Communistinfluence in Iran
are

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
war has exacerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence
Moreover Soviet designs in Afghanistan pressure on Pakistan
and actual crossborder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important

TOPSECRET
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In short the Soviets were far bette positionedd to improvesignificantly their influence in th region in 1985whenwe we
presented with an opportunity to n a dialogue with Iran n
deciding to exploit this opening we evaluated previous a ores
through more conventional chann s which had not succe
About two years ago senior ranian officials app ntly decidedthat someaccommodationwi the U.S was netts ry Since 1983various countries have overtur and Iran ineffort to stimulate direct contact

ever internal spptT~s andebates made it difficultT o~ rthe Ikanians to respond to these

Numerousindividuals and private parties have likewise attemptedto be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iranor in seeking Iranian a 'n the release of our citihosta"e in Lebanon

.99:4+""2
citizen (Michael Ledeen) 9so.~r9
rs.ec.~Me Israeli government (David

Kimchel ~rdwsi that IOU had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (ManuchehrGhorbanifar)
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S Government In acknowledgingthe need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved he (Ghortanifar)
indicated that his "sponsors in Tehran could also help to
resolve the Americanhostage situation in Beirut

.8 The Isr elis analyzed thisT in order to v lidat his le
e extr ly igh nfidenc
tionshi to he hi st Ir ian o

pen th Isr lie luatio and i
crest a ial a that ghtof I i poli es th U.S

h the an n in rmedia in
citize an a se for Is eli
establ he thro h the atio 1 Sec rity C

the full kn 1 ge o approp iate abine officers
the very f st met n with he Isr elis nd th Iranian it

was mpha zed th t the G could of pro ed th direct contact
Miles Iran renoun d terrorism as instrument of state policy
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On ugust 22 1985 a senior Israeli official(David Kimche)
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In June of 1985 in the midst of the TWA-847hijacking the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate
asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers Twodays after
this approach four Americansheld separately from the rest of
the hijacked ssen ers were freed and turned over to s ian
authorities Majlis
Speaker Rafsa ni whowas travelling in the mid-east the
time and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with
the captors Rafsanjani in his speech on November4 1986 for
the first time publicly acknowledgedhis role in this matter

li ary Ad iadu i
technology to Fran - even after they ""f cia ly told st th
such activities had ceased The USGjudged that the Isr.aelid
woul4persist in these secret,deliveriesf despite our objections
becau e the) belieted it to be in their strategic interests

Pugh we
specs ica y awe e ipment at t e e it was

makea spbsaquen! decic.ion nqt to expose this Israeli
o the a would have the option of exploiting existing
nels Sri Tehran in-ourwwo effort to establish an

is di logut with"he\ Iranian go
this tire ope~ation to ine.lu

d
trant o

ion
\Thth 2 mm ljlio and th

thre5old for requirlld re ling of a milita
uLnder the ArmsExport Control Act

OnSeptember 14 1985 ReverendBenjaminWeir was released in
Beirut by the Islamic -Jihad Organization This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Mr Terry Waite the
Special Emissary of the Archbishopof Canterbury To this date
Mr Waite remains the only Westerner to ever meet directly with

eLebanese kidnappers
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To NSBEB --CPUA

NOTEFROMOLIVERNORTH
Subject Chronology
Please print for me Thankyou""* Forwarding note from NSRCM--CPUA
To NSOLN --CPUA

- SECRET-
NOTEFROMROBERTMCFARLANE
Subject Chronology"" Forwarding note from NSRCM--CPUA 11/18/86 23:06
To NSJMP --CPUA JOHNM POINDEXTER

- SECRET-
NOTEFROMROBERTMCFARLANE
SUBJECTChronology
I have just finished reading the chronology Muchof it is comingto me for the first time--primarily the material on what went on
between Jan-May'86--and I amnot really able to commenton howto
deal with that

It seems to me that I ought to limit myinput to what I recall
from my involvement before Jan '86 and then from the Maymeeting
In that context I would recommenddeleting all material starting
on the 11/17 (2000) version at page three penultimate para (i.e
In 1985 a private...) downthrough the third para on the
following page (ending with...strategic dialogue with the Iranian
government.) and replace with the following
~1n Julyrof 19 5 during a visit to Washington an Israeli cCF.c.a,
-dipiesse-tadvised National Security Advisor Robert McFarlane
that Israel had established a channel of communicationwith
authoritative elements in Iran whowere interested in determining
whether the United States was open to a discreet high level
dialogue with them The Iranians were described as comprising the
principal figures of the government (i.e.5peaker of the Majlis
Rafsanjani asi Prime Minister Musavii and as being devoted to a
reorientation of Iranian policy
At this first meeting McFarlanewent to great length to draw out
the Israeli dipiemmt as to whyhe found the Iranian proposal
credible given the events of the past 6 years.vis replied that
their exhaustive analysis had gone beyond the sirface logic
deriving from the chaos and decline within Iran and the
degenerative effects of the war to more concrete tests of the
willingness of the Iranians to take personal risks.Pfe.'-j

r exposurd et themselves..* meetings with Israelis
extremely sensitive intelligence on the

situation (and political lineup) within Iran+ information
which

was proven valid ir.rws.+,b:a
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...The Israeli asked for our position/agreeing to open such a
dialogue Nomentionwas madeof any pre-conditions or Iranian
priorities McFarlaneconveyedthis proposal to the President (in
the presence of the Chief of Staff) The President said that he
believed such a dialogue wouldbe worthwhile at least to the
point of determining the validity of the interlocutors This as
eiss"ss sl i~ to the Israeli diplomat ~Cl.~,a.

A.eLitWithin days the Israeli called again n McFarlane A this
meeting he stated that he had conve d our position and that the
Iranians had responded that ecogniz the need for both sides
to have tangible evidence p the bona fides of the other that
from their side they wanted s to knowthat they believed theycould affect the release of he Americansheld hostage in
Lebanon k+ar Laca.l...r~1 1ials..d 1 C,(y
~psl s I the IraniansAstated that they were
vulnerable as a group and before having any prospect of being
able to affect change within Iran they would need to be
substantially strengthened To do so they would need to secure
the cooperation of military and/or Revolutionary Guard leaders
Towardthis end they expressed the view that the most credible
demonstration of their influence and abilities wouldbe to secure
limited amountsof USequipment The Israeli asked for our
position toward such actions

MrMcFarlaneelevated this proposition to the President at a
meeting within days that included the Secretaries of State and
Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence The President
stated that while he could understand that assuming the
legitimacy of the interlocutors they would be quite vulnerable
and ultimately might deserve our support to include bweibie .rae-^
material that at the time without any first hand experience in
dealing with them he could not authorize any transfers of
military material This was conveyedto the Israeli

the Israeli diplomat called once more tc
report that the message had been conveyedand th t an impasse of
confidence existed He asked what the position the US
governmentwouldbe to an Israeli transfer of m est quantities
of material McFarlanereplied that to him the would represent
a distinction without a difference The Israeli diplomat
explained at great length that Israel had its ownpolicy
interests that wouldbe served by fostering such a dialogue in
behalf of the USbut that a problemwould arise whenultimately
they needed to replace items shipped He asked whether at that
time Israel wouldbe able to purchase replacementsp Che'k^b`Q^ee
McFarlanestated that again the issue was not the ability of
Israel to purchase military equipment from the US--they had done
so for a generation and would do so in the future--but rather the
issue was whether it was USpolicy to ship or allow others to
ship military equipment to Iran The Israeli asked for a position
from our government McFarlaneelevated the question to the
President (and to the Secretaries of State and Defense and the
DCI) Again the President stated that while he could imagine the
day comingwhenwe might choose to support such elements with
material he could not approve any transfer of military material
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V.S./IRANIANCONTACTSANDTHEAMERICANHOSTAGES

From the earliest months following the Islamic revolution in
Iran the U.S Governmenthas attempted to reestablish official
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in that critical part of the world and to try and
reestablish a constructive working relationship Evenbefore
President Reagan came to office the U.S Governmentagreed to
expand security economic political and intelligence
relationships at a pace acceptable to Tehran In the fall of
1979 the U.S undertook three secret missions to Tehran
- September 1979 -WM

Whenthese meetings and the secret November1 1979 meeting in
Algiers between Brzezinski and Prime Minister Bazargan became
public in Iran they precipitated the takeover of the U.S
Embassyby radical elements and led to the resignation of the
Bazargan government These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG

Despite mutual difficulties involved in re-estrblishing normal
relations our strategic interests in the Perniin Gulf mandate
persistent efforts on our part to try to estaLlish a dialogue
In this regard it is notable that only a few major countries
do not have relations with Iran - Egypt Jordan Morocco
Israel South Africa and the United States Even Iraq continues
to have diplomatic relations with Iran

Iran the key to a region of vital importance to the west is
increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military and political
influence along its borders and inside its territory Over the
course of the last two years the Soviets and their surrogates
have movedactively to gain influence in the Gulf

- The Soviets believe that once Khomeinidies they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government in Tehran which serves Soviet strategic.interests
in the area
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Communistnations have becomeprincipal arms suppliers to
Iran - making Iran'dependent on this source of supply in
contending with an increasingly threatening Iraq This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets maywell be
attempting to pursue their ownrevolution in Iran That is
by fueling both sides in the conflict the Soviets could
well encourage a disastrous 'final offensive by Iran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran
leaving a power vacuumwhich the Soviets could exploit
Specifically the Communistinfluence in Iran stems from

increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
war has exacerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence
Moreover Soviet designs in Afghanistan pressure on Pakistan
and actual erossborder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan have made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important
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In short the Soviets were far better positioned to significantlyimprove their influence in the region in 1985whenwewere
presented with an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran In
deciding to exploit this opening we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels which had not succeeded
Since 1983 various countries have madeovertures to the U.S andIran in an effort to stimulate direct contact

About two years ago senior Iranian officials
apparently dreaded that someaccommodationwith the U.S was
necessary However internal splits and debates madeit difficultfor them to respond to these overtures

Numerousindividuals and private parties have likewise attemptedto be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking Iranian ass tance in the release of our citizens
held hostage in Lebanon

In 1985 a private Americancitizen (Michael Ledeen) was
approached by a representative of the Israeli government (David
Eimche) who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate IManuchehrGhorbanifarl
in Europe who sought Israeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S Government In acknowledgingthe need to demonstrate
the bonafides of the officials involved he (Ghorbanifar)
indicated that his *sponsors in Tehran could also help to
resolve the American hostage situation in Beirut

The Israelis analyzed this intermediary's background exhaustivelyin order to validate his legitimacy This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence in his standing and genuine
relationship to the highest Iranian officials (Basedin large
part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear
U.S interest in a dialogue that might over time lead to the
moderation of Iranian policies the U.S established an indirect
contact with the Iranian intermediary in mid-1985 through the
private U.S citizen and a senior Israeli official These

.Np,t.5 contacts were established through the National Security Council
,T.r.& staff with the full knowledgeof appropriate Cabinet officers

Fromthe very first meeting with the Israelis and the Iranian it
was emphasized that the USCcould not proceed with direct contact

Qh .eJl unless Iran renounced terrorism an instrument of state policy
0 5
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In June of 198S in the midst of the TWA-847hijacking the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriateasked himto use his influence with senior Iranian officials toobtain the release of the hijacked passengers Twodays after
this approach four Americans held separately from the rest of
the hijacked seen era were free rued over to S rian
authorities Majlis
Speaker Rafsa whowas trave ling in the mid-east at the
time and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with
the captors Rafsanjani in his speech on November4 1986 for
the first time publicl acknowledgedhis role in this matter
In the Israelis advised that they were close
to a eakthrough in their contact with Iran and would
proceed unless we objected It is important to note that the
U.S had long been ware of Israeli efforts to maintain discreet

of contact with Iran d to provide Iran with assistance in its war
.J /t with Iraq Despit long-term U.S efforts to convince the

,{r-45 Israelis to desist Israel continued to provide limited military
.J eo4 and industrial tee ology to Iran The USGjudged that the

..t Israelis would pe sist in these secret deliveries despite our
.TO objections becau a they believed it to be in their strategic

i'terests) .5,') of'DE H On August 22 1985 the U.S. through the U.S citizen inter
mediarymediary acquiesed in an Israeli delivery of military supplies
(S08 TOWs)to Tehran Wewere subsequently informed that the
delivery had taken place at the end of August though we were not
aware of the shipment at the time it was made U.S acquiescence
in this Israeli operation was based on a decision at the highest

 ('r' level to exploit existing Israeli channels with Tehran in an
effort to establish an Americanstrategic dialogue with the
Iranian government
On September 14 MS ReverendBenjaitn Weir was released in
Beirut by the Islamic Jihad Organization This release was
preceded by an intense effort on the part of Mr Terry Waite the
Special Emissary of the Archbishopof Canterbury To this date
Mr Waite remains the only esterner to ever meet directly with
the Lebanese kidnappers

On October 4 1985 Islamic Jihad announcedthat it had 'executed
Beirut Station Chief William Buckley in retaliation for the
October 1 Israeli air raid on PLOinstallations in Tunis This
announcementled to a series of meetings in Europe amongthe U.S
(CIAand NBC) Israeli and Iranian intermediaries In these
meetings the Iranians indicated that while their ability to
influence the Risballah was waning the Rizballah had not killed

TOPSECRET TOP SECRET 4
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Buckley he had in fact died several months earlier of natural
causes Wehave since substantiated this information in debriefs
of Father Jenco and David Jacobsen both of whomindicate that
Buckley probably died on June 3 19BSof pneumonia-like symptoms
In late November19SS the Israelis responding to urgent
entreaties from the Iranians provided 1S basic BANEmissiles to
Iran in order to improve the static defenses around Tehran The
Israeli delivery of BAWDmissiles raised D.S concerns that we
could well be creating misunderstandings in Tehran and thereby
jeopardizing our objective of arranging a direct meeting with
high-level Iranian officials These missiles were subsequently
returned to Israel in February 1916 with D.S assistance On
Decemoer6-B 19BS the National Security Advisor met (in London)
with the Israeli official and the Iranian contact to makeclear
the nature of our interest in a dialogue with Iran At this
meeting Mr McFarlane stated that our goals were as follows

Devising a formula for re-establishing a strategic
relationship with Tehran

Ending the Iran-Iraq Waron honorable terms

Convincing Iran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion

Belping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which wemight counter Soviet
activities in the region

Mr McFarlane madeclear that a Westerndialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran was willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut Ne also made
clear that we could not and wouldnot engage in trading arms for
hostages
On January(4 19SS the President approved a covert action
Finding directing that the intelligence communityproceed with
special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forth
above In accord with extant statutes the Pres ant directed
that the Director of Central Intelligence satsafw `romreporting
the Finding to the appropriate committees of the Congress until
reasonably sure that the lives of those carrying out the
operation (both D.S and foreign) would not be in jeopardy

On February S-7 D.S officials (NSCand CIA a
representative of the Israeli PrimeMinistry
senior-level Iranian official

TOPSECRET
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n Germany At this meeting the Iranians agreed
that if the USGwould provide TOMweapons to Iran they would
in turn provide same to the AfghanMujahideen The U.S agreed
to explore this possibility and working with the Israelis
established the following mechanismfor transfer of the weapons
- The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds

in an Israeli account

The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.
controlled account in an overseas bank

Using these funds the CIAwouldcovertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer from O.S military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onwardmovementto Iran

Using the procedures stipulated above funds were deposited in
the CIAaccount in Genevaon February 11 1986 and on February 14
1,000 TOWswere transported to Israel for pre-positioning The
TOWswere off-loaded and placed in a covert Israeli facility

On February 19-21 U.S and Iranian officials (NSCand CIA) met
again in Germanyto discuss problems in arranging a meeting among
higher-level officials At this meeting the O.S side agreed to
provide 1,000 TOWsto Iran as a clear signal of U.S sincerity
This delivery was commencedon the morning of February 20 and
completed in two transits to Tehran on February 21

On)(arch 7 U.S (CIAand NSC)and Israeli representatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether eny
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-level
meeting with U.S and Iranian officials During these meetings
the intermediary emphasized the deteriorating economic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military
effectiveness

The escalation of tensions with Libya leading up to the April 14
strike prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary (Ghorbanifar) to accelerate t
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effort in late April 19IK At that point the Iranian expatriateadvised us that the leadership in Tehran was prepared to commence
a secret dialogue with the United States along the lines of our
established goals Webelieve that the Iranians were stimulated
to renew the contact by the April 17 murder of hostage Peter
Kilburn in retaliation for the U.S raid
on Libya

Iran an expatriate told :Tie NSCand CIAofficers whomet
him in Europe at the end of April that the Iranians
to be accused of any culpability in Kilburn's death

Based on assurances that ve could at last meet face-to-face with
top-level Iranian officials on May1S the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advise
McFarlane accompanied by a CIAannuitant CIAcommunicatjrs
membersof the NSCstaff and the Israeli and Iranian ine"r1:moo
tors In order to ensure operational security the trip was made
from Israel coincident with the delivery of a pallet of spare
parts for Iranian defensive weaponssystems (SAWNspare electronic
parts) At th pec'fic request of the Iranians alias foreign
documentation was obtained from the CIA

In the course of the four-day (May25-29) visit lengthy meetings
were held with high-level Iranian officials the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years Mr
McFarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives
concerns and intentions The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win Using
Presidentially approved Termsof Reference (Tab Al which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers
McFarlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress
During the visit Mr McFarlanemadeclear

- that we fundamentally opposed Iranian efforts to expel us
from the Middle East

- that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism

0
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that we accepted their revolution and did'not seek to
reverse it

- that we had numerousother disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e. Lebanon Nicaragua etc.) but might also
find areas of commoninterest (i.e. Afghanistan) through
dialogue

During these meetings both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementing a strategic relationship between
the two countries In addition to the points noted above Mr
McFarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvement in the hostage issue The Iranians objected to the
USGembargo on U.S military supplies already paid for plus the
continued USGblocking of Iranian assets in the U.S. even after
V.S courts had ruled in their favor During the course of these
meetings the Iranian officials admitted that they could not win
the war but were in a dilemmain Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iranian 'victory before it
could be concluded They emphasizedthat the original aggressor
SaddamHussein must be removedfrompower in order for the war
to end Mr McFarlane concluded the visit by summarizingthat
notwithstanding Iranian interest in carrying on with the dialoguewe could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weight of their influence to
cause the release of the hostages
On June 10 Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Iranian interest in improved relations with
the U.S On July 26 Father LawrenceJenco was released in the
BekkaValley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint
On August 3 three pallets (less than planeload) of electronic
parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (MAWRmissile sub
components) arrived in Tehran (from Israel)

In early August 1986 the contact with the Iranian expatriate
began to focus exclusively on the willingness of the USGto
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of communicationwhich
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hierarachy In mid-August a private American
citizen (MGENRichard Secord USAFIRet.l) acting within the
purview of the January Covert Attic Finding madecon act in
Europe with relativ of a
senior Iranian offici 1 IRafsanjan With the ass stance of the
CIA this Iranian was brought covertly to Washingtonfor
detailed discussio Wejudged this effort to be useful in
establishing contact with a close confidant of the manjudged to
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be the most influential and pragmatic political figure in Iran
(Rafsanjani) These discussions reaffirmed the basic objectivesof the U.S in seeking a political dialogue with Tehran we also
provided intelligence designed to discourage an Iranian offensive
and contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate an end to the
war

Through August September and October 1986 numerousadditional
meetings were held in Europe between U.S representatives and the
new and Iranian contacts During the October 26 1986meeting in
Frankfurt Germany the U.S side as in the past insisted that
the release the hosts es was a pre-requisite to any progress
The Iranian urged that we take a motive role
in support fcr the fg esistanco

The ranians also proffered and a S accepted the o
a Soviet T-72 tank At this meeting
stated that there Jas a very g c ante that another Am* an
or two would be reed soon. OnOctober 29 with U.S acquiscence
Israel provided Iran with an additional increment 1560TOW
missiles) of these defensive weapons
Late on October 31 alled the U.S citizen

_.(Makim) tasked to maintain contac an a vised that Iran had
'exercised its influence with the Lebanese in order to obtain
the release of American- David Jacobsen - and an uncertain
numberof French hostages Be further noted that this was part

the purpose of the Iranian Foreign Minister's visit to Syria
stated that the situation in Tehran as well as Iranian

influence over Bizbellah were both deteriorating

On Novr
David Jacobsen was driven to a point near the old American
Embassycompoundin West Beirut The U.S Embassyin East Beirut
immediately dispatched an embassyofficer to west Beirut to pick
up Mr Jacobsen

It is nowapparent that persistent U.S efforts to establish
contact with Iran have probably exacerbated the power struggle in
Iran between pragmatic elements (led by Rafsanjani) and more
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
Montazeri) In late October radical supporters (of Montazeri)
revealed the (Rafsanjani) contact with the USGand the terms of
the contact In order to defend himself against charges of
colluding with the USGand to preserve a degree of latitude for
both parties Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani provided a highly
fabricated version of the May1986McFarlanemission in his
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November4 address to the masses Moderate Iranian politicalleaders apparently nowfeel constrained to settle their internal
political problems before proceeding with the U.S relationshipThe revelations in Tehran regarding the McFarlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle The
October 1915 arrest of radical leader MehdiRashemi a close
confidant and son in-law of Aytollah Montezari for acts of
terrorism and treason has-caused further internal conflict
Resolution of the Lebanonhostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanondue in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans are ex-andin theircontacts with more radical Hizballah elements

Despite these internal difficulties an
atten-ant p city in the western media the Iranians continue
to maintain direct contact with the USGand met again in Geneva
on November9-10 with NSCand CIArepresentatives

It is important to note that since the initiation of the USG
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Iranian govern
ment complicity in acts of terrorism against Cho U.S Webelieve
that the September-October kidnappings of Messers Reed Cicippio
and Tracy were undertaken in an effort to undermine the nascent
U.S.-Iranian strategic dialogue and exacerbate the internal
Iranian power struggle against the moderate faction with which we
have been in contact

ontr speculative reports that these hostages
weretin in order to stimulate the acquisition of more arms
they were most likely captured in order to prevent the very
rapproachment with Iran we are seeking
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Throughout this process the USGhas acted within the limits of
established policy and in compliance with all U.S law The
shipment of 2,008 TOWsand 235 HAWKmissile parts was undertaken
under the provisions of a covert action Finding

In support of this Finding and at the direction of the President
the CIAprovided the following operational assistance

Sterile overseas bank accounts for financial transactions

A secure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S
military items from the U.S

Transhipment of military items from the U.S to Israel

Communicationsand intelligence support for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the McFarlane trip to Tehran in
May
Cleared meeting sites in Europe for meetings with Iranian
officials

Alias documentation for U.S and foreign officials for
meetings in Europe and Tehran

The weapons and materiel provided under this program are in no
way adequate to alter the balance of military powe nor the
outcome of the war with Ira The have however

aA demonstrated the U.S commit
ment to Iranian territorial integri y Further U.S efforts
over the last 18 months have had tangible results on Iranian
policy

The Rafsanjani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
8887 passengers (June 19851

Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am$73 could not
leave Karachi for Iranian territory

- Th rel,ase of three Americanand two French hostages

It should also be noted that the U.S arms embargonotwithstand
ing West European nations have provided $500 million a year in
military equipment to Iran Most of these transfers were accom
plished with governmentknowledgeand/or acquiescence

g
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eveReplyto noteat OS/31/$S13:21

NOTEMI ouva~l~om'i 2 b 73 3
Sub)eat sit a SEMICsa
Caetissatieeel lab me !hit SEMIwhenI Beastto hit ADOt.N1S).
Caseybelievesthat Capwill continueto create roadblocksuntil he is
told byyewthat the Presidentwantsthis to saveNOWsad .hat Capwill
haveto sakeit work CaseyMats out that ee haveson tonethroughthreedifferent wthodolegieais anotters to satisfy Cape "scam
sadthat nomatterwhatwedothere is alwaysa nowobjection Asfar
as Caseyis concernedourearlier methodof havingCoppdeal directlywiththe 000an a purchasingagentwasfine Hedid not Si ant particularproblonv/ askingCap as agentfor the CIAin this .Seaver but he is cascenadthat Capwill tied samenwobjectionunlesshe is trld to Proceed Celia
Powellwhosat test to as duringCap'sspeechaskedthe follwiag questions
(ay answersare indicated)
Q DeesCoppdeal w/ Iraniansor Israelis
A Withthe Israelis

Q Ia the intelligencea prerequisiteA It is probablysomethingthat canbenegotiatedbut is anysweatIt
is not a Do0matter It is coveredin the findingandis la fast use
of the fewmeanswehaveto sakea longtors penetrationis lea
Ourultiaata objectiveof changing/moderatingthe govt is servedby this

Q Whatcost are the Israelis willingto payfor the basic TOYS
A They(tern coop)havefundsto payFair NsrketValue(FRYshould

be about34,00.5400ea dependingonage)andto coverthe cwt of
transportation Theydonot haveenoughto payfor I TQW(about
38500ea or TOYII ((about315000ea.) Wehavefrequentlysold
the Israelis reaps/materielat FNVvie:sthe replacementcost to the
U.S Sincewehaveover100Kof the basicTO4in our investoryand
cannotevenuse it in trainingdueto its age weoughtto lookat this as
anopportunityto collect ona weaponwhichwearen't using(all are is
PYRaccordingto Koch)mmlwill eventuallyhaveto disposeof because
wecannotsell the off otherwise (I's coldthat HughesActt the stirhasanagreementw/Ds0that all normalFNStransactionswill behandled
as a producersale is Orderto keepDo0fa undercuttingthe productionline byselling eft old stacks)

Themostrecentproposal(Cappas agentfor the CIAandsales to the
Israelis whothendeliver wispsto the Iranians)canonlyworkif
wecanget the Israelis is caneupon their price I havebeen
unableto contactMI!Moois is Europefor a unsung Ne
still duessontaw that weare care that the IranianshaveafTerad
s10Rper UV Rehas howeverleft a messagecantwesus havea ge/as gs decisiontoday that e;asdicioea_gtlt costinuesL.deteriorate
YouMadalso havese
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SUBJECT Covert Action Finding Regarding Iran

Prime Minister Peres of Israel secretly dispatched his specialadvisor on terrorism with instructions to propose a plan by which
Israel with limited assistance from the U.S. can create
conditions to help bring about a moremoderate governmentin
Iran The Israelis are very concerned that Iran's deteriorating
position in the war with Iraq the potential for further
radicalization in Iran and the possibility of enhanced Soviet
influence in the Gulf all pose significant threats to the
security of Israel They believe it is essential that they act
to at least preserve a balance of power in the region
The Israeli plan is premised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can cometo power if these factions demonstrate
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterring
Soviet intervention To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally commenceselling military materiel to
Western-oriented Iranian factions It is their belief that by so
doing they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of
the Iranian governing hierarchy The Israelis are convinced that
the Iranians are so desperate for military materiel expertise
and intelligence that the provision of these rescurces will
result in favorable long-term changes in personnel and attitudes
within the Iranian government Further once the exchange
relationship has commenceda dependencywould be established on
those who are providing the requisite resources thus allowing
the provider(s) to coercively influence near-term events Such
an outcome is consistent with our policy objectives and would
present significant advantages for D.S national interests As
described by the Prime Minister's emissary the only requirement
the Israelis have is an assurance that they will be allowed to
purchase D.S replenishments for the stocks that they sell to
Iran Wehave researched the legal problems of Israel's selling
U.S manufactured arms to Iran Because of the requirement in
D.S law for recipients of U.B arms to notify the U.S
government of transfers to third countries I do not recommend
that you agree with the specific details of the Israeli plan
However there is another possibility Some

ti
time
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Attorney
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General William French Smith determined that under an appropriate
finding you could authorize the CIAto sell arms to countries
outside of the provisions of the laws and reporting requirementsfor foreign military sales The objectives of the Israeli plancould be met if the CIA using an authorized agent as necessary
purchased arms from the Departmentof Defense under the EconomyAct and then transferred them to Iran directly after receiving
appropriate payment from Iran

The Covert Action Finding attached at Tab A provides the latitude
for the transactions indicated above to proceed The Iranians
have indicated an immediate requirement for 4,000 basic TOW
weaponsfor use in the launchers they already hold

The Israeli's are also sensitive to a strong D.S desire to free
our Beirut hostages and have insisted that the Iranians
demonstrate both influence and good intent by an early release of
the five Americans Both sides have agreed that the hostages
will be immediately released upon commencementof this action
Prime Minister Peres had his emissary pointedly note that they
well understand our position on not making concessions to
terrorists They also point out however that terrorist groups
movements and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governments than they are by direct approach
In that we have been unable to exercise any suasion over
Hizballah during the course of nearly two years of kidnappings
this approach through the governmentof Iran maywell be our o^1
way to achieve the release of the Americansheld in Beirut It
must again be noted that since this dialogue with the Iranians
began in September ReverendWeir has been released and there
have been no Shia terrorist attacks against Americanor Israeli
persons property or interests

Therefore it is proposed that Israel make the necessary
arrangements for the sale of 4000TOWweaponsto Iran
Sufficient funds to cover the sale would be transferred to an
agent of the CIA The CIAwould then purchase the weaponsfrom
the Department of Defense and deliver the weaponsto Iran through
the agent If all of th0 hostages are not released after the
first shipment of 1000 weapons further transfers wouldcease

On the other hand since hostage release is in somerespects a
byproduct of a larger effort to develop ties to potentially
moderate forces in Iran you maywish to redirect such transfers
to other groups within the governmentat a later time

TOP SECRET
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The Israelis have asked for our urgent response to this proposal
so that they can plan accordingly They note that conditions
inside both Iran and Lebanonare highly volatile The Israelis
are cognizant that this entire operation will be terminated if
the Iranians abandon their goal of moderating their governmentor
allow further acts of terrorism Youhave discussed the general
outlines of the Israeli plan with Secretaries Shultz and
weinberger Attorney General Meeseand Director Casey The
Secretaries do not recommendyou proceed with this plan
Attorney General Meeseand Director Casey believe the short-term
and long-term objectives of the plan warrant the policy risks
involved and recommendyou approve the attached Finding Because
of the extreme sensitivity of this project it is recommended
that you exercise your statutory prerogative to withhold
notification of the Finding to the Congressional oversight
committees until such time that you deemit to be appropriate

Recommendation

OR NO

a _ That you sign the attached Finding

TOS_SECR

Attachment
Tab A Covert Action Finding
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Finding Pursuant to Section 661 of
The rerei n Assistance Act of 1961
As AmendedConeerninqqOperations

Underta en y t e Centrar Intellieence
Agencyin rorea n Countries Other Than
?here intended Solel for the Purpose

o nee aeence o fiction
I hereby find that the following operation in a foreigncountry (including all support necessary to such operation isimportant to the national security of the United States and dueto its extreme sensitivity and security risks I determine it isessential to limit prior notice and direct the Director ofCentral Intelligence to refrain from reporting this finding tothe Congress as provided in Section 501 of the National SecurityAct of 1967 as amended until I otherwise direct

SCOps DESCRIPTION
Iran Assist selected friendly foreign liaison servicesthird countries and third parties which have

established relationships with Iranian elements
groups and individuals sympathetic to U.S Governmentinterests and which do not-conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S persons property or
interests for the purpose of (1) establishing a more
moderate government in Iran 12) obtaining from them
significant intelligence not otherwise obtainable to
determine the current Iranian Government's intentione
with respect to its neighbors and with respect to
terrorist acts and 171 furthering the release of the
Americanhostages held in Beirut and preventingadditional terrorist acts by these groups Provide
funds intelligence counter-intelligence training
guidance and communicationsand other necessary
assistance to these elements groups individuals
liaison services and third countries in support of
these activities

The USGwill act to facilitate efforts by third partiesand third countries to establish contact with moderate
elements within and outside the Governmentof Iran by
providing these elements with arms equipmentand
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of
these elements in their effort to achieve a more
pro-U.S government in Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
Union This support will be discontinued if the U.S
Governmentlearns that these elements have abandoned
thole goals of moderating their governmentand
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by pgis finding._

The White use OGCRTS 0801-86
Washington U.C Copy1
Date January 17 1986 -
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Background Ia June 1BBS private American and Israeli citizens
commencedan operation to effect the release of the American
hostages in !strut in exchange for providing certain factions in
Iran with U.S.-origin Israeli military materiel By September
U.S and Israeli Governmentofficials became involved in this
endeavor in order to ensure that the USGwould

not object to the Israeli transfer of embargoedmateriel tc
Iran

- sell replacement items to !areal as replenishment for like
iteas sold to Iran by Israel

On September 3! the Israeli Government with the endorsement of
the USG transferred SOSbasic TOWmissiles to Iran Forty-sigh
hours later ReverendSen7eminWeir was released in Beirut

Subsequent efforts by both governments to continue this process
have Let with frustration due to the need to communicateour
intentions through an Iranian expatriate area dealer in turope
la January 1SSS under the provisions of a newCovert Action
Finding the USGdemandeda meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials

On February 20 a U.S Governmentofficial mat with1
ltke first direct U.S.-Iranian contact in over five years.-Kt
this meeting the U.S side madean effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the need
establish a longer term relationship between our two countries
based on more than arms transactions It was emphasised that t!
hostage issue was a "hurdle which must be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper During the meeting it al
became apparent that our conditions/demands had not been aceura
transmitted to the Iranian Governmentby the intermediary and i
was agreed that

The USGwould establish its good faith and bona tides by
immediately providing 1,000 TOMmissiles for sale to Iran
This transaction was covertly completed on February 21
using a private U.S firm and the Israelis as intermediary

A subsequent meeting would be held in Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian officials during which the U.S hostages would
be released

Immediately after the hostages were safely in our hands
U.S would sell an additional 3,000 TOWmissiles to Iran
using the same procedures employedduring the September 1!
transfer

S!l SITI
Declassify OADR
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la early March the Iranian expatriate intermediary demandedthat
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages now1neluded the
prior sale of 200 PHOENIXmissiles and an unspecified numberof
RARPOOMmissiles in addition to the 3,000 TOMSwhichwould be
delivered after the hostages were released A subsequent meetingwas held with the intermediary in Paris on MarchO wherein it
was explained that the requirement for prior deliveries violated
the understandings reached in Frankfurt on February 20 and were
therefore unacceptable It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launched-even if provided
FromMarch 1 until March30 there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to contact the Iranian Governmentor the
intermediary Onmarch 264 'made an unsolicited
call to the phoyp-drop in MarylandwhidWt had established for
this purpose e_ )eked whywe had not been is contact and
urged that we proceed expeditiously since the situation in Beirut
was deteriorating rapidly I was informed by our Farsi-speaking
interpreter that the conditions requiring additional materiel
beyond the 3,000 TOWswere unacceptable and that we could in no

se provide anything else prior to the release of our hostagesbserved that we were correct in our assessment of their
nabi icy to use PHOENIXand RAMONmissiles and that the most

urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current RAM
missile inventory in working condition In a subsequent phonecall we agreed to discuss this matter with his and he indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to make
their MANEsystems operational This parts list was received or
March 2$ and verified by CIA

Current Situation. OnApril 3 Ari Gorbanifahr the Iranian
termediary arrived in Washington O.C with instructions frost

to consummatefinal arrangements for the return of the
stages Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate

the types quantities and delivery procedures for materiel the
O.S would sell to Iran through Israel The meeting lasted
nearly a3,L,pight on April 3-4 and involved numerouscalls to
Tehran

A Farsi-speaking CIAofficer in
attendance vas-able to verity the substance of his calls to
Tehran during the meeting Subject to presidential approval it
was agreed to proceed as follows

Sy Monday April 7 the Iranian Governmentwill transfer
$17 million to an Israeli account in Switzerland The
Israelia.vill in turn transfer to a private U.S
corporation account in Switzerland the sus of $19 million
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- On Tuesday April 1 for as soon as the transactions are
verified) the private O.S corporation will transfer
11.551 million to a CIAaccount in Switzerland CIAwill
then transfer this sumto a covert Department of the Army
account in the C.S
On Wednesday April 9 the CIAwill commenceprocuring
S3.551 billion worth of RANKmissile parts 1240 parata
lint items) and transferring th .pe parts t

b This process is
estimated to take seven working ays

- On Friday April Is a private U.S aircraft (7075)will
pick-up the RAWSmsssile parts( .and fly themto a
covert Israeli airfield for propositioning (this field was
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 TOWs) At this
field the parts will be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF) aircraft with false markings A SATCOM
capability will be positioned at this location

- 9D.,Sat.rday April 19 McFarlane Werth Teicher Cave
and a SATCOMcommunicatorwill boa3ja CIAaircraft

in Tifkfurt Germany enroute to Tehran

On Sunday April 20 the following series of *vents will
occur

O.S party arrives Tehran (A-hour) - met by
Rafsan]ani as head of the Iranian delegation
At A"7 hours the O.S hostages will be released in
Beirut

At A.1S boars the IDFaircraft with the RANKmissile
parts aboard will land at Bandar Abbas Iran

Discussion The following points are relevant to this
transaction the discussions in Iran and the establishment of a
broader relationship between the United States and Iran

The Iranians have been told that our presence in Iran is a
holy commitment on the part of the USGthat weare sincere

and can be trusted There is great distrust of the U.S
amongthe various Iranian parties involved without our
presence on the ground in Iran they will not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released
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L.S.-Iran Dialogue

APril 4 lfmt

N 75:0

I BASICPILLARSor C.S FOREIGAPOLICYl0otional)
- President Reagancameinto office at a tame whenIran had

had a certain impact on the Americanpolitical process -
perhaps not what you intended

- The President represented and embodiedAmericas recoveryfrom a-period of weakness Is has rebuilt Americanmilitaryand economic strength
Most important he has restored Americanwill and
self-confidence The O.S._Ia not afraid to use its power it
defense of its interests

At the same time we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis of reciprocity
Wesee many international trends - economic technological
and political - working in our favor

It O.S POLICYTOWARDIRANBASICPRINCIPLES

A O.S Assessmentof Iranian Policy

Weview the Iranian revolution as a fact The O.S is
not trying to turn the clock back

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudice or emotion but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies
Iran has used 'revolutionary Islam as a weaponto
undermine pro-Western governments and American
interests throughout the Middle East As long as this
is Iran's policy we are bound to be strategic
adversaries

Support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of this
strategic pattern Wesee it used not only against us
but against our friends Wecannot accept either
Your influence in achieving the release of all hostages
return of those killed lover time) is essential
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- The residual funds from this transaction are allocated as
fellows

$2 million will be used to purchase replacement TOW
for the original SOSsold by Israel to Iran for the
release of sen)amin Moir This is the only waythat we
have found to meet our commitmentto replenish these
stocks

S12 million will be used to purchase critically needed
supplies for the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces This materiel is essential to cover shortagesin resistance inventories resulting fromtheir current
offensives and Sandinista counter-attacks-and to
'bridge the period between nowand whenCongressionally
approved lethal assistance (beyond the S2Smillion in
"defensive arms) can be delivered

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran is to commencethe
process of improving C.S.-Iranian relations Roth sides are
aware that the Iran-Iraq Wasis a major factor that must be
discussed Weshould not however view this meeting as a
session which will result in immediate Iranian agreement to
proceed with a settlement with Iraq Rather this meeting the
first high-level O.S.-Iranian contact in five years should be
seen as a chance to movein this direction These discussions
as well as follow-on talks should be governed by the Termsof
Reference (TOR)(Tab A) with the recognition that this is
hopefully the first of manymeetings and that the hostage issue
once behind us improves the opportunities for this relationship

Finally we should recognize that the Iranians will undoubtedly
want to discuss additional arms and commercial transactions as
quids for accammodating( 'Nicaragua

and Iraq Our emphasis on the Soviet military and"subversive
threat a useful mechanismin bringing them to agreement on the
hostage issue has also served to increase their desire for means
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets

RECOMMENDATION

That the president approve the structure depicted above under
Current Situation and the Termsof Reference at Tab A

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A O.S.-Iranian Terms of Reference
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TERMSOf REFERENCE
1;.S.-Iran Dialoeue

SErSI-'yE
April 4 1SS

N 7520

IASICPILLARSOTC.S FOREIGNPOLICY(Optional)
President Reagancases into office at a time whenIran hadhad a certain impact on the Americanpolitical process -
perhaps not what you intended

- The President represented and embodiedAmerica's recoveryfrom a"period of weakness Se has rebuilt Americanmilitaryand economic strength
- Most important he has restored Americanwill andself-eontidence The O.S._Asnot afraid to use its power indefense of its interests

At the same time we are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis of reciprocity
Wesee manyinternational trends - economic technologicaland political - working in our favor

O.S POLICYTOWARDIRANSASICPRINCIPLES
A O.S Assessmentof Iranian Policy

Weview the Iranian revolution as a fact The O.S is
not trying to turn the clock back

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
pre,udice or emotion. but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies
Iran has used 'revolutionary Islam as a weaponto
undermine pro-Western governments and American
interests throughout the Middle East As long as this
is Iran's policy we are bound to be strategic
adversaries

Support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of this
strategic pattern Wesee it used not only against us
but against our friends Wecannot accept either
Your influence in achieving the release of all hostages
return of those killed lover time) is essential

1517a-isifys OADR nEP.nCT
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we see your activity in manyparts of the world
including wen Central America

The Q.S knowshowIran views the Soviet Union list
subversion of western interests and friends objectivelyserves Soviet interests on a global scale

Thus our assessment is that a decisive Iranian victor}
A in the war with Iraq would only unleash greater

regional instability a further erosion of the western
position and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-caking
The Q.S will therefore do what it can to prevent such
a development we regard the war as dangerous in many
respects and would like to see an end to it

S Possible Intersections of Q.S.-Iranian Interests

Despite fundamental conflicts we perceive several
possible intersections of V.S and Iranian interests
I propose we explore these areas

First the Q.S has had a traditional interest in
seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence This has not changed The Q.S Opposes
Soviet designs on Iran

tecond,,{e have no interest in aeIraqi victory over
Iran

Weare seeking an end to this
conflict and veer'[S"use an improved relationship with
Iran to further that end

Third we have parallel views on Afghanistan Soviet
policy there j.$ naked aoorsssion threat to all in
the region

But our
objective is the saes the r84[RT7bst get out and
let the Afghanpeople choose their owncourse

C Q.S obiective Today

Wehave no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relations Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited momentary tactical coincidence of
interests Perhaps more Weare prepared either way

In essence we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
with us
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III SOVIZTMILITARYPOSTURE
N 75:2

Moscowhas designs on parts of Iran.(

Afghanistan illustrates the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under their direct control

SummariseSoviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan whichcould threaten Tehran

U.S ip aware of Soviet activity

Soviet plans( )Nowthey would do it

Iranian support to Sandinista regime in Nicaragua aids and
abets Soviet designs - sakes U.S.-Iranian relationship more
difficult IS100million in oil last year plus arms)

- U.S can help Iran cope with Soviet threat

It ARONANISTAN
- Maybe real value for Iran and U.S to find ways to

cooperate against Moscowin Afghanistan
U.S can provide humanitariag assistance for refugeeC

Meneed to knowwhoyou work With what you already provide
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage

V P.APDWAu

we maybe prepared to resume a limited ailitary supply
relationship

" lowever its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on
wbetber our convergent or our divergent interests cometo
loom larger in the overall picture

What does Iran want
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EXHIBIT14

CORPORATION Forinternaluse

ThepersonsnamedbelowareauthorizedtorepresentwithoutrestrictionsthefirminitsrelationswithCREDITSUISSEInparticulartheyareempcweredtooperatetheCurrentaccountanWorsafecustodyaccountofthefirmtocontractloanstosignandendorsechecksansDolstoborrowonmortgagesorothersecuritiesandtosellpledgeorwithdrawsecuritiesonbehalfofthefirmRegardlessofanychangesPunshedintheRegisterofCommerceorotherwisethesignaturesbelowarevaliduntilrevokedbyspecialnoticetotheBank

Fullnameofpersonaauthorizedtosign SPeci,enofsignsturea Formofsignaturetlnerofduslhjoineybyre.rneai.evl

WillardI Zucker

RolandFarina
d

e

7 _. f v
to "4.. Jv,9'pYC
9

10

Individual

Individual

TheundersignedfirmauthenticatestheabovesignaturesandconfirmsthesigningpowersindicatedaboveInadditionthefirmapprovestheBank'sGeneralConditionsespeciallytheclauseonApplicableLawand-LegalDomicile(Article1e).

FlacaanddareGeneva14parch1985 ~goalraoftheFirm
UDALLRESEARCH
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ForInternaluse
tMfirm UDALLRESEARCHCORPORATION

less
*pistoledOffice

AddressIcen.uea.ednumber)

Specimen
signatures

ThepersonsnamedbelowareauthorizedtorepresentwithoutrestrictionsthefirminitsrelationswithCREDITSUISSEInparticulartheyareempoweredtooperatethecurrentaccountand/orsafecustodyaccountofthefirmtocontractloanstosignandendorsechecksandbillstoborrowonmortgagesorothersecuritiesandtosellpledgeorwithdrawsecuritiesonbehalfofthefirmRegardlessofanychangespublishedintheRegisterofCommerceorotherwisethesignaturesbelowarevaliduntilrevokedbyspecialnoticetotheBank

ti

TheundersignedfirmauthenticatestheabovesignaturesandconfirmsthesigningpowersindicatedaboveInadditionthefirmapprovestheBank'sGeneralConditionsespeciallytheclauseonApplicableLawandLegalDomicile(Article1e)

PfaceanddateGeneva May20 1986 SignatureoftheFirmUDALLRESEARCH
CORPORATION
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Nometprenomdefapersonneautoriseeasigner

ZUCKERWillard I

Modedesignature(individuellecollectiveadeanconjonnte)

ut

.H

FARINARoland 3

Individual

Individual

QeuetdateGeneva March14 1986
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ForIesbeso.nsinlemes
UDALLRESEARCHCORPORATION

..ndelaMasson

Branche Specimen
designatures

Lauicenum.
Lespersonnesmdiqueesci-apressontautonseesarepresentersansrestrictionslaMassonsoussigneeBanssesrelationsd'ahacesavecleCreditSuisse
EilespeuventenpamcuherutiliserIncomplecourantouvenaunomdecedeMasoncomraclerensonnomdesempruntssouscnredesengagementsde
changeeigreyerdesimmeublesatienerdormerengageouretirerdespapiers-valeunLessignaturesapposeesd-dessousconserverontleurvalidne
independammenldesinscriptionslanesauRegislreducommerceelmamaawesledecesdutitutaireduneraison'individuelletautquatearre:ocaIon
n'aura-pas~leeopressemenconmuniqueealabarque

9

12

1

LaMassonsoussigneeaneslel'authenticitedessignaturesci-dessusetlavalidrtedespouvoirsconlerespareveauntpersonnesindiqueesEliedeclare
accepterIesConditionsgene-aesdelaBanqueenpaniculierlaclauserelativeauforconventionnnel(art14)

SignaturedelaMason
voi

DALLRESEARCH
CORPORATION
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Declarationtorsdel'ouvertured'uncompteoud'unde1ot
(FormulaireAsalonart4et5COB) 82Q

Parlapresentelesoussignedeclare

Q quitagitpoursonproprecompte
quitagitpourlecomptedela(des)personne(s)suivante(s)
Nom/Raisonsociale DomicilePays

UDALLRESEARCHCORPORATIONPanama

quelasocietededomicilequitrepresenteestenmainsdespersonnesphysiquessuivantes
.Nom(s) Prenom(s) DomicilePays

.PARK 8i-Nam Republic of Korea

(indiquerparunecroixcequiconvient)

Lesoussigneprendconnaissancedufaitquelesecretbancaireprotegeparfart47delaloisurles
banquesetlescaissesd'epargnedu8novembre1934/11mars1971nestpasabsoluLesmembresdes
organeslesemployesetlesmandatairesdelabanqueont('obligationderenseignerlesautoritesat
detemoignerenjusticelorsquelesdispositionsdelalegislationlederaleoucantonaleleprevoient
(a['occasiond'unprocespenalparexemple)Unetelleobligationexisteegalementenversdes
autoritesetrangeresdanslamesureoulaConfederationsuisseaccordeuneentraidejudiciaireaI'Etat
concerne
Enfinlesoussigneprendconnaissancedufaitquelesystemedescomptesetdesdepotsnumerotesou
designesparuncodeestunemesurepurementinternealabanqueetnemodifieaucunement('obliga
tionderenseignerlesautoritesatdetemoignerenjustice

COMPAGNIEDESERVICESFIDUCIAIRESSA
Nom Prenom

3 ter cheminThury Case postale 303f 1211'ENEVE12
Adresseexacte

Geneva 14 March1986
Lieuatcase Signature`
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H
DeclarationTorsde1'ouvertured'uncompteoud'undepot 825

(FormulaireAselonart4et5COB)

Parlapresentelesoussignedeclare

Q quillagitpoursonproprecompte
quillagitpourlecomptedela(des)personne(s)suivante(s)
Nom/Raisonsociale DomicilePays

UDALLRESEARCHCORPORATION PAIWSIA

quelasocietededomicilequillrepresenteestenmainsdespersonnesphysiquessuivantes
Nom(s) Prenom(s) DomicilePays

SHARD RichardV U.S.A I` 1

(indiquerparunecroixcequiconvient)

Lesoussigneprendconnaissancedufaitquelesecretbancaireprotegeparfart47delaloisurles
banquesetlescaissesd'epargnedu8novembre1934/11mars1971nestpasabsoluLesmembresdes
organesIesemployesetlesmandatairesdelabahqueont('obligationderenseignerIesautoriteset
detemoignerenjusticelorsqueIesdispositionsdelalegislationfederaleoucantonaleleprevoient
(a('occasiond'unprocespenalparexemple)UneCelleobligationexisteegalementenversdes
autoritesetrangeresdanslamesureoelaConfederationsuisseaccgrdeuneentraidejudiciaireaI'Etat
concerne
Enfinlesoussigneprendconnaissancedufaitquelesystemedescomptesetdesdepotsnumerotesou
designesparuncodeestunemesurepurementinternealabanqueetnemodifieaucunement('obligationderenseignerlesautoritesetdetemoignerenjustice

CLt1PAG'IEDESERVICESFIDUCIAIRESSA
Nom Prenom

3ter chmninThury Casepostale303 1211GRIEVE12
Adresseexacte

Geneva14mars1986
Lieuetdate Signature
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Demande d'ouverture d'un compte au Credit Suisse Geneve
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626M.CMmeOMlle
Prenomis)
Datedenaissance  Nationalist  Regimematrimonial
Domicile

Profession I
Pp,rI.ti.,, mreaIaa.mIcnomdeFynerae.oag.memm,nranrl SstewsonrQ(completerseseep)

0U
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Declarationtorsdel'ouvertured'uncompteoudundepot
(FormulaireAselonan4el5COB) H 827

Parlapresentelesoussignedeclare

Q quitagitpoursonproprecompte
Quitagitpourlecomptedela(des)personne(s)suivante(s)
Nom/Raisonsociale DomicilePays

1JDRLLRESEARCHCORPORATION PANA.Ms

cluela'socielededomicilequitrepresenteestenmainsdespersonnesphysiquessuivantes
Nom(s) Prenom(s) DomicilePays

SD:ORD RichardV U.S.A

(indiquerparuneCroixcequiconvient)

LesoussignewendconnaissancedufaitquetosecretbancaireprotegeparEarl47delaloisurles
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Business Achatet ventede Wiens

Registeredonto. Apartadopostal 7284
Address PanamaCity5 Rep of Panama
tcth..lr..lfloenww.rm

ThepersonsnamedbelowareauthorizedtorepresentwithoutrestrictionstheWmInItsrelationswithCREDITSUISSEInparticularthey
areempoweredtooperatetheCurrentaccountand/orsatecustodyaccountofthefirmtocontractloanstosignandendorsechecksand
billstoborrowonmortgagesorothersecuritiesandtosellpledgeorwithdrawsecuritiesonbehallofthefirmRegardlessofanychanges
publishedintheRegisterorCommerceorotherwisethesignaturesbelowarevaliduntilrevokedbyspecialnoticetotheBank

Futtnameofparsonsauthorisedtosign Speeminofsignatures.// r7
FormofsignatureInsivwlrlInlnnrerere

Individual

Individual

...............

.......................

........................ . ......... 10

...................................n

...............................n

TheundersignedfilmauthenticatestheabovesignaturesandconfirmsthesigningpowersindicatedaboveInadditionthefirmapproves
theBank'sGeneralConditionsespeciallytheclauseonApplicableLawandLegalDomicile(Article14)

PlaceenddateGeneva 14March1986 SignatureoftheFirm
MALSRESEARCH
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CREDITSUISSE
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SCHWEIZERISCHEKREDt1ANSTALTCREDROSVIZZERO

Contractfortheopeningofan accountand/ or safekeepingaccount

Between
(hereinaftercalledthe'Depositor')

UDPT.LRESEARCHCORPORATION

andCreditSuisse
(hereinaftercalledthe'Bank')
thefollowinghasbeenagreedupon

Account(s)
TheBankisinstructedtocreditfundstoanaccounttobeopenedinthenameof

MALLRESEARCHCCR2PORATION

Saidaccountissubjecttothetermsandconditionsfixedseparately

Safekeepingaccount
IfatthepresenttimeorsubsequentdatesecuritiesorothervaluablesshouldbedeliveredtotheBankfor
safekeepingtheseitemsaretobeplacedintoasafekeepingaccountcarriedinthesamenameastheaccount

Accounting
IntheabsenceofinstructionstothecontrarytransactionsexecutedonbehalfoftheDepositorswillbe
passedovertheaccount(s)referredtoundercipher1Thesame-account(s)willalsobecreditedwiththeincomederivedfromsecuritieslodgedinsafekeepingaswellaswithallremittancesinforeigncurrencyreceivedinfavouroftheDepositorsprovidedconversionispossible

MorethanoneDepositor
InthecaseoftwoormoreDepositorstheyenjoytherightsofjointcreditorswithinthemeaningofArt150oftheSwissFederalCodeofObligations
ConsequentlyeachDepositorisentitledindividuallyandindependentlyoftheother(s)

todisposeofthecashfundsintheaccount(s)inwholeorinpart
tooperatethesafekeepingaccountonhissolesignaturenamelytoplacesecuritiesandothervaluables
intotowithdrawallorpartofthesecuritiesorothervaluablesfromthesafekeepingaccounttopledgetheseitemsetc
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GeneralConditions
TheGeneralConditionsintheGermanlanguage(AilgemeineGe
sOhatisbedmgungen)governtherelationshipbetweentheBankanditsclientssubjecttoanyspecialagreementinwritingwhich
maybeconcludedbetweentheBankandaclientinanyparticularcaseCertaincategoriesofbusinessarealsosubjecttotheBank'sspecialregulationsaswellasestablishedrulesofbankingusageThefollowingttanslattonhasbeenpreparedforthebenefitofclientsNoweeerthedefinitivetextistheGermanandintheeventofanydiscrepancytheGermanoriginalshallprevail
Art1 PowerofdispositionUntilwrittennoticeofrevocationisreceivedbytheBankinstructionsastoauthorizedsignaturescommunicatedtotheBankinwritingshallalonebevalidnotwithstandinganyinformationtothe
contrarycontainedintheCommercialRegisteroranypublicannouncement
Art2 ExaminationofsignaturesandIdentity
AlthoughtheBankundertakestoexaminecarefullythesignaturesofitsclientsandtheirdulyappointedrepresentativesitshallnotbeboundtomakeanyfurtherexaminationwithrespecttoidentityNoliabilityisassumedfortheconsequencesoftatsificationsor
faultyidenlilrcationwhichdespitetheexerciseofduecaretheBankdoesnotdetect
Art3 LegalincapacityTheclientisliableforanydamageresultingfromincapacitytoactunlessnoticeofsuchincapacityhasbeengiveninanofficiapublicationinSwitzerlandTheclientisliableinallcasesforanydamageorlossresulting,fromincapacityonthepartofhisreprosentalrveorotherthirdparty
Art4 CommunicationsfromtheBank
CommunicationsfromtheBankshallbedeemedtohavebeen
dulytransmitteditsenttothelastaddresssuppliedtotheBankbytheclientThedateofdispatchshallbedeemedtobethedateshownonfirecopyorthemailinglistintheBank'spossessionMailtoberetainedbytheBankshallbedeemedtohavebeendeliveredontindateitbears
ArtS ErrorsIntransmission
DamageresultingfromthetauofthepostalservicestelegraphtelephonetelexorOthermeansOfcommunicationortransportandinparticularfromlossdelaymisunderstandingsmutilationor
duplicatedispatchshallbebornebytheclientprovidedthattheBankhasnotactedwithgrossnegligence
ArtBFaultyeaeeatianofinstructions
Intheeventofdamageresultingfromthenon-"xecutioeorlateexceptionofinstructions(withtinexceptionofinstructionsre
latingtostockexchangetransactions)theBank'sliabilityshallbelimitedtoanamountequaltotirelossOfinterestunlessitsattentionhasbeenexpresslydirectedtotheriskofmoreextensive
damageatthetimeofandinrespectofsuchinstructions
Art Complaints
Complaintsbyaclientrelatingtotheexecutionornon-executionofinstructionsofanykindaswellastoothercommunicationsfromthebankmustbelodgedforthwithupontheclientreceivingnoticeofthematterforcomplaintandatthelatestwithinthepartiCularperiodspecifiedbytheBanatiftheBankfailstosendanoticewhichtheclientexpectstheclientmustneverthelesslodgehiscomplaintasifhehadreceivedthenoticebyordinarymail
Anydamagearisingfromdelayinmakingacomplaintshallbe
bornebytheClientObjectionsconcerningstatementsofaccountordepositmostbe
submittedwithinonemonthofreceiptUponexpiryofthisperiodthestatementshellbedeemedtohavebeenapprovedThe
expressortacitapprovalofastatementshallimplyapprovalofall
entriescontainedthereinaswellaspossiblereservationsmen
tionedinthestatementbytheBank

830

Art9 Rightof0enandset-off
TheBankhasarightofhenonallassetsitholdsfortheaccountofaclientwhetherinitsowncustodyorplacedelsewhereandarightofsetoffasregardsallfundscreditedtoaclient'saccountInrespectofallclaimswhichtheBankmayhaveagainsttheclientIrrespectiveoftheduedatesofsuchclaimsorcurrenciesinwhich
theyareexpressedandwhetherornotcreditlacilitieshavebeen
grantedunsecuredoragainstspecialsecurityImmediatelyupondefaultbytheclienttheBankshallbeentitledwithoutfurthernoticetodisposeeitherbyenforcedsaleorintheopenmarketOfanyassetsoverwhichithasarightoflien
Art.9Accounts
Theaccountsarebalancedquarterlyhall-yearlyoryearlyattheBank'sdiscretionPeriodicalstatementsofaccountmaybesubstitutedbydailystatementsNodeductionsareallowedfrominterestandcommissionsduetotheBankAnyexpensestaxesorother
chargesshallbebornebytheclientTheBankreservestherighttoalteritsinterestandcommissiontalesatanytimeaccordingto
changesinmarketconditionsandtoadvisetheclientthereofbywayofcircularletterorinanyothersuitableformIItheclientgivesseverslinstructionsthetotalamountofwhichexceedshiscreditbalanceorthefacilitiesgrantedtohimtheBankisentitledtocarryoutanyoftheinstructionsatitsdiscretioninwholeorinpartirrespectiveofthedatetheybearorthedateoftheirreceiptbytheBank
Art10Accountsinforeigncurrencies
Thebank'sassetscorrespondingtothecustomer'screditsin
foreigncurrencyareheldinthesamecurrencyinoroutsideofthe
countrywhosecurrencyisinvolvedThecustomerbearsproportionatelytohissharealltheeconomicandlegalconsequenceswhichasaresultofmeasurestakenbysuchcountryaffectallthebank'sassetsinthecountryofthecurrencyorinthecountrywherethefundsareinvestedTheobligationsofthebankarisingfromaccountsinforeigncurrenciesshallbedischargedexclusivelyattheplaceofbusinessoftheofficecarryingtheaccountsandSolelythroughtheestablishmentofacreditentryinthecountryofincurrencyatthebank'sownbrancha correspondentbankora banknamedbythecustomer
Mt11DraftschequesandsimilarInstruments
TheBankreservestherighttodebittheclient'saccountwithdraftschequesorsimilarinstrumentspreviouslycreditedordiscountedintheeventoftheirnon-paymentPendingthesettlementofanyoutstandingdebitbalancehowevertheBankretainsaclaimtopaymentofthetotalamountoftheinstrumentplusrelatedclaimsagainstanypartyliableundertheinstrumentwhethersuchclaimsemanatefromtheinstrumentorexistforanyotherlegalreason
Art12TerminationofbusinessrelationshipTheBankreservestherightatanytimeandatitsowndiscretiontoterminateexistingbusinessconnectionsandinparticulartocancelcreditfacilitieswhichithasgrantedandfurthermoretodemandrepaymentofdebtsofanynaturewithoutfurthernotice
Art13Saturdayanofficialholiday
InallbusinesstransactionswiththeBankSaturdayshallbetreatedasanofficialbankholiday
Arl.14Applicablelawandvenueforlegalproceedings
TheseconditionsandallrelationsbetweentheclientandtheBankategovernedbySwisslawTheplaceofperformanceoftheob
ligationsofbothpartiestheplaceofprosecutionfordebt(SchutdbetreibungpoursuitepourOettes)againstclientsresidentoutsideSwitzerlandandthesolevenueforanyproceedingsatlawisthetownwheretherespectiveOnceoftheBankissituatedTheBankhoweverreservestherighttotakelegalactionbeforethecourtsoftheclient'sdomicileorbeforeanyOthercompetentcourt
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RegulationsfortheSafekeepingofSecuritiesandOtherValuables
TheBank'sRegulationsfortheSafekeepingofSecuritiesandOmerValuablesintheGermanlanguage(Depotreglement)governtherelationshipbetweenthe'BankandthedepositorThetollowmgtranslationhasbeenpreparedforthebenefitofdepositorsHoweverthedefinitivetextofthesafekeepingregulationsistheGermanandintheeventofanydiscrepancytheGermanoriginalshallprevail
AGeneralRegulations
1 DepositsCreditSuisseacceptsforsafekeepingasopendepositsSecuritiesofallkinds(sharesbondsdebentureslotteryticketsmortgagedeedsetc.)aswellaspreciousmetals(goldsilveretc.)forsafekeepingassealeddepositsDocumentsvaluablesandothersimilaritems(subjecttotheprovisionsof17)TheBankisatlibertytodeclineinwholeorinpartanyproposeddepositswithoutgivinganyreasonsforitsrefusal
2 ApplicationofGeneralConditionsTheGeneralConditions(overleal)shallapplytoevetypec tieposit
3 SafekeepingTheBankundertakestoexerciseduecareinkeepingthedepositsentrustedtoitinitsvaults
4 BankingsecrecyUndertheSwissFederalLawrelatingtoBanksandSavingsInstitutionsmembersoftheBank'sManagementandstaffa-eboundtostriclestsecrecyregardingalldealingsbetweenthebankanditsclients
5 DurationofdepositDepositsareacceptedforanindeterminateperiodThedepositorisentitledatanytimeduringcustomarybankinghourstorequestthereturnofitemsdepositedTheBankalsohastherighttodemandatanytimethewithdrawalofitemsdeposited6 AcknowledgementsofreceiptUponrequesttheBankwillfurnishdepositorswithdulysignedacknowledgementsofreceiptbearinganexactdescriptionoftheitemsacceptedforsafekeepingTheseacknowledgementsofreceiptmaynotbetransferredorpledgedbythedepositorDeliveryofitemsdepositedismadeagainstsignedreceipt7 JointdepositorsAdepositmaybeestablishedinthejointnamesofseveraldepositors(jointdeposit)InsucheventtherightofdisposalandhandlingoftheitemsdepositedshallberegulatedbyspecialagreementtailingwhichthedepositorsmayonlyobtainaccesstoanddisposeofsuchitemsjointlyThedepositorsarejointlyandseverallyliableforanyclaimsbytheBankwithrespecttojointdeposits8 Depositlee

ThedepositfeeiscomputedonthebasisofthetariffschedulecurrentlyinforceandchargedtothedepositorattheendatDecemberofeachyearTheBankreservestherighttoalterthetariffatanytimeChangesshallbebroughttotheattentionofthedepositor
BSpecialRegulationsforOpenDeposits
9 DepositsInSwitzerlandThelienslodgedwiththeBankforsafekeepingareheldseparatelyforeachdepositorclassifiedaccordingtoindividualcategoriesandkeptseparatefromtheBank'sownassetsUponwithdrawalthedepositorreceivesthedepositeditemsTheBankisauthorizedtoentrusttheitemstothecustodyofthirddepositariesbutforaccountoftheclientandathisriskThedepositorexpresslyagreesthattheBankisentitledtoplacetheitemsdepositedoranypertthereofincollectivedepositasdefinedunderArt404ot.theS"vissFederalCedeofObligations)eitherwithintheBankilsetlwithcorrespond:_nts0 in0000,01depositfacilityHoweverthedepositorshallenjoyarightOfCoownershipinsuchcollectivedepositproportionatetothenumberofitemsdepositedbyhimRedeemablesecuritiesmayalsobekeptbyspecificcategorySecuritiesdrawnbylotwillbedividedbytheBankamongstthedepositorswiththemethodemployedfortheseconddrawingensuringalldepositorsthesamechanceofconsiderationasunderthefirstdrawingprocedure

10Safekeepingdepositabroad
IntheabsenceofotherarrangementsitemswhicharetobeheroabroadwillbeplacedbytheBankinitsownnamebutfortheaccountandettheriskofthedepositorwithoneoftheBank'scorrespondentsforsafekeepingandadministrationaccordingtoprevailingregulationsandcustom
.11 Management
TheBankwillfromthedateofdepositattendwithoutspecificinstructionsfromthedepositortotthecollectionorwhereapplicablethebestpossiblerealizat,onofdividendsandinterestduethesupervisionofdrawingscallsforredemptionconversionsandamortizationsofsecuritiesaswellasthecoilectionofsecUritiescalledforredemptionaccordingtothelistsatitsdisposalwithoutassuminganyresponsibilitythereforprocurementofnewcouponsheetsandtheexchangeofprovisionalnotesfordefinitivecertiliCafesUponwritteninstructionsreceivedingoodtimefromthedepositortheBankwillfannereffectconversionspayinstalmentsonpartlypaid-upsecuritiesreceiveinterestandcapitalrepaymentsonmortgagedebtscallmortgagedebtsforpaymentandeffectcohectionofs'.re^paymentexercisesubscriptionrightsoreffecttheirsaleIftheBankdoesnotreceiveinstructionstothecontraryfromtheclientbeforethedayprecedingthelastofficialquotationc suchsubscriptionrightsitisentitledtoselltherightsatbest
12Amountscollected

AmountscollectedwitsbeplacedtothecreditofaSwissi-arcaccountinthenameofthedepositorunlesshehasgivenotherinstructionsingoodtime
13Insuranceintransit

UnlessinstructedtothecontrarytheBankshaltarrangeattheClient'sexpenseforinsurancetocoverthetransportofvaluablesdepositedwheresuchinsuranceiscustomaryandcanbecoveredunderitsownpolicywithaSwissinsurancecompany
14CouponsThedepositleeincludescompensationfordetachingcouponsandtheexpensesforcollectingcouponsandsecuritiespayableatanybranchoftheBankTheBankchargesitsownexpensesonlyforprocuringnewcouponsheetsandexchangingprovisionalsecurities
15Portfoliomanagementandwills

ByspecialarrangementtheBankalsoundertakesportfoliomanagementdistributionofinheritancesandexecutionofwillsaswellasthesafekeepingofwillsinheritanceContractsetc
CSpecialRegulationsforSealedDeposits
16Tender

SealeddepositsmustasarulebeprovidedwithadeclarationoftheirvalueTheymustbearontheircovertheexactnamea-idaddressofthedepositorandbesealedwithwasorleadinsuchamannerastomakeitimpossibletoopenthecoverwithoutdagingthesealTheyaretobehandedinwithadeclarationcspecialformbearingthesignatureandifpossiblethesea!ofthe
depositor
17Contents

SealeddepositsmayonlycontainvaluablesanddocumentsbutonnoaccountobjectswhichareinflammableorotherwisedangerousorunsuitablefordepositinbankpremisesThedepositorisliableforanydamageresultingfromfailuretoobservethisrequirementTheBankisentitledtoaskthedepositorlotsuchproorasitconsidersnecessarywithrespectiethenatureoftheobiecisdepcisiled
18LiabilityThe.Sank'sliabilityislimitedtothedeclaredvalueofthetee:seAnydamagemustbeprovedbythedepositorOnwithdrawalofthedepositthedepositormustensureMaiteewasorleadsealisinanundamagedCUOdibonuAnyreceiptepee^bythedepositoronwithdrawalreleasestheBankhornail ~t

(seeore-:so
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Therighttoactindividuallyorindependentlywillcontinueintheeventofdeathorincapacitytoactonthe
partofoneoftheDepositorsUponfulfillingitsobligationstowardsanyoneoftheDepositorstheBankis
legallyreleasedtowardsallofthem
EachDepositormaycbnlerpowerofattorneyuponanythirdpersonorpersonswhowillthenbeentitledto
actasagentoragentsforalltheDepositors
EachDepositorasjointdebtorisliablevis-A-vistheBankittheaccountshowsadebitbalance
Providednootherinstructionsaregiventothecontraryallremittancessecuritiesorvaluablesreceivedby
theBankinfavourofoneofthejointDepositorswillbecreditedtotheaccount(s)oralternativelyplaced
intothesafekeepingaccountreferredtounderciphers1and2
IntheeventthattheDepositorsarehusbandandwifetheyauthorizeeachothertodisposeindividuallyand
withoutanyrestrictionsofthecashfundsintheaccount(s)and/orofthesecuritiesorothervaluables
lodgedinsafekeeping
Thewifeinparticularalsoapprovesallactionsbyherhusbandthatesceedtheordinaryadministrationof
thematrimonialproperty
5Correspondence
Allcorrespondenceandstatementspertainingtotheaccount(s)and/orsafekeepingaccountare
tobemailedregularlytothefollowingaddress

OOMPAGNIEDESERVICESFIDUCIAIRS SA
P.O Box303 1211GENEVA12

to

CorrespondenceshallbedeemedtohavebeendulytransmittedwhenmailedorretainedbytheBankin
accordancewiththeaboveinstructionsTheDepositorsassumefullliabilityforanyconsequencesand
possibledamagesthatmightoccurduetothemailingorretainingofthecorrespondenceintheprescribed
manner
TheBankisundernoobligationwhatsoevertotakeanyactionwithregardtotheadministrationofthe
Depositorsholdingsunlessspecificinstructionsaregivenbythelattertothiseffect
Correspondencenotcollectedbythecustomerwillbedestroyedbythebank3yearsafteritsdateofissue
Anappropriatefeewillbechargedeveryyearforretainingcorrespondence

6 GeneralConditionsandRegulations
MoreoverallmutualrightsandobligationsderivingfromthisContractaswellasallquestionsregarding
jurisdictionandtheapplicablelawaresubjecttotheBank's

GeneralConditions
RegulationsfortheSafekeepingofSecuritiesandOtherValuables

whichformpartofthepresentagreement
7Specialarrangements

Geneva14March1986
Placeanddate

CREDITSUISSE

Pleasedeletewhereinapplicable
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EXHIBIT15

TO R V Secord

FROM Bob Dutton

DATE June 4 1986

SUBJECT Howto present the reorganization to ACE

Current Situation

ACEperformance in getting capability up to an acceptable

level has been unsatisfactory
- Aircraft that were purchased were not thoroughly or

properly checked
- Major repairs in engines and avionics have taken

excessive time meaning A/C were not useable for training

basic missions or high tech work
- Peoplethat have been hired have been working with

inadequate guidance or supervision

B C Washington has been paying a large %of past and current

expenditures for Margin (G i A Fringe) and 0 6 Mwhich

since we are already paying all of the operating and main

tenance costs amounts to an additional profit payment The

combinations of these payments have equalled 58.4% of a March

ACEinvoice and 57.6% of their April invoice

ACEstates that the current arrangement is not making any

money for their company for the effort expended

Proposed Reorganization

ACEhas put together a useful organization which we would

like to retain to provide a means to contract both people

003,3
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and air support plus a means to make payments For this they
should be paid a service fee

B.C Washington now has the capability to provide direct

policy guidance and operational directives to the Project

Hope personnel This will give us the ability to hold one

person totally responsible for the operational capability of

the project

Someof the senior personnel at ACEhave a great deal of

background and experience In Project Hope type operations
It would benefit the entire program if these people were

retained as professional consultants to B C Washington
and paid on a scale to be determined by the corporate
officers

Benefits

Westop paying 0 i M which is currently money tied up away
from ACEpersonnel This will reduce our cost anywhere from

$50K to $100Kper month

ACEwill continue to be a part of the project and will get

paid a service fee

The key ACEemployees will start being paid consultant fees

which is "available money

Assumption Throughout this proposal I am assuming that ACE

no longer intends to purchase the aircraft with the 0 e M

moneywe currently pay them If this is not a correct

assumption that fact should be formally acknowledged and
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we can continue the 0 &Mpayments vice a much reduced

service fee but we will get the moneyback when we sell

them the aicraft Wecan still take the key ACEpersonnel

on as part-time consultants
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1
First QuarterFees
services rendered

Travel Expenses

as per agreementfor
$50,000.00

UdallResearchCorporation
P.O Box7284
PanamaCity 5
Republicof Panama

889165INVOICENO

DATEJune 26 1986

44.69
25.05

560

EXHIBIT16

STANFORDTECHNOLOGYTRADINGGROUPINTERNATIONAL

YOURORDER

DATE DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Roundtripairfare 19/23May'86

Roundtripairfare 5 June '86

Misc.Expenses
Lunchmeeting 13May'86
Lunchmeeting 25June '86

CommunicationExpenses
Telephone

Copyof receipts available uponrequest

TOTAL

725.00
.570.00

$51,476.64
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June 27 1986

Mr RolandFarina
CompagnieDe Services Fiduciares
3 Ter CheminThury
Case Postale 303
1211Geneve12
Switzerland

Dear Mr Farina

Enclosed is our first quarter invoice for Udall
Wouldyou please proceed to collect on our behalf

Thankyou for your help on this matter
Best Regards

Shirley N ier

SN/jc

Enclosure

STANFORDTECHNOLOGYTRADINGGROUPINTERNATIONAL
,2WGNAW I W.. Cr1O lemsrrowCr"e"m.fS,2~ rr W'y+a.,b
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EXHIBIT17

/y1aFe
AMALGAMATEDCOMMERCIALENTERPRISESSELLER

000562 UDALLCORP BUYER
BILL OF SALE

FORCONSIDERATIONOF Five HundredThirty Thousand and
no/100 Dollars ($530,000.00) AmalgamatedCommercialEnterprises
has bargained sold conveyed and delivered unto Udall Coro
(hereinafter called the "Buyer") the followingdescribedproperty

OneDHC-4Aircraft Serial No 44 Registration No C-GJLP
equipped with two installed Pratt 6 WhitneyR-2000-7M2engines
and two Hamilton Standard 43D50-7107A-Opropellers and all
installed equipment log books manualsand spare parts

To have and hold all and singularly the above-described
property unto the Buyer its successors and assigns to its own
use and behalf forever

AmalgamatedCommercialEnterprises hereby warrants that it
has good and sufficient legal and beneficial title to the
above-describedproperty and that such property is subject to no
lease mortgage pledge lien charge or other encumbranceand
AmalgamatedCommercialEnterprises will warrant and defend unto
Buyer good title to same against the claims of all persons
whatsoever

IN WITNESSWHEREOFAmalgamatedCommercialEnterprises has
caused this Bill of Sale to be executed this 11th day of April
1986in RouynQuebec

AMALGAMATEDCOMMERCIALENTERPRISES

.u
;RobertR Mason Senior Vice President
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EXHIBIT18

MI CFSPECIALMEETINGOF
''-"

0
dOARDCFDIRECTORSOF

3TAN73POTECF':CLIGYCOR^CZ",r_ON TO 0017

ASpacial Meetin]of tho Boardof Cirectors of Stanford
TuchnolocyCorporationwa !aly held an waiverof notice on
one 4 1)S at 10:13 a.m. at the Company'soffices at 1515

SouthVan'NesrAvenut Sea Franc1soo California
Present wereALBEET:L.::1Mand SOONTMAXIMconstituting

a quorumof the Board
Also present was COC=.NSecretary
MRMAXIMannouncedthat it wouldbe necessary to elect

a director to fill a 7acanoyon the Board

After somedisoussion RIEMAEDSE:C?Zwas duly elecoad
Director

Therebeing no fucth':r busines to comebefore the Board
the :meting wasduly ad:;ourned

i EXHIBIT

L161
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EXHIBIT19

U.SDepartmentor.astice
N 162 54

UnitedStatesAttorney
EasternDistrictofVirginia

701TenSireel 703/11.7.9100
Aksend.Virg223/4 PTS/1.J7-i/00

TSG/;df
May28 1982

ThomasC Green Esquire
Sharp }tando1phL_,Green.1800Massl<chusets eve. 4"w
waihing:ah D.C X0036

Re Major General Richard Secord

Dear Mr Green

OnMay20 1982 I advised you that the Departmentof Justice
would not administer a polygraph examination to General Secord
because of the compulsion inherent in the Defense Department's
decision to predicate General Secord's reinstatement on his taking
he polygraph examination

OnMay21 1982 the Defense Departmentordered that General
Secord be reinstated without further regard to the polygraph
examination

OnMay24 1982 I inquired whether General Secord intended
to take the scheduled June 2nd polygraph examination under the
conditions previously discussed Youadvised methat you were
then undecided as to whether General Secord wouldtake the
examination and requested twenty-four hours before I cancelled
the exam As of even date I have not heard from you 9y your
silence I can only conclude that General Secord does not intend
to take the Justice Departmentpolygraph examination

Very truly yours
EL5_ MU;7SE
U1i:TEDSTATESATTORNEY

9
"Theocre 5 Greenberg
Assistant United States A-:r

EXHIBIT
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AX58A-222
TF:p1w1 ..000566

EATSCO-RELATEDCONVICTIONS
ANDCIVILSETTLEMENTS F u 1491

OnJuly 22 1983 at U.S District Court (USDC)
Eastern District of Virginia (EDVA)Alexandria VirginiaHUSSEINK.E.I SALEMindividually and as president of the
EGYPTIANAMERICANTRANSPORTANDSERVICESCORPORATION(EATSCO)
pled guilty to a multiple count CriminalInformation The
Informationcharged in pertinent part that SALEMand EATSCO
agreed to and did file false statements with the U.S Departmentof Defense(DOD)DefenseSecurity AssistanceAgency(DSAA)
regarding the cost of shipping military goodsto Egypt

Fromin or about November1979 throughon or
about December31 1981 there were 34 shipmentson whichfalse
invoices were submitted Thoseinvoices showedinflated costs
of approximately$8 million

Pursuant to a Plea BargainAgreementreachedbetween
the United States and the defendantsand approvedby the court
the defendant SALEMwas sentencedon both counts to pay a fine
of $20,000 the defendant EATSCOwas likewise sentencedto pay a
fine of $20,000 Further in settlement of all civil claims by the

'United States against the defendants SALEMpaid the UnitedStates
$3,020,000 Thefines and civil settlement were satisfied by
presentation of certified checksto the Clerk of the U.S.D.C and to
the U.S Attorney's Office

(Thethree count Criminal InformationchargedSALEM
and EATSCOin count 81 with violation of Title 18 UnitedStates
Code(USC) Section 371 (conspiracy) SALEMwas chargedin
count $2 with violation of Title 18 UnitedStates Code Section
1001and 2 (submitting falsely stated vouchers) EATSCOwaschargedin count E3with a violation of Title 18 U.S Code Section 1001
and 2 (submitting fasely stated vouchers)

OnSeptember1 1983 Air Freight International Inc.
(API)pled guilty in USDCEDVAto a one count CriminalInformationcharging AFIwith filing false invoices with the
DODDSAArelating to the costs of shippingmilitary goodsto
Egyptunder the Foreign Military Sales Program

EXHIBIT
309 LI
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AFIwas fined the maximumpenalty of $10,000pursuantto a plea agreementbetweenthe UnitedStates and AFI The -

agreementprovided in pertinent part that AFIwouldpay the
UnitedStates $924,000in settlement of all civil claims and
pay $76,000to the Federal MaritimeCommissionfor possibleviolations of the ShippingAct of 1916

TheCriminal Informationchargedthat fromin or
about November1979 through on or about December31 1981
AFIfiled false invoices whichfailed to disclose profits made
by AFIfor the costs of ocean freight packingand consolidation
relating to the shipmentof military goodsto Egypt in violation
of Title 18 U.S Code Section 1001

(AFIis a whollyownedsubsidiary of the R.G HOBELMANN
ANDCOMPANYINC. whichwas the designated freight forwarderforEATSCOregarding Foreign Military Sales equipmentshipmentsto
Egypt.)

Checkssatisfying the $10,000fine $924,000civil
claims settlement and $76,000paymentto the Federal Maritime
Commissionwereproducedin connectionwith this plea being
acceptedby the judge on September1 1983

OnJanuary 16 1984 SYSTEMSSERVICEINTERNATIONAL
INC. (SSI) pled guilty in USDCEDVA(RichmondVirginia) to a
one count Criminal InformationchargingSSIwith filing false
invoices with the DODDSAArelating to the costs of shipping
military goodsto Egyptunder the ForeignMilitary Sales Program

SSI was fined the maximumpenalty of $10,000pursuantto a plea-agreementbetweenthe UnitedStates and SSI The
agreementfurther provided that THOMASCLINESon behalf of SSI
wouldpay the United States $100,000(within 30 days) in settlement
of all civil claims

Theplea of guilty wasentered by the President and sole
stockholder of SSI THOMASG CLINESSSI whichis no longer in
business wasa 49%ownerof EATSCO "

TheCriminal Informationchargedthat fromin or
about November1979 through on or about December31 1981
SSI filed false invoices with DSAAwhichinvoices.they then knew
werefalse in that the invoices failed to disclose profits from
the oceanfreight packing and consolidation costs of shipping
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military goods to Egyptand thereby misrepresentedthe actual costs
of the ocean freight packingand consolidation (violation of
Title 18 U.S Code Section 1001and 2)

A certified checkin paymentfor the $10,000fine
waspaid to the U.S Governmentat the time the plea wasaccepted
by the judge on January 16 1984

DuringFebruary 1984 three checks totalling
$100,000were paid byTHOMASG CLINESto the U.S Government
in connectionwith settlement of all civil claims in accordance
with the plea agreement



3 If I can answer any other questions on this matter I
can be reached on x9482 (U)

Michell A NaEtia
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000569
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OGC83-08360
6 October 1983

MEMORANDUMFOR Carl DarbyOffice of Security
FROM .Michelle A. Martin

..Office o General.Counsel

SUBJECT Richard VernonSecord (Clearance Action
on an Associate of EdwinPaul Wilson)

REFERENCE Memorandumfor General Counsel from
EdwalJones samesubject dated
15 September1983

Yourequested guidance on the propriety of considering
General Richard Secord for an operational clearance in
connection with a joint CIA/U.S Armyoperational activity In
particular you seek information on the current status of
Department of Justice (DOJ)interest in Secord e.g.
indictment (S)

I hlee been in contact with the DOJon this m er and
have been informed that General Secord has not been i _cted
but their investigation of him is still open and active
Pending completion of this investigation any clearance of
General Secord for CIAemploymentactivity would be
inadvisable (U)

OGC:MAM:sm
Distribution
Original Addressee

-L. OGCChrono
OGCSubject (Hilson)
MAMSigner

-.NAMSoft File

Ci"/ iuz

Im!:rFt r_33 416

CLBY 2031703
DECL OADR
DERIVEDFROM SEC6-a
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August22 1985

(20.2)457-6333
RECEIVEDMAY0 8 1966

Mr Richard V Secord
Suite 205
440 MapleAvenueEast
Vienna VA 22180

Dear Dick
Enclosed is a memorandumwhich summarizesour research

into questions raised under the Neutrality Act

With best regards

Middletonj Martin

U0S453
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ATTORNEY-CLIENTCOMMUNICATIONS
PRIVILEGEDANDCONFIDENTIAL

August21 1985

MEMORANDUM R D 000019
Re Applicability of the Neutrality Act

This memorandumaddresses the applicability of the

prohibitions of the Neutrality Act particularly 18 U.S.C S 960
to actions undertaken in the United States In connection with the
airlift of certain goods to insurgent forces in Nicaragua The
facts relating to this question are as follows

Private individuals are considering arranging the

initiation of negotiations betweena non-U.S companyengagedin
the business of providing contract airlift services (the

"Company")and representatives of insurgent forces seeking the

overthrowof the present governmentof Nicaragua These arms

length negotiations wouldbe intended to establish a commercial

relationship wherebythe Companywouldairdrop various supplies

including ammunitionand other implementsof war into Nicaragua
for use by the insurgents All services wouldbe provided
outside the U.S and be paid for with non-U.S funds

The Companywouldnot transport insurgent personnel for

military or any other purpose nor wouldthe Companyotherwise

participate beyondprovision of airlift services in insurgent
activities Similarly although the 0.5.-based individuals

arranging for the initiation of these negotiations are fully
aware that the airlift services wouldbe in support of the

insurgents such individuals wouldnot participate in the

provision of such services nor otherwise combinewith the

insurgents to further the insurgents military objectives 005460
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Analysis
R D 000020

The statute mostdirectly relevant to the scenario set

forth above is 18.U.S.C 5 960 whichprovides
Whoever within the United States knowingly

fl-q`

,begins or sets on foot or provides or
prepares a meansfor or furnishes the money
for or takes part in any military or naval
expedition or enterprise to be carried on
from thence against the territory or
dominionof any foreign prince or state or
of any colony district or people with whom
the United States is at peace shall be
fined not morethan $3,000 Q imprisonednot
ore than 3 years or both

This provision growsout of a statute originally passed in 1794

as part of the early U.S government's attempts to avoid foreign

entanglements stemmingfrom the use of the United States as a

staging ground for private military actions against otherwise

friendly governments The basic elements of a violation of this

statute are

IL

1 The actions (or planning for the
actions) must take place at least in
part in the United States
The actions must constitute "knowing
provision of assistance
The actions must be in support of or

I~\\
constitute participation in a military
expedition and

1 Also arguably relevant to these facts ii 18 U.S.C 5 956
whichprohibits any conspiracy to injure or destroy
specific property situated within a foreign country and
belonging to a foreign governmentor within the political
subdivision thereof with which the United States is at
peace. Exposureunder this provision is considerably more
attenuated under the proposed airlift contract however
because of the requirement for injury or destruction of
specific property
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4 Themilitary expedition must be against
the governmentof a nation with which
the United States is at peace

As these elmenti relate to the proposedNicaraguanairlift
three of O four elements of a violation wouldbe met

Preliminary arrangementsfor the airlift wouldoccur in the

United States with knowledgeof the use whichwouldbe madeof
the airdropped supplies and the airlift wouldconstitute
assistance to insurgents acting against the governmentof

Nicaragua a governmentwith whichthe United States is presently
at peace

The propriety of the proposed arrangementtherefore will
turn on whether or not the airlift itself constitutes a "military
expedition or enterprise, as that term has been defined in the
case law relating to the statute Mostof the cases dealing with

18 U.S.C S 960 (or its predecessors) reflect prosecutions
undertaken in the 19th century The leading case is Wiborav

United States 163 U.S 632 (1896) in which the O.S Supreme
Court reviewed a conviction under the Neutrality Act for the

assistance provided by a ship captain in transporting a group of

armedmenwhomounteda military expedition against the Spanish

governmentin Cuba In finding that the transport of menand

arms for landing in Cubawasparticipation in a military

expedition the SupremeCourt expressly acknowledgedthat the

mere transport of arms to another country is not in itself an

actionable offense under the Neutrality Act Rather it is a

commercialtransaction subject to the risk of capture as
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contrabandof war by the foreign poweragainst whichsuch arms
were to be used Becausethe menand arms aboard the defendant's
vessel were clearly undertaking a military expedition against the
Spanish governmentin Cubaof whichthe defendant had knowledge
and the arrangementsfor the transport were madewithin the
United States the ship captain was found to have been guilty of
a Neutrality Act violation by providing the transportation

A similar analysis can be seen in the case of United States
v Nunez 82 P.599 (S.D.N.Y 1896) in which the court considered
the propriety of the transportation of menand arms in connection
with an expedition against Cuba In analyzing what constitutes a
military enterprise the court cited the SupremeCourt's
definition in Wiborcthat a military expedition is "a journey or
voyageby a companyor bodyof persons having the position or
characteristics of soldiers for a specific warlike purpose.
The court in Nunezidentified the "essential features of a
military enterprise as "concert of action unity of action by a
bodyorganized and acting together acting by meansof weaponsof
somekind and action under commandleadership. The court
reiterated that

Thera is nothing in this statute which
prohibits a commercialenterprise The
transportation of goods in a commercialwaywhether it be contraband of war or not is
not prohibited by the-fact that other
nations are at war or that a colony is in a
state of insurrection against the parent
country

Because in the Nunezcase the menand armswere clearly acting
for military purpose the arms removedfromboxes aboard ship and
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the mendrilled on deck during the transport those providing the

transportation were guilty of violation of the Neutrality Act

Conclusion

While these cases are very old the SupremeCourt's

interpretation in Wiborqof whatconstitutes a "military

enterprise for purposes of a violation of the Neutrality Act has
not been modified or overturned by court action since that

time Wiborqand the cases which follow it establish that a

"military enterprise contemplatedby the statute must be

comprisedof menand armswith a military purpose and that mere

transportation of arms to insurgent forces without more does

not constitute a 'military enterprise or preparing the meansfor
a "military enterprise. Applyingthe SupremeCourt's

interpretation of the Neutrality Act to the proposed Nicaraguan

operation the provision of contract airlift services as

described abovewouldnot be conduct proscribed by the Neutrality
Act As long as the airlift operations transport only supplies
(whether or not including implementsof war) but not men and as

long as the persons engagedin arranging or providing the airlift

services do not also engage in broader planning or action in

concert with others to ccmbinethese supplies with insurgents on

the ground for military purposes those providing the

transportation of supplies have not begun or provided the means

for any military expedition within the meaningof the statute A

federal prosecutor acting in the mid-1980scould always take a

moreexpansive view of the type of conduct proscribed by the
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statute but he wouldhave to overcomethe weight of judicial

authority or find other facts whichtended to support the
existence of a "military enterprise.

Onefinal note the Neutrality Act has been neglected by
prosecutors since the First WorldWar However in the last few

years efforts by those opposingD.S actions in support of the

insurgency in Nicaragua have attempted to compelenforcementby
the Justice Departmentof the Neutrality Act by resort to the

Ethics in GovernmentAct under which the Attorney General is

required to conduct an investigation upon receipt of information

that a governmentofficial has violated the law This was the

issue in the 1984case of Dellumsv Smith 577 F Supp 1449

(N.D Cal 1984) In that case the court held that a

preliminary investigation was required upon presentation to the

Attorney General of evidence of federal criminal actions by
federal officials The court expressly rejected the Department
of Justice's attempts to raise prosecutorial discretion as a bar

to such suits "Public interest actions to compelJustice

Departmentinvestigation of such activity therefore remain a

possibility
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9limttd gtatts ,$enatt
SELECTCOMMITTEEONSECRETMILITARY

ASSISTANCETOIRANANDTHENICARAGUANOPPOSITION
WASHINGTONDC20510

February10 1987

ThomasGreen Esq
SharpGreen6 Lankford
1800MassachusettsAvenueN.W
Suite 501
WashingtonD.C

DearTom
As discussed the cite is U.S v Ghidoni

732F.2d 814 (11th Cir 1984) I amalso enclosinga formof consent directive pursuant to Ghidoniwhich
wewish your client to execute As I have told youan executedGhidoniconsent fromyour client is a
necessary precondition to further consideration of yourclient's status

Please let meknowthis weekif it will be
necessary to compelexecutionof the consent by subpoena

Sincerely

Arthur Liman

ALL/km
Enclosures

22-957 1144(44K 1qgt(
>
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Sec2FundsareauthorizedtobeappropriatedwithoutfiscalyearlimitationastheappropriationActmayprovidefortheuseoftheDepartmentofTransportationforfiscalyear1985asfollowforpaymentofobligationIncurredforoperating-0Itfeeentialsubsidynottoexceed1377.780,00(forexpensesnecessaryforresearchanddevelopmentactivitiesnottoexceed110.000.000sadforexpensesnecessaryforoperationsandtrainingactivitiesnotto exceed180.807.000includingnottoexceed$42,550,000formaritimeeducationandtrainingexpensesIncludingnottoexceed821,040.000formaritimetrainingastheMerchantMarineAcademyatKingsPettitNewYork$18.200.000forfinancialassistancetoStatemaritimeacademiestofwhich18.000.000shallbefortheconversionofthevesselSantaMercedesforuseesasuitabletrainingeasel)$3,000,000forfueloilassistancetoStatemaritimeacademytrainingvessel.and81.410.000forexpensesnecessaryforadditionaltraining$9,111.000fornationalsecurity.rapportcapabilitiesincludingnottoexceed$7.506.000forreservefleetexpensesand$1.005,000foremergencyplanting/operatt00and$29.148.000forotheroperationsandtrainingexpensesSec3Fundsareauthorizedtobeappro4 1984signedbytheChairmanandViceprintedfortheuseoftheFederalMaritimeChairmanoftheSelectCommitteeonIntel .0ruoarzen0SrrsaeoNNStAROaraaNCrn
Commissionintheamountof$12,292.000nonceoftheSenateandtheChaim.and Sec202(a)TheIntelligenceCommunityforfiscalyear1985 RankingMinorityMemberofthePernaStaffisauthorizedtwohundredandthirty
TheSenatebillwasorderedtobe ventSelectCommitteeonIntelligenceof twofulltimepersonnelasofSeptember30

reada thirdtimewasreadthethirdtheHouseofRepresentativesandonfileat 1985SuchpersonneloftheIntelligence
timeandpassedandamotiontore theofficesofthosecommitteesshallbeCommunityStaffmaybepermanenteramadewaslaidonthetable madeavailabletotheCommitteesonAptDloyeesoftheIntelligenceCommunityDropriatloneoftheSenateandtheHouseof StafforpersonneldetailedfromothereleRepreseentativesandtothePresidentThemeetoftheUnitedStatesGovernmentPresidentshallprovideforsuitablediatribe(b)Duringtimeyear1985personnelofLionoftheamendedscheduleorofapprotheIntelligenceCommunityStaffshallbePriateportionsoftheamendedscheduleselectedasastoprovideappropratereprowithintheexecutivebranch sentatonfromelementsoftheUnited
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EXHIBIT27

CONGRESSIONALRECORDHOUSE October111S8
MARITIMEAPPROPRIATIONAUTHORIZATIONACT FORFISCALYEAR1985
MrBIAGGIMrSpeakerI askunanimousconsenttotakefromtheSpeaker'stabletheSenatebill(S2499)toauthorizetheappropriationof fundsforcertainmaritime-programsforfiscalyear1985andaskforItsimmediateconsiderationTheClerkreadthetitleofthebilLTheSPEAKERprotemporeIsthereobjectiontotherequestofthegentlemanfromNewYorkMrSNYDERReservingtherighttoobjectMrSpeakerletmejustsaythatthisistheidenticalbillthatwepassedontheMaradauthorizationTheSenateaddedtheauthorizationforFMCIntheexactamountsuggestedbytheadministrationWehavenoobjectionMrSpeakerIwithdrawmyreservationofobjectionTheSPEAKERprotemporeIsthereobjectiontotherequestofthegentlemanfromNewYorkTherewasnoobjectionTheClerkreadtheSenatebillasfollows

S2499BeitenactedbytheSenateandHoweofRepresentativeoftheUnitedStatesOfAmericatoCommassembledThatthisActmaybecitedasthe"MaritimeAppropriationAuthorizationActforFiscalYear

GENERALLEAVE
MrBIAGGIMrSpeakerI askunanimousconsentthatallMembers

mayhave5legislativedaysinwhichtoreviseandextendtheirremarksonS2499theSenatebilljustpassedTheSPEAKERpro-temporeIsthereobjectiontotherequestofthe
gentlemanfromNewYork
Therewasnoobjection

IDrPSLLidINcEAUTHORIZATIONACTFORFISCALTEAR1916
MrBOLANDMrSpeakerI askunanimousconsenttotakefromtheSpeaker'stablethebill(HR5399)toauthorizeappropriationsfor fiscalyear1985forintelligenceandintelligence-relatedactivitiesof theU.SGovernmenttheIntelligenceCommunityStaffandtheCentralInteillgenceAgencyRetirementandDisabilitySystemandforotherpurposeswitha SenateamendmenttheretoandconcurintheSenateamendmentTheClerkreadthetitleofthebillTheClerkreadtheSenateamendmentasfollows
Strikeoutallaftertheenactingclauseandinsert

ThatthisActmaybecitedeathe"IntelligenceAuthorizationActforfiscalyear
TITLEI.INTELLIGENCEACTIVITIES

AOri000i55no0orAmoearATIOes
Sec101Fundsareherebyauthorisedtobeappropriatedforfiscalyear1985fortheconductoftheintelligenceandIntelligencerelatedactivitiesofthefollowingelementoftheUnitedStatesGovernmen(1)TheCentralIntelligenceAgency<2)TheDepartmentofDefenseTheDefenseIntelligenceAgencyTheNationalSecurityAgencyTheDepartmentoftheArmytheDepartmentoftheNavyandtheDepartmentoftheAirForce(8)TheDepartmentofStateTheDepartmentoftheTreasuryTheDepartmentofEnergyTheFederalBureauofInvestigationTheDrugEnforcementAdministration
CIA9aifnoc catsorAOr1IO0lzanoss
Sec102Theamountsauthorizedtobeappropriatedundersection101andtheauthorizedpersonnelceilingasofSeptember301988fortheconductoftheIntelligencesadIntelligence-relatedactivitiesoftheelementslistedInsuchsectionarethesespecifiedintheclassifiedScheduleofAuthorizeSonspreparedbytheSelectCommitteeonIntelligenceoftheSenateasamendedbyagreementofthePermanentSelectCommittee.mIntelligenceoftheHouseofRepresentativesandtheSelectCommitteeonIntelligenceoftheSenateThatAmendedScheduleofAuthorizationsdatedOctober

CONCllUSSIONALsormGnosOr@./DeMaasINalexIOrrsOOnAMAOYSmQatnoas
Sec103Duringfiscalyear1985fundsmaynotbemadeavailableforanyinWUgenceorintelligence-relatedactivityunlesssuchfundshavebeenspecificallyauthorIzedforsuchactivityorinthecaseoffondsappropriatedforadifferentactivateunlesstheDirectorofCentralIntelligenceortheSecretaryofDefensehasnotifiedtheappropriatecommitteesofCongressoftheintenttomakesuchfundsavailableforsuchactivityexceptthatinnocasemayreprogrammingthe irectoofMenefeeauthoritybeusedby

SecretaryofDefenseunlessforhigherpriorityIntelligenceorintelligence-relatedseSetteebasedonunforeseenrequirementsthanthoseforwhichfundswereoriginallyauthorisedandinnorcasewheretheintelligenceorIntelligence-relatedactivityforwhichfundswererequestedhasbeendeniedbyCongressA11THODIZATtONO APPROPRIATIONSNORDasmsANDCONSTRDCT700/AlfADDITIONALavILDMOATTIM0WTaaLmr$LIan.CakeensBsApgouamaaCoa7000saSm104Ofthe.mmmtsauthorizedtobeappropriatedundersection101(1)thereIsauthorizedtobeappropriatedforfiscalyear1981thesumof$104,500.000forthedesignandconstructionofanewbuildingattheCentralIntelligenceAgencyheadquarterscompound
AOTHOan.ATOSOrAryaoMnnnoeswooCOONTpRgSORISMACrsnyorTs rengaLsouseormveane5noIe
Sec105Inadditiontotheamountsauthorizedtobeappropriatedundersertlan101(9)thereisauthorizedtobeappropriatedforfiscalyear1985thesumof$14.500.000fortheconductoftheactivitiesoftheFederalBureauofInvestigationtocounterterrorismIntheUnitedStates

IMMOIMeasuonADJIMTMINrs
Sm108TheDirectorofCentralIntelligencemayauthorizeemploymentofcivilianpersonnelinexcessatthenumbersauthorIcedfortheMealyear1986undersections102and202ofthisActwhenhedeterminesthatsuchactionismammytotheperformanceofimportantintelligencetunetoneexceptthatsuchcombermaynotforanyelementoftheIntelligenceCommunityexceed2percentumofthenumberofcivilianpersonnelauthorizedundersuchseetioneforsuchelementTheDirectorofCentralIntelligenceshallpromptlynotifythePermanentSelectCommitteeonIntelliBenceoftheHouseofRepresentativesandtheSelectCommitteeonIntelligenceoftheSenatewheneverheexercisestheauthoritygrantedbythissection

TITLED.INTELLIGENCECOMMUNITYSTAFF
AOrsOHszAvsOSOrArraOras*vow

Sec201ThereisauthorisedtobeapproprintedfortheIntelligenceCommunityStaffforfiscalyear1985thesumof$20.800,000
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StateGovernmentengagedInintelligencesubsectionfa)ofthissection(40U.S.Cofsuchofficeroremployeecannotbeinandintelligence-relatedsctivltles 318c) yokedinamannerconsistentwiththen1(c)DuringFiscalYear1985anyofficeror "(c)Agencypersonnel'designatedbytheLionelsecurityThedeclaimsoftheSecreemployeeoftheUnitedStatesoramemberDirectorundersubsection(a)ofthissectiontaryunderthisparagrapharefinalandmayoftheArmedForceswhoisdetailedtotheshallbeclearlyidentifiableasUnitedStatesnotbeappealedorreviewedoutsidetheDeIntelligenceCommunityStafffromanotherGovernmentsecuritypersonnelwhileen partmentofDefenseTheSecretaryofDeelementoftheUnitedStatesGovernmentgagedIntheperformanceofthefunctionstenseshallpromptlynotifythePermanentshallbedetailedonareimbursablebasistowhichsubsection(a)ofthissectionSelectCommitteeonIntelligenceoftheexceptthatanysuchofficeremployeeor refers. HouseofRepresentativesandtheSelectmembermaybedetailedon nonreiinbursaTITTLEV.DEFENSEINTELLIGENCECommitteeonIntelligenceoftheSenateblebestsforaperiodoflessthanoneyear AGENCYPERSONNELMANAGEMENTwheneverthisterminationauthorityisexerfortheperformanceoftemporaryfunctionsIMPROVEMENTS citedasrequiredbytheDirectorofCentralIntel "(3)Anyterminationofemploymentlicence MILIANPmmaggvUppedsearSec (a) underthissubsectionshallnotaffectthettrrGusoMeaguisnRIT'Ysrrrr 301 ChaAoruru Dter830[Wtle10UnitedrightoftheofficerormntoYeeinvolvedtoToo.morororAnxaaortorso[rar000rStatesCodeIsamendedbyaddingattheseekorarrestemploymentwithanyotherore endthereofthetollowhtgnewsection departmentoragencyoftheUnitedStatesSec203DuringFiscalYear1985activi"81806clrilianpsonenelmanagementifheisdeclaredeligibleforsuchemploytieandpersonneloftheIntelligenceCoen"(a)TheSecretaryofDefensemaywithmeatbytheDirectoroftheOfficeofPermunityStaffshallbesublecttotheprovloutregardtotheprovisionsofanyothereonnelManagementMonaoftheNationalSecurityActof1947lawrelatingtothenumberclessMcationor "(3)TheSecretaryofDefenseme.ynew(50U.S.C401etseep.)andtheCentralIntelcompensationofemployee. anteauthorityunderthissubsectiononlytolicenceAgencyActof1949(50U.S.C403a "(1)establishsuchpositionsforciviliantheDeputySecretaryofDefenseortheDi403n)inthesamemannerasactivitiesandofficersandemployeesintheDefenseIntelrectoroftheDefenseIntelligenceAgencyorpersonnelof theCentralIntelligencelicenceAgencyasmaybenecessarytocarrybothAnactiontoterminateanycivilianofAgency outthefunctionsofsuchAgency fireroremployeebyeithersuchofficerTITLEIII.CENTRALINTELLIGENCE"(3)appointindividualstosuchpositionsshallbeappealabletotheSecretaryofDeAGENCYRETIREMENTANDDISABIIand tense.ITYSYSTEM "(3)fixthecompensationofsuchIndividlb)Thetableofsectionsatthebeginning.AtrrgOavwnogOFAeeuonurtogeoatsforserviceinsuchpositions ofchapter83oftitle10UnitedStatesCode
arc301ThereVor

oreslzetltobeappro"'(b)TheSecretaryofDefenseshallsubisamendedbyaddingaftertheItemrelat
Driatedfortheaih"t orluedIntelligenceAgencylesttosubsection(c)fixtheratesofbasicingtosection1603thefollowingnewitem
retirementandDisabilityFundforgeFiscalpayforpositionsestablishedundersubset"1604CivilianpersonnelmanagementYear1985therumof899,300.000 Won(a)mreiationtotheratesofbastepay ygpsprrcAxANDcoeroar[xeArmrorrsrincnrrnAI[grvA.rcranreamammeterprovidedintheGeneralScheduleundersec

lmarsen.=oYam[nVL6Asoagavr..stion5333titlehforpositionseopont to Sec502(a)Sectionamendedoftitle5
e,["togs suchSchedulewhichhave0corsmpencingunitedsutteecodelevelsofuof andre a eExcept(1) strikingout"orattheendofSac302SectionyRetirementoftheCentralIn inthecasetie

a
eofanofficerororemployeeof cl(u)e)nsthefoiCenceceAgency U.S.CActf 1964Defenseer eecefeAgencyyserving (2)byvyinserting"orattheendofclauseforCertainEmployeesRemployees"to C403note)) member DefenseIntelligenceSeniorrof W)[ andamendedstrikingbecomeofcrankig'ExecutiveoftheereServicelinoofficeroremployees (33)byinsertingafterclause(ix)the[a nlterapprovalalbyetheshochairmanthe andrankingtheDefenseDe Intelligenceagencymplcymaybex beloam)newensminoritymemberoftArmedServicespaidbasickcoestrateofba anteined "(s)theDefense raceAgencyDrsCommiCommtheRouseandSenate. ofthehighestofbasicicpaycontainedinin Da 5342((inserting

DeCommittees beseonIsutinCommitteesubmittedto suchGeneralSchedulerule lb)b)Section5343(al<3)ofsuchtitleIsthePermanentinlieumaneratntSelectC a "( TheSecretaryDefenseis4 authortiamendedgenrethemoueofRepresentativesande a.pconsistentwithsectionsuchadopt titlele5 111fl)byhstrikingout"orattheendofsubtheSelectCommitteetakeoneprmeIntesennIntelligenceti ofthettio osuchhprevisionsof titleasPM ItSenate serSenatebeforetheytaeffeet vidededforprevailinggrere ctomesystemsofbait (2))byDYInserting"orattheendofsupTITLEIV.ADMINISTRATTVEPROWPayandtoapplysuchprovisionstopassparagraph(J)andSIONRELATINGTOTHECENTRALMonsinorunderwhichtheDefenseIntel (3)byinsertingaftersubparagraph(J(INTELLIGENCEAGENCY genreAgencymayemployIndividualsde thefollowingnewsubparagraphPgysrcgrsac.arrrorcuRnAspriau.gecgreribedbysection5342)a0BOA)ofaueh(IC)theDefenseIntelligenceAgencyDeoo,vyrACILtTIgs title partmentofDefense
Sac401TheCentralIntelligence "(dlInadditiontothebasiccompensationTrn,EVl.COUNTERINTELLIGENCEActof1949150U.S.C403aetxp7nispayableundersubsection(b)officersand ANDOFFICIALREPRESENTATIONemployeof theDefenseInteWgenceamendednewtlin)attheendthereoftheAgencywhoarecitizensornationalsofthe POLICYTOWARDClOtTAOMITS0r,oscinefollowingnesection UnitedStatesandwhoarestationedoutside oovDlgtmrts.)ac.arrrrvs.gtrpArSumter thecontinentalUnitedSlatesorinAlaskaSac601(a)ItisthesenseoftheCongressrsaTALLArrogB maybepaidcompensationinaccordancethatthenumbersstatusprivilegesandhn"Sec15(a)TheDirectormayauthorisewithregulationsprescribedbytheSecretarymunitietetravelaccommodationsand(reillAgeneypersonnelwithintheUnitedStatesofDefensenotinexrxmsofanallowanceno tieswithintheUnitedStatesofofficialreptoperformthesamefunctionsasspecialpo thorieedtobepaidbysection5941(a)of resentativestotheUnitedStatesofofficialIlcemenoftheGeneralServicesAdministratitle5foremployeeswhoseratesofbasicrepresentativestotheUnitedStatesofanylionperformunderthefirstActionofthepayarefixedbyastuteSuchallowancesforeigngovernmentthatengagesinintelliActentitled'AnActtoauthorizetheFedershallbebasedon genreactivitieswithintheUnitedStatesalWorksAdministratororofficialsofthe "(3)livingcostssubstantiallyhigherthanharmfultothenationalsecurityoftheFederalWorksAgencydulyauthorizedby intheDistrictofColumbia UnitedStatesshouldnotexceedtherespechimtoappointspecialpolicemenforduty "(2)conditionsofenvironmentwhichtivenumbersstatusprivilegesandinuounluponFederalpropertyunderthelurisdicdiffersubstantiallyfromconditionsofenvltiestravelaccommodationsandfacilitiestionoftheFederalWorksAgencyandformomentinthecontinentalUnitedStateswithinsuchcountryofofficialrepresentaotherpurposes(40U.S.C318)withtheandwarrantanallowanceasarecruitmenttreesoftheUnitedStatestosuchcountrypowersnetforthinthatsectionexceptthatincentiveor (b)Beginningoneyearafterthedateofsuchpersonnelshallperformsuchfunctions"(3)bothofthefactorsdescribedInpan enactmentofthissectionandatintervalsandexercisesuchpowersonlywithingraphs(1)and(3) ofoneyearthereafterthePresidentshallAgencyinstallationsandtherulesandreg "(eel)NothwithstandlnganyotherproviprepareandtransmittotheCommitteeonWatkinsenforcedbysuchpersonnelshallbeSionoflawtheSecretaryofDefensemayForeignRelationsandSelectCommitteeonrulesandregulationspromulgatedbytheduringfiscalyears1985and1986terminateIntelligenceoftheSenateandtheCommitDirector theemploymentofanycivilianofficeror teeonForeignAffairsandPermanent"(b)TheDirectorisauthorizedtoestateemployeeof theDefenseIntelligenceSelectCommitteeonIntelligenceofthehuhpenaltiesforviolatlonsoftherulesor AgencywheneverheconsidersthatactionHouseofRepresentativesareportontheregulationPromulgatedbytheDirectortobeintheinterestsoftheUnitedStatesnumbersstatusprivilegesandimmunitiesundersubsection(a)ofthissectionSuchandhedeterminesthattheprocedurespre travelaccommodationandfacilitiespenaltiesshallnotexceedthosespecifiedin scribedinotherprovisionsoflawthatau withintheUnitedStatesofofficialreprethefourthsectionoftheActreferredtoin (horizetheterminationoftheemploymentsentativestotheUnitedStatesofanyfor



warcouldanyfundsbeusedforthat
purposelet memakeveryclearthatthisprohlblttonappliestoallfundsavailableInfiscalyear1985regardlessofanyaccountingprocedureat any
ItclearlyprohibitsanyexpenditureincludingthosefromaccountsforsalaflesandafYsupportcoatiTheprohibitionisnostrictlywrittenthatit alsoprohibitstransfersof

equipmentacquiredatnocostThecompromiseallowsthePresidentandtheCongresstoseehowseveralkeymattersdevelopinthenext5monthsThoseareProposedtalksbetweentheGovernmentofElSalvadorandtheSalvadoreanrebelsthecontinuedbilateraltalksbetweentheUnitedStatesandNicaraguatheresolutionoftheContadoraDraftTreatyandtheNicaraguanelectionsThePresident.whoeverhe maybe.willnodoubttakeintoaccounteventsaffectingthesefourmattersithemakesarequestforfundsIfhedoesmakearequestitwillbea newCongressa newIntelligenceCommitteeandthosenewfactswhichwillinfluencetheactionoftheHouseandSenateTorepeatthecompromiseprovisionclearlyendsU.Ssupportforwarin
NicaraguaSuchsupportcanonlyberenewedifthePresidentcanconvincetheCon
gressthatthisverystrictprohibitionshouldbeoverturnedMrROBINSONContinuingmyres
ervationMrSpeakerI supportthemotionto concurin the SenateamendmentstoH.R5399theIntelli
genceAuthorizationActforfiscalyear1985Thebillauthorizesappropriationsforfiscalyear1985fortheconductof
intelligenceandintelligence-relatedactivitiesby the departmentsand
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elfingovernmentthatengagesininternMrBOLANDWillthegentlemanservestheHousepositionwithonepenceactivitieswithintheUnitedStatesyield provisoharmfultothenationalsecurityofthe MrROBINSONI yieldtothegen NofundsmaybespentonthesecretUnitedStatesandtherespectivenumberstieman warinNicaraguauntilFebruary28statusprivilegesandImmunitiestavtlac Mr BOLANDMr Speakerthe 1985.mmodationesadfope% withinofsuth!chSenateamendmentstoH.R5399re ThereafterifthePresidentcertifiesUnitedofStatestoestosuchreprescountryenttiveandanyfleetanagreementreachedbetweenUUnited thatNicaraguaissupportinganti-Govactionwhichmayhavebeentakenwithre thePermanentSelectCommitteeon ernmentforcesinanyothercountryspecsthereto IntelligenceandtheSenateSelectinCentralAmericaandifherequests(c)Section203oftheStateDepartmentcommitteeon Intelligenceon all morefundsforthewaravoteIsguar
B0i ti.thoritieesActof1958(22US.Cbudgetaryandlegislativematterscon anteedonaJointresolutionprovidinginsubsection(a)bystrikingoutthetwinedinH.R.5399theHouseversionsuchfundsfifthsemeneeand oftheintelligenceauthorizationbill Thisis an MR-typeguaranteedbyamendingsubsection(mtoreedu forfiscalyear1985andS 2713the vote.anexpeditedprocessthatenfollows Senateversionofthatbill sureravoteonthePresident'srequest.<b)ThereshallalsobeaDeputyDirectorFurthertheSenateamendmentsTheJointresolutionifapprovedbyoftheOfficeofForeignMlaaionsEitherare fullyconsistentwiththosetheDirectorortheDeputyDirectorofsuchamountsauthorizedbythefiscalYearbothHouseswouldremovetheprohlOfficeshallbeanIndividualwhohasserved198$DefensEAuthorizationConfer, theunit StatesForeignServicewhile sledfundsforthewartheotherofthetwoshatbeanindividualenceReportforallthosetacticalIntel anyeventnomorethanat muwhohasservedintheUnitedStatesInter(g

ligenceandrelated_activkvisUes
Drolioncouldbespentduringthebalance

Id))Theamen[dmeniamadebysubsectiontellligenceInand
aArmedServicesce Comic)

ofthefiscalyear
shellapplyonlywithrespecttoanyet, mittees ThisapproachgoesasfarasI be

pointmentofaDirectororDeputyDirectorBecauseoftheSenate'sfailureto sievethestrongHousepositionwouldoftheofficeofForeignmissionsu the-moveearlierontheHouse-passedbill permitcasemaybeafterthedateofenactmentof thecommitteeswereforcedtoagreein OnlyifCongressaffirmativelypro[hissection advancebutwithoutformalconferTITLEVII.GENERALPROVISIONSenceonallthosemattersatissueaorsoatrrPoeratcoesucTornergctonraSuchan agreementhas been.m`VISM reachedSac701Theau[horbationofaPProprlaAseveryonehereunderstandsthe
tiombythisActshallnotbedeemedtoconreasonthatithasbeenheldupuntilBillieauthorityfortheconductofanyInoigen tivitywhichnot.mammasir thismomentIsbecauseoftheHouse
th is bill'sprohibitiononU.SassistancetoUnitedbyytheConstitutionorrlawslawsofofthe inNicaraguaUnitedSates thhe~SenateaamendmentsolvesthisINDIUMSIVrsretoLaswsrrrssoraouzanT aV4sew IssuebyIncorporatingbyreference
Sec702AppropriationsauthorisedbythecompromiseagreementreachedInthisActforsalarypayretirementandthecontinuingresolutiononNicaraotherbenefitsforFederalemployeesmaygunbeIncreasedbysuchadditionalorsuppleIt alsoreflectsagreementonprovimentalamountsu maybenecessaryforin MonaauthorizingtheCIAtodesignatecreasesmouchbenefitauthorbeedbylaw specialpolicefortheprotectionofTI=LEviii.ACTIVITIESIN theirfacilitiesoverwhichtheU.SNICARAGUA GovernmenthasacquiredproDrietarMltrssa4oarsasystrrss4srnvmn la]concurrentorexclusiveJurtadicSec801NofundsAuthorizedtobeapprotionDriatedbythisActorbytheIntelligenceIt containslanguageexpressingtheAumoriratfonActforascalyear1981senseofCongressthatthenumbers(PublicLaw98-215)maybeobligatedorex statusandpriv)Ipendedforthepurposeorwhichwould .agesof in of

havetheeffectofsupportingdirectlyorin foreigncountrieswhoengageageinIntel
directlymilitaryorparamilitaryoperationsligenceactivitiesInthiscountryharminNicaraguabyanynationgrouporganizefultoourInterestshouldnotexceedLionmovementorIndividualexcepttothethecomparablenumberstatusandextentprovidedandunderthetermsandprivilegesofU.SdiplomatsinthoseconditionssmelledbyHouseJointResolucountriestlon848makingcontinuingappropriationsFinallyItprovidesimportantnewforthefiscalyear1985andforotherparrpersonnelauthoritiestotheDefenseposesasenacted IntelligenceAgencyto enablethatMrBOLAND(duringthereading)Agencyto configureits personnelMrSpeakerIaskunanimousconsentsysteminwayssimilartothepersonthattheSenateamendmentbeconednetsystemsattheCIAandNSAeredas readandprintedin the MrSpeakerat thispointI askRECORD unanimousconsentthatadetaileddeTheSPEAKERprotemporeIs scriptionof theprovisionsof thethereobjectiontotherequestofthe SenateamendmentbemadeapartofgentlemanfromMassachusetts theRECORDMrROBINSONMrSpeakerI re Thisstatementshouldserveinlieuservetherighttoobject ofastatementofmanagerslanguage(MrROBINSONaskedandwasthatwouldhaveaccompanieda congivenpermissiontoreviseandextendferencereporthada conferenceocremarksandincludeextraneousmatecurredbetweenthetwobodiesrlal.) LetmefinishwithamoredetailedMrROBINSONMrSpeakerI re descriptionoftheNicaraguacomproservetherighttoobjecttogivethe aniseincorporatedbyreferenceintogentlemanfromMassachusettsan0P thebillportunityto explainthe Senate MrSpeakerthecompromisewhichamendments wehaveworkedoutonNicaraguaprevides

forarenewaloffundingforthe
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EXHIBIT28A

LIST OF BANKACCOUNTSONWHICH
MR ANDMRS RICHARDV SECORD

AREAUTHORIZEDTO DRAW

Name of Bank Approximate Balance

1 McLean Bank $1,800.00 (checking)

2 Northeastern Bank of
Pennsylvania $100.00 (retirement

pay deposit here)

3 Eglin Credit Union $600.00 (savings)

4 Northeastern Bank of
Pennsylvania $1,000.00 (savings)

5 United Virginia Bank $400.00 (Jo Ann
Secord)

6 Midland Bank London UK 95.00 (pounds
sterling)

7 McLean Bank (Secord Associates) $1,100.00 (checking
& savings)
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EXHIBIT75

WAIVERANDTERMINATIONOF PARTNERSHIP

THIS AGREEMENTis executed this day of November

1986 by and between DONMAROSTICALARRYROYERand RICHARD

SECORD

WHEREASthe parties have previously discussed the for

mation of a general partnership known as TRI-AMERICANARMS

but did not execute a written partnership agreement or reach

any final oral agreement regarding such a partnership and

WHEREASMessrs Secord and Royer advanced the sum of

One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) as an

initial contribution to the capital of said proposed part

nership and placed the funds in a partnership bank account at

the Commercial Bank of Sterling in Sterling Colorado which

account was controlled by Marostica and

WHEREASthe parties now wish to terminate the partner

ship to the extent that a partnership exists and to waive

any claims which they may have against each other arising

from the affairs of the proposed partnership

IT IS THEREFOREAGREEDBETWEENTHEPARTIESAS FOLLOWS

Termination of Partnership The partnership known

as TRI-AMERICANARMS to the exten that it now exists at

law is hereby terminated and any agreement which the parties

may have reached for the formation of such a partnership is

hereby rescinded and terminated as of this date

Waiver of Claims la Royer and Secord Royer and

Secord hereby waive any and all claims which they may have

against Marostica on their bahalf or on the behalf of any
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others on who's behalf they may have been acting in a fidu

ciary capacity such as but not limited to agent employee

partner etc. arising from the business affairs of the pro

posed partnership including without limitation the claims

which Secord and Royer may have against Marostica for distri

butions which he made to a firm known as Ceretech in the

the amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) provided

that the right to reclaim said funds from Ceretech shall

remain solely with Royer and Secord

3 Waiver of Claims la Marostica Marostica hereby

waives any and all claims which he may have against Royer and

Secord arising from the business affairs of the proposed

partnership Marostica further waives any interest he may

have in and to any of the assets of the proposed partnership

including without limitation the following

Any interest which the proposed partnership may have

in rights to purchase certain timber lands located on the

Quinault Indian Reservation in the State of Washington in

cluding any claim by Marostica for a finder's fee commission

or other compensation arising from the purchase of such land

by Royer or Secord or their assignee and

Any rights arising under the relationship between

Tri-American Arms and American Arms Inc. including rights

to receive repayment of loans made to American Arms Inc. or

other rights including security interests in certain assets

of American Arms Inc. arising from a document entitled

"Memorandumof Agreement Between American Arms Inc. a Utah
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Corporation and Tri-American Arms a Partnership dated May

16 1986 and

c Any and all claims against Ceretech Inc. a

Washington Corporation for repayment of sums loaned by Tri

American Arms to Ceretech

Remaining Assets Parties hereby agree that any and

all assets of Tri-American Arms not specifically listed in

this Agreement shall hereafter be the sole and seperate

property of Messrs Secord and Royer with the exception of

Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) which said $3,000.00 shall

be maintained by Marostica in a trust account to be used by

him to defray expenses that may be required for legal fees

and for appearances before any judicial or administrative

bodies in but not limited to the State of Utah Marostica

hereby waives any and all other claims against such assets

Indemnification Each party hereby represents and

warrants to the others that except for the obligations dis

cussed in this Agreement no party has created any other

partnership obligation nor executed any contract or other

document on behalf of the proposed partnership which would in

any way bind the partnership or the partners to any commit

ment not contemplated by this Agreement Each party hereby

agrees to indemnify and hold the others harmless from any

obligations which breach the covenants and warranties con

tained in this paragraph

Tax Returns and Liabilities The parties agree that

Royer and Secord shall be responsible for preparing and
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filing any tax return which may be required for the partner

ship and that any net profit or loss on such return shall be

be reported to Royer and Secord and that Marostica shall have

no tax impact as a result of this transaction

7 Binding Affect This Agreement shall be binding

upon the individual parties their heirs successors and

assigns
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EXHIBIT76

TO ALBERTHAKIM RECEIVEDAUG1 1 1986

FROMGILLZUCKER

RE OURMEETINGIN SEATTLEWASHINGTON
2nd and 3rd OFJULY1986

DATEJULY4 1986

At your request I camefrom Genevaon Jul .,vo to aeattie
Washingtonto participate with you in a series of meetings pertainingto certain proposed investments to be madeby STTGI

Westarted our meetings on Wednesdaymorningwith Messrs Larry Royer
DougRoyer (his son) and DonMarostica and we first discussed the
proposed investment in AmericanArms To date STTGIhas founded Trt
AmericanArmswith US$M,000L of which DonMarostica disbursed $60,000
to AmericanArmsand/or one of its sub-contractors to pay for the
manufacture of 2,000 "receivers or one of the key elements of the
principal products of AmericanArms

It was then explained that these 2.000 receivers had been seized by the
USGovernmentand that it appeared that certain charges were about to be
brought by the USGovernmentagainst the Gaffs the principals and
managers of AmericanArms

Although DonMarostica exhibited certain UCCfiling statements Which
allegedly have been filed to showthe creditor's interest of Tri-American
Arms he could not comeup with any satisfactory answers to certain
questions which I raised Onewas what could we do with these partially
finished receivers even if we could sustain our creditor's interest A
second was did we have any contractual right to force Americanto sell us
the remainder of the parts necessary to manufacture the completed product
A third was whether the financial position of Americanwas sufficient to
suggest that it had the means to remain in business

It cameout that Americanoccupied a leased facility (on a month to month
basis) had five employeeswhose function essentially was to assemble
parts manufactured by various sub-contractors Wefurther discussed that
even if we could obtain the right to purchase or manufacture the other
parts necessary to complete the product it could cost at least $300 per
unit or a minimum1600,000_gore to obtain an inventory of 2,000 finished
units Lastly it wasindicated that these units. did not qualify un r
the old law to be sold to n viduals as collector's itemssbtu wowd be d
saleable only to governmentsor police forces at a price where the
mark-upwas considered by all insufficient to justify the further
investment of time and moneyrequired Given all of the above plus the
fact that a marketing effort on behalf of a manufacturer possibly unable
to remain in business did not appear to represent an attractive business
opportunity all present agreed that further investment should not be
madeand that if possible the $60,000 invested by Tri-American should
be recovered The issue as to howthat was to be done was left for a
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As Richard Finc( had arranged for certain persons associated with the
proposed timber_venture to cometo the hotel we next turned to a
consideration of this It was suggested by DonMarostica and Larry Rorer
that

This was an unusual opportunity because of a special relationship
which they and their associates had with one WayneParris Managerof
the Federal LandBankand with a Mr Sung NamKim
It could be accomplisheduith a minimal investment of $100,000 on
uhich profits of millions could be realized
That Parris was ready to sign an agreement on behalf of the Bank

Wethen met Fincke Ed Herrman Sung NamKim SandyErickson the
attorney for Fincke on Tri-American (it was not clear) and we commenced
to ask questions to learn more about the transaction In brief ue
learned that the Bankforeclosed on the property on October 31 1985 in a
bankruptcy proceeding that was headline news in the local press. To this
we raised the question as to whythe local timber companies (Weyerhauser
Simpson Potlatch and numerousothers) whowere undoubtedly aware that the
bank had forclosed on the timber land in question had not deemedthe land
interesting enoughto bid on the property To this question we never
got an answer from the persons present and we have retained our ownlocal
counsel with contacts in two of the large timber companies to get this
answer

Wealso learned that Ed Herrmanexpected to be paid by Tri.American to
"cruise the first 10,000 acres and that this could cost up to $25.000
Welearned that SungNamKim someyears earlier had a job with local
Korean timber brokers but that he had a checkered business career and
no particular credibility concerning the sale of the timber Welearned
that although the Bankallegedly had agreed to oar an up front commission
of $500,000 to Kim(as against our paymentof $100,000 after w ich we
could walk away something so ridiculous that any one even inexperienced
would realize to was impossible) there was (and could not be) no
such argeement Wslearned that even if the Bank ultimately agreed to
give us a contract the venture uould require working capital of approxi
mately $500,000 to makethe downpaymentof $100.000 makeadditional
paymentto the Bankto release its lien on a tract or tracts as well as
to get the project underway all this assuming no collection delays with
respect to the sale of the timber

It soon becameapparent that we had no confirmation of the Bank's estimate
of the footage or quantities involved no real agreement with the bank
and only uncertainty as to the destination of $500,000 commissionwhich
the Bankallegedly was going to finance The commissionallegedly was to
be paid to Kimwho, it was suggested would pay it on to a third party
To myquestion of hou was Kimgoing to pay his USFederal incometax on
this large commission as he is a resident of the USA I got no answer and
realized that the issue had not been even considered

At the end of the day us met with WayneParris of the Bankand his
attorney Bert Weinrich Theymadeit clear that

They were in negotiation with a Mr Atkinson whohad proposed an all
cash deal
Theywould not pay $500,000 up front
That although they had received a draft agreement they had not even
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That they wouldnot even give us a "back.up contract if the Atkinson
offer fell through
Theywould not give us a right of first refusal on the remaining
32.000 acres (the quantity of timber on which even the Bankdid not
know)
They felt there was an 85%chance that Atkinson would close on at
least the first 10.000 acres

In our discussions it cameout that the Bankhad been marketing this
property since February of this year

At your request I located and contacted John Cherry Partner in charge of
the ManagementConsulting Division of Touch* Ross 6 Co in Seattle who
will write to meexplaining what they could do for us in terms of further
analysis of this transaction should we require it His telephone number

rJ is 292 1800 At this time we have no real proposal to analyse Also as
noted above our counsel is seeking to obtain input from the major timber
companiesas to whythey have not bought up this property

The third business opportunity we studied was Ceretech International the
companyapparently organized and certainly controlled by Fincke to which
DonMarostica has advanced$50,000 of STTGImoney

Apart from the fact that in myopinion DonMarostica does not understand
this business and that Fincke and those of his associates we met did not
impress meas being of sufficient experience and caliber to managethis
business it is the only one of the proposed ventures we saw that appeared
to meto have any element of merit As I see it the business is to
utilize a process licensed by the WashingtonResearch Foundation an
affiliate of the University of Washington to upgrade the present use of
the wheat residue of ethanol plants nowused as cattle feed to a human
food supplement with a correspondingly higher price Whethercommercial
bankers will be willing to increase their "flour cost by approximately
50%for the alleged advantages of CERELIFEremains to be seen Youwere
present whenI was given the business plan of CERETECHINTERNATIONALonly
to have Richard Fincke take it back from meand leave mewith only a few
pages of it containing very general descriptive material and none of the
financial information Youare also aware that the estimate of funds
required kept changing and from figures as high as $300,000 ue learned
that they required considerably less

The present state of this proposed venture if I well understand it is to
get a pilot plant built so that they mayproduce enoughmaterial to give
it a fair test in the market They talk of being close to signing two
license agreements (each for $100,000) but it seems peculiar to me that
a licensee wouldpay before he had representations and assurances
concerning the operation of the plant to be licensed

In our discussions concerning CERETECHDonMarostica explained the
business as selling the processing plants licensing the process and to
guaranty the licensee regarding the sale of the product I questioned the
latter as it appeared to me that as the business of CERETECHsucceeded
its outstanding guaranty commitmentswould continue to growand if there
were any problems at any time selling the product (CERELIFE)it would
bankrupt the company To mymind this should bother the present
shareholders future investors and lenders and whenconfronted with this
Marostica quickly revised his position
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agreed to reimburse the $50.000 advanced from the proceeds of CERETECH'S
first license agreement I suggest that we get CERETECHto sign a
promissory note plus someuritten agreement to this effort plus pledge the
stock of C etech to secure its obligations Then I suggest everyone
prays that Ceretech can sell a license or otheruise raise funds to
reimburse the $50,000 In any event there should be a fixed date for
repayment whether a license is sold or not

The last business opportunity under consideration is 8I0.FINE
PHARMACEUTICALSThis companywas organized on March16 1983 to engage
in the federally licensed production of opiumderivative pharmaceuticals
more particularly the bulk manufacturing of opiumalkaloids Although
more than three years have elapsed they are still not yet in business

For purposes of this memoI will assumethat someoneinvolved in 8I0.FINE
has good contacts in the DEA Nevertheless in a letter dated Apr1l 19
1986 KennethA Ourrin a consultant to Elio.Fine and a former official
in the DEA confirmed that the DEA"has never previously approved an
application to process opiumand manufacture narcotics that was not
already in the pharmaceutical business According to Durrin this did
not rule out Bio.Fine but it had to demonstrate that it was a real
company its processing to manufacture including extraction etc

Muchis madeof the involvement of Or Austin Smith However he appears
to be a figurehead only Vincent Gordacanseems to be the principal
moverof the group and his expertise and experience is not disclosed

If what has been represented is true I do not understand whythe "bridge
financing the Companyrequires cannot be found from local banks or
through the contacts of or Smith If it is not true then to what extent
is it not true and in what respects

I amobviously unable to commentupon the business potential as I do not
understand it However I would think that Federal Governmentbureaucrats
in the DEAwould prefer to deal either with a large very reputable
pharmaceutical companyor if not with a substantial well.financed
companywith experienced management Fromthe materials presented so far
this does not appear to be the case and myJudgement is to leave this
"opportunity for others Futhermore I have the feeling that this
business would require very close supervision and control which you are
unable to provide and that without it certain problems could arise for
which you would not wish to be responsible

As an additional commentLarry Royer indicated that AndyMcCaffeyof
Archer Daniel Midland the "Father of alcohol is disgusted with AOMand
wants to Join Bio.Fine Yet I fail to see the relationship of his
qualifications to the business of Bio.Fine Royer's role if any is to
sell machinery and he will promoteanything (with someone else's money)
to further that end 1;{T"jie8
Mylast commentis that on leaving Seattle on July 4 I rode to the air
port with a gentleman from Colorado whoattended one of our Ceretech
meetings He apparently was involved in ethanol plants knewDon
Marostica who in turn brought in Fincke etc This gentleman told meof
other things he was doing one of which was raising moneyfor a "new
oil and gas companybeing put together by John King I knowJohn King
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served time in prison as a consequence WhenI told this guy to give my
regards to John King (whoby the way hates myguts because I helped
bring downKing Resources the Colorado Corporation) he said he wouldand
he would send mematerials so I could "get on the bandwagon and invest
in this wonderful newventure I told him not to bother

Movequickly to recuperate the $15,000 remaining in the hands of Don
Marostica also the $25.000 held by SandyErickson toward the $100.000
timber earnest money Then get a note from Ceretech for $50,000 and press
to get back the last $60.000 from AmericanArms I wish you luck
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EXHIBIT77

tPAs/.N

STANTECHVINA
0930 ESTSTANTECHVINA
4931039TCIUI

--FORLARRYROYER/RSECORD
RE AMERICANARMSREORGANIZATION

AMERICANARMS(PARENTCO.) WITHFOURSUBS (1 OF4 OPERATIONAL
WITHMANUFACTURINGRIGHTSPLUSPATENTS)NOWNEARBANKRUPTCY
WITHSALARIES/TAXESDUEPLUSSOMEMACHINERYREPOSSESSED
PROBLEMSDUETOIMPROPERCAPITALSTRUCTURESIDE BEGINNING(NOT
ENOUGHTCASHWHENSTARTED)PLUSSOMEINCORRECTPLANNING
DECISIONS
PARENTCORPPUBLICWITHGOFFFAMILYOWNING51-0/0 OFSHARESAND

49-0/0 OFREMAININGSHARESOWNEDBY-400SHAREHOLDERS
IF SALESOF 1300UNITSPERM tTH'MINIMR,MCANBEACHIEVEDTHEN
ANINVESTMENTOFDLRS1.5 MILLIONCANBEACHIEVEDIN LESSTHAN2

YEARS
NEWSTRUCTURESHOULDINCLUDEDLRS.S MILLIONUSEDTOPURCHASE
MANUFACTURINGRIGHTSANDPATENTSFROMSUBSIDIARYCOMPANY
PAYINGFUNDSTOPARENTCO ALLOWINGFORENTIRECLEANUPOF
SENSITIVEOBLIGATIONSDUE(I.E TAXESANDDEBT) DLRS1.0 MILLI

ON
IS NEEDEDTOFORMTHENEWCORPTHATWILLHAVETHECABABILITY
TOPRODUCEUPTO7000 UNITSPERMONTH
AT2500 UNITSPERMONTHIN SALESTHEOVERVIEWOFTHEFINANCIALS
AREASFOLLOWSSALESDLRS45 MILLIONEXPENSESDLRS23 MILLION

PROFITSDLRS22 MILLION THEVENTUREIS ANEXCEEDINGLYPROFITAB
LE

ONE
THEGOFFFAMILYWOULDSELLWITHSOMEROYALTYPLUSCREATIVE
STOCKOPTIONBASEDONPERFORMANCETHEOPERATIONNEEDSTOHAVE
A MANAGEMENTOVERSEERTOPREVENTPASTPROBLEMS
TOREACHMEUSETELEX4931039 ANSWERBACKTCI UI

REGARDS
FRANKLUCERO/TECCHEMICAL

REPLYVIAITT 4931039

STANTECHVINA  
REPLYVIAITT
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MISCELLANEOUS

1ooT11
SESSION H RES12

1STSESSION

Creatinga SelectCommitteeto InvestigateCovertArmsTransactionswithIran

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY6 1987
Mr FOLEY(forhimselfMr MICHELMTHAMILTONandMr CHENEY)

submittedthefollowingresolutionwhichwasreferredto theCommitteeonRules

JANUARY7 1987
TheCommitteeonRulesdischargedconsideredandagreedto

RESOLUTION

Creating a Select Committee to Investigate Covert Arms

Transactions with Iran

1 Resolved That (1) There is hereby created a Select

2 Committee to Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with

3 Iran to be composed of fifteen Members of the House to be

4 appointed by the Speaker one of whom he shall designate as

5 chairman and one of whom he shall designate as vice chair

6 man Any vacancy occurring in the membership of the select

7 committee shall be filled in the same manner in which the

8 original appointment was made The select committee is au

9 thorized and directed to conduct a full and complete investi
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1 gation and study and to make such findings and recommen

2 dations to the House as the select committee deems appropri

3 ate including those concerning the amendment of existing

4 legislation or the enactment of new legislation regarding the

5 following matters

.6 (a) Direct or indirect sale or transfer of arms tech

.7 nology or intelligence information to Iran or Iraq in

.8 volving United States Government officers employees

.9 consultants agents or persons acting in concert with

.10 them or occurring with their approval condonation

.11 acquiescence or knowledge the relation of such sale

.12 or transfer to efforts to obtain the release of hostages

.13 and to United States policy regarding dealings with na

.14 tions supporting terrorism the United States relation

.15 ship with the Iran-Iraq war including the impact of

.16 such sale or transfer and such sale or transfer either

.17 made to any other country for which such action is

.18 against the expressed policy of the United States or

.19 generating proceeds used or disposed of apart from de

.20 posit in the Treasury

.21 (b) Diversion or intended diversion of the funds real

.22 ized in connection with the sale or transfer in para

.23 graph (a) for financing assistance to anti-Government

.24 forces in Nicaragua or any other disposition apart from

.25 deposit in the Treasury and other assistance to such

BRES12AM
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.1 forces from any sources when in the judgment of the

.2 select committee information about such other assist

.3 ante may aid in understanding the nature mechanisms

.4 extent legality and significance of assistance financed

.5 or intended to be financed by such sale or transfer

.6 "assistance includes provision of supplies soliciting of

.7 third-party funds training advising planning procur

.8 ing or encouraging or by the United States Govern

.9 ment providing diplomatic military paramilitary

.10 covert or intelligence support or monitoring

.11 (c) In connection with the matters described in this

.12 section the violation of any law agreement promise

.13 or understanding regarding reporting to and informing

.14 of the Congress or the circumvention or violation of

.15 any Act of Congress or administrative order regula

.16 tion or procedure including those governing covert ac

.17 tions restricting arms sales regulating appropriations

.18 withholding authority from departments and agencies

.19 and protecting the United States from conspiracy to

.20 violate the laws unauthorized disposition of things of

.21 value fraud false statements and obstruction of pro

.22 ceedings

.23 (d) Operational activities and the conduct of foreign

.24 and national security policy by the staff of the National

.25 Security Council or other White House personnel in
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1 eluding the involvement of such staff or other executive

2 branch personnel or persons acting in concert with

3 them or the use of any funds under the control of such

4 staff or persons in political advocacy or campaigns or

5 efforts to influence public opinion or legislation relating

to the subjects described in this section including as

7 sistance to anti-Government forces in Nicaragua and

8 the participation coordination and awareness or lack

9 thereof regarding such activities and conduct by the

10 Departments of State and Defense the Department of

11 Justice in both its advisory and law enforcement func

12 tions the intelligence community and other govern

13 mental entities

14 (e) Authorization and supervision or lack thereof of

15 the matters in this section by the President and other

16 White House personnel

17 (f) The role of individuals and entities outside the

18 government including foreign countries entities and

19 persons in connection with the matters in this section

20 including their own assistance their parallel activities

21 United States efforts to encourage or to prevent such

22 parallel activities and the use of domestic and foreign

23 financial or other entities as intermediaries in the mat

24 ters in this section

IRIS12All
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.1 (g) Inquiries regarding the matters in this section

.2 including actions based on those inquiries by the At

.3 torney General the Departments of Justice State and

.4 Defense the intelligence community the White House

.5 and other governmental entities actions of individuals

.6 in destroying concealing or failing to provide any evi

.7 deuce or information of possible value to those inquir

.8 ies and the timing adequacy and any conflicts of in

.9 terest in those inquiries

.10 (h) The impact of the matters in this section on

.11 public and international confidence in the United States

.12 Government and on United States policy objectives

.13 both internationally and domestically and the adequacy

.14 of the steps taken to reduce such impact

.15 (i) All matters relating directly or indirectly to the

.16 foregoing

.17 (2) One-third of the members of the select committee

18 shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business other

19 than the reporting of a matter which shall require a majority

20 of the committee to be actually present except that the select

21 committee may designate a lesser number but not less than

22 two as a quorum for the purpose of holding hearings to take

23 testimony When a quorum for any particular purpose is

24 present general proxies may be counted for that purpose

25 The select committee may sit while the House is reading a

VMS12AIN
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1 measure for amendment under the five-minute rule The rules

2 of the House shall govern the select committee where not

3 inconsistent with this resolution The select committee shall

4 adopt additional written rules which shall be public to

5 govern its procedures which shall not be inconsistent with

6 this resolution or the rules of the House Such rules may

7 govern the conduct of the depositions interviews and hear

8 ings of the select committee including the persons present

9 (3) The select committee is authorized to sit and act

10 during the present Congress at such times and places within

11 the United States including any Commonwealth or posses

12 sion thereof or in any other country whether the House is in

13 session has recessed or has adjourned to require by sub

14 poena or otherwise the attendance and testimony of such

15 witnesses the furnishing of information by interrogatory and

16 the production of such books records correspondence

17 memoranda papers documents calendars recordings data

18 compilations from which information can be obtained tangi

19 ble objects and other things and information of any kind as it

20 deems necessary including all intelligence materials however

21 classified White House materials and materials pertaining

22 to unvouchered expenditures or concerning communications

23 interceptions or surveillance and to obtain evidence in other

24 appropriate countries with the cooperation of their govern

25 ments Unless otherwise determined by the select committee

BIBS12All
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1 the -chairman upon consultation with the ranking minority

2 member or the select committee shall authorize and issue

3 subpoenas Subpoenas shall be issued under the seal of the

4 House and attested by the Clerk and may be served by any

5 persons designated by the chairman or any member Provi

6 sions may be included in the rules and process of the select

7 committee to prevent the disclosure of committee demands

8 for information The-select committee may request investiga

9 tions reports and other assistance from any agency of the

10 executive legislative and judicial branches of the Federal

11 Government

12 (4) The chairman or in his absence the vice chairman

13 or in their absence a member designated by the chairman

14 shall preside at all meetings and hearings of the select com

15 mittee All meetings and hearings of the committee shall be

16 conducted in open session unless a majority of members of

17 the select committee voting there being in attendance the

18 requisite number required for the purpose of hearings to take

19 testimony vote to close a meeting or hearing Pursuant to

20 rule XI(3)(f)(2) coverage of testimony of subpoenaed wit

21 nesses will be limited at their request unless a majority of

22 members of the select committee voting there being in at

23 tendance the requisite number required for the conduct of

24 business vote otherwise

N 12AU
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.1 (5) The chairman upon consultation with the ranking

2 minority member may employ and fix the compensation of

3 such clerks experts consultants technicians attorneys in

4 vestigators and clerical and stenographic assistants as it con

5 eiders necessary to carry out the purposes of this resolution

6 No more than three such staff may receive compensation cor

7 responding to Executive Level IV The select committee

8 shall be deemed a committee of the House for all purposes of

9 law including rule XI(2)(n) and sections 6005 1505 and

10 1621 of title 18 section 192 of title 2 1754(b)(1)(B)(ii)of

11 title 22 and section 734(a) of title 31 United States Code

12 The select committee may reimburse the members of its staff

13 for travel subsistence and other necessary expenses incurred

14 by them in the performance of the duties vested in the select

15 committee other than expenses in connection with meetings

16 of the select committee held in the District of Columbia Staff

17 of the House or joint committees at the direction of their

18 Members committee chairmen or the Speaker as appropri

19 ate and upon request of the select committee may serve as

20 associate staff to the select committee for designated pur

21 poses Associate staff shall be deemed staff of the select corn

22 mittee to the extent necessary for those designated purposes

.23 (6) Unless otherwise determined by the select committee

24 the chairman upon consultation with the ranking minority

25 member or the select committee may authorize the taking of

U 12All
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1 affidavits and of depositions pursuant to notice or subpoena

2 by aMember or by designated staff under oath administered

3 by a Member or a person otherwise authorized by law to

4 administer oaths Deposition and affidavit testimony shall be

5 deemed to have been taken in Washington DC before the

6 select committee once filed there with the clerk of the

corn-7mittee for the committee's use Unless otherwise directed by

8 the committee all depositions affidavits and other materials

9 received in the investigation shall be considered nonpublic

10 until received by the select committee except that all such

11 material shall unless otherwise directed by the committee be

12 available for use by the Members of the select committee in

13 open session

14 (7) Pursuant to sections 6103(f)(3) and 6104(a)(2) of title

15 26 United States Code for the purpose of investigating the

16 subjects set forth in this resolution and since information nee

17 essary for this investigation cannot reasonably be obtained

18 from any other source the select committee shall be specially

19 authorized to inspect and receive for the tax years 1980

20 1986 any tax return return information or other tax-related

21 material held by the Secretary of the Treasury related to

22 individuals and entities named by the select committee as

23 possible participants beneficiaries or intermediaries in the

24 transactions under investigation As specified by section

HIESIt All
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1 6103(0(3) of title 26 United States Code such materials and

2 information shall be furnished in closed executive session

3 (8) The select committee shall be authorized to respond

4 to any judicial or other process or to make any applications

5 to court upon consultation with the Speaker consistent with

6 rule L

7 (9) The select committee may submit to standing com

8 mittees including the Permanent Select Committee on Intel

9 ligence specific matters within their jurisdiction and may

10 request that such committees pursue such matters further

11 Committees pursuing such requested inquiries may in turn

12 receive the continuing assistance consistent with the select

13 committee's own jurisdiction of the select committee's legal

14 process personnel and records Committees which pursue or

15 have pursued inquiries during the previous or current Con

16 gress within the subjects of the select committee investiga

17 tion shall furnish the select committee with copies of all testi

18 mony and documents

19 (10) The select committee shall provide other commit

20 tees and Members of the House with access to information

21 and proceedings consistent with rule XLVIII(7)(c)(2) Pro

22 vided That the select committee may direct that particular

23 matters or classes of matter shall not be made available to

any person by its members staff or others or may impose

25 any other restriction The select committee may require its

MILS12A79
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1 staff to enter nondisclosure agreements and its chairman in

2 consultation with the ranking minority member may require

3 others such as counsel for witnesses to do so The Commit7

4 tee on Standards of Official Conduct may investigate any un

5 authorized disclosure of such classified information by a

6 Member officer or employee of the House or other covered

7 person upon request of the select committee If at the con

8 clusion of its investigation the Committee on Standards of

9 Official Conduct determines that there has been a significant

10 unauthorized disclosure it shall report its findings to the

11 House and recommend appropriate sanctions for the Member

12 officer employee or other covered person consistent with

13 rule XLVI T(7)(e) and any committee restriction including

14 nondisclosure agreements

15 (11) Authorized expenses of the select committee for in

16 vestigations and studies including for the procurement of the

17 services of individual consultants or organizations thereof

18 and for training of staff shall be paid from the contingent

19 fund of the House upon vouchers signed by the chairman and

20 approved by the Speaker

21 (12) The select committee shall report to the House the

22 final results of its investigation and study together with such

23 recommendations for legislation or other matters as it deems

24 advisable as soon as practicable during the present Con

25 gress and in no event later than October 30 1987 unless

mumIt ATe
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1 the House directs otherwise Following the filing of its final

2 report it shall have one month before the authority herein

3 shall expire in order to close its affairs including provision of

4 assistance to committees pursuing remaining inquiries trans

5 mittal of records to other committees and storage of its re

6 maining records by the Clerk of the House who may as

7 directed by the select committee store records in secure fa

8 cilities of the intelligence community pursuant to agreement

9 retaining control of access by the House
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MOTIFCONGRESS

S REST 23
1STSESSION

a

Establishinga selectcommitteeof the Senateto conductan investigationand
studyofactivitiesbytheNationalSecurityCouncilandotheragenciesofthe
UnitedStatesGovernmentwithrespectto the director indirectsale ship
ment or otherprovisionof armsto Iran andthe use of the proceedsfrom
any suchtransactionto provideassistanceto any factionor insurgencyin
Nicaraguaor in anyotherforeigncountryor to furtheranyotherpurpose
andrelatedmatters

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JANUARY6 1987
Mr BYRD(forhimselfMr DOLEMr Noun andMr RUnnaAN)submittedthe

followingresolutionwhichwasconsideredmodifiedandagreedto

RESOLUTION

Establishing a select committee of the Senate to conduct an

investigation and study of activities by the National Securi

ty Council and other agencies of the United States Govern

ment with respect to the direct or indirect sale shipment
or other provision of arms to Iran and the use of the

proceeds from any such transaction to provide assistance to

any faction or insurgency in Nicaragua or in any other

foreign country or to further any other purpose and related

matters
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.1 Resolved

.2 ESTABLISHMENTOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEE

.3 SECTION1 (a) There is established a select committee

4 of the Senate to be known as the Select Committee on Secret

5 Military Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition

6 (hereafter in this resolution referred to as the "select commit

7 tee")

.8 (b) The purpose of the select committee is

.9 (1) to conduct an investigation into and study of

.10 all matters which have any tendency to reveal the full

.11 facts about

.12 (A) any activity of

.13 (i) the National Security Council or of

.14 any member or staff thereof

.15 (ii) any other department agency or

.16 entity of the United States Government or of

.17 any officer or employee thereof

.18 (iii) any foreign government or of any

.19 agency or instrumentality thereof or of any

.20 officer or employee thereof or

.21 (iv) any other individual group corpo

.22 ration entity or organization

.23 which relates to

.24 (I) the direct or indirect sale ship

.25 ment or other provision of arms or the

"SRES23ATS
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.1 direct or indirect provision of materiel

.2 funds or other assistance to Iran

.3 (II) the use of the proceeds from

.4 any transaction described in subclause

.5 (I) to provide assistance to any faction

.6 or insurgency in Nicaragua or in any

.7 other foreign country or to further any

.8 political purpose or activity within the

.9 United States or to further any other

.10 purpose of any nature whatsoever

.11 (III) the generation and use of any

.12 other money item of value or service

.13 to provide assistance to the Nicaraguan

.14 democratic resistance or

.15 (IV) the provision of coordination

.16 of support for persons or entities en

.17 gaged as insurgents in armed conflict

.18 with the Government of Nicaragua

.19 in order to determine whether any such activity

.20 was illegal improper unauthorized or unethical

.21 (B) any other activity circumstance materi

.22 al or transaction having a tendency to prove or

.23 disprove that any official of the United States

.24 Government or any other person acting either

.25 individually or in combination with others en

"SRES23AtS
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.1 gaged in any activity which was illegal improper

.2 unauthorized or unethical in connection with any

.3 activity described in subclause (1) (II) (Ill) or

.4 (IV) of clause (A) or in connection with the oper

.5 ations described in clause (C) and

.6 (C) the suitability of the structure and oper

.7 ations of the National Security Council and per

.8 sons serving as staff consultants or agents there

.9 to for any function related to the formulation im

.10 plementation or conduct of American national se

.11 curity policy and

.12 (2)(A) to make such findings of fact as are war

.13 ranted and appropriate

.14 (B) to make such recommendations including rec

.15 ommendations for new legislation and amendments to

.16 existing laws and any administrative or other actions

.17 as the select committee may determine to be necessary

.18 or desirable and

.19 (C) to fulfill the Constitutional oversight and in

.20 forming function of the Congress with respect to the

.21 matters described in this section

.22 (c) For purposes of this section the term "Iran in

23 cludes the Government of Iran any agency or instrumentali

24 ty thereof any officer or employee thereof or any person

25 purporting to represent the Government of Iran or any

"SltES23.13
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1 agency or instrumentality thereof any national of Iran or

2 any person located in Iran

.3 MEMBERSHIPANDORGANIZATIONOF THE SELECT

.4 COMMITTEE

.5 SEC 2 (a)(1) The select committee shall consist of

6 eleven members of the Senate six of whom shall be appoint

7 ed by the President pro tempore of the Senate from the ma

8 jority party of the Senate upon the recommendation of the

9 Majority Leader of the Senate and five of whom shall be

10 appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate from

11 the minority party of the Senate upon the recommendation of

12 the Minority Leader of the Senate

.13 (2) Vacancies in the membership of the select committee

14 shall not affect the authority of the remaining members to

15 execute the functions of the select committee and shall be

16 filled in the same manner as original appointments to it are

17 made

.18 (3) For the purpose of paragraph 4 of rule XXV of the

19 Standing Rules of the Senate service of a Senator as a

20 member chairman or vice chairman of the select committee

21 shall not be taken into account

.22 (b)(1) The chairman of the select committee shall be se

23 lected by the Majority Leader of the Senate and the vice

24 chairman of the select committee shall be selected by the

25 Minority Leader of the Senate The vice chairman shall dis

23MS
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1 charge such responsibilities as the select committee or the

2 chairman may assign

.3 (2) A majority of the voting members of the select com

4 mittee shall constitute a quorum for reporting a matter or

5 recommendation to the Senate except that the select corn

6 mittee may fix a lesser number as a quorum for the purpose

7 of taking testimony before the select committee or for con

8 ducting the other business of the select committee

.9 (c)(1) The select committee shall promptly adopt rules

10 and procedures not inconsistent with the rules and proce

11 dures of the Senate

.12 (2) The rules and procedures of the select committee

13 shall

.14 (A) govern the proceedings of the select commit

.15 tee and

.16 (B) consistent with section 6 of this resolution

.17 (i) provide for the security of the records of

.18 the select committee and the protection of classi

.19 fled information and materials and

.20 (ii) prevent the unauthorized disclosure of in

.21 formation and materials obtained by the select

.22 committee in the course of its investigation and

.23 study

.24 STAFFOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEE

.25 SEC 3 (a)(1) To assist the select committee in its inves

26 tigation and study the chairman after consultation with the

ORE23ATS
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1 vice chairman and the approval of the select committee shall

2 appoint the committee staff

.3 (2) All staff shall work for the select committee as a

4 whole shall report to the chairman and vice chairman and

5 except as otherwise provided by the select committee shall

6 be under the direction of the chairman

.7 (b) To assist the select committee in its investigation

8 and study the Senate Legal Counsel and Deputy Senate

9 Legal Counsel shall work with and under the jurisdiction and

10 authority of the select committee

.11 (c) The Majority and Minority leaders of the Senate may

12 each designate one staff person to serve on the staff of the

13 select committee to serve as their liaison to the select

14 committee

.15 (d) The Comptroller General of the United States is re

16 quested to provide from the General Accounting Officewhat

17 ever personnel investigatory material or other appropriate

18 assistance may be required by the select committee

.19 PUBLICACTIVITIESOF THE COMMITTEE

.20 SEC 4 (a) Consistent with

.21 (1) the rights of persons subject to investigation

.22 and inquiry

.23 (2) considerations of national security including

.24 the protection of sources and methods of intelligence

.25 gathering and analysis and

ORES23AT3
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.1 (3) the interests of the relationship of the United

.2 States with other nations

3 the select committee shall make every effort to fulfill the

4 right of the public and the Congress to know the essential

5 facts and implications of the activities of officials of the

6 United States Government and other persons and entities

7 with respect to the matters under investigation and study as

8 described in section 1

.9 (b) In furtherance of the public's and Congress right to

10 know the select committee

.11 (1) shall hold as it considers appropriate open

.12 hearings

.13 (2) may make interim reports to the Senate as it

.14 considers appropriate and

.15 (3) shall make a final comprehensive public report

.16 to the Senate which contains a description of all rele

.17 want factual determinations consistent with subsection

.18 (a) of this section and section 1(b)(2) and which con

.19 twins recommendations for new legislation and other

.20 actions pursuant to the goal of an open lawful and ef

.21 fective conduct of American national security policy

.22 and when necessary lawful intelligence activities in

.23 support of American national security policy

.24 (c) The decision as to what matters shall be heard in

25 closed or open session shall be determined by the select com

.SEES23ATS
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1 mittee in accordance with paragraph 5(b) of rule XXVI of

2 the Standing Rules of the Senate

3 POWERSOF THE SELECTCOMMITTEE

4 SEC 5 (a) The select committee shall do everything

5 necessary and appropriate under the laws and Constitution of

6 the United States to make the investigation and study speci

7 fled in section 1

8 (b) The select committee is authorized to issue subpoe

9 nas for obtaining testimony and for the production of docu

10 mentary or physical evidence A subpoena may be authorized

11 and issued by the select committee acting through the chair

12 man or any other member designated by the chairman and

13 may be served by any person designated by such chairman or

14 other member anywhere within or without the borders of the

15 United States to the full extent permitted by law The chair

16 man of the select committee or any other member thereof is

17 authorized to administer oaths to any witnesses appearing

18 before the committee

19 (c) The select committee may exercise the powers con

20 ferred upon committees of the Senate by sections 6002 and

21 6005 of title 18 United States Code

22 (d) The select committee is authorized to do the

23 following

24 (1) To employ and fix the compensation of such

25 clerical investigatory legal technical and other as

SRES 23 ATS 2
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.1 sistants as the select committee considers necessary or

.2 appropriate

.3 (2) To sit and act at any time or place during ses

.4 sions recesses and adjournment periods of the Senate

.5 (3) To hold hearings for taking testimony under

.6 oath or to receive documentary or physical evidence

.7 relating to the matters and questions it is authorized to

.8 investigate or study

.9 (4) To require by subpoena or order the attend

.10 ance as witnesses before the select committee or at

.11 depositions of any person who may have knowledge or

.12 information concerning any of the matters the select

.13 committee is authorized to investigate and study

.14 (5) To take depositions and other testimony under

.15 oath anywhere within the United States or in any

.16 other country to issue orders by the chairman or any

.17 other member designated by the chairman which re

.18 quire witnesses to answer written interrogatories under

.19 oath to make application for issuance of letters rogato

.20 ry and to request through appropriate channels other

.21 means of international assistance as appropriate

.22 (6) To issue commissions and to notice depositions

.23 for staff members to examine witnesses and to receive

.24 evidence under oath administered by an individual au

.25 thorized by local law to administer oaths The select

WES23ATS
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.1 committee acting through the chairman may authorize

.2 and issue and may delegate to designated staff mem

.3 hers the power to authorize and issue commissions and

.4 deposition notices

.5 (7) To require by subpoena or order

.6 (A) any department agency entity officer

.7 or employee of the United States Government

.8 (B) any person or entity purporting to act

.9 under color or authority of State or local law or

.10 (C) any private person firm corporation

.11 partnership or other organization

.12 to produce for its consideration or for use as evidence

.13 in the investigation or study of the select committee

.14 any book check canceled check correspondence corn

.15 munication document financial record paper physical

.16 evidence photograph record recording tape or any

.17 other material relating to any of the matters or ques

.18 tions such committee is authorized to investigate and

.19 study which they or any of them may have in their

.20 custody or under their control

.21 (8) To make to the Senate any recommendations

.22 including recommendations for criminal or civil enforce

.23 ment which the select committee may consider appro

.24 priate with respect to

*SRFS23ATS
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.1 (A) the willful failure or refusal of any person

.2 to appear before it or at a deposition or to

.3 answer interrogatories in obedience to a subpoena

.4 or order

.5 (B) the willful failure or refusal of any person

.6 to answer questions or give testimony during his

.7 appearance as a witness before such committee

.8 or at a deposition or in response to interrogato

.9 ries or

.10 (0) the willful failure or refusal of

.11 (i) any officer or employee of the United

.12 States Government

.13 (ii) any person or entity purporting to

.14 act under color or authority of State or local

.15 law or

.16 (iii) any private person partnership

.17 firm corporation or organization

.18 to produce before the committee or at a deposi

.19 tion or at any time or place designated by the

.20 committee any book check canceled check cor

.21 respondence communication document financial

.22 record paper physical evidence photograph

.23 record recording tape or any other material in

.24 obedience to any subpoena or order
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1 (9) To procure the temporary or intermittent serv

2 ices of individual consultants or organizations thereof

3 in the same manner and under the same conditions as

4 a standing committee of the Senate may procure such

5 services under section 202(i) of the Legislative Reorga

6 nization Act of 1946 (2 U.S.C 72a(i))

7 (10) To use on a reimbursable basis with the

8 prior consent of the Government department or agency

9 concerned and the Committee on Rules and Adminis

10 tration of the Senate the services of personnel of such

11 department or agency

12 (11) To use with the prior consent of the chair

13 man of any other Senate committee or the chairman of

14 any subcommittee of any committee of the Senate the

15 facilities or services of any members of the staff of such

16 other Senate committee whenever the select committee

17 or its chairman considers that such action is necessary

18 or appropriate to enable the select committee to make

19 the investigation and study provided for in this

20 resolution

21 (12) To have access through the agency of any

22 members of the select committee staff director chief

23 counsel or any of its investigatory assistants designat

24 ed by the chairman to any data evidence information

25 report analysis document or paper
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.1 (A) which relates to any of the matters or

.2 questions which the select committee is authorized

.3 to investigate or study

.4 (B) which is in the custody or under the con

.5 trol of any department agency entity officer or

.6 employee of the United States Government in

.7 eluding those which have

.8 (i) the power under the laws of the

.9 United States to investigate any alleged

.10 criminal activities or to prosecute persons

.11 charged with crimes against the United

.12 States or

.13 (ii) the authority to or which in fact

.14 has conducted intelligence gathering or in

.15 telligence activities

.16 without regard to the jurisdiction or authority of

.17 any other Senate committee and

.18 (0) which will aid the select committee to

.19 prepare for or conduct the investigation and study

.20 authorized and directed by this resolution

.21 (13) To report violations of any law to the appro

.22 priate Federal State or local authorities

.23 (14) To expend to the extent the select commit

.24 tee determines necessary and appropriate any moneys

.25 made available to such committee by the Senate to
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.1 make the investigation study and reports authorized

.2 by this resolution

.3 (e) The level of compensation payable to any employee

4 of the select committee shall not be subject to any limitation

5 on compensation otherwise applicable to an employee of the

6 Senate

.7 PROTECTIONOF CONFIDENTIALANDCLASSIFIED

.8 INFORMATION

.9 SEC 6 (a)(1)Before being given access to any classified

10 information any member of the staff of or consultant to the

11 select committee shall have the appropriate security clear

12 ante and a need to know such information The chairman of

13 the select committee shall decide which select committee

14 staff members and consultants are required to have security

15 clearances

.16 (2) All staff members and consultants shall as a condi

17 tion of employment agree in writing to abide by the condi

18 tions of an appropriate nondisclosure agreement promulgated

19 by the select committee

.20 (3) The case of any Senator who violates the security

21 procedures of the select committee may be referred to the

22 Select Committee on Ethics of the Senate for the imposition

23 of sanctions in accordance with the rules of the Senate Any

24 staff member or consultant who violates the security proce

25 dunes of the select committee shall immediately be subject to

26 removal from office or employment with the select committee

ems 23Ai3
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1 or shall be subject to such other sanction as may be provided

2 in the rules of the select committee

.3 (b)(1) Any classified information obtained by the select

4 committee either directly from the Executive branch of the

5 United States Government through the Select Committee on

6 Intelligence of the Senate or by other means shall be dis

7 closed only in the same manner in which such information

8 may be disclosed under the provisions of section 8 of Senate

9 Resolution 400 (Ninety-fourth Congress second session)

10 except that references to the Select Committee on Intelli

11 gence in such section shall be deemed to be references to the

12 select committee established under this resolution

.13 (2) The select committee shall make suitable arrange

14 ments in consultation with the Select Committee on Intelli

15 Bence of the Senate for the physical protection and storage

16 or classified information provided to the select committee

.17 (3) Upon the termination of the select committee pursu

18 ant to section 9 of this resolution all records files docu

19 ments and other materials in the possession custody or con

20 trol of the select committee under appropriate conditions es

21 tablished by such committee shall be transferred to the

22 Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate

.23 RELATIONTO OTHERINVESTIGATIONS

.24 SEC 7 (a) In order to

.25 (1) expedite the thorough conduct of the investiga

.26 tion and study authorized by this resolution

WRFS23ATS
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.1 (2) promote efficiency among all the various in

.2 vestigations underway in all branches of the United

.3 States Government and

.4 (3) engender a high degree of confidence on the

.5 part of the public regarding the conduct of such in

.6 vestigation

7 the select committee is encouraged

.8 (A) to seek the full cooperation of all rele

.9 want investigatory bodies and

.10 (B) to seek access to all information which is

11 acquired and developed by such bodies

12 (b)(1) The Select Committee on Intelligence is hereby

13 directed to prepare and provide to the select committee in

14 closed session a report of its investigation into matters de

15 scribed in section 1 of this resolution which report shall in

16 elude a summary of the testimony and chronology of events

17 developed by the Select Committee on Intelligence together

18 with a listing of unresolved questions and issues which it rec

19 ommends be pursued by the select committee as soon as pos

20 sible and the select committee may release as much of the

21 information in such report to the public as it deems advisable

22 consistent with the interest of the public and national securi

23 ty and is deemed by the committee to be in the public inter

24 est after a determination by such committee that the public

25 interest would be served by such disclosure

SUES23ATS
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.1 (2) The select committee through its members and ap=

2 propriate staff shall be provided full access to all records

3 files documents and other materials in the possession custo

4 dy or control of the Select Committee on Intelligence of the

5 Senate obtained or produced by the Select Committee on

6 Intelligence of the Senate with respect to any matter de

7 scribed in section 1 of this resolution

.8 (3) All subpoenas issued by the Select Committee on

9 Intelligence of the Senate on any matter described in section

10 1 of this resolution shall continue in force and may be en

11 forced by the select committee as if issued by the select corn

12 mittee

.13 (c) The Senate requests that any independent counsel

14 appointed pursuant to chapter 39 of title 28 United States

15 Code to investigate any matter related to a matter described

16 in section 1 of this resolution make available to the select

17 committee as expeditiously as possible all documents and

18 information which may assist the select committee in its in

19 vestigation and study

.20 SALARIESANDEXPENSES

21 SEC 8 Such sums as are necessary shall be available

22 from the contingent fund of the Senate out of the Account for

23 Expenses for Inquiries and Investigations for payment of sal

24 aries and other expenses of the select committee under this

25 resolution which shall include sums which shall be available

26 for the procurement of the services of individual consultants

AWES23ATS
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1 or organizations thereof in accordance with section 5(d)(9)

2 Payment of expenses shall be disbursed upon vouchers ap

3 proved by the chairman of the select committee except that

4 vouchers shall not be required for the disbursement of sala

5 Tiespaid at an annual rate

6 REPORTS TERMINATION

7 SEC 9 (a)(1) The select committee shall make a final

8 public report to the Senate of the results of the investigation

9 and study conducted by such committee pursuant to this reso

10 lotion together with its findings and any recommendations at

11 the earliest practicable date but not later than August 1

12 1987 Provided That on or before August 1 1987 a privi

13 leged motion made by the majority leader to be debatable for

14 no more than 1 hour in the usual form shall be in order

15 namely "I move that the time be extended from August 1

16 1987 to October 30 1987 for the investigation by and final

17 report of the select committee. The select committee shall

18 also submit to the Senate such interim reports as it consid

19 ers appropriate

20 (2) The final report of the select committee may be ac

21 companied by whatever classified or confidential annexes are

22 necessary to protect classified or confidential information

23 particularly intelligence sources and methods

24 (b) After submission of its final report the select corn

25 mittee shall conclude its business and close out its affairs as

26 expeditiously as practicable

ORES23ATS
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Abstract of

UNCONVENTIONALWARFARE/COVERTOPERATIONSAS AN
INSTRUMENTOF U.S FOREIGNPOLICY

The controversial area of "secret warfare as a distinct

instrumentality of U.S foreign policy is analyzed in this

study The paper's purpose is to define and determine the

nature and utility of this type of warfare which has been so

prevalent since World War II The study encompasses a sim

plification of the semantics sometimes connected with uncon

ventional warfare or covert operations and case studies of

U.S "secret operations in Guatemala Cuba Congo Vietnam

and Laos U.S objectives and lessons learned are derived

for each case The paper then attempts to assimilate these

data and draw logical conclusions as to the necessity efficacy

and resources involved in the United States use of this little

discussed mechanism of foreign policy It is concluded that

unconventional warfare/covert operations is a most valuable

tool among the array of foreign policy instrumentalities avail

able to the U.S Additionally recommendations are advanced

to make the CIA "the authority for operations in this area

DODwould be removed from the chain-of-coMmand but would fur

nish necessary resources The principal message is to recognize
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unconventional warfare/covert operations as a distinctive

foreign policy tool one apart from the traditional military

and in great need of overhaul
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UNCONVENTIONALWARFARE/COVERTOPERATIONSPS AN
INSTRUMENTOF U.S FOREIGNPOLICY

CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION

The game of nations differs from other games-
poker war commerce--in several important
respects First each player has his own aims
different from those of the others which con
stitute "winning" second every player is
forced by his own domestic circumstances to
make moves in the game which have nothing to
do with winning and which indeed might impair
chances of winning third in the game of
nations there are no winners only losers
The objective of each player is not so much
to win as to avoid loss)

Most political scientists today classify national instru

mentalities of foreign policy in one or more of the five broad

categories of diplomacy international law international orga

nizations economics and war.2 These functional divisions are

quite useful to the analyst and are usually well understood

except when describing the instrument of war Most authorities

explain the instrument of war solely in classical or conven

tional terms as a relatively overt clash of clearly identified

opposing armed forces.3

The purpose of this paper is to define and analyze another

aspect of warfare which has been prevalent since World war II
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This is the area variously called "covert "clandestine

"irregular "paramilitary "secret "guerrilla or "uncon

ventional warfare It is the type of warfare we have seen

in such places as Greece Malaysia Guatemala Cuba Vietnam

Congo Laos Thailand Bolivia and Algeria The United States

has frequently been confronted with this kind of unconventional

war and often in little publicized operations has also coun

tered a number of the opposition's thrusts with similar actions

Paul Blackstock's scholarly book Strategy of Subversion

has the same central purpose as does this paper--an explana

tion of covert or secret operations The book does not use

the same methodology or political approach however but

Strategy for Subversion does provide a wealth of reference

material and numerous historical examples {World War II and

before) of various attempts to use unconventional warfare.4

In addition to a general lack of knowledge on this impor

tant subject of "unconventional or."-covert operations a

severe semantic problem further contributes to confusion in

this area For instance the Joint Chiefs of Staff define

unconventional warfare as'follows

Includes the three interrelated fields of guerrilla
warfare evasion and escape and subversion Uncon
ventional warfare operations are conducted within
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enemy or enemy-controlled territory by predominantly
indigenous personnel usually supported and directed
in varying degrees by an external source (JCS Pub 1)

Others characterize this kind of warfare as insurgency or

proxy or guerrilla or irregular etc The point is that a

good deal of misunderstanding exists about this area of war

fare in which at least one side attempts to "cover or deny

the true sponsors Therefore for the purposes of this study

it has been necessary to establish some limitations and to

provide a definition of what is meant here when discussing

unconventional war Chapter II attempts to illuminate and

limit this problem

Following chapters discuss five recent United States

involvements in waging unconventional or "secret warfare

along with objectives results and any lessons learned or

conclusions reached

An exhaustive study of American use of unconventional

warfare is certainly not feasible without unlimited access

to the government's secrets But the reader should derive

from this paper an appreciation of an additional (but little

discussed) foreign policy tool available to the United States

leadership--that is unconventional warfare or covert operations
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CHAPTERII

SEMANTICS

Since World war II and the advent of nuclear weapons we

have witnessed an expanding series of violent conflicts which

cannot be legally categorized as wars The Greek guerrilla

conflict of 1947 followed by the French Indochina struggle

the Malaysian guerrilla emergency Algeria Cuba Indonesia

Philippines Congo and even the Chinese revolution and the

current Southeast Asia conflict were not wars in any classi

cal sense Each of these conflicts have been different of

course and are seen differently by writers

The result has been an ever expanding vocabulary of terms

which purport to describe these "unconventional wars The

following listing of terms is illustrative of the lack of pre

cise words to describe most of the post World War II violent

conflicts--especially those supported by third parties

War of National Liberation
Paramilitary operations
Irregular warfare
Insurgency
Revolutionary warfare
Guerrilla warfare
Partisan war
Proxy war
Subversive warfare
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Covert operations
Secret war
Peoples war
Unconventional warfare

Each of these terms have slightly different meanings for

most readers but all of them are used in profusion to describe

the kinds of "non-wars which have developed in recent years

Even official definitions such as the JCS definition given

above are all too often more confusing than helpful There

fore for the purposes of this paper only two terms will be

used to describe _this broad and increasing field of activity-

unconventional warfare (U.1)or covert operations

Unconventional warfare (Uw) in this paper means secretly

conducted combat operations in politically sensitive areas of

foreign countries The element of extreme secrecy is the pri

mary distinguishing factor for this type operation Unconven

tional warfare may utilize foreign or U.S military personnel

as well as foreign or U.S civilians as required but the ele

ment of secrecy especially as regards true sponsorship of the

operation remains paramount

The term covert operations will also occasionally be used

in this study Covert operations is frequently used inter

changeably with UW but for our purposes it will connote secret

operations short of sustained armed conflict Sabotage
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political subversion guerrilla recruitment infiltration

and certain intelligence operations are examples of this

meaning of covert operations

It is hoped that the foregoing semantical delineations

will simplify the following chapters which are concerned with

this extremely important field of conflict These "secret

wars or "non-wars which have erupted primarily in the lesser

developed countries since World War II represent foreign

policy issues of utmost importance for the United States

And American participation in some of these "secret opera

tions has been a subject of continuing national debate

Therefore if it seems likely that this kind of conflict

will continue it is quite important to simplify the pro

fusion of terminology and then to attempt to analyze these

secret operations
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CHAPTERIII

GUATEMALA

In June 1954 the United States through covert action

engineered the overthrow of the pro-communist Guatemalan

government of Jacabo Arbenz Guzman President Eisenhower

as much as admitted this fact in his 1963 book Mandate for

Change.l

Since 1954 numerous books and articles have penetrated

the secrecy of this early U.S unconventional warfare opera

tion A sampling of this background material is listed in

the notes.2 The story of the operation is not really very

exciting by today's standards but it was definitely a models

that future plans were patterned after

President Arbenz took office as President of Guatemala

in March 1951 and was immediately faced with economic and

social problems which have long been typical in Latin America

After three years of frustration and growing domestic unrest

Arbenz turned more and more to the Soviets for assistance in

order to maintain his power There seems little doubt that

by 1954 the communists were running Guatemala Amongmany

other communist activities Arbenz expropriated the United

Fruit Company's holdings in 1953 which were valued at $40,000,000
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This "nationalization of United Fruit Co was viewed

as a communist_c .,ove by J.S'officials including President

Eisenhower.3 A more liberal view today however would prob

ably hold that Arbenz was quickly driven to the Soviets for

economic and military assistance because the United States

would not provide the necessary help Expropriations of U.S

holdirs3s undoubtedly exacerbated the situation

Increasingly the Arbenz government became more and more

oppressive and many Guatemalan Armyofficers became disaffected

In 1954 there were two Colonels Miguel Ydegoras Fuentes and

Carlos Castillo-Armas exiled in El Salvador and Nicaragua

respectively and they both had small numbers of expatriate

followers

By 1953 the U.S government saw an expanding Soviet influ

ence in Guatemala in what constituted a serious communist

breach of the containment policy and of the Monroe Doctrine

President Eisenhower then decided that the Guatemalan regime

should be eliminated And obviously in order to avoid claims

of a return to "gunboat diplomacy the United States called

upon the Central Intelligence Agency to develop and execute

a secret overthrow operation.4

The CIA then rapidly proceeded to-set up Colonel Castillo

Armas and his rebel group in a camp in Honduras CIA officers
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trained this group as part of a small but effective air-ground

team The air support was supplied by a few old World War II

P-47's allegedly flown by mercenary U.S pilots.5 But at no

time was there published evidence of overt participation by

U.S government personnel

Finally about the same time as Arbenz was receiving a

new shipment of arms from the U.S.S.R on June 18 1954 Col

onel Armas and his "liberation Army crossed into Guatemala

from Honduras and the P-47's bombed San Jose and Guatemala

City.6

After nearly two weeks of almost comic warfare due to

a lack of support for Arbenz by his own military Arbenz capit

ulated as did his successor Colonel Diaz a few days later

On July 8 1954 Colonel Castillo-Armas was elected President

by the ruling junta and the overthrow of the communist power

in Guatemala was completed.7

Manywriters have since criticized this operation as

having been unsuccessful because the basic social and economic

ills of the country remained and still remain today It is

therefore necessary to examine what the U.S objectives were

in this unconventional warfare operation These objectives

appear to have been
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Overthrow of the pro-communist Arbenz government

Creation of a non-communist government friendly to

the United States and

Maintenance of secrecy concerning United States

involvement

All of these major goals were met with dispatch effi

ciency and economy The whole Guatemalan affair has nat

urally been the subject of considerable writings since 1954

but the lid of secrecy was definitely well maintained before

and during the operation The operation in fact was almost

too easy since this one case could color thinking about future

more difficult actions This influence is discussed in follow

ing chapters

The fact remains though that most writers e.g all of

them cited in this chapter except for President Eisenhower

consistently underscore the Guatemalan operation as a U.S

failure because no cures to the social injustices have resulted

A good example of this criticism can be found in Richard Bar

net's widely read Intervention and Revolution as follows

.In Guatemala Iran Indonesia and the Congo
all of which have been the scene of major U.S inter
ventions to change the politics of the country it
is highly debatable how much progress has been made
To say with absolute certainty whether things would
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have been worse or better had not the United States
intervened is impossible one thing is certain how
ever Significant progress toward the goals of
stability democracy and substantial economic pro
gress for which the effort was ostensibly made
has not been achieved in any of them.8

The logic of this criticism seems very weak indeed when

one considers that social reform was not nor could it have

been an immediate objective of the unconventional warfare

operation in Guatemala (or the other countries for that

matter) Under Arbenz the situation in Guatemala was regarded

as a communist incursion into the western Hemisphere which

had to be erradicated It was The social reform problem

however is endemic to all of Latin America and is certainly

a situation not soluble through covert operations or overt

military action Nonetheless many writers persist in blast

ing the Guatemala and all succeeding U.S UWoperations as

failures on wholly illogical grounds It should be noted in

this context though that a series of covert overthrow opera

tions in a single country would not be politically feasible

Resulting charges of interventionism neo-colonialism or impe

rialism would undoubtedly occur in such a series The U.S.

therefore has to be prepared to accept whatever new govern

ment that may be formed subsequent to such an operation
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Finally a few good lessons were very apparent by the end

of the Guatemalan affair

Unconventional warfare can achieve a political over

throw with a very small commitment of resources

The mood of the people or at least of the existing

military structure is of overwhelming importance for success

through irregular means

The value of a small well coordinated air-ground

team in this type operation is paramount

D Even if the operation failed the United States
s

commitment was minimal and plausibly deniable if necessary
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CHAPTERIV

BAYOF PIGS

The ill-fated Bay of Pigs invasion was the culmination

of two years of American frustration over the Cuban situation

Almost from the very day of Castro's takeover on January 1

1959 Cuban policy toward the United States became hostile

as well as Marxist-Leninist in orientation.)

By January 1961 the United States had severed diplomatic

relations with Cuba but much more forceful actions had already

been planned On March 17 1960 President Eisenhower directed

the Central Intelligence Agency to organize and train a Cuban

guerrilla force with the ultimate objective of overthrowing

the Castro government The operation was initially conceived

to be similar to the Guatemalan affair of 1954.2

The very well documented Bay of Pigs fiasco clearly reveals

some interesting aspects of United States policy and high level

decision making Since the time of the Monroe Doctrine Cuba

has definitely been recognized as being well within the united_

States sphere In 1956 however whether wrongly or rightly

President Eisenhower's administration opted for a covert

rather than an overt course of action in Cuba
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Once unconventional warfare was selected as the U.S

tool for action planning and training began for an opera

tion by Cuban exiles However the change in the U.S

administration which occurred in January 1961 altered the

composition of the top level decision-making bodies at a

crucial time in this secret operation Although the CIA

officer in charge Mr Richard Bissell never changed the

top White House and State Department officials were all new.3

Evidence indicates that President Kennedy was never a

strong advocate of this Cuban venture and Secretary of State

Dean Rusk was probably opposed Nevertheless the planned

operation was allowed to continue and was even reviewed and

supported several different times by the Joint Chiefs of

Staff.4

The final plan called for a rather conventional-type

landing operation on the Cuban beaches at Playa Giron (Bay

of Pigs) by a Cuban exile group of 1,500 men This so-called

Brigade was to establish a beachhead fight its way inland

unite with defecting militia spark anticipated popular upris

ings and thereby bring about the downfall of Castro Although

superficially the plan seemed faily simple and logical one

should bear in mind that success depended on substantial
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support from the people and also sustained tactical air sup

port The air support was ;_obe provided by sixteen B-26's

supplied by CIA and flown by Cubans from Puerto Cabezas

Nicaragua Castro's air force was to be destroyed by these

same B-26's in pre-emptive air strikes prior to the landing

Even with these two essential elements of the plan obviously

being somewhat "shaky the operation was nonetheless given

top level U.S approval and launched on April 17 1961.5

Nopsychological operations were used in support of this

invasion and to worsen matters the Cuban security forces

arrested an estimated 200,000 anti-Castroites immediately

after the first B-26 air strikes on the eve of the invasion

These factors appear to have seriously weakened the opera

tion even before the invasion was launched.6

The details of the debacle which followed are well known

but three essential factors should be remembered about the

Bay of Pigs First the estimates of support for this opera

tion by the Cuban people were never clear and little if any

work was done to stimulate support Second the continual

vascillation on the part of President Kennedy and his closest

advisors about whether to provide tactical air support doomed

the operation Thirdly the last minute change in the plan

ned landing beach (from Trinidad to the Bay of Pigs) for
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"political purposes clinched what was already a failure for

the U.S and a great victory for Castro

Although most people basically agree on the failures of

the Bay of Pigs the operation is still worth studying as a

political and military model Manyanalysts would agree that

an overt direct U.S invasion of Cuba could have been engineered

in much the same way as was done by the U.S.S.R in Hungary

and later in Czechoslovakia It appears though the United

States chose to try the covert route for at least three impor

tant reasons

The earlier success in Guatemala provided a tempting

example of what could be achieved at a very nominal cost in

resources

The use of Cuban exiles as proxies lowered the possi

bility of a major U.S./U.S.S.R confrontation to a minimum

U.S domestic political and Latin American reaction

would be minimized by avoiding a direct United States inter

vention

The United States objectives in the Bay of.Pigs opera

tion appear simple--the overthrow of Castro and reestablish

ment of a friendly non-communist Cuban government These

objectives were of course not met and in fact the reverse

actually occurred
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Many conclusions can be drawn and many lessons should

have been learned from the Bay of Pigs experience Perhaps

the most important lesson is to understand that without pop

ular support a planned guerrilla action is slated for failure

There was little evidence of any large scale sympathy for

such an operation among the Cuban people And there was

absolutely no attempt made by the United States through Pro

paganda or other means to rally such support in advance of

the invasion

Another important lesson apparent from this case is appli

cable to all kinds of military operations and not just peculiar

to unconventional warfare That is last minute changes in

basic concepts such as assurance of air superiority cannot

be tolerated in any sound military or paramilitary operation

It is far better to cancel an operation than to tamper hastily

with the basic logic of the plans A final lesson learned

on the beaches of the Bay of Pigs was that security or "cover

cannot be maintained in a large operation which is a failure

It was only a matter of a few days after the invasion that

the entire United States involvement became widely known and

publicized

The tragedy of the Bay of Pigs adventure undoubtedly

seriously shook the faith of many senior U.S officials
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regarding the.efficacy or value of "covered or unconventional

operations The enthusiasm created by the easy win in Guate

mala was greatly tempered in Cuba in 1961

Finally though it should be recognized from this van

tage point in 1972 that the "bad press suffered by the United

States as a result of the Bay of Pigs failure has faded almost

into obscurity This failure was therefore quite modest inso

far as its asting impact on the world is concerned
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CHAPTERV

CONGO

The sudden rise of nationalism in the Belgian Congo in

the late 1950's provided the ingredients for another violent

conflict in an underdeveloped region of the world Although

the Belgians had done virtually nothing to prepare the Congo

lese for independence the decision was made nonetheless in

1960 to create a new nation state--The Congo Republic

As might have been expected a state of chaos ensued with

the precipitous granting of total independence The Belgian

Congo was far from a state of unity and factionalism or tri

balism was common The Belgians had done nothing to train

leaders for the new nation It therefore surprised few peo

ple when five days after independence on 5 July 1960 Congolese

Army troops (Force Publiaue) rebelled against their new govern

ment and against their Belgian officers President Kasavubu

and Prime Minister Patrice Lumumbawere powerless in trying

to quell the mutinies and Belgian troops intervened--osten

sibly to protect their nationals However during these

uprisings Moise Tshombewith obvious Belgian backing declared

the rich province of Katanga as independent and began forming

a new army with Belgian officers.l
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It was in this highly confused situation on July 12 1960

that Kasavubu and Lumumbajointly requested the urgent

dispatch of U N military assistance to protect the national

territory of the Congo against the present external aggression

which is a threat to international peace."2 The U N respon

ded rapidly in this case trying to prevent the Congo from

breaking up into rival provinces

The U N force eventually numbering over 20,000 was

never able to restore peace although it was able to end the

Katanga secession when Tshombe finally capitulated on January 14

1963 After nearly four years of operations the U N force

was totally withdrawn by June 30 1964.3 At that time the

country was left in a power vacuum both politically and mili

tarily Confusion and fragmentation existed throughout the

country and Moise Tshombe who had returned after a year's

exile in Europe was surprisingly named Prime Minister

Tshombe pledged to reunite the country and reconcile the

right and the left.4

Unfortunately Tshombe failed to gain popular support and

was additionally forced to try to restore order without an

effective military force Meanwhile in the Eastern part of

the country pro-communist and leftist rebel groups were
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growing in power and were being supported in varying degrees

by the U.S.S.R. P.R.C. Algeria U.A.R. Sudan and the

Brazzaville (former French Congo) Congo.5

Thus in 1964 the United States faced another serious

"cold war conflict in the heart of Africa The very large

and potentially wealthy country of the Congo was disentegrat

ing and both Russia and China were engaged in supporting the

conflict through third parties

The United States reactions to this situation are quite

interesting and deserving of considerable analysis U.S

decision makers saw the growing conflict in the Congo as a

situation likely to be won by pro-communist forces unless

countered rapidly by an external force U N operations

had failed to end the insurgency and the rebel forces were

becoming quite strong especially due to U.S.S.R support

The following quote from a NewYork Times article of April 26

1966 is quite illuminating:6

At the Ituri River eight miles south of Nia Nia
in the Northeast Congo a government column of
600 congolese and 100 white mercenaries had been
ambushed by a rebel force and was under heavy
fire Suddenly three B-26's skimmed in over
the rain forest and bombed and strafed a path
through the rebel ranks for the forces supported
by the United States
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At the controls of the American-made planes were
anti-Castro Cubans veterans of the Bay of Pigs
invasion of Cuba in 1961 three years before
They had been recruited by a purportedly pri
vate company in Florida Servicing their planes
were European mechanics solicited through adver
tisements in London newspapers Guiding them
into action were American "diplomats and other
officials in apparently civilian positions

The sponsor paymaster and director of them all
however was the Central Intelligence Agency
with headquarters in Langley Va Its rapid
and effective provision of an "instant air
force in the Congo was the climax of the
Agency's deep involvement there

The CIA's operation in the Congo was at all
times responsible to and welcomed by the
policy-makers of the United States (Under
lining added.)

This same article goes on at some length to point out

that the CIA in this case served as a political and military

instrument of intervention in another nation's affairs after

five years o.f unsuccessful but strenous diplomatic and U N

efforts Through the use of the CIA however an "unconven

tional or "paramilitary operation enabled Tshombe's govern

ment forces to defeat the rebels and convincingly end the

threat of a Communist takeover The uprisings were ended by

May 1965.7

The United States objectives in this unconventional

intervention in the Congo appear simple
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Prevent a pro-communist victory in the Congo

Establish a stable friendly Congolese government

Avoid direct U.S intervention

Maintain secrecy or at least a "low profile.

All these objectives were met quite successfully for the

most part The cover of secrecy was of course eventually

penetrated in part by the press and others But good security

was maintained throughout the duration of the operation

Direct U.S military intervention was definitely avoided in

this case except for the joint U.S.-Belgian humanitarian

operation at Stanleyville on November 23 1964

The timely and efficient use of airpower combined with

well-led irregular ground forces once again demonstrated the

utility of this team in an unconventional warfare situation

The success of this operation after the disastrous Bay of

Pigs failure probably restored the faith of many U.S leaders

in the usefulness of secret warfare

The reader should definitely note that the United States

objectives in this intervention did not include any humani

tarian or social reform goals Like other forms of warfare

UWcan only achieve short-term political ends Instruments

of policy other than warfare (covertor overt) are needed to

gain revolutionary social change

23
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CHAPTERVI

VIETNAM

United States involvement in covert operations has cer

tainly never been more extensive anywhere than in Southeast

Asia This chapter deals with U.S operations in Vietnam

and the next chapter concludes with the Laos story And as

in Laos the Vietnam story has to be separated roughly into

two phases Strangely enough though the phases seem completely

different in the two countries This factor will be discussed

in a later section

Unconventional warfare Phase I in Vietnam extends from

1954 just before the French defeat until about 1963 The

second phase of operations reaches from 1963 to the present

These two phases have been established for the purposes of

this paper to denotewho was the principal or "executive

agency in charge of operations at the time i.e. Phase I-

CIA and Phase Il--Department of Defense

Thus far the most revealing public documents to come to

light concerning covert operations in Vietnam are the famous

Pentagon Papers published in 1971.1 There have been of

course numerous journalistic ventures into this area in
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past years but only on a very spotty basis The Pentagon

Papers do however provide considerable documentary evidence

concerning the scope of united States covert operational

activity throughout the period

For the purposes of this paper only a brief background

sketch of covert operations in Vietnam will be given As in

previous chapters an attempt will be made to analyze the U.S

objectives and reasons for engaging in UWin Vietnam results

and any lessons which might be apparent

The U.S involvement in unconventional warfare in Vietnam

must be traced back to the summerof 1954 when the Eisenhower

administration decided to commencelimited actions in support

of the French In addition to overt logistic support Col

E.G Lansdale CIA and a team of agents began "paramilitary

operations against the Vietminh Communists These actions

consisted of sabotage psychological warfare other small

unit operations and air operations This particular course

of action was chosen after considering and then rejecting

overt U.S military intervention in Indochina The only alter

natives seemed to be overt logistic and covert operational

support to the French and later to the Ngo Dinh Diem regime

in South Vietnam.2
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The Geneva Convention of 1954 which partitioned Indo

china did not end U.S covert operations in Vietnam The U.S

efforts centered around a unit dubbed the Saigon Military

Mission (SMM)which had already conducted limited UWmissions

in the North just prior to the treaty This CIA organization

continued after the treaty however to train and infiltrate

South Vietnamese UWteams into North Vietnam This very lim

ited effort gradually abated in the years 1955-9 although U.S

overt commitments in the form of a Military Assistance Advisory

Group (MAAG)increased slowly.3

Commencingin 1959 the North Vietnamese having consoli

dated their positions in the North increasingly focused on

South Vietnam through terrorism guerrilla operations and

greatly enlarged infiltration movements of men and supplies

The U.S responded to this increased threat to South Vietnam

by tremendously enlarging the MAAGand logistic support on

one hand and by stepping up unconventional warfare on the

other hand The following quote from "A Program of Action

for South Vietnam may 8 1961 by an interdepartmental task

force from DOD CIA and State is illustrative:4

Unconventional Warfare Expand present opera
tions of the First Observation Battalion in guerrilla
areas of South Vietnam under joint MAAG-CIAsponsor
ship and direction This should be in full operational
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collaboration with the Vietnamese using Vietnamese
civilians recruited with CIA aid

In Laos infiltrate teams under light civilian
cover to Southeast Laos to locate and attack Viet
namese Communist bases and lines of communications
These teams should be supported by assault units of
100 to 150 Vietnamese for use on targets beyond
capability of teams Training of teams could be
a combined operation by CIA and U.S Army Special
Forces

In North Vietnam using the foundation estab
lished by intelligence operations form networks
of resistance covert bases and teams for sabo
tage and light harassment A capability should
be created by MAAGin the South Vietnamese Army
to conduct Ranger raids and similar military
actions in North Vietnam as might prove necessary
or appropriate Such actions should try to avoid
any outbreak of extensive resistance or insurrec
tion which could not be supported to the extent
necessary to stave off repression

Conduct overflights for dropping of leaf
lets to harass the Communists and to maintain
(sic] morale of North Vietnamese population
and increase gray broadcasts to North Vietnam
for the same purposes

U.S covert operations proceeded at a modest pace accord

ing to the foregoing guidelines and by 1963 just before the

overthrow of President Diem had largely accomplished the

missions which had been established albeit none of these

missions proved to be of decisive importance The major U.S

efforts had been madein building and training the South Viet

namese Army (ARVN) U.S.MAAGtroop strength grew from about

5Q0 in 1959 to about 16,000 by November 1963.5

27
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Sometime in 1963 the responsibility for the conduct of

unconventional warfare in Vietnam was shifted from CIA to the

Defense Department probably as a result of the rapidly grow

ing U.S military force in Vietnam Prior to this shift in

responsibility the CIA had control of all UWoperations even

including the U.S ArmySpecial Forces.6

Phase II begins with the shift of responsibility to DOD

and covert operations against North Vietnam commencedto get

into high gear with an .elaborate program of covert mili

tary operations against the state of North Vietnam code named

Operations Plan 34A The objective of this operation appar

ently was to force the North Vietnamese to cease infiltration

by progressively escalating U.S clandestine attacks.7

Available unclassified data on the UWcampaign in Vietnam

ends in 1967 which is the end of the period studied in the

Pentagon Papers Obviously though the UWoperations subse

quent to 1963 were ineffective in that large scale enemy

infiltrations into South Vietnam continued and the United

States intervened with direct military force in 1965

U.S sponsored covert operations in Vietnam have obviously

continued from 1963 at least until 1968 But such operations

have quite clearly been only of minor strategic importance

and very much subsidiary to the U.S direct military efforts
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What then have been the U.S UWobjectives in Vietnam

In this case the answers are not clear and can only be guessed

at as follows

In the 1950's andearly 1960's--to shore up the Diem

regime thru UWdelaying operations until the South Vietnamese

military machine could be made viable

After 1963--force North Vietnam to de-escalate thru

UWharassment

After 1963--serve as an intelligence and harassment

arm of the South Vietnamese and U.S military forces

Prior to 1965--generate continuingoperations against

the North Vietnamese without directly involving the United

States

Avoid confrontation with U.S.S.R or the P.R.C

Maintain Secrecy

Quite clearly the U.S decision makers chose at least

initially covert operations in South Vietnam in lieu of direct

military intervention Each of the U.S objectives appear to

have been achieved more or less except for the strategic

objective of forcing North Vietnam to de-escalate Effective

covert operations in this instance were either too small in

scale poorly directed not possible or a combination of all

three
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One thing does seem plain however when this case is

contrasted with Laos That is UWin South Vietnam was

always of secondary importance while direct military action

was the primary instrument used against the enemy Just the

opposite was true in Laos as will be detailed in the next

chapter

Many lessons will undoubtedly be learned from the Viet

nam unconventional warfare experiences In the view of this

author though the main lesson should be an understanding of

the absence of clear cut attainable UWobjectives U.S

unconventional warfare objectives frequently shifted through

the 1955-68 time frame and the control also shifted The

'result was ineffectiveness and in fact a major failure requir

ing a conventional U.S armed intervention to avoid the fall

of South Vietnam

Study of the available evidence indicates that the vast

bulk of U.S efforts in South Vietnam have been in the area

of conventional military operations A Military Assistance

CommandVietnam (MACV)numbering 16,000 men in 1963 is ade

quate proof of this point on the other hand the evidence

seems to indicate considerable reliance on UWbut nowhere

near the same level of U.S support for this strategy
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In closing one can only speculate of course but the

current Nixon Doctrine certainly militates against any future

U.S ground force commitments in Vietnam.like scenarios If

this is true then the need for an effective unconventional

warfare capability is even more important today
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since 1954 and principally since 1960 would require many vol

umes Therefore only a brief background sketch will be

attempted here with the object of highlighting and analyzing

the main United States involvement in unconventional war

fare activities in Laos

By the 1960-61 time frame the pro-communist Neo Lao Haksat

(NLHX)party and its military arm the Pathet Lao (PL) with

strong North Vietnamese and Soviet assistance was becoming

a threat to the existing government of Laos This country

which had been created by the Geneva Convention of 1954 was

supposed to be safeguarded by an International Control Com

mission (ICC) composed of members from Canada India and

Poland Just as in Vietnam however the ICC was never able

to make effective inspections or rulings due to the obvious

polarity of the group)

By late 1961 U.S.bfficials became alarmed at Pathet Lao

gains in Laos and decided that additional support had to be

supplied to the right-wing forces of General Phoumi Nosavan
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U.S military aid-and a Military Assistance Advisory Group

(MAAG)had already been working in Laos for several years

but increased effort was deemed necessary.2

Once again U.S policy makers saw action as being required

and had to decide what kind In this case the U.S opted for

both overt and clandestine means The MAAGincreased support

to the Lao Army (FAR) President Kennedy deployed 5,00O Amer

ican troops to Thailand and clandestine support was rendered

to Lao hill tribesmen (mainlyMeos) by U.S Army Special Forces

and by the U.S Central Intelligence Agency The principal

U.S force involved in Laos at this time however was the U.S

Army's Special Farces under the code name "White Star."3

These U.S ArmySpecial Forces teams trained and equipped

numerous tribesmen in both Northern and Southern Laos with

the objective of waning guerrilla-type warfare against the

Pathet-Lao and Wort) Vietnamese troops This training and

some operations were conducted up until the time of the

Geneva Accords of July 1962.4

With the signirg of the Geneva Convention of 1962 the

United States obeyed the mandates prohibiting further military

action or support in Laos and withdrew all U.S personnel

involved in these activities thus ending the first phase
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of the united States operations in Laos--especially the uncon

ventional operations Additionally the SEATOtroop "manuevers

in Thailand were ended and all U.S troops were withdrawn

For a time after the 1962 accords Laotian neutrality

seemed a fact The U.S.S.R stopped its logistical support

to the insurgents and the North Vietnamese desisted from

agressive action It appears however that the North Viet

namese Army (NVA)troops located in Northern and Southern

Laos were never withdrawn.5 And by late 1963 the neutrality

of Laos began to be seen by the United States and her allies

as a farce North Vietnamese Armyunits began to agressively

take control of solid areas of North Laos and especially of

the eastern half of South Laos In the next few years the

NVAcompletely constructed the intricate road network in

South Laos (Ho Chi Minh Trail) with the major objective of

securing extensive supply routes into South Vietnam and

Cambodia.6

The Laos conflict is of course tied closely to that in

South Vietnam although the United States policies have been

vastly different in the two countries Probably because of

the 1962 Geneva accords the U.S government viewed its courses

of action in Laos as being constrained to relatively covert
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means In any event in the face of mounting NVA/PLpressures

in Laos in late 196 the U.S once again began secretly sup

porting the Lao government The regular Lao Army (FAR) was

given material and financial support and a large scale para

military or unconventional warfare program under CIA auspices

was begun throughout the remainder of the country.

By 1970 CIA supported and directed irregular forces in

Laos numbering 39,8(4 men in every area of the country except

in the vicinity of \ientiane Furthermore these "irregular

forces have come to be characterized as "the cutting edge of

the Laos military fasces. Regular Lao military forces are

described as being tied down to a static defense role.8

Any reading of the Symington subcommittee hearings of

August 3 1971 on Laos (source of the preceeding paragraph's

information) leaves one with the impression of a very large

CIA covert operation (initially) which has gradually become

merely "low profile but nonetheless of decisive importance

According to these ;enate hearings the defense of Laos cur

rently rests primarily on these "irregular CIA--supported

troops and on heavy U.S. Air Force tactical air support

(Up to 14,000 sortifs/month.)9 This case incidentally

seems to be the firft instance of large scale direct U.S

military air support for covert guerrilla or irregular troops



The UWoperation in Laos today is obviously huge by

former standards No final judgment can be made yet con

cerning ultimate success or failure in this operation but

it's certainly unique in U.S history

C Maintain secrecy as to degree of U.S involvement

Thus far all of these objectives have been reasonably

well met although the secrecy veil started slipping in 1966

and the 1971 Congressional hearings further compromised this

"covert operation A measure of the successes achieved to

date can be seen from a study of the Symington Committee min

utes which show current enemy forces in Laos of 139,000 men

(100,000 North Vietnamese Army) the friendly forces using

guerrilla tactics continue to hold against this force how

ever without the aid of U.S troops

In studying the Laos case one should note the contrast

with the South Vietnam case In South Vietnam the U.S elected

to use direct military intervention whereas in Laos the Uw

route was chosen The efficacy of either course of action

can be easily argued but it should be noted that the U.S

The D.S objectives in this venture seem familiar

A Prevent the seizure of Laos by a Communist force

B Do so without committing U.S ground forces
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commitment in Laos today is only a fraction of that in S

Vietnam and no U.S ground personnel are being killed This

is primarily due to the absence of a direct U.S military

ground force intervention in Laos

The Laos UWoperation also is similar to the other cases

analyzed in that at least initially small centrally con

trolled ground teams were utilized along with finely coor

dinated air support Conventional military operations have

been avoided

Finally a new element in UWhas been added during the

Lao experience--large scale sustained close air support for

guerrilla forces who are opposing a conventional army The

results thus far show considerable success against superior

numbers while at the same time avoiding a major U.S direct

involvement

In concluding this chapter on Laos it is interesting to

note that the Vietnam case and the Laos case are almost com

pletely opposite insofar as the UWpicture is concerned

Both operations have been roughly divided into two phases

But in Laos the military was the primary UWagency in Phase

I while CIA held sway in South Vietnam Then during Phase

II the control swapped in both countries Additionally UW

37
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proved to be the primary strategy in Laos while conventional

direct military action has been primary in South Vietnam

Very interesting strategic and political questions can be

posed when this dichotomy is understood although such an

exercise is beyond the scope of this paper
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CHAPTERVIII

COMPARISONSCONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS

.While our citizens may take pride in the
solid front of high morality which our nation
presents they can also sleep more easily at
night from knowing that behind this front we
are in fact capable of matching the Soviets
perfidy for perfidy

.When we choose to violate any of our poli
cies from being truthful in diplomacy to
refraining from interfering in the internal
affairs of a sovereign nation we find means
outside the normal machinery of government.
(Miles Copeland THEGAMEOF NATIONSLondon
1961 P 13.)

The five cases described in this paper are widely sep

arated geographically demographically culturally and

historically The countries involved do have in commonthe

unquestioned status as members of the "third world or "lesser

developed countries. These cases additionally are similar

in that an externally supported communist intervention was

always involved or at least perceived by the United States

as being involved In other words these cases all were seen

as Soviet or Chinese sponsored challenges to the United States

containment policy

U.S objectives have also been similar in each of the

five situations The principal objective has been to prevent
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or reverse communist takeover and to restore stability Gua

temala and the Congo seem rather clear-cut successes in this

regard while the Bay of Pigs was a failure;and the decision

is still in doubt in Vietnam and Laos although one could

call Vietnam a failure in that overt intervention of U.S

troops was required

In every case however the United States Government made

conscious and detailed decisions to intervene at least par

tially on a covert or secret basis The most interesting

factor here it seems is why the United States opted for

such secret means and whether or not UWwas an adequate sub

stitute for conventional intervention

It seems clear that the U.S decision makers saw each

of these five crises as areas of possible direct confronta

tion with the U.S.S.R or China unless something drastic was

done to alter an impending or existing communist takeover

In each case it was further judged that overt U.S military

intervention was not politically desirable because of both

international and domestic considerations Quite obviously

then if overt action is undesirable the covert alternatives

bane more attractive even to a nation basically morally

opposed to secrecy
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Having made the decision to intervene secretly in each of

these cases the United States used both the Central Intelli

gence Agency and the Department of Defense (usually the CIA)

to direct and conduct the necessary operations

Tactics and technique have varied considerably of course

but the concept of a centrally controlled small air-ground

unconventional warfare team seems commonto all the operations

examined Only in Vietnam and Laos have the numbers involved

in this team become relatively large Laos as has been men

tioned is a rather special case which is still ongoing and

which is unique to UWhistory in many ways 'It is quite pos

sible that U.S objectives in Laos will be achieved with the

relatively small efforts now being made South Vietnam on

the other hand was never a case wholly devoted to the prose

cution of unconventional warfare As is pointed out in the

chapter on Vietnam the United States focus has always been

largely on direct military action with UWplaying only a

complementary role

Covertness or secrecy is also commonby definition in

all the cases discussed here By and large the cloak of

secrecy has been well maintained at least until beginning

operations The results of the action and the duration have
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naturally been the determining factors in the maintenance of

lasting secrecy Certainly the operations in Guatemala Congo

Laos and Vietnam were kept well covered for extended periods

of time

THEREALQUESTION IS UWTOORISKYORCOUNTER-PRODUCTIVE

Professor L B Kirkpatrick Jr in his book The Real CIA

in analyzing the Bay of Pigs affair offers the following

.Finally the most important lesson of all
was that it is seldom possible to do something
by irregular means that the United States is
not prepared to do by diplomacy or direct
military action As in so many things the
attempt to do it the easy way backfired with
catastrophic results to the reputation of the
United States)

The conclusion or lesson one arrives at from the analyses

in this paper however is just the opposite from Prof Kirk

patrick's "most important lesson. The United States has

amassed a great deal of experience with unconventional wars

in the past 30 years And just as has been seen from the

five cases discussed in this paper some U.S covert actions

have succeeded and others have not But based on the cases

studied here one thing does seem clear regarding UW the

U.S national commitment in this kind of operation is minimal

and indirect That is if the action is unsuccessful the

penalties are not severe and normally merely involve suffering
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a temporarily poor world "image and/or some domestic embar

rassment for the U.S administration in power The following

quote from Evan Luard's Conflict and Peace in the Modern

International System concerning the public opinion or image

pheonomenon seems appropos here

.opinion cannot exert influence if it is not
clear whether the acts involved represent a trans
gression Where it is uncertain whether particular
kinds of action--support for native forces from
outside the frontiers the engineering of coups
d'etat the training or dispatch of volunteers or
special forces--are permissible or otherwise its
effect is neutralized.2

On the other hand defeat in an overt military operation nearly

always results in a political disaster This is not to defend

the tactics of the Bay of Pigs but US UWexperience indicates

that the "catastrophic results expected by Prof Kirkpatrick

are in actuality the least likely product

Therefore in the opinion of this writer it is precisely

because of this relatively low-level commitment and involvement

of national prestige and security that unconventional warfare

has and probably will be an attractive but little talked of

United States instrument of policy

In the era of the Nixon Doctrine there is every likeli

hood that the United States will continue utilizing the means

of unconventional warfare or covert operations And since
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there is abundant evidence of some very poor performances in

the past the Question arises as to how the nation cart better

use this tool in the future

Recommendations First of all it is obvious that UW

and covert operations have been practiced by both the Defense

Department and CIA since World War II The CIA however has

most often been called upon to plan and direct these opera

tions Overall DODstaff responsibility for UWrests with

a small element (DOCSA)of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Deputy

for Operations Presumably a similar staff is also estab

lished within CIA In addition each of the military services

have establishments which are supposedly responsible for train

ing and/or conduct of UWoperations In the Army it is the

Special Forces In the Navy it is the Sea Airland (SEAL)

teams and in the Air Force it is the Special Operations

Forces (SOF) Obviously the planning doctrine and training

for UWis very much diffused

Therefore since the CIA normally finds itself as the

responsible agency during "cold war conditions it seems

only logical that they should be clearly established as "the

authority and be given the necessary resources to properly

prepare for and conduct UWor covert operations when directed
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Of course the CIA would have to be given direct access to and

authority over the necessary DODassets (men and material) in

order to establish a meaningful planning and training program

Control could revert to DODin case of open or classical war

Such an arrangement should be relatively easy to achieve

administratively and still maintain the required security or

"cover precautions The parochial outcries from the DODand

the military services though would undoubtedly be the major

stumbling block Nevertheless in the judgement of this

writer the unconventional warfare instrument of national

policy is so important that bureaucratic obstacles should be

dismissed out of hand

The responsibility for UWshould be absolutely fixed

preferably within CIA but definitely under one organization

and the required men and materials should be placed directly

and unequivocally under this organization Because of the

unique requirements of unconventional warfare (secrecy flex

ibility smallness ultra-coordinated teamwork etc.) a single

commandapproach is only commonsense

In opposition to this proposed arrangement arenumerous

writers of the press Congress academia and others who have

proclaimed the "necessity for absolute separation of the
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intelligence collection function from the operational arm

of the executive Senator Fullbright,3 Paul Blackstock,4

President Truman,5 the NewYork Times,6 and the Washington

Post7 to name only a few have extolled the virtues of intel

ligence but have deplored operations which have been conducted

by the CIA None of these authorities however have stated

what the proper organizational approach should be They do

not advocate the need for a separate operational agency nor

do many disclaim the requirement for covert operations Addi

tionally none of these people or newspapers claim that uncon

ventional warfare should be run by the Defense Department

State Department or any other U.S agency

A current book by Henry HoweRansom THEINTELLIGENCE

ESTABLISHMENTdoes occasionally treat with the covert opera

tions/unconventional warfare organizational problem although

in this writer's opinion he misses the mark somewhat Pro

fessor Ransomexpresses a preference for the British system

which separates in-country counter-intelligence from out

country secret intelligence and has relied on a third arm

of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) for covert operations

According to.Prof Ransom this organization was the Special

Operations Executive (SOE) which operated effectively in

World War II but has since been deactivated.8



Mr Ransomdoes not however recommend the British system

for U.S utilization He instead states only that covert

operations should be compartmented within CIA so as to avoid

any "feedback problems.9 Apparently Mr Ransom and many

other writers do not realize this "compartmentation already

exists in that the clandestine service of the CIA (Deputy

Director for Plans--DDP) is an entirely separate arm of the

agency.l

In the view of this writer too many critics have devel

oped a dilemma through oversimplification and have then been

unable to recommenda solution In point of fact the com

plete separation of the intelligence collection function from

the operational function has most often been more theoretical

than actual It is true that objective analysis of intel

ligence data is always in need But historically the "col

lectors and the "actors have often been the same or very

closely related For instance most combat reporting is done

by the combatants and clandestine human source reporting is

normally accomplished by operational field agents Addi

tionally analysts views are always subject to considerable

interpretation or revision by military commanders senior

intelligence officials or high level government officials
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And after all these "revisionists very often are the prim

cipal actors as well The point is a clear cut distinction

between intelligence collection and operations is not feasi

ble nor is it always desirable since the operators in the

field are often closest to the reporting sources.11

The United States should not have to accept fiascos like

the Bay of Pigs or confused operations such as the early

stages of Vietnam The simple organizational approach recom

mended here should give our top decision makers an effective

instrument to be counted on

Finally a paper of this nature cannot make detailed

recommendations concerning implementation of the suggested

organizational changes and the purpose of this paper has

not been to develop organizational schemes But it should

be apparent that a very high level group probably the

National Security Council should study this problem and

develop and implement the required programs

Hopefully this paper has led the reader to regard uncon

ventional warfare/covert operations as distinct from and in

some cases a substitute for the traditional military instru

ment of national power And most importantly it should be

recognized that the national policy instrument of unconventional



warfare/covert operations is too important to be left in

its present state of confusion
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